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Preface
The 24th European Physical Society Conference on Controlled Fusion and

Plasma Physics, under the auspices of the Plasma Physics Division of the
European Physical Society, was hosted by the Max—Planck-Institut fiir
Plasmaphysik Garching, Gennany. Following the guidelines of the Board of
the EPS Plasma Physics Division, the 1997 Conference included topics from
the areas of: Tokamaks; Stellarators; Alternative Magnetic Confinement
Schemes; Magnetic Confinement Theory and Modelling; Plasma Edge Physics;
Plasma Heating; Current Drive and Profile Control; Diagnostics; Basic
Collisionless Plasma Physics; Highly Compressed and Non Stationary Plasmas.

The scientific programme and paper selection were the responsibility of the
International Programme Committee appointed by the Board of the EPS
Plasma Physics Division. The Programme Committee selected 523 contributed
papers (out of 651 submitted abstracts) for presentation as posters in four
sessions at the meeting. Guideline for the composition of the poster session was
to display the various contributions of larger teams in one session and to place
teams of similar goals and interests into different sessions.

As in the past, the Proceedings are printed after the meeting, giving authors
the opportunity to present their latest results in four-page papers. According to
EPS Plasma Physics Division regulations, the Conference Proceedings contain
the four—page papers of all those contributions for which at least one-author
was a registered participant at the Conference. All submitted papers satisfy this
condition. 51 papers were not presented at the Conference and not submitted to
the Scientific Secretary though they had originally been accepted by the
Programme Committee. This caused some problems in the organisation of the
poster sessions. As only in a few cases the cancellation had technical reasons, it
is strongly recommended for future conferences that along with the submission
of an abstract a guarantee has to be provided that an accepted paper will be
presented

The four volumes of the proceedings will be mailed to all registered
participants of the Conference. The papers of the 8 Review Lectures and 20
Topical Lectures will be published in a Special Issue of the journal ‘Plasma
Physics and Controlled Fusion’, which will also be mailed to all registered
participants.

M. Schittenhelm, R. Bartiromo and F. Wagner

July 1997 '
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MHD instability study with soft X—ray detector array
system on CH8 Heliotronf'l‘orsatron

Sawtooth oscillations observed in CHS Heliotron!
Torsatron and their effects on edge plasma
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Li pellet injection experiments and extension to
advanced particle transport diagnostics with
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Analysis of nee-classical double tearing mode

Extension of lattice Boltzmann techniques to flows
with arbitrary Prandtl number

Improved regimes of the tokamak core

Beta limits against external kink modes in tokamaks
taking into account plasma outside separatrix

Integral equation approach to modelling of the observed
phenomena of fast nonlocal heat transport in a tokamalc

Automodel dynamics of current "coalescence" in a
thin current layer

Subcritical excitation of plasma turbulence

Shear flow effects on resistive ballooning turbulence

Energy limits on runaway electrons in tokamalt plasmas

Non-linear saturation of ion temperature gradient modes

Gyroldnetic particle simulation of smalluscale
magnetic islands in high temperature tckamak plasmas

Large temperature gradient toroidal ll: modes in fluid and
kinetic descriptions

Stability of ideal and resistive modes in cylindrical
plasmas with resistive walls and plasma rotation

MHD operational limits for tokamaks with negative
central shear

Nonlinear stability analysis of external hydromaguetic
modes in a tokamalc
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Distribution of divertor plasma fluxes in the “Heliotron E"
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Theoryr of ion and impurity transport in edge plasmas

Divertor plasma flows affected by ExB drifts
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Experimental investigation of oscillating magnetic field
current drive in an inductively coupled plasma device

EC ray tracing with relativistic effects

Reconstruction of transport coefficients and ECRH power
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Full Wave-Vlasov analysis of Alfvén wave current
drive in simulated low aspect ratio tokaruaks
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Production of an ”illusory image” in the measurements
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ITER fusion perfonnance predictions

Effects of helium ash on the dynamics of lTER—like
plasmas

An analysis of the H-mode threshold in I'I‘ER
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Neutral beam injection and rotation in ITER plasmas

Simulation of ITER discharge rampdovm by injection of
impurity pellet

TIER poloidal field scenario, error fields and correction coils
Results from 2D radiation magnetohydrodynamics
calculations of the interaction of ITER disruptive
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Prospects for electron cyclotron current drive stabilization
of neoclassical tearing modes 1n ITER

ITER 2D X-ray imaging system based on Kumakhov
optics

Compact tokamak and stellarator reactors
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versus-size diagram

On the distribution function of fast fusion products in
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Simulations of standard and high-temperature L-mode
pulses with a general empirical microinstabilit}r based
transport model

The Alfven drift-wave instability and the scaling of
the edge temperature at the L—I-l transition

[3* scaling in radiative plasma regimes

Multimachine simulations of divertor pumping and its
dependency on target geometry and plasma conditions

Plasma parameters and detachment in divertor
simulators '

Effect of radial electric field shear on tokamalc transport:
Flow shear and magnetic field scaling

SOL currents for feedback stabilization of MHD modes

Dynamics of core transport barriers, poloidal flow. and the
radial electric field in TFTR reserve shear plasmas

Alpha particle loss in TFTR Deuterium-Tritium plasmas
with reversed magnetic shear

Experiments with ion Bernstein waves on TFI‘R

Analysis of radio‘frequency sheath interactions in TFI'R

Transport model testing and comparisons using
the ITER and DIII—D profile database

Understanding transport through dimensionless I
parameter scaling experiments

H—mode threshold power scaling and the VB drift effect
Improved energy confinement with neon injection in
the DUI-D tokarnak

Core turbulence and transport reduction in DIII—D
' discharges with weak or negative magnetic shear

Scaling of ELM and H—mode pedestal characteristics in '
ITER shape discharges in the DHI-D tokamalc

Comparison of discharges with core transport barriers on
Dill-D and JET

Energy and particle transport in the radiative divertor
plasmas of DIII—D

Recent H-mode density limit experiments on 13111-1)
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Real time equilibrium reconstruction for control of the
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Effects of divertor geometry and pumping on plasma
performance on DIII-D

Modeling of Dill-D noble gas puff and pump experiments

Energy balance. radiation and stability during rapid
plasma termination via impurity pellet injections
on DHI-D

A study of edge turbulence by phase contrast irnaging
on DIII—D

On the possible role of the impurity driven turbulence in
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UEDGE simulation of detached divertor operation in
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The importance of the radial electric field (13,) on interpre-
tation of motional Stark effect measurements of the
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Current drive experiments at high density in the FI'U
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Analysis of shear reversal formation scenarios on FTU
by lower hybrid current drive '

First neutron emission profiles in FTU plasmas

Influx of metal irnpurities from toroidal and poloidal
limiter in FTU

Sawtooth stabilisation on the FTU tokamak

Improved confinement on FTU sustained by multiple
' pellet injection

Linear frequency response of reconnecting perturbations

Runaway electron transport and sheath transmission
inferences from edge heat flux measurements in TEXT

Nonlinear dynamics of the fishbone
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Investigation of resistive MHDghysics and high
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Long mean free path electron heat conduction modifications

0n structural stability of impurity radiation front

Studies on plasma—gas interactions in powerful high
heat flux plasma device NAGDIS—II

Interaction of a plasma beam with neutral hydrogen in
the UMIST Linear System

A model of hydrogen recycling and glow discharge
conditioning with graphite wall

An efficient Gaussian-beam powered quasi-optical
grill for lower hybrid waves

Radiation characteristics of waveguide antennas for
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Nonlinear density profile changes and energy
dissipation in Helicon wave plasmas

Antenna coupling for non-circular plasma

Parasitic cyclotron absorption by fusion born alpha particles

Selfvconsistent my description of electron cyclotron
waves
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resolved spectroscopy on the EXTRAP-TZ RFP

Experiments with externally controlled field errors on
Extrap T2

1-D neutral, particle and energy transport simtflations
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Electrostatic fluctuations and edge transport in Eatrap T2
Numerical simulations of induced toroidal rotation in
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-'Ion temperature anisotropy and toroidal rotation of
impurities in Extrap-T2 RFP plasma

Results from Thomson scattering measurements in
the Extra]: T2

Magnetic field fluctuations in turbulent plasmas

Chaotic dynamics and structure formation in the plasma
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Dissipative saturation structure and transport effects
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Ponderomotive coupling of lower hybrid waves with
low frequency plasma oscillations

Propagation of femtosecond laser pulses in gases and
the ionization induced self—guiding effect

Control of the chaotic regimes of nonlinear drift
waves in a magnetized plasma
Nonlinear condensation of the KAWs spectra and
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The Weibel instability in inhomogeneous plasmas
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Non-linear sheaths with dust particles
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Edge profile investigations close to the density limit of
various plasma regimes in ASDEX Upgrade

Investigations of tungsten in the central plasma of ASDEX
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Ion dynamics observed by high resolution spectroscopy
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Low—z—hnpurity transport coefficients at ASDEX Upgrade

Modelling of impurity transport and radiation for ASDEX
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Spectroscopic measurements of the tungsten erosion in
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H-mode confinement on ASDEX Upgrade
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0 Particle transport determined from modulated gas puff Peeters, Fifi. 1469

It Radiative cooling and improved confmement in Kallenbach. A. 1413
ASDEX Upgrade

1! Physics of perturbative transport from sawteeth Ryter, F. 147?
propagation and ECRH modulation in ASDEX Upgrade

i Pellet refuelling from the magnetic high field side Lang. PSI". 1481

1' Scaling of thermal energy confinement in ASDEX Vollmer, O. 1485
Upgrade

1' Broadband reflectometry to investigate profiles and Manse. ltd. - 1489
fluctuations during ELMs on ASDEX Upgrade

I! Continuous tracking of density profile buildvup during Serra. F. 1493
L—H transition on ASDEX Upgrade from microwave
reflectometry

i A 2-D code for the analysis of microwave reflectometry Grossmann. MIT. 149?
measurements in fusion experiments _

4' Fast determination of Ti—profiles from analysis of neutral Fahrbach. 1501
flux measurements H.-U.

II Characterization of edge turbulence in neutral beam Kurzan. B. 1505
injection and ion cyclotron resonance heated plasmas
in ASDEX Upgrade

i Motions] Stark effect polarimetry for the determination Wolf, RC. 1509
of the ASDEX Upgrade current density profile

I Radially propagating high-nihigh—m mode cascades Gude. A. 1513
during flattening or inversion of central q-profile in ASDEX
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I Differential rotational soft X-ray tomography of Sokoll, M. 151'?
coupled MI-ID modes

1' Characteristics of type I and type III BIN-precursors Kass. T. 1521
in ASDEX Upgrade

1' Observation of TAB-modes in ohmically heated plasmas Maraschelr. M. 1525
by drift wave excitation

0 Modified high—flhigh-m tearing modes in low shear regions Gdnter, S. 1529
with high pressure gradients and high resistivity

1' Localized ECRH power deposition in ASDEX Upgrade Leuterer. F. 1533

I Scale lengths of current flow in magnetized plasmas Weinlich. M. 153'?

1* Three-dimensional simulations of two-fluid driftv Zeiler, A. 1541
Braginskii turbulence

- Three dimensional computation of fluid and kinetic drift Scott. a. _ 1545
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0 Drift motion in the scrape-off layer during hard disruptions Lengyel. LL. 1549
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Two-fluid MHD simulation of confinement of pellet-
produced hydrogen clouds in hot magnetized plasmas

TAB studies in ASDEX Upgrade

Growth rates of resistive ballooning modes in ASDEX
Upgrade and WT—AS

Bolometer measurements and transport simulations of the
density limit on the W7uAS stellarator

The effects of field reversal on the W7-AS island diver-tor
at low densities

Feedback controlled radiative edge cooling experiments
in the Wendelstein 7—AS stellarator

Plasma radiation with local impurity injection into a
magnetic island of WT—AS stellarator and at the separatrix
of AUG tekamalc
Radiative instabilities in W'l-AS plasmas with highly
radiating boundaries

The role of the radial electric field and plasma rotation
for the HEW-AS stellarator confinement

Stud}r of density turbulence and coherent mode activity
in Wit-AS by microwave reflectcmetry

Role of recycling to achieve high nTr.E in ”WT-AS

High-conf'mement NBI discharges in WT-AS

Dynamic behaviour of the H—mode edge transport
barrier in the W7—AS stellarator

The neoclassical "electron-root" feature in W'l-AS

Investigation of impurity tracer transport in high
‘density plasmas at the stellarator Wendelstein T—AS

Structure of the edge fluctuations in the W7- AS stellarator

Review of 3-D equilibrium calculations and
reconstructions for WT-AS

Simulation and analysis of neutral particle spectra fmm
WT—AS in combination with neutron activation measurements

der, C.Tomcgraphic reconstruction of plasma equilibria and
MHD—modes at Wendelstein T-AS

Analysis of D pellet injection esperiments in the W7-AS
stellarator

ICRF experiments on the W7-AS stellarator
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Energy and density inhomogeneities driven by toroidally
localized ECRH in WT-AS
Resonant electron Bernstein wave heating via mode
conversion in W'l—AS

Analysis of WT—AS Mirnov data using SVD and
correlation techniques
Correlation between MED-activity, energetic particle
behaviour and anomalous tranSport phenomena 1n
Wendelstein ‘1-AS
The shear Alfven continuum of an ideal MHD
equilibrium without spatial symmetry
Analysis of a kinetic energy principle for a 3D
plasma equilibrium

Computation of stellarator equilihria with the PIES
code using input of VMEC results
Sheared potloidal flows and turbulence"1n the edge
plasma region of stellarator and tokamak devices
Viscous damping and plasma rotation in stellarators

Tune-resolved transport in W7-X as predicted by
neoclassical dietary
First survey of finite-«B magnetic fields of W'l-X
Physics and engineering studies of a Helias reactor

Statistical properties of the ergodic layer in TORE
SUPRA and the BBB of TEXTOR

Magnetic field line properties of the dynamic ergodic .
divertor for TEXTOR—Qél

Confinement 1n discharges with impurity seeding in
TEXTOR—94 and TFTR

Dilution and electron temperature determination from
neutron rate measurements dunng R1 mode discharges 1n
TEXTOR

Experimental investigations on the effect of EXB flow
shear on edge transport in improved confinement at
TEXTOR-94 _

Runawayr diffusion in TEXTOR —94

Xe injection experiments in 'I'EXTOR—94
Neon profiles and concentrations under radiative edge
cooling conditions in TEXTOR-Qd.

Rotational differences between MHD instabilities and
plasma in TEXTOR~94
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Helium exhaust under radiative I—mode conditions at
TEXTUR-94

Optimization of neon edge cooling on TEXTOR-Bd

Impurity production under radiative discharge
conditions in TEXTOR—94

Atomic and molecular hydrogen reemission from heated
TEXTOR carbon limiters

Spectroscopic studies of the veloci distribution and
penetration depth of helium and neon atoms released
from carbon and tungsten test limiters in TEXTOR—94

Low voltage start—up assisted by ICRF in TEXTOR-94

Influence of high—Z limiter materials on the properties I
of the RIFmode in TEXTOR—94 with different heating
schemes

Infra—red high temporal resolution thermal
measarements on TEXTOR—94

Triton burnup measurements at TEXTOR-94 using
activation techniques

A new compact detector system for collimated D-D
neutron flux measurements

Soft xrray line spectroscopy with high time resolution
at 'I'EXTOR 94

Long duration discharges of the tokamak ISTI‘OK in an
alternating plasma current regime

Avalanche dynamics of collapse and non-local model
of transport _ . .

Enhanced rotation velocities and electric fields, sub-
neoclassical energyr transport and density pinch from
revisited neoclassical theory

Dust in fusion plasmas

Criterion and destabilization of tearing mode in reversed
magnetic shear tokamaks plasmas

A two-dimensional simulation of electrostatic drift wave
turbulence in plasmas '

The effect of locally enhanced resistivity on
reconnection in a plasma

Neoclassical theory,r of poloidal rotation damping

The inward heat pinch
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Beam tracing of electromagnetic waves in inhomogeneous
plasmas
Plasma modelling for PSI—1

Sputtered tungsten atoms investigated in a linear plasma
generator

Cross—field diffusion by charge changing collisions

Time evolution and bifurcation of temperature profiles

Electric stopping in hot plasma wall interactions

Matching of a non~Gaussian gyrotron output beam to
an ECRH transmission line using thermographic
measurements

Response of the electron distribution to modulated
heating

Comparison of reflectomeu-y techniques for density
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Discharge optimisation and the control ofMRI) modes
M.F.F.Nave1, G.T.A. Huysmans, B.Balet, B. de Esch, R. Gianella, C.Gowers, T.Jones,

R.Konig, P.Lomas, V.V.Parail, F.Rimini, B.Schunice, P.Thomas

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon. OX14 3EA, UK.
IAssociacao nuaarosmsr, Lisbon, Portugal

Introduction
iET hot-ion H-modes are limited by modes in the core, associated with the sawtooth
instability, as well as by modes near the edge such as outer modes and Ms [1]. Since the
hot-ion H-modes'are characterised by a confinement which increases with time, the best
performance is obtained when both core and edge MED phenomena occur late in the heating
phase. Thus, to achieve high performance, it is very important to increase the Mil-1D stability
of such plasmas. Although, it has not been possible to eliminate entirely the MED modes,
successful measures are taken to delay their onset. Particularly successful results, reported
here, are those of experiments aimed at delaying the outer modes, by the controlled reduction
ofthe plasma current (current ramp-down).
Experimental and theoretical results for two optimisation techniques routinely used at JET,
will be reported: a) current ramp-down, and b) continuous gas fiielling. We look into the
possibility ofusing both techniques to delay MI-ID modes observed near the edge. Transport
and edge Mil-1D stability analysis for both types of optimisation techniques have been
performed, using the ideal Mil-ID code hflSHKA—l .321“, and transport codes TRANSP f3!
(interpretation), JETTO {all and PRETOR i5! (predictive studies).

Edge modes observed to limit JET high performance plasmas
Outer modes and ELMs, account for over 70% of the limitations observed in JET hot-ion H-
modes r'1!. Outer modes are MED oscillations observed near the edge of the plasma, with
typical mode numbers m=~4-'?, n=1. The mode structure observed'in SXR data is consistent
with that ofexternal kinks Edi. Giant ELMs are observed late in the heating phase, From a few
ms to a few hundred ms after the onset of the outer mode. Their nature is not yet clear.
In hotwion H-mode discharges, large pressure gradients and currents densities develop at the
edge. Ballooning and kink stability analysis of several discharges shows that, in general, both
outer modes and ELMs occur near the external kink marginal stability. The first giant ELM,
however, is observed as the discharge approaches the ballooning limit.

Current Ramp Down .
The external ldnk stability depends on the value ofthe current—density in the outer 5 cm of the
plasma. Theoretical analysis therefore suggests that a decrease in edge current-density, which
could be achieved by decreasing the plasma current during the heating phase, improves the
external kink stability and may delay the outer modes. This was indeed confinned by
experimental results. A comparison of discharges with and without current ramp-down
(typically 0.3—0.5 MAfs) clearly shows that in most cases, n=1 Mil-ID modes near the edge "can
be delayed, resulting in a substantial improvement in performance (figl). -
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The evolution of the discharges in the (or, jEDGE) stability diagram shows that with IP ramped
deem, the plasma is more stable to external kinks. (fig.2). This is due to the reduced edge
current (as illustrated in fig.4). There is a change of sign in the electric field, which decreases
the Ohmic current in the outer region.



However, while the duration of the period free of outer modes increases, the ELM-flee
period is normally observed to decrease (fig. 1). Transport- simulations show that with 1,,
ramped down, gradtp) at the edge does not change significantly. However, a typical BI,
decrease of~10%, increases or = grad(p)/‘B,,2 making the discharge more ballooning unstable
(fig. 2).
Experiments carried out at different values of plasma current show that the plasma stored
energy attained at the time of the first giant ELM and the ELMufree period are proportional
to the plasma current, i.e. W or. IF“, where as], for a given plasma configuration and input
power (fig. 3). Thus item the point of view of controlling the giant ELMs, it is better to
operate at high plasma current. "

Gas bleed
Another technique currently used at JET to improve performance, is that of injection of cold
gas at the edge of the plasma. This is done in two stages: a gas puff before the formation of
the X—point, and a lower continuous gas injection during the early heating phase, known as
gas bleeding. The initial gas pufi‘ is particularly usefhl in low power NBI heated discharges
(Pm 510 MW) since it reduces the shine through, improving the deposition ofN31 power in .
the core of the plasma. After the initial puff, a continuous injection of gas is observed to
reduce Zea (see fig. 5). In the following we assess the potential of gas bleed as a technique to
delay both outer modes and ELMs.
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Gas bleeding has been found at reduce say both in ELM-flee m and in ELM}! H—modes as.
In accord with transport simulations, with the lower 2.33 an improvement in the neutron rate is
observed. In hot-ion H-modes at present gas levels, no significant change is observed 'in the



occurrence of outer modes and ELMs. However, in some discharges gas bleed is observed to
delay core MHD modes (fig.5). (This needs further investigation.)
By increasing the edge density, and consequently cooling the plasma, one could in principle
decrease both the bootstrap and the Ohmic currents at the edge, making both the external
kinks and ballooning modes more stable. Transport simulations were carried out, assuming a
nee-classical model for the H—mode transport barrier, where the H-mode barrier has the width
of the poloidal Larmour radius I91.
For the levels of gas used at present, simulations indicate no significant change in grad(p). In
addition, the predicted and obsrérved cooling of the edge plasma is too small to cause any
significant change in jams. Further cooling of the edge, by further increasing the gas source,
would have a beneficial effect in both the external kink stability and the ballooning stability,
however core confinement would deteriorate since increasing the edge density would increase
the heat losses. Fig. 6 shows the results of simulations for different levels of a constant gas
source. In each case the time of occurrence of an aim-t and a jun-1 at the edge was registered.
Very little difference was found between cases 1-3 (see fig. 4). In case 4, MED events are
delayed by ~ 200ms, however no improvement in Rm; is obtained.

Conclusion
In accord with theoretical predictions, observations show that ramping down IF delays the
outer mode. Improvements in the neutron yield of45 % have been obtained.
The improvement in performance which can be achieved by delaying the outer mode is
eventually halted by an earlier onset of a giant ELM. It is clear from observations at different
values of the plasma current, that from the point of view of controlling the giant ELMs, it is
better to operate at high plasma currents.
MED observations at different values of I], confirm the interpretation of outer modes as
external kinks, while indicating that the giant ELMs occur as the ballooning limit is
approached.
The effect of gas bleeding on the edge MHD stability has been studied. For the levels of gas
routine used, no significant improvement in either kink or ballooning stability is expected.
Further increase in the edge density, would cool the plasma edge, delaying both ballooning
and external kink modes, however performance would not improve due to the increased heat
losses. Observations show that gas bleed is an effective way to reduce 2‘s.
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INVESTIGATION OF IMPURITY EQUILIBRIUM AT JET
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R. D. Gill, L. C. Ingesson, M. Ottaviani

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxfordshire, OX14 BEA, UK
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INTRODUCTION

High performance JET discharges are characterised by large auxiliary heating in the form of

neutral beam injection which drives the plasma column to rotate toroidally at frequencies in

excess of 18 kHz. In this condition the thermal velocity of heavy impurities such as nickel

(2:23), iron (2:26) etc. is comparable to their rotational velocity so that the centrifugal force

and the friction between heavy ions and rotating plasma become important in evaluating the

equilibrium distribution of the impurities and their flux. Impurity transport in the Pfirschd

Schltiter regime has been studied including the above effects. The model is valid for trace

impurities (Eran: no: n5), that are found to be in high collisionality regime far from the

plasma centre (0.6 r: p a: 1) even in very hot plasmas ( Y} z 10 keV).

IMPURITY BACKGROUND-IONS EQUILIBRIUM _

The classical cross field diffusion of impurity ions in a hydrogen plasma is due mainly to the

colli-sion'between protons and impurity. Since heavy impurities typically fall in the Pfirsch-

Schlfiter collisional regime (at least at the plasma edge where the temperature is lower) it is

interesting to solve the equilibrium equations in this regime including the centrifugal force

term. Let m, ,2, be the impurity mass and charge while we indicate with m, ,23 the

background ions mass and electric charge. Trace impurities are sufficiently diluted that they

do not influence the background plasma but they are affected by the self consistent electric

and magnetic field. Following Braginskii [l], the force balance equations for ions electrons

and impurities in the limit m, 2-3:- ml. are

U=WVP.‘F‘I.€(E+EXE’HEWPHt

13.."=at+Zjngetfi+fiXfillrfififier (1')
I? =—-Vp, +qfc(§+l}, X§)+FH +13}... .



where the friction term involved in the Pfirsch-Schltiter transport is

F, = —m,n,o,.,.CEii” -C2n,.\7[l 2} and ii =19} #17}. The term 13: = eaEREER is the

centrifugal force, R is the distance between the rotating point and the rotation axis, ER is the

unit vector in the direction of the line perpendicular to the rotation axis at the rotating point.

The friction terms in the perpendicular component of the velocities are of the order 5 =§=

defined as the ratio between the ion Larrnor radius and the scale length of the system. The
radial component of the zero order perpendicular velocity for both ions and impurities is zero.

The poloidal component is

o 2513—, 1 HmIQE(RU +reost’5?)coedi _&
t” :23” 1::e B 821.33. BT (2)

The radial electric field is already set by the ions-electrons equilibrium and is supposed not to

be changed by the trace impurity particles. The condition Vffl. = V35 , together with the

assumption that impurity and background ions are rotating at the same toroidal speed yields

the (first order in 5) equilibrium equation which can be analytically solved for the impurity

density assuming the temperature varies slowly with the radius. The solution, which takes

into account also the poloidal distribution of the background ions, is a fimetion of r and t9

(sq-3)

I 92 Z?" 92 2' m.= 0 ”fii—(; m(1—fl_—~—t t lanai — —*’——-——-* 2—212i“ ”A )[n,(0) exp 21* mi my T+Z,.3i; ( “i 2 z. maxi? r °)

where R r: Rf, + rcosd

For a peaked background-ion density profile (for example a Gaussian shaped radial profile of

width A} eq. 3 predicts that the centrifugal force displaces the density peak of heavy

impurities when A at \[ZJE'] M22 (atI — i) while strongly on-axis peaked background ion-

density profile (A cc: J21} f92(mj —Zm,.)) leads to strongly on-axis peaked impurity—

density profile. Whm the background-ion density profile is slightly hollow then the impurity

density is expected to be strongly peaked off axis and the centrifugal term to produce a

poloidal asymmetry.



OBSERVED IMPURITY EQUILIBRIA

In a hot plasma (1'; e 10 keV) in which nickel particles are present the charge state (Helium

like) Ni215+ constitutes 90 ‘ii: of the species and radiates in the soft X-ray (SXR) frequency

range together with Nil” which is only 1% of the species, so the Ni SXR radiation is
25+dominated by Ni and is proportional to its density. The radiation emitted by Ni during

impurity injection experiments [4] has been reconstructed over the poloida] section by SXR

tomography. The quasi steady state, in which the emissivity change on a very slow time scale

compared with the fast time scale of the impurity entering, is reached after 60ms from the

injection and in high performance JET discharges lasts for 0.1 s. Two different kinds of

impurity-density equilibria predicted by eq. 3 are observed
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE POLOIDAL ASYMMETRY AND ASSOCIATED FLUX

The time scale on which the peloidal asymmetry develops is related to the time the impurity

need to be accelerated tereidally (1:39.). For l'vt'z‘5+ in the shot #344?6 the equilibration time is
of the order of lflms; fer the shot #40051 no asymmetry is expected since the rotational speed

is very low. During the 10 ms the friction on the magnetic surface leads to a zero order (in

s = HR) radial flux r,, = office" where all (r) = oRe""’a . The average of 1“,,Zamrw l
.- t- Clm‘n "hi1- . . . . - aover the magnetic surface g1ves (TN) 2 ”Mimi—nap "3 . The Initial radial velec1ty

263m, rm

associated with the above flux is for nickel (#344Tfi) v, = —30 m. f s; therefore the impurity

particles will travel a distance it = reqlv, a 30 can before reaching the equilibrium with the

backgroundvions. This may explain the strong pinch velocity and the fast transport seen in the
first ms after the impurity injection.

CONCLUSIONS

It has been shown that neoclassical transport theory can describe heavy impurity transport in

JET plasmas. In particular the following features could be explained :

t Off-axis peaking of heavy impurities ( due to a hollow background density profile)

+- Strong impurityadensity asymmetry on magnetic surfaces (due to the centrifugal force)

I Strong impurity flux in the first ms of impurity injection experiments in NBI heated

plasmas C due to a slew transfer of toroidal momentum between background ions and heavy
impurities)
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A Comparison of Soft X-Ray Activity in High Performance JET Discharges

B. Alper, A.W. Edwards, A. Fasoli, RD. Gill, L.C. Ingesson, M. Romanelli

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon, OX14 3EA, UK.

Introduction: The study of MHD phenomena has been carried out at JET'1n unprecedented
detail using the new 282 channel soft X--ra)r diode system {1] in conjunction with the CATS
fast data acquisition system [2]. In particular the MHD phenomena occurring during the two
principal routes to high fusion yield, name the hot ion H-mode (HI) and the optimised shear
(OS) discharges during Mark H divertor operation have investigated.

Performance Limiting MHD Phenomena: In Hot Ion H-Modes there are 3 distinct
phenomena clearlyr associated with performance limitation; namely: 1) Giant ELMs, 2) Outer
Modes and 3) Sawteeth. Giant Hilda, occurring 112 seconds into the Hot Ion H-mode phase
always lead to a loss of confinement with 540% of the stored energy lost in <200us. This is
followed by a more gradual but permanent fall in energy confinement. The ELMs are
associated with bursts of SXR emission from the divertor at or near the tiles and by emission
from inside the plasma in the

Pulse No. 41(3135 SfiGkHz
1amw

is shown in Figure 1 where 1am
outboard upper region[3]. This Get. 340p

data from identically-viewing 39“ irons—1
channels at octants 4 dz, 8 are _ eooo— Gate-Top

, aoooacompared. These data, which was
are from the new hi her ' E

_ g 3 2mm ‘" Doha—Bottombandwidth (ZOOkHz) system 1ooc
show that the bursts in SXR
emission have structure down fiflfi_
to timescales of ~10us. Little 4513,.

aco—
J_ L13.55?5 lasers 13.3511? 13.55‘1'3

between the two octants Tlmels}

Hittite-I

Clot. 4-Eottom

M
ET

RE
-'1

1.
:

or no correlation is apparent

indicating the SXR bursts are
probably dug m highly Fig.1. SXFi emission during an ELM showing little
localised phenomena. correlation bannean the Mo octanls

The outer mode has been identified as an ideal external kink [4] and is located close to the
plasma boundary. In Mark II divertor operation it appears with various growth patterns as
illustrated in Figure 2. It can occur as a series of short duration (~5ma) bursts (see 2(a) &(b) ),
as a rapidly growing precursor to a giant ELM , (see 2(c)&(d)) or as a quasi-continuous mode
lasting ~100ms (see 2(e)&(f)).
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The mode is always associated with a rise in H-alpha radiation (2(a),(c) &(e)) and frequently
with a rise in edge Te

acne PUISE ”0‘4035? (see 2(b)). Ramping
. H—alpha h— an msrfl

accc ““5 EOE Te; r=3.35m current usually
was I -13.15 1325 .. 13.25 1mproves plasma

Pulse No. eases * performance by
sons c H‘aipha suppressing the quasi
anon EL” .
11cc } sen ”my .— 1 mad El” - continuous mode
1ooosec WW but does not remove

tease 1s.4os 1e.4cs 13.41:} 13.412 ‘ the outer mode
Pulse No. 335%

completely

Sawteeth are largely
. suppressed during the

Trusts} Hotulon phase. Those"

' that do occur at times
59.2. Three examples of outer modes in H! discharges; (a),(b) as

short pulses, (c), (o‘) as an ELM precursor and (e),(f) as a
quasi—continuous mode. '

of high performance
have a global
character with SXR

excursions extending to the plasma edgeifi]. Prior to Mark ll operation this would lead to a

global ‘X-event" (combined sawtooth and ELM) producing a dramatic loss in confinement [6]

but here no associated ELM appears and a correspondingly less dramatic loss in confinement

results.

In Optimised Shear Discharges, although many MHD phenomena are observed (and some

are discussed below) only one has a clear and unambiguous correlation with a loss in plasma

confinement. This mode. seen in the L-mode confinement phase, has an n=1 structure and is

global in character with all SXR channels (with reasonable SXR emission) responding to the

mode. It has been identified as a global pressure driven kink modem. SXR data in Figure 3

show the appearance of such a mode which in this case occurs soon after formation of the

internal transport barrier. It lasts only about films-and shows a characteristic rapid fall in

frequency from ~35 kHz initially (corresponding to the core rotation frequency) to ~12kHz at

the end. A rapid but temporary fall in neutron yield occurs similar to a sawtooth. Emission

profiles from a vertical camera, Figure 4, show that the core has an m=1 structure. A phase

inversion occurs only on the high field (inner) side indicating an m=2 structure-locked'to the

m=l with constructive interference on the low field (outer) side. When this mode occurs well

after the formation of the transport barrier, it usually loclts to the wall in less than 1 ms and

leads to a rapid and dramatic disruptionfi’]. I I
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A New Low-Frequency Mode (Picket Fence
An unusual mode has been observed for the first time in Optimised Shear discharges. It
regularly appears at low frequency (200 - 700 Hz) during the L—mode phase. usually after the

Pulse No. 38448
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Fig.5. An exampie of the picket fence’ mode seen in various eo’ge
piasma diagnostics. it terminates with the onset of the H—moo‘e.

formation of the
internal transport
barrier. Its
characteristic feature
of a regular series of
spikes in the H-alpha
and magnetics time
traces -» reminiscent of
a ‘Picket Fence’ - are
shown in Figure 5.
The mode disappears
abruptly at the L—H
transition. Its

localisation is close to
the separatrix. Note the
abrupt fall 'in T... with
each cycle at ---R=
3.32m.
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The mode as seen from a toroidal array of magnetic coils has a pulsed n=l structure and is
counter-rotating, i.e. opposite to the clockwise NBI—driven rotation of the plasma core. SXR
tomographic reconstruction generally shows a bulk counter-clockwise motion of the plasma
core at the same low frequency with an amplitude of 4-6 mm. ECE measurements show a
sinusoidal modulation of Ta predominately where the gradients are largest - close to the
internal transport barrier[8]. The mode may play a role in maintaining the OS discharges in L-
mode andlhas also been observed in high current ‘steady state” discharges as they periodically
drop into L—mode.

High Frequency Modes .

Some evidence for a weak excitation of TAE modes near the plasma core at a frequency of
~150 kHz has been observed with the new higher bandwidth SXR diagnostic in the highest
performance OS discharge, 40554, corresponding to a displacement amplitude of «Bonn.
MHD modes with frequencies from 60 kHz up to our normal bandwidth limit of IUOkHz are
regularly observed in the magnetics signals during the high performance phases of both types
of discharges. These are less commonly seen in the SXR data but, when present, are usually
associated with n ~2—3 modes in the plasma core. Occasionally, in OS discharges, modes are
present in the plasma core which are driven by the beating of two RF antennae. These is no
evidence that any of these modes affect plasma confinement.

Summary

Using the multi-channel, soft X-ray and CATS diagnostic systems, MHD events which play a
significant role in limiting the fusion yield of high performance plasmas in IET have been
studied in some detail. The complexity of both ELMs and the newly observed picket fence
mode have become apparent. An understanding of the nature of outer modes and bulk
pressure driven kink modes has led to the implementation of operational techniques to
minimise their effects on plasma performance.
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An InterpretivefPredictive Study of the JET Mark II Divertors
for ELMy H-modes in JET

R Simonini, G Corrt'gon, MFichtmaeiter, R Monk, G Redford JSpence, A Toroni

IET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon, OX14 313A, United Kingdom

INTRODUCTION
At JET, the current Mark IIA divertor will be followed by the more closed Mark 11 GB, which
was designed specifically to test the ITER Gas Box concept. This paper details modelling
studies and results concerning the relative merits of the various configurations.
The computational model has been assessed by a campaign of calculations to simulate the
phase between ELMs in H modes using the EDGEZDJ’U code[1]. The transport model has
been tested by simulating experimental data on radiation and target profiles, especially j,“ and
Ta, for horizontal and vertical Mark IIA configurations.

MODEL AND TESTS
For our tests, we have chosen Mark HA shots #3?93'? and #3?940, with horizontal and
vertical targets, respectively.
The upstream midplane density at the outer separatrix m, as well as the electron and ion input

I power P, and P; are specified as input parameters. Boundary conditions toward walls are
decay lengths of liq-=20 cm and Etn=2.5 cm for temperature and density, respectively. For
impurities, we have assumed Vnz=0 at the boundary—core interface, for all charge stages.
The simulations performed refer to ELM}; H modes, but the Ells themselves have not been
modelled, the more modest aim being to simulate the plasma behaviour between ELMs. This is
possible because, ifELMs are not very frequent (S 10 Hz), the plasma behaviour including the
boundary region will be essentially determined by the ELM-free period. Actually, calculations
show that even though the pulses are not in a steady state between ELMs and carbon
accumulates outside the divertor, quasi-stationary levels of radiation, pressure and ion
saturation current 'are reached in a few tens of milliseconds because the now-retained fi‘action
of carbon does not radiate appreciably. As a consequence, we have used the results of
previous studies [2,3] of Hot- ion ELM free I-I mode pure plasmas, which have suggested the
particle diffusion coefficient Dpet} lmzfs with an inward particle pinch term V~4. 5 rats, and

xteGZmza’s, Lee0.2s4mf
The chemical sputtering yield is from Ref [4], assuming a uniform wall temperature of 3000 C,
with a reducing factor so as to have a total effective yield el%. A significantly higher yield
would induce high recycling conditions, inconsistent with experimental data. 011 the other
hand, chemical sputtering yields are poorly known, ranging from 0.6% to 5% according to
various models described in the literature.
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In all simulations, the total radiated power in the boundary region is only partially (M4093)

accounted for by the computed carbon distribution. The missing radiation could be due in part

to some metal impurity (the presence of nickel in the discharges is confirmed by spectroscopic

signals, but its contribution in the boundary region is unknown). The missing radiation is

imposed in the code by means of an analytic formula.

For shot #3'l'93’l', the power radiated near
the X point between ELMs is less than “”4. ' ' ' ’ l ' $1 '1 '{' I'] it“

, 3 exp :

IMW, even though the total NBI power is 25—: _$_ :lpfl -_‘w
-

a ..

about 11 W. However, the stored energy as- jW '

is varying rapidly, with daa’dt w 5 W. “E 5 '32..
.. . , 515: «H-

Good agreement with experimental data is g ; mi

obtained by imposing the boundary condition 1°"; 5
that the separatrix density is n,=_1019 m'a, and sf 3““
the electron and ion input powers into the A: , , , , :6

v 1 T . I | 1
- . . 41.15 0 {1.05 {3.1 D15

computational layer, a few cm inside the Distance relative is separalrlx tm]

separatrix, are Pflml MW and Pi=2 W1 Fig} Experimental and computed j”, and T. along
These numbers take into account not only the outer drvirrror targetfor pulse #393?
dwlr’dt but also other losses such as charge
exchange and beam shine through losses. With this choice, the total radiated power is

P,,d=0.TMW. Fig. 1 shows the experimental and computed profiles of the ion saturation

current density 'jtn and the. electron
temperature T.= as a function of distance from
the separatrix along the outer divertor

WWLMIWULL
target.Similar agreement is obtained for the, 'EVIUUWWWill/mi
inner target. H.131)“ _

Other diagnostics are available from an WW
spectroscopy. Fig.2 shows experimental time
evolution profiles of three Du signals

I'
lfi

II-
I

In
I'l

l
H

ID
I!

compared with the computed levels at the
simulated time, and the photon fluxes from
visible and VUV spectroscopy due to (32+
and o“.
Similar levels of agreement are obtained for
discharge # 37940- (vertical target plate _
configuration). The parameters of the TI“ *m'l
simulation were the same, the only difierenca Fig...7 Experimental (solid) and computed (dashed)

being the boundary condition of the density Pi'flmnfiHx‘isfirpme Hm”

"I
"!

I!
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at the separatrix n5=0.7><10l9 n1"3 (in accordance with the fact that from the PPF signal
NEWAL, the average boundary density {nth-elm 1019 m'3 and 1.5km” nil for discharges
some? and 3mm, respectively). '
A number of tests show that most results are not very sensitive to different hypotheses on the
recycling of the ions leaving the S'OL in the perpendicular direction.

PREDICTIVE MODELLING: Comparison between Mark IIAP and Mark IIGB
Predictions for Mark II GB and comparisons with Mark IIAP (plugged by-pass leaks) have
also been carried out by assuming the same input data (and very similar plasma volumes) and
changing only the equilibrium and divertor configurations. Possible effects depending on
variations of the separatrix density or main plasma confinement properties, which would
require a full edge-core coupled model like the JETTO—SANCO—EDGEED—NMUS chain
[3}, have not been taken into account. The calculations have all assumed ”3210191114, Pfi‘lMW,
Pi=2Ml7J. It turns out that the production of carbon is virtually the same for all configurations
(e3x10m s‘l), even though at the outer strike point, T, decreases from 35 eV (horizontal Mark
HAP—H) to 14 eV (vertical Mark II “GB—V) while It, increases from 1.3:»:1019 m'3‘ to 2.3x10”
m‘a’). Also virtually the same is the fraction of carbon outside the divertor (in excess of 95%).
However, the horizontal Mark 11s are more '
leaky, resulting in a total carbon content about Zr
twice that of the vertical Mark II GB V, which m7:
is marginally better than Mark HAP-V. 2'57;
Fig; 3 shows the profile of Zea along the 210;
separatrix, from the cater to the inner target. :e—E
There are only small differences between Mark ”,3
IIAPs and GBs (emu is lower in ca-v than '
AP-V by w15%). Te at the midplane depends Ml
mostly on whether the configuration is AP or Er 1 l I l i 3 I l l i. l l- l l 1 la . it
GB, whereas Te at the targets depends ' PULcDaL DISTANCE

Fig.3 Palaldal prafihm of Zefi ar separarrix for
vertical and horizontal Mark IIAP andMark H GBEssentially on whether it is H or V. Similar

considerations apply to nu.

In view of the possibility of modifying the geometry of the GB divertor, for example by
removing the septum andr’or changing the-material of the private region plate, we have
assessed the importance of possible options by removing the septum and artificially switching
off the sputtering in various portions of the chamber. '
In the case of Mark II GB-«V, Fig. 4 shows the profile of Zflflr along the separatrix,"for various
conditions. The effective sputtering yields vary up to 20%. While the temperature and density
profiles in the SOL are virtually indistinguishable, Zen -1 varies up to 40%. These two effects
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are compatible because even though most
of the carbon produced is entrenched in the
divertor', the leaked fraction builds up
outside in regions of high temperature
where it does not radiate, and the carbon 5 3

left in the divertor is not sufiicient to alter D ”"1 “FW- Stuttst't'ttt “autism F
_ D with septum. diucrtet sputtering can.I _

the profiles appreciably. 9,51 s with septum. target nurturing Only -_
_ j + no septum, sputtering everywhere -

NUtE that, lit CUntrfifit IE0 thESB low- N no septum. no sputtering from PR _

I ‘ ‘ DIS 1 '— | I 1 I | . I .. Irecycling discharges at rather high ti i i i i i s i i. 9
. . atemperature, precious calculations [5] for mommfl

high-recycling or detached regimes have
, . Fig.4 Petotdnt prcfifes of Zw‘ at sepcrntrtx for

shown that the dettttls at” the estimate. In dwbt‘entoptiottsin ttert‘t'cntMnrkflGB.
particular the presence and the material of the septum, can be much more important.

CONCLUSIONS
The chain of codes EGDEZDINIMBUS is able to reproduce important experimental features
observed in the attached, moderate recycling phase between ELMs in ELM)! H-mocle
discharges in JET. However, there are difficulties in getting radiation and carbon stage
distribution and content at the same time, due to uncertainties in the model, especiallyr
sputtering, and the lack of a proper coupling to the core plasma.
In the regimes considered, the predictive runs indicate that in terms of 2.31s at separatrix the
Mark II GB diver-tor should perform in a similar wayr as the Mark II AP, with GB—V slightly
better AP-V, and details of wall and material in the divertor are not as important as in high-
recycling or detached regimes.
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Power Step-Down Experiments in the JET Mkfl Divertor Configuration

F B Marcus, B B'alet; J P Christiansen, H P L De Esch; N Deliyanakis; R Giannella;
C Gowers; G T A Huvsmans; O N Jarvis, T T C Jones, R Koenig; P Lomas;

V V Parail, F Rimini, P Smeulders, A Taroni, P Thomas; N H Zornig

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon; (3d 313A, U.I<L

Introduction

This paper focuses on experiments that extend the duration of high performance
deuterium plasma discharges in the hot-ion ELM-flee H—mode regime in JET. The goals of
these experiments are to: quantify plasma confinement in quasi-steady regimes; study
instability behaviour in quasi-steady regimes; optimise the plasma performance and duration;
determine the conditions for maximising fiision Q in quasi-steady regimes. Extension of the
transient regime towards quasi-steady conditions is achieved by using a power step-down
method. The Mark H divertor configuration most recently installed in JET has a more closed

geometry and better recycling control than the pretdous Mark I. For more detailed
information; an extensive studj.»r and comparison ofpower step—down discharges in Mark I and
Mark ]I configurations is being published [1].

Energy Balance and Confinement Scaling

Global scaling laws for confinement times in the ELM-free Humode regime are
investigated for their validity in quasi-steady—state and hot—ion regimes. The ELM—free
H-mode scaling law [2] for predicting the confinement time for total plasma energy (giving
similar times as thermal ITER-H93-P scaling) 1s:

«:31:i a 0.045 11,037 30.45 p-o.55 Mons 111.84 IIL0.03 E-o.oz Fp.53.

Power step-down at different levels of plasma stored energyr provides insight into the
behaviour of the plasma less power and its scaling. In the Mark ll configuration; discharges
with long periods free of an},t instabilities, at 2.3 MA and 2.8 T; for Pulses 38100; 38102;
38104; each had diflerent power step-down timing, as shown in Fig. 1. All the discharges
have similar energy confinement times of about 0.6—0.3 s; the same range as predicted from
ELM-free H-mode total energy scaling. After the power step-down occurs; the
experimentally measured confinement time tends to increase fiom a level 10—20% belowthe
scaling prediction to a level 10—20% above it. I
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Instabilities

Stepvdourn discharges provide a useful vehicle for the study of instability events, since
parameters change very slowly, particularly edge pressure gradients. Fig. 1 shows'that in
PuISe 38100, the stored energy declines slowly, excluding a global pressure limit as a cause of
instability. During the power step—down phase fiom 13.3 s to 13.9 s in Pulse 38100, the
gradient of the edge electron pressure Pg remains unchanged, and the gradient of the ion
pressure Pi, measured by CXRS, decreases slightly. The only discernible precursor activity
appears on a magnetic pickup coil sensitive to the ~104 Hz frequency characteristic of the
"outer mode", kin]; instability and begins about 100 ms before the Giant ELM at 13.9 s.
Sawtooth crashes do not directly contribute to performance degradation.

The WSHKA I stability code was used to analyse the stability of a JETTO simulation of
Pulse 38100 with respect to ballooning modes and the 11541 external kink mode. Fig. 2 shows
the 9T% flux value of the current density and the normalised edge pressure gradient at the
maximum gradient in the transport barrier, with the growth rate of the n=1 kink mode. The
edge current density becomes nearly constant after step-down, and the edge pressure gradient
falls, staying near or below the ballooning limit. The plasma is close to the external kink limit,
and the growth rate increases continuously even after power step-down, because of the
reduction in the edge pressure gradient. [The pressure gradient is a stabilising term] This
increasing kink instability may therefore be the reason why an outer mode is observed even
though the stored energy is decreasing. '

Within a given series of discharges, the ELMs tend to occur at a given density, but
different stored energies, for example: Pulses 38100, 38102, 38104, 38106, 38109, some of
which are shoum in Fig. 1. The limiting density increases approximately linearly with plasma
current. This result indicates that an additional mechanism may result in Giant ELMs besides
ballooning and kinks. One possibility is the resistive Mill) model of ELM's (see eq. 4.10 in
[5]), since the separatrix density usually increases as the main plasma density.

Neutral Beam Bptirnisatiou

Experiments were performed to optimise the choice of beam energy, since at JET there
are two beam boxes, one at 140 lceV, the other at 80 keV. Fig. 3 illustrates the effects of
beam energy with two identical discharges apart from the choice of beam energy after power
step-«down, Pulse 38102 (see also Fig. I) and Pulse 38103. The 140 keV beams in Pulse
38102 maintain the stored energy and neutron production rate at a noticeably higher level.

To explore extreme variations of heating waveforms, a series of 3.4T and 3.8 MA
discharges were compared, pith a current ramp down to stabilise the outer mode, shown in
Fig. 4. The heating waveforms include full beam power heating of 19 MW for 1.5 s in Pulse
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40346, a power step-down to 10 MW after 0.9 s in Pulse 40367, and a constant power of 10
W in Pulse 40365. The interesting feature of these discharges is that their behaviour tends

to be confinement limited, without signifit effects from the outer mode instability. ELMs

and sawtooth crashes cause only temporary energy loss. Pulse 40365 enters the Humode and

is ELM free during the entire 2.5 s heating period, and the stored energy nearly becomes
constant at a 9 MW level of heating and power loss. Pulse 40346 achieves a higher stored
energy and neutron rate, but transiently. Its stored energy has nearly reached an equilibrium in

stored energy with a power loss equal to the heating power of 19 W before a series of

ELMs. The power step~down Pulse 40367 reaches quasi-steady state, then undergoes a series

ofELMs during 13.6 to 13.3 s, but recovers afterwards. The slowest density, stored energy,

and neutron rate evolution is in 40365.

Conclusions on Maximising Performance during Estcndcd Operation

As shown in Fig. 4, the ratio of the observed neutron rate to the square of the plasma,

stored energy is nearly constant, decreasing very slowly with time. A consequence is that

since the neutron rate and the loss power both scale as W2, the steady state value of their ratio
is approidmately constant. The ratio of the d-t extrapolated. power (using TRANSP for a

50-50 mixture) to the heating power, in the high power discharge 40346 and the quasi-steady

discharge 40365 is typically 0.4. The ratio for the power stepudown discharge is 0.6,

somewhat less than in the Mark I divertor, where discharge 34236 reached 0.75. These

numbers all increase slightly to give a larger effective fusion Q when other effects are

included.
The optimisation of the performance ofpower step-down discharges in terms of neutron

yield, discharge duration and fitsion Q involve the following: the power step-down should

eliminate low and keep high energy beams; conditions of minimum recycling should be
provided; the filsion power and ion fusion reactivity at a given plasma stored energy should be
maximised by high initial power; the initial and final power levels should be sufficient to enter
and to maintain the ELM-free H—mode; the plasma confinement should be maximised by high
plasma current, toroidal field and additional confinement enhancement above ELM-free
scaling laws.

[1] MARCUS, RB. et al., ”A Power Step-Down Approach to Extended High Performance of
ELM-free H—modes in JET," accepted for publication, Nucl. Fusion.
[2] THOMSEN, K, CMBELL, D.J., CORDEY, J.G., Nucl. Fusion 34 (1994) 131.
[3] JET TEAM (presented by P. R. Thomas), in Plasma Phys. and Cont. Fusion Res. 1996
(Proc. 16th Int. Goof. Montreal, 1996), MBA, Vienna (1996), Paper IAEA—CN—oclfAB-Z.
{4] NAVE, M.F.F. et al., "An Overview ofMHD Activity at the Termination of JET Hot-ion
H-Modes, JET Preprint JET-P(96)14, May 1996, submitted for publication in Nucl. Fusion."
[5] CHANKHJ, A.V., JET Preprint JET-P(97)02, subm to Plasma Phys. and Cont. Fusion.
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MEI-ID Stability Analysis of Optimised Shear Discharges in JET

G.T.A. Huysmans, B. Alper, Y. Baranov, GA. Cottrell, D. Kadau, D. O’Brien and W. Zwingmann

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, 0X14 BEA, UK.

Introduction
In JET, high neutron rates (<2 5.6 101'5
his) have been achieved in the so-
called optimised shear scenario (see
Fig. 1) [1]. Early heating of the
plasma during the current ramp leads
to the formation of a transport barrier
and consequently very peaked
pressure profiles (see Fig.5). Due to
the continued ramp of the current the
plasma stays in L mode even with the
large heating power. Disruptions are
common in the optimised shear
discharges. They can be avoided by
adjusting the heating power wave
form and also by going from L to H
mode. The internal transport barrier
however decays during the H-mode

Power {M‘M

Energy {NI-3]

Run [10”]

[in

Do

4.5- 4.5 5.0 5.5 5.5 the 15 as
time Es]

Fig. J Time traces of the heating power, the reaction rote, the
stored energy, normalised beta, the n=i MHD signal and the
DH signoifor two neoriy identical discharges: 4384? (for fines}
and 40848 (thin tines) which ends in a disruption.

phase and the best performance is usually obtained in the L mode phase.

Tomographie reconstruction of the disruption precursor
In some cases the disruption in the optimised shear discharges is preceded by a clear n=1
precursor [2]. Fig. 2 shows the disruption precursor in discharge #39430 as seen in a central
SXR channel. The mode initially rotates with the plasma rotation frequency at 30 kHz. Then
the mode siovvs dovm and locks to the wall leading to the disruption.
The data from the JET 198
channel SXR system has been
used for a tomographic
reconstruction of the SXR —

J_._emission profile. The newly
developed tomography code is

as . '1.i:.‘ “1.5. 5' as. 2.5‘ . ‘ lac
timelms]

based on a straight field line Fig. 2 The precursor of the disruption in discharge #39430 as seen in o
eentrai SXR channel.

flux surface co-ordinate

system and uses B-splines and Fourier harmonics to represent the emission profile. Singular
value decomposition is used to fit the coefficient to the measurements.
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Fig.4a shows the result of the tomographic inversion of the disruption precursor using in = O,

1 and 2 as the poloidal harmonics. It shows the difference in SXR emissivity in the poloidal

plane between two time slices half a period of the precursor oscillation apart.

Comparison SXR reconstruction with calculated mode structures
MHD Stability analysis shows an global n=1 ideal mode to be unstable at the time of the

disruption precursor. The mode extends over the whole plasma radius with a m=2 dominant

harmonic (see Fig. 3). To compare the calculated mode structure with the structure obtained

0.0

the0f
perpendicuiar dispiaceiuent of tire n=i mode
found unstable in discharge 39439 at tire time of
the disruption precursor.

Fig.3 The poioia’ai harmonics

from the tomographic inversion, the calculated
displacement has to be multiplied with the gradient
of the equilibrium SXR emission profile. This
equilibrium profile is obtained by tomographic
inversion of the time averaged SXR signals. Due to
the extreme peakedness of the equilibrium profile,
only the perturbation in the plasma centre remains

visible.
In Fig. 4a and 4b the S'XR emissivity contours are

. compared from the calculated mode structure and

from the tomographic inversion. Good agreement is
found. However due to the peaking of the SXR
emission profile only information of the m=1 and
m=2 harmonics can be obtained.
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Fig.4i: The simuiated perturbation of the HRFig: 4a Tire difl'erence between two time slices ofiite

SXR tomographic reconstruction of the disruption
precursor in #39430. The ciosea’ curves are the
equiiibriumfiux surfaces.

emission based on the Hi! mode infig. 3.
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MHD Stability limits
. .. 5.:"'I"'1'--1-~~1-~One of the highest performance . opt1m1scd shear i pregame

discharges #40347 (see Fig.1) has been analysed with 4_:_ ‘ e 1‘“ Ft] _:
respect to the ideal MHD stability limits. The pressure '

:fi.fl-'profiles (see Fig.5) and the q—profiles are taken from a 3_;.
TRANSP analysis of this discharge [3]. Shortly after the _ f
start of the main heating the pressure profile becomes £35.65
extremely peaked due to the formation of a transport 3 '
barrier. Later this barrier moves radially outward resulting 1'3"” K

:5.2- :
in less peaked pressure profile. The q—profiles are 5 _. sag _ 5

EL'..._._.. . ._. . _. .--—..._.._'-—._—----—
monotonic with low shear in the plasma centre, :1 on axis ‘the 0-2 '14 0-5 0-8 1e
is relatively constant at about 1.5. Fig.5 The ”ninth." 0f the pressure
The MISHKA-llideal MHD stability code {4] was used to Prefiie in we 59’ the highest
calculate the stability limit for the n=l mode as discussed performance dfséharggs’ #40341
in the previous section. The stability limits are shown in Fig. 6a. It shows a very low limit on
[3“ of about 1.0 starting at t = 5.5s. This is due to the extreme peaking of the pressure profile.
With the reduction of the peaking factor the marginal value for [3,; increases to 2.0 at t = 7.0
seconds. The reduced slope of the [SN trace is due to the reduced heating power after t e 6.0a
This reduction was found to be necessaryr to avoid a disruption at this time, consistent with the
calculated MHD stability limits. Fig.6b shows the evolution of the discharge as a function of
the normalised beta and the pressure profile peaking factor, illustrating the strong influence of
the peaking factor on the stability limits.
as ' 2.5

11.5 '

D - - I
E E1

time Is] fl(0)/<‘fl.>
Figdo The MHD stability limit due to ogioboi n=i Fight: The evoiatiort of the peeking factor of the
pressure driven kink mode as o fimction of time for pressure profiiegfi-om TMNSP date) and the
art-3m“??? 4934:7- l’fiN=t3 fl (ifhfljfefmjflfl‘j). normalised beta (fly). incittdeti is the MHD stobitini
included is the time evoitttion offlgt. limit.
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It was found experimentally that a transition from L to one _
H mode can avoid the disruption. To compare the F
stability of the pressure profile during the L and H-
mode phase, the marginally stable pressure profile was
calculated for a peaked pressure profile with and
without an edge pedestal (see Fig. 7).
The pressure profile with the edge pedestal allows
much higher stable normalised beta values. The
maximum I311 for the H—mode type pressure profile is
2.1, for the Lemode profile 1.15, i.e. the addition of an .5 ,1, ,j, ' G, ,j, ,
edge pedestal by going from L to H-mode moves the “h"

, , , _ , Fig. 9' Two marginally stable pressttre
plasma away from the ideal MHD stabrlrty ltrrut. Frappe, with (AWE-i) and without

(,BN=l. IS) an edge pedestal

Conclusions
The JET optimised shear discharges frequently terminate in a dismption. Tomographic
inversion of the disruption precursor shows an n=1 mode in the plasma centre with dominant

poloidal harmonics of m=2 and m=l. The mode structure obtained fi'om the tomography

agrees well with predictions based on the calculated mode structure of an n=l global pressure

driven kink mode.
Ideal MHD stability analysis of the optimised shear discharges show that the plasma is close
to the stability limit for most of the heating pulse. The maximtun normalised beta was found

to be a strong function of the peaking of the pressure profile, in agreement with results from

DIII—D [5] and TFTR [6]. Initially the beta limit is very low, due to the extreme peaking of the

pressure profile. As the internal transport barrier moves outward in radius, the normalised beta

of the MHD stability limit rises. The plasma beta is following the MHD stability limit. This is

partly due to the adjustment of the heating waveform, which is essential to avoid an early

disruption and partly due to relaxations of the pressure profile due to modes with a similar

mode structure as the disruption precursor.
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INTRODUCTION

The confinement of alpha particles in JET DTEl experiments as well as of energetic ions

generated by high—power additional heating in JET discharges can be degraded by Global

Alfven Eigenmodes (AB). It is of great interest to analyse such AE instabilities in conjunction

with the observed performance limits of JET, where the energetic ions are generated by

Neutral Beam Injection ( NBI ) and Radio Frequency heating ( RF ) or by fusion-born alpha

particles in JET DTEl D-T discharges. Theoretical modelling and diagnostic results are

combined to study the excitation of AE in high performance JET discharges. The study is

based on a typical Hot-ion Humode with B}, =3.4T, 1p = 3.4MA, (rte) = 3X1019m"3, and

optimized shear discharges with (1(0) ~ gm a 1.5, (He) 2 ZXIUWm"'3 both with auxiliary

heating power of PM], s: ZOMW and PM s: lUMW. The ion temperature is 21(0) : 10 - 25keV

and the electron temperature is of the order of 11(6) = lfikcir’. These discharges are

extrapolated to operation with deuterium-tritium (DT) using transport predictions (TRANSP).

THEORETICAL MODEL

A hybrid fluid~particle model has been developed, where the background plasma together with

the plasma waves is described by the fluid part. The energetic ions need to be treated by the

kinetic model. The model comprises two stages, the linear stability analysis and the nonlinear

evolution of the system. In the linear phase the energy exchange between the coherent plasma

normal— mode and the energetic ions is evaluated by SWhm. The perturba'tive approach

utilising the MHD normal-mode is justified for a small drive as given by the alpha particle

distribution in JET and ITER. It requires a high heating power density from NBI and RP to

drive non-eigenmodes unstable .
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The CASTOR—K code evaluates both drive and darnpings for general tokamak configurations,

general orbits and realistic fast particle distributions. The nonlinear evolution of the wave and

particle distribution is descibed by a self consistent weak turbulence model and is evaluated

by the PAC code. The nonlinear simulations give the scaling of the saturated amplitude

as i_ 3 5(1) , {1)
. Bfl to

where the proportionality factor is close to one C = 1. Thus, the saturated amplitude can be

extracted from the linear analysis. Further. it is found that the orbit stochasticity threshold

53 SB
W :3;- —

B B max'0 steel:
~10"1 . I (2)

is difficult to reach in JET plasmas.

DIAGNOSTICS

Systematic measurements of magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) activity have been done using the

synchronous detection system of the AB Active and Passive Diagnostics. Recently, an.

improved diagnostic based on a set of eight magnetic coils with 1 MHz sampling rate for a

1 second time interval] has become operational thus allowing to monitor frequencies up to

500 kHz in time.

RESULTS

1) NBI : Theory reveals that 140 keV beams can drive TAB unstable ht Hot ion H-mode only

for highun (n :14). The modelling for a slowing-down distribution shows that the drive is

increased for 140 keV ions with increasing n with it ~ 14 being marginal unstable. As shown in

Fig. l the stability limit is reached in some JET discharges. AIthough magnetic fluctuations

with n=1 to it} were observed with frequencies around 400 kHz there is no conclusive

evidence that these are AE.

ll} RF : From the modelling it is found that the energetic ion tail (E3600 keV) can drive TAE

modes unstable { see Fig. 2 ). Interpretation of JET ICRI-I discharges yields that an estimate

of the energy stored in the fast ions is given by W! 2 PM mm 1’ 8 , where rm, is the ion—

electron slowing down time in the plasma centre [1]. This leads to a tail temperature for the

fast ions of T, =1 TGDKeV for the case of 4 W RF power. Experimentally it is found that

low-n (11:2 to 5) TAEs in optimized shear and medium-n (11:5 to 11) TAEs in Hot-ion H-
mode are unstable for RF power larger than 4 W. EAEs are observed for RF power larger

than 6MW as shown in Figs. 3 and 4. A large data base of these results was established'at

JET.
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III} ot-particles : The modelling for a slowing-down distribution indicates that the drive is

reduced for 3.5 Mtr. '5 with increasing toroidal mode number 11. From theory it follows that

alphas can drive AE unstable in Hot-ion H—mode discharges for n=5 to 10 ( KTAE } as well

as in optimized shear configurations for n=2 to 4 (THE). Thus direct AB excitation by o: 's is

predicted in DTEI discharges with a fusion power in excess of 10 MW. These AB should be

detectable by the high resolution diagnostic.

TAE RF Hydrogen
to ‘

c.1oo n :14 was JET 3135i mam...

5' Willa ‘unsraeLE fl H 1+ HH
A? .55.: ‘I'2-E: g

g Pulse No: saaaa 'i E, D _' .-
%c the e- “a“: '. .

a}: eraaLE "5 '_ j_

' "i

filUll.-I....I....Ij

0.01331 0:2 {1'3 ‘11: 0.5 o .eco may” woo woo

Vamp.

Fig. 1 Stability diagram for NBI drive. Fig. 2 Modelling of the growth rate of a nzfi

TAE mode in the presence of RF generated ions

due to on-axis heating.

CONCLUSIONS

It is predicted that the fusion born ct ’s can drive AB unstable both in JET Hot-ion H—mode

and optimised shear D-T discharges, when the fusion power exceeds lOMW. Since the AE

amplitudes are predicted to saturate at small amplitudes. no significantot - particle loss or

redistribution should occur.

The drive provided by RF generated fast ions is sufficient to drive AF. and EAE unstable both

in HotHion H-mode and optimised shear discharges. The experimental identification of

frequencies and mode numbers agrees well with the modelling. It is, however difficult to

measure the saturated AB amplitudes in the plasma centre, which is needed for further

benchmark tests on the theory . Extreme difficult is the measurement of the energetic

particle redistribution. in particular when losses are not pronounced.

[l] L-G Eriksson. private communication
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AE activity on optimised shear Continuum gap structure
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Fig.3 Spcctrogram of the magnetic fluctuations Fig.4 Aifvén continuum gap structure for
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Identification of outer modes in JET
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Introduction
The Hot Ion H-mode is one of theoperating regimes used to attain high performance (in high
neutron yield) in JET. In this regime a low density target plasma is heated with substantial
neutral beam power (a lSMW); the low target density allows good beam penetration to the
plasma core and gives rise to long ion-electron equipartition times, so that the ions become
substantially hotter than the electrons (typically Ti-vZD—Sflkev, Te~10-15keV). Since the ions are
the fusing species Tin-Tc tends to optimise neutron yield (in 13-1) and DT plasmas) for a given
Stored energy. The Hot Ion regime is transient and almost always terminated by MHD [1].
This MED may be in the plasma core (sawtooth or fishbone) or at the plasma edge (giant HIM
or ‘outer mode’). Discussion of the origin of the so called outer mode is the subject of this
paper. Experimentally the outer mode is observed to generally have a toroidal mode number
n=l (though n=5 has been observed) and have poloidal mode numbers in the range m=4-5. It
has a frequency of ~10kI-Ia and is observed to occur in the outer ~20% of the plasma (hence its
name). Although confined to the plasma periphery the outer mode causes a global degradation

' of energy confinement (see Fig 1) and poses a significant limitation to high perfonnance
operation in JET Hot ion H—modes; therefore a physics understanding of it is important .
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MHD Stability
In the Hot Ion H-mode large edge tamperature and density gradients occur. The combination of
the high edge temperatures channelling ohmic current near the edge and the bootstrap effect,
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gives rise to large edge current gradients; an effect which is confirmed by detailed transport
simulations. The edge pressure gradients can approach the ideal ballooning limit. while the
edge current gradients can drive low-n edge kink modes (sometimes known as peeling modes).
The stability of these edge kink modes has been calculated with the free boundary resistive and
ideal toroidal MHD codes, CASTOR. and MISHKA. Stability calculations based on eqrfilibria
from transport simulations of specific discharges show (within error bars) that the low-n (n=1
and 2) ideal kink modes are unstable when outer modes are observed (Fig 2). '

‘-

. _.~‘ ----------.';.-_ .1.callorming Unstable
E 1.2 --

E 0.8 - Shot trajecmry from _-
E transpm crate. In expt . . - €0-

outer mode cedars at ' If
'8 12.8s -

e I ..z -1

0 cos 5;1(97 sauna) —2 . . ni
Fig 2 Stability ofpulse 386.75 in which an outer mode 2 ' 3 4

F! {mloccurs at 12.8s. At this time the pulse ts unstable to the Fig 3 Velocity vectorsfor ”=1 kink !

external kink erode buifarfitom ballooning instability.

The coincidence between the n=l external kink stability boundary and the outer mode being
observed combined with the edge localisation of the external kink mode (Fig 3), which is an
observed feature of the outer mode, strongly suggests that the outer mode is a current driven

external kink. A fm'ther convincing identification of the outer mode as an edge kink mode
comes from a comparison of theory predictions with SXR data.

SXR Comparison
JET has an extensive SXR system with 9 arrays of diodes giving 19'? chordal views at: a given
toroidal angle. The filtering on these diodes is such that they are sensitive down to temperamms

of ~2keV (very near the edge in Hot Ion discharges). The outer mode is particularly visible on
SXR chords which are tangential to the edge region of the plasma. To compare the SXR data
with theory an average emission profile is computed from experimental data (not a flux surface
quantity). displaced using the ideal kink mode displacement vectors. and the SXR line integral
views computed. For dominantly toroidal rotation an equivalence between time and toroidal
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angle exists, allowing time histories of the SXR charmels to be computed and compared with
experiment (see figure); excellent agreement is found both in relative phase (Fig 4).
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Fig 4 Comparisonfor poise 3.7431 ofobservad outer Fig 5 SXR channels on which on cater mode

oscillation with amplitude :- SOWrn‘z is observed. lite
plasma surfaces shown include the kink distortion or an

amplitude which matches the SXR oscillations.

mode oscillations (thick lines] with theory (thin

linesifor a range ofoater .S'XR channels (see Fig 5).

There is good agreement between theory and experiment, for a given camera, on the relative

amplitudes of the outer mode SXR oscillations. By fixing the absolute amplitude of the linear

kink. mode eigenfunctions by matching to a given channel (E33 in the 31—point region is used

here) the boundary distortions due to the outer mode can be seen (Fig 5). These distortions are

largest at the X—point (~lflcm) and the upper stagnation point and are significantly smaller on the

mid—plane (~1cm). '

In these external kink mode computations the scparatrix geometry is approximated by truncating

at some flux value; 99% of the separau'lx value for the computations presented above. The
edger; value due to this truncation affects the dominant pcloidal mode number fonning the kink

mode eigenfunction. For the comparison in Fig 4 qv=4.8 which causes the dominant harmonic

to be m=5. Other edge truncations have been examined causing the m=4 or 6 harmonics to be
dominant but the agreement with experiment is somewhat worse.

Tearing Mode SXR comparison .
Comparisons with experiment have also been made for resistive (island forming) edge kink

modes. These remain unstable as the edge current is reduced below the threshold to drive ideal

modes being driven by current gradients within the plasma. A different technique is required to

compute the theory SXR chord integrals, since the ideal hill-ID assumption that the plasma (and
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hence the SXR emissivity) moves with the perturbed flux surfaces is no longer valid. Instead it
is assumed that the SXR emission is constant on a perturbed field line and that the emission on

that field line is specified as a function of its average radius. The emissivity profile used is

determined by a flux surface averaged tomographic reconstruction. Use of this procedure

shows a much poorer comparison of relative phase with experiment for the resistive island
forming mode (see Fig 6) than for the ideal mode (Fig 7).

E31

Jll
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Fig 6 Poineore puncture plot
Fig 3" Comparison ofexperimeni and ideal {line with dots} and tearing

no in are neiie isiends near
5 at g g mode theory (broken line} predictions ofonier rnode SXR oseiiioiions
edgeformed by rearing mode, '

ponienieriy in X—poini region

Summary and Discussion
The outer mode poses a serious perfonnance limit for the Hot Ion H—mode. The comparison

presented with stahiiity boundaries, location and detailed SXR reconstruction strongly suggests

outer mode is caused by the ideal external ldnk (or peeling) mode. This identification of the

outer mode as driven by edge current gradient suggests methods for its avoidance by ramping

the plasma current down; this is discussed in more detail in Ref [2]. This technique is now

routinely used to suppress outer modes in Hot Ion discharges.
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I. Introduction
DUI-D has shown that highly triangular and elongated discharges are characterised by increased
confinement preperties [1]. A possible explanation of these improvements is the reduction of
the magnetic field lines geodesic curvature [2].
Low geodesic curvature implies reduced particle drifts and therefore lowers the nee-classical
transport and quenches a number of MHD instabilities. The radial electric field can be affected
as well by the reduction of the geodesic curvature. In fact the contribution of the rotation to the
electric field can be written {3] as iEfitrxfi 0-: G(Ipr)RBp, where R is the distance from the

symmetry axis of the cylindrical co-ordinate (R,¢,Z), BP is the poloidal magnetic field, 1p is the

poioidal flux and Gm!) is a surface function, which depends upon the magnetic configuration.
For large anomalous parallel viscosity (Vega 3::- VHNC) Gm!) can be written (for tree-liveff) as
npguvgff, where Sc, is the momentum source (proportional to the N131 power), pm is the mass

density and the parameter o: as (1 + 2fiz)/q2 is the effective increase of the plasma moment of
inertia [4], due to the compression of the flux tubes. Therefore the radial electric field,

neglecting the pressure gradient and fixing all other quantities, behaves like iETiaxfi ac 05—1. A

scan of plasma equilibrium configurations has been done varying the plasma aspect ratio (A) the
elongation (1c) and the triangularity (3) [5]. The calculations results has swown that the
parameters or is always strongly correlated with the geodesic curvature. In particular or. is
decreasing with K at any aspect ratio and at any triangularity. The dependence from the
triangularity changes with the spent ratio: for the aspect ratio of JET (A = 3.5) or has a minirnun
far 8 = 0.4, whereas for the asPect ratio of Dill-D (A a 2.5) or decreases monotonly. These
behaviours are confirmed from the DMD [2] and from the JET experimental data.

2. JET experimental data
In order to compare the effective plasma moment of inertia with the experimental parameters of
the plasma equilibrium a number of JET discharges have been exarninated. The data base has
been formed selecting discharges with fixed safety factor at the edge (3.3 «z: c195 -=:: 3.5) and fixed
toroidal field (2.5 4: By «a 2.6 T), but with different elongation and triangularity. In Fig.1 shows

the volume averaged ct versus it (Is) and 5 (1b).The volume average is performed through the
range 0.60 c: p <1 0.95 of the equivalent minor radius, as this is the region where the effect of
the radial electric field is relevant. _
To study the energy confinement of highly shaped JET discharges the previous data base has
been used, together with a second data base selected using discharges at higher safety factor at
the edge (4.4 «c: {195 < 4.6) and with toroidal field in the range 2.6 c: BT s: 3.5 T.- All the
disharges where heated by neutral beam injection with Pam] .1: BMW.
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In Fig 2a) and 2b) the factor of confinement improvement HEEE/TH'ERBQ is reported versus the
volume averaged o: for the two set of discharges. Even though the spread of the points is large,
it can be observed that the parameter H increases as at decreases. This increase of the
confinement improvement with the decrease of rt is mainly due to the increase of it. but some
improvement comes also from the incerease of the triangularity, at least for 5 5 0.3.
From this experimental evidence a dedicated discharge with the minimum achievable ct (at a:
1.05) has been designed and produced. without modifying the standard connection of the JET
poloidal field circuit; moreover this request has pushed to use a relatively low plasma current
Ip=2.0MA. The toroidal field was 131:2.6T giving a qgsfljs.
In Fig. 3 the equilibrium configuration reconstructed by the code EFIT is shown along with a
few relevant waveforms (shot #39708). The power injected was quite small (PNEI = 7W).
due to some problems in the injection system. In spite of the limited power quitegood plasma
performances have been achieved (H = 2.7); moreover (see Fig 2a and 2b) the obtained
confinement is the one predicted by a linear fitting of the data base at higher plasma current.
Comparing the result with the linear fitting for the discharges at similar (195 the confinement is
still better.
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The neutron emission is quite large (Rec e 2.4 lfllfiisec). especially as it is obtained with a
limited injected power (see Fig.4).

3. Future experiments and conclusions
A study of possible plasma equilibria (Fig.5) shows that on JET the parameter at can be pushed
down to Dl= fl.9 at Ip =1 2.8 MA; the foreseen elongation for this equilibrium 1s It as 2.1 with an
average triangularity 6 e: 0.4. This plasma shape can be obtained unbalancing, up and down, the
total current flowing 1n the poloidal windings PF2 and PPS and selecting a different number of
turn for each coil. A preliminar analysis of the vertical stability using the code MAXFEA gives
a grow rate ve 600. that should be controlled by the JET vertical control sytem. Fig 2a shows
the expected confinement improvement. as extrapolated by the linear fitting of the data: an H
factor of the order of 3 should be obtained. It has to be noted that in
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this proposed experiment the magnetic inertia factor on would be comparable with the one of
DIlI—D in VH mode [2].
If the proposed experiment will be realised in the next future, it will be possible to determine
whether the magnetic inertia is definitely relevant for the energy confinement, or if the reduction
of the geodesic curvature in the improved confinement regimes is driven by the change of some
other parameter.
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1. Introduction

A neutral particle analyser (NPA) on JET has been used to measure the energy distribu—
tion of ions heated by waves in the ion cyclotron range of frequencies (ICRF) [1,2]. The
NPA measures a vertical line integral through the plasma centre of the heated ion energy
distribution weighted by the local neutralization probability. In this paper we address the
question of interpreting NPA measurements in terms of a time—evolving alpha-“particle
velocity distribution. The NPA has already been used to measure MeV ICRteated
helium—3 ions in JET, with injected helium—4 atoms providing charge exchange [3]. The
same instrumentation has been used to measure alphaflparticles in TFTR [4]: in this
case an ablating lithium pellet was used to produce a sufficient density of hydrogen—like
and helium—like ions for a detectable flux of helium—rt atoms to be formed. Helium—c1
beam injection may be used in the JET deuterium—tritium experiments (DTEI), and
it is possible that double charge-exchange with helium-like ions of intrinsic plasma im-
purities could also produce a detectable flux of neutralized fusion alphaeparticles. We
assume that the neutralization probability in the NPA energy range (0.3—4.0MeV) will
be sufiicientiy large for the fusion alpha—particle energy distribution function to be de-
termined.

2. Line—Integrated Alpha-"Particle Distribution
The NPA measures the energy distribution of atoms whose velocity vectors lie inside a.
narrow cone [1]: if the velocity components parallel and perpendicular to the vertical
direction are oz and pi, only atoms with a, he; 3 200 are detected. It can be shown that
fa, the local alpha—particle velocity distribution, and FW, the local energy distribution
of alpha—particles which, if neutralized, would be detected, are related by [2]

we;
Fu(E3Z)= Wffl<vfliz)i I (1)

where E = raging/2, Z is distance above the m-idplane, and mg, is alpha—particle mass.
We define a line—integrated distribution by writing

~ we,
Fix-(E) = 2009mm fission. . (2)

where b is plasma height. The NPA measures a line integral of the alpha—particle distri«
bution, Weighted by the neutralisation probability per unit time Pu (E, Z); The measured
flux is proportional to the integral from —b to b of PAH, Z)FAE, Z). An alpha—particle
energy distribution FEPHE) can be obtained by dividing the NPA flux by FAB, U) [l]:

1 iv .flaw): mL p,(g,z)s,(s,3)az. . (3)
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FSFA(E) ~ FF(F)1£F,(F 2:) 1s more strongly—peaked 1n 2 than P,(E Z)

3. Local Alpha—Particle Distribution
We adopt the Fokker—Planck equation used by Sigmar [5]:

% __ l l a 3 3
at “Sclvarrfld'gvg at, (U +vc)fe]1 (‘1)

where 3,, is the rate of alpha—particle production per unit volume of phase space, *1“,
is slowingmdown time, 11 2 (113+ 1131”, e, is critical velocity, and r is minor radial
distance. We neglect particle losses, quasi—linear diffusion resulting from velocity Space
instabilities, finite orbit width effects, and velocity space anisotropy.

Eq. (61) describes the evolution of f, on a flux surface: Sn, 1', and 11., do not vary over
that surface. The assumed isotropy of f0, implies that it does not vary with poloidal
angle, in which case, we can replace 1‘ with Z. The equation has solution [5]

t
f,,(e,Z,t) = cams] e"3”fT‘S¢(e',Z,n)dn, - (5)

'D

where e’ : (Us+v3)63{t—s}fraws3]1f3. We have assumed that T,(Z) is time-
independent: this is justified for the high fusion reactivity pulses in DTEI. The following
profiles are adopted for electron temperature and density:

T, = ,,(1 1. {st/tire, n, = n,,(1 -—~ 22/62)”“*. (6)

We assume the existence of C, 1,21 and H such that 5,, = C(Z)¢(U)H(t). C and H can
be obtained from tomographic analysis of neutron measurements [7]. We set H = 1 for
[l s: t i T and H = 0 otherwise. The reacting species are assumed to have Maxwellian
distributions at temperature T,- : T,g(1 — PIE/saw", in which case [5,8]

((3)= Csfl(‘(z):3exp[—«211/111;(3)1!311 - (T)

where 1e,“— n,g(1 — 22/52)““‘ is total ion density, T;- is in keV, and Cg is determined by
the requirement that the volume integral of C be equal to the alpha—particle production
rate, 3.”... An appropriate form for 1,!) 1s [8]

wwfi’ttfitifiltt (a)
where ea, is the mean alpha—particle birth speed and .611 = [Begin/(mg + manu‘i, where
m,” is neutron mass. To evaluate :51) we set T,- equal to Tag.

Fig. 1 shows FAB) (solid curves) and FAB, 0) (broken curves) for: 1' 2 1.5 s, mg. = em =
5 X 1019 m'3, 1a,, = 1a,, m l, Tm = 10 keV, Tm : 20 keV, FT, = FT, = 2, major radius
Ra = 3.1m, and 3,, = it X It]18 s'l. FQ(E,D) is normalized to have the same maximum
value as FAB). The slowing—down time at Z = 0 is 0.745.111 the NPA energy range a
slowing—down distribution 1s established 1 s after alpha—particle production starts. After
the end of alpha—particle production, the simulated NPA signal falls rapidly at high
energy but not at low energy: the spectrum becomes progressively steeper at t 2:» r.
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Fig. I. Simuioted uipho-perticie energy distributions, integrated oiong e oerticui chord {solid
curves) and at Z r: I] (broken curves), for a JET~iiire tritium injection pulse (r = 1.5 s) of. (o)
t: 0.2 s, {tr} t = (Lbs, (c)t=1.fls, ond(d)t= 2.0 s.

4. Application to TFTR Data
Fig. 6 of Ref. [9] shows two alphauparticle spectra measured close to the centre of TFTR
after tritium neutral beam injection (NBI) lasting for 1s and 0.1 s. In the latter “beam
blip” case (pulse 86299) the spectrum is narrow and peairs at 2.5 MeV. The measurements
were obtained 0.12s after the start of N31. when new] = 3 X 1019 m‘31 Tam) = filreV,
and hence 73(0) 2 0.583. In this case the NPA gives the local alphas-particle energy
distribution at Z 2 U [4]. We have used Eq. (5) to evaluate FQ(E,U), assuming that
alphaeparticle production occurred only during NBI, and setting 5.. = 2 x 1014s'1,
Tm = 30 keV [9]. F9. in Fig. 2(a) is the number of alpha—particles per unit volume per
unit energy propagating in all directions: it is the distribution defined by Eq. (1), with
the factor arr/2003 omitted. The data points have been normalized to have the same
maximum value as the predicted distribution. The model agrees well with the measured
distribution. The peak energy is a sensitive function of 13(0), and hence Tag, 1135. The
peak energy differs from the mean birth energy Ea by .AE ~ ran/meg. 0: nc /T5.31" 2. In
Fig. 2(b) the predicted alphaeparticle energy distribution is plotted for three values of
Tet): the other parameters are identical to those used to obtain Fig. 2(a). Good agreement
with the measured spectrum is onl},r achieved if we set Tag equal to the measured value
fike‘v’. '
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Fig. 2?: (a) Measured aipha—particie energy distribution in the centre of TFTR after a short
puise (r = {1.13) of tritium beam injection (data points) [9], and the distribution predicted by
the Sigmar model (curse). (b) Predicted distribution Jfor three uaiues of Ten.

5 . Conclusions

We have used a simple slowing—clown model to simulate alpha—particle energy spectra
which could be measured using the JET NPR. At energies close to the birth energy and
at times (after the onset of alpha—particle production) shorter than the slowing—down
time, the NPA (line—integrated) spectrum closely resembles the spectrum at Z = 0. The
model can account for the essential features of an alpha-particle spectrum measured on
TFTR. Given measurements of fusion reactivity and the parameters needed to determine
collisionalitv, the model can he used to predict the NPA measurement, if the physical
processes in the Sigmar model (isotropic birth, confinement, classical slowing—down) are
dominant. Substantial deviation of the NPA measurement from that predicted by the
model would imply that other effects, for example collective effects or velocity space
anisotropy, were playing a significant role in alphawparticle dynamics.
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Abstract: The influence of energetic ions on the stability of ideal double kink modes

in a tokamak plasma with negative magnetic shear is investigated. It is found that the

fast ions play a similar role as for the ordinary m = n. = 1 internal kink. In particular,

phenomena analogous to sawtooth stabilisation and fishbone excitation are possible.

1 The double kink mode

Several tokamaks have observed substantially improved confinement in discharges where

the safety factor q(r) is a non-monotonic function of the radius r, with a single olfnaxis
minimum filmiw If times is less than, but close to, a rational number, {gm-7, : m/n, it has

been shown that an ideal MHD mode with poloidal and toroidal mcde numbers in and

it may become unstable and limit the achievable ,8 of the plasma [1]. The instability
is driven by the combined action of the pressure gradient and unfavourable magnetic

curvature. Mode-coupling to poloidal side bands plays a crucial role, and the mode

structure is concentrated in the region where q x m/Tt. Experimental evidence of the

resistive analogue of this mode, the double tearing mode, with safe = 2/1 has been

observed in the form of off-axis sawteeth localised in the region around the q = 2 surface

[2,3].

Here, we study the influence of fast ions on the double kink mode. Fast ions are well

known to interact with the m 2 a = 1 internal kink in plasmas with q[[]) c: 1, being
able to both stabilise sawteeth and to excite fishbone oscillations. We find that energetic

ions may play a similar role for the stability of the double kink.

A difference between the internal m. m n. = 1 mode and the double kink is that the

latter is more likely to have a narrow mode structure .flm, comparable to the banana

orbit width flu, of the fast ions. Finite orbit-width effects are therefore. important, and
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accordingly, we carry out the analysis in both the limits aim. <§1 flu, K r and 51;, «it: A”, w:

r, and allow the fast—ion Larmor radius to be comparable to the mode width.

The dispersion relation has the form

51 + 6W, + 5W; + 6Wt 2 D, (l)

where SI is the kinetic energy, shown in Ref 3 to be equal to [see Eq (31) in that paper]

' 2 B2 '{Sh—3’3 “ a/l+2s2(rilcl+rilsl)£i-an; ,unq

Here B is the magnetic field strength, R the major radius of the torus, r1 and r; the minor

radii of the rational surfaces where q = m/n, {G the jump in the radial component of the

plasma displacement across these surfaces, 31 and 32 the magnetic shear, rq’(r)/q(r), at

these locations, to the mode frequency, and MA = B/Rmupflfl with p the plasma density.

The next term, dill/c, in the dispersion relation is the usual MHD potential energy of the

bulk plasma, and the last two terms represent the energy associated with the “fluid” and

“kinetic” response of the fast ions.

2 The role of fast ions

When fast ions are present in the plasma, the energy associated with their response

to an ideal MHD displacement E, 2 £D[r)ei[m9‘”i"“wil in a circular, largev-aspectwratio

tokamak, c = r/R <4 1, can be shown to be [4,5]

8 W“- ar 2 "Gr 2
5W], = $2] ”adv/dpwfdflq-bagw—r__:_:b> <(v_2J-_+ufi) %E059> , (2)

5m: fi—Efgg,Mcosddf‘r, (3)
where 51 :2 ZeB/M is the cyclotron frequency, it the bounce time, and pg and p" are

the perpendicular and parallel pressures of the fast ions. Their distribution function f

depends on the energyT E- MUE/E, the toroidal canonical momentum p,,,— MRow+Zetb,

cr = “ll/lUHh and the magnetic moment it = Moi/2.5 through the variable A E a/E

with Bu the magnetic field strength on the magnetic axis. The bounce average along a

guiding-centre orbit is indicated by (. - v), and E13,. denotes the gyroaverage of (53,. The

stabilising or destabilising action of the fast ions is found by evaluating the integrals (2)

and (3) in various cases.
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Fast-ion stabilisation

If the fast ions are isotropic, it is natural to include their fluid response aw, in the MHD

potential energy of the background plasma by writing EWMHD E 5W} + dwf. Inst-ability

then occurs if SWMHD + Re 6W3, «it I], and if He (Flirt is positive the plasma is stable

above the ideal MHD threshold. film the case of the double kink mode, the integral (2)

becomes f
23 2“ a 2 JP 3 2am a ”El—,3— fa 5mg? 1" air, (in a: am) (4)

Re am = ”32.5 cZeBHRXE as A” g-gfide, (am, a: at) (5)
in the limit of narrow and wide orbits, respectively. Here 192 ~ :35/ max(p,.£hm) n 1,

X E In“ Eurdr, and it has been assumed that the mode frequency is small in comparison

with the toroidal precession frequency of the fast ions. In both the cases (4) and (5)
the main contribution comes from the trapped ions, and their effect is stabilising. A

phenomenon analogous to sawtooth stabilisation thus appears possible.

The ratio between the narrow (4) and wide (5) orbit limits is

5W£T(flb 43: film) N £1, (6)
twins”, 4,: at) em as

for a slowingwdown distribution f or: ,,—s_ If the banana width and the mode width are

comparable, which is likely in practice, the two limiting expressions (4) and (5) give fairly

similar results. If the banana width eXceeds the mode width, the fast ions spend only a

fraction of their time in the region of the mode, and the customary small—banana-width

approximation leads to an overestimate of their stabilising action.

Fishbone excitation

Neutral-beam injected ions are known not only to stabilise sawtooth, but also to excite

finitewfrequency fishbone oscillations. This occurs whenthetotal hot—ion energy 5W}, 2

5W} + tilt} has an imaginary part as well as a large negative real part. The real part

of the dispersion relation (1) then indicates the existence of a mode with a growth rate

7 oc «trill/c - Re 5W}, that can be positive in equilibria which are below-the ideal MHD

stability limit, while the imaginary part of the dispersion relation determines the real

part of the mode frequency. Again, this is a well known feature of the usual m =_ n. = 1

kink and we find that it carries over naturally to the double kink.
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If, for simplicity do. «a film, the beam ions are injected perpendicular to the magnetic

field and acquire a. slowing-down distribution,

“WI-I11: 3flags) = mass *1) (T) , n < am.

and the mode frequency is comparable to the fast~ion precession frequecy tow, then

an: a —n2(23)1(2[2E(2"1(2) — K(2"1(2)]Ma,im ] 63,.N'rlfldr o 1a(1-o-1), (7)

with {is E w/nwdv = om“). When substituted in the dispersion relation (1], this result

shows that instability may occur if the hot-ion beta exceeds a threshold

«.31 —I— 2:? al.,,(omm)
v2 'WA

fithres N E(|31|+l52|l

Excitation of a fishbone—lilce instability then appears possible. In the case of large banana.

width, film (it its, the fast-ion response is qualitatively similar,

guswsfiq-ul 111,9 1+ {13—1}?
tr _ 2 4 I olffl __“5H7 — MRI-EX “max-N (1") 25124”) _ K(2"1i2) (a? In m1 Hi new 1 (8)

awe : sflfiMag,,N’(vv)s /“ age.
'3

As in the case of narrow orbits, «StiffI has an imaginary part equal to nil if :1! c: l, and a

destabilising real part. The structurally necessary components for a fishbone instability

are thus again present. Comparing the driving force of the instability in the narrow (T)

and wide (8) orbit limits gives the same estimate (6] as obtained above.
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First plasma injection eXperiments with the pellet centrifuge, which came into operation on

JET during the last year, have been conducted. The centrifuge has been designed and built at

JET, using a Garching type of rotor/stop cylinder arrangement, for injection of long—pulse

pellet trains or sequences of order 1 minute at moderate pellet speeds and is therefore

equipped for the appropriate gas handling requirements. Two pellet extruder. units of novel

design - with an ice reservoir of up to 150 cm3 - are capable of launching cubic deuterium

pellets of 2.7 and 4.0 mm at velocities ranging from 50 to 600 11113 with repetition rates so far

up to 5 Hz. Problems with the acceptance of pellets in the rotor hub have lead to pellets

missing from the sequence delivered to the plasma. Injection is performed from the plasma

outboard side and along the curved pellet track horizontally about 300 mm below the

midplane of the plasma, co-injecting at 15°. Pellets are characterised with regard to timing,

speed and size when they traverse and de-tune two [.L-WflVB cavities on the flight to the torus;

the absolute size calibration has been checked against the highest achieved plasma content

increase in ohmic plasmas. The arrival of pellets in the plasma is detected by a diode

collecting light from the pellet plume (due to a marginal solid viewing angle this signal

indicates a minimum penetration depth). For nominal 4 mm pellets the average particle flux to

the plasma was up to 1.4 x 1022 deuteronsfs and this fuelling rate can be sustained for up to 20

s (i.e. 100 pellets).

For reference and comparison to past pellet experiments with a pneumatic launcher, the

centrifuge fuelled ohmic plasmas with pellets which showed very high fuelling efficiencies of

up to 88 %, despite the shallow deposition to about US of the minor radius. Together with the

build—up of the plasma density its profile peaked and this lasted for about 1 s after the

termination of the pellet string: in so far the pellets acted like in the earlier JET experiments.

Various refuelling scenarios were probed with the aim to enhance the flexibility in densityr

control, in particular, to increase the density over and above what has been achieved with

strong gas puffing. Pellet trains, without and with additional gas puffing, were'injected during

quasi—stationary L- and H-mode phases of neutral beam and ICRH heated discharges up to a

level of 12 MW in total. Generally, the commonly observed decrease in penetration-with
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increasing auxiliary heating power is accompanied by a decrease in fuelling efficiency. In

particular, in the cases with 2.7 mm pellet trains into 12 MW ELM}; H—mode plasmas the

pellets can hardly be noticed in the noise of the ELM activity. With 4 mm pellets, in general,

pure pellet fuelling acted faster and more efficiently than gas puffing in the density build-up

but did in the end only marginally exceed the density obtained by gas fuelling. Combining

both methods has shown advantages for fast density rises to maximum values of of 85% of the

Greenwald limit so far. At these power

levels, pellet induced particle losses do
39955 We GAS F.Pellet

not seem to contribute significantly to 0 metal I l l l | | I I l|

the bulk plasma energy losses Efifimn
connected with ELM activity. 39990

mparlscn

These main features can be seen in the

following examples of 2.5 MA t 2.5 T

high—triangularity (5=0.3) type I ELMy

H-mode discharges: 4 mm pellets of

about 3.1031 deuterons each are Pena,
arko

injected at 240 mr’s and 5 Ha into shots m r .
-1? 1E 19 2D 21 22 23

# 3998391 without gas fuelling and # 'I'Ime{s)

39992 combined with gas fuelling (at 3. Fig.1: Do.“ ondpeller marker Irocesfor 5 JETpul'ses

rate of about 5.10“ deutercns/s) during the phase of 8-9 MW of neutral injection (starting at

l? s). Fig.1 shows the torus outer divertor Dot—signal for the 3 pellet shots adjacently with

their pellet train and those for the comparison shots # 3998990 without pellets nor additional

gas feed where ”natural" ELMs do not start before 13.4 s. From the pellet Der—light a

penetration depth of 35 to 33 cm into the plasma is derived which is surprisingly deep

(compared to code predictions) but otherwise in qualitative agreement with the plasma

temperature profile development seen in fig. 2 below. Each pellet appears in the torus Do;-

signal as a giant ELM of about 1.5 msec duration, starting with some delay of up to 1.5 msec

after the pellet reaches the plasma, and a similar signature is found in the camera pictures of

the divertor in the light of Bremsstrahlung, Carbon II (C II), and in the infra-red camera

(measuring mainly the tile surface temperature), with the main activity showing up near the

inner divertor strike zone as is typical for the ELMs on JET. We are unable to distinguish the

pellet signature from that of a natural ELM, except for the fact that, expanded in time, a pellet



ELM signal in comparison may have

an initial small Dot—step on the time-

scale of the pellet penetrating the outer

plasma layers and that the outer plasma

region is left after the induced ELM

with an excess of particles rather than a

deficiency as in the "nature " ELM

case. The first pellet induced ELMs

show a relatively clean signature

whereas the later ones are successively

followed by small or extended periods

of small ELMs. Figure 2 shows on top

4 temperatures versus time at positions

of 6. 13, and 36 cm into the plasma as
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Fig. 2: Electron temperature and line density versus time in
relation to the pellet sequence for # 39991

well as on axis: The 3 outer traces clearly exhibit the direct pellet impact whereas the center is

mildly affected but is also saw-teething asynchronously. The lowest trace is from the central

line density chord of the interferometer: The first three pellets show positive density steps

followed later by positive short-lived excursions only, these usually accompanied by the small

ELM activity. Smoothed line averaged density traces of the five pulses in Fig.3 indicate that

the early regular pellet pattern of # 39988 and 39992 leads to a slightly faster density rise.

However, the plasma particle content is on average already nearly constant 1.5 s into the

heating pulse _ approaching 85 91: of the Greenwald limit marked on top of the diagram -

although each pellet has sufficient particles to raise the entire plasma density instantaneously

by at least 50 %. The radial density profile is for the first seconds very flat and the density

reflectometer confirms that the outer

indicating profile is hardly affected by

the pellets on the time scale of all)

msec. Fig.4 shows the development of

the radial temperature profile for the

3rd pellet in # 39988 as seen by the

ECE which shows a dramatic

temperature drop on the millisecond

1J3 ._ Greenwald limit
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scale with comparatively slow re~
Pulse No. 39933

heating. Apart from the astounding fact 18.1925113.194113.19518.196

Time slice at: 1

that the plasma tolerates so large

disturbances at all the pellet induced

ELM - ejecting roughly the equivalent

of the particles injected with the pellet

- the ITER H89 scaling factor is 1.3 i

0.2 and the convective loss per pellet

are in the order of 5—10 % of plasma

energy (ea 4-5 Mi), both as inferred

from the negative jump of diamagnetic
. . am 3.55 sec ass are are aeo

loop signal and estimates from the . Film}

drop in the Electra“ tampemturea and is Fig 4.'Ottter radial electron temperature profile oft: peiiet

therefore of the same order as that by IndHCEdELMfW # 39983

giant ELMs. However, the CH camera signal from the divertor looks qualitatively much less

dramatic. We presume that the energy transported into the divertor by a quantity of particles at

least an order of magnitude larger than by natural ELMs may have a beneficial effect for the

instant load onto the divertor plates. This is also supported by the observation that with larger

gaps in the pellet train the subsequent pellet induced ELM creates a larger CII signal.

Moreover, the size of the pellet induced ELM- may depend on pellet size. penetration and

repetition frequency and this leaves some room for further optimisation attempts. There is also

good evidence that the high flow of pellet material towards the divertor does wash out Nickel

impurities which otherwise will build up in the plasma.

In conclusion: First pellet injection experiments with the new centrifuge have demonstrated

for these medium power type I ELMy H—mode discharges that ELMs can be triggered by large

pellets without the plasma reverting to L-mode and with-possible beneficial effects for the

instant divertor power loading. If this can be shown also‘ifor higher performance discharges.

possibly with more optimised pellet parameters. this would give some perspective for ELM

control on ITER. Deepite the launching of pellets clearly beyond the confinement barrier and

the recycling zone the investigated plasmas resist the build-up of much higher densities than

can be achieved with gas puffing.
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Steady State Humodes at high plasma density in JET

o Saibene, B Balet, s Clement, B de Each, (3 Fishpool, J c M de Haas, o Haas “3', L I)
Horton, I Lingertat, A Loarte, C G Lowry, R I) Monk, M F Nave, R Sartori and K Thomsen

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon 0X14 313A, Oxfordshire, UK
m MP1 for Plasma Physics, nassvas, Garching, Gennany.

1. Introduction
One of the reference I'I‘ER operating scenarios ['1] is a high confinement regime with H93 =03

to 1, Zara S 1.3 and plasma density at or above the Greenwald density limit (GDL) in steady
state. However, as reported already by JET [2] and other Tokamaks [3], the plasma steady
state density of ELMy I-I modes saturates at values below the GDL, due to a progressive loss
of confinement {I-I mode density limit). Dedicated experiments have been carried out in the
JET Mark ll (Midi) divertor campaign to study the confinement of Type IELMy Hamodes at
high density, under steady state conditions (ta-e Ta)-
The basic type of plasma studied is a 2.5MAJ‘25T discharge (q95=3.4) with 12 MW of Neutral

Beam injected power, where D2 gas fuelling scans were performed. The experiment studied
the effects of the magnetic configuration and divertor plasma geometry, including low. and
high triangularity discharges (a = 0.2 and 0.3), and variation of the position of the separatrix
(horizontal or vertical plates of the divertor).
Confinement data have been compared to the TI'ERH93-P ELMmfree scaling for ELMy
discharges (IELMFUBS tELMfm). The plasma stored energy is corrected for the fast ion

contributions, unless otherwise stated, and fast ion orbit losses are taken into account. For all
the pulses analysed, the fast energy fraction is small and varies between 15% at low densities
(refilxll)lg mg) to approximately 5% for densities above Txlflm m'a.

' WWW” ' ' ' ' ; 2. General results
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Fig. 1 shows the time traces for a series of
discharges with high triangularity, where the gas

.k I sung input was varied from pulse to pulse from zero
1 ' to 2.8x1022s"1. ELMs are produced during the

' ' F whole heating phase, with a frequency
increasing with fuelling from 12 to 46Hz. The
energy and particle confinement deteriorate for
the higher fuelling rates, and the line averaged

density stays below the GDL. Similar results are
observed in all configurations.
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(10-30%), while the X-point radiation increases steadily. Divertor MARFEs are not observed.
The impurity content is low, with Zeff usually around 1.3—1.4 with gas fuelling.
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Figure 2: H93 before (Micfla) and afier
(Mailapl the closure oftlte lay-pass leaks.

Each point is a plasma discharge.

One effect of increasing the gas fuelling rate (and
density) is an increase of the ELM frequency. We
find that the total particle less per ELM is a weak
function of density audios gas fuelling therefore as
the fuelling is increased. the maximum achievable
density saturates and then decreases. The high ELM
frequency and loss of confinement result in a net
loss of density. The maximum density achieved with
gas fuelling saturates below the GDL and is
determined by the balance between fuelling and
confinement losses (see figs 3 and 4). The rolluover
of nE and H93 corresponds to a transition from Type
Ito Type III ELMs.
The effect of neutral pressure on the density limit .

and the confinement was studied before and after the closure of the bypass leaks around the
structure of the Mid] divertor. The closure resulted in a decrease of the edge neutral pressure
in the midplane (30%} while the divertor neutral pressure remained the same. However, the
global confinement did not change appreciably (fig 2).
3. Effect of configuration on density and confinement
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Figures 3 and 4: Thermal confinement degradation and maximum achieved densityr (expressed as a fraction of
the Gilli.) for all the magnetic configurations studied fit-v = horizotuai-vertical target, it-ht = high-low A. ife-

sfe-hfe = iow-atandard-highflux expansion)
Fig 3 illustrates that the energy confinement does not depend on the magnetic configuration.
whereas fig 4 shows that triangularity affects the maximum density achievable in steady state.
In fact, for the same value of H93. the high triangularity discharges reach up to = 90% of the
GDL. while at low triangularity they achieve only 75%.
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Most of the discharges analysed are characterised by an initial hollow density profile. This is
also the case for no additional gas fuelling hence we conclude that edge recycling is
responsible for the hollow profiles. The effect of recycling is evidenced by the fact that the
initial density rise is about twice the beam fuelling, also in the absence of additional gas
fuelling. Usually, the density profile fills up during the discharge and is flat in steady state. In
some cases however, (medium gas fuelling, high A), the steady state ne profile peaks. For
these discharges, the GDL is exceeded locally in the central 10% of the plasma volume, while
the edge density and the overall average density remain below the Greenwald density.

' _ 4. TRANSP code analysis.
”33599-15 Figure 5 illustrates the results of TRANSP simulations

a asasr - no gas of two discharges, on the horizontal plates and at low A,
' with zero and high gas fuelling (2.?xll3t22 s”), with

H93(no gas)=0.83 and H93(gas)=0.69. The calculated
profiles of the transport coefficients show that the lower
confinement of the fuelled discharge is accounted for by
enhanced energy transport in the edge (outermost 20%
of the plasma radius), while the central confinement is I
not affected. This result seems to contradict the
Kotschenreuther—Dorland model [4].

2'9 2'4 Malof'idms [:13 3'5 There are indications that the change in transport occurs
Figure 5: Radial! profiles ofzwcnd Xian: mainly in the ion channel. Additional TRANSP runs

“mm” by TRANSP‘ were carried out to test the sensitivity of these results to
. the assumptions on particle recycling. These

simulations, where the energy of the recycling particles
or the particle confinement time were varied (fixed 1:1:- or
’EPWTE), confirm that the changes in the edge transport
are relatively insensitive to the assumptions on the edge
recycling in the code.
5. ELMs and edge parameters
The pedestal electron density and temperatures have
been analysed for gas scans at low and high
triangularity. In the edge nJI'E diagram [5,6], the

experimental stability limit for type I ELMs is found to
Figure 6: Empiriccistabiiity plotfor Type increase with plasma triangularity (i.e. shear), as
IELMi a.” law and high a discharges, an expected (fig 6). Moreover, as shown in fig 7 for a gas‘

steady state scan (subset of fig 6), there is a correlation between the
confinement of a discharge and its position in the stability diagram, with lowconfinement

corresponding to a cool and dense edge. In fact, the increase of the gas fuelling results in the

rise of the edge density at the expense of the edge temperature, at approximately constant

pressure. The lower confinement point shown in the figure corresponds to a change from type

Ito type HI ELMs. The crucial role of the edge temperature is confirmed by the analysis of the

I low hiangularlty {a = 0.21}

o high triangular'rty ta = £1.31}

Edge n, no” m4]
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time evolution of the edge 11,, and T, for low and high a
mo discharges. This shows that for low d, as and To

u. t m =,, increase similarly between ELMs, until the stability
. 1' ¢:=mmnsd * limit is reached, whereas for high at, the pedestal
I afiemsfi" “9:32- temperature clamps after an initial rise, and the stability

* a e_=saae'r mi lim1t is reached due to the increase in ne. The clamping
"“' + ”Hamill” ass+ of T3 is correlated with the occurrence of high frequency

MHD modes (60-80 kHz), possibly located in the edge.
The clamping of the edge temperature is consistent with
the observation that high a plasmas have a lower energy

' I i I t I t I 4 I 5 I 6 I t I * confinement between ELMs than low a discharges.
Edgawflwmql In the high density ELMy I-I modes, partial detachment

Fir-ii“ 7" Variation “fH93f0r‘13353m” at the inner divertor is observed between ELMs. The
at low at H93 is calculated without
subtraction afriie fast ions energy. degree of detachment [$28] is quite low in all cases and

there is no unique correlation between detachment and
confinement degradation. At high triangularity, some detachment can be sustained without
loss of confinement...
6. Summary
The H mode density limit is a confinement limit. The decrease in energy confinement at high
density cannot be explained by the loss of fast ion contributions (typically around 10% or
less). The maximum plasma density achieved in H mode is = acts of the (3131., with H93 r:
0.75 — 0.8. Discharges with high triangularity (edge shear) reach higher densities than low
triangularity plasmas, for the same global confinement.
The core confinement of high density, low edge temperature pulses (H9320.65) is comparable
to the unfuelled reference case (H93>0.33}, and the reduced confinement is accounted for by
the enhancement of the edge transport (outer 20% of plasma radius).
Experimental data in steady state discharges confirm that the edge stability for type I ELMs
increases with edge shear. The degradation of confinement is related to a trajectory in the
nJTe space toward low pedestal temperature, consistent with the existence of a minimum
critical edge temperature for H mode confinement.
Clamping of the edge T, between ELMs is observed in high triangularity discharges. In this
case, the stability limit is determined by the density rise between ELMs, and not by re-heating.
Divertor detachment and MARFE formation do not account for the observed loss of
confinement.
References
[I] R rhythm" and the ITER Team, [ABA -CN~64iUI*l , lIE-UII IAEA Fusion Energy Confi, Montreal£Canada}, 1996
[2] G Saibene et al, Journal of Nuclear. Materials, in press.
[3] M Kaufmann and the ASDEX Upgrade Team, LAEA-Fl- CN—64i01-5, as ref. [1]
[4] M Kotschenreuther and W Doriand, Communication to FESAC ITER Confinement reviewers, 14i02i199?
[5] H Zohm et a1, IAEAv-Fl-CN—fitliAS— l, as ref. [1]
[6] J Lingertat et a1, these proceedings
[T] A Loarte et al, submitted to Nuclear Fusion.
[8] R D Monk et at, these proceedings.
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Most of the discharges analysed are characterised by an initial hollow density profile. This is
also the case for no additional gas fuelling hence we conclude that edge recycling is
responsible for the hollow profiles. The effect of recycling is evidenced by the fact that the
initial density rise is about twice the beam fuelling, also in the absence of additional gas
fuelling. Usually, the density profile fills up during the discharge and is flat in steady state. In
some cases however, (medium gas fuelling, high A), the steady state n9 profile peaks. For
these discharges, the GDL is exceeded locally in the central 10% of the plasma volume, while
the edge density and the overall average density remain below the Greenwald density.
T. 4_ TRANSP code analysis_

4, is ”Bayes i Figure 5 illustrates the results of TRANSP simulations
g; sE it 33237 - no gas i of two discharges, on the horizontal plates and at low A,
Eat a with zero and high gas fuelling (Ziixlll22 s'l), with

H93£no gas)=[}.83 and H93£gas)=0.69. The calculated
profiles of the transport coefficients show that the lower
confinement of the fuelled discharge is accounted for by

Major radius {m} There are indications that the change in transport occurs
Figure 5: Radial profiles ofxeyond Xi'an.- mainly in the ion channel. Additional TRANSP runs

”Emmi by TWSP' were carried out to test the sensitivity of these results to
3-5 I, the assumptions on particle recycling. These

simulations, where the energy of the recycling particles
or the particle confinement time were varied (fixed my or
tpmtE), confirm that the changes in the edge transport
are relatively insensitive to the assumptions on the edge
recycling in the code.
5. ELMs and edge parameters
The pedestal electron density and temperatures have
been analysed for gas scans at low and high
triangularity. In the edge nJT, diagram [5.6], the
experimental stability limit for type I ELMs is found to
increase with plasma triangularity (i.e. shear), as

Figure 6: Empirical stability pictfor Type . ' .I ELMs I.” low sndhtglt a discharges, m expected (fig 6). Moreover, as shown in fig 7 for a gas
steady Stare. scan (subset of fig 6), there is a correlation betWeen the

confinement of a discharge and its position in the stability diagram, with lowconfinement
corresponding to a cool and dense edge. In fact, the increase of the gas fuelling results in the
rise of the edge density at the expense of the edge temperature, at approximately constant
pressure. The lower confinement point shown in the figure corresponds to a change from type
Ito type III ELMs. The crucial role of the edge temperature is continued by the analysis of the

I lots triangulatity [a I: 0.21}

o Hg‘n statement}! {a = 0.31]

r|‘—li"1'f‘l‘l-"l‘c 1 a a 4 s s i" :1
Edge n_ no“ m4]

g; 8? enhanced energy transport in the edge (outermost 20%
2;: of the plasma radius), while the central confinement is L
H2: not affected. This result seems to contradict the

a: . .. Kotschenreuther-Dorland model [4].
2:0 2.4 2.3 3.2 3.5
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time evolution of the edge 1],, and Te for low and high at
we discharges. This shows that for low d, “e and Ti.

15 . ‘w iricrease similarly between ELMs, until the stability
. ¢ ew=1.4x1e"5" “4* limit is reached, whereas for high t1, the pedestal

E.e— I a“:31x1 0,.5. a“ temperature clamps after an initial rise, and the stability
5 - a swflmesi ml. limit is reached due to the increase in n,. The clamping
fim- + ted-Wait" dee+ of T, is correlated with the occurrence of high frequency

MHD modes (60-80 kHz), possibly located in the edge.
The clamping of the edge temperature is consistent with
the observation that high :1 plasmas have a lower energy

' I i I i I 3 I 4 I 1: T 5 'i' i confinement between ELMs than low at discharges.
Edie ”-110 "‘4' In the high density ELMy H modes, partial detachment

Figure 1‘ variaflo” ”fHfifflmgfls 55“” at the inner divertor is observed between ELMs. The
at low a. H93 is calculated without
subtraction cfthe fast ions energy. degree of detachment {7,8] is quite low in all cases and

there is no unique correlation between detachment and
confinement degradation. At high triangularity, some detachment can be sustained without
loss of confinement.
6. Summary
The H mode density limit is a confinement limit. The decrease in energy confinement at high
density cannot be explained by the loss of fast ion contributions (typically around 10% or
less). The maximum plasma density achieved in [-1 mode is = 90% of the GDL, with H93 =
0.?5 , 0.8. Discharges with high triangularity (edge shear) reach higher densities than low
triangularity plasmas, for the same global confinement.
The core confinement of high density, low edge temperature pulses (H93=0.65) is comparable
to the unfuelied reference case (H93b0.83), and the reduced confinement is accounted for by
the enhancement of the edge transport (outer 20% of plasma radius).
Experimental data in steady state discharges confirm that the edge stability for type I ELMs
increases with edge shear. The degradation of confinement is related to a trajectory in the
not]; space toward low pedestal temperature, consistent with the existence of a minimum
critical edge temperature for H mode confinement.
Clamping of the edge Te between ELMs is observed in high triangularity discharges. In this
case, the stability limit is determined by the density rise between Ells, and not by re-heating.
Divertor detachment and MARFE formation do not account for the observed loss of
confinement.
References
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Impurity transport studies for JET Hot—ion H—mode and Optimised Shear discharges
R. Giunneiia, H. Chen *, B. Amer, I. Cofley+, GA. Coitreii, C. Gormeauno, MC. Howkes+,

L. C. Ingesson, L. Lonro-vToroni, NJ. Peonockt A. C. C. Sips, F. Soio'ner, B. Tanning, K-D. Zostrow

JETJoint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxfordshira, 0X14 SEA, UK
*Imperioi College, London, SW? 282', UK

+UWEuroiom Fusion Association, Cniitom. Aoingdon, OXM 3133, UK

INTRODUCTION
The study of the relationship between fluxes and their conjugate gradients yields a direct test

of a) the dependence of fluxes on gradients, b) the linearity of their relationship and c) the
presence and relative importance of non—diffusive thermodynamic forces (convective effects).
Using laser-injection of non recycling impurities, it was possible in L-mode, essentially
unperturbed, steady discharges to confirm the validity of the diffusive hypothesis (i.e. points a)
and 5)) and togascertain the dominant role of diffusion with respect to convection in those
discharges[1,2}.

This paper describes some initial interpretative analysis performed with laser-injection of
non recycling impurities in enhanced confinement regimes. In the pulses described here, the
plasma could not be kept in a stationary state but evolved considerably during the experiment.

HOT—ION H-MODE
Hot-ion H—mode discharges usually enioy an extended (1-25) ELM—free phase with high

energy and particle confinement. During this phase, characterised by fast plasma energy and
density rises, the impurity residence time in the discharge is much longer (typically a 1 s) than in
Lamode discharges. Because of this the analysis can only be extended to the impurity ingress
phase, as usually the high confinement is lost .while the inward propagation of the injected
impurities is still in progress. An important effect is the tendency of medium-Z impurities to
assume a poloidally asymmetric distribution due to the centrifugal force [3,41 induced by the
rapid toroidal rotation of these plasmas.

Tomographic reconstruction of the soft eay emissivity was obtained by further developing
a technique earlier applied to bolometer data from ASDEX-U and JET [5]. In order to extract the
incremental soft X—ray emissivity an induced by the injected impuritya linear extrapolation of
the emissivity measured prior to the time of the injection in is subtracted from the actual
measured emissivity. '

To analyse the rodioi transport we need the flaremfoce average of the injected impurity
density, (amp). The radial coordinate p , labelling the flux surface S", was chosen as the distance
between the magnetic axis and the outer intersection of S with the magnetic axis’ plane. This
choice is relevant for the actual value of the diffiision coefficient D and of the circular-

equivalent difiixsion coefiz‘cieni D=<l$ipl2 )1) used in this paper. We assume that the electron
density, n,(p,t), and temperature, T,(p,r), of the plasma are constant on S and therefore
Aa(p,i,i) is proportional to n,(p,t)-nymp(p,i,t) through a coefficient Qflph‘) that doesn‘t
depend on the poloidal coordinate 1. (amp) is therefore simply obtained as (snags p , i)ne( p ,t)).



The time dependence of Q; is found by

iteratively running simulations of the

transport, with
determinations oftransport profiles based on

alternated iterated

the successive evaluations of (nm) using
the equation above, as described in [2].

During an initial short phase following
the injection propagation across the plasma
outer layers occurs on a very fast time
scale. Fig.1 illustrates the case of a pulse
where an ELM is induced by the impurity
injection. During the first 10 ms following
the ELM injected Ni reaches p r: 0.7: the
diffusivity is very high (Fig. 2) (D ~ 4 mils
around p w 0.7-0.3) and the convection-
velocity appears directed outward. The
duration of the enhanced transport phase,
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Fig.1 Flax-satface averaged incremental soft X—ray
emissivity flan: injected Ni for a hot-ion H-tnoa’e JET
pulses.

following the ELM instability is not longer than ~ 10 - 12 ms and the transition to the slow

transport regirne occurs within a few milliseconds.
Thereafter the propagation of impurity slows strongly The core region is only reached by

the impurities after several hundreds of milliseconds. At these times any effects triggered by

the injection itself are already extinguished throughout the discharge. The impurity

propagation in this region is driven by convective effects and may in some cases lead to mild
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Fig. 2 Normalised hit flares vs. tire normalised Ni density gradients at
five radial positions in o ital—4'0?! H—ntoa’e pulse during the first 256' ms
following Ni injection. Carve markers 5, 6 9 indicate reds". as 0.9.
Daring a short initial phase (“lasting ~l2 ms after the ELM the data are
consistent with a strong difi‘itsivity (is. strong slope
Thereafter titeflwres are strongly reduced.

peaking of the Ni density
profile in the centre of the

discharge (flatwmflml < 2)-
During the quiescent phase,
the Ni diffusivity is small
across the discharge
(1330.2 mzls) and very low in
the inner core (D ~ 0.05 Hills),
where it is close to the
neoclassical predicted values.

The initial enhancement of
the transport in the plasma
outer layers is considerably
smaller when no ELM is

of the carver)» triggered by the injection.



OPTIMISED SHEAR PLASMAS
The Optimised Shear (OS) plasma is considered a good candidate for improving the

tokarnalt concept [a]. JET experiments show that an Internal Transport Barrier (1TB)
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is formed

in these cases at radii much further inside the plasma (up to p ~ 0.5 to 0.7) than in hot-ion H

mode plasmas (about p 2 0.9). The ion thermal diffusivity drops significantly inside the 1TB and

high fusion performance'1s obtained
Two different 08 discharges are discussed here 1n detail. The first discharge (3 3441) had a

'njectected Ni SXH emission profiles
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Fig.3 Flirt-surface averaged incremental sofl aqp
emissivigr from infected Ni for two optimised-shew JET
pulses.

Its ion

temperature profile, that was still growing
milder pressure gradient.

fast at the time of the Ni injection, reached

a nearly-steady state within ~ 50 to 100 ms
thereafter. We see that: a) The initial

inward propagation of Ni is not hindered

by the presence of - an 1TB. The
reconstruction of SXR

emission shows that, even- in the presence
of the HE, Ni reaches the centre ofplasma
very quickly (within about 70 ms). The

peaks
approxirnately 13+ 130 ms (Fig. 3) and

tomographic

core concentration of Ni at

then decays exponentially with. a time

constant of ~3Dfl ms. The line radiation of

the highly ionised Ni ions (mitt, N125+ and
NEW") shows very fast rise and decay

features (Fig. 4). There are two different phases: a fast ingress phase with, a strong

(V = 20—30 nus) inward convection localised outside the {TB (at [.1 ~ 0.5); this convection drops

rapidly to very low values and during
the depletion phase, when the ion

temperature growth has come to a

halt,
acting on Ni any more. b) The C
density profile nap) remains hollow
and very slowly becomes less hollow;

the gradient of adp}
practically coincides with the location

of the ITB. The carbon diffitsivity in
the core is very low (on 0.1 stirs)

important convection is[10

greatest

and close to neoclassical.
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Fig. 4 Time evoitrrion of tine intensities fiom three high-bx
ionised Ni ionsfor two JETpulses.
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The other discharge (40571) has a stronger pressure gradient. We see that: a) The
tomographic reconstruction of SXR emission shows that the injected Ni impurity progressively
accumulates in the core (Fig. 3). This process is seen to continue until the confinement regime
changes due to the onset of H-mode conditions at the plasma edge ~4SU ms after the injection.
A further confirmation of the convective nature of this process is given by the time evolution of
the line radiation from Nit1+ and Ni25+ (Fig. 4). The line intensity from Ni24+ peaks at ~
a, + 30 ms and then rapidly decays while the signal from Ni25'1 grows up to a nearly steady value
on the same time scale and then does not decay but keeps increasing slightly. This is very
surprising because the temperature dependence of the emission coefficients for these two ions is
very close. The difference can only be cxpiained by a strong modification of the Ni profile‘s
shape at the radial position ([3 = 0.6-0.7 ) where the emission shells of these two ions are located.
The required values of convection velocity are about 15 Ini’sec b) The intrinsic C impurity also
shows a progressive peaking of nm towards the centre with the his profile evolving over w is
from a moderately hollow profile to a moderately peaked profile. Also for this puise, the
comparison of Ni (more pronounced and faster central density peaking) and C (slower and
milder density peaking) indicates a marked Z dependence and therefore a possible electrostatic
nature of the convective process.

A common feature to optimised-shear discharges is that no appreciable poloidal asymmetry
is observed although the toroidal velocity is comparable to that measured in hop—ion I-l-anode
discharges.

CONCLUSIONS
The transient nature of the pulses analysed made the interpretative transport analysis for

injected impurities more complicated: a) signals from injected impurity are difficult to extract
from the time-changing background; b) only the ingress phase is available for study; c) the
impurity transport itself is often seen to change due to the changes of the main plasma.

ELM instabilities in hot—ion H-modes appear to be followed by a short iived (~10 ms) phase
of high transport suggesting the presence of strong diffusion for the injected impurities in the
outer regions of the discharge. The quiescent hot-ion H-mode phase is characterised by very
low, but higher than neoclassical (by a factor of~ 2 to 10), diffusion.

Strong poloidal asymmetries of the distribution of the injected Ni, induced by the fast
plasma rotation, appear in hotwion H-modes, but not in optimised-shear plasmas.

Strong inward convection is observed in OS plasmas for laser blow-off injected nickel.
Convective effects are much smaller on the intrinsic carbon irnpurity; this difference with

Ni might be due to the different ion charge, if due to an electrostatic effect, but evidence on the
radial electric field is so far inconclusive.

This work was partly funded by the UK Department of Trade and industry
1 R. GimmellaL. Laure—Taroni, M Mattioiietai. Nani Fission 34111994) 1185.
2 R.Giamie11aand1... Laure-Taroni13‘rocfll5t EPS Cont. on Count Fus. and P1. Phys. Montpell an 1994, VolSp. 1260
3 R GiannalIaM. Christensen, R. De Angelis eta! Pr-cc iii1h EFS Conf. on Centr. Fus. and P1. Phys innsbruck 1992, Vol 1 p. 2'19.
4 B. Alper, AHW Edwards,R.Giaimellaeta1. ProcZBMEPSConf. on Conn. Firs. and F1. Phys“ Kiev 1996, Vol 1 p 163.
5 C. Fuchs, KP. Mast, A. Hermann, K Lackner Proc215‘ EPS Conf. on Conn. Fus and PI. Phys, Montpcllier 1994, V013 13.1303.
6 TheJET Team {praserfladbyfl Gormeaano), 16th LaEr-‘t Fusion Energy Conference, Montreal 1996.
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Studies of impurity production mechanisms in the JET divertors.
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JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon 0X14 SEA, UK
1University of Toronto, Institute for Aerospace Studies, M3H 5T6, Canada

Introduction. '
The JET progranmie has a series of divertors of increasingly closed geometry, from

the open design first introduced in 1990 to the Mk IIGB (gas box) planned for 1998. In the

present paper we have compared the impurity behaviour in the Mk I, MkIIA and Mk IIAP
divertors. The Mk I divertor, with new divertor coils mounted inside the vacuum vessel, was
installed in 1994. It had horizontal target plates and the flux surfaces were rather far from the

vertical side plates. It was operated first with graphite target plates (Mk IC) and later with Be

targets. Mark IIA was installed in 1995:“6 and operated in the 1996 campaign. The graphite

target plates are domed and the vertical side plates moved in to follow the flux surfaces and

make the divertor more closed for horizontal target operation. The design allows the strike

point to be on the vertical side plates, as in Mk1. The Mk IIA had ”bypass” leakage paths

which allowed gas to flow from the subdivertor region back into the main chamber. In Oct

1996 these bypasses were blocked to prevent the neutral gas backflow. Operation with Mk

IIAP (Plugged) started in Nov 1996 and is the present configuration. This paper reviews the

results of the impurity measurements and presents some initial modelling using the DIVIIVi'P':Jr

NIMBUS suite of codes.
a 29ft MRI :3 Experimental RESHHS.

4_ :2: ml? Data are taken from a series of ELMy
IZeuMklleF' H~mode discharges with ~12 MW NBI

,, 3* heating, which are from the Divertor Task

NE Force steady—state data base. The results for
2- the global parameters, nf and Frag], as a

1- g function of density are shown in figs 1 and 2.
g Within the scatter of the data there is no

9 g J, g ,1, 1s" difference in either Zeff or Prad between Mk

“WWW”WWWW} IC, Mk HA and Mk IIAP. However the
Fig 1' variation ofz‘ifi i” a” ELM? H'modi With i2 results for the Mk I Be target show a decrease
MW NBI, for difl’crcntdivcrtor configurations in Zc ff (czar—«0.6) and a Slight dacmase in

Prad at higher densities. Zeff does not depend much on Ila, implying that nimp/ne, is -

constant. Pmd or. fie-,2, implying that nimpine L(Te_-,)V =constant, where UTE) is the radiation

function and V is the radiating volume. Measurements of the intrinsic impurity

concentrations have been made for carbon with the charge exchange diagnostic (K84) and for

nickel with the Xuray spectrometer (10(1). The carbon concentration is in the range 1 to 3%
which usually accounts for all the observed Zeff.
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“1 ,. Pm Ml x The Ni concentration is normally less than
fl 3- 22:33:31}, 10'4 and thus makes an insignificant
g s Pm, Mle contribution to both Zeff and Prad- Generally
g a- both the carbon and the nickel densities
1% .s fill-W 5% increase with plasma density so that their
”g 4' :fig'“ concentrations are constant. As with the
E 2- \E global parameters, Zeff and Fred, there is little

i difference between Mk I, Mk HA and Mk

”e 2 l l. i. ”3 IIAP. The Mk I campaign with the Be target
Volume average Der-sits {1019 will had a significantly lower carbon concentration,

Fig 2. Dependence afras Frag on daring: in ELM}: consistent with the lower 23ff, but the

mociesforZIdifferentdivertorxconflguraflons dominant impurity was still carbon. The Be
mi cam" concentration, measured by charge exchange,

. _ _ . O o c was 5; 1%, which is near the limit of detection.
”'2' "' ' O D O The effect of varying the triangularity,

: . cousin: the flux expansion to the target and changing

E 10-3; 0 GW'M from the horizontal to the vertical target has'
5 : x cram . . . -g I M Msuse been stud1ed using a mid—plane CV1 line
35;“ “H: s Ni Mk to. (3.3?4 nm) during the Mk II campaign. There
E " fl is no discernible effect ((50%) in changing

5 a from horizontal to vertical target or in
m" 5 “'3- 5s afl changing the flux expansion. However there is

g in it typically an increase of a factor 2 in the CV1

“H a 1'0 sis is 4h sri line intensity changing from low to high
ELM “Emmi“ tri angnlarity. This is correlated with the

Fig 3' Inning": impurity dapflndem" '3'“ ELM decrease in the ELM frequency and increase in
fmqu‘incl’i“ ELM? H'mflde With ”MW NHL ELM size observed in high triangularity
discharges. The concentrations are plotted as a function of ELM frequency in fig 3. There is

a decrease of more than an order of magnitude in the Ni concentration as the ELM frequency

increases from 5 Hz to 40 Hz. This effect is independent of how the ELM frequency is

changed: triangularity, gas puffing or change from H to D plasmas. The same effect is seen

in the carbon concentration but to a lesser degree. In the case of nickel there are clear signs of

accumulation in the core between ELMs which is enhanced by the longer period between

ELMs. The low ionization states are enhanced during the larger low frequency ELMs,

possibly due to more nickel influx from the larger ELMs.

DIVIMPINIMBUS Modelling of JET Discharges
DIVIMP [1] is a Monte Carlo code which follows impurities in' a specified

background plasma. Impurity cross field and parallel transport, ionization and heating are all

included. NIMBUS [2] is a linked Monte Carlo code which follows the neutral hydrogen

species. In the present case the background plasma in the scrape-off layer is generated with
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an Onion Skin Model (OSM) {3] using the experimental measurements of he. and Te taken at

the target with Langmuir probes. Atomic data from the ADAS codes [4] has been used.
The present paper reports the modelling of a typical ohmic discharge (#38423) with

11,-4.5 MA, n13: 2x1019 m"3, BT =25 T. Work on the ELMy H—modes described in the first

section is in progress and will be reported later. A wide range of absolutely calibrated

spectroscopic diagnostics have been modelled including a flux camera with optical filters
(FILE) viewing across the divertor; targets vertically from the top, two visible survey
spectrometers looking at the inner and outer targets(KSS) two vuv spectrometers which scan

poloifl across the divertor and the'mner wall usin a rotatin mirror (KTi) and a visible
15 ,. KLZ Flux camera 1.1:} m1 [11.11 {1132.5mm

ill otsss.3am) ”049'
if 1 0.5

1:] __ 1"! ”Dual 0.5 _

i E dment
in 5 Experiment 3 0-4' #413 Hem,

'i‘ l— g (1.2 -

E ..H' 1-: .....
:15: fl _1_ ............................... 3' El _

E 1 El" {:11 [fififlnm} FiE E, 1'“ KT‘I Clll {53.Bnm]
u. -I m H-

a Model Phys + chem sputt {i g ”'3

i 1 a} Experiment
0'4 " b} Phys spot. model

c} Phys + Chem spott. Model a
a 0.2 jg
it - s
g 0‘ - — - - s

135 195 205 215
Midplane inner divertor

Major radius {to} Poloidai angle (degrees)

Fig4. Comparison of the radiai prafiies afflict; and Fig 5. Comparison ofpoiairiai distribution of

CH ccmpntedfirorn DIVIMPWIMBUS with experimentai D143 and CH! computedfrom DIWMPWIMBUS

data 1'KLE), for an chmicaiiy heated discharge (#38423) with experimental data fmrn KT} (#33423)

and UV spectrometer pair which monitor the outer target with high spatial resolution,

covering the wavelengths from 200 to 700 nm {KTEAIB}. The modelling has concentrated on

reproducing the emission near the targets ie the low charge states of carbon (C11. C11, CIV)
and the D01. line . CH and D3 profiles from the Flux Camera are compared with the model in

fig 4. The strong asymmetric DD; radiation observed at the inner target may be explained by

recombination radiation. Due to uncertainties in the probe data at the inner target the Te

profile was adjusted approximately fit the D11 radiation. This Te profile then was used to

model the carbon radiation. The outer target signals are calculated using the measured Te

profiles. The CH model includes both physical and chemical sputtering [5]. The results from

the upper horizontal KTI spectrometer are compared with the code results in fig 5 using the

same Te profiles as for fig 4. The Dog, profile fits well showing a large contribution to the D

influx up the 1nner wall to the midplane. The corresponding CHI fluxes have been modelled

with and without chemical sputtering. The physical sputtering alone underestimates the

influx from the inner wall. With chemical sputtering the flux is higher though it still
underestimates the experimental data. The photon fluxes from D11 and carbon charge states

CII, CIIJ, CW at the inner and outer targets have been modelled and compared to experiment,
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Table I Comparison of the code result with the as Show“ in Table I. That} is agreement
measured fluxes at the inner and outer target With“ a factor 0f 2 ti} 3. which is as gflfld
(K83 spectrometer). as can be expected given the

Dot CII CHI CW uncertainties in the measured plasma
1018 Phflmnsymmsgstgr parameters, the 08M modelling and the

Inner Target (Exp) 39 0.90 2.7 0.030 manic date
Inner Target (Model) 35 0.45 4.8 0.023 Summary
OuterTarget (Exp) i? 1.03 4.1 034 Carbon is the main impurity
Outer Target (Model) 7 0‘34 6.2 [115 under most operating conditions, with a

concentration in the range ~ 1 to 3%,
depending slightly on input power, configuration and gas flow rate. Nickel (the main metal
impurity) is normally negligible. There was no effect on the central impurity densities (C or
Ni) due to plugging the divertor bypass leaks. Mk IC results are similar to Mk II. However
the Mk [Be has lower Zeff and Fred. The dominant impurity with the Mid Be targets is still

carbon [6], with Be being typically 51%. This may be due tothe Be targets becoming
contaminated with carbon or that the main source of the carbon comes from the walls of the
main chamber as illustrated by the observations and modelling in fig 5.

In high triangularity discharges, with ELM frequencies ~ 51-12, the nickel
concentration increases to ~2a10'4. This appears to be due to metal injection by large ELMS
and to impurity accumulation. The high confinement associated with low ELM frequency in
long pulse discharges can result in carbon concentrations ~3%, equivalent to nearly 2.0%
dilution

The spatial distribution of the radiation from deuterium and carbon (CH, CH1, CIV) at
the target and the inner wall have been modelled for ohmic discharges. Good agreement is
obtained at the outer target using the plasma He, and T3 distribution derived from the target
probe data. At the inner target it is necessary to tailor the Te profile to obtain the correct DU,
distribution. The model shows that, for this case, the chemical sputtering is dominant making
a much larger contribution to the primary flux and to the core contamination than the physical
sputtering. However the impurities are treated as 0.1 all atoms rather than CD4 and no
allowance has been made for prompt redeposition due to breakup of the hydrocarbon
molecules. The results from the KTl spectrometer show that there is a large flux from the
wall above the inner target. The DIVIlidPINIMBUS modelling reproduces this flux quite well
but much more modelling is required for a wider range of discharges. The model shows that
the flux from the inner wall is less well screened than that from the targets.
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ELM Dynamics and Power Deposition in the JET divertor
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I. Introduction
Sublimation of the graphite tiles due to ELMs is expected to be the main iii-nit to the lifetime of
the ITER divertor. Multimachiae scalings [1] show that type 1 ELM frequency decreases with
the size of the machine while the prodUct of the frequency and fraction of the stored energy lost
per ELM increases with power. How this translates into surface heating depends on the duration
of the heat pulse, the area of interaction and how much of the ELM energy is radiated. The
dynamics of surface power deposition by type I ELMs are crucial for extrapolation to ITER.
II. Diagnostics.
For the first time, direct measurements of the power flux to the divertor during the ELM with
high time resolution have been obtained in JET using a fast 2D infrared camera of 123x123
pixels, working in the 3-5 urn range. This camera looks at the divertor fiom the top of the toms,
providing'a space resolution of 3.7 mmi'pixel or 7 mmipixel, depending of the ions which was
used. A full frame is acquired line by line and the exposure time can vary from 150 as up to 16
ms. Due to the subscan capability and the high frame rate of this camera, time resolution of 15
us has been achieved. More details about this diagnostics can be found elsewhere [2]. The
power flux on the divertor tile is calculated from the surface temperature evolution by
numerically solving the 2D heat conduction. The energy deposited on the divertor measured
with this fast infrared camera has been compared with measurements of the plasma stored
energy deduced from magnetic data. '
III. Results god discussing.
A typical infrared image of the divertor, during an ELM in a NBI heated ELM}! discharge is
shown in figure 1, the increase of the temperature is unbalanced and much pronounced on the
inner than on the outer part of the divertor. The inner and the outer strike zone can also be seen
together with the shadowed area of about 10 cm in the toroidal direction, due to the height
difference between tiles and the grazing angle of the magnetic field line with respect to the
surface. During a'type I ELM, a fast displacement of the plasma occurs [3], the power flux
moves about 20 cm outward from the initial strike zone positions. The shift on the outer strike
zone is not always observable as it is on the inner strike zone. Since no measurable increase of
the temperature is observed in the scanned area during this displacement, the shifl oi the peak
power must occur in a timescale shorter than 20 as. A displacement of the power deposition

takes place also on the toroidal direction, figure 2, and previously shadowed area may receive a
large power flux during ELMs, due to the modification of the magnetic configuration.
Figure 3 shows the evolution of the peak temperature measured during type'l ELMs with
different time resolutions. Temperatures ofien exceed the experimental saturation level usually
set at 1900°C but maximum temperature of 2250°C has been recorded in some occasions. The
rise phase of the temperature is continuous and lasts about 130 us. Independently of the
resolution, the exposure time (in the range of l to 10 us) is very small compared with the event
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duration. As a consequence, the photon flux measurement is unaffected by the time resolution
and the temperature deduced from it corresponds to an instantaneous temperature value.
From the surface temperature evolution, the power flux loading to the divertor is calculated,
figure 4,assuming a toroidal symmetry but taking into account the shadowed area. The measured
values of the merino-physical properties of the carbon fibre composite tiles is used in the code.
The peak power density exhibits a huge value of 4 Gm2, which is a common value observed
on type I ELM in JET with NB}; heating but is several order of magnitude larger than peak.
power densities observed in Asdex—Up [4]. Although the ELM frequency is higher in Asdex Up
{40-160 Hz) than in JET (~10 Hz) and then, the lost energy per ELM is reduced[5], the large
discrepancy between our results and the previous one requires some explanations. First of all,
the power flux loading to the divertor is not directly measured but deduced from photon flux
measurement and code calculation. So, either the ELM behaviour (and the photon flux) is
drastically different in JET compared with Asdex-Up or the measurement andr’or the code
calculation induces the discrepancy. Looking at the experimental system and the code used in
Garcbing [6], we believe that the deposited power during the fast transient events such as ELMs
is underestimated in Asdex-Up, for three reasons: Most of the measurements have been done
with a resolution and an exposure time of 256 as which is twice the time required to reach the
maximum temperature in JET, consequently, the temperature deduced from the average photon
flux in Asdex is lower than the real maximum temperature. Then, the time resolution being
larger than the ELM duration, the temperature evolution presents large jump from initial to
maximum value within 1 frame, as we can see for similar conditions in J'ET (figure 3). The
power flux calculated from such a temperature behaviour, plotted on figure 4, gives negative
power when the time resolution is larger than the peak power duration.
To solve this problem, an infinity thin layer has been added to the top of the divertor tile in the
code used at Garching. This modification in the structure of the material introduce an offset of
the surface temperature during transient effect compared with the semi-infinite model. Thus, at a

given surface temperature, the two layers model calculation provide a much smaller power flux
(depending of the heat exchange coefficient between the two layers) than the semi infinite
model.
The code used at JET gives exactly the same power deposition during ELM as the semi infinite
model, as it is expected for such short events. A 3D plot of the power loading to the divertor as
function of radial position and time is shown in figure 5 and a profile of the deposited energy, by
integration of the power flux over time is plotted in figure 6, showing a peak energy density of 1
Mm2 on the inner divertor. Then, space integration for both side of the divertor provide the
total energy deposited on inner and outer divertor. Table I summarises the results obtained for
several discharges. In all the cases, the total energy deposited on the divertor deduced from [R
thermography is larger, by about a factor of three, than the drop of the stored energy deduced
from the fast magnetic measurements. The origin of this discrepancy is not clear at the moment
but some hypothesis can be given. The knowledge of the thermo-physical properties of the
material is rather fair, in particular, the thermal conductivity is an average value over the two
different components : the carbon fibre and the carbon matrix. How this composite material
reacts on a very short heat pulse is unknown. We can expect a different surface temperaturefor
each part. In such a case, due to the lack of space resolution and the non linear response of the
photon flux with the surface temperature, the measured temperature will be governed by the low
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thermal conductivity material. Such behaviour of the CFC tiles used in the Mir II divertor has
been demonstrated in the JET Neutral Beam Test Bed [7], but extrapolation to the present
situation in the tokamalt would be very hazardous due to the number ofunknown parameter.
Nevertheless, until finther information is available, the “standard" thereto-physical properties of
the CFC tiles are used in the code. The calculated power density deduced from IR. measurements
is in good agreement with the heat flux obtained by Borrass in his ELM model [3], moreover,
the order of magnitude corresponds to what we would expected from other diagnostic-
measurements (drop of the stored energy -~ 0.3 MI, timescale <1 200 us, wetted area ~1m2 : (JP?
~ 1. 5 GmZ).
Entrapolations to ITER based on our results and a multimachine scaling [1] give an energy
deposition and an ELM frequency of about 30 MJ and 1 Hz, with a peak power flux 1n the range
of 30 GmE. This ELM behatdour implies an unacceptably high erosion rate for ITER divertor
tiles. Since the ELM duration is about 100 us, nearly all the incoming energy is used for

sublimation and then, even a decrease of the ELM energy to 1% of the stored energy would not
help sigrdficantly.
IV. Conclusions
A new 2D infrared camera developed at JET has been able to measure the surface temperature
evolution of the divertor with a time resolution of 15 us which has proved to be necessary for
ELM analysis. The peak power deposition during a type I ELM lasts about 130 as with a
maximum value in the range of 5 Gm2, most of the ELM energy being deposited on the inner
divertor. The power and energy deposited during ELMs is overestimated due to uncertainties in
the CFC properties at the surface. Extrapolation based on this data suggest that ITER cannot be

operated in a ELMy discharge with type I ELMs unless the energy per ELM, compared to the
stored energy, can be reduced far below the minimum achieved in the present tokamaks.
V. References
[1] J. Lingertat et a1, Proceedings of 4th Eur. Phys. Workshop, 11—13th dec. 1996, Stockholm.
[2] S. Clement, to be published.
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SHOT Freq Trnax Pmsx Eman W In W out W our aw

elmy H—mode (Hz) (“13) (GWIrnZ) (MJ1m2} - (Md): {Md} (Md) (Md)
411442 15 1230 2.7 as 1193 0.53 1.4? 0.3

15 1340 2.? 11.46 - 0.66 0.31 0.9? [1.3
40443 '1' 1331] 3.4 11.3? 1.13 ' £1.45 1.63 0.45

1’ :- ZDDD 4.1 0.72 1.13 ' (1.5 1.69 11.4
40444 15 1481} 3.4 {1.39 11.51 {1.55 1.33 D 3

25 2WD 3. '1' D 31 1.24 {1.83 -1. E18 0.55

Table 1 Sununary of experimental values during ELMS with Freq. ELM’s frequency, Tmax:
max. temperature, Pmax: max. Power flux, Ernax: max. energy flux, W 1n: energy deposited
on inner diver-tor, W out: energy deposited on outer divertor, W tot: total energy deposited on
divertor, 5W: drop of the stored energy.
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Overview of JET Mark IIA divertor performance in ITER-relevant modes
of operation

LJ). Horton for the JET Divertor Task Force and Divertor Physics Topic Group
JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon OXON, U.K. 0X14 3EA

Introduction
Over the last five years, the JET divertor programme has evaluated a series of

different divertor geometries with increased closure to recycling neutrals. During 1994 and
1995 the first purpose-built divertor structure in JET was tested (Mark I). Mark I
incorporated four in—vessel coils which provide flexible divertor configurations, carefully
designed target tiles, and a cryopump in the volume beneath the divertor structure. In
199697 a more closed divertor structure was tested (Mark 11A). During a shutdown in
October 1996, the leakage paths from the subdivertor volume back to the main plasma
chamber were significantly reduced. We refer to the resulting divertor configuration as Mark
IIAP (plugged). _

The goal of our divertor programme is to define a scenario for combined divertor and
core plasma performance acceptable for a reactor. Such a scenario must combine good core
confinement (Eggs-0.9), high core density (at or above the Greenwald value), and low core

impurity content (Zeffelo) with an acceptable power loading on divertor and other first wall

components. In addition, helium exhaust. rates must be sufficient to prevent poisoning the
core plasma.

Two different lines of experiments have been followed: unseeded operation with
large, separate ELMs, low impurity content, and good core confinement; and operation with a
seed impurity which generates high radiant losses and low divertor power loading.
Performance without impurity seeding

With the flexibility provided by the four in-vessel divertor coils, it is possible to test a
wide variety of magnetic configurations in JET. Variations in divertor flux expansion (and
thus closure to neutrals), core triangularity, and target orientation (horizontal and vertical)
have been tested systematically for ELMy Hamode plasmas at 2.5 MA, 2.5 T and with
12 MW of neutral beam heating. The principal influence of configuration is the effect of
triangularity (or edge shear) on ELM frequency. Discharges with 8—412 and no fuelling other
than by the neutral beams have an ELM frequency of about 15 Ha while discharges with
8~U.3 typically have an ELM frequency of Salt) Ha. Despite this difference in ELM
frequency the confinement of both low and high triangularity discharges with no additional
gas fuelling is about 0.9 times the ITER93 ELM-free confinement sealing.

The density limit of ELMy H-mode discharges has been tested by adding gas fuelling
to the fuelling provided by the neutral beams (Fig. 1). The density limit in H—mode is a
particle confinement limit, as opposed to a radiative collapse such as that which sets the
density limit in Ohmic and L—mode shots. The core confinement is degraded by the gas



fuelling to the point where the degradation in
the

additional particle source and the effective
particle confinement outweighs

fuelling efficiency becomes negative.
Measurements of the edge electron

density and temperature [1] suggest that the
addition of gas fuelling moves the discharge
along a contour of constant pedestal pressure
to lower temperatures and higher density
until a minimum temperature is reached and
the confinement is then strongly degraded.
This is consistent with the idea that a
minimum edge temperature is required to
achieve and maintain an H-mode.
Preliminary studies of edge parameters at
higher plasma current [2] suggest that the
operating space available between the lower,
H'amode limit and the ELM limit narrows to
the point where steady operation is difficult.
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The nf of JET ELMy mode discharges is typicallyF about 1.6 and is dominated by
carbon [3}. Surprisingly, the impurity content, which is believed to be predominantly a result
of sputtering from surfaces not wetted by the divertor plasma, has not reduced with increased
divertor closure and thus lower main chamber neutral CX sputtering. Three possible
compensating factors have been suggested: (a) at the time of the plugging of the bypass leaks
the carbon coverage of the inner wall of the
vacuum vessel was increased, (b) the

Mark HA and IIAP divertors operate at a
higher temperature than Mark I thus moving
towards the peak in the chemical sputtering
yield [4], and (c) the increased closure may
have led to increased sputtering from the
shoulders of the divertor by ELMs.

The main difficulty with unseeded
operation is the high first wall and divertor
power loading due to the large, Type I ELMs

The
energy loss from the plasma scales with the
produced in NB heated discharges.

ELM frequency (Fig. 2) and is typicallyr 5-
10% of the total energy content per ELM [5}.
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Fig. 2: Percentage loss of core stored energy during an
ELM as a fitnctian of ELM frequency. The data are for
pulses with N3 heating and, for Mark H. are separated
into iow and high triangularity configurations.
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wPelae Ne: srsss -——Pul_sa_gg:atate This energy less results in pewer leads en
the diverter plates ef several $d2 and
peak temperatures exceeding 2000°C [6].

ELMs in discharges heated bvradie
frequency waves have a much mere benign
character than these during NB heated shets
[7]. The frequency of ELMs with RF
heating is higher and mere irregular than
these in NB pulses (Fig. 3) and the peak
pewer and integrated energy te the diverter
target plates is a factor of 2-5 lewer while
the cenfinement quality remains high.

Time {a} ' Perfermance with impurity seeding
Fig. 3: Cempcrisen of the ELM beheviear cf nve . + .
discharges, as measured by De: emission {boxes 2 and The BEECH-1d hue 'flf experiments 1“ the:
3). ene heated by M and was heat-9d with RF- JET diverter pregramme has been te explere

W I‘ll—x.

the pessibility cf reducing the pewer leading'
en the diverter by intreducing a seed impurity te enhance the radiant lesses item the plasma.
This has preven te be successful in that up te 80% cf the input pewer can be radiated in a
stable, steady state discharge. The maximum radiated pewer fractien in this type ef eperatien
decreases with diverter clesure frem almest 80% in Markl te 60% in Mark IIAP. This
decrease in radiatien is accempanied by an increase in charge exchange pewer lesses such
that the limit cf the tetal velume lesses is appreximately censtant frem ene diverter geemetry
te anether [8].

The price which is paid fer this impreved diverter pewer leading is a significantly
reduced cere confinement. In Fig. 4 the ceufinement ef radiative discharges beth in ET and
in ether. smaller machines is pletted as a functien ef p*. Also pletted in Fig. 4 is the data
frem a p* experiment in JET fer unseeded eperatien. The unseeded shets have
appreximately censtant centinement en the TIER-93H scaling cenfirming the size scaling. In
centrast. the radiative data have a very different size scaling than 93H. with iewer

cenfinement at lew p*. The range ef cenfinement spanning the requirements frem driven te
fully ignited eperatien ef ITER is alse shewn in Fig. 4 fer cemparisen.

Lecal transpert analysis has new been perfermed fer JET radiative discharges and
cempared te unseeded pulses [9]. In Fig. 5. the effective heat diffusivity is shewn fer three
pulses. ene with beam fuelling alene. ene with additienal deuterium fuelling. and ene with

cembined nitregen and deuterium fuelling. In all three cases the central cenfinernent is geed.
with the degradatieu in glebal cenfinement seen in Fig. 4 due te increased transpert in euter
plasma radii. In erder te predict hew radiative discharges scale te ITER such a lecal analysis
is required including at least a medel ef the scaling ef the width ef the degraded regien with
machine size. '



Implications for ITER
Two possible regimes of operation

for ITER have been studied in the JET
divertor programme. Operation without
impurityr seeding combines good core
confinement with plasma purity but suffers
from large, Type I ELMs which would limit
the lifetime of actively cooled components in
a reactor. The ELMs are significantly
reduced in size in discharges heated with RF
waves. Whether this better ELM behaviour
would be typical of an ignited plasma
depends on which physics is responsible.
Experiments are planned to address this issue
and will study the influence of central
fuelling with the beam heating, beam
momentum input and rotational shear. fast
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ion profiles in the two heating schemes. and the importance of RF—driven convective coils at
the plasma edge.

Operation with an impurity seed so as to enhance radiant losses has been shown to be
effective at reducing divertor power loads while maintaining plasma purity which scales at
least reasonably to ITER. The confinement of such discharges appears to scale poorly with
plasma size although definitive experiments such as those currently underway in the
conventional pf studies have yet to be performed. Indeed. it is not possible in present
tokamaks to simultaneously match the ITER parameters both in the plasma core and in the
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Fig. 5: Effective heat difiitsivity for a discharge with no
gas fiteiiing. one with deuterium fiteiiing only, and one
with combined deuterium antiI nitrogen fueiiing.

edge. so a local transport model will be
required in order to predict the performance
of radiative discharges in future machines.
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INTRODUCTION

The transition from L— to H mode confinement is accompanied by formation of a narrow

region of reduced energy and particle transport near the plasma edge. In the Humode regime,

the operation space of a tokamak is limited to a finite edge pressure gradient by the ballooning

mode stability. Experimental verification of the scaling behaviour of the barrier, the pedestal

' density and temperature, as well as the pressure gradient limits achieved before onset of loss of

confinement require measurement of edge gradients with high spatial resolution and accuracy.

Edge gradient, pedestal value and barrier width A were parameterised using a bi~linear fit of

core and edge gradient, a non-linear fit of edge deviations from core gradient and a composite

fit of the core and edge profile based on a tanh function.

THE ELECTRON DENSITY PROFILE N,(r}

Edge N,(r) is measured using a 60 keV Li-beam and a reciprocating probe at the top of the

vessel at the same poloidal coordinate, allowing direct data comparison. N30) are obtained by

de-convolving the Li-emission over a length of 17 cm with resolution O.7cm_ evaluating the

beam excitation and ionisation balance. This requires beam current, edge temperature data and

impurity concentration as input. A systematic three region model for temperature gradients inn

and outside the separatria based on ECE, CXRS, reciprocating probe and Lidar measurements

has been used. N,(r) has an estimated error of <20% at peak density. A constant concentration

of 3% C is used to match the bulk Zen of ~1.8-2.U .
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Data was obtained for similar discharges with an outer limiter period followed by a neutral

beam heated Hot-ion H—mode phase. A steepening of VNEU) in H-mode is observed (fig.2). An

exponential density fall-off length fitted over short sections of the profile around the separatris.

reaches 0.8 cm (midplane) during the elm—free phase. The plasma performance (enhancement

H~factor over the ‘89 Lumode scaling) is found to correlate with-the fall-off length (fig.3).

Scalings with respect 'to edge power loss. plasma energy. temperature, density, and connection

length show no clear dependence. but a strong correlation with configuration-dependent local

Em: induced by plasma current and shaping coils.
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THE ELECTRON WWERATURE PROFILE Tau“)
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It the cross—otter point lies at a position well inside EFIT separatrix position. at the latter the

edge gradient intercepts zero temperature;

.. T311 BiUflQ 4:30.01 and barrier width aI gradient VTe ~ Iii—0'1 62120.09 .

THE ION TEMPERATURE AND DENSITY PROFILE

Ion temperatures and densities from active niidplane CXRS (n=3-‘i, C“) havel em radial



resolution. Temperature-time traces

show a constant gradient between

neighbouring chords during the elm-free

period. the width varying linearly with

the temperature. For elm-free H-mode

discharges the edge gradient (bi-linear

tit) does not scale with toroidal plasma

current, giving a constant barrier

gradient of 1.0:i:0.1 keV per cm. Density

profile barrier widths are nearly always

the same as those for temperature.
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THE ELECTRON PRESSURE PROFILE P..(r) AND BALLOONING LIMIT

N..(r) is mapped using EFIT equilibria to a midplane radius. The fitted T..{r) is extrapolated to

zero temperature at the separatrirt. The electron density edge width (tanh fit} is half the

electron temperature edge width (fig. 3). ?Pe(r)¢. is ~ 1i2 the critical ballooning tnode gradient.
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Confinement and performance of high current steady state
ELM}! H-modcs with the JET Mark II divertor

R Sartori, B Balet, S Clement, G Conway, B de Each, J C M de Haas, G Fishpool,

1. o Horton, J Lingertat, a Loarte, c o Lowry, c Maggi, M J Mantsincnm, R o Monk,
V Riccardo, E Righi, G Saibcne, D Stork, K Thomsen, M G Von Hellermann

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, 0X14 3EA,Oxfordshire, UK
*Helsinki University of Technology, Association Euratom-Tekcs, Espoo, Finland

1. Introduction. The confinement and performance of stead}.r state ELMy Hamodes with Type
I ELMs have been studied in JET, with the Mark II divertor target," up to plasma currents of 5
MA and additional heating powers, by NB or combined NB and ICRF heating, of 25 MW.

The discharges studied in this paper have neither impurity seeding nor additional deuterium
gas fuelling in the heated phase. The main restriction in the choice of a plasma configuration
for high plasma current operations, in particular when 1,, is increased above 4 MA, is the need
to limit both the shear stresses on the Toroidal Field (TF) coils, and the vertical forces on the

vessel during disruptions. These requirements translate to a low triangularitj,r (3:022)
configuration, which has a moderate flux expansion in the divertor and is relatively close to
the vessel walls. Moreover, at high I, the condition of (195% imposes operation at high

toroidal field. The bulk of the discharges at 2.5 MA have a similar plasma configuration (with

higher wall clearance), and also includes some discharges at higher triangularit},r (fir—"0.3) and a

wider range of flux cirpansion. Configurations with the strike points on the vertical plate of

the diveitor are also included. At 2.5 MA most of the discharges have {195 ' of 3.4

(2.5M25T). Discharges with C195 as low as 2.2 are also included. At 4 MA [2195 varies from

2.5 to 3.1 and it is E 2.4 at the maximum Ip-p of 5 MAISAT.

2. Confinement. The database analysed in this and the next paragraph contains data for each

steady state discharges (us-215.). At the £195 of the 5 MAJ3.4T, an MI-ID n=2 mode is observed.

The mode is triggered by a sawtooth crash and is non disruptive. The mode is avoidable by

changing the and to this end the plasma current was limited to 4.? MA. In Fig.1, the thermal

stored energy Wm is plotted against the stored energy predicted by 035* ITERI-IQS—P scaling

{ELM}; H—modes) . W“, was calculated from the diamagnctic measurements subtracting only
the fast-ion energy due to N131. The majority of the discharges are indeed heated only by NBI.
For the few discharges at the highest ICRF powers {E3 MW), the error introduced in the Wm

calculation by neglecting the ICRF fast ions is E 10%. In the loss power calculation, NB

shine-through and NB losses due to charge exchange and unconfined orbits were taken into
account. The highest stored energies are achieved at 4.? MA, with Wm E 10 M] in steady state

for an input power E 20 MW. At 2.5 MA there is good agreement with the scaling prediction,

with an enhancement factor $350.85, independent of plasma configuration or (195 (see also

a“ lid?!) At higher plasma current Hg; is lower, in fact at 3.5 MA HggEOfi and at 4 MA

H9350.76. In agreement with what reported in ISI, the data shows a weaker B dependence than
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predicted by the ITER93H~P scaling. Even though a better fit of the data is obtained with a
scaling where the B dependence is B’D’fig 03/), this does not fully remove the H factor
degradation at high plasma current.

3. Performance. The aim of one of the experiments foreseen for the forthcoming DT
experiment in JET is to maximise the fusion power in a steady state ELMy H-rnode.
Equivalent QDT of E 0.2 is achieved in steady state ELMy H—modes. Overall, QDT improves
with plasma current. The best fusion triple product are of 25.3 1020 m'3s keV for ion
temperatures of E 8 keV. Fig.2 shows the fusion power” predicted by a TRANS? code
simulation for a 4MM3.4T discharge with 19 MW NBI heating. The simulation assumes a
50:50 DzT. target plasma. and 50:50 DzT mixture in the recycling from the walls. In the
extrapolation to tritium operation, both the total NB power and the power fractions were
maintained, with about 725 W of tritium (at 150 keV) and 11.5 MW of deuterium (at 30
keV) injected. A total DT fusion power of 3.5—4.5 MW is predicted by the code of which
about half is thermal. The tritium concentration in the discharge is about 45%. Similar levels
of equivalent fusion power were obtained at 4.? MA with 17 MW of N131 and at 3.5 MA
with 24 MW combined heating. The main obstacle to the improvement'of the fusion'
performance of an ELMy H—mode is that it has proven difficult to sustain a steady state
discharge at high plasma current. In fact, most high current discharges suffered from a
spontaneous H to L transition. ‘

4. The spontaneous H—L transition. A temporary loss of confinement or/and a spontaneous
H—L transition is observed in ELMy H-mode, in particular for plasma currents above 3 MA
(Fig 3.). The H-L transition is often proceeded by a period of small EWs (Type [I] 'l') and
decaying confinement. The back transition can occur early in the discharge, in a phase which
is still transient, or after several energy confinement times. During the following L—mode
phase, a slow rotating (f e100Hs) n=l MHD mode is observed. The mode is resonant at the
plasma edge in the region of the Humode pedestal, the poloidal m number being consistent
with m r» (.195. This mode has similar frequency and amplitude to the n=l mode observed in the
L—mode of optimised shear discharges f4}. In coincidence with the mode disappearance, the H—
mode confinement can be recovered. Up to 3 cycles of H and L modes were observed in the
same discharge, often with increasing performance. An H-L transition with the same
characteristics of the spontaneous one can be induced with a plasma current ramp—up while a
plasma current ramp—down restores the confinement.

4.1 Global parameters. Even when the Htmode confinement is maintained in steady state,

high current discharges have an irregular ELM behaviour with bursts of high frequency, small
ELMs. The typical input powers are of 15 to 19 MW, and high current discharges are close to
the H~mode threshold at the lower end of this range due to their high steady state density
(6/7x1019m'3) and high ET. The H-L transition is not only observed in discharges where the
input power goes below the predicted L—H threshold power but also at input powers well
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above the threshold. Nevertheless, a global parameter dependence similar to the H-rnode

power threshold scaling, which involve magnetic field, input power and density is observed.
The lower the toroidal field, the easier it is to maintain the H-mode confinement. In fact, at

fixed plasma current and input power, the duration of the I-I-mode phases increases if the
toroidal field is decreased. Increasing the input power does also extend the duration of the
high confinement phase. For example, at 4 MAISAT, the duration of the H-mode phase
increases from 2s to :1:- 4s when the N131 power is increased from 16 to 19 MW. Moreover,
even though the H—L back transition is more frequently observed at high Ip, it is also observed
at lower 1,, (and lower BT) if the input power is decreased but'the Type I ELMs are maintained.
Discharges with Type III ELMs (low density) seem to be more resilient to this phenomenon.
In contrast with this favourable power dependence, when the ICRH power is increased above
E 3 MW an earlier confinement loss is observed. In Fig. 4, the data points inunediately prior
to the spontaneous I-I-L transition are compared to the 1996.397 L—I-I threshold data {5}. For the
H—L data, the ddt in the ELM free period before the last ELM has been used to calculate
the loss power. The H—L points are near to the line which separate L from H modes due to the
increase of dWIdt with input power.

4.2 Local parameters. Fig. 5 shows the pedestal nJT, (113 from the FIR interferometer
outermost channel, T, from ECE heterodyne radiometer) trajectory for the discharge shown in
Fig. 3 . The L—H transitions and the H-L transition at power switch off (1,6,9) are in the same

region of the diagram 3'6}, but the spontaneous H-L transition occurs at higher T,. This could
be due to the presence of MHD. Compared to lower current steady state discharges Hi, the
operating space for Type I ELMs (2,4,3) seems to be smaller at high current. Further analysis
is in progress. I

Summary. As expected the energy confinement time improves with plasma current, but the
improvement is lower than predicted by 0.351TERH93-P scaling and this cannot be
completely euplained with a weaker l3 dependence. Steady operation is difficult with high
current discharges due to a spontaneous H-L transition, which is probably due to operation too
close to the H—mode threshold. Nevertheless, an equivalent fusion power of 4 W has been
demonstrated in ELMy H—mode and an improvement could be possible in deuterium—tritium
operation, if a favourable mass dependence of the H—mode threshold is observed.

fit 1.. Horton et al., these proceedings {4! B Alper al., these proceedings
i2! G Saibene et al., these proceedings £5! E Righi, private communication

#3! J G Cordey et al., these proceedings I6! E Righi et al., these proceedings
l“?! H Lingertat et al., these proceedings
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A COMPARISON OF ELMs CHARACTERISTICS BETWEEN ICRI-I
AND NBI HEATED H-MODE DISCHARGES IN JET

V.P. Bhatnagar, D. Bartlett, 8. Clement, J. De Haas, L. Eriksson, G. Fishpool,
C. Gonnezano, E. Gauthier, L.Horton, J. Jacquinot, J. Lingertat, A. Loarte, R. Monk,

E. Righi, M. Stamp, D.F.H. Start, D. Stork, G. Vlases, , W. Zhang

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, OXON, OX1 43EA, UK

1. INTRODUCTION

Edge localised modes (ELMs) are MED—like instabilities which occur during H—modes and
produce bursts of energy and particles that are ejected through the separatrix to the scrape-off
layer and the divertor. For steady—state, it is desirable to operate next-step machines such as
ITER in ELMy Humodes as they can provide appropriate confinement quality factor and they
are likely to be beneficial in preventing the build up of density, impurity and helium ash.
However, the energy delivered (and lost) to the divertor in discreet ELMs can be significant
(140% of the thermal stored energy per ELM) leading to unacceptable erosion of the ITER
target plate material. The peak heat loads that would occur during ELMs is a major issue in
power and particle control in a reactor. In H—modes produced by ion cyclotron resonance
heating (ICRH) in JET, physical characteristics of ELMs, such as their dominant power
dmnping on the inner divertor leg, a sudden decrease in edge plasma parameters and a
decrease in stored energy, are the same as found with neutral beam injection (NBI) ELMs.
However, for ELMs with ICRH, the perturbation of the above plasma parameters is typically
2-5 times smaller than that with beams although the confinement enhancement factor
(subtracting energy of fast ions) is similar. In this paper, we study and compare in more detail
the above characteristics ofELMs with ICRH and NBI.

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

2.1 Plasma Parameters and Configuration. The type of ELMs observed in a discharge
depends on plasma shape, edge pressure profile, proximity to L—H .r’ H—L transition, edge
temperature and MHD stability limits at the edge. For the experimental results presented
here, we have selected JET discharges that are amenable to producing type I ELMs. These
discharges were obtained at toroidal field B4, ~2.5-2.8 T, plasma current IF ~ 2.5 MA and
heated by D°-NB injection or central ICRF minority heating with hydrogen as the minority
species in deuterium plasmas. The 4-strap A2 ICRH-antennae were operated in dipole (flafln
or Band) phasing. The configuration used was JET divertor Mark IIA, single~null X—point,
“Standard-Fat”, low triangularity (Sn-«0.2) plasma. Line averaged central densities ranged from
2. 5 Satellite The H-mode threshold in such discharges is 4 6 MW Additional heating
(iCRI—I or NBI) power used was 10-12 MW. The separatrix position in these discharges is at
about 3. 86 m in the outer mid-plane.

2.2 General Characteristics of ELMy Discharges with ICRH and NB]. In Fig. l, we
show time traces of two consecutive discharges additionally heated by ICRH and N131 at a
power level of about 10 MW each and having about the same plasma density and energy
confinement time. Signals shown include line—averaged edge density (ml. at 3.75m), 13,,-
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emission and confinement factor HERB—93 (normalised to thermal, ELMy H-mode scaling).
The iCRI-I fast—ion energy is estimated to be low (540%) at this high density. Note that the
frequency of ELMs (Du—signal) is much larger with ICRI-I as compared to that with NBI. On
a detailed examination of ELMs with ICRH, it is found that in type I ELMs [l] with ICRH,
not only the frequency is higher but also the repetition rate and amplitude of ELMs is
relatively less steady. In addition, the amplitude of ELMs (Du-signal) with ICRH is generally
smaller by a factor of about 5-10 as observed in a single shot with successive NB] and ICRH
heating. We note, however, that the [la-behaviour, which is mainly governed by particle
source ratee, can be affected by wail conditioning and gas puffing. Therefore, in the following
we will give less weight to the amplitude of Da—signal for comparison of ELM characteristics
with ICRH and NBI and put more accent on perturabation of edge plasma parameters, drop in
stored energy, power loading of the divertor and rise in the tile temperature.

2.3 Ion-Saturation Current and Edge Electron-Temperature Perturbation. We illustrate
the behaviour of ELMs produced by ICRI-l in a discharge (PEP—"9.5 MW, B¢=2.6T and IP=2.6
MA, “Standard Fat,” low-triangularity, no additional gas-puff) shown in Fig. 2. The spikes on
Dg-signal (box I) represent the occurence of ELMs. Note that the amplitude and repetition
rate is not steady. Correlated spikes are also observed on the ion saturation current (box 2)
and electron density (box 3) measured by Langmuir probes mounted on the target plates on
the inner divertor leg. However, the perturbation in the edge electron temperature (box 4)
measured at 3.84m (outer plasma edge) shows correlation only with ELMs which are
somewhat broader (larger area under ELMs). The reason for the spikes on TE signal (electron
cyclotron emission) is not clear and is possibly related to the occurrence of non Maxwellian
(fast) electron population for some ELMs.

In Fig. 3 we compare the perturbation in edge electron temperature caused by ELMs with
ICRH and N131 produced H-modes- at a power level of about 10 MW. Generally, the ELMs
produced by NBI are powerful and produce pertmbation in the edge-T, at each ELM as
compared to the case of ICRH shown in Fig. 2. The decrease in edge‘Tg is about 10% for
stronger ICRH ELMs as compared to ELMs with NBI where it is about 35% at a radius
slightly (9mm) closer to the centre.

2.4 Drop in Stored Energy due to an ELM and the Effect of Edge Density. At the
occurrence of an ELM, plasma stored energy drops due to the loss of plasma particles fi‘om
the edge. A comparison of such a drop due to ICRH and NBI ELMs at a power level of 10
MW is shown in Fig. 4 using fast diamagnetic stored energy measurements. After an
investigation of a number of discharges, it was found that most of the ELMs with ICRH
produce negligible drop in stored energy (US—1%) and the largest drop is about 415% whereas
for ELMs with NBI, this drop in stored energy can be as high as 4—8% (see also Ref. 1).
Based on an analysis of several ICRH and NBI discharges, a plot of ELM—amplitude as a
function of line-averaged edge (3.?5 m) density is shown in Fig. 5. Note that the amplitude
(D0,) of ICRH ELMs does not rise significantly with edge density. Generally, the density
reached in the case ofNBI is higher (due to central fireiing) as compared to the case of ICRH.
Nevertheless, a considerable overlap can be achieved by appropriate gas feed.

2.5 Divertor—Tile Temperature and Power deposition by ELMs. A fast 2-D infra-red
camera has been used to measure temperature of divertor tiles [2] during an ELM. Illustrative
examples showing a comparison of tile temperature during ELMs with [CRH and N131 are
given in [1]. Typically the peak tile ternerature exceeds 1200°C with type I ELMs produced
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by NBI whereas with ICRH ELMs, it is less than 500°C. In such examples, the power density
falling on the tiles [2] 1n the case of beams 125 Pd“, ~ 3 ['lv2 and energy density Ed,“ ~ 560
Mm: whereas with ICRH, Pd“, ~ 0.9 (L‘r‘l’vh’m2 and Ed“, ~ 45 lm2.

2.6 Energy Release of an ICRH ELM Bit-hy-Bit after a Sawtooth Crash. In ICRH H-
mode discharges, we have found that the crash of a sawtooth oiten initiates an ELM-free
period in an otherwise ELMy discharge. The heat—pulse generated by the crash of a sawtooth
increases the edge temperature producing an ELM-free period. This ‘charges-up’ the ELM
and when it crashes, it is accompanied by a decrease in the edge-Te. But, this decrease in edge
temperature occurs in small steps, each accompanying an ELM and an ELM-free period (see
Fig. 6). At the 2nd sawtooth crash, only two steps are found. This is probably related to the
magnitude of sawtooth crash which was about 2E3 smaller in the second case. Note also that
the perturbation in the edge temperature after the crash of an ELM becomes progressively
smaller as one moves further in towards the centre ofplasma (see 2nd box in Fig. 6).

3. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

It is believed that the effect of electric field shear and rotation stabilizes ballooning type of
MHD instabilities leading to a build up of pressure gradient until the time that it can not be
supported. The plasma then dumps the energyr and particles in a repetitive way in the form of
ELMs. The reasons for difference between NBI and ICRH ELMs are not clear. The plasma
rotation with ICRH in JET measured [3] in the centre is found to be lower by a factor of 3-10
as compared to beams. There is no measurement of rotational shear with ICRH whereas the
beams do indeed provide rotational shear. In the case of beams, the effect of central particle
fueling and plasma rotation on ELMs can not be separated. Note that there is no central
fueling with ICRH. However, the effect of the residual near-field of the ICRI-I antennae
(which is higher in. monopole phasing) influencing the plasma edge (and hence ELM
behaviour) cannot be ruled out. The I-l—mode power threshold and H93 factor with dipole
phasing are the same as with NBI but a study of ELMs with different phasing of ICRH
antenna (Unfit: and Hilton) in JET shows that the latter (monopole) phasing has higher
threshold. A comparison [4} of dipole (0n) and monopole (MD-phasing of 2—strap A1 antenna
in JET showed 30% degraded performance on confinement with monopole phasings which
was ascribed to edge convective-cell effects. In conclusion, we have found that Type I ELMs
produced by ICRH have higher frequency and lower amplitude. The repetition rate and
amplitude ofELMs is relative less steady as compared to beams but the energy.r confinement
is about the same in the two cases. All effects studied at the occurrence of an ELM (decrease
in edge electron temperature, drop in stored energy, rise in tile temperature) show that ICRH
ELMs are milder by a factor 2 5 as compared to beams. Some examples presented show that
ICRH ELMs produced after a sawtooth crash dump their energy in several steps rather than 1n
one go making them even more benign.

- ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS. We wish to thank the NBI and ICRl-I plant teams, the tokamak
operation team and those operating the diagnostics used in the experiments reported here.
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Intemal transport barriers (ITBs) have been produced in JET by heating during the current rise

when the central shear is low or negative [1,2,3]. The optimised shear (OS) pulse shown in
Fig.1, with both NBI and ICRF, produced the highest DD fusion yield so far in JET. The

preheating phase included (1 — 2) MW of early LHCD at t = 0.5 s - 1.3 s and 1 MW of ICRH

at t = 3 s - 5 s. Using TRANSP, the calculated neutron rate (Fig.2) lies within i 10% of
measurements, with thermonuclear neutron emission comprising approximately 233 of the total.
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computed starting from a polarimetry~eonstrained EFIT profile at t = 2.5 5. At t = 'i s, the total
bootstrap current was 1 MA and had a current density profile which peaked at radius p = 0.26.
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with that of N31. despite the difference in applied powers (PRF = 6 MW. PNBI = 13.6 MW).

As Plus was ramped up from 5 s to 5.5 s, the damping was predominantly on the H minority

(Fig.5) which was assumed to have a fixed concentration of 1% of the electron density. At time

t ~ 5.5 s. with the formation of an 1TB. ED (0) increased to a level where 2&t damping
(PRFJ) in the hot core became comparable with minority damping (PREmin). Any RF

acceleration of resonant NBI deuterons above their injection energies (80 keV and 140 keV) to

produce an energetic tail increases the beam—plasma DD reaction rate. No model of this effect

was included in the version of TRANSP used; therefore the good agreement of Fig.2 indicates

that any D tail was small. The RF power (Fig.5) was stepped down at t =—- 6 s to avoid unstable

plasma pressure gradients [4]. After this time. the core D ions promptly cooled - from 31 keV
to 24 keV — in a time of about 500 ms - reflecung the drop in central RF ion heating. In this time

interval the equipartition loss from the core ions increased by onlyr 250 kW. The ion thermal

diffusivity was close to the neoclassical level (Fig.6) for p w 0.2 - 0.3. For the discharge as a

whole, the main loss of heat was through the ion channel with convection and conduction

comparable in the core but conduction dominating losses for p a 0.4. For electrons,

conduction was the main loss and equipartition provided ~ 2 W of heating. '

The Region 01‘ Enhanced Confinement
The I’I‘B formed near the magnetic axis at time t == 5.6 s and then grew steadily to a

maximum size of p a 0.6 at time o 6.5 5 (Fig.7). Similar behaviour was seen for the

momentum diffusivity. At t = 6.52 5 there was a drop in Do. emission and a 40% increase in
Electron content
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edge ion temperature showing an edge Humode transport barrier. After I = 6.6 s the central Xi
increased and, at t = 6.95 s, there was a definite LH transition, shown by the rapid drop in Xi
(p ::=- 0.6). in the H—mode, the core transport continued to degrade although, for a time, edge
and internal transport barriers coexisted. Any causal relationship between edge and internal
barriers is at present unclear although the H-mode may have been triggered by the increased
edge power flux resulting from the loss of core confinement. The NB! particle accountability
(Fig.8) shows that the N131 particles were well confined inside the barrier during the Lumode
phase (I s: 6.8 s) but, outside the barrier (p :> 0.5), there was significant loss. Aftert = 6.8 s
particle confinement everywhere degraded.

Lower Hybrid Current Drive
Applying early LI-ICD at a power level of H 1W increased Tag to ~ 10 keV, increased

the intemal' inductance, is , and sustained shear reversal with q(0) —— 4 — 5. During the LH phase,
it, c: 1,, (gyro-bohm) for p S 0.4 and calculations indicate a heat pinch for p S 0.3. MED
events resembling sawteeth have been observed when qmin iv 4 with inversion radius ,0 e 0.2.
The n = 1 mode has been seen in the current flat-top when timin e 2.

Conclusions
Optimised shear plasmas have so far produced the highest DD fusion reactivity in JET

with typically 2.33 of the neutrons of thermonuclear origin. TRANSP and kinetic EFIT
equilibria both indicate shear reversal with q(0) ... 2.1 and fimin ~ 1.5 — 1.9 at p (qmm) :2 0.4 -
0.5 with significant bootstrap current density peaking at p = 0.26. Analysis shows the
formation and growth of a region of reduced ion thermal and momentum diffusivity reaching a
radius ,0 = 0.6 in a time of ~ 1 5. Inside the core, the ion thermal diffusivity is comparable with
the neoclassical value and N131 particles are well confined inside the 1TB for a time of about 2 s
until it degrades. Edge and internal transport barriers can coexist transiently. 6 MW of applied
ICRH is as effective in heating core D ions (to -= 20385) as is 18.6 MW of NBI. The application
of early, low power LHCD increases T60 and if and sustains shear reversal. Preparations are
under way for DT experiments.
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Introduction High fusion performance has long been obtained in JET in ELM—free H—

modes dominated by Neutral Beam Heating [1]. During the experimental campaign in the

MIG divertor configuration limited but promising attempts were made to use ICRH in ELM-

free Hot~Ion H—modes, which showed improved confinement and performance [2]. The

properties of ELM-free Hot-Ion H-modes with combined NB+ICRF heating have been further

explored in the MKII divertor campaign at high plasma current of 3 to 3.8 MA and high

toroidal field of 3.4 T, with total power up to 25 MW.

The experiments described here have been carried out with ICRF tuned for fimdamental

hydrogen minority resonance in the central plasma region, either using a single frequency

(monochrome) or up to 4 different frequencies (polychrome), with the resonance spread over

a 30-40 cm region around the centre and on the low field side. A maximmn ICRF power of

9.5 MW was coupled in dipole phasing at 51.2 MHZ.

Overview of Combined Heating ELM-free Hot-Ion H-modes

Addition of ICRH to Hot-Ion H—modes (fig. 1) results in increased core electron

temperature, from 10 keV up to 14 keV, and increased core ion temperature, or the same ion

temperature for higher density. The observed relative increase in Ti(0) can be attributed to a

combination of two factors : firstly direct input from ICRH to the ion power balance, as

discussed below, and secondly the increased electron temperature, which produces decreased

power loss via equipartition and increased slowing downtime of the beam ions on the thermal

bulk ions. To be noted that a continuous gas bleed is used in the ELM-free phase of combined

heating discharges : this appears to be beneficial in controlling the imparity level and possibly

the edge MHD activity [3], but it also results in slightly higher edge density and broader NB

deposition profile than NB only discharges. .

Stored energy is also increased, up to a record, for the Hot-Ion H—mcde, of 14.5 MJ "with

25 MW of total heating power. The contribution to the stored energy from fast lane is
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estimated to be up to 2 MJ at the beginning of the ELM—free phase, and a: 2 MI around the

pealc of neutron emission. The thermal global confinement is similar to NB cases.

Statistically, the length of the high performance phase tends to decrease with increasing

input power; the data suggest that NB+ICRH .cases are comparable to NE cases at similar

power level. There is some evidence that discharges with NB + modest ICRI-I (3 -4 MW) reach

the terminating ELM event at higher values of stored energy than with NB alone. One

possible explanation could be the more peaked pressure profiles in the combined heating

cases, but more analysis of the MHD stability of such discharges is needed. In the MKI

divertor campaign it was found that Hot-Ion ELM—free H—modes with combined heating were

terminated preferentially by core instabilities, mainly sawteeth. This is to some extent still

true for NB + ICRH cases with Par 2 5 MW and single central RF resonance. Discharges with

modest RF polychrome power are less prone to large sawtooth during the high [3 phase.

Discharges with NB + ICRH are characterised by increased DD neutron yield (fig. 1) up to

a record for the l-Iotwlon scenario of 5.2 x 10”5 neutronsfs, obtained with polychrome

operation. The scaling of performance with total input power (fig. 2) and stored energy

appears to be similar for NE and NB+ICRH discharges with PRF 5 4 MW. A deviation from

the scaling is observed for discharges with ICRF power 2 5 MW, which are characterised by

higher density, broader NB deposition, shorter ELM-free phase and lower ion temperature,

approaching the electron temperature.

Data from the High Energy Neutral Particle Analyser (NPA) [4] show a presence of

deuterons above the injection energy of the beam ions, 80 and 140 keV. This suggests that, at

the very low hydrogen concentration, «1-: 5 %, typical of these discharges, some of the ICRF

power is coupled to deuterons at the 2ND harmcnic resonance, resulting in a non-thermal

enhancement of the DD reactivity. The effect is more evident at high RF power density, i.e.

high RF power andi’or with monochrome operation (fig. 3) and it is also experienced in the

NB+ICRH Optimised Shear scenario [5]. In the ELMéfree discharges the data indicate that the

deuterium tail driven by ICRH is not significant in the Mall range and that high energy tail

formation is minimised by polychrome operation. In these pulses the critical energy at which

deuterons heat electrons and bulk ions at equal rate is in the range of 200 keV, and when

polychrome operation is used, collisional ion heating is maximised.

Numerical Simulations of NB+ICRH ELM-free Hot-Ion H-modes

Detailed simulations have been carried out using the PION code, which includes a self—
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consistent treatment of RF damping and tail formation [6,7]. The full simulation, NB + ICRH,

can be compared with a simulation of an artificial NB only case with the same plasma
parameters of the actual discharge to identify any direct ICRH contribution to the ion power

balance and the neutron yield. The code suggests that initially most of the power is absorbed

by the hydrogen minority; with increasing ion pressure a larger power fraction, up to 40%, is

absorbed by the deuteron population (fig. 4). Direct electron damping is typically responsible

for a? 10 % of the ICRF power absorption. Deuteron acceleration is greatest in the

monochrome and high RF power cases and it is much reduced with polychrome operation, as

observed in the esperiments. However, most of the improvement in yield with ICRH is due to

particles with relatively low energy, with only 15 —20 % of the neutron rate originating from

energies above 200 keV. The ICRF power absorbed by bulk or collisionally transferred from

deuteron tail is found to be e 1 to 2 MW. Since the power deposition is peaked on-axis, ICRH

provides a substantial, a 30 - 35 ”/3, contribution to the ion power balance in the plasma core.

Simulations have also been carried out with the TRANSP code for NB+ICRH Hot—Ion H-

modes. It has to be noted that TRANSP does not have ,a self-consistent model for ICRH

absorption and evolution of the deuterium distribution function ; hence, any enhancement of

DD reactivity due to an RF driven deuterium tail is not taken into account. Nevertheless,

TRANS? results for these cases show good agreement with the measured neutron yield and

stored energy, again suggesting that contribution from a high energy deuteron tail is small.

Summary

An extensive series of Combined NB+ICRF Heating experiments in ELM-free Hot-Ion H-

modes has been carried out during the JET MKII Divertor campaign

The addition of ICRH results in increased core electron and ion temperature and stored

energy, up to a record of 14.5 M]. DD fusion yield is enhanced up to 30% by the addition of

ICRH, resulting in a record for ELM-free Hot-Ion H~mode of 5.2 x 1015 neutronsfs.

Data from the High Energy NPA show presence of deuterons above the NB injection

energy suggesting that ICRF power is absorbed by deuterons at the 2:115};1 resonance. PION

code simulations indicate that up to 40% of ICRF power is absorbed by bulk and NB ions,

with tail formation minimised by polychrome operation

Acknowledgements The authors gratefully acknowledge the support of the JET
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B scaling of confinement time
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1 . Introduction

Extrapolations to future tokamaks from the multi-machine databases are subject to uncertainties
depending on the direction and length of the extrapolation vector. Two approaches are
traditionally employed. In the first approach empirical scaling laws for confinement, such as
lTERQBI—I, allow for extrapolations to be made in a multidimensional space: the step from JET
to ITER involves changes to minor«major radius, current, field, density, mass number. In the
second approach an extrapolation is made in only one variable i.e. in a specified direction: the
step from a specific operating regime of JET to a similar one in ITER involves a "similarity
scaling” of normalised Larmor radius p*. In both approaches the scaling of confinement time

. . . x . .1:5 with the relevant variables is assumed known, e.g. 135 ~ pf. The uncertainty in an
extrapolation can be assessed on the basis of statistical estimates for the uncertainties Exp, Spa:

andfor experimental errors asp; standard statistical procedures thus lead to a prediction for '5];
within some confidence interval [1, 2].

In this paper we examine results from similarity scaling experiments on JET. Scotion 2
describes how the experiments on ELMy steady H—mode plasmas confirm the scaling predicted
by ITER9 31-1 of t}; with pa.‘ and with collisionality Va; the scaling of 1:5 with B is however not

established in [3 scaling experiments as well as by JET ELMy H—mode data [3]. In section 3
we explain how the B~scalin g in empirical scaling law can arise from data artefacts:
collinearities and spatial concentration of data. Early work by the authors pointed out that a
large number of empiricaldheoretical scalings could be “unified" into a collisional gyro-B ohm
scaling and all differences could be accounted for by different [3- scalings. As a consequence of
this work we propose in section 4 a simple near-Neoclassical physics model as a physically
meaningful description of the multi-machine Hnmode data. This description like many others is
based on the Connor-Taylor representation of the confinement scaling of a one-fluid plasma.
The global confinement time is linked to a global average diffusivity

E12
3 ”EB ':_W=_ (1)
4 In F(......) F

TE: A
lto

{x}
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The dimensionless function F is characterised by its dependence upon dimensionless plasma
parameters like p at, va“. [3, e, K, M, :1,“ etc. As an example we quote the ITER 93H scaling law

[2] which is the result of a linear regression on mold-machine data and it corresponds to

.78 .28 1.24 5.05 mats “1.2 —1. 'F93H=Csspii V? B E K M 3Q 03 (2}

It has proved difficult to associate a plasma physics model with this empirical result for the
following reasons:

1) gyro-B ohm scaling does not seem compatible with [Ev-degradation.
2) The pronounced a scaling should strongly favour Stellarators over Tokamalts.
3) The mass scaling is opposite to that of ion gymdfiohm losses.
4) The q scaling is opposite to Neoclassical.

2. JET similarity scaling experiments

More than 50 JET pulses, NBI heated steady ELM}.r H—modes. with fixed geometry (ITER
shape) have variations of F (2) arising from variations of one variable only, either [3,... v* or [3;

a subset of the ”most similar" pulses is established by selecting global characteristics: pairs of
pulses with matching ELM features and values of (Vs: BIN), (ow v*), (pat, {SN} respectively; p*,

v w B are evaluated from the thermal energy content after the fast ion energy content Wf has

been estimated. This estimate is based upon a fit to results from calculations by the TRANSP
code

wf=151014 ere saw“ {me :51 (3)

From (1) the global average of F (thermal) is calculated and the results from global similarity

503.118 HIE:

up}, , 2104* as, {310—4 (4a)

F ~ v93 , 10—3 c: v“ <: a 10—2 {413)

FeFfliN) , ICBN <13 .(40)

Some of the results have previously been reported [3]. Any residual or incorrect scaling can be
examined by the data variation of H93 = 1:5!193 against several parameters. It is found that
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H93 ~ [3N for 1 c: [3N <: 2; thus the 13 scaling of ITER93H is not a good description of JET
ELMy H—mode data.

3. [3 scaling of confinement

The ITER H—mode database [2] contain 858 ELM free and 769 ELMy data set values. Data
collinearity problems amongst some of the variables used in (2) are well known [1, 2]. We
have carried out a systematic study of the relationships between the variables in (2). A simple
linear regression is made on the data of variables like e.g.

{B} = B... + Na} ' (5)

In addition we carry out linear regression on residuals ratios such as e.g.

T 4.24 —. .Ran = 1—:— Fggfi e 505 M123 (6)

In a linear regression we assign the remaining variation of RBeM to just [3, say, via

log RBsM = log REEM + KB logB (7)

This procedure can demonstrate how xg will vary when assumptions about the scalings with
other variables are made. It is thus fundamentally different from studying the elements of the
data correlation matrix which are formed on the presumption of definite dependencies through
correlations. The representation (7) shows that the [3 scaling remains x3 s: 0, until the
assumption

1:5 ~ ext- (8)
is made; fitting to the 6 data values on 3 yields x5 = + 1.24 in (2). The main reason for the
unphysical [3 scaling in (2) is the database collinearitv (5) and the assumption (8).
Similar analysis is applied to other variables. The result of our analysis shows that

1.43 '
Y m [B3 a5 FEMS M‘1 (1—2) === const. (9)

The representation of Y can be made with a data distribution yielding an RMS error of 13%.
The scatter of data on Y is similar to that of H93 and is shown in Figure 1; the symbols in
Figures 1 and 2 refer to the Tokamaks JET, DIII etc.
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4 . Near Neoclassical scaling

An examination of the ITER93 scaling expression (2) and the ITERDBE data artefact Y given
by (9) demonstrates that the scaling of F (or 11E) with [3, M, q, in: can be eliminated if we form
139n. This procedure leaves us with a simple nearnneoclassical model {subscript NN)

FNN=CNN Pt Via 83 CELM (10)

This model represents ELM free, ELMy and ELM free + ELMy data with a o m 16-16.7%;
Figure 2 shows the model representation of the ELMy data in DB2. The ELM free data
determines the constant CNN = 7 10‘3 and the ELMy data determines CELM = 0.69. The
scaling (10) is nearly Neoclassical but it is degraded by collisionless (electrostatic) processes

which cannot be determined from present data. Both CNN and CELM may contain hidden
physics. The remnant Neoclassical qi scaling can be represented by the global constant

average s: q?” 2: = 4 — 5 which has been absorbed by CNN-

Eq. ( 10) represents a physically meaningful and much simpler data representation than the
8 parameter form of ITERQSH. However, the e3 scaling is not understood and may be due to
other data artefacts.

[1] Nucl. Fusion 30 (1990) 1999. L-mode database working group

[2] Nucl. Fusion 32 (1992) 291, Nucl. Fusion 34 ( 1994) 131. H-mode database working
group.

[3] IET Team, IAEA-CN—GfirmPI—l, Monneal, 1996.
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The Role of Edge Parameters in the H—mode Transition on JET
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Introduction

Investigation of the edge conditions favourable to the transition to H—rnode is of
primary importance in order to understand the physics of the I-I-rnode. Edge parameters have
also been recognised as a key issue to extrapolate the operational space from present machines
to ITER [1,2,3]. Results indicate that a necessary condition for the transition into H-mode is
that the plasma edge exceeds a critical temperature, Tam, which is weakly dependent ori'the

edge density. However the scaling with the toroidal field B, is not clear: while for ASDEX—U

Ten-t 0t [4}, results from Alcator C—MOD give Tam MB?“ [2] and for JET Tan-tacit,2 [5].
In the first part of this paper experiments carried out on JET aimed at investigating the

edge conditions in which the L-H and EL transitions occur are presented. Good quality data

at the top of the temperature pedestal have been obtained for Ion Cyclotron Resonance

Frequency (ICRF) heated H—modes at two different combinations of toroidal field, and the
evolution of the H—mode has been followed in the edge (T,, m) operational space.

In the second part of the paper it is shown how the edge temperature can be influenced

by phenomena occurring outside the separatrix. Excess radiation, produced in the divertor

region and clearly outside the last closed flux surface, contributes to keep the plasma edge cool

and delays the Iii-mode transition until the auxiliary power is increased sufficiently to

compensate for the power lost through radiation. As a result the threshold power for the
transition to H-mode is higher than expected.

Pedestal Temperature and Density at the LIE and EL Transitions

The measurement of T... and a, near the plasma separatrix has been carried out in ICRF

heated discharges at 1.7MAJI .7T and 2.6MA12.6T with the main geometrical parameters
similar to those predicted for ITER (average triangularity <fi>$0.2, (195:3, elongation a:=1.7).

ICRF power was slowly ramped up to cross the threshold in order to minimise the contribution
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of dwnmfdt in the expression of the threshold power. The gas fuelling rate was changed as

much as possible from shot to shot to achieve the widest density range. The electron

temperature at the plasma edge was measured using the ECE heterodyne radiometer. In the

case of JET plasmas the measurement of the edge electron temperature, T“, is limited by the

achievable spatial resolution, which is determined mainly by the plasma optical depth. For the

data presented here, the plasma is in L-mode conditions or very early in the H-mode phase.

This translates into a radial resolution of the order of 10mm, and a lowest measurable T,, iO

eV. The position of the separatrix, estimated from EFIT reconstruction of the magnetic

equilibrium, is known with an uncertainty offlcm. Direct measurement of the electron density

in this region is very difficult on JET with the present diagnostics. An indirect way to obtain

the edge density consists in the use of the Abel inversion method by means of a series of

polynomials fitted to the FIR interferometer data. The profile is' mapped onto the EFIT

equilibrium and a zero density at the last closed surface is assumed.

The results of the measurement ofelectron temperature and density at the top of the Ta

pedestal MTSSm) are summarised in Fig.1 for the two Ip/Bt combinations. The first transition

into H-«mode, from L—mode into a dithering H—mode, occurs at values of Tspaniel er 300 eV and

is very weakly dependent on density. The plasma subsequently goes into ELMy H-mode at

higher values ofboth T.an and 116,, when the transport barrier has already formed and the density

dependence is stronger. The Bt dependence is however weaker than expected, with Tmmml

and“ for the transitions into dithering H—mode and Tmpcdml otfl'fi for the transitions into

Elly H-mode. This contrasts with results both from other tokamaks [1,2] and from JET Mk1

data [5]. The discrepancy could arise, for JET, from‘ the different positions, along the T,

profile, where Te... was measured (about 15cm from the separatrix for JET). The plasma

evolution can be followed in Fig.2. The edge electron temperature needs first to reach a

minimum value, T3,“, in order to go into H—mode. When the power (and the density) is further

increased, Twang. exceeds another critical value, T3,, to go into ELMy H-mode. Ta, and In,

evolve in parallel during the ELM}; phase of the discharge until a saturation point seems to be

reached, where n,, continues to increase but T,, remains roughly constant. The I-I—L transition

occurs at values of T“? roughly equal to T3,, (no hysteresis at the plasma edge).

Influence of XwPoint Radiation on the HuMode Transition I .

From'the previous discussion it follows that conditions at the plasma edge for the H—

mode transition must be such as to allow the temperature to exceed a critical value. Here an
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example is presented where excessive radiation keeps Tc, below Tun-t and, as a consequence, the

plasma remains in I-I-mode. Two NBI heated discharges, one with the strike zones on the

horizontal divertor target plates {Pulse No 38470 in Fig.3) and the other on the vertical target

plates (Pulse No 38469 in Fig.4) are considered. For these two discharges power waveform,

target density, plasma current and toroidal field are identical. In both figures the threshold

power, calculated using the most recent multi-machine scaling expression [6] corrected to take

into account radiation losses from the bulk plasma, is overlaid to the power traces. In the case

of #3 8469 the strike zones were positioned on parts of the vertical target plates that were

subsequently found not to be properlyr conditioned. As a consequence, the total radiation is

about 50% higher, and the plasma remains in L-mode. Reconstruction of the radiation

distribution in the divertor region shows that such excess radiation is produced outside the

separatrix and near the inner divertor leg. In these circumstances calculation of the threshold

power, even corrected for radiation losses from the bulk plasma, is not realistic. Calculation of

the threshold power further corrected to take into account the total radiation gives a higher

threshold and shows that only at the highest power step the transition is possible. The

fundamental difi‘erence between the two discharges lies at the plasma edge. In fact for #38470

the L-H transition occurs at T.MIL a: 400 eV, a value in agreement with that of Torit for the

transition to dithering I-I-mode shown in Fig.1. However such temperature is reached only at

the end of the high power phase in the case of #38469, in correspondence of which the Du

trace shows signs of dithering. Preliminary calculations indicate that such excess radiation,

produced in the divertor region, can afi'ect the upstream temperature.

Summary and Conclusions '

Experiments confirm the existence of a critical temperature Twit for each type of H—

mode transition on JET. T3,“ (L-mode to dithering Humode) is weakly dependent on density,

while T2 cc 1! n, (dithering to ELMy H—mode). Dependence on the toroidal field is weak
crit.

(TE cc JET ) for both types of transition, in contrast with results fiom other tokamaks and

from JET MRI. These results show that there is no hysteresis in- the H~L transition at the

plasma edge. Experimental evidence also suggests that excessive radiation losses, although

originated outside thelast closed flux surface, afiect the edge temperature and can contribute

to keep Tnl below Ton-it and prevent the transition to H-mode. The result is that in these

conditions the threshold power is effectively higher.
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Introduction

In IET, internal transport barriers can be obtained when the main power is applied during the

current ramp—up phase of the discharge, in conditions of low or negative central shear {1,2}.

When central heating is applied, a regime with strongly peaked pressure profiles can be

obtained which has improved confinement in the inner region of the plasma (Internal

Transport Barrier). During the main heating, the central pressure continues to increase and

needs to be controlled to avoid MI-II) instabilities (mainly disruptions). This can be achieved

by controlling the input power, to allow the pressure profile to broaden, by using feedback on

the DJ) reaction rate. This regime has been optimised to D-D neutron rates in excess of

5x10” 111's (with n,“ w fixlflwm'i, T,,, e: 12 ketrr and TM a 26 hall).

Current rise and barrier formation

A current rise in X—point and low density is used to provide the target for the high power

heating phase. Low power LHCD and ICRH are used to modify the central q—values of the

target plasma. However, when NBI is used for pro—heating, the power levels required to

modify the q—profilc trigger ELM}? H—modes and deteriorate the target conditions required for

the formation of the internal barrier (low target density for central power deposition).

The scenario that provides the optimum target conditions in JET has LI-ICD in the first second

afler breakdown (Figure 1). After this, the 31-point. is formed and a low density Ohmic phase

is followed by low power ICRH preheating (rel MW) to increase the electron temperature to 5

keV.
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Both NBI ( a: 20 MW) and ICRH (S 10 MW) are applied to heat the centre of the

discharge. Above a certain threshold power an internal transport barrier is formed with the

plasma remaining in L—mode. The L-mode maintains the central power deposition of the

neutral beams. The onset of the H—mode is delayed by: a) A very low target density: 05.10”
m'3 with a low edge density, h) a continuation of the current ramp, and c) a low triangularity
of the plasma cross-section at the start of the main heating. At this stage it is not clear if the

formation of the Internal Transport Banier prevents the plasma going to H-mode.

In Figure 2 the rapid increase of the ion temperature in the first second of the heating

phase is shown. 1With the increase of the ion pressure the ICRH switches to bulk ion heating.

This implies that NBI power is important to trigger the barrier, when ICRH still heats

electrons and an increase in power can be detrimental (early H-mode). After the barrier is

formed, the pressure peaking can be controlled with ICRH due to its narrow power deposition

profile. The optimum ICRH power level is determined by the initial requirement to keep the

electron temperature high, but to avoid the H-mode, and to control the ion pressure rise when

the Internal Transport Barrier is formed.

In Figure 3 and Figure 4 the evolution of the q—profile and the [on temperature are

given. The heating is started at 5 seconds, which has given the best performance in JET. The

timing of the heating has been varied to obtain different target q-profiles in the centre. For the

later heating times the current rise can not be continued in the pre-heating phase due to low

density error field modes at lower edge q. The low target density can be maintained by

making a short flat top, however the subsequent current ramp needs to be increased to keep

the plasma in L-mode.

Performance control

The evolution of the density profile is shown in Figure 5. The strike points are actively

pumraed by the divertor cryo—purnp, keeping the edge density low. After the barrier formation,

the plasma particle inventory in the centre rises by the number of NE particles deposited

inside the barrier [3]. - .
The MHD stability of the plasma is determined by the pressure peaking [4]. Just after

the barrier formation the pressure peaking factor reaches its maximum. After this, the region

of improved confinement expands, which broadens the pressure profile while the central

density continues to increase. Important is not to ‘overheat’ the centre before the barrier-has
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moved out sufficiently (Figure 6). This implies controlling the input power to avoid

disntptions, which can be achieved by controlling the rise of tho D—D reaction rate (RED) with

the input power. Typically, the ICRH power is stepped down when Rm, reaches 4x10‘5ts, and

the NBI power is controlled by a Rm, waveform request. As shown in Figure 6, an initial

lower rise of Rm, provides stability (and reproducibility) to obtain a high peak and overall

neutron rate. For this regime, R0,, is related to the stored energy (W,,,) and the ratio of central

(nelmm) and edge (helm; line averaged densities: Rona: (“Twit-(nelmml neledge).

Conclusions

In JET, heating a discharge with conditions of low or negative central shear has provided a

regime with peaked pressure profiles and improved central confinement. By tailoring the

target plasma and controlling the pressure peaking, MI-ID instabilities can be avoided. This

‘Optimised Shear Regime” has provided the highest D—D neutron rates in JET, in excess of

5x10” his (with 11,.J e dolfllgm'i, T,,, at 12 keV and Tm e: 26 keV). It provides, with the use of ali

of the heating methods of JET, a good basis for finther physics studies and performance

improvements in the next operational campaigns.
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Statistical Analysis of Type I ELMs at JET

R. Mohanti, C. Brickley, J.P. Christiansen, J.C.M. de Haas, J. J. Ellis, G. Fishpool,
L.D. Horton, J. Lingertat, A. Loarte, C.G. Lowry, D. O'Brien, MP. Stamp,

K. Thomsen, G.C. Vlases, W. Zhang

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon, OX14 SEA, UK

INTRODUCTION

Edge localised modes (Ells), MHD phenomena observed at the plasma edge, in H-Mode
discharges, are characterised by a sharp increase in the Helmet—alpha (Dot) emission. Steady—
state H—Mode discharges at JET with neutral beam (NB) heating power well above the I-I—Mode
threshold power have Type I ELMs. Type I ELMs are characterised by increasing ELM
frequency with an increase in input power. Steady-state H-Mode experiments with different
divertors , via, Marl-cl, and MarkIIA, have been carried out at JET with variations in plasma
current, toroidal field, plasma configuration, additional heating and D 2 gas fuelling rate. The
results of ELM frequency and diamagnetic energy confinement are presented for Type I ELMs
ofN31 heated discharges, with and without gas fuelling. The results include percentage change
in diamagnetic energy, and electron particle content per ELM. In addition, the time averaged
power and density losses as functions of input power and injected particles, respectively, are
presented.

DIAGNOSTICS AND CALCULATION OF STEP CHANGES

The divertors, Mark] and MarkIIA, are part of the JET programme designed to investigate the
effect of divertor geometry on plasma performance. The present divertor under investigation is
MarkIIA which is geometrically more closed'than Markl. The bypass leaks between the
subdivertor volume and main chamber of the MarkIIA divertor were reduced at a later stage.
Markl discharges have low average separatrix triangularity, (0.10<fi€0.20), whereas those of
MarkllA have low to high average separatrix triangularity (0.20<:fi~i0.35). The average
separatrix triangularity is taken as the average of the upper separatrix and lower separatrix
triangularity. Furthermore, the MarkI discharges had low gas fuelling rate, relative to MarklIA.

Three different types of diagnostics were used for the statistical analysis of Type I ELMs. The
magnetic diagnostics include flux loops and pick up coils with the standard sampling frequency
of about 90 Hz and a fast window of 5 kHz. Calibrated signals from flux loops and pick up
coils are used to determine the changes in diamagnetic energy. The electron particle density is
measured using a multichannel FIR (far infrared interferometer) with the standard sampling
frequency of about 170 Hz and a fast window of 10 kHz (maximum). Results in this paper are
reported for the central vertical chord at a major radius of 3.04m. The Balmer- alpha (Dot)
monitor is a visible spectroscopy device and the channel used to estimate the ELM frequency is
a vertical view at a major radius of 3.1m, which intersects the SOL outside the divertor. The
standard sampling frequency of the Dot signal is 10 kHz.
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A typical trace of particle and diamagnetic
energy drops of a Type I ELM is shown in Fig. m A
l. The overshoot in energy drop is' due to see I‘V‘MV‘ 1-
induced eddy currents, hence the calculation ofE E
energy drop due to ELMs is carried out as E 3 se- M/
illustrated in Fig. 1. The diamagnetic energyfgf 4_95_
increases following the drop until the next 3' -
ELM. “W“ l

en—
nE

w mash NM fill-'1
v M w v“ 3

It has been observed that ELM frequency I g
is the controlling factor in steady-state 1eie4 'I'lmetelfibfi

ELMy H-Mode discharges. The ELM
frequency, at fixed input power, magnetic Figure 1 Typical traceof total electron particle and
field! and plasma current, dgpgnds diamagnetic energy foraTYPElELM

primarily on triangularity, E, and gas 4e
fuelling rate. as shown in Fig. 2(a) and SEEM
Fig. 2(b). The variation of ELM frequency am D , Mark flap
with gas fuelling rate on vertical and
horizontal targets are different.
Furthermore, the change of ELM
frequency with gas fuelling rate differs
with triangularity, for the same target
orientation. The ELM frequency, at Ei=ll2 1e [E O
is estimated to be
am (Hz)=4.95( e 0.3)(Pin-1.5) ”W“ e r I 1“
nettle-“3“ .The trends in ELM frequency - .m ”"Ehvarjflfiangfl'lfiiw ”‘3“ '3'
with input power and plasma current are ' ' "
similar to these observed at ASDEX [1] 1m -t . HMFW leeTeesueeer
and DIII—D [2}. '3 ””l PW: “MW
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The H39]? enhancement factor between . WW
ELMs, is shown in Fig. 3(a). HBQP
between ELMs is about 2.5 for high
triangularity (8 ~ 0.30) Marl-{HA
discharges, and increases with decreasing
triangularity; for similar conditions in Mid
it is about 2.2. HSQP between ELMs
reduces with increasing gas fuelling rate,
relative to beam fuelling only. The time
averaged [718913J (averaged over several

Gee rate. dim {armour'. _ e .
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only (Fig. 303)).

CHANGES IN DIAMAGNETIC
ENERGY, AND DENSITY DUE TO

. ELMS

. similar

Figure 3(a) H8913| hetvveen ELM; (b) Time averaged 1-13911|
(averaged cver several BLMs) versus ELM frequency
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The percentage step change in
diamagnetic energy per ELM, aEIE, and
step change in diatnagnctic energy, 31-3,
decrease apprcsiimately as the square rcct
cf ELM fi'equency, fer a fixed plasma
current (Figs. 4(a) & (13)). There are
indications cf a decrease in nEJ'E with
increasing plasma current, hcwever, there
is nu clear indicaticn cf any trend in AF.
with Ip. The 11%, in MarkI shcws the
same trend with ELM fi‘equency, as that in
MarkII [4]. The percentage step change in
electrcn density, aI‘J, and the step
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The time average power loss due to
ELMs, dE‘X. fMM, is about 20% and .
30% of the input power, for high a 13 Mk I {acres} /
and low triangularity, respectively “i“ M“ ” {H‘n ,5 x
for MarltllA discharges (Fig. 6). J Mk“ {LT} :93!
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ESTIMATED VALUES FOR ITER

The ITER design value for ELM frequency, ffim , is 3 Hz. For an input power of 30011e (alpha-
heating power), plasma current of 21 MA, average separatrix triangularity of 0.3 and no gas
fuelling, it is possible to obtain ITER's design fare from JET data if it is asstuned that fm, or. HR
(where R is the maj or radius).

Table 1 gives a summary of some of the different methods used to predict the drop in energnLM
and the corresponding temperature rise. The temperature rise is estimated for CFC (carbon fibre
composite) as the target material, a total deposition area of 14 In 1 [6], and 200 ps deposition time.

Table 1 Estimated drop in energnLM and rise in temperature
sass a up; 11:) “”5 as a, {Eff as o: Piotr".

Fis 4(a) Fig. 403) (Fig 6 a Ref [5]}
aE{M}fELM] 311 0.5 25

arm) arm 140 61511

It should be noted that the above estimated values may change with triangularity, gas fuelling
rate and with machine size. '
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PLASMA RESPONSE TO EDGE COOLING IN JET AND RELATION TO
PLASMA CONFINEMENT

P.Mantica(1), A.Cherubini, F.De Lucaflsz), M.Erba(3), P.Galli(113}, R.Giannella,
G.Gorini (1:2), AJacchiail}, H.J.Jackel, V.V.Parail, L.Porte, A.Taroni

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon 0X14 3E4, United Kingdom
I'Uisiirato di Fisica dei Plasma, EURATOM-ENEa—CNR Association, 1120133 Milena, holy

(2i INFM and Physics Deparnnent, University ofMiiano, I—20133 Milano, Italy
l3JEURATOM-CE4 Association, CE. Cadaroche, 13108 Saint Patti iez Durance France

Impurity injection by Laser Ablation (LA) causes a sudden local cooling of the electrons at
plasma edge - the so called "cold pulse" (GP) - whose dynamics has been widely studied in JET
[l]. The non local character of the plasma response to edge cooling is a well established fact; at
JET it manifests itself in the form of a fast (not ms) change in the time derivative of the electron
temperature Te occurring at the time of the impurity injection over a large fraction of the plasma
volume. Such a discontinuity can be interpreted in terms of a sudden change of the electron
thermal diffusivity similarly to some other transport transients, especially those originating from
the plasma edge (e.g., L—H transition, ELMs) [ll] [3]. In the case of CP events, the transport

increase is generally short lived (a few ms) unless edge cooling triggers a type-I ELM spoiling the
phase of good confinement.

A quantitative measure of the plasma response is obtained by determining the jump in
electron diffusivity, 41%, at the Laser Ablation time, that, across the plasma. Previous results [1]
suggested that the ax, profile can be strongly non-uniform depending on plasma conditions.
Furthermore, the strength of the response seemed to be independent of the increase in radiated
power, arm, and related to the confinement state of the plasma; i.e.,the response was found to

be stronger when the plasma approached the maximum energy content allowed by global stability
constraints.

In order to provide a more direct test of this observation, a dedicated experiment was
performed in which the impurities were ablated at five different times in a set of similar NBI
heated, Hot Ion H mode plasma discharges (LA time scan). In all discharges, the N131 power is
increased to its maximum level at about “1:52 s and kept constant for a few seconds. After a
short ELMy phase lasting about 0.4 s the plasma is in an ELM free, Hot Ion H mode state of
confinement. The time evolution of Te for one of the discharges (as measured by ECE heterodyne
radiometer) is shown in Fig.1; Te time traces at half normalised radius, p=0.5, for the five

discharges are shown in Fig.2. I .
It can be seen that the plasma response to LA is progressively stronger. This leads us to

conclude that indeed a relation exists between the strength of the plasma response to edge
perturbations and some unknown physical parameter related to the plasma energy content. That
the intensity of the radiation is not responsible for the strength of the plasma response is
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confirmed (see Fig.2) by the fact that Mradr'Prad is much lower for the CP at t1..a=53.0059 s than

it is for the previous event at tLA=529098 s. whereas the enhancement of the electron transport
coefficient increases monotonically with time.
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Fig.1 Time evoiarion ofrne eieerron temperature foiiowing Laser Ablation in JET discharge #38385. The LA

occurs at 114:52. 9093 s when the piasma is weii into on Hot ion Hanode.
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A quantitative measure of the plasma response is obtained based on the assumption that a
sudden change of the electron thermal diffusivity, Axe, occurs at tLA [1].
Under this assumption, the time derivative of Te. EAT: , exhibits a discontinuity at ILA.
oHTELM = £1.13; {[BIII'ELLME —[3.T¢ 1W5}, in proportion to the changes in the diffusivity. The
exPression for ex... is

p3 fl n=e[a,r¢];u Spdp
”III-”#— (I)2 ”eVTeSp

where a is the plasma minor radius and Sp is the area of the flux sorface of normalised radius ,0.

Amp) =

This expression is used here to derive Axe from the experimental density and temperature
profiles. The same approach was used in [4] to determine the change in 3:3 at the L-I-I transition in
JET plasmas.

The egg. profiles for the five CP events analysed here are shown in Fig.3. These
diffusivity enhancements are short lived: typically. after 5-10 ms the plasma starts to relax hack to
pre-CP conditions. In the last two cases, the LA triggers a type-I ELM instability, but only the
last ELM spoils the phase of improved confinement. .

The relative variation of gs due to the CP is determined by dividing egg by the power
balance diffusivity It’e- The latter is determined from a transport simulation of a Hot Ion H mode
discharge very similar to the ones of the CPs [5]; note that the 3.; profile does not change

significantly during the Hot Ion H mode phase so the same It: profile is used for all CPs. The
resulting egg/x6 profiles are shown in Fig.4. The increase of Axe/35¢ going from the plasma core
to the edge is definitely beyond-the uncertainties on Axetze. Like Age, image is an increasing
function of time.
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Fig.3 Profiles of the electron difi’nrivihr enhancement. Axe, for the five CH of Fig 2 (see text).

For each discharge. the delay between the NB! switch-on time tNBI and the abietion time ILA is reported.
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Fig.4 Relative variation of the electron diffusivit}r for the five CPs of Fig 2.

Several ideas have been proposed by various authors in order to explain the observed nonlocal

transport features following a change of the plasma edge temperature. The strong coupling

between edge and mid regions could be due, for instance, to long wavelenght turbulence

originating at the edge [6] or to toroidal coupling of modes to form large radial structures [7, 8].

This Inonlocality could be enhanced by the ITG turbulence destabilization caused by the cold

pulse. More generally, the experimental observations reported here, establishing a quantitative

relation between nonlocal changes of the electron thermal diffusivity and the attained energy

content (independently of the TE, perturbation amplitude), provide a basis for testing theory based

transport models aimed at reproducing the salient features of tokamak heat transport under both

steady state and transient conditions.

- This work was performed under the JET-ENEA-CNR task agreement on transient transport,
with financial support from JET and CNR.
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Turbulence Studies in the JET Scrape-off Layer Plasmas
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1. Diagnostics
Turbulent particle transport and its radial correlation have been studied in the scrape-off

layer (SOL) plasmas of the JET tokamak with Mark—Ii divertor by using a specially adapted
Langmuir probe. The probe head is installed on a reciprocating probe drive at the top of the
machine. The tips on the probe head have been arranged in two groups of three which are
radially separated 1.3 cm (figure 1), and have a poloidal separation of 2.3 cm between both
groups of tips. Simultaneous measurements of fluctuating poloidal electric fields and ion
saturation current (15) have been used to evaluate the turbulent radial particle transport (Fem),
neglecting temperature fluctuations, and its spatial correlation between the two radial
positions. Radial profiles of fluctuation parameters and particle transport are obtained by
several reciprocations into the plasma during each discharge. An additional probe is available
for simultaneous measurement of the time averaged density, electron temperature and electric
potential profiles at the same poloidal position but toroidally displaced.
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Elam. JET reciprocating Langmuir probe for fluctuation measurements.

2.. Basic Characteristics of the Fluctuations
Measurements for JET (Mk--II) ohmic discharges (If 2—2. 6 MA BT= 2.6 T, 11,: 1—2s10”

m'i), both in limiter and divertor phases. with this reciprocating probe show that. the
electrostatic fluctuations and the induced radial particle transport have the seine basic
characteristics as observed in the SOL on other machines, i.e., normalised fluctuation levels
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in the ion saturation current (ES/1,) decreasing from 40% far out in the SOL to 10% near the
separatrix with broad frequency spectra dominated by frequencies below 50 kHz. The mean
frequency of the fluctuations increases as the probe moves inside the plasma (figure 2) and
there are non-gaussian distributions for IS and, most prominently for transport signals.
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figural. Radial profiles for limiter and divertor phases of the anomalous radial velocity, LI 1,, mean frequency
spectra for floating potential fluctuations and the correlation between IS and s, signals.

3. Radial Particle Flux and its Comparison with Codes.
The derived anomalous particle fluxes have been used to estimate the anomalous outwards

radial velocity, v, = 10—20mm, and,
assuming a pure diffusive turbulent
transport, the anomalous diffusion
coefficient is DJ_=0.15-0.3m1z’s, in
horizontal divertor phases. There are two
possibilities to obtain the experimental
SOL decay length, of Z. = 1 cm, with the
2-D EDGEZDXU-NIMBUS code
simulations [1]. In the first case a DE
0.03 mils and 3,5,; 0.625m2rs were used,
obtaining an outwards velocity of vdifi=
4mm, in not good agreement with the
experimental results. And in the second
case the presence of an anomalous inward
pinch [2] (vpinch = 7.5 mfs) and a DJ, =
0.15m2z‘s were assumed, resulting in a.
radial velocity of vdiflv= 16mm, comparable
to v,, and a it = 1cm (figure 3), in good
agreement with the experimental results.
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Future work will be directed towards comparing vertical and horizontal divertor results.

4. Differences between Divertor and Limiter Phases and the Radial Coherence
A notable change occurs in the characteristics of the turbulence between limiter and

divertor phases, in ohmic discharges. The turbulent transport (figure 2) is larger in limiter
phase than in X-point plasmas, due to larger fluctuation levels and to a higher correlation
between density and poloidal electric field fluctuations. The anomalous radial velocity also
shows differences between the two phases (see figure 2). '

The level of radial coherence of the I, fluctuations between the two groups of probes
(separated 1.3 cm radially and 2.3 cm poloidally) is close to the statistical random noise, in
the divertor phase (figure 4), which suggests that the radial correlation length of the
turbulence is smaller than the typical dimensions of the SOL in those conditions. The
pressure decay length in the shot shown is about 1.2 cm at the probe location.

1,3, However, a significant coherence is
' _ obtained in the limiter phases where the

limiter phase 2 profiles are flatter and the SOL width
/ Z (decay length 3.5 cm)'is larger than in

' divertor cases.The frequency averaged
radial coherence level between I, signals
increases as the probe is close to the
separatrix position (figure 4). The feature
in the' coherence is located in the
frequency range 0—40 kHz, and it is
observed by the outermost tips before the
innermost tips urith a typical time delay of
30:40 us. This could be explained by a
poloidal velocity of the order of 1000 mfs
in the ion diamagnetic direction, assuming
structures in phase in the radial direction
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the radial position and for the limiter and divertor _ The coherenee between the radially
phases. separated I, signals is always larger than

for turbulent flux signals.
5. Double Peak Structure in Diver-tor Profiles .

Measurements of broadband electrostatic fluctuations were also carried out in the JET
Mk-I divertor plasmas [4] using a set of four Langmuir probes, two at the inner and the other
two at the outer divertor, for high and low recycling conditions.

For low recycling regimes the radial profile of the relative fluctuation levels is almost
constant in the SOL and increases in the private flux region [4].

In the evolution from low to high recycling regimes, by increasing the plasma density, a
narrow peak in the 1on saturation current appears near the separauix creating a double peak
structure [5] (figure 5). This peak grows further until it dominates the profile before
detachment sets in. A significant reduction from earlier'1n the pulse, up to a factor of two, in
the fluctuation level of 1on saturation current (figure 6) 1s observed at the location of the peak
nearest to the separatrix. This reduction has been measured in the I, profiles at the outer
divertor plates as well as at the Inner.

Simulations with EDGEZDfU-NIMBUS are unable to reproduce this feature with a
constant DJ_ in the SOL plasmas and values similar to those used in section 3. Bohm
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diffusion can produce a strong peaking at high recycling but not the double peak structure. It
suggests that this phenomenon is due to a local change in transport and not to a localisation
of ionisation sources near the separatrix. Sheared electric fields appear to be co-located with
this feature and may be related to the reduction in Islls. Work is in progress to clarify if by a
reduction in transport over a similar region of the EDGEZDlU—NIMBUS computational
domain it is possible to reproduce some of these features.
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6. Summary
9 Turbulent particle transport and its radial correlation have been studied in the SOL
plasmas of the JET Mic-II divertor by using a specially adapted movable Langmuir probe.
II The general properties of the fluctuations in the SOL plasmas exhibit the features similar
to those observed in the SOL of other devices.
0 Assuming a pure diffusive turbulent transport, an anomalous inward pinch is needed in
EDGEZDI’NIMBUS simulations in order to reproduce the profiles and the experimental value
of DJ. and v,.
I A significant radial coherence between the IS fluctuations at the two radial positions has
been observed with limiter operation but not for divertor operation. This coherence seems to
be related to the plasma SOL. width.
*- The correlation between I5 signals is larger than between turbulent flux signals.
a A reduction of the fluctuations near the separatrix position has been observed for high
recycling plasma conditions. It suggests that this phenomenon is due to a local change in
transport and not to a localisation of ionisation sources near the separatrix. This reduction
coincides with strong radial electric fields. Further work is needed in the EDGEQDINIMBUS
computational domain to understand these features.

{1] R. Simonini et a1. Contrib. Plasma Phys. 34 {1994) 443.
[2] A. Taroni et al. Proc. 22nd BPS Conf. on Control. Fusion and Plasma Physics Vol 19C Part W, 297
(Bournemouth, 1995).
[3} J. Bleuel et al., this conference.
[4] I. Garcia—Cortes et a1. Plasma Phys. Control. Fusion 33 {1996) 2G51u2362.
[5] A. Loarte et al. submitted to Nuclear Fusion 0991'). '
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Radiation distribution and neutral-particle loss in
the JET Mid and MkIIA divertors
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INTRODUCTION
The radiation distribution and neutral-particle less in highly radiative discharges with
impurity seeding in the JET Mid and MkJIA divertors have been studied by means of the
bolometer diagnostics. This type of discharge in Mid has been discussed in Ref. 1; transport
in similar discharges in lvflrllA is presented in Ref. 2. The radiation distribution and neutral-
particle loss are important quantities to study for ITER as they are related to the performance
of radiative divertor plasmas and to the wall—loading. Furthermore, it is important to estimate
the ratio of loss-power carried by electromagnetic radiation and that carried by neutrals.

The heat flux carried by neutral particles, which are assumed to be created by charge-
exchange processes in the divertor, is measured by the bolometers in the divertor as an
addition to the electrtrmagnetic flux, whereas other bolometers are shielded by the bulk
plasma and only measure the electromagnetic contribution. Comparison of these in and ex-
divertor measurements can give estimates of the neutral particle flux [3]. Extensions to an
existing tomographic reconstruction algorithm [4] were required to obtain the radiation
distribution and neutral-particle loss. The results are compared with EDGEZDlMBUS [5]
simulations of the edge plasma.

TOMOGRAPHY MTHOD

The radiation distribution during highly radiative discharges in Mk1 could successfully be
reconstructed by a tomographic method developed by Fuchs [4]. Despite the increased
number of channels, the reconstructions in MkII proved more difficult. Several extensions to
the method were required: a variable grid size, a non—negativity constraint, fully taking into
account the geometric properties of the detection systems, and a way of dealing with neutral
particles. '

A series expansion method is used for the 2D tomographic inversion, in which the emission
profile in a poloidal cross-section is discretized on a Cartesian grid by means of local basis
functions. This can be written as: I

fi=ZjKiigj +31“ __ (I)
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where f, are the line—integrated measurements, g, is the emission in the grid points, K}, is

the geometric matrix, and the summation is over all grid points. The contribution of neutrals

is taken care of in n, , which is allowed to be nonwzero only for bolometers in the divertor.

The underdetermined Eq. (1) is regularized by assuming smoothness, a zero or low level of

radiation outside the plasma and an as small as possible neutral conuibution. Anisotropic
smoothness on the flux surfaces is expressed in a diffusion equation for emissivity [4]. These

conditions are described in a quadratic functional that should be minimized:

(elfils>=ll[V-D' VslzdZ +<slctls)+(fllczlfl): (2)
where .Q is the resulting regularizing matrix, Q is an anisotropic diffusion tensor, the integral

is over the reconstruction region, C, and C2 are parameter matrices to force edge points and

the neutral contribution to small values, and the Dirac notation is used for scalar products.

The tomographic reconstruction is obtained by minimizing Eq. (2) with the constraint

llfrlfs-fllrlbl: (3)
where e is the estimated measurement error and “u" symbolizes the norm. Solving by the.
Lagrange multiplier method results in the linear system of equations

(More +fl)g’ = net‘s/r, (4)

where it is the Lagrange multiplier, g’ contains both 3 and n, It? and .0; are modified to

include terms for n, and W is a matrix to weigh the measurements by the esthnated errors:

it; =1iaf, and PK, = 0 for in j. Additional constraints can be added iteratively to make
initially negative values in the resulting emission profile g zero or positive [6]. The free

parameters in the method are: D, and 1),, in each grid point, C1, C2, and e.

THE JET BOLOMETER SYSTEM
JET has two bolometer systems [3]: three fans of ex—vessel bolometers that cover the entire

plasma, and miniature bolometers situated around the divertor and around the main plasma.
Typically 49 channels were available in Mr] and
35 in MkIlA (see Fig. 1). To collect sufficient
radiation for a good signal-to-noise ratio the aper-415' . .

tures of the detectors are relativelyr large, which

leads to large beam widths. It is important to take
E on ' ' . ' : ¥ ‘ ' ' _ these widths into account in the geometric matrix
N . ‘ 'K 1n Eq. (1) because otherwise the reconstructions

:3. :' .1 [51-1-1 willbeblurred.
......

Figure 1: Boloniei‘er linesmo origin in the diverror region
' ' . . ., ....... ',I Wino-ii}! ovoiiobie in WM. The points indicate the grid

2‘0 2'5 H {m} an 3'5 used in the reconstruction. The voriobie grid size has been
chosen to match the overoge disionoe between finesaofisignr.
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RADIATION AND NEUTRAL PARTICLE DISTRIBUTION
Tomography simulations have shown that, although the emission profiles may be smoothed
due to the limited number of lines-of-sight and the beam widths, reliable results can be ob-
tained, matching the location of peak emission and the total magnitude of radiation. In
particular, in MkIIA it has been demonstrated that the method to estimate the neutral contri-
bution is reliable. Figure 2(a) shows the radiation distribution reconstructed from the bolome-
ter measurements at the radiation limit in an N: seeded discharge in ELMY H mode with
13 W ofNBI power. In this type of discharges, after detachment the main emission is found
to come from inside the separatrin. Although this feature is not reproduced by EDGEZD!’
NJMBUS simulations [7,3] because the code has difficulties to find a stable solution with
much radiation from inside the separauix, the total radiated power is matched well. The
location and amount of DB, emission is also reproduced by the code. Both the tomographic
reconstructions and the EDGEZDMIMBUS simulations were averaged over ELMs.
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Figure 2: (a) Tomograpnic reconstruction ofthe emitted radiation in am (#33799) att = 1?. F s). The dashed
line indicates the separan‘ix. {bl The energy waitflur carried by neutraiparticies, firr the same discharge, as

predicted by EDGEZDWMUS (solid tine}| and derivedfiom bolometer measurements (saiidpaints).
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(The EDGEEDWMUS solution in the inner corner was not reliable.)

Figure 2(b) shows the energy flux carried by neutrals on the wall as simulated by
EDGEZDlh'EBUS and as estimated from the bolometer measurements. The average energy
of neutrals reaching the wall is of the order 10 eV in the MkIIA case, and five times higher in
the Mk1 case. It has been assumed that the flux is uniformly spread over 211: er and that all
neutral power is absorbed by the detectors (in reality about 80% is absorbed [9]). Despite the
approximations, the figure shows good agreement in the outer corner (marked A). The
discrepancy for high diver-tor channels (marked B) that see the main radiating region above
the X point, found in both MkI and MklIA, may be related to a marked discrepancy betuieen
the signal level of these channels and a vertical line-of—sight viewing the same highly radiat-
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ing region through the bulk plasma. The ratio between these vertical and horizontal channels
at the radiation limit has been compared in several similar discharges as the one above in Mid
and MkIIA, all with N2 seeding and an’ NBI input power of Ill-15 MW, This ratio shows an
upward trend when the divertor becomes more closed (i.e. Mk1 to h/IkIIA), whereas the elec-
tromagnetic radiated fraction goes down. The temporal behaviour of the vertical and horizon-
tal measurements is also markedly difi‘erent. Furthermore, both the simulations and the deri—
vaticn from the bolometer measurements show that the energy wall flux carried by neutrals
increases with closure. The discrepancy in the ratio of vertical and horizontal channels and
the discrepancy at the points marked B in Fig. 20:) may be due to: (a) a very peaked
radiating region which cannot be resolved by the present system, (b) a very directed flux of
hydrogen neutrals from the highly radiating region, or (c) a neutral impurity flux (which is
not yet available from the simflations). The fact that the electromagnetic power fraction goes
down for more closed divertors supports the explanation by neutrals, when it is assumed that
the total loss (neutral + electromagnetic losses) is similar.

CONCLUSIONS
Bolometer tomography gives reliable emission profiles during highly radiative discharges.
Estimates of the neutral particle contribution to the signals are in reasonable agreement with
EDGEZDINIMBUS simulations. The total loss power due to neutrals in the divertor is more
than 1 MW in the MkJIA case, but only 0.2 MW in a similar Mk1 case, to be compared with
9—10 MW of electromagnetic radiated power (of which about ”£091: comes from the X point
and the divertor). During detachment the peak emission is measured. to originate from inside
the separatrin, which however is not reproduced by the simulations.

Going from open to more closed divertors, the power loss by neutral particles increases
whereas the electromagnetic power fraction decreases.

These observations of neutral particles have consequences for the bolometer system planned
for ITER, which has a very closed diverbor. To be able to accurately distinguish between
electromagnetic and particle loss a large number of lines-of—sight is required from both
outside and inside the divertor.
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1. Introduction

JET has now investigated three divertor configurations of progressively increased geometric
closure to the escape of recycling neutrals : Mark I (1994-95), Mark HA (1996) and Mark

IIAP (1996-97). Due to the reduced fraction of neutrals escaping from the divertor region,
region models predict easier access to regimes of high divertor radiative losses and plasma
detachment in closed divertors. This paper presents results from JET experiments designed to
investigate the effect of divertor closure on plasma detachment in a variety of confinement
regimes and magnetic configurations.

2. Ohmic and L-Mode Discharges

Using the simple “two-point” model [1] of the divertor scrape-off layer it can be shown that
the ion flux (law) to the divertor should approximately scale according to :

ii 2

t v W 3:2Srcomi Tmin!

where y is the sheath transmission coefficient, K0 the electron thermal conductivity coefficient,

m the ion mass, Lc the connection length and the subscripts div and mid refer to the divertor

and midplane respectively. Assuming that ”mid as (It?) then the Degree of Detachment
(DOD) [2] may be defined as follows :

free! C<H3>
D. 0. D. = —d‘— =Ifiparured W

During ohmic and L—mode discharges, detachment (defined as D.O.D.>2) occurs in the
MkJIA divertor at main plasma densities that are 20-30% lower than for comparable Mk. I
discharges (fig. 1). In addition, the density limit is reduced by a larger factor of 3040% and
the degree of detachment is reduced particularly when compared with Mk. I standard flux
expansion (SFE) discharges. Similar results are obtained with vertical plate configurations and
L-tnode discharges. In contrast to the Mk. I divertor, complete divertor detachment (Le.
D.O.D.:>IO) is not obtained in any Mk. 11A configuration prior to the density limit disruption.
Plugging of the divertor by-pass leaks in Mk. HAP increased the divertor compression by
reducing the main chamber neutral pressure by ~30% but the detachment behaviour as a
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function of main plasma density remained . ‘ ' ' ' ‘ 'fr ' ' ' ' ' ' 1
unchanged. Thus, in describing the r : 3:13:23; ‘ .t.‘ ,
follewmg results “Mk. II” refers to both the to tilt. Ila term} 3: It;
Mk. HA and Mk. HAP configurations. n m _. .43“ :‘L —

i . .s “.1.
Experiments with the separatriit located on E if has? gs e
the horizontal and vertical target plate of the Z ‘ :3 reg...”
Mark II divertor show significant differences 3 - 's’éfi fig is“
with respect to detachment behaviour - W% 33;.“
compared with Mk. I. For the horizontal 1 . fa" _
plate, detachment begins in off-separatrix ' ' i
positions near the divertor corner (Fig. 2) as 2:0 ' 2:5 ' 3].; ' 3:5 ' if.) ' 4:5 L 5}, ’ 5:5
predicted by the numerical modelling of ”"9 Average BMW “013 "1'53

3...... .. a- m In mass as sass andassistantstastier
plate configurations show detachment
beginning near the separatrix as observed previously in the Mk. I divertor [2]. The unusual
detachment behaviour of horizontal plate discharges may be due to enhanced volume
recombination occurring in the corner regions of the divertor as supported by a strong
localised increase of D0. emission. Earlier onset of detachment is also observed when the inner

strike point is moved near to the corner JET Pulse No. asses. 3?154 Inner Divertor
. . . l ' I V I ' I 1 I | I I- I 1 I 1 17

Iregion of the inner divertor. i no -_ : 1
E W Dlvhrtor :

Comparing Mk. I] and Mk. I, the measured —o-ocm mitt-E $30
‘ _ . “lei-deem —¢'""' :

Dm and CIII emission from the divertor are ,_ g, “cm
significantly higher over the whole density as -+v--1‘I~9I=m '5
range for Mk. 1] (fig. 3). In terms of Pmlm

the Mini] divertor closely follows the Mk. I
high flux expansion (low wall clearance) 1 _.— ._
discharges which have a higher proportion : l = i I .
of carbon radiation in the divertor [4]. In
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be sustained on the vertical plate before the
divertor MARFE forms (fig. 3) but the
density limit is still within ~10% of the
horizontal plate discharges.

EDGEZDINIMBUS numerical calculations
were performed to simulate vertical target
eode density ramps and compute the
degree of detachment. The assumptions
used were Pe=Pi=1.DMW, nsup 2 0.25 -—-}2.0
x lfllgm's, Di = 0.1m2s'l and gm = 1.5m1s'I
for both pure plasma and impurities
assuming Yea = 3(9t + Ychem where

Ychumfl‘fb. As shown in fig. 4, the general
trend of the experimental results are
reproduced by the simulations with ~25%
lower separatrix density to achieve
detachment in Mk. ll compared with Mk. I. -
However. the larger reduction of the
density limit threshold for Mk. ]I is not
reproduced by the code which may depend
sensitively on the impurity concentration in
the divertor and therefore MARFE
stability.

4. HuMode Discharges

An extensive series of experiments with
steady-state ELM}; H—modes have been
carried out with the Mark 11 divertor [6].
With D2 gas fuelling, partial detachment is
observed in—between ELMs on the inner
divertor although there is no MARFE
formation. Above certain levels of D; gas
fuelling the confinement degrades and the
plasma density decreases resulting in a non-
disruptive density limit. As shown in fig. 5,
the onset of detachment is not uniquely
correlated with the degradation of
confinement and appears to be more
dependent on the triangularity of the
configuration. In high trangularity discharges
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2.5 . .it is possible to access high edge densities . - . ~ -
.n—Marv l [LT]

- 2, -4~—MnrkllAlLT}
of D2 fuelling while maintaining good ‘2 +Mark|lAtHTl
and therefore detach with moderate levels

confinement. In contrast, for low 10 - ~
triangularity discharges the increased level
of D2 fuelling necesary to produce the high High as
edge densities and detachment result in a
more severe degradation of confinement.
Comparing Mk. I and lk. ll the degree of
detachment reached for a given edge
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density appears to be lower which may
highlight the influence of divertor closure.

Figure 5 : Detachment behaviour as a function of the H39
confinement for ELMv H+modes in Mk. I and Mk. II with

high (HT) and low triangularitv (LT).
5. Conclusions

During ohmic and L—mode discharges. detachment. and the density limit are achieved at lower
main plasma densities in the 'more closed JET Mark. H divertor compared with Mark I.
However, complete divertor detachment has not been observed with the Mark H divertor. The
effects of divertor geometry are stronger in Mk. II than for Mk. I with detachment beginning
in off-separatrix regions for horizontal plate configurations. The corner region appears to be
associated with enhanced recycling andfor volume recombination. Numerical modelling
(EDGEZDH‘IJMBUS) of the detachment for vertical plate L—mode discharges is in broad
agreement with experiment. However, the approach to the density limit and MARI-7E
formation is not well reproduced by the code and may depend sensitivelyr on the (increased)
impurity levels in the Mk. 11 divertor. In H-mode discharges with D2 fuelling, detachment can
be obtained on the inner divertor between ELMs. However. there is no unique correlation
between detachment and the loss of confinement associated with the H—mode density limit and
triangularity appears to be a more important parameter. With high triangularity configurations
it is possible to access the high edge densities required for detachment with moderate levels of
D2 fuelling and little degradation of confinement. However. in the case of low triangularity

discharges. the increased levels of D2 fuelling required for the high edge densities associated
with detachment result in a more severe degradation of confinement.
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1. Introduction
Measurements of divertor target densities and temperatures have been used in the DIVIMP
{NIMBUS Onion Skin Model (08M), [1] to predict values for the average cross-field heat
transport coeflicient, Xi. , in the scrape-off layer (SOL) of a number of JET ohmic, L —mode
and Humode (between ELM) discharges. These data are complemented with calculations of
It extracted from Alcator C—MOD upstream probe data [2]. The OSM uses particle and
power balance along flux tubes, including particle ionisation, to arrive at a solution for 1.1. (r)
at any poloidal position in the SOL. Convection is neglected in the JET analysis (its inclusion
reduces the magnitude of xJ. ), but included in the C-MOD analysis using Di == {1.4 9U.-

2. ' Radial profiles of ZJ. across the SOL
A selection of M. (r) profiles is shown in figure 1 from a JET dataset of 25 Ohmic, L—mode
and H-mode discharges, and a C-MOD dataset of > so discharges. Most radial profiles show
LL increasing with radius (see also fluctuation studies, [5] ). Some profiles reach a mardruum

value and show a subsequent fall far out in the SOL where the Te scrape~ofi' thicknesses are
difficult to measure (hence possibly erroneous). Target probe data (JET) and upstream probe
data (Ci-MOD) , as measured, were used to give the emanated Xi. values. In order to see the
effect of the scatter in the JET probe data on the extracted at J_ values, two smooth curves have
been drawn through the target probe radial profiles, one at each of the two extremes which just
encompass the scatter. For most H—mode shots the extracted at J, (r) still increases with r, even
for the extreme fits to the input data. For some shots, where .Tfi (r) is flatter, the extracted
XJ. (r) is flattened, or could even decline radially for one ofthe extreme fits to the probe data.

3. Sealing of m with local piasrna parameters
No clear scaling of M. with main plasma parameters (Ip, 131;, men) rs found, and indeed there
seems to be no clear scaling with local plasma parameters with the exception of upstream
temperature, Tflu , derived using the (ISM
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The sealing of xJ. with Tall is shown in figure 2 for Xis ( i.e. the value close to the

separattix) taken from the complete JET and C—MOD databases.
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Figure 2. 2.1. s vs. Ten close to the separatrix. Figure 3. 35.1. s vs. V“ close to the separatris

Also show in figure 2 is the best fit to the JET data. Clearly xi s falls with increasing Tau,
(as does 110‘»: although there is considerable scatter in the data. Despite the large

differences in main plasma parameters between JET and C-MOD (JET: Ip 1: 4.? MA, ene>
=1— 3.1019m-3, BT =1 —3.5 T; C-MOD: I13 5 1 MA, «mea- =1-2.1020 m-3, BT =
2.8 — 7.9 T ) there is a remarkable similarity in the predicted values of X1-
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4. Heat transport in a turbulent edge plasma

4.1 Slain effect
The collisional edges of JET and C-uMOD contrast with the much less collisional edges of
smaller lower density machines, such as COWASS-D in which a Gyro-Robin scaling for
ill. cc (Tm EBZ) is found [3].
A random walk expression for ll. due to turbulent fluctuations is:

as = vs: - (1)
where v is the fi'equency of the fluctuations and d is an associated scale length (eg. the ion
Lanrnor radius n5 for Gyro-Bohm transport). v scales as the ratio of poloidal diamagnetic
velocity, at T, I Bit-r, to perpendicular wavelength, which scales as hi comI B for cold

plasmas Hence liron1(1)'azTgi2 rats, _ (2)
This is the Gyro-Bohm expression, which predicts x J_ 5 increases withT and 7H. (r)

decreases with radius across the SOL, both in contradiction to our results. In a collisional
plasma, it is possible that conduction in a ‘skin‘, due to the high Economy offluctuations, can
suppress turbulence, [4]. The skin thickness need not necessarily define the transverse
ainplitude of the fluctuations (like [is in Gyro—Bohm), but simply restrict the amplitude of the
fluctuations. Note that the perpendicular wavelength 1.J. as 3093 for Kips a: 0.2 .
Equation (2) can be modified to include the collisional skin-depth:

m an?” infirm, ram) (3)
where F is a dimensionless function - which can be determined fi'om our measurements.

The collisional skin depth is: am e ofm, (o is Spitaer conductivity) where we assume
the parallel conductivity, is =l.2.1013 T332 s‘"1. Hence, F(ALIAM)=F(KT3IZ IBM)
where K— 4118911.“: I e3, and equation (3) can be written:

mliaTaiz Karla»:= a [a a]
The term KTE” i Rafi: is dimensionless and appears on the RHS of (4) and in the argument
of F, so we can define 6(a) = x F(s),
Then:

Xi, avT = (4)

mgr? 4“?

saw—"#:—~— 27—] (5)
From our extracted values of x J. we find G(x) = In; , Le. a; _L as T?” , with no dependence on
magnetic field, BT. Since the argument of G was originally hi i am”, the dependence of
x J. we extract is proportional to the square of the collisional sldn-depth. '

We expect that the collisional skin-depth might influence the scaling of cross-field transport
when amt)», s l , which gives '1‘B a 30 eV and Asking 18 m. (We have used v ~10 kHz,

but fluctuations in JET have a wide bandwidth extending to > 50 KHz). '
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A change in the scaling of M. (T3) with Te would be expected for TE 5 30 eV. This is
observed, but could be erroneous due to large scatter in data far out in the SOL. So an
alternative explanation, that of an increase in oollisionality with radius, is also proposed.

4.2 Collisionality
The collisionality is defined as the mean-free path between collisions divided by the connection
length, i.e. ift = C.n,,,L,, 1 Ti, where C is a constant and v‘ is dimensionless.
Figure -3 shows Ii. 3 plotted as a function of collisionality, using values of um and Ten
derived from the OSM. It is clear 1.1. s increases with v* for both JET and C-MOD databases.
This increase is difficult to quantify, but is stronger than linear. Note that the highest 3: J_ (and
hence highest eollisionality) is far out in the SOL, and it could be that turbulence fiom this
region is controlling transport in the SOL right up to the separatrix.

5. Conclusions
From the combined JET and C-MOD databases it is found:
«- 3U. (r) increases with radius, r, in the SOL.
- The absolute value of It 5 {i.e. close to the separatrix) lies between 0.0-4- and I m2 .s“],

with the lowest values occurring in H—mode discharges.
u Both Xi. (r) and iii, 5 fall rapidly with increasing upstream electron temperature, Tm1 ,

_ with 3; J__ a: Tgu'3t'2, in contradiction to Bohm or Gyro-Bohm scalings found on less
collisional machines {3], but consistent with the collisional skin efi‘ect.

a No clear correlation of Ii. with ET is found.
Two mechanisms have been proposed for this observation: (I) a skin-em in the SOL near
to the separatrix reducing the turbulence in this region, and (2) an increasing collisionality
with radius fiom the separatrix. Extracted values of x_1_ suggest the skin-effect is active even

for low values of Te“, i.e. far out in the SOL. This seems unlikely, as the skin thickness
would be much larger here. So an alternative mechanism has been suggested which indicates
an increases with collisionality in the SOL. It is also suggested that the stronger turbulence

far out in the SOL drives the transport close to the separatrix.
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' Abstract
High-recycling L—mode JET plasmas, with normal and reversed magnetic fields, have been
simulated with all particle drifts and currents and a range of different perpendicular
anomalous transport coefficients. Many of the measured trends found with magnetic field
reversal are reproduced by the code, but with smaller changes than seen experimentally.
Introduction

Classical cross field particle drifts have been of much recent interest in attempting to
explain various divertor asymmetries. Much effort has therefore been put into the inclusion of
these drifts into 2D scrape-off layer transport codes. At JET, the EDGEZD code has been
upgraded to include all components of the VB and curvature drifts, and the ExB drifts for the
main hydrogenic ions, electrons and impurity ions.

High—rrecycling L-rnode JET plasmas, with normal and reversed magnetic fields, have
bean simulated with all particle drifts and currents and a range of different perpendicular
anomalous transport coefficients. Recent analytical estimates [1], [2] have predicted the
radial and poloidal ExB drifts to be dominant with the radial component more important for
high density, high-recycling cases leading to increased plasma pressure and reduced

' temperatures at the inner divertor for normal magnetic field cases, and at the outer divertor
for the reversed field. Results from modelling have been able to reproduce these trends.
The Drift Fluxes in EDGEZD _

From standard fluid theory, the diamagnetic component of the particle drift flux
consists of a divergence-free term (called the magnetisation flux [3]) and the VB and
curvature drifts. The magnetisation fluxes have been shown [3] to make no contribution to
the fluid equations and therefore have been omitted from the drift fluxes implemented into
the code. This has resulted in a significant simplification and removed possible sources of
numerical errors and instabilities. Target boundary conditions have been modified to take
account of particle drifts as proposed in [4]. Magnetisation fluxes have not been included.

Full account is taken of radial currents arising from the drift terms. Outside the core
plasma the electric field and parallel current density are determined fully from the electron
momentum equation, divergence'free currents and target boundary conditions. In the core
only the poloidal electric field and parallel current can be determined. The radial electric field
is adjusted to maintain net ambipolarity of the radial current on closed magnetic surfaces.
Modelling Results and Comparison with Experiment '

Two Mark I divertor JET shots with similar main plasma parameters but opposite
directions for the toroidal magnetic field and plasma current were chosen for modelling.

Discharges #31608 and #31435 are 1.. mode plasmas with input power of the order of SMW,
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radiated power IMW and line-averaged densities of 2.7-2.3x1019 m3, and with plasma

currents of + and ~ BMA and toroidal magnetic 'fields of + and - 3.3T respectively.

Comparison of the experimental results for these discharges has been given in reference [2].

Code results have been obtained for pure plasmas with ion and electron input powers of

2.5M and with modelled impurity radiation of 0.?TMW, which with hydrogen radiation

gives a total of about lMW. Scans were made of the midplane separatrix density in the range

0.8—1.2x1019 tn'3, anomalous diffusion coefficient 0.24.0 mzs'l, pinch velocity 2.4-15 ms'1

outside the core plasma, and electron and ion thermal diffusivities DES—3.0 m2s*1.

Anomalous diffusion coefficients are defined for particle and energy cross-field fluxes

constant on a magnetic flux surface. . '

_ Results from modelling have shown that of the poloidal components, the EXB drift is

dominant, while for radial components the EXB drift is larger near the divertor targets and the

VB drift dominant everywhere else. The poloidal drift component is up to ten times larger in

magnitude than the radial component. Both components of the drifts show a change in
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direction with magnetic field reversal, excepting the radial drift in a small region near the
separau'ix at the outer target due to a reversal of the poloidal electric field in that region.

The effects of the poloidal drifts are masked by the target boundary conditions and

particle sources and their effect on the parallel velocity. As a result, the total poloidal velocity

near the targets changes by only 10—20% with magnetic field reversal. In the radial direction,

the relative magnitudes of the total anomalous transport and the radial drift fluxes are such

that the drifts are dominant near the divertor particle sources and in the core plasma.

However the balance between the anomalous and drift fluxes, and thus the effects of B

reversal, is strongly influenced by the magnitude of the anomalous transport coefficients,
with better agreement with experiment for lower values of DJ_ and pinch velocity.

In Fig. 1 are shown the modelling results for the target ion saturation currents and
electron temperatures for the case with as: 0.8x1019 rut-3, Dg = 0.3 mzs-l, pinch velocity
4.5 ms“1 outside the core plasma, and x3 _= xi = 1.5 mzs'l. The experimental results from [2]
are shown in Fig. 2. The peak ion saturation currents are lower than in experiment, but the

combined results for jsat and Ta do reproduce the trends seen experimentally. With E reversal
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Table 1: Comparison of target data for normal and reversed magnetic
field cases and computed and experimental results.

Magnetic Field Normal Reverse

Target Inner Outer Inner Outer

Particle Flux (1022 s'1) 6.6 6.5 5.9 6.8

n (MW) comp. 1.0 2.3 1.1 2.?
expt. «210.5 3.8 0.9 2.8

Pmd (MW m4) comp. 0.067 0.036 0.05? 0.039
expt. 0.1 0.056 0.063 0.096

1-1:; (1020 m‘a'ls'l) comp. 4.0 3.3 4.0 3.5
expt. 5.3 2.9 2.0 2.5

the computed particle flux to the target plates does increase on the outer target and decrease

on the inner target (Table 1) although neither change is as large as may be inferred from the

experimental jsat signals. For the total power conducted to the targets. the computed results

change only by 540% on B reversal and the asymmetry for the normal field case is not as

large as found experimentally. The computed powers radiated in the divertors do not include
core radiation but experimentally this only amounts to 10% of the total plasma radiation. The

computed radiated powers do not show the large inversion of the asymmetry on B reversal

but do follow the experimental. trends. The simulated Ha signals have a smaller infout
asymmetry for the normal field case but again show only small changes on B reversal.

Conclusions .
Overall, many of the measured trends found with magnetic field reversal have been

reproduced by the code, but generally with smaller changes than seen experimentally.

Variation of the magnitude of the anomalous transport coefficients has shown improved
results for lower values of Dl and pinch velocity. with the former having a greater effect at

the inner target and the latter at the outer target. For the work presented here the standard
model was used for the anomalous "transport coefficients which defines the coefficients
globally and with only a poloidal variation possible. The results obtained thus far indicate

that the anomalous transport should be reduced to allow the drift fluxes to exert a greater

influence. but with the model used this requires a' global reduction which has resulted in

some problems of numerical stability. Future work to complete the study of the relevance of

drifts on divertor asymmetries will require the evaluation of different models for anomalous

transport. This, and work on the effects of drifts on impurity transport. is in progress.
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ABSTRACT

Neutral particle analyser (NPA) measurements of ion cyclotron resonance frequency (ICRF)

heated protons in the energy range 0.3 S E(MeV) :2 1.1 [1, 2] during Lower Hybrid (LH)

current drive experiments in JET showed efficient coupling of LH powcr to the high energy

protons. This behaviour has adverse implications for efficiency of LH current drive in plasmas

containing high energy charged fusion products. Perpendicular Landau damping enables LH

waves to interact with ions when the resonance condition vJ, 3;- Vase E cinmgx is satisfied,

where nip,“ is the maximum perpendicular refractive index in the LH wave spectrum. The

observed coupling was unexpected in two respects: (i) taking place in the whole energy range

of the measurement, it suggested that flimnx 2 40, whereas model calculations of LH wave

dispersion in JET plasmas givc flimxx w 20, (ii) from the measurements, we deduced that

approximately 30% of LH power intended for electron current drive was coupled to the

protons, much exceeding the expectation of a: 5% - 10%, based on nnx :5 20 [3, 4]. We

show that the presence of ICRF driven high energy protons modifies the LH wave spectrum in

the way implied by the measurements. The LH wave dispersion relation is solved in slab

geometry for a uniform plasma with JET parameters, including the ICRF driven anisotropic

high energy proton population. For given taLH and n”, corresponding to the experimental

situation, we find that solutions exist with Him“ 2 40 as required. For given mLHHQP a discrete

spectrum for magnitude of in is found. For given background plasma and n“, values of comm], .

are found for which no solutions exist with nJ_ 2* 20, indicating significant reduction of

absorption of LH power by anisotropic fast protons. Thc latter result suggests a way of

avoiding parasitic loss of LH electron current drive power to high energy protons.

1. EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE OF INTEMCTION I

Fig.1 and 2 show comparison of a pulse with oncaxis first harmonic proton minority [CRF

heating alone and another with combined (ICRF + LI—I) heating. NPA measurements show in
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the latter case direct absorption of LH power by high energy protons, sustaining the minority

population after tennination of ICRF heating well above the slowingudown level.
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é . . . .
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3 Q slowing-down time 1:51;, and applied power,
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(.1 '
{i am fi 69 where Tm is the perpendicular proton tail
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E g pl:2. 131 0 power density coupled to fast protons is
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'i""""|""""'| ,_

,1 fit Mt Ptear (a.u.) 1MB reconcile the magnitude of F; in pulses with

(ICRF + LH) heating with that with ICRF
Fig.3. Compariton of E, with dfietent U. for iCRF

heating atone and combined (ECRF + Lifl he'ating.
heating alone, we need at w 0.3.
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II. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS OF LH POWER ABSORPTION

45.0 (1) ICRF heating alone To simulate LH power absorption by an ICRF
(2) (ICRF + LH) heating, nip,“ “4 20
(3) (ICRP + LI-I) heating ntmnx = 40 driven aniSDtiG fast proton population, a

LH operator [5} was incorporated in the 1D

Fokker-Plank code PION [6]. The LH

operator for perpendicular diffusion in

to
.c

l|
F

U
N

C
T

.

-il.5
velocity space acts only upon ions satisfying

D
IS

].

the resonance condition vJ_ 2 Vans = ctnmm.

LO
G

.

In fig.4 are shown examples of simulated

perpendicular proton distribution function for

.f. . - . I . .c 1 - - - 'wl ICRF heating alone and for combined (ICRFvilli}

one so} + LH) mating With “index ” 20 and “max =

Ftg. 4‘. Sim stored perpendtcntor proton distribution

.fitncttonfor dfierent heating schemes. the measured diStl‘lblllLlDfl function.

Ill. MODIFICATION OF LH WAVE DISPERSION BY FAST PROTONS

Above simulations suggest that a LH wave spectrum with him“ a 40 could give rise to

40. The latter is in qualitative agreement with

absorption by protons as measured. We investigated the effect of a fast anisotropic minority

proton population on dispersion of LH waves in a thermal deuterium plasma. The hot-plasma

electromagnetic dispersion relation with to”, = 21': x 3.? x 109 radts, n” = 1.8 and 13,, = 2.8 T

has been solved for a uniform plasma slab using a bi-Maxwellian distribution function for the

minority proton population and including a 1% relativistic LH—driven electron population,

with plasma and LH wave parameters corresponding to JET experimental situations for ICRF

heating with LH current drive (fig.5). Usual simulations of LH current drive in JET [3, 4]

omit the high energyr anisotropic proton population and solve the warm plasma dispersion

relation. We find that the presence of fast protons affects the dispersion of waves in the LH

range of frequencies by introducing hot-plasma solutions. For a thermal deuterium plasma

without the minority proton population, using either the cold or warm plasma approximation,

slow and fast waves are found with um,“ E 20. For a thermal deuterium plasma containing a

population of anisotropic high energyr protons, solutions exist with um“ a 40, as required by

above simulations. These solutions show a discrete resonant structure in wLtp. Forgiven

background plasma and n”, values of (111,”p can be found for which such solutions do not

exist. thus significantly reducing absorption of LH waves by anisotropic fast protons.
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[2 Fig.5. Solutions of dispersion retatton
7: fit ”a“

I.— N
J

in the LH range offrequencies for n, _

= 3 x it?” ind, an, = 9.9, rip/n, =

tilt, T, = TD = 5 keV. TM = 300 iceV,
a m E TFf/Tpl = 0.}, n,/n,. = 0.0!, ‘11 Eerff}

till 3 i 2 = EGG keV, Tt-rn'“: .59 keV, Tm! THE:

’3 '3 m 9.2. Cctd and warm plasma sctuttons
E E a have nwfl {3 2t} anaT are continues in.

.............................................................. mflfflp Hot plasma solutions have

n1.” 3* 35 and exist antylfor discrete

1 Virtues of tothv’flfl with a width at

increasing with 1",, and n. .

IV. CONCLUSION

We have shown evidence of coupling of LH waves to ICRF-heated MeV energy protons in

JET using measurements made with a high energy NPA. From energy balance considerations

we deduce that 30% of LH wave power is absorbed by anisotropic fast protons. We have

tested, using 1D numerical Fokker—Planck modelling, a conjecture that this coUpling is

effected by modifications of LH wave dispersion in the plasma. Espcrimental observations

are qualitatively reproduced with nnx .3: 40. Solutions of dispersion relation in the LH range

of frequencies with I1m 2 40 appear when high energyi protons are added to a thermal

deuterium plasma. These roots correspond to LH waves damping on fast protons and show a

cyclotron—like resonant structure for given background plasma parameters and n”. These

solutions disappear by adjusting either the magnetic field or the LH frequency. This result is

therefore promising for reducing the parasitic damping ofLH power on high energy protons.
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Introduction
The rapid variations of the plasma boundary characteristic of edge—localized modes (ELMs, [1])
induce sudden and large increases of the load of the JET ICRH antennae (rise time: 50 to
100m; decay: a few ms). These events are ubiquitous during the high combined power
discharges, and occur at rates of up to SD-IOUHZ. The main impact of ELMs on the antenna
properties is seen on the coupling resistance, the reactance being much less affected.
The JET ICRH plant [2] operates between 23 and SYMHZ. Its existing automatic matching
system (Fig.1, top) consists of variable stubs and line stretchers in each one of the 16
transmission lines, and adjustable generator frequency common to the four straps of each ICRH
antenna module (Maximum flflOkI-Iz in lms). The long main transmission lines (MTL, circa
80m) between each stub and antenna strap are the frequencysscnsitive elements. Under slowly
varying load conditions, this allows operation with negligible wave reflection at the generators.
Conversely during ELMy discharges, the rapid variations of the coupling resistance of each
antenna strap cannot be compensated due to the inertia of the matching stubs. The rf plant is
then unable to deliver its nominal power because of unacceptable reflection at the generator
tetrodes; in the presence of frequent ELMs, the average rf power coopled to the plasma is
thereby significantly reduced. As ELM}; operating regimes are highly relevant to ITER, it is
crucial to remove this limitation. A wide band matching system is under development at JET to
meet such demanding operating conditions [3—5]; the principle is as follows: A high
characteristic impedance line section is inserted near the antenna in each transmission line; its
length and position are adjustable (sliding impedance, in short ‘SLIMP’ , lower part ofFig. l).

Blasting system {1 may}:

tenode m number: m mD F... . .
fun: J Fig.1: Suitable addition of a prematciting sliding

manna impedance in each line converts the JET ICRH
Broadbandsysrem: transmission and matching system (top) into a
mum broadband system {bottom}. The indioes at variouswe“ as rwn at.. EJ

.. i 5

(ELtlg-{fimm manna

i'D .. g, points of tire system are used for reference in the
text. '

To first approximation, this prematching element converts the fast coupling resistance variations
on the antenna side into phase variations of the reflection coefficient on the main transmission
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line. Variations of the If frequency (at an increased rate of i300kl~lz in 0.51m) compensate
these fast phase changes near the stub, and a low reflection is achieved at the generator over a

much broader range of loads. With appropriate positioning of the SLIMLP, operation over a
wide load band takes place around four frequencies within the JET plant range; full power
delivery is allowed during most of the ELM decay. (The abrupt load increase during the ELM
rise is too fast to follow; however appropriate orientation of the tetrode anode lead trajectory
will avoid limiting the generator power during this very short time.) Moreover the prematching
SLIMP greatly reduces the line power losses. A prototype will be installed at the end of 1997.
We have studied this system using a simplified representation of the ELMy antenna load and a
simple {but accurate) analytical model. This has allowed detailed understanding of the
characteristics of the new plant configuration, calculation of design values - subject to technical
constraints .. and optimal settings for the circuit elements, and development of a control
algorithm for automatic operation. In complement, a detailed numerical model of the rf
transmission and matching system yields the sensitivity to changes in variousparameters.

Modelling of the antenna: Given a reference operating frequency and an array phasing
scenario, each strap of a JET A2 antenna can be represented [6] by an equivalent transmission
line section with the standard characteristic impedance of the transmission system (309),

terminated on a lumped resistance equal to the experimental coupling resistance. The effects of
an ELM are represented by phenomenological variations of the latter (typically from 29 before
and after the ELM up to a safe maximum of 10.9 at the ELM peak), and variations of the phase
of the strap reflection coefficient (typically increasing during the ELM rise, then decreasing by
circa 8" during the ELM fail). Any delay between straps is neglected. Fig.2 shows these
quantities as derived from fast acquisition of If signals (sampling period lfins) during a rather

mild ELM.

Analytical model: The stub and the SLlMl3 sections are very short with respect to the long
MTL, and can be assimilated to constant elements during the rapid frequency changes;
conversely the line section between SLIM? and antenna short circuit (with electrical length 145)

is found to be a critical parameter. Analysis based on these observations yields strikingly simple
results despite the number of parameters; detailed expressions will be reported elsewhere.

Detailed numerical model: I-Iere each circuit element is represented by an equivalent
transfer matrix. Several options are available for selecting the instantaneous frequency: e.g. the
existing JET feedback, minimization of the OTL vswr, simple feedback proposed for practical
automatic control (cf Figs.5-6). Characteristic curves of the new hardware are shown on

Figs.3, 5 and results of a sensitivity study on Fig.4.

Results of the analysis: (1) The theoretical performance of the system increases with .the
SLIMP characteristic impedance; a value of 105.111 has been chosen in order to maintain an
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acceptable If current density on the sliding contacts. (2) Performance decreases as the SLIM?
position recedes from the antenna, because the electrical angle 645 of line section 145 becomes
more sensitive to frequency variations. (3) The SLIMP must be connected circa (2n+l)?u’4 from

the antenna short—circuit. A distance of order 13.75m allows 4 operating frequencies (28. 36,
44 and 52 MHz for n = 3, 4. 5. 6) within the plant range. It gives a good compromise with the
previous point, and is anyway the practical position closest to the tokarnak. As the 4 straps of
each array are driven at a common frequency this distance is adjustable by 1m in order to
compensate for the differences between strap equivalent lengths. be. they intrinsic or due to a
particular phasing scenario. The distance between IDS-BBQ transition and antenna short must

be set accurately, within 2cm, before the ELMy phase. (4) Best advantage is taken of the high
impedance section making its length = (2k+1)1!4. The M4 case will be ilnplemented at JET.
requiring a variable length for the 1059 section to work. at 4 frequencies. We find very similar

theoretical performance for the alternate approach with 1: equal to the above n and a nearly fixed
18.75m SLIMP: this solution seems attractive as well. (5) There are two types of broadband
configurations, respectively with frequency increasing or decreasing when the load increases.
On the basis of the fast rf data (Fig.2), we prefer the second one: the antenna is electrically

slightly longer during most of the ELM, partly compensating the adverse effect of point (2).

The control algorithm decomposes into two parts:
1. Preset including fine tuning of the mechanical elements during an ELM-free phase. A purely
experimental assessment of the quality of configuration reached by the system would require
e.g. data acquisition over a programmed frequency scan- and their subsequent automatic
analysis. Such a procedure would be extremely tedious and costly to implement, hence we

adopt a control based on target parameters obtained from the above models. We have been able

to formulate the control of the whole system in terms of electrical signals exclusively; this was
not obvious since the distances between the two SLIMP 105—309 transitions and the

measurement points are variable. Avoiding conversions from mechanical to electrical

measurements is particularly welcome since accurate system preset is mandatory.
2. Fast frequency adjustment taking place during the ELMs‘. After numerical experiments with
several complex error signals, we have found that a linear relationship between the

instantaneous frequency and the antenna load gives good results, provided endstops are set on

the frequency deviation (Fig.5). The coefficients are calculated from measurements of the ELM-

free preset values reached by the system.

Conclusions .
The new wide band matching system developed for JET will significantly increase the ability to
couple ICRH power in presence of frequent ELMs; the reduction of power dissipation in the
transmission lines will also improve the plant reliability thanks to a lower demand on the
generator tetrodes. Applied to ITER. this system will give access to a broader range of
interesting operational regimes at high auxiliary heating power.
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Introduction Second—harmonic heating of tritium (tosicT) is one of the major schemes for

heating reactor-relevant plasmas with waves in the ion cyclotron range of frequencies (I CRF).

Important aspects of the scheme have been explored on JET using second and higher

harmonic heating in plasmas with ICRF heating alone. and in high-performance Hotdon I—l-

modes and optimised shear plasmas with combined neutral beam injection (NBI) and ICRF

heating. In high-perfonnance discharges ICRF heating. tuned to macaw: 2mED near the plasma

centre, leads to increased ion heating and DD—fusion reactivity. which is attributed to the

second-harmonic damping of ICRF on deuterium beam ions. Since in higher harmonic

heating the absorption strength, and thus the ICRF power partition among different absorbing

species, depends strongly on the distribution function, such scenarios are particularly

challenging to model.

Numerical tools ICRP heating in JET at harmonics ofthe ion cyclotron frequency (to a: mag,

ui‘eE) has been analysed with PION [1] and FIDO [2] codes. PION is a self-consistent

calculation of ICRF power deposition and velocity distribution of the resonating ions. In order

to take into account the deuterium beam ion distribution function. which is important in

analysing high-performance JET discharges. NBI source terms have been included in PION.

Finite-orbit-width effects are taken into account in' PION by noting that the fast ions have

turning points close to the cyclotron resonance and by averaging the collision coefficients

over those orbits.

Comparison with distribution functions measured by the high-energy neutral particle analyser

(NPA) [3] is facilitated by the Monte-Carlo code FIDO. The code calculates the fast—ion

distribution function in the presence of ICRF waves, including radial transport and effects due

to finite orbit widths. At present, the code does not include NBI source terms.
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ICRH of high—performance discharges To illustrate the effects of ICRH heating in high-

performauce JET discharges, we concentrate here on a 313/1111!3 .451” optimised shear discharge

with 16 MW of N31 and 6 MW of ICRF power (discharge 38437, Fig. 1). A single lCRl:

frequency of 51.2 MHZ is used in the (lads: phasing of the RF antennae (Le. it” a: 9 m'l).

Comparison between the simulated and experimental [JD—neutron yield RNT is shown in

Fig. 2. Simulations with PION, using measured plasma parameters as input, have been done

both with and without taking ICRF heating into account. Without ICRH, the simulated Rm is

about 35% lower than the measured RNT. With ICRH, reasonably good agreement is obtained

assuming aH Mo = 2.5%, in rough agreement with experimental estimates (direct

measurement of MH flan in the ICRF heating region is lacking).

The sensitivity of the simulated Rm to the hydrogen concentration is also shown in Fig. 2.

The simulated Eur depends rather strongly on nH /”n which determines the ICRF power

partition between deuterons and hydrogen. When ”a /aD decreases, the fraction of ICRF

power absorbed by deuterons increases [Fig 3(a)}. According to PION simulations, deuterons

typicallyr absorb 30—60% of the total ICRF power. The secondmharrnonic deuteron absorption

gives rise to significantly greater bull: ion heating in the plasma centre as compared with NBI

alone [Fig 3(b)]. The increaSe in Rm and bulk ion heating due to ICRH, observed both in

Hot—ion H-modes and optimised shear plasmas, depends on the level of applied ICRF power,

phasing of the RF antennae, and spreading of the cyclotron resonance [4]. With 2H3 MW of

MR)? power using either multiple frequencies (instead of 6 MW using single frequency as

above) or it i 2 phasing Ur“ e 4 m“‘), the highmenergj,r deuteron tail is minimised (nonvthermal

contribution to Rm is small) and more efficient bull: ion heating is obtained [4].

ICRH-only plasmas Good heating efficiency and transition into H-mode confinement have

been obtained with ICRF heating alone at meZcicH. PION simulations for discharge 39916

show good agreement between the simulated and experimental fast-ion energy content

[Fig 4(a)]. The experimental fashion energyr content is obtained by calculating the difference

between two different measures of the plasma stored energy {1]. The experiments were done

shortly after a restart of the machine when the hydrogen concentration was still high. In our

simulations we assume nH /nD = 10%, again in rough agreement with experimental estimates.

The fashion energy content simulated with the FIDO code for discharge 39916 is also in

agreement with the experiment. Furthermore, preliminary results from FIDO show reasonable

agreement between the simulated and measured proton distribution functions [Figure 4(b)].
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The simulated distribution function decreases sharply at E w 1 MeV' because wavgpaflicle

interaction, which is proportional to IE+J1 (kip)+E_J3(kip)[2, almost vanishes at this

point. Here, It, is the component of the wave vector perpendicular to the background

magnetic field, p is the Lannor radius, J, is the Bessel function of first kind, and E, and E_

are the left—hand and right-hand components of the electric field, respectively.

According to PION simulations for ICRF heating at tossZoicfl, hydrogen absorbs about 95% of

the total ICRF power, and the rest goes to direct electron damping. Most (85—90%) of the

power absorbed by hydrogen is transferred collisionally to electrons. Since the plasma current

is lovv {1.6 MA) and very energetic ions are created, finite-orbit-width effects play an

important role in the discharge. Due to these efiects the profile of the collisional power

transfer is broader than the power absorption profile (Fig. 5).

The importance of tail formation on the distribution function of the resonating ions for power

partition is even more clearly demonstrated in ICRF heating experiments with (cashew. PION

simulations for ICRF heating at onesSoJcD show reasonably.F good agreement between the

measured and simulated Rm (in these experiments the record Rsr of 9 x10]5 neutronsfs on
her for ICRH alone was obtained) and fast-ion energy content [5]. Due to tail fflm‘latifln,
deuteron absorption is enhanced: in the beginning of the discharge damping on thermal

deuterons is negligible as compared to competing absorption mechanisms, while in the high-

power phase when the deuteron tail formation has taken place, deuterons absorb up to 80—-

85% of the total ICRF power.

Conclusions Analysis of JET discharges with ICRF heating at m as norm, r232, shows that

the theoretical picture of wave propagation and tail formation on which PION is based, is

generally correct. This gives confidence in simulations of other experiments in JET and in

modelling ICRF heating schemes for future reactor plasmas.
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D F H Start, V Bergeaud, L—G Eriksscn, B Gayral*, C Gcrmezanc, and M Mantsinen”

JET Jcint Undertaking, Abingdcn, OXON. 0X14 SEA, United Kingdcm.
* Eccle Pclytechnique, Palaiseau, France.

”Alec at Helsinki University 0fTechn010gy, Ass. EURATOM-Tekes. 02150 Esp00, Finland.

INTRODUCTION. The auxiliary heating 0n ITER is likely t0 be a ccmbinaticn 0f neutral
beams (NB), i0n cycictrcn heating (ICRH) and electrcn cyclctrcn heating (ECH). Of these,
only ICRH is capable 0fpredcminantly heating the bulk i0ns in the plasma centre either 0n the
rcute t0 igniticn 0r during a driven-burn scenaric. In the ITER Detailed Design Repcrt (DDR)
[1], simulaticns are made f0r equal i0n and electrcn heating by the auxiliary p0wer. The aim 0f

. this paper is 10 investigate the efficacy 0f bulk i0n heating and t0 see how the ICRI-I scenaric
might be 0ptimised, and the path t0 igniticn best chcsen, t0 achieve pcwer equipartiti0n.

ION CYCLOTRON HEATING SIMULATIONS. The PION ccde {2] is used t0 calculate
the pcwer abscrpticn and the fast i0n tail fermaticn in a self-ccnsistent way. In additicn m0re
than me rescnance layer fcr a single i0n species can be treated. A preliminary ccmpariscn 0f

fundamental deiterium (00D) and seccnd harmcnic tritium (200T) ICRH scenarics shcwed the
latter t0 be the mcre effective due t0 the strenger cyclctrcn damping ccmpared t0 direct
electrcn abscrpticn. Ccnscquently, cnly results fcr the 209T scheme are given in this paper.
The i0n heating is 0ptimised by several methcds. Tw0 frequencies, 531MHz and 54hfl-Iz, are

used t0 spread the pcwer depcsiticn and ccntrcl the tail energy whilst maintaining central
heating. The ratic 0f the input pcwer levels at these frequencies is chcsen t0 maximise the
fracticn 0f the input pcwer, Py’PRF, transferred ccllisicnally t0 the maj crity icns. A deuterium

t0 tritium ratic, D1T = 30:?0, is alsc used t0 reduce the trit0n energy whilst maintaining a high
fusicn rate. The parallel wavevect0r is chcsen t0 be kg; ~ 3m'1 10 reduce direct damping 0f the
fast wave 011 electrcns by ELI) and TTMP.
Typical heating prcfiles are shcwn in fig 1 f0r PR1: = SOMW, neg = 6x1019m“3 and Tec ==
17keV. The i0n heating fracticn fcr this case is 70% 0f the input pcwer. Placing the tw0
rescnances at rfa = 0.05 (56.9h/fl-Iz) and at rla = 0.25 (53.3MIIz) gives a central, flat-tcpped
icn heating pewer density prcfile. The input pcwer is divided in the ratic 0f 15019! at
56.9hrfiiz and 35W at 53.3MI-Iz. The trit0ns abscrb 70% 0fPR1': inside rKa = 0.5.
The inset t0 fig 1 shcws the sensitivity 01“ the direct electrcn damping t0 kg}. At kg; = 3.1m"1

this prccess takes 10% 0f the pcwer. The abscrpticn rises with increasing 19y t0 30% at Sm“1.

The results 01? many calculaticns f0r different values 0f 118D and Ten are plctted as ccntcurs 0f
c0nstant i0n heating fracticn t0 allcw the effect 0f varying the path t0 igniticn t0 be readily

seen. Ccntcurs fer 50W 0f ICRH are shcwn in fig 2. The ccntcur label is the ratio Pii’PR'F.

Alsc shcwn in fig 2 are tw0 r0utes 10 igniticn. That labelled KWG is a calculaticn by Kinsey
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using the Weilandqzdar-Drake transport model[3] and 50W of neutral beams. The
excursion of Teo to a value exceeding that during the burn phase is characteristic of this path
and can reach 1.5Teo(burn)[31. This path is not good for ion heating.
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The path labelled 'direct' is a straight line from ohmic heating, with “so I 3.5x1019m“3, Teo =
SkeV, to ignition with nan ~ IxIOZOm‘3 and Ten ~ 35keV, as in the ITER Nominal Ignited
Scenario (case N). On such a path the fraction of ion heating from the ICRI-I is about 70% in

the case of 50W injection and around 40% when the power is raised to 100W.

A transport code utilising the PION results is used to investigate paths closer to the 'direct‘

path and the results are presented in the following section.
OPTMISING THE PATH TO IGNITIGN. The transport code used for this study includes

ohmic heating, ICRH, N31 and err-particle heating and takes account of losses due to

Bremstrahlung and synchrotron radiation. The 1-D heat diflfusion equation is solved with are =

x0( 5 + 2(n’a)2 + 10(n’a)‘S ) and iii “alga. The value 11:0 is adjusted to give the required H89?

factor, as in DDR. There is experimental evidence that the H—factor is related to the the power

above threshold, at least for type 3 ELMs. An example from JET is strewn in Fig 3 for H-

minority ICRH in which the power is ramped slowly through the threshold value. The H—factor

(without the fast ion content) rises to H89P : 1.7 at 20.5sec, At this time the power is about

20% above threshold. A small jump to H89P = 1.8 occurs as type 1 ELMs appear and a

firrther increase to 2.2 takes place in the ELM-free phase. Simiiar results are found with N'BI.

In our calculations the I-I-factor and the densityr evolutions are prescribed. This fixes the net

total power input, POI-1 + Paux + PU; - Prad: during the H—mode. The code runs with feeback
on Paux to follow the not total power waveform as the or—power and radiation losses evolve.
The ion density and Zefi‘ are determined by 2% Be impurity and the production of He ash.
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are given in Fig. 4. The value of Item increases
as
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firom 3x1019m'3 to 6x1019mf3 in fisec at which
time the I-I-mode transiition is imposed. The H-

factor rises to HBQP = 1.3 as “so reaches lxlOZUm“3, approximately the Greenwald limit. The
threshold and net total input power waveforms are shown in fig 5.
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Dun'ng the L-mode, 50W of ICRH is applied
followed by a' stepped waveform of beam power

to produce the H—mode at 6sec with a total auxiliary power close to IDOMW. The beam power
is reduced to 30W by the feedback as the otepower increases (see fig 5). At the H—mode the
D:T ratio is changed from 30:70 to 50:50 over 4sec.
The path on the neg; Teo plane is shown in fig 6 and proceeds as follows. With 50W of
ICRH , Teo rises to 1?keV and Tio to 14keV. As the density reaches 5x1019m‘3, just before
the first NBI step, the ion heating power is SSMW (see fig 5). The first beam step maintains a
constant temperature as net, rises to 6x1019m'3. The second NBI step produces initially a fast
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rise in Tm and much a smaller increment in Tio- Thereafter the linear rise in not power and the
linear increase in H-factor produce a straight -line path to the operating density of lirlllmm'3 .
The ion heating in the driven steady state is 31MW (25W RF + 6W N131) out of a total
additional heating power of 84W (PilPauir = 37%).
The above is a simulation of a driven burn scenario and is used to assess the effect of ion
heating in the steady state phase in the next section. The route to an ignited plasma is similar
with the H—factor rising to 2.4 and the density to 1.3x1020m'3-
ION HEATING IN DRIVEN BURN p,,,,,rpHF{v,]
SCENARIDS. In this regime the _ above 150 I go I tip I 50 I Ia . too
calculations show that 50W of ICRH Driven mode

. . 14 n,= reaffirms ,
power will deliver around 25W of power Hagp=is
to the ions. The remaining power is
predominantly absorbed directly by the
electrons. The fusion power is 950W,
alpha power is 190W, the radiation is
1’0d and the Q-value is 113?.
A sensitivity test was carried out by
converting part of the ICRH ion heating to ? N D

JG
QT

ZD
EP

BC

a l 13 1'5
electron heating without changing the siren, (5’0)
heating profile shape, This produced only Fig 5’ Q‘vaiare versus ion healingflaction.

minimal changes in m for a given H—factor.
The results are shown in fig 'l where the Q value is plotted against both the ratio PiRFmRF
and the ratio Pi/Ptot = (PiRF +PiNB)/(PRF + PNB + POL). From pure electron heating to pure
ion heating by the ICRF the Q value increases by a factor of 1.5.
CONCLUSIONS As a lay-product of the calculations we note that the central power
deposition (fig. 1), compared with a flat profile, as in fig 2.6-3 in DDR for N131, enhances the
H—factor by ~l{l% for the same transport coefficients. Such a flat profile with little bulk. ion
heating gives a Q value ~83 compared with Q = 11.":r for our case with combined heating.
The present calculations have shown that the fraction of the additional heating power
deposited on the bulk ions is close to 40% with combined heating in driven-burn operation.
Optimisation of the ICRF parameters to maximise the power to the bulk ions and selecting
appropriate density and power waveforms can bring the path to ignition close to the line of
70% ion heating by 50W of ICRF power. The power needed for the direct route is ~10%
higher than for the KWG—type path but a large swing in Teo at low neg is avoided.
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Plasma viewing in JET using endoscopes and a detailed design for ITER
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1. The new endoscope viewing system on JET

Video cameras were fitted to the JET tokamak in 1994 to provide detailed views of the newly—
installed divertor and a wide-angle view of the inside of the torus in real time. Immediate
visual information on the position of the plasma within the vessel (and possible regions of
interaction with the wall), and on the strike-point positions in the divertor proved extreme
usefiil for the operations staff. However, there were two limitations to the viewing. Firstly, the
wide-angle view was limited by the location of the camera, which was within one of the
horizontal ports approximately 1.5 metres from the first—wall: a computer-generated image of
the torus seen through the port from the camera is shown in Figure 1(a). Secondly, the views
of the divertor were obtained from ports at the top of the machine, which allowed complete
views of the floor of the divertor used during 199435 (Mk I). However, the 1996:“? (ML: II)
and planned fiiture divertors have a more closed aspect and strike points may be on the side
walls, so a complete view is not possible from the top ports.

flags 1 (a) can drawing of the wide-angle view of JET from 1994-5. (b) CAD drawing of the view obtained
with the endoscope installed in June 1996.
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The ideal position from which to obtain both wide-angle and divertor views is just inside the
vessel near the outer midplane, however cameras cannot be placed at such points. Instead a re-
entrant tube has been fitted to a flange which projects beyond the vessel support structure: the
tube ends in a sapphire window at the ideal viewing point. An optical relay (endoscope)
system has been constructed to allow cameras mounted outside this flange to view through the
window. The window is in the shadow of an outer poloidal limiter which protects it from the
plasma, and is. covered by a shutter during vessel conditioning treatments such as glow
discharge cleaning and Be evaporation. A sketch of the endoscope is shown in Figure 2.

1H signings Figure 2 Sketch of. the JET endoscope
camera

Spectroscopic
camera Vacuum assv.

Window shield

The endoscope allows three difi'erent views into the toms; a wide-angle view and detailed
views of the divertor in the visible and in the infra-red. Each of these views is accomplished via
a separate set of relay lenses within the endoscope, and the assembly is water-cooled to
maintain the mechanical stability required to give high resolution images. A computer-
generated diagram of the wide-angle view is shown in Figure 1(b), and the improvement over
the previous view (Figure 1(a)) is obvious: approximately one-third of the interior of the
vessel is visible. The small rectangle towards the bottom ofFigure 103) shows the field ofview
of the camera viewing the divertor in the visible range: this camera is fitted with a filter so that
light of one specific wavelength is recorded (currently the C11 line at 653 nm). The field of
view in the infra-red is split into two halves, one giving a close-up of the inner half of the
divertor floor, and one of the outer half, but at the present time the infrared camera is still
viewing from the top of the toms whilst an improved image processing package is developed.

A colour wide—angle view and a close-up of the divertor in CH light are recorded for every
pulse. From the wide-angle view one can
I verify plasma equilibrium and identify major hot-spots
0 study qualitatively the location ofELM interactions outside the divertor
I monitor UFOs and look for first wall component failures
I detect high levels of visible bremstrahlung emission from the core associated with high

performance discharges (e.g. optimised shear regime)
I diagnose density limits due to MARFE formation and disruptions

A typical frame from the divertor—viewing camera is shown in Figure 3. The strike points are
clearly visible, and radiation can also be seen from the inner diveror leg extending to the X-
point. The divertor view is used to study the positions of the strike points, the occurrence of
detachment and ELM activity in the divertor.
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Fi ure 3
View of the
divertor
recorded in
CH light
during
a IET pulse

2. A design of an endoscope system for ITER

The views provided by'the endoscope system are invaluable for the team operating the JET
tokamak, and it is equally important that there should be a real-time view of the plasma in
ITER. However, the present JET endoscope is based solely on refractive optics, and the lenses
would not survive for long in the high neutron (and y-ray) fluxes close to the first—wall of
ITER. An outline design for a system to view the interior of ITER from the outer tnidplane
has been produced which uses reflective optics near the first-wall, changing to refractive optics
at some distance into the shielding.

The design uses a concave aspheric mirror as the first element (Figure 4), and a catadioptric
telescope (Figure 5) to produce a planar image to relay via conventional diffractive optics to
the cameras which are located behind the shielding wall. A high resolution wide—angle view
inside the vessel can be obtained for the assessment of the plasma, and the same optics can be
used to examine closely any parts of the first—wall that appear to interact strongly with the
plasma, and to view into the divertor. Figure 6(a) is a simulated image of the interior of ITER,
and the approximately semi-circular lines show the view obtained at different included angles
for the aspheric mirror. Figure 6(b) shows an expansion of the optimum angle for viewing the
outer divertor leg, whilst the optimum view into the inner leg is shown in Figure 6(c).

Conclusions

A new endoscope system has been installed on JET which gives greatly improved udde—angle
and divertor piasma viewing at high resolution. Similar real-time viewing of the ITER plasma
may be possible using an aspheric mirror as the first optical component. The. critical issues
which control the resolution obtainable in ITER are the mechanical tolerances and" stability
that can be acheived on assembly and maintained long-term in the high radiation levels, and the
thermal stability of the endoscope system. The next step is therefore to build a prototype
system which is as close as feasible to the ITER configuration that can be tested in the
laboratory and then installed on JET.
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Figure 6 (a) Simulated wide-angle view inside the ITER vessel. (b) and (o) Views into the divertor.
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Parallel electric resistivity in the Tore Supra Tokamak
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1. Introduction.
The issue of determining precisely the parallel resisitivity in a tokamak discharge has

recently become more crucial on devices equipped with a large number of current drive
beatings such as Tore Supra [1]. The non-inductive current density profile determination is
indeed essential for understanding current drive experiments and ultimately for implementing
current profile control. The analysis of non-inductive current profiles generated by external
(Lower Hybrid waves. Fast Wave Electron Heating. ...) or internal sources (i.e. bootstrap
current) can be undertaken accurately only if the inductive current is predicted with a
sufficient precision.

This paper focuses on the experimental validation of resisitivity analytic models using
a complete data set of Tore Supra ohmic discharges. The first step is to validate for Tore
Supra the analytical neoclassical corrections prescribed by Hirshman [2] and commonly used
on present large devices [3, 4. 5]. However, this calculation is valid only in the limit of low
collisionality (We-cl) for moderate inverse aspect ratio (e=afRu<0.3). In a second step. the
experimental conductivity profile is therefore compared to a more complete formula given in
the original I-Iirshman theory [6] and to a more recent analytic formulation by Shaing [’i]
valid for arbitrary collisionality. aspect ratio and plasma [3. Finally, the resolts of this analysis
are discussed with regard to the neoclassical parallel transport theory.

2. Validity of the trapped particle corrections for the resistivity .
The question whether the Spiteer resistivity model alone or with trapped particle

corrections [2] best describes the parallel electric field properties in a tokamak plasma has
often been controversial. The trend given in the litterature is that the neoclassical corrections
are necessary in large devices [3, 4. 5} to account for the" measured ohmic current profiles.
The validity of neoclassical conductivity on Tore Supra has been tested by computing the
loop voltage for steady state ohmic discharges with the Spitzer and neoclassical conducvities
U by:

R.Ip
Wcalc) 7- a

[limit
n

where Ip. a and R are the total current. the minor and major radii respectively.
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The comparison with the measured loop 12 1- %,
voltage (fig 1) shows that the plasma resistivity 1 __ 9b
is in fair agreement (within iZOEe) with the E
prediction of neoclassical theory over a wide .3. 0'3 '"' ”912.1%?
range of plasma parameters (Ip--fl.4 to 1.? MA; 3 0.6 .- a g
eneb=1.5 to 5.1019 m3; and 131121.31 to 4.0 T). g «“83
This result underlines the importance of trapped g M -_ o 19%
particle corrections on Tore Supra like on other {3.2 --
large devices such as DULD [3], JT—fifl [4] or g : t 1 : y :
TFTR [5]. The lack of clear experimental 0 0.2 0.4 [15 [lg 1 1.2
observations of the trapped particle effect to the amp (mag) [11}
electrical conductivity in small tokamaks may
be due to their larger aspect ratio (Eta) and to Fig I: Comparison between the measured and
their higher collisionality. the calculated loop voltage for neoclassical

(circles) and Spitz-er {squares} resistivitt'es.

3. Comparison of the predicted and experimental conductivity profiles.
Even though the neoclassical conductivity is validated in section 2 using integrated

quantites, a validation of the conductivity requires a systematic comparison of the predicted
and experimental profiles at each radius.

The method for calculating the experimental cenductivity profile is based on the
determination of the ohmic parallel electric field profile E]; deduced from the time derivative
of the poloidal flux computed by a time sequence of equilibria reconstructions [S] from the
IDENT—D code These reconstructions are constrained by poloidal flux measurements from
the magnetic and polarimetric diagnostics and by kinetic pressu_re measurements from
Thomson scattering, interferometry and the line average 2—eff from the visible

Bremsstrah lung diagnostic. The experimental resistivity is then determined by:
s (Eli‘s:

U explP) = m;
where c: 2: denotes the flux surface average operator and p the toroidal flux coordinate. The

uncertainty in np arises mainly from the equilibrium reconstruction. Typical error bars on

{3.1-}:- (15%) and on (EB:- (10%) [9] lead to an uncertainty of about 25% on the

experimental determination of the parallel conductivity.
The experimental conductivity profile is compared with three analytical formulations

of the parallel conductivity. The first is the analytic expression from I-lirshman—I-Iawyluk«
Birge [21 used in the proceeding section. It uses one specy (the electron) and precise the
dependence with the effective charge 2 for all regimes of collisionality. However, except in
the banana regime, it is restricted to small inverse aspect ratios and therefore to low
collisionality. The second formulation is computed from the Hirshman and Sigmar theory [6}
This theory can accommodate to any number of species and give an expression of the viscous
coefficients for each regime of collisionality. Then, it presents a prescription for the viscosity
coefficients that is continuously valid throughout the three collisionality regimes. However,
this expression is still restricted to low inverse aspect ratios and poloidal B. In thethird

analytic expression Shaing {7], the plasma viscosity coefficients are given for all regimes of
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collisionality and can accommodate to any number of species, plasma shape and aspect ratio
or poloidal B. It uses a Fourier harmonics expansion of the R. and Z coordinates to express the
magnetic field components for non axisymmetric plasmas. This model is otherwise still
restricted to low poloidal rotation velocity (no orbit squeezing) and thin banana orbits
compared to the gradient scale length. All three analytical formula use the full integral
expression for the trapped particle fraction [9].

The predicted conductivities are determined using the temperature profiles from
——

Thomson scattering and the Zeff from the visible Bremsstrahlung diagnostic. Both are

consistent with the total pressure profile (from TE, Zeff = I, “i-zizt'tne and Ti) and the
nae

diamagnetic energy content used for the equilibrium reconstruction. In addition, to prevent
any spurious effects related to the internal relaxations. the data are averaged over a large
number of sawtooth periods (typically 20) over a time slice of at least one second.

The data base used in this analysis gathers two density scan in deuterium and helium
of ohmic discharges with BT=3.9T and two current plateau of 1.6MA. The comparison
between the measured and the predicted conductivities is undertaken in the steady state phase
at least 2 second after the beginning of the current plateau. -

Conductivity [x167 Ohmm} Conductivity [x103 0hm.m]
Ll Banana regime I “'1 . :_—- Banana regime

l.
5 - i ....... Hirsh. anal. 6 _ 1 ..-... HiI'Sh- anal.'t — - H1rsh. formula. __ Hirsh. formula.1 _ — - Shamg formula. 5 _. ‘- — .' Shaing formula.6 . - -— exp. \\ _ ......... exp.

_' "I."- . 19 -3' -mes-=22 10 m 4 jg; __ _ anen=5 1019 m 3

4 - 3 —
. VII

\- 2 -
2 "‘ Plateau regime

1 -' .f, Plateau regime

0 ' I I I 0 _I I I I
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6

radius [111] radius [m]
Fig 2a and lb: Experimental conductivity profile (hold) compared with the three models described in the paper
at iow and high average densityfor two heiittm discharges. The analyticaiformaia from Hirshman {dots} {2}
does not match the experimental conductivity in the plateau regime (Vie-i).

Conductivity profiles are compared on figure 2a and 2b for two- ohmic helium
discharges at low and high density (<ne>=2.2.1019 and 5.1019 m-3) respectively and with an
inverse aspect ratio of 0.33. Both measured and predicted conductivity have been "computed
with the same equilibrium data.
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At low density (i.e. low collisionality) the simplified analytic conductivity of
Hirshman is valid almost throughout the plasma. At higher density the electrons are
becoming more collisional and this analytic conductivity model no longer holds. This is
consistent with the fact that this model assumes low collisionality and is therefore restricted
to the banana regime. On the other hands, both formulations from the Hirshman original
model and Shaing correctly match the experimental conductivity profile within. the error bars
(of the order of i25%) at any average density. Systematic diffrences are observed between
these two models and the experimental conductivity. The two models under-estimate the
experimental conductivity at mid-radius. These systematic discrepancies can be accounted for
by the measurement of the Zeff profile which is assumed constant and egal to the line
integrated value 2—5}; throughout the plasma radius. The same conclusions hold for

deuterium discharges.
Systematic differences between the Shaing and Hirshman formula are also observed at

mid-radius. In this region, the Shaing formula predicts smaller conductivity than the
Hirshman formula. This could be esplained by the low inverse aspect ratio approximation
used in the Hirshman model for the calculation of the viscous coefficients whereas E for the
studied discharges is 0.33. However, more precise measurements of the current density
profile are still required to distinguish experimentaly between these two models.

4. Conclusions
This systematic analysis of the conductivity shows that the analytical conductivity

formula determined by Hirshman [2] cannot be used in general to predict the ohmic current
profile in Tore Supra in particular in the center of the discharges. Due to the high inverse
aspect ratio, high plasma I3, and shape of the majority of today’s devices, viscous coefficients
must be predicted by more complete formula than those given in the Hirshman theory [6]. In
addition, this study, together with other on the bootstrap current [8], supports that the
generalized Ohm's law is valid along the field lines as predicted by the neoclassical transport
theory.
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Pellet Fuelling Efficiency as a function of the Launching Location
B. Pégourie, L. Garzotti

Association EURATOM—CEA snr is Fusion Contrdiée,
C. E. Cadarache, BIOS Saint-Pani-icz-Darance, France

1 — Introduction
Pellet injection is promising for fuelling and density control. For this reason, it is

planned to equip ITER with pellet injectors. However, with conventional technics, deep
fuelling requires unrealistic velocities. Recently, a major break-through has been done in
ASDEX-U by showing that the penetration increases by =1.6 (and the fuelling efficiency
by #3) by launching the pellets from the High Field Side (HP-S) [1]. This is because the
ablatant, once ionized, drifts across the magnetic field (B) in the direction of the major radius
(R). Indeed, due to the inhomogenous magnetic field, electrons and ions drift vertically in
opposite directions. A charge separation results, thus a vertical electric field of the order of
CEOJZBUR, where t is the time and C5 the ablatant sonic speed. The ablatant is then

accelerated in the direction of the major radius, with an acceleration (350}2 JR [2]. The time

available for incorporation to the background plasma is then a .[EJLPR/e: C5 3. for pellets

launched from the low field side (Ll-TS) and = . (2(2a — hp)R /-:: C5 >, where a is the discharge
minor radius, for pellets launched from the HFS. The higher fuelling efficiency of HFS
launched pellets is due to the longer time available for homogenization in this geometry.

2 - Calculation of the ablation profile and of the source of matter
To compute the source, one must account for: 1) the existence of a poorly confined

region at the plasma periphery. The particles deposited in this region have a high probability
(the profile of which is Mp), where p is the minor radius) to recycle on the wall. They are then
re-injected with a profile 11(1)) and a fuelling efficiency Ear equal to those of gas puff
(Ecr- = 5+15‘iin). Practically, we used a width d=8cm for n(p) and the profile calculated by
the recycling code [3] for mm. 2) the outward displacement of the ablatant, which is
estimated from the time Th required for incorporation to the plasma [4]. Indeed, the distance on

2
which a plasmoid is spread is: A == th e: C5 >2 /2R, Le. a 10-:- 25cm. The corresponding
deposition profile 7 MR’ - R) is deduced from the time histo of the density increase of the
plasma calculated in [4].

The instantaneous source of particles (in parts'm) .
can then be written as: S(p’)=j31§;(p,p’)dp, where ' {V
5111(p, p’) = 51M + an, a the number of particles ablated _ 4’) b p
at p and deposited at [3’ (see Figure 1). The number of -p'
particles deposited during the outward motion is hard.
The part which has not been incorporated recycles on the i p
wall. Its contribution to the source, which can be
important, is 61111.. One has:
five = N1,[1- e(p)]~r,,(n'— 11v where NP a the
ablation rate, and
8v.- ={Np/Vpwtfirrdoll—np’flmp’)sap. The
ablation rate is calculated with the NGPS ablation model Figure 1: Calculation of 61p“
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. ' _ 2+[5]. NF —e4-t'tn5rp rpm“

radius and velocity. From the source profile S(p’), one has the pellet fuelling efficiency:

el. = 3] S(p’)dp’/4itn5rp3.
When computing the ablation rate for pellets launched from the HFS, one must pay

attention to the fact that the ablatant drifts in frgnt 9f the pellet and cools the plasma. The
cooling is estimated from the ahlatant motions (radial and poloidal, see [4]) and from the typical
temperature gradient length around the sheet of ablated material = sleuth , where In is the
plasma transverse diffusivity. This modification of the plasma characteristics in front of the
pellet is the main phenomenon responsible for the increase of the penetration in the case of
pellets launched from the HFS.

, where 115 is the density of solid deuterium and rp and VP the pellet

3 - Comparison with
5 I I 5 experimental results

(a) (b) The simulation of the
ASDEX—U experiment is displayed in

4 - - -— 4 Figure 2, where the ablation rate
g hip/VP and source S are plotted
"E 3 _ HFS _ .. LFS 3 versus {3’/a. The pellet and plasma
in parameters are. IP = 1mm,

Q 2 __ __ 2 Vp2130mr‘s; RT-T-l.65m;
E .

'2“ I a=0.5m.; elongation 16:21.7;

"'3 1 __ __ __ 1 neithmltlmm"3 a n d
' _ Tam) = 2.75keV. For B = 0

.h L 3" i": (Fig.2b), the calculated penetration
0 3 ' M" "‘ U and fuelling efficiency are It = 7cm

~l.00 40.75 -0.50 0.50 0.?5 1.00 ' P
and. 8? "—r 14% (the measurements are

P133 p'fa 6+9cm and 8+13%, respectively).
Figure 2: Simulation of the ASDEXZU For the HFS (Fig.2a), one finds
experiment: ablation rate (fuii line) and source 9;, £120,111 and E? = 42% (the
ofparticles (dotted-dashed line). p
(a):High Field Side; (to: Low Field Side. measurements are 9+14cm and

30+ 55%). The cooling of the
plasma is seen on the behaviour of

hip/VP which is strongly lowered for |p’/al50.90. The drift is also responsible for the
deeper source location: the effective deposition depth, a: Ftp :9, is =13cm for the HFS (one has
1:: 0'13 new Ftp), when it is only micm for the LFS {-c: it? “a: Tip £2).

The importance of the plasma cooling and of the poloidal location of the launching point
- 0 — can be appreciated in Figure 3 where Ftp, s: hp :2: and E? are plotted versus 0. The
vertical bars at 3:0 and see: are the ASDEXHU' measurements [1]. In Fig.3a, the
comparison of penetrations with and without plasma cooling - hp and 1‘m respectively -
shows that, for E} = it. Ftp is almost twice what it would be in the absence of cooling
(hp/1pm = 2). This effect depends on the ratio of the pellet and plasma contents and
decreases with decreasing rp. The effective deposition depth - <1“ hp 3.. - increases smoothly
with 9. As long as the penetration remains small (ItP E A), the drift is efficient enough for
e: Ftp :5 to be larger than hp. This effect depends on A/RP and decreases with increasing hp.
The fuelling efficiencies with and without plasma cooling _ all and Epmc - are plotted versus 8
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in Fig.3b. Here also, the plasma cooling plays a major role since one has eP(rI:)/ep(0) e 3 and
ammo/sawd-

0.20

sip
:-

; it
?

(In
)

4:3 E
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Figure 3: Performances vs. location of the launching pointfor the ASDEX- U
parameters. (a): penetration and source eflective depth; (is): fuelling efiicieney.
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lvlnfl
Figure 4: Feeding eficiency vs.
penetration depth for Tore Supt-e.

The drift is also responsible for the
increase of op with RF in the case of pellets
launched from the LFS. This effect is well
documented in ref.[6}. In Figure 4. EF is
displayed versus hp for the Tore Supra
database. The full lino is tho model prediction.
It is found that eP depends essentially on 2.1,
and, to a lesser extent. on the peaking factors
of the density and temperature profiles.

4 - Application to a reactor
grade device

The influence of the drift on the
fuelling of a reactor has been studied by
running the model with parameters close to
those planned for ITER. They are: rp = 4min;
VP =1.5kmfs; RT =3m; a=3m.; 1s = 1.6;

nfl(0)=1.-’-l:><1020m_3 and Te(0)=22keV.
The results are displayed in Figure 5. The increase of the performances when launching the
pellets from the HFS is less pronounced than for ASDEX—U. This is due to the lower values of
both the ratio of the pellet and plasma contents and A/hp. which'are =0.06 and 0.07+0.10
for ITER. and #015 and 0.15 +0.3 for ASDEX—U. The benefit is nevertheless significant
since. between 0 w 0 and 0 = 1m. hp and eP increase by =35%. and a: lisp :> by. =25.
* However. to launch a pellet from the HFS requires a strongly curved guide-tube and it
is not sure that velocities in the range of lkrnls are allowed in such a geometry. Roughly, the
innest location at which pellets can be launched at full velocity is 0 = n f 2, for which one has
at. = 84% and s: hp :2 20cm. Advantage will be taken from launching pellets at 0 = It only if
these performances are improved. The required parameters are shown in Figure 6 where the
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curves SE = cp(1.5kmfs;1t/2) and a: RP :>=<t hp 2: (1.5kmfsm/2] are displayed in the

{ rp >< VP} plane. As long as the plasma perturbation is kept at a constant level (i.e. for a given
pellet radius), a minimum velocity of =800mr’s is required to reach performances comparable to
those obtained at 0 = a: I 2. To reach sP 2 90% and c: hp be 50cm would require, even at

VP =1.51<mr‘s, to increase rp by 30% (Le. to double the pellet mass, and thus the plasma
perturbation). It must be noticed that. in this calculation, it has been introduced neither the
influence of ELMs (which could increase it). nor the additionnal heating due to the presence of

hot ions (ICRH or N131, which could increase CS ).

1'0 l | l: l | l | I

a 0.8 _ K

E 0 6 flap : ’3?s. - — : — E -
sen“ : w
h“ 0.4- : ................................7.: Dr“ "H
sen .............1L """""""""" l , ............
V 0.2 .— P "LN.” — *5. _

- .........‘1 7‘s}? : 0‘4 d1p3>=20cn1__hsp=34%_
[Li] I I I1 I I I | | I ‘n. |

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5

B (rad) In (mm)
Figure 5: Performances VS. location . Figure 6: Performances required
for reactor grade discharge. for lanachiagfrom the HFS.

5 - Summary
A model has been built for the source due to pellet injection. The drift induced by the

inhomogenous magnetic field is responsible for the differences in the fuelling efficiency and
penetration between High Field Side and Low Field Side launched pellets. It explains also the
behaviour of the fuelling efficiency with penetration for Low Field Side launched pellets. Main
results are: 1) The deeper penetration of High Field Side launched pellets is due to the cooling
of the plasma by the ablated material. 2) Due to the drift, the source of matter is shifted ~ in the
direction of the tokan1ak major radius - by about 10 -:- 25cm with respect to the Ha profile. 3)
When applied to reactor grade plasmas, one finds that fuelling efficiencies of £493 and
effective deposition depths of =200m can be obtained with pellets of radius 4mm (wfi‘ii: of the
plasma content) and velocity 1.5kmfs launched from the top of the plasma. To reach better
performances with pellets launched from the High Field Side. a velocity of =800mfs is
required.
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Nonlinear Evolution of Ballooning Modes in a Tokamak Plasma
with Stochastic Field Lines

P. Beyer, X. Garbet, Ph. Ghendrih, M. Zabiego
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Abstract: The results of three-dimensional numerical simulations of ballooning

turbulence at the edge of a tokamak plasma are presented, for both L—H transitions
and stochastiaation of magnetic field lines during ergodic divertor operations. rThe
effects on turbulence levels and the structure of fluctuations are presented.

Introduction

In a tokarnal; plasma, anomalous transport and therefore confinement degradation can
be attributed to turbulence generated by cross field pressure gradients. At the edge, the
plasma is cold and therefore collisional, so that resistive ballooning instabilities are ex-
pected to be dominant. 0n Tore Supra, measurements of strong fluctuation levels at the
plasma edge are compatible with such a picture of ballooning turbulence. Furthermore,
full three-dimensional fluid simulations indicate that such fluctuations are driven by re—
sistive ballooning modes [1]. On other machines, the turbulence level is often reduced
commensurate with the generation of an edge transport barrier during a transition to an
Hemode. At the transition, the self-generation of a sheared poloidal plasma rotation plays
a crucial role in the suppression of fluctuations [2]. Recently, a comparable mechanism
has been studied in the cylindrical approximation for ballooning turbulence [3]
In Tore Supra, a similar transport barrier can be generated by modification of the edge
plasma with an “ergodic divertor” [It]. This divertor consists of magnetic coils whose
principal effect on the topology of the magnetic field is the ergodication of field lines in
a layer at the edge. This stochastic field creates two zones: a cold layer in contact with.
the wall with a low pressure gradient and an intermediate zone with a large gradient.
The central pressure remains unchanged, in contrast to the H—mode where the central
pressure is increased. An improved understanding of edge turbulence in the presence
of stochastic field lines is expected to clarify the problem, if an H—modeis possible in
this configuration. Turbulence measurements indicate that the finctuation level can be
actively controlled when running the ergodic divertor and that the wavenumber spectrum
changes, i.e., large scale structures disappear [5]. In this paper, a model of the stabilisation
mechanism of these large convection cells is presented.
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Model
The dissipative resistive MHD equations in the electrostatic approximation (dd/8t Pd 0)

can be used to study resistive ballooning modes in a tolcamak. These equations consist of

. 8d; ' ,
WEI = *Vnt - E 3 (Ohm s law)

d

a

alps + P) = fluvfilpc + p) + 5:; Vi? , [pressure equation)

ming%V?L<,t = egvlljn + 25.; ~ (fig >< viii?) + in???) . (vorticity equation)

_ Here we a 8/81: + s. vi, where s a (fig >< rim/s3 is the fixE—ssw, s. = ens, +
r/[Rrfiég] + :5}; is the magnetic field in toroidal coordinates, and 613} is the perturbation

due to the ergodic divertor. The parallel operator is V“ = E's/Bu - V, and the parallel

current is j" = Vi'tb/fig. The combination of the equilibrium pressure gradient Vpg and

the toroidal curvature of the field lines fig drives the instability on the low field side.

Slab coordinates are introduced and a Fourier—mode representation is applied in the

poloidal (in) and toroidal (n) directions. Since each mode (p,qt)m,,(r,t) is localized at

a resonant surface q(r) = m/n, and the influence of the ergodic divertor is mainly at the

q = 3 surface (decreases rapidly radially inwards), the simulation region can be restricted

to lying between the q = 2 and q = 3 surfaces. In the numerical code, finite difierences

are used in the radial direction and all fluctuations are extrapolated to zero at a width

:3. outside this interval. Furthermore, only those modes which are resonant in this inter-

val are considered, up to mode number n = 30. The magnetic field perturbation from

the ergodic divertor has a wavenumber of n = 6, therefore only toroidal wavenumbers of

n = U,6,12,18,. .. are included in the code. The effect of local flattening of the mean

pressure gradient due to turbulence is suppressed in the simulations.

Ballooning Turbulence

The toroidal curvature of field lines cause harmonics (mm) to couple linearly to their

neighbours (m :i: 1,n) and to form global modes which have a large radial extent. The

growth rate (to lowest order) and the radial envelope [to first order) of such modes can be

calculated analytically in the ballooning approximation. Because the toroidal curvature is

unfavourable on the low field side of a torus, the mode amplitudes are much larger in this

region relative to the high field side. As illustrated in Fig. 1, such poloidal asymmetryr

is preserved even in highly unstable situations, when the modes nonlinearly couple and

saturate to a strongly fluctuating etate.
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rE [r(s=2); dam—3)]-
In the simulations shown in Fig. 1, two models of shear flow are considered: First, the

generated pctoidal rotation to increase.

growth of the Q5133 component of the potential is explicitly suppressed, which then also

eliminates the poloidal rotation ea : acting/8r. Second, this same component is allowed

to evolve, and the turbulence generates a sheared flow via a Reynolds stress. This second
case leads to a significant reduction in the fluctuation level, as illustrated in Fig. 2, and

is characteristic of an L-H transition.

Ergodic Divertor
Next the perturbation of the magnetic field due to the ergodic divertor is considered in

the numerical simulations. Since (EB/Bu is small, the contribution to perpendicular terms

can be neglected. However, the ergodic divertor has a strong influence on the topology of

resonant surfaces which arecharacterieed by vanishing VII-terms. Therefore, the pertur—

bation must be included in these terms. In order to test the additional contributions, the

linear pressure equation with a“ >> m is integrated and a steady-state, that represents
the pressure distribution in the presence of the ergodic divertor, is sought. As expected, a

flattening of the pressure gradient is observed at places where magnetic islands are formed.

Finally, the full set of equations are used to simulate ballooning turbulence in the pres-
ence of stochastic field lines. First, as illustrated in Fig. 3, the level of fluctuations is
significantly lower compared to the case without perturbing the magnetic field. Moreover
the ballooning character of the fluctuation structures is preserved and theturbulence is
“roughly" unchanged in the region between a m 2 and q = 2.5. Also, as illustrated in
Fig. 4, the fluctuations are clearly reduced in the stochastic layer. Furthermore, Figs. 4
and 5 indicate that in the ergodic region, mainly the large scale structures are suppressed
~— a feature which is in agreement with turbulence measurements on Tore'Supra.
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Conclusions

Three-dimensional numerical simulations of ballooning—turbulence show strong fluctua—

tions at the plasma edge which are mainly located on the low field side. Basic experi-

mental features that are in agreement with measurements on Tore Supra during ergodic

divertor operations are reproduced, i.e., a decrease of the level of fluctuations and a supu

pression of large scale structures. Such simulations also have the potential to explain the

dynamics of the L-H transition with a generation of shear flow. The possibility of. an

H+mode with the ergodic divertor is presently under investigation.
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Plasma feedback control for stationary enhanced performance
operation of Tore Supra

T. lili'ijnands1 , G. Martin, D. van Houtte, P. Froissard, X. Litaudon

Association Earar‘om-CEA, CE?!-Cadarache F 13108 Saint-Paal—lez-Durance, France
Feedback conlrol of a non-inductive current drive source has been used to sustain specific

current profiles in a Tokamak plasma which lead to high thermal electron energy confinement. In fully
non-inductive driven regimes, pro-shaping of the current profile in combination with real time control of
the launched RF wave spectrum is used. Improved confinement is observed in steady state discharges
with high or vanishing central magnetic shear (smgrafl or sgmfifl).

Plasma Feedback Control

There is a tendency in present day Tokamaks to vary plasma current, density and
heating power in an attempt to control particular physics parameters related to the plasma
perfonnanoe and stability. In this field, feedback control of the current profile is of particular
interest since a large number of experiments have demonstrated that current profile shaping
leads to stable plasmas with improved energy confinement. However, most Tokaroaks operate
mainly with inductively driven current and transient techniques have to be used to change the
current profile shape. The current profile modifications disappear with the current diffusion.
Stationary modifications of the current profile can only be obtained with non-inductive current
drive. Therefore, an important part of the physics programme of Tore Supra is devoted to the
study of long pulses (Ta 305) with stationary improved confinement using current profile
control.

Lower Hybrid Current Drive

The Lower Hybrid system on Tore Supra (6W, 3.“? GHz) is used for non inductive
current drive. Partially, firlly and overdriven non—inductive regimes are routinely produced
when operating at standard toroidal field and reduced current and density ( Br = 3.3 T, Ip =
0.3-1 MA and n. era-210‘” m'3 ).

The associated flux savings have recently
allowed to extend the maximum pulse length on
Tore Supra to more then 2 minutes [1]. In such
long pulses, the effects of a change of the
current profile can be studied on a time scale
much longer then the current diffusion time. In
particular, some plasma instabilities with a
small growth rate are likely to be detected. An
initial difiiculty in achiew'ng long pulses is the
absence of a control over the amount of non—

_ __ _ , , , r , , , 1 , . . inductively driven current. At constant LB
0 4 3 12 power, the loop voltage (l4) varies as function

_ Time [sec] of the current drive efficiency which depends
fig; : Full current drive at Ip=o,3 MA. (Km) from on many plasma parameters. The total available
55) using cm of LHCD at "if” =11 and 3 MW flux is thus consumed. at an uncontrolled pace
at ”final: =1.6 (rt-franc” ru'3}. and 1f the LH power rs not fixed exactly at the
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right level, the discharge will terminate prematurely
This motivated the development of the new long pulse operating scenario in which V; is

feedback controlled by the main poloidal field power supply and the plasma current by the total
LH power (figure 1) [2]. Successful long pulse steady state discharges (V: =0 for 70 s at i}, =
0.8 MA and rn =l.5x1019 ma ) in an improved confinement mode have been achieved using
this mode of operation.

Global improved confinement

In the presence ofLH driven current, the current profile changes shape and the thermal
electron energy confinement can increase up to 1.4—1.3 times the value predicted by the Rebut-
Lallia—Watldns scaling law. Early work has shown that the improvement in confinement is
strongly related to the modifications of the magnetic shear at mid radius [3].
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Fig 2 : Modification of the current profile and the thermal electron energy,r confinement
as a function of the loop voltage during LHCD experiments. Individual shots, V}
cst.({}<Pm <5 arw. of.” =13, Br=3a T, I,=o.a~11vta and lifts—1.7m” m3)

Figure 2 shows the evolution of the internal inductance (Vt) and the central value of the
safety factor (on) as a function of the loop voltage when LH power (0-6 MW) is coupled to an
Ohmic target plasma (Br = 3.8 T, IF. = 0.8-1 MA and n, = 1.f‘>—l.1r"rt1[}19 rn'3). Each point
represents one shot in a stationary state.

At low power (1—2 MW) loop voltage V; falls from 0.3 to 0.2 Volt but no significant
change in I,- or on is observed. The current profile remains nearly identical to that of an Ohmic
equilibrium and the strong residual electrical field is constraining its shape (figure 2, left). As a
consequence, when V; 3e02, there is no significant variation of the central magnetic shear and
the thermal electron energy contents remains close. to the prediction given by the RLW scaling
(figure 2, right).

At higher LH power (3-5 MW), V: we 0 andr the previously mentioned resistive and
inductive effects gradually disappear. The amount of non-inductive driven current becomes
significant and the shape of the current profile is increasingly dominated by the LH power
deposition profile. In this regime, the central value of the safety factor 9.9 and the magnetic
shear at mid radius increase and the electron energy confinement is improving with the total
LH power (figure 2, right). I

In fully driven regimes (Vr = 0) a wide range of different current density profiles can be
obtained. The current profile is now entirely determined by the domain in which the TH waves
can propagate. At constant current and density, the boundary of the domain accessible to the
LH waves varies as a function of 11:.““i and the shape of the current profile.
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In steady state, an increase of the LH power does not necessarily improve the
confinement any further. (in the contrary, it can make the plasma MHD unstable. A statistical
analyses of a large number of discharges showed that either high or varnshing central magnetic
shear (m :5 0 or scum as 0) is correlated to an increase of the electron energy confinement up
to values 1.6-1.8 times above the RLWr prediction [4]. High central shear discharges have
1274.5 and 1.1<qgr:1.4. The low central shear is obtained in discharges with it <15 and 991.5.

2 llllllIllllllllllllilllllllll

I MRI)
0 Stable 0 _ 0 Stable
I MED

0
LE LH A

1.2 I 11H
+2MAis wZMAiso ———-——~I—--————>O

Ohmic '
0'3 lllillllllltlililllllll I _

0.3 1.2 l 1.6 2 1.3 1.5 l 1.? 1.9

I i
fig; : flefi) Time traces in {if , qduspace ofthe start—up phase ofsteady state discharges (V, =0).
organ 1'; and no ofvarioas shots (Ohmic and LHCD at K =0). Open circles .' stable long pulses
(>30 s) closed circles I (i, . (1.5.) ofshotsjast before MD activity is observed

Feedback control of the current profile

The influence of the current profile shape on the plasma stability and confinement in
steady state discharges has been studied in a new and efficient manner by extending the
previously mentioned long pulse operating scenario with a feedback control of It. LH power
and the feedback control of lit—10. In other words, the shape of the current profile in a fillly
driven discharge depends on the initial'conditions. During the pulse, the current profile can be
controlled by injecting the LH power at different values of of?” .

1.s :"”l""I'“'I”"I”"I”"|"": Under the previously mentioned experimental
: : conditions (Br= 3.8 T, I; = 0.8-] MA and ne =

1.?5 g“ 1i * “: 1.5-1.7x10” mt). LH power at various "3'“
I I has been applied to hollow current profiles

1-7 E" 7; (after a current ramp up, less-11), to peaked
I g : current profiles (after a current ramp down,

1.55 3' v 1:" ': {tab-1.3) and to stationary ohmic equilibrium
2 In =03 Ina : (no current ramn halo) (broken lines, figures

1.5 i" 0 32:1 .531 0‘ 'm" "E 3, left). For each target profile, the LH waves
3..l.1....l....[Hulmnuu .11.: initially tend to drive current ofl—axis and inthe

1.55 startup phase 95 increases at constant it. (solid1.5 1.? 1.9 2.1 .p H 1: lines, figure 3, left). _
'1 11 When any toroidal electric field has

£135; .' Variation of Ii as a function of Midi in disappeared, only plasmas with high i; and high
steady state when applying LHCD just afier a central shear have been sustained on timescales
CW8"! ramp down this?! U much longer then the current diffusion time

(figure 3, right).
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The current profiles with low Ir and low central magnetic shear are likely to develop
(m,n)=(2,1) dominated MED mode activity when the current is diffusing.

For the steady state plasmas with high
A, a significant influence of the nffl on the
global shape of the current profile is observed.
Figure 4 shows the result on I,- when power is
injected at different values of of”. For this
particular regime, this was obtained by a
feedback control of t, by adapating of"1‘
during the pulse [5].

Figure 5 shows a steady state
discharge with feedback control of ti, 1,... and
t,. In this example, I; is required to change at
16 seconds from 1.7 to 1.5. At this instant, the
feedback loop on iii-fair temporarily saturates
but then the flattening of the current profile is

3 _ _ _. . . . 2.45 clearly observed on both I; and qg. Due to the
in??? _ - - . _ previously mentioned MI-ID instability, the

- - mmrggge of current profile shapes that can be
achieved with this operating scenario is
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“time last] significant modifications of the magnetic shear

Eli-E : Feedback control of I, with iii,” in steady at mid radius. In the case of figure 5, a minor
store {I}; cndptosmo currentfeedback controlled). variatifln in the thermal 313mm“ energy

contents is observed during the variation of
the current profile.

Stability of steady state discharges

In figure 3 (right), it is tempting to define a stability criterion for steady state discharges in
terms ofglobal profile parameters like qr; and 1., Just before the onset of strong Mill) activity,
the discharges are situated in a narrow zone with go between 1.4 and 1.5. The trapped particle
instwility and the associated turbulence is a possible candidate for explaining the observed
phenomenon [6]. The growth rate of this instability is reduced when the magnetic shear is
either high (amml‘rS) or very low (sgm, #0). But when the radial excursion of the particles is
large enough, the shear of the plasma rotation can play a stabilising role when the particles
encounter a change in velocity of the order of the growth rate of the plasma instability.

Conclusion

New plasma feedback control scenarios on Tore Supra combine poloidal field and non—
inductive current drive power and allow for studying the correlation between the current
profile, the plasma stability and the thermal electron energy confinement. Preliminary
experiments with feedback control of t, in fully non-inductive regimes show enhanced
performance when the magnetic shear.

[1] Equipe Tore Supa {presented by B. Sartottc)., IAEA Montreal, 199?, iAEA—CN—UMDZ—Z.‘
[2] Wijnands, T. et all, Nuclear Fusion 35, No. 9 {1996) 12m
[3] Hoang, G.T. et ch, 23‘“ EPS Conference 24-23 June 1996, Kiev, Part I p 24.
[4] Equipe Tore Supra floreseutedb. Lttcndorr), Pl. Ph. and Contr. Fusion, No.12 A {1996} A 256
[5] Wijnands, T. et at, Nuclear Fusion 37, No. 13 (1997)
[a] Maget, P. et at, this conference.
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Contribution of electrostatic fluctuations to heat transport during L
mode additional heating in Tore Supra

P. Devynck. X. Gerber, C. Laviron. C. Fenzi

Centre d‘etudes dc Cadarache. Association Euratom-CEA sur la fusion

F—i 3103 Saint PaululmrDurancc. France

AESIBAEI
In this paper. experimental results on density fluctuations obtained in Tore Supra in L mode with

ICRH additional heating are used to estimate the contribution of electrostatic fluctuations to the total

heat flux in the plasma bulk. The low wavenumber density fluctuations are measured with an
homddyne reflectometer at several distinct radii and the evolution of the k3 spectrum bonveen 5 and

15 cm'1 of density fluctuations is obtained with a C02 laser scattering diagnostic. We then make
predictions on the generic parametric dependencies of the turbulent thermal flux which is dominant

in the plasma bulk. We finally incorporate the results of the density fluctuation measurements in the

calculation of the heat flax ratios and compare them to experimental values. it is found that the
ratios of heat-fluxes associated to electrostatic fluctuations are compatible with most of the
experimental heat flux ratios in the plasma core ( 0.4<r£a<0.6). This property does not seem to
hold at the edge of the plasma (n’a=[}.7). The calculated level of density fluctuation necessary to
account for the heat transport at mid radius is also found to be compatible with values measured in
other tokamaks.

W
In the plasma built. the heat flux carried by electrostatic fluctuations can be written for each species
(e=e1ectron s, imions) as:

3 T5 3 n .=_...._. 5n 5E +———5— ET 513 = 'lQes.s 2B( s 8) 2B( 3 6} 3W l)

Where 5E3 is the fluctuating poloidal electric field. The first term in the rhs of Eq.(1) is the heat

flux associated to the particle flux. In absence of core particle source. this term vanishes. This is the
casein Tore Supra where no particles are deposited by the additional heatings in the plasma core
{electromagnetic waves). We will evaluate here only the second term of Eq.(l) which is the
contribution of electrostatic fluctuations to the conductive heat transport in the plasma built. By
writing the fluctuation terms in the Fourier space, we get

3 T2 Sn ' 2 '
Qes = Qes.e + Qesd = — n e “E'— kB J C (2)

2 e3 ”e

where
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._ HZ
k T

2—w— = fl and expression (3) becomes
kaoh Tar

flit. as,
Trial: Cch 5ngxih

Expression 4 only depends on the form factor and on the density fluctuation level. To calculate the

parametric changes of the form factor, we suppose that the heat is advected by electrostatic eddies.

A fluid equation for the temperature has been solved with the following hypotheses: The radial

electric field is proportional to the ion density gradient (banana plateau regime), the mean frequency

of the fluctuation spectrum is proportional to the density diamagnetic frequency. The latter

hypothesis implies that the fluctuations are of drift wave type, but allows any type of drift wave.

The hypotheses above lead to: '

Co: LL" [f1(5,,)+—ni%f2(55)].
Tag “E

where 8e and 5: are respectively the electron and ion collision widths, t=Tin and Z is the

—.- (4}

charge number. The functions f1(53) and fflfii) contain the information about the phase angle

between BTg,8Ti and 33¢. If we evaluate the term in front of f2(5i) for the selected series of

shots, we obtain a mean 2: 1.8, np’ng g 0.5, so that n—i-é—H {1.23 1:. In these discharges, Til
He

and the ion contribution to the transport is small. We then suppose that the phase angles are weakly

modified during additional heating (weak dependence on collision), so that the ratio of form factors

in expression (El) can be written as:

Cflcoh = LTEUhfl‘TEf Lnr’Lnoh
If we input this dependency in expression (4), we get at constant density:

2
VTfitf vTeJ fine, f

2
\iTgyflh VTe,oh fineoh

This ratio has been estimated for three radii (deem-1, 0.55 and 0.7) during the ICRH additional

heating and is represented in figure 2 as a function ofPtm (PERTH);r Pm; (OH). It can be shown that

the ratio of total plasma powers is equivalent to the ratio of local heat fluxes (ion +electron s) as long

as the radius considered for the estimation of expression (5) isoutside the region where the

additional heating power is deposited ( for ICRH waves, the power is deposited inside rfacflfi ).

Figure 2 shows that within this simple quasi linear approach , the changes of density fluctuations

level are consistent with the experimental heat flux changes at rfa=0.4 and Tia—rilfifi. At rfa=U.7

these ratios are not sufficient to account for the experimental heat flux ratios unless there is a large

R, (5)

change in the phase angles.
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5 2

Z ke 1:”
1:9 = k,tu 2 is an average poloidal wave number, C: 2C5?- . the sum

EM s=e,i . e '

km “’5
of the ion and electron contributions where

‘ Pk5T
2 31km (hike) 35431420]

_ k,m TE“- TE
C5 -— 2

2 k9 Mk
k n} “e

is a form factor which contains information about phase angle difference as well as absolute values
of fiTejit Te; and e541! Ta.

2 2
[5“: J _ 2 5” km

I1 ,3 k [1} Tie

is the level of density fluctuations squared. It is obtained by taking the fluctuation data from the
reflectometer, which measures the density fluctuation level integrated over the wavenumbers with a
ponderation on low values of kr
Equation 2 shows that the heat flux carried by electrostatic fluctuations is a function of the square

of the density fluctuation level, of the mean value of the k spectrum and of the phase between
potential and temperature fluctuations. We propose here to evaluate the relative change of ICRH to
ohmic electrostatic heat fluxes at constant” density, i.e.

2 _. 2_ Class E Tat kar Cf fined” (3)
._ 2 — 2QES,oh Te,oh kB,oh Coh anemh

where (f) stands for the ICRH case and (oh) for the ohmic one.
First, we take into account the lc spectrum shift monitored by the C02 laser scattering

R

diagnostic during the additional heating phase. The shift of the it spectrum towards low k values
observed in figure 1 can only be attributed to the change of the electron and ion temperature , it
does indicate that a relationship of the type k3 p5=cst ( p5 is the ion Larmor radius where the

ion temperature is replaced by the electron one) often predicted for drift waves mayindeed apply
for the bulk density fluctuations. In that case
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It can also be shown that relation (2) requires a reasonable: level of density fluctuations to account

for the heat flux in the plasma core. From relation (2}, we can deduce:
23 Te — [3n]= cm L _.. c

xi: 2 e3 k3 T“ n

Using the same plasma conditions as above, at mid-radius, Xezlfi mzt’st T€=3k6V. 13:33.78 T,
LTeflS rn. k8m200rn‘1, and C31 give Snln =5 10'3. Such a value is in the range of values

measured in a tokarnak like [ F'I R in L mode [1]. So electrostatic fluctuations have also the correct

order of. magnitude to account for the bulk heat flux.

[1] Paul S F , Bretz N , Durst R D , Fonck R J , Kim Y J , Mazzucato E , Nazikian R 1992
Phys Fluids B 4 (9) 2922
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1) Introduction
Dimensional analysis is a convenient tool for the comparison of transport in different

tokamaks, and for its extrapolation to future machines. It has been observed that the tolcarnak
plasma is governed by a small number of dimensionless parameters, such as the normalized
Larmor radius [1* (mime—TflqaD, the beta number Er (=a(B2f2110)):- and the collisionality
v* (= const (We?!2c1,,,lt nflgz). The combination of these parameters allows to conclude about
the local thermal diffusivity and global confinement. In the dimensionless representation, the
heat transport coefficient normalised to the Bohm coefficient 755 (=Tg’(eB)) is given by :

m3 = K art)"P (art (W (1)
Recently, similarity experiments have been performed in Tore Supra for the investigation of the
pit-scaling relation with transport [1]. It has been shown that the electron transport is close to the
gyro-Bohm scaling he. xp = 1 in the low confinement regime (L mode}, while the ion transport
is rather Goldston—like. The dimensional analysis is now completed with the new experiments
to investigate the scaling in B and v* for transport.

2) Transport scaling in L regimes
To investigate the v*-scaling and B—scaling in Tore Supra, two series of experiments

have been performed, corresponding to two magnetic field regimes: (l) B = 3.76 T,
I], = 1.30 MA; (2) B = 1.72 T, 1]} = 0.60 MA. For all considered discharges, the plasma
species is Helium and the geometry remains unchanged : the minor radius a is 0.?6 m, and the
major radius R is 2.32 m. The electron temperature is controlled by two heating methods :
ICRH which is only efficient in a high magnetic field range (high density in this case), and
lower hybrid (LH) wave heating which is more efficient in low density regimes. In both heating

cases, the additional power deposition are estimated to be in the central region p c: 0.3. The
local transport analysis is then performed from profile analysis with a numerical code LOCO as
in [1]. In the first experiment, B remains fixed while v* is varied. From equ.(1), a

representation of (p’fj'xl‘ x/xE will give the [3 and v* scaling. Figure 1a displays the ratio of
radial variation of (p*)'xP 1(i for two limit cases xp 3 l (gyro-Bohm) and xp = {J (Bohm).
From this figure, one can see that this function scales as (v*)x” with 0 4: xv <: 0.5. 'In the
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second experiment. 0* is fixed while 13 is changed. Figure 1b displays the ratio of the radial
variation of (v*)”x” x/xB which scales as (0)305 with 0 <1 xg a: 2 for x0 : 0 and x0 ..—.. 0.5.

M b.)
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Figla Radial profile of the transport ratio Fig.1]: Radial profile of the transport ratio
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A global analysis has also been made where the average heat diffusivity ex} is evaluated
from the energy confinement time TDia (diamagnen‘c measurement) with ex:- :5 azf'EDia, and the

average temperature eTo and average line density a are used in the expression of the global

parameters 0*, B and v*. From the above experiments. a simple dimensionless scaling of the

transport is then obtained :
{bxafl K (p*)0.4s02 (B)l.3i0.2 (v*)0.li0.2 (2)

In figure 2. this scaling is plotted versus the experimental values, showing a very good

agreement. This global scaling given by equ.(2) is consistent with the one obtained above from

local analysis (Fig.1a 8.: b). It should be noted that ex: includes both electron and ion

contributions. which may explain the global scaling in (p*)0‘4.
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Scaling (2) is also compatible with that previously established for the confinement time

in Tore Supra [2] :

Indeed, the equivalent dimensionless repreSentation of this scaling is
sits-{XE = K (P*)l'02 (Bf-35 (WU-”7 (4)

In figure 3, I? is plotted versus the experimental values, the agreement is excellent except may

be one point which corresponds to the high density and high magnetic field OH plasma. The
dimensionless scaling of transport in ohmic regimes will be discussed in the next section.

_ To summarise, local transport analysis, confirmed by global analysis, show that the
electron transport in L regimes is strongly B-dependent and weakly v*-dependent. This means
that the turbulence causing the anomalous transport is electromagnetic [3], and that the collision
effect is weak in the transport process in the L regimes.

3} Transport scaling in 0H regimes
In ohmic regimes, a simple expression of the dimensionless scaling for electron

transport has been obtained by dimensional analysis [41 as :
lie/IE = K too] (at? (m1 (5)

In Fig.4 this scaling is plotted versus the experimental values, and a good agreement is found.
Compared to the L regimes, the p*-scaling is 0'1 .
consistent (gyrosBohm), but the v*-sca1ing " OH : electron

and B-scaling are quite different. In ohmic
regimes the electron transport is clearly - 9
collisional and the transport coefficient E '
decreases with [3. The result in p* seems in
contradiction with that previously reported [11 0
where it has been shown that the electron 0 .
transport is Bohm like. In fact, in the 0 {Zed/XE 0.1
previous work we have omitted the [3 effect in Fig.4 Dimensionless scaling of ohmic
the OH similarity experiments (v* = const, 315,;a transport FOH versus mix?
Ba: const). The reason is that one can never Fog = K {p*}1 ([3)‘2 {v*)1.

keep simultaneously constant B and v* in the
ohmic case, because the temperature is not an independent parameter. It rather depends on other
parameters as the density, the plasma current and the magnetic field. When the fi-dependency is
corrected, we can show that the electron transport follows the gyro—Bohm scaling.

4) Fluctuation scaling . .
In the similarity experiments, the density fluctuations are measured by C02 laser

scattering. To investigate the p*-scaling of fluctuations, two shots are considered and described
in Tabl 3.: II. The probed poloidal wavenumber is chosen to maintain k3 pa = const. (see
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Tab.II). The scattering volume is located in a region from p a 0.6 to p = 0.9. From the
generalised mixing length theory, fin is directly linked to p* at v* and B constant as

fifn(0,r,2,t) = 0* F(6rlL9,rlLr.z/Latftc) (6)
where L3, 1.1-, Lz are respectively the fluctuation correlation length in the poloidal, radial and
toroidal direction, and Is is the correlation time defined as 1:: = Lnfcs (Ln is the density gradient
length, c; is the ion acoustic velocity). The structure of fluctuations are typically L9 -= pg
(Larmor radius), 10': q R, Ly’a m (105*)? o. = 1 corresponds to a short radial correlation scale

fluctuation leading to a gyro~Bohm n'anSport, and ct = 0 corresponds to a large radial
correlation scale fluctuation leading to a Bohm transport. For one measured [ta-component of

fluctuation and due to the Fourier transform, it yields :
(63411.13)? = 0304*?“ an} pt) (7)

From Tab.I and Tab.II, we obtain : ct -—- 0.40. For these experiments the measurement of

density fluctuations seems to confirm the results on core transport from profile analysis.

Shflt B m Ip (MA) 11130 (1019163) <1}: (c) kg(cm'1) “it" 5 he)2 (34")
20641 3.7 1.3 6.25 1.65 3.2 3.1x10-4
20631 1.2 0.6 2.25 1.03 5 5.0x10-3
R666 2.13 2.12 2.23 1.53 1.64 6.2210-2

Table 1. En ineer parameters of shots 2064i and 20631 in their L phase.

Shot Ra (13L 13(103) v* 13* (105) kg 13*
20641 3.04 3.57 1.64 0.17 4.3 3.942.104
20631 3.03 3.50 1.72 0.15 3.5 4.251310-4
Ratio . 1.01 0.99 0.95 1.13 0.56 0.33

Table II. Non dimensional parameters of shots 2064} and 20631 in their L phase.

5) Conclusions

Similarity experiments have been made in Tore Supra to investigate the dimensionless
scaling of local transport in p*, B and v*. Local and global analyses have shown that in L
regimes the electron transport is nearly gyro-Bohm (xp :4 1), electromagnetic (xg 6: 1 - 2) and
weakly collisional {x6 == 0), while in ohmic regimes it is gyro-Bohm (xp = l), electromagnetic
(x3 = Q), and strongly collisional (x6 = 1). For these experiments, when using a generalised
mixing length model by dimensional analysis, the measurement of density fluctuation seems to
confirm the p*-scaling of internal transport obtained from local transport analysis.

[1] 200 X. L., Laviron C., Colas L., at 1213., 23th EPS Conf. on Contr. Fusion and Plasma
Phys, Kiev, Vol.20C, Hill) (1996) '

[21-Hoang G.T., Saoutic B., Guiziou L., at 013., Report EUR-CEAFFC—lSSZ (1996)
[3] Connor J.W., Plasma phys. Controll. Fusion, 30 (1988) 619
{4] 2011 XL, Hoang G.T., Moreau P., Report EUR-CEA-c1603 (199?), submitted for

publication.
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1. Introduction _
Pellet injection in the centre of Tokamak plasmas, combined with core additional heating,
leads to an improved confinement, the PEP (Pellet Enhanced Performance) mode. The goal
of our study is to identify and to compare the mechanisms that can reduce the turbulence
during this regime.
Since low wave number instabilities are eitpected to play a dominant role in the anomalous
transport, we focus on Trapped Electron Drift and Ion Temperature Gradient modes. The
contribution of trapped particles in the growth rate is of interchange type : 132 a: 60:60,), where

tunic is the electron diamagnetic drift frequents},r and mg) is the toroidal drift frequency of
trapped electrons. It is known since Kadomtsev [1] that top changes its sign for barely

trapped particles, and that the point of drift reversal moves towards deeply trapped particles
domain when the magnetic shear is lowered. In other words, there are less and less
destabilising trapped particles when going towards reversed shear configuration. In addition
to the magnetic shear effect, ExB shear increases the radial decorrelation, bringing a
stabilising contribution. A criterion deduced from numerical simulations of ion turbulence [3]
says that when 7/3 :> jg, the turbulence is suppressed, in being the maximum linear growth
rate, and ya = big/B.

We present here a simple linear approach of drift waves driven turbulence, integrating these
two shear effects. An application to a Tore Supra'PEP mode is described.

2.. Basic model
Our model is based on a kinetic approach, in the approximation of large growth rate. The
collisionless formulation of the dispersion equation involves trapped particles and circulating
ions. In the case of large trapped electron collisionality, whichis relevant in PEP mode
conditions, the instability is sustained by ions only.
We use a ballooning decomposition of the fluctuating quantities in the limits ltd-cunt and
Ikyvpftol-oel, where 5 is the ion banana width, it is the radial wave vector, auditn is the

parallel transit frequency of passing ions. This model yields an equation of the form :
—52¢” + [U,,,,,(w) + xV,,,(aJ}— 1:111?“t fill a" 0 (E) .

where a is the fluctuating electrostatic potential, Um ,Vnm and Wm are the particle response

to an (n,m) perturbation, and x is the radial rec-ordinate relative to the amine: surface.
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At lowest order, the radial structure of the mode is neglected, and equation (E) reduces to
Ugm (ml-=0 . The wave frequency is then n.1,, r: mil/2 +r'ya, where ya /n 2 ti 3/? — (of/4. The
complete solution of the differential equation yields a gaussian gt) (4;!) cc exp(—-o:(x —u}2 f2»,
and the pulsation is treated as a correction to too. This calculation of the radial structure of
the mode gives the linear approach of shear stabilisation.
We have derived an analytical estimate of the growth rate in the collisionless limit, which,
gives :

r = no) — r; e no — Sal’in
where y; = {of/8y, and 3%,, == (LS yE/V,,]2y,, 5o.""2 tic—f: 1+(L5 TE/VT,)2, L, = qR/s,
and VT,- is the thermal velocity of ions. The two latest terms come from the shear correction.
The magnetic shear influence is due to the interchange nature of the instability, and appears
in the local growth rate term. A clear stabilising contribution from density gradient and EXB
shear is explicitly shown in this expression. A simple estimate of density gradient influence
shows that the correction 'ynl‘m is of order RLPIL,”2 , where LP and LH are the pressure and
density gradient lengths, and R is the major radius of the plasma.

3. Study of a PEP mode
The strong density and pressure gradients espected in 'PEP modes lead to a favourable
variation of all stabilising terms : (i) the magnetic shear is lowered, due to the bootstrap
current, (ii) the steep density profile increases the "g," stabilisation, and (iii) the EXB shear is
increased (E, == Vp,/a,n, ).

The determination of experimental ExB shear has been obtained indirectly, since we have no
direct measurement of the radial electric field in Tore Supra. A code (NeoCIass) solves
neoclassical equilibrium in the Hirshman and Sigmar formulation [3], assuming that the
toroidal balance is given by the charge exchange friction with neutrals. This hypothesis
allows the determination of the radial electric field, consistently with neoclassical flows.
We take as an example a PEP mode obtained on Tore Supra. This shot was performed with a
modest additional power (ICRH) of 3 MW, and a pellet velocity of 2 kmr’s. For this
discharge, the Tore Supra record of neutron production was obtained, with a value of 1.6
1014 54‘ _

In figure 1, we plot the local growth rate (To): whereas 7,,n is plotted in figure 2, during and
after the PEP mode. The linear treatment of shear stabilisation is plotted in figure 3. The
toroidal mode number for these calculations was determined from the relation trap, = 0.1,
which is expected to be in the domain of the saturated regime of turbulence, as indicated by
recent numerical simulations [4]. I
Density gradient plays a major role in the reduction of the local growth rate. The ratio
RLPILH2 , which gives an estimate of the density gradient induced stabilisation {151* term), is

increased by a factor of 3 during the PEP mode (from I to 3). The magnetic shear also
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contributes, but in a minor way, since the current profile was taken to be flat, as indicated by

Ident-D magnetic equilibrium for this particular PEP mode. The uncertainty on this quantity
is quite large in the central part of the plasma, and it is not excluded that a hollow profile was
obtained. This eventuality has been considered, and leads to a strongly reduced growth rate
in the negative magnetic shear region. Our final choice corresponds to the more realistic and
pessimistic case, which highlights the alternative stabilising terms.
The shear induced stabilisation in the linear approach is important, as indicated by
comparison between fig.l and fig.3. The 7mg component is dominant in the very central part
of the plasma, whereas the radial width of the mode (new) is strongly reduced in the half
outer part, due to the combination of magnetic shear and ExB shear. The non-linear analysis

(fig.2) indicates also a strong stabilisation by this mechanism.
The validity of our method falls for high value of ”.3 product, where n is the toroidal mode

number and s is the magnetic shear. In this case, the radial extension of the mode becomes of
the same order of magnitude as the banana width of ions, that is to say k6~l. This constraint
limits the analysis to approximately the region 0 E ,5 a: 0.8 for Rap, w 0.1 .

4. Conclusion
A model for improved confinement in PEP discharges, based on drift waves analysis, has

been developed and tested on a Tore Supra experiment. It yields a linear approach of shear

stabilisation due to the banana excursion of trapped ions. From an analytical estimate of the

growth rate, we find that magnetic shear, density gradient, as well as ExB shear can

contribute favourably to the reduction of turbulence. The analysis of a Tore Supra

experiment shows that the main stabilising terms come from density gradient and ExB shear.

But a more negative magnetic shear would strongly reduce the growth rate, thanks to the

stabilisation of trapped particles contribution. The linear approach of shear influence on the

structure of the mode indicates a shift of the region of main instability, towards the outer part
of the plasma. The use of a non—linear criterion (TE?”{1) gives a similar change, keeping the

idea that dn'ft waves are stabilised in the plasma core.
These results are in good agreement with current ideas on improved confinement origins.

They suggest that the PEP mode is similar to the ERS mode. Note however that the ERS is a

spontaneous transition whereas the PEP mode is triggered by a pellet. The fact that negative

magnetic shear is not a necessary ingredient in PEP modes, as seems to show our example on

Tore Supra, has also been pointed out in a TFTR paper [5]. However, a lower magnetic shear

should lead to a better confinement, and PEP experiments on JET [5] are supporting this

expectation.
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Heat Transport Models for L-mode

In the development of simple empirical expressions for the L-mode heat conductivity using

dimensionless analysis [1] it has been found that it is difficult to distinguish between pure

Bohm or pure gyro-Bobbi models within a single experiment and both can approximately

describe data. However. in order to simulate a wider database it has been necessary to use a

combination of Bohm and gyrodd ohm terms. as it is done in the mixed model [2].

None of these models is completely in agreement with the ITER96 scaling law for L-mode

thermal confinement [3]: in fact the Bohm model gives a negative dependence on the toroidal

field TEth m Tilt-U2 and a too weak power degradation tEthccP-UZ. Hence we introduce a
new mixed model where the gyro-Bohmdike term for electrons contains a dependence on

B=3npt2:

X'MB ”74133 + Koa’i . xos*=uos*' x3e 13%" B”; fie“ (1)
LP":

where x135: otB c a (12 IVpel I (e of; Bt). the normalization constants otB and (1613* are

chosen so that the Bohm and gyro-Bohm part are similar in large machines, the dependence
on B is introduced in order to increase power degradation and the additional dependencies on

q and Lpg*=peepe are necessary to have a radially,r increasing shape of the diffusivity. The

scaling law corresponding to the XGB* term alone is very close to the ITER 96 scaling law.

Predictive Simulations of Tore Supra and ITER—datahase discharges
Using the Astra transport code [4] we have carried-out predictive simulations of a number of
discharges both from the ITER database [5] (JET, TFTR, DIHD, Alcator C-MOD) and from

the local databases of Tore Supra (T3). The normalized radius [3* varies by an order of
magnitude in the chosen database, which could not have been achieved using discharges from
a single machine. Simulations of Tore Supra discharges where Fast Wave Electron Heating is
varied from 3 to 9 MW show that the new mixed model with B dependence does give enough
power degradation to account for experimental measurements of the Te profile (Fig. (1) ).

The simulation of an ohmic discharge from START [6} shows the Bohm model and mixed
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model [2] to he in strong disagreement with data, while good results are obtained with the

pure gyro-Bohm-like model and the new mixed model (Fig. (2) ).

Tort: Supra 19542 and 133% Start 215i}:
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Lefi : FigJ .' simulations of the erperimentat eiectron temperature profile (solid tines) of two Tore Supra shots

with difierent input power using the mixed mode! [2,? (dashed lines) and the new mixed mode! ofeg.(i,l {dashed

'-dotted lines}. The 3 higher curves correspond to 9Wof input power, the 3 tower curves to 3 MW.

Right: Fig.2.' simuiation of the electron temperature in a START discharge {error bars) using the pure Bohrn~

iihe model {solid tine}, the mixed model [2} (dashed tine), the pure gyro—Bohmdihe modei {dashed -dotted tine)

and the new mixed mode! of ea“) (dotted tine).

The statistical analysis of the simulations results is carried out by computing the quantity or
defined as the relative deviation of the predicted profile T with respect to the experimental
profile Texp averaged over the minor radius. As the product [3*[3132 (which characterizes the
new gyronBohm term in eq.(1)) increases, the Bohrn-like model and the mixed model [2]

predictions deviate from experimental Te by ~ 100% ( Fig.8) ).
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For ion heat transport on the other hand we find that the mixed model [2] gives good results

in all simulated discharges.

Simulations of Laser Blow-off experiments (impurity transport)

Nickel 15 injected during the current plateau of two ohmic TS discharges (20792,20601), one

of which had the Ergodic Divertor (ED) activated (20601). The Ni'ion transport is studied by

means of an impurity transport code and the radial profiles of the diffusion coefficient D and

of the inward convection velocity V(r)=(rla) VA(r) = 2 S D(r) rtaz, with peaking factor
S~1.5 everywhere, are obtained by simulating soft X—ray brightness and emissivity time

evolutions. To simulate satisfactorily in both experimental conditions the initial phase of the

Ni ion inflow before the first inverted sawtooth, it is necessary to increase transiently the

transport parameters (by one order of magnitude or more) during the first milliseconds after

the injection (Fig. (4) ). The simulations confirm the previously reported presence of a

central core with reduced transport parameters inside the surface q=1 or s=112 (Figs (4)—(5) ).

In the simulation of the discharge with ED activated # 20601 it is necessary to introduce. a
peripheral transport barrier (with increased inward convection andlor reduced diffusion).

D 0.1 3.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.? 9.3 0 DJ 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.7 053
r {m} llml

Left: Fig.4: Dir} and Hair} profiles for 20?92 during the initial phase following the laser blow-of injection at

=0, prior to the inverted sawtooth . Curves 1 to 6 show the profiles at t=0, 5ms. 7.5ms, 10.51113, 13.5ms.

11.5ms.

Right: Fig. 5: Above : The solid and dashed lines show respectively the simulated and experimental sofi Ill-ray

signals from a central line for shot 20501. Below: Radial profiles of D (solid line)| and V (dashed) for 20601.

The position of the a:—1 surface as indicated by temperature 1’do1 l or soft X-ray signal (do?) together with the

position of the s:1/2 surface leis} are also sltown.
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Simulations of Laser Blow-off experiments (heat transport)
The evolution of Te(r,t) is obtained solving the heat diffusion equation with the transport
code Astra, and the radiated power profiles are taken from the previous analysis and imposed
in the simulations. The results are compared with the heterodyne radiometer measurements of
Te with good time (1 ms) and space (4 cm) resolution. The raw data are smoothed using the
Generalized Singular Value Decomposition technique that allows to reduce the effect of
sawtooth modulation in the cold pulse propagation. For the thermal electron conductivities
we use a model previously tested in several different transient events [7] which is essentialy
the mixed mode] [2] where the Bohm part is multiplied by a term containing a non-local
dependence on the edge temperature. The transport model is completed by the prescription or”
the edge temperature Teb(t) made in accordance with the outermost measurement of Te.

1.6
1.4
1.2

1
0.3
0.5

' 0-4
0.2

MW
)

0
10.5 10.52. 10.54 10.56 10.58 10.6

time.

Fig.6:Titne evolution of Te for that 20792 or x=0.56, x=0.65, x=ll?0, x=0.?4. .t=0.?3 from simulation

(dashed-dotted lines) and experiment (solid lines}. The lowest solid line represents the prescribed time evolution

of Te or the edge. the vertical line indicates the injection time.

To begins to drop immediately after the pulse at several radial positions (Fig.6) and this is
reproduced in the model by a sudden, non-local increase in the electron heat diffusivity all
over the plasma column. The radiated power cannot explain this effect because impurities are
carried to the plasma centre only at the inverted sawtooth 21.5 ms after the injection. The
model describes well also the data for the impurity injection in shot 20601 with ED if the
region of ergodized magnetic surfaces near the edge is excluded from the simulated domain.
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[4] .Pereverzev G.V., Soldner F.X., Bartiromo R., et al., Nucl. Fusion 32 (1992) 1023.
[5] Connor J. et 211., Montreal, Canada. 1996, IAEA-CN—tSr-‘HFPQI.
[6] Reach C.M., Plasma Phys. Control. Fusion 38 (1996) 2187.
[7] Erba M., Cherubini A.. Parail V.V., et a]. Plasma Phys. Control. Fusion 39 (199'?) 261.
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1-In11'oduction

Anomalous transport in fusion devices is a major problem to plasma confinement, and is
known to be mainly due to microfluctuations, either electrostatic or magnetic. in present day
large tokarnalts, measurements on density fluctuations have shown that this turbulence can be
separated into two constituents, a bulk turbulence and a larger magnitude turbulence at the

edge: in this last external region, electrostatic fluctuations play an important role for particle
and energy transport.

Most of previous investigations have focused on the relation bettveen turbulence and
global parameters and, in few cases, local parameters through the radial component. Only
small effort has been put on the analysis of poloidal asymmetries, although qualitative
observations have been made in some tokarnaks (TEXT, ALCATOR, CCT, ASDEX).

In the circular cross-section tokamak Tore Supra, where heat and particle control is based
on the use of a set of modular limiters but also on ergodic divertor, rip—down asymmetries of
the density fluctuations have regularly been observed [1] by the C02 laser scattering
diagnostic ALTAIR [2]. So, an investigation has been engaged to understand them and find
their origin. Depending on the configuration of the machine and plasma conditions, a
thorough analysis may help to understand the origin and the development of the edge
turbulence as well as some of the plasma wall interaction mechanisms. We present hereafter a
first analysis of these asymmetries.

3- Experimental sat-up

This first analysis of density fluctuations asymmetries on Tore Supra has been made using
plasma discharges for which the scattering diagnostic was coni'r gured to observe them, but it
was not a specific experience, and it happened on statistically different plasmas, not covering
the full range of operating parameters. '

The experimental set~up of the infra-red laser scattering diagnostic ALTAIR has been
described'In details in Ref. [2], and only the features necessary for the understanding of this

specific analysis are summarised hereafter. ALTAIR measures density fluctuations through
the collective scattering of a C02 laser probing beam. It has an excellent resolution in
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wavevector k (which can be adjusted between 3 and 15 cm-l in any direction perpendicular
to the vertical probing beam in the plasma) at the expense of a poor spatial resolution. It is
known that fluctuations are locally perpendicular to the magnetic field lines, and taking into
account the hfillClty of these embedded field lines, some resolution is obtained along the
vertical probing chord by selecting the proper direction of the probed wavevector [2]. In
addition, the use of an heterodyne detection (allowing the determination of the direction of
propagation of the plasma turbulence) and two intermediate frequencies allows to observe
simultaneous two independent wave vectors within this chord.
In order to compare the turbulence coming from the upper part of the probing chord to the
lower one on a same plasma and at the same instant, we used a configuration based on the
simultaneous measurements of two wave vectors it] and k2, adjusted with the same wave
number but different orientation.

S-Analgsis of asgmrnetries

No correlation has been found with different plasma parameters such as the density, the
safety factor at the edge qa, the feeding gas (D2, He or H2) or the range of values of k probed
(k = 5, 6 and 1?. cm-l). But, taking into account local parameters such as the device used for

the edge control (limiter(s) defining the plasma edge), altendencjv appears. In fact, the level
and the location of observed asymmetries depend on the Iimiter(s) facing the plasma, and this
level can be high as .5 dB (corresponding to a factor of 3).
The strongest ones appear when the plasma is leaning on the lower limiters, with a higher
level of turbulence originating from the lower part of the plasma. Conversely, when the

plasma is leaning on the outboard limiter, the asymmetry is opposite with a maximum
towards the upper part. In a third configuration, when the inner wall is used as a limiter, these

asymmetries are not so pronounced and do not exceed. 2 dB (but generally towards the upper
probed volume). Other configurations, with multi-limiters (such as for an example, first inner
wall and lower limiters or outboard limiter altogether) give intermediate results and are more

difficult to interpret.

4-Co ' s ' i s

An analysis has been made for the connection of the magnetic field lines (of the last closed

flux surface, LCFS) between the limiter(s) and the probing chord. It seems that all variations

about the location and the amplitude of the asymmetry can be attributed to the connection of

the edge magnetic lines with the probed fluctuations volume. Depending on their poloidal and

toroidal locations, the limiters are magnetically connected either to the Upper or lower parts of

the fluctuation probing chord. It is necessary to specify that the analysis of these magnetic

field lines connections is only valid for the LCFS, while the turbulence is measured in a
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volume extending to (rfa)~{l.5. Nevertheless, the apparent correlation found between the
limiter{s) controlling the plasma and the asymmetry tends to show that the limiters are an
additional source of turbulence: they could locally induce specific fluctuations which i
propagate along the magnetic field lines.

W

|

l

Additional information has Wen obtained by an analysis of the frequency spectra. They !

present two peaks corresponding to two regions of the plasma, differentiated by a shift i

frequency due to Doppler effect [3}. One component, for positive frequencies, presents a l

Gaussian shape in our configuration (kl probing'the lower part of the plasma and. k2 the l

upper one), corresponds to the inner part of the plasma inside the radial electric shear layer I

{3], and the propagation is in the electron diamagnetic direction (figures 1, 2). The second

component, roughly presenting a Lorentzian shape [4], corresponds to the outer part of the

plasma and the scrape of layer (SOL), with a propagation in the ion diamagnetic direction.
In figure 3, a comparison is' made between two configurations, with and without I

asymmetry. In case of strong asymmetry of the fluctuation level (figure 3a), turbulence .

develops mainly towards negative frequencies i.e. in the outer part of the plasma, the extreme

edge and the SOL. Although of a lower amplitude, the asymmetry is also observed for the

positive frequencies (corresponding to rla<~0.9). Moreover, without asymmetry (figure 3b),

the turbulence propagates mainly in the electron diamagnetic direction in a poloidal plane:

less turbulence is observed in the outer part.
All this tends to show that the local turbulence induced by the limiters seems to extend ‘

radially towards the plasma core. l
l
lIii-Conclgsion, discussion

asymmetries of density fluctuations and the plasma configuration, the limiters probably

inducing specific fluctuations which propagate along the magnetic field lines. The analysis of
frequency spectra give precious radial informations: asymmetries develop mainly towards the

extreme edge of the plasma beyond the radial electric shear layer. Because an effect is also

observed towards the core whith a lower amplitude, a radial propagation of this turbulence

can be considered. Four different mechanisms of instability can be proposed for this edge

turbulence linked to the limiters, for which investigations will be made: ionisation,

interchange, thermal and sheath instabilities. ' .

New specific experiments will now be realized on Tom Supra to complete these first
qualitative observations. Then, it will become possible to be more quantitative, with a

These preliminary results show that strong correlations exist between up-down poloidal
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rigorous study of the asymmetry evolution for stationary and ohmic plasmas; taking into
account all possible geometric configurations and various physio parameters.
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1 Introduction
During Ergodic Divertor Operation, strong steady state poloidal and radial modulations

of the temperature field are observed in stochastic boundaries [11. In the plasma core, the

temperature is not affected, while the temperature in stochastic boundaries is very low. This

experimental evidence indicates that an energy transport barrier must build-up in the vicinity of

the separatrix. These results are in contrast with the standard theory which predicts a low

temperature throughout the divertor volume and an unchanged temperature gradient in the core,

which implies therefore a core temperature drop. The transport barrier formation in a stochastic

boundary is investigated with a 2D mapping transport code which exhibits the basic features of

the ergodic divertor of Tore Supra [1], see section 2. The turbulent transport is assumed

constant throughout the divertor voiume and cannot explain therefore the observed transport

barrier at the separatrix. Analytical and numerical evidence of the formation of the transport

barrier are presented in section 3.
2 Transport model

Energy transport in a stochastic field is a 3D transport process since the axisymmetry is

destroyed by the helical perturbation. In particular the parallel transport combines the standard

rotational transform at constant radius superimposed to radial steps induced by the magnetic

perturbation of the coil system. Given the large mode numbers of the Tore Supra ergodic

divertor, 1—1 = 6 and ”hi = 18, the perturbing field remains located to the vicinity of the coils.
The 6 octopolar coils, equally spaced toroidally, are thus modelled by a magnetic perturbation

with a coa‘El) poloidal dependence extending from or! 4 to rt ! 4. This is the poloidal

extent of the coil in magnetic coordinate for typical ohmic shots [2]. The radial decay of the
perturbation is governed by the pol oidai wave number in cylindrical coordinate, hence wins with

me ~ 10. The toroidal extent of the perturbation is taken to be vanishing in contrast to the

effective coil extent of 14°. This localisation in a Dirac distribution allows one to generate a 2D

mapping similar to the standard map (Chirikov-Taylor map) after integration along the toroidal

angle. In order to avoid the spurious loss of symmetry of time inversion which characterizes

the standard map, is. the loss of symmetry with reapect to the horizontal axis, the Dirac

distribution is split into two "half Dirac" apart from the poloidal plane of reference and at a

vanishing distance from the latter. The issue of inversion with time of this mapping has been
carefully investigated. Indeed, upon integration along the toroidal coordinate, the magnitude of
the perturbation is multivalued due to the radial dependence of the perturb ation. Neglecting this
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dependence leads to an inward pinch which could induce other misleading artefacts. To
evaluate this effect 3D calculation have been performed with toroidal dependencies of the
perturbation tending to the Dirac distribution It is then found that this error leads to negligible
effects 1n all the divertor volume.

The magnetic configuration generated by this 2]) mapping is very close to that of the
ergodic divertor. The perturbation is maximum at the plasma boundary and the Chirikov
parameter [1] which evaluates the level of stochasticity, decreases towards the plasma core. The
global diffusion of field lines terminates at q(psep) ~ 2, .which defines the location of the
separatria, psfl.p ~ 0.3. Transport analysis with such a mapping is investigated with test

particles. The turbulent transverse transport is then modelled by a noise superimposed to the
parallel motion. The energy transfer which is thus computed can be compared to the
temperature field insofar as the plasma density is a monotonous decreasing function of radius.
Using the quasilinear field line diffusion [1] one can estimate the parallel transport, typically
DFL vthg, Vine being the parallel velocity of the test particles and DFL ~ it q RO (BB K B)?
This naturally introduces the time lag between two successive radial perturbations tp = (R0
21H 6)} Vthe: R0 ~ 2.4 m and Bald is the toroidal angle between 2 successive coils. The
transverse transport is defined by the transverse diffusion DJ_ = 52 I T}; which thus
determines d, the random step of the noise. The balance between parallel and transverse
transport is characterized by BL X DFL ~ (E5 3' (it R0 613 f 13))2, roughly the ratio of the
random walk step to the width of the magnetic island. Since the transverse transport is assumed
constant in the divertor volume, the only change in the parallel and transverse tranSport balance
is due to the modification of the stochastic transport.
2 Analytical 3; numerical results

For given values of the transverse diffusion coefficient D__L._. the temperature profile is
compared to the limiter case, where transport only results from the transverse diffusion.
Several regimes are expected depending on the magnitude of D.L l DFL- When transverse
transport dominates, D.L 3??? DPL: limiter features prevail. As transverse transport is reduced,
one should recover the regime predicted by the standard theory, namely a lowered temperature
in the boundary associated to a reduced core temperature. This is indeed observed, for
DJ- 3' UPI. ~ 1.4 10‘2, fig.(l). However, as the ratio D; f DEL is further decreased the
build-up of the transport barrier is observed, fig.(l). The increase of the gradient extends from
p = 0.65 to p = 0.85, where the Chirilcov parameter is close to the chaos threshold value. '
We emphasize that the transverse diffusion coefficient is assumed to be constant in all the
plasma. The transport barrier does not result from a local reduction of the turbulent diffusion
coefficient. Simultaneously to the formation of the transport barrier steady state modulations of
the test particle density are ob served.

The underlying mechanism of the transport barrier can be related to a varying trapping
probability, i.e. the probability for a field line to experience a radial step larger than 5 vanishes
towards the separatrix. A simple energy flux balance with a varying stochastic diffusion step d,
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then yields the energy flux. {:1 = 'dajeff hi") I dr, with Defy-r DJ- + DFL+ At given energy
flux from the core and constant density, the temperature profile in the divertor volume is a
function of the limiter temperature profile, TEDU) ~ TLim(r) D.L f Deff. The temperature is
thus depressed in the divertor volume where Deff ~ DH. be} Di, and strongly increases in the
vicinity of the separatrix, Dgff —- DI to reach the temperature profile of the limiter
configuration, fig.(2). This analytical description of the transport barrier is in agreement with
experimental observations [1].

As the ratio DJ- r“ DEL decreases below 1.? 10'3, the transport barrier is such that the
core ED energy profile exceeds the limiter profile, fig.(1). This result cannot be recovered in
the frame of the first order expansion in terms of the radial,dependence of Di f DEL which
leads to the hereabove analytical result. Our present conjunction is that trapping mechanisms of
stochastic field lines in the vicinity of remnant islands is a major mechanism. In the case

. D,L = O, a radial profile of the poloidally averaged transit times to the boundary is plotted on

fig.(3). Furthermore the 2D plot of this transit time indicates that poloidal structures of these
trapping times occur. The non monotonic variation of the trapping time shows that two
transport process coexist as assumed in the model of two coupled networks [3]. In this model,
the small scale network stands for the transverse transport while the large scale network stands
for the stochastic radial transport. A transport barrier at the separatrix is achieved when
crossing the separatrix from the core to the boundary can only be achieved on the small scale
network while the stochastic network allows for a radial step through the separatrix from the
boundary to the core. Along the lines of this result, it seems that parallel transport from the
stochastic region to the separatrix is probable but that the trapping mechanism at the separatrix
associated to the small level of" transverse transport reduce the probability for particles to flew
back to the stochastic region along the field lines.
3 Conclusion

As a consequence, little change of the pressure profile within the core plasma is found for
standard transport cases so that one readily expects a moderate, ~ 10 %, decrease of the
energy content of the discharge despite the large volume dedicated to open field lines, typically
36 % of the volume of the limiter configuration. The numerical check of this analysis indicates
that the intrinsic transport barrier strongly depends on the magnitude of the turbulent transport
compared to the stochastic transport, Dy I Deg. In contrast to typical axisymmetric divertor
configurations in L-m ode, the Ergodic Divertor can thus combine a'reduced volume of confined
plasma and an unchanged core temperature with respect to a configuration making full use of
the magnetic volume. Such results are not specific to Tore Supra but concern stochastic
boundary configurations as achieved in stellarators, I I

figferences
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2: Ph. (:ihendnh, A. Grosman and A. Kaleck, this conference.
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Investigation of particle and energy transport in RF heated and
ergodic divertor discharges on Tore Supra, using CXRS

W.R.Hess, W.Mandl*. J.L.Farjcn, S. ddeker, CDeMichelis, M.Druetta*,
I.Voitsekhovitch°

Association EURATOMCEA sur is Fusion Controlee
CEA-Cadarache, 13108 Saint-PaulaLea-Durance Cedex, France

*Lab. TSI, UMR CNRS 5516, Univ. J. Monnet, 42023 St. Etienne Cedex 2. France
°permanent address: "Kurchatov histitute”, Moscow, Russia

Active beam spectroscopy is a powerful tool to measure ion temperature and impurity density
radial profiles. First results have been obtained in Tore Supra ohmic and rf heated discharges,

and are used to improve our impurity particle and energy transport analysis. We investigate the

transport for different plasma scenarios, including different additional heating schemes and the

activation of the Ergodic Divertor (ED) in D— and in Pie-plasmas.

A vertical diagnostic injector is used to generate charge exchange reactions between injected
beam neutrals and fully stripped light irnpurity ions (fig 1). Carbon Spectra before and during
the beam injection are used to extract the active, beam induced charge exchange recombination

spectrum (CXRS) by background subtraction. The resulting active component is then further

analysed using a least square line fitting procedure. The Doppler shifted emission Spectrum of

the impact excited Ha transition of fast beam particles on the outermost viewing line is used to
characterise the diagnostic injector. Based on the experimentally determined power distribution
into full, half and third energy components of the neutral injector and using a neutral particle
penetration code. the local densities of the three different energy components can be
determined.
The active spectra of the CVI transition at 5291A are used to deduce ion temperature profiles

from their Doppler broadened line shapes. while the absolute brightness is exploited for ion
density measurements. Additional line broadening effects (fine structure and Zeernan effect) are
neglected here; temperatures from the outermost viewing lines (rla :1 0.9) are therefore
overestimated by about 10% [2]. Since the absolute neutral beam power is poorly known and
variable during. this initial period of operation. absolute densities are normalised to the Zeff
value deduced from visible bremsstrahlung, carbon being by far the dominant impurity.

Both. Ti and carbon density profiles are used in the impurity transport code to deduce transport
parameters. Assuming a nee-classical pinch velocity vd(r). the particle diffusivity profile D(r)

Can be modelled. This produces low D values compared to results from transport analysis based
on the penetration of injected impurities [I]. In addition, the dimensionless convective
parameter S(r)=a2vd!(2rD) (a=rninor radius), which gives a measure of the peaking of the radial

impurity profile in the confinement region of the plasma, is found to be higher than previously
inferred. It turns out that the S(r) profile is characteristic of the specific plasma scenario (fig 2).
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Whereas ohmic limiter discharges tend to be associated with radially flat 3 profiles (fig 2a), LI-I
discharges feature a central increase of S, indicating a central accumulation of light impurities
during LH heating (fig 2c). (35+ concentration profiles are generally observed to be fairly flat in
ohmic discharges. Increasing the fast wave electron heating power increases Zeff with little

change in the (35+ density profile shape (fig 6b). Central peaking of these profiles at high power
levels is observed for LH electron heating (fig 6a}. The (25+ profile shape is found unchanged if

the working gas is changed from D to He (fig 4a,h).

Ohmic ergodic divertor discharges show, on the other hand, a radially outward increasing
convective parameter (fig 2b), concomitant to a steeper carbon concentration gradient towards
the plasma edge (fig 3a,b). At the plasma periphery (n’a >03) the concentration of (35+ ions is
reduced during activation of the ED compared to limiter discharges. This is due to the increased
heat conductivity in the ergodic zone, which modifies the Te profile, and therefore diminishes

the higher ionisation states at the plasma edge. No change of the Ti profile between Upland!)
is observed during ED operation.

Zeff profiles are deduced from the (35+ density profiles under the assumption that carbon is the
dominant impurity. In the periphery (rz‘a >08), the lower ionisation states are taken into account
via impurity transport simulation. Contrary to results from Abel inverted measurements of
bremsstrahlung, a flat Zeff profile is found in the vicinity of the plasma edge (fig dc).

For pertinent energy transport analysis [3] knowledge of the To and Ti profiles is
indispensable. The ratio TifTe varies from 0.4 to 1, depending mainly on the plasma density
(fig Ta,h). In purely ohmic heated plasmas the thermal diffusivities of electrons and ions are
found to be very close (fig 7e). Indeed, we observe similar characteristic scale lengths
(agradT) for To and Ti which leads to similar driving terms for ionic and electronic
turbulences (fig 7c). Electron-ion equipartition is low, due to both lowr plasma density and high
electron temperature in LH heated discharges (fig 5c,d). Good electron-ion coupling is
observed during high density fast wave electron heating {fig 5a,b).

The evolution of T1 with additional electron heating depends on the plasma density and is

determined by both electron—ion equipartition and ion heat transport. FWEH at high density
increases both, T3 and Ti (flg 5a,b). Strong electron heating at low density, on the other hand,

does not affect Ti whereas Te still increases (fig 5c,d). Both, electron and ion heat transport
increase with auxiliary electron heating. Whereas the ion heat diffusivity changes only by a

factor of 2-3, similar to the particle transport, the electron heat diffusivity is raised more
strongly (fig 7e,f). Wim additional heating the characteristic Te scale length in the gradient
region is higher than the characteristic scale length of Ti. This indicates that electron heating
destabilises preferentially electron modes but affects, however, not only the electrons but also
the ion thermal transport.
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Intermittent Transport
due to Particle Flux Drive of SOL Turbulence.

Y. Saraain, Ph. Ghendrih and X. Gar-bet
Association Euratom—CEA, DRFC, CEA Cadarache,

F-13108 St Paul lea Durance, Cédex, France.

Introduction.

Control of SOL turbulence is characterized by two conflicting issues. On the one hand,
it governs heat deposition on target plates and limiters which is among the most important
challenges in ITER. The beneficial high turbulence level increases the wetted area hence
lowering the power flux and reducing the thermal constraints. On the other hand, a reduced
edge turbulence level, which is very likely coupled to SOL turbulence, is required to generate
an edge transport barrier, H-mode transition. Recent works indicate a possible SOC, Self-
Organized Criticality, behavior of turbulence models when driven by a volumic source {1]. Our
new results, dealing with the interchange instability in the SOL, clearly show an avalanche-like
behavior of the system when driven by a constant particle flux.

Models for the non-linear study of a given instability mechanism.

The interchange instability is the analogous of the Rayleigh—Renard instability where the
temperature gradient is replaced by a pressure gradient. In the low field side of tokamaks, the
curvature g of the magnetic field lines, in the opposite direction to the plasma density gradient
Tin, destabilises electrostatic modes. Parallel current losses have then to be reduced to allow
the fluctuations to grow. In the SOL, radially limited by the separatrix at r = a and the first
external wall, this crucial point is ensured by the very low value of the sheath parallel
conductivity G, which has a destabilising effect [2]. The flute hypothesis, consisting in a field
line average, reduces the problem to two dimensions, giving in a slab geometry x = (r—a) 2’ p3
and y = r6 f p5. This assumption is legitimated by the experimental parallel wave number of
the fluctuations lye 0 [3]. All lengths are normalized to an average ionic Larmor radius [35 =
mics 2' e13, where mi is the ionic mass, e the proton charge, B the average magnetic field in the
SOL, and c3 = [Tet' 1+1) f mfl”2 the sound velocity. '1' is the ratio between the ionic and the
electronic temperatures Te, which is supposed to be constant in the SOL. Taking into account a
temperature gradient would add an other instability mechanism, the negative resistivity
instability [4]. The essential linear characteristic of interchange instability lies in the existence of
an instability threshold, proportional to (g V’mm. Thus, taking g constant, there is a critical
density gradient over which interchange modes become unstable. This threshold results both
from the sheath conductivity, which stabilises the large scale modes, and from the collisional
diffusivity D and the viscosity v which dissipate the energy on small scales structures. Finite
ionic Larmor radius effects also induce a dissipation for small modes.

In a general manner, there are two different ways to study the non—linear evolution of a
given instability mechanism. In the standard approach, the constant average thermodynamical
force, here the density gradient, is the driving term of turbulence : the driven fluctuations are
super—imposed to this average gradient without modifying it. The implicit assumption is that the
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characteristic size of the fluctuations is much smaller than the equilibrium typical scale. This
yields a system involving the normalised fluctuating quantities 1111 = n f it and fl = e ii lTfl,
with periodic radial conditions. The basic fluid equations are the electron and the current
conservation laws, where the zero order terms, corresponding to the equilibrium, have been
subtracted. The driving term, namely the density gradient appears in the electric drift velocity of
the electron conservation law. The non-linear contribution of this drift determines the turbulent
transverse transport, responsible for the dynamics of the system. The current conservation law
contains the curvature term, and the nonalinearities induced by the polarization current [5].
In our more realistic approach, the scale separability hypothesis is no longer assumed, and
equations for the normalized global variables N = ning and U 2 en 1' Te are derived. The
driving of the turbulence is then ensured by a volumic source, ionization of the neutral influx

coming from the wall [6] or core particle outflux as in the present paper. This naturally breaks
the periodicity of the radial boundary conditions. In the present case 1: = 0. The non-linear
expression of the sheath conductivity is used : tr e p‘t -U), where
A = 1n {Zmp‘ (itrng(1+t))}1f2 is the floating potential. The divergence of the constant particle

influx from the core is modeled by the source S(x) = 30 exp{—(x!hs)3} of normalized width
13 == 10. The equations for the flux driven system are :

(a, - ovi) N = [1a, U] - oN exp(A—U) + set) (1)
gay, N + atviu — vi = [viii U] + e {l-exp(A—U)} (2)

[N, U] and [Vfiu U] are the Poisson brackets related to the electric drift velocity and the
polarization current respectively. The non-linear treatrnent is performed with a bidimensionnal
code similar to that of [5].

Results and. discussion.

The average gradient driven turbulence is studied for 1; e 0, which implies enstrophy
conservation of the system. However, no inverse energy cascade, which would result in energy
transfer to large spatial structures, is seen. The radial particle flux is an advection by the radial
component of the electric drift velocity Fr :1 c: ii high“ 22-9 2 —t <2: Fl ayh by. Fr (x, t)

exhibits a rather homogeneous shape, without any temporal or spatial structures when
considered on a measurement time scale. This allows a diffusive description of the transport.
The probability density function (PDF) of I}, fig. (1), is a Gaussian centered on a few fies.

For the case with a very strong drive, the amplitude of the transport exceeds the one given by
the Bohm criterion DB = T,a 9' e13.

Fig. (2) represents the radial flux evolution for particle flux driven turbulence, eqs. (in
2). Its evolution has dramatically changed, showing an intermittent behavior, and thus
recovering recent experimental results [“3"]. It is also characterized by bursty events which
induce a variability of almost a factor ten in the radial outflux amplitude, and a non-Gaussian
PDF, fig. (1). The esplanation of these bursts, also called avalanches, is as follows : the
turbulence driving source locally stiffens the density gradient, which then reaches the critical
one. Fluctuations are thus excited, generating transverse transport. This results in a local
relaxation and in the outward propagation of a superscritical state of the system, an avalanche.
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Fig. (3) is a plot of the cross-correlation functions of the poloidally averaged profile of the
density fluctuations: at different times. The linearity of these contours, which represent the
propagation of the avalanches as a function of time, indicates the ballistic nature of this
transport. An avalanche outflux is thus the advected quantity Trafalanfh‘i = "n' v. The
characteristic velocity v is found to increase with the driving thermodynamical source
I:S(x) dx, and is close to ca. The confinement is completely destroyed during these fast
events since Travalamm = I}. The temporal transform of the radial flux at a given location is
presented in fig. (4). In the low frequencies range, where avalanches are expected to interact,
the dynamics exhibits a shape close to 1 If, characteristic of avalanche-like phenomena [8] and
which is also observed experimentally [9-10}. This 1! f noise means that the most efficient
avalanches in terms of particle exhaust also have the smallest frequencies. In the regime where
avalanches do not interact, one recovers the 1! f 4 decrease of [1}. As expected, the transition
frequency between these two regimes, associated with the duration of a single avalanche [11],
increases with the driving intensity. The poloidally averaged equilibrium density profiles in
both low and high field sides are presented in fig. (5), together with the source. In the
simulation, the high field side stands for the case with no turbulent transport and thus
characterizes the smoothing diffusion terms of eqs. (14). The reduced density gradient of the
low field side profile is therefore the signature of the turbulent transport. The averaged profile
can be described in terms of an exponential decay as would be expected from the standard
analysis of the transport with well defined diffusion and convection terms [6]. As such, the
averaging process does not allow one to capture the proper signature of turbulent transport
allowing for misleading transport analysis. However, the e—folding length RSOL of the average
profile is meaningful reaching More a 16 p5. Interestingly enough, and similarly to
experimental observations [12], the SOL width appears to be independent of the magnitude of
the driving term. Finally, the equilibrium profile is super-critical with regard to the most
unstable linear modes, hr = 0

Conclusion.

Our simulations, based on the same threshold instability mechanism, demonstrate the
outstanding difference which results from the change from a gradient drive to a volumic source
drive. In the general case of a threshold instability driven by a volumic source, any diffusive
description of turbulence is no longer valid because of the high spatial and temporal
heterogeneity of the transport. Transport events look like ballistic propagations of super-critical
states of the system, called avalanches. The exponential decay of the average density profile is
recovered despite the intermittent behavior of the underlying transport mechanism.

References. [1] DE. Newman et al., Phys. Plasmas 35 {1996) 1853.
[2] X. Gather et al., Neel. Fns. 31 (1991) 96?. [8] P. Bak et al., Phys. Rev. L. 59 (1937) 331.
[3] AJ. Wootton, J’. Nucl. Mar. 196-197 (1990) 7?. [9] AJ. Wootton et al., Phys. Fluids 32 (1990.) 2379.
[4] ILL. Berket al., Nucl. Fits. 33 (1993) 263. [10] Zhai Kan et al., Phys. Rev. 5'55 (199?) 3431.
[5] S. Benkadda et al., Phys. Rev. L. 73 (1994) 3403. [11] T. Hwa et al Phys. Rev. A45 {1992) "£002.
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Heat and particle deposition on the new neutraliser plates of the improved
ergodic divertor in Tore Supra

B.Mes1in., Ph. Ghendrih, A. Grosman, M. Chantant, L. Gargiulo, T. Loarer, IY. Pascal
Association Euratom—CEA sur la Fusion Contrtilee

CEA- Cadarache, 13103 Saint—Paul-Lex—Durance, France.

1) Introduction :

The 6 ergodic divertor (ED) modules of Tore Supra have been equipped with 42 new
vented neutraliser plates. They consist of actively cooled copper tubes designed to sustain
average power fluxes up to "LS Mlllhm'2 and covered with a thin boron carbide coating. The
fi'ont face of the modules are totally covered with 0.02m CFC tiles : the overall module power
exhaust capability will approach 10 MW for 30 s [1]. An improved set of diagnostics allows to
study the heat and particle deposition onto the plates. Three infrared cameras yield the divertor
modules surface temperature and consequently the power flux onto them. A new and dedicated
internal calorimetric measurement gives access to the energy loading onto many neutraliser
plates with an increased geometrical accuracy. Special efforts have been directed towards
electron density and temperature measurements close to the neutralisers plates where 14 fixed
Langmuir probes characterise the particle and power fluxes among the 6 ED modules.

The new scheme was experimentally studied for a short but intensive probation period
in Autumn 1996 with auxiliary heating by RF waves (lower hybrid andfor ion cyclotron) up to
8 W although the following studies are essentially done with ohmic plasmas. The radiative
fraction was maintained generally below 50%, leading to a heat deposition on the plates very
close to the nominal value.

This paper will address the major findings of the campaign. Heat and particle flux
deposition onto the neutraliser plates and the modules are shown to meet the design
requirements ; some deposition patterns affect mainly the heat flux. Parallel transport will be
shown to exhibit regimes similar to those observed with X-point divertors. A more
comprehensive survey of the experiments will be found in [2].

2) Heat and particle flux deposition onto the neutraliser plates and the modules

The resonant effect which allows the creation of an ergodised edge zone, results also
in an alignment of the field lines to the current bars of the modules [3]. Hence, the heat flux is
maximised when the adequate edge safety factor is_reached. Otherwise, a shadowing effect
takes place. Infrared images give evidence of such shadowing as the area wetted by the plasma
on the equatorial neutraliser decreases linearly from its maximal value for q H 2.9. Calorimetric
measurements indicate that the whole heat deposition on all neutraliser plates decreases
exponentially with Aq (the deviation from the resonant safety factor) with an exponential factor
Aqflflfi. Such factor characterise generally other divertor effects such as the radiation
enhancement [2] and meets theoretical understanding [3]. This in fact restricts the experimental
domain in a range similar to the one involving the overall ergodic divertor capabilities when
optimal performances are requested. Generally, the wetted part of the neutraliser plate agrees
well with that expected with parallel dominated heat transport, deduced from the field-line
tracing MASTOC code calculations [4]. In that line, the total heat deposition varies linearly
with the relative perturbation from the divertor.
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The former ED of Tore Supra eslubited a strong resilience to misalignment of the
modules [4]. This is confirmed in its new configuration. The toroidal variation of the heat flux
towards the neutraliser plates between the six modules remains in a window of i20%, very
similar to the estimated error bar on the internal calorimetrio measurement involved. The
deposition on the front face stems fi'om both the remnants of the convective flux, not
sufficiently channelled to reach the plates, but also from the a radiative fraction». The rather
systematic distribution between the 5 modules (for which reliable position measurements were
achieved), which is displayed in figure 1, is in agreement with a heat flux e—folding length of
about 0.011m if one assumes that the radiative fraction amounts to about 10% of the total
power received, a sound hypothesis in these ohmic shuts, when radiation stave below 25% of
the plasma output. Noticeably, the particle flux does not exhibit variations at the same level as
the radial variation does not show anyr particular trend in a domain of $2593 to the average
value.

an on». WWI} Basement-rmq9.:t But, .. the: heatdeposition on the front
3160 face is far from
3162 ' homogeneous. A part
3164 E of the flux is due to
3166 E radiation and charge
31% exchange. For the

shots achieved up to
317i} . .

now, the radiative
l 2 3 d 6 . .fraction remains low

Mum and its contribution to
*Cflc Waters wanes firm hum-m the front face heating
—o—zaats +2mer +21% wilt—m - “"Reqtjfln) should remain

Figure i : Power deposition normalised to the maximum. on the various divertor “331191316 . (about
modalefiontfocesfor many shots {grudge is variedfi'oin 3. 3” to 2.9). Expected UDOSWIWE If it 15

distribution with a power e-foia'ing length of! lmrnfor c radiative input equal to homogeneous). The [K
it}! 9/6.. Major radius ofeochflontfooe in the equatorial plane is also displayed. camera resolution is

unfortunately larger
(about 0.1 Mimi). Consequently, one cannot drive an- accurate statement about the likely
inhomogeneity of the radiation deposition which, in any case appears to stay small in these
cases. Nevertheless, the conductive power reaching the modules from face instead of the
imbedded neutraliser plates can be estimated by its location on their edges. It amounts on
average to 0.2 Win13 on areas spreading on about 50% of the front face (3 m2). Much higher
values are reached for q values far from resonance : a maximum of 1 Wind at location close
to the equatorial plane is recorded for q=3.3 and, for this value, other strong deposition (<12
Wimz) are noticed in the top and bottom part of the ED where, the poloidal width of the bars
cannot decrease along with the flux tube shrinking. '

This heat deposition overview allows to confirm that the improved ergodic divertor of
Tore Supra should reach its nominal capability as far as power injection is concerned; the
neutraliser plates may extract up to 3 MW as foreseen if no hot spots are to be coped with [5].
The front face receives about 50% of the conductive flux. Thislntav alter somewhat the
possibility to reach long discharges (305) because of the strong deposition on poloidall}r
extreme parts of the modules : 4 MW should then be extracted in this case, taking into account
extrapolated fluxes of 6-8 Win-:3 at most. Configurations! changes should nevertheless
alleviate the problem.
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3) Heat and particle deposition patterns

The heat deposition patterns onto the neutraliser plates have been already studied and a
simple model relating them to the complex structure of the field lines and more specifically,r to
their radial penetration for a correlation length (about i toroidal turn) [4,6]. This is essentially
correct for cases where the parallel heat conduction is dominant, i.e. for sufficiently high edge
electron temperatures (3-30 eV). The new diagnostics allowed to derive the heat flux for each
type of neutraliser. The ones facing a flux from the electron side are characterised by probes
and dedicated calorimetric measurements. As a direct consequence of the simple model quoted
above, the heat flux is shown to increase from bottom to top' as, due to the module
configuration on the low-field side, the radial penetration of the field lines increases with the
number of modules it has to experience before leaving to the high field side. Figure 2 displays
the linearity between the heat flux and the corresponding field line penetration. 0n the same
figure, the particle flux is shown to follow a similar trend.

Thermal and puticle flu: distribution in the WM direction
5 The latter coherence is not

, . ' so obvious when the specific
patterns on one neutraliser plate are
considered. Generally, the particle
flux is much less modulated than the
heat flux. Such behaviour is
confirmed by the homogeneous
recycling pattern deduced from 13,,
imaging ['3’]. The experimental stud}r
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Thermal and particle deposition patterns the Langmuir Pm'basi they may be
recorded for the relevant parameters and14 . .

12" _+_ Win12)“ compared to the heat flux deduced from
...». ‘IitWimil the infrared measurements. Figure 3

10" —a- I",{Aicm2) -- displays the outputs for an experiment
3_ iii +1310 (EV) __ for which, in addition, the density was

' . fl varied. This in turn has an effect on edge
51' ..-.f.__:' _ -- temperature and density. It appears that
4,, to, Is?“ in the'high temperature case (here for

' .3- ‘l' i the larger q values), the heat flux is
21' “' strongly modulated and essentially due
{3 : , : : : E to temperature variations. The strong
3.00 3.05 3.10 3.l5 3.20 3.25 3.30 3.35 heat flux dependence - on election

Safety factor temperature T (TM) does not result in a
Figure 3 : During a plasma current ramp-up, the heat flux to a the significant particle flux dependence
neuhuiiser close to the Langmuir probe is recorded by iii (Till). For lDWEI' temperature regimes, a
themogruphy. The probe saturation current, the electron . . .
temperature and the deduced heat flux are displayed. Modulations mE Clear particle flux Valli-1111011 3150
are noticeable. For a<3.i. the densig,’ nus increased. appears.
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4) Parallel transport regimes

The transport regimes within the edge region still deserve a comprehensive studies.
The a stochastic region is was already reviewed in [3]. The laminar region, in which the flux
tubes are connected to the wall along one correlation length, is relevant of the 32-point divertcr

physics. In particular three regimesDeni ‘ lntlivertar hots ‘surname 5 are expected for the perpendicular
rename transport. At high enough

a temperature, it remains constant, for
E lower temperature, the heat parallel
g trfafrgsport is strongly reduced like
Elm]:+19 T '. It: In addition, the neutral
‘g density is sufficient, a pressure drop
3 may appear, due to the momentum
3 loss exerted through charge

exchange processes. These regimes
1.ocE+ts are measured with the ED, see figure

1.oslt+19 1NE+20 4 where the ed e densit at the late
sheen-3) g y p

Figure 4 : Variation ofdensity at the equatorial neutraliser is plotted against the volume
plate, measured by a Langmuir probe against volume average averaged damn}?! the data being
density showing the three parallelJr transporiregiines. taken from different shots. It yields

first a linear , then a sine:e3 dependence, specific to each of the first two regimes. The transition
from one to the other is accompanied by an abrupt temperature drop below 20 eV. Then,
detachment occurs for T,=lOeV, characterised by a decrease of the particle flux by a factor of
4 and of the energy flux by a factor of 6, and is discussed in [2]. It should be stressed that all
transitions occur simultaneously for every Langmuir probes in the modules.

.5) Conclusion

The improved ergodic. divertor of Tore Supra proved to efficiently exhaust heat. The
neutraliser plates are wetted as expected and this firrthermore confirms that parallel transport
dominates as long as T9930 eV. The only present limitation will be due to conductive power
impinging on the font face areas neighbouring the neutraliser plates, for very high power
discharges. At sufficiently high densities, the parallel transport regime changes ; this allows to
obtain high recycling and detachment regimes very similar to the one encountered in X point-
divertor. Generally, the heat flux patterns, characteristic of the complex magnetic edge
structure are more peaked than the particle flux ones.
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Impurity penetration in ergodic divertor experiments in Tore Supra
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1. Introduction : The ergodic divertor (ED) of Tore Supra has been equipped with new
vented neutraliser plates [1]. They have been designed to sustain large power fluxes while
allowing for deuterium pumping. They consist in four actively cooled, 34C coated 30 cm long
copper tubes separated by three 10 mm wide pumping slots. The new target plates have been
equipped with a set of dedicated diagnostics including four in-situ optical fibers connected to
a visible spectrometer, fixed Langmuir probes localised in the gap between two tubes, and a
visible imaging system consisting of an endoscope equipped with a CCD camera and a set of
interference filters to visualise the recycling pattern on the ED neutraliser plates and coils.
Preliminary experiments with this improved ED have been aimed at assessing its overall
properties, among which the plasma core decontamination effect observed with the old ED
design {2, 3]. The new set of diagnostics have been used to measure the impurity penetration
in the plasma edge. In order to get further insight into the physics issues controlling neutral
penetration, a simple 2D model has been developed and the results are in agreement with
both experimental data and calculations from the BBQ 3-D impurity transport code.
2. Plasma core decontamination effect for intrinsic impurities : We have already reported
the core decontamination effect obtained with the old ED design [2]. This beneficial effect

might have been changed in the new design, due to the larger surface of the neutraliser plates,
their new orientation (towards the plasma), and the larger surface of carbon covering the ED
coils. However it has been found again for intrinsic C, O, and C1. Fig. 1 shows the carbon
concentration normalised to the total input power as a function of the volume averaged
electron density, for limiter and ED plasmas. The absolute value of the carbon density in the
plasma core is obtained from the CV1 Lyn: line brightness combined with soft Xeray and
visible bremsstrahlung measurements. The total input power ranges here from IMW (ohmic)
to 6.5MW (ICRH). The results of the 1996 experimental campaign with the new target plates
(triangles) are compared to the data base obtained with the old ED design (circles, gas puff
fuelling, and squares, pellet fuelling). The new series of points aligns well with the old one,
the carbon content decreasing by the same factor 3 to 5 (depending on (than) in ED plasmas.
As already observed in the past, the situation for oxygen is less clear. A decrease of the
oxygen content is found only when normalised to Dot measurements[2]. Chlorine is present in
small quantities only in high density plasmas ", it is very efficiently screened. To further
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understand this impurity screening effect, the impurity penetration in the plasma edge has
been analysed, taking advantage of the new diagnostics installed in the target plates.
3. Penetration of the impurity neutrals produced at a target plate.
3.1 Experimental data and Mi model : The absolute brightnesses of CH (653.0 nm), CIII
(464.? nm) and CIV (465.8 nm) are measured in front of the neutraliser plate by four in-situ

optical fibers. The lines of sight in the equatorial plane are shown on Fig. 2. On Fig. 3a the
brightness of the CII line recorded on the four fibers is plotted versus the distance from the
neutraliser surface (symbols), for a series of experiments in which the total BI) current IED

was scanned between 18 kill and 45 RA. The volume averaged electron density was roughly
constant, «cue:- e 1.8 to 2.0x1019 m-3. At the edge, nemeaspred with the fixed Langmuir
probe increased with IE1), from 1.8x1013 to 4.0x 1018 m3, and T6 was between 45 and 70 eV.
Fig. 3a shows that, when increasing the magnetic perturbation, the maximum emission is
shifted toward the neutraliser, and the radial decay length of the line brightness decreases. In
order 'to better understand these experimental results, we have developed a simple 2—D model
describing the ionisation of impurity neutrals in the vicinity of the neutraliser plates. The
geometry of the neutraliser included in the model is shown on Fig. 2. The magnetic field lines.
striking the neutraliser under an angle q: = 1° are represented by straight lines parallel to the x-
axis. The impurity neutral density in each point M is nI(M] = EnI{P)sin9 e'L , where old?) is

the neutral density in a point P of the surface. Neutral atoms are assumed to be
homogeneously produced at the target plate (nI(P)=1 a.u.) and to be emitted according to the
Lambert law (sinfl). The e*L term represents the attenuation due to ionisation,
L = jg (31(y' )nc(y‘ ) 3' v0) dy', where S[(y) is the ionisation rate coefficient of the impurity

neutrals, function of the electron temperature. y is the radial coordinate, and vg is the velocity
of the neutrals entering the plasma. The determination of the electron temperature Ti,(x,y) and
density netx,y) fields in the laminar region in front of the neutraliser plate is not a, simple
problem. Calculations from the MASTOC code [4] show that two classes of flux tubes exist :
hot field lines with large radial exploration and cold field lines with shorter connexion
lengths. Indeed, modulations of the electron temperature field have been observed in some
cases [5]. These density and temperature fields are not included in the 2-D model. In the

present stage of development of the model, the boundary conditions are given by the n: and
T,, values on the surface of the neutraliser as measuredby the fixed Langmuir probe, and
constant Te(y) and nety) gradients are extrapolated from a reciprocating Langmuir probe. The

CII ion density distribution is calculated assuming ionisation equilibrium with the carbon
neutrals, nfl(M) = (Sity)! SntyDnItM). The brightness of the observed C11 line is then

calculated, for comparison with the experiment, by a numerical integration along the lines of
sight of the 4 optical fibres. The only free parameter of the model is via which value is
indicative of the impurity production mechanism. it is adjusted so that the computed
brightness profile fits the experimental one. The lines in Fig. 3a represent the best fit to the
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experimental data. The neutral velocity v0 has been set close to 10 eV for the three shots. This
value is indicative of a physical sputtering process, previously observed in Tore Supra inertial
limiter plasmas [6]. Fig. 3a shows that the variation of the experimental brightness profiles
with IED is well reproduced by the model. The difference between the electron temperatures
given by the fixed probe for the three shots is compensated by different gradients, leading to
an electron temperature of the same order of magnitude in the first centimeters for the three
cases. Fig. 3b shows the CH ion density radial profiles for the three 11st) values, indicating that
the carbon penetration decreases with increasing IED. This is due, in our model, to the
increasing electron density at the neutraliser surface (from 1.3><1[}1S to 4.0x1013 m*3).
However, this result could also be linked to the variation of the angle of incidence of the
magnetic field lines along the neutraliser surface with IED which is not included in our model.
3.2. Results from the BBQ 3-D transport code : The carbon impurity production at the
neutraliser plate has also been modeled with the BBQ 3D scrape—off layer impurity transport
code [6]. For a given D+ deposition profile, BBQ follows the evolution of CI, CH, [1111, etc.,
near the piate. Using the measured plate electron density and temperature for the 15]) scan

(Fig. 3), the MontenCarlo BBQ code shows the same trends as those seen in the 2D ionisation .
model. However, the BBQ atomic physics description is more complex, including
recombination, particle radial and parallel transport and parallel friction, and MASTOC-
generated fields near the plate. The BBQ calculations support the idea of emitted CI energies
in the It'le‘vr range with a high energy tail up to 50 e‘v’ in the distribution (Pig4a). The power
deposition on the neutraliser, computed {4] or from IR imaging, is not homogeneous :
significant sources from the gaps between the tubes of the plate as well as a broad poloidal
pattern are oberved, consistent with views of Da' recycling. The influence on the carbon
sources of adding a non uniform, progressively larger, D+ particle source is shown in Fig 4b.
4. Conclusion : We have shown that (1) during ED-operation on Tore-Supra, the plasma core
intrinsic impurity content is reduced compared to the case with no magnetic perturbation
(153:0) and (2) the penetration of the carbon neutrals reduces with increasing 1131). This last
result has been obtained from the analysis of edge spectroscopy data using both a simple 2D
ionisation model and the BBQ 3D code. Indeed, a detailed study of the impurity production
mechanism requires a 3D spatially resolved modelling. Nevertheless, using a simple 2D
model allows to identify the relevant physics parameters (neutral velocity, edge electron
density).
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I) INTRODUCTION:
The increase in auxiliary heating power in present day machines has led to the use of

large plasma wall interaction. For exemple the present 1TER divertor design is such that the
field lines are weakly inclined with respect to the landing surface. The particle and heat lead on
nearly tangent surfaces are still difficult to model, especially on surfaces having a large poloidal
extension, as the inner wall limiters in TORESUPRA [l] and 'I’FTR [2]. Usually, one uses the
a standard a analytical expression : (2(a): Qox’i expfixflq) B.n Eq, (1)

where Quit is the parallel heat flux at the Last Closed Elna finrface (LCFS) , Em is the dot

product of the normalized magnetic field vector B with the vector normal to the surface 11 (B.n
proportional to sinEEl), El being the angle of incidence of the field line on the surface), and

finally liq is the e~folding length for power deposition. However, for toroidal limiters having a

large poioidai extension with almost grazing angle qfineidenee, Eq. (1) must be modified to
include a local perpendicular heat flux term, Qoperp, which can be as large as Qor‘f over 3, to
get the right power balance. A sequence of shots have been used to understand the
consequences of additional power (up to QMW) and particle deposition and their effects on the
main plasma parameters, especially the implications in terms of Z—effective and total plasma
radiation, with the plasma leaning on the large (lilmE) inner~wall or on the outboard limiter
(0.3m2}. It is a a conventional a roof type pump limiter with two leading edges at the threats
entrances on the ion and electron sides. These leading edges are close (0.015m} to the LCFS,
since the distance has been optimized for particle pumping. A large variety of plasma parameters
have been analyzed: 1 a: Ptot s: QMW, 2 a: Zeff 4: 5; UBMW <: Prad c. 1.7MW, 1.5x1019m'3
a nine:- e 3.5x lolhrn‘3 , 0.75m a r chasm.

II) EXPERIMENT and RESULTS
We present results from a new set of diagnostics dedicated to evaluate the power flow to

the large inner wall. This set includes 4 fixed Langmuir probes located poloidallv on the front
face of the inner wall at 10“, 15°, 25° and 45° with respect to the equatorial plane, infrared

themtographic temperature maps of the inner wall. surface and a tomographic balameter array

located at the outboard mid-plane [J.C. Vallet this conf.]. These measurements suggest again
[1] a value of lq :5 0.03m, larger than the value found when the plasma is leaning on the

outboard limiter, lq = 0.01m, as observed also on TFTR [2].
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Figure 1 shows the Langmuir probes data, indicating a flat electron temperature profile
at lZ-lde‘v’ even during a ?.6MW ICRH pulse. On the other hand, the shape and absolute
values of the densityr profile do change during the heating pulse. The effect of additional power
(up to 9W) is to increase locally the recycling of particles, as indicated by a large increase of
the density profile, while no significant modification of the electron temperature profile is
observed. The general profile has its maximum peaked below the equatorial plane but depends
on the real plasma geometry. The flatness of these profiles indicates the surprisingly long e.w

folding length for power deposition which was already deduced [1] from a reciprocating
Langmuir probe located at the top of the machine, and from a fit-ted Langmuir probe located at
the LHCD grill mouth.
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The infrared surface temperatures (below 350°C) and also the power load are relatively

homogeneous. The surface temperature of the inner wall indicates a broad poloiclal profile with

a maximum temperature below 350°C at the end of a 3s ICRH pulse (except on a few

defectuous tiles). This is also indicated by the Langmuir probe flat electron density and
temperature poloidal profiles, figure 1. From the time evolution of the surface temperature and

since the ICRH pulse length power (eds) is to: inner wall time constant (Lt-15s), one can deduce
the time evolution of the power flux density from the semi~intinite wall model. For shot 20540
where the ICRH power is YMW, we find a power heat flux of 0.6MW/m2.

Zeff and the radiated power (Prad) have been compared for two plasma configurations.
Figure 2 shows that in the inner wall limiter case, a weak variation of Zeff andPrad is observed

(Zeff is almost constant around 2, Prad = 0.5 - lMW in the range of total power 1 - 9 MW}.
On the contrary, in the outboard limiter case, Zeff and the radiated power increased strongly

with the total power (2.5 s Zeff 114.5, and 0.5 5; Fred (W) E 1.5 for total powers from 1.5
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MW to 5 MW). A new bolometer array [4] is used to make tomographic reconstruction of the
radiated power. It can be shown that the maximum absolute value goes from 0.2MWlm3 in the
ohmic phase to 0.4Mar3 during a 9MW ICRH pulse. The poloidal profiles are rather flat or

eventually slightly peaked and depends on the real plasma geometry along the inner wall

(ellipticity or oblatness).
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EmZeff (left) and total radiated power (rigth) variations as a function of ICRH power
for the limiter case (open circles} and for the inner~wall case (full circles).

I'll) MQDELLINEE: «
A 3D Monte-Carlo code THOR has already [1] been used to describe the diffusion of

heat and hydrogenic particles across the LCFS to the limiters located in the SOL. It indicated
that DP,” has to be assumed to be large in te range of lflmzls to reproduce satisfactorily the

power heat flux poloidal profile
The BBQ code[[3] has been used to model impurity production at the inner wall which

drives the central Zeff. BBQ Is a 313. Monte Carlo impurity scrape-off layer (SOL) transport

code. The code uses a detailed description of the wall geometry, resolving individual tiles, and

magnetic reconstructions [4] of the last closed flux surface.” Although Tore Supra has nominally

a circular plasma, deviations in circularity from +15% ( ellipticity) to 6% (oblateness) are

observed, and these have a very important effect in spreading the distribution of power on the

inner wall. Starting with the 13+ incident flux (poloidal profile shapes given by the Langmuir
probe measurements), the code calculates Cg atom emission by physical and chemical

sputtering, then tracks Co, (3+, C++ etc. in the SOL to determine the penetration efficiency into

the core plasma. Table I shows the results of BBQ calculations for several cases with varying

LCFS shape and incident power. In the Table, k is the effective plasma elongation (which is
different for upper and lower segments of the LCFS), fl is the penetration efficiency (the

fraction of generated impurities which reach the core plasma), Ygff is th6 sputtering )‘ifild
averaged over the wall, and F2 is the global impurity source for the considered wall-segment.
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Table 1: BBQ calculations

U
0 Lower
“F Upper
7 Lower
0 Upper
0 Lower

These results show that there can be significant impurity screening for the inner wall.
This is capecially true for impurities generated at high poloidal latitudes (above the equator).

Because of the noncircularitv of the LCFS [in the Table I the elongation, k, varies from 0.97-
1.15) the incident power is distributed more uniformly than for the circular case, and impurity
production is shifted from the midplane (where the screening efficiency is minimum) to higher
poloidal latitudes, where the screening efficiency is higher.

V} [EMELHSIONSt
We have presented new measurements available on TOREHSUPRA to diagnose the inner

wall, name Langmuir probes and infrared imaging. They help to understand the power

deposition on such large poloidal (and toroidal) inner wall. These measurements confirm the

hypothesis that on such an element the ‘exponential‘ model for the heat and particle can ONLY
give a good representation of the TORE~SUPRA observations only 13‘ several conditions are
fulfilled: 1) a large perpendicular heat flux must be included, Qoperp = QUE! f 3 l

2) the detailed plasma and wall geometry must be taken into account,

3) the actual large (>- 0.03m) SOL decay length (which includes the effect of sources

due to localized recycling at the inner wall) must be used.
The heat flux. can then be computed by the following expression:

(2l ’4 QOI’cFs sinEl EXP(*dt) 4' QOPETPLcrs C059 film-Wag):
where Q = 0“ when the flux surface is exactly tangential to the limiting surface, dx is the

distance measured from the last closed flux surface (LCFS), 1:1 is the SOL heat flux decay

length, (10;? and Qoperp are the parallel and perpendicular heat fluxes density at the last closed

surface. _

[11 A.Seigneur, D.Gui1hem, J.Hogan, et al. in Proc. 20th European Conf. Controlled Fusion and Plasma

Physics, Lisbon, Portugal, July "Sin-3U, 1993, Vol.2, R603, European Physical Society {1993).

[2] C.S.Pitcher, P.C.Stangcbv, J.N.M. 196-198 {192) 241—247.

[3] J. Hogan, C.l(lepper and a1. IAEA-CN-{SfirlDP-lfi, 1996

[4} E. Joffrin et al., BPS Lisbonne 93. Volume lTC part I p 10'?

[5] LC. Vallet , this Conference.

Thanks to H.Roche, KMnnv and J.Y.Pascal for their help in data collection and analysis
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Particle balance in ergodic divertor experiments
with auxiliary heating on Tore Supra

TLoarer, B Meslin, A Grosman, Ph Ghendrih, S Btiddeker, C Grisolia,
R Guirlet and P Monier-Garbet

Association EURATOM-CEA sur la fusion contrdlee

CEA Cadarache, F—13lllfl Saint-Paul-Lez-Durance cedex, FRANCE.

The ergodic divertor of Tore Supra has evolved towards a larger energy extraction capability with

advanced neutraliser plates. Associated to the enhanced radiating capability demonstrated in the

ergodic divertor (ED) configuration [1], this new structure will allow one to operate at input power of

the order of 12 MW and towards 30 seconds pulse length [2]. The boundary density of both the

working gas and of the injected radiator, and hence the pumping and injection capability, are among

the main control parameters for the operation of the foreseen high power scenarios.

In the present paper, experiments of the short 19% probation period are reported. The active

density control is obtained by combining the ergodic divertor configuration and the pumping capability

the outboard pump limiter {OPL} equipped with a set of turbomolecular ensuring a pumping speed of

6m3s'1. A typical shot is described with 3.5 MW of ICRH auxiliary hearing which exhibit an increase

of the radiated fraction front 30 to 50 as from the ohmic phase to the ICRH phase. The strong D2

injection of ~15 Pa m‘is" required to maintain the plasma density is compensated by active pumping.

During the ICRI-l phase, neon is injected and an enhancement of the radiated fraction from 50 to 60%
is observed. The effectiveness of neon pumping by the turbomolecular pumps with the outboard

limiter is also demonstrated. Finally, and as previously reported, active pumping of the outboard

limiter is shown to remain efficient only as long as plasmas stay attached.

xri

The reported experiment describes a plasma discharge with IP=1.45MA, a toroidal fie] of ST in order

to satisfy the ED resonance conditions (qudggil), while the feature of this shot included a feedback

control of the gas injection [D2] in order to maintain the plasma density in; constant over the

discharge duration. The active pumping was ensured by the turbo pumps of the OPL which was
introduced 0.04 m ahead of the front face of the ergodic divertor without modifying the global
properties of the divertor configuration [3}. Figure 1 displays the general characteristics of the shot.
The ED was energized from the beginning of the shot at its maximum current {IED:45kA), while

3.5MW of auxiliary heating (ICRH) was applied from 5 to 9 5. During the ICRH pulse, the radiated

rate 1: (y=Total input powerfRadiated power} increases from 35% to about 40%, while the Z,Jr

increases from 1.5 to 1.8. The active pumping by the OPL allows one to compensate the strong gas

injection required to maintain the plasma density constant. It can be noted that with active pumping the
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{Inf}. Neon injection and total particle exhausted Exit

usual density increase

observed when the ICRH is
applied is strongly reduced
and also ensures a density

decrease during the ICRH
pulse. Finally. just before
the end of the shot, the

balanceglobal particle
exhibits an equilibrium
between the injection and
the exhaust. This clearly

that activeindicates the

pumping ensures an

equilibrium particularly in.
the wall particle balance and

therefore prevent this latter

from saturation while the
plasma density is actively
controlled. The edge plasma

on the
neutraliser plates of the ED
characteristics

are rather uniform

(toroidally as well as

poloidaly) and exhibit tyical

ne of lfllgmia

electronic temperature does

not exceed 206V [4] during

the lCRi—l pulse.
Neon injection is used in

while the

order to enhance the radiated
fraction, while the turbo
pumps of the OPL allows
one for the exhaust. The

time evolution NeVIli-ene} (‘edge emission‘) exhibit an increase during the neon puff and a deacrease

of both these ratio with a time constant of 2.8a. This shows that active pumping by the turbomolecular

pumps of the OPL in the ergodizetl layer allows one to control the plasma density as well as the

extrinsic impurity content. The radiated fraction increases by about 15% due to the neon while the Zell
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increase is estimated to be about 20% (from 1. 3 to 2.2) which correspond to the screening efficiency
of the ED already obtained with the previous ED configuration {5]

In spite of a medium plasma density. as well as a rather large total input power (~5MW), the

resulting neutral pressure behind the vented structure of the ED neutraliser plates is modest for the
attached plasma (typically 2-3 10'2 Pa of D2 pressure), compared to the previous neutral pressure

obtained with throat ED neutraliser plate (typical 1)! 2—3 10'1 Pa [fill in similar plasma discharges. Since

the surface of the vented neutraliser plates of the ED is typically ten times larger than the previous
throat structure, the neutral pressure is in agreement with the surface ratio assuming the same
neutralised particle flux. However, in these plasma conditions, the surface temperature of the throat
neutraliser plates was

Plasma dgtaghment : densily anti impurilg gantrgl
A shot, similar to #20598 (f1 g 1) has been performed with the same plasma except for the Neon.

injection which was 2.5 larger. in this case, a plasma detachement occured nearly simultaneously to
the injection while the radiated fraction
increases abruptly. As a consequence,

10“‘l""l"fil"'l“‘l"‘ 100 .
- g ~ the couphng of the ICRH waves was
: Shot 20699 - : lost and the auxiliaryr power was cutoff.

8 .— Ism'u‘ : _. 80 In these conditions. the edge plasma
fl : l lull: : my became too cold (Te <10e‘v’) in order to
3 6 ‘ “iii illit J”, — 60 5; keep the plasma attached. The
E : "hf f w I -1 i'rliw‘hwe‘; E saturation current on the Langmuir

4 .. I if 1 j 40 E probes in the OPL throats, as well as
Z i rig : Z on the ED neutraliser plates

2 '_ : 1": 1 _: 20 dramatically decreases. In these plasma
:1. is. 1- Elltw‘fi'a : edge conditions, the exhaust efficiency

O 131115 :iutfin-trs’i‘f'tu"!r. in"f l . 1' 1 lifel-WW - [l of the OPL decreases since the particle
O 2 4 6 8 10 ll influx (parallel flux) in the OPL throats

Time (5) is divided by about ten (see fig.2). The
Figure 2: Saturation current on a Langmuir probe as a particle balance performed for this shot

function of timcfcrc neon injection leading to a clearly shows that the total number of
plasma dctnclanent at about t=8t. .

particles injected for the attached case
{shot 20693} is pumped during the shot while for the detached case (shot 20699) only 70% of the
injected particles are recovered. Moreover. it is worth noting that these particles are exhausted during
the attached phase of the plasma discharge. This scenario is the same for the impurity as it can be
clearly observed on NeVIlr'szneo which exhibits a decrease during the attached phase with a
characteristic time of 2.8a, while this signal remain constant when the detachment occurs (teSs, Fi g.
3). Finally, partial pressure measurements (RGA) of the neon in the OPL plenum clearly show that
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neon is exhausted by the pumps as
far as the plasma is attached. The

.r screening efficiency is obviously
Huh-'1. . . .- .s *t,»-.« ‘i' 1 affected even in this ED configuration

and consequently the Zfi increases to
values close to 3. Even if the
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I t J . detachment occars. Finally, while the

Time) Do Signal 13 peaciced close to the
Figure 3 I NEON infection and resulting NEV” flitd NEX GS neutraliggr Plates LE; the, recycling

nfunctt'on of time. Asfttr as the plasma is attached the
surface, the detachment leads to a

neon can be pimped ( 't'=2 .85: ,1.
global decrease of the DH signals as

1swell as a uniformisation all around the plasma surface. This experience clearly shows that a throat
structure cannot ensure a plasma density control for detached plasma.

Summary
Active density control as well as neon exhaust are obtained by combining the ergodic divertor

configuration and the pumping capability the outboard pump limiter as far as the plasma is attached.
Indeed, as sodn as the plasma detaches, the pumped flux is strongly reduced and does not allows one

for the density control. In these plasma conditions. the vented structure may deliver a better exhaust
efficiency.
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Plasma Enhanced RF Power Deposition on
ICRF Antennas in Tore Supra
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Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee, USA

B; Beaumont, S. Bremond, T. Hatter, Equipe Tore Supra
Centre d’Etudes de Cadarache, Association EURATOM—CEA sur la Fusion

St. Paul lea Durance, France

WTRODUCTION

The Tore Supra ion cyclotron range of frequencies (ICRF) system consists of three dual-

element, radially moveable' antennas designed to launch 12 MW power in the range 35-30 MHz.

Both dipole (antenna current relative phase a a it) and phased operation (a = 11:32) have been

employed in experiments including fast wave electron heating with high bootstrap fraction and

improved confinement, and fast wave current drive (FWCD) [1-2]. An important consideration

in experiments utilizing ICRF is the power handling capability of the system, and it has been

seen in particular during phased (and monopole, ¢=0) operation that the limiting factor is

usually surface heating of the antenna plasma facing components. This is caused by interactions

between the local plasma and the launched power, resulting in highly localized heat fluxes [3].

The power may be coupled through inductive fields [4], andfor potentials on the antenna “box”
caused by surface currents [3,5]. The

T0: __ sept um inductive fields furthermore may be
_ current strap influenced by asynunetries in coupling

Faraday ' sensitive to the direction of wave
: ShiEId tube propagation [6]. The relative irnportance of

bumpers these mechanisms has not been fully deter-
mined, and depends on specifics of antenna
geometry and plasma conditions. In this
paper we discuss recent experimental
observations and modeling results which
are relevant to this question.

ANTENNA DESCRIPTION

Figure l is a drawing of a Tore Supra ICRF
antenna with a recently upgraded Faraday
shield. The design uses bent. shield tubes
and a recessed center septum, resulting in
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currents, generating a parallel wave spectrtnn with increased directivit}r for FWCD

experiments. At present one antenna at Tore Supra utilizes this design while tines use the
previous design (including 1 “spare”). The antenna is surrounded by water cooled bumpers

with graphite tiles, and the Inconel shield elements are coated with boron carbide.

ANTENNA sunrises anemic

Figure 2. shows some of the commonly observed dependencies of surface heating on antenna

power level, antenna-plasma gap, and phasing for this antenna. The data was taken during a

discharge with B, = 2.15 T, IF = 0.68 MA, and eager: ~ 3 it 10'9 mg, with ICRF antenna

parameters f = 48 MHz and it: it. The top graph shows the maximum bumper surface

temperature Twas a function of time for two shots with differing power and plasma gap time

histories. It can be seen that a 600 “C temperature spike is produced when the antenna—plasma

gap shrinks as the power is being raised. Ifa large gap (~3 cm) is maintained during this time,

Tm is reduced by 200 “C. Larger effects are seen during phased operation. The bottom graph

shows the plasma loading on the antenna for the temperature spike shot (19708) only. The

rapid loading increase at t = 4.6 s is due to the decreased gap, which results in a higher local

plasma density in front of the antenna. This higher density during the power ramp is in turn

responsible for the elevated temperature observed. + '

The strong dependence of Tm on phasing is shown in fig 3. Figure 3a. is a temperature profile

along the bottom bumper for two shots taken eight months apart, with it antenna phasing.

Figure 3b. is a profile for corresponding shots
with m2 antenna phasing. The profiles
correspond to a time ~ 2s after I'f tum-on, at
which point the regions of maximum
temperature have reached equilibrium. There is a

550 ”C increase in Tm in going from d = rt to

qb = to? phasing. For all shots except 20554.

the if power level is 1.5 MW, while for 20554
Pd: 2.7 MW. The similarity of the profile
shapes for shots having the same phasing
indicate the robust nature of the phase
dependency. Shots 197'08 and 19"i10 were
made under the conditions specified above,
while for shots 2037 1' and 20554 the
corresponding values are 3,: 3.7 T, IF =

eisvssenlyPlasma Loading I

a (
n)

4.'s- 5 5.5
Time (8)

1.3 MA, <11? = 3 X 1019 m'a, and f = 57 Fig. 2. Surface heating dependency on plasma grip
and power. leading also shows an infect ofplosma gap.

MHZ. In all cases, the plasma gap is 2-3 cm.
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Fig. 3. Temperature profiles on the bottom antenna bumperfor a) , and h) for difi’ering plasma conditions

Not shown in the figures are the profiles for the top bumpers. There is a strong upt'dovvn

asymmetry in the ti): +ro’2 cases, with the top bumper temperature SL350 ”C near the center.

An interesting result was the observation of a dependency on the direction of the antenna phas—
ing. Figures 4a. and b. show time profiles for temperatures on the bottom left and right corner

bumper tiles with a) a: +7750, and b) (1): “11:12 . In these cases, the higher temperature corner is

the one in the direction of the wave propagation. This is a localized effect. In both cases the
maximum temperature actually occurs near the center of the bumpers and is -- 1000 I30.

DISCUSSION

The main surface-heating characteristics evidenced by this antenna and Faraday shield are: i)
substantially increased temperature on the center bottom bumper for non-dipole phasing, 2)
increased temperature on the side bumpers for non-dipole phasing and 3) elevated temperatures
(600 iiC) at the midplanc to the left and right of the septum. In addition, with phased operation,
the bottom corner bumper tile in the direction of wave toroidal propagation heats up more titan
the tile at the opposite corner. The chief mechanical differences of the older shield design are
the use of straight shield elements, a septum which extends radially 1 cm beyond the shield
tube surface instead of being recessed, and triangular covers between the top and bottom-most
tubes and the antenna box. These areas are left open in the newer design (fig. 1). The old shield
evidences behaviors 2) and 3) above stronglyr and 1) weakly. In this case the midplane heating
is directly on the septum instead of to either side.

In evaluating explanations for this behavior, we note that all three mechanisms --near field, sur-
face voltages, and traveling wave effects predict the observed phase dependence. All three can
also cause at least some upfdovvn asymmetry. The traveling wave mechanism predicts an
upfdovvn asymmetry in plasma loading due to Hall currents [T] which can in turn result in
corresponding asymmetries in near-field amplitudes and antenna surface heating, as has been
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Figure 5. Radial elecnfcfield masarements in air I are infine: ofantennafor a} p: a; and b} e = 35’?

shown in RANT code modeling [6]. Small upfdown asynnnetries have been seen in radial
electric fields measured in air in front of the antenna. These arise from asymmetries in surface
potentials caused by the antenna resonant circuit geometry. For the d = 11:!2 case, the difference

from the bottom (Poloidal location = 25) to the top (Poloidsl location = 0} is ~20%. In addition,
convective cells [8] can produce an up down asymmetry due to potentials created by any of
these mechanisms. There is considerably less up down asymmetry seen in heating patterns on
the older shields. This could be explained by reduced potentials due to the presence of the
protruding center septum intercepting static magnetic field lines in the case of the inductive field
mechanism. Finally, the local effect of 17112 phasing on corner bumper tile heating can only be
explained by propagating wave effects. This Work was supported in part by US DOE Contract
DE-ACOS—960R22464.
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High power lower hybrid wave coupling to ergodic divertor plasmas
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1) Introduction

Previous experiments have shown that lower hybrid (LH) current drive can be achieved with

the ergodic divertor configuration [1]. In particular, the specific magnetic configuration does

not prevent good LH coupling and the current drive efficiency is not significantly affected in

most cases. A good impurity screening was also reported. However strongly localized heat

fluxes, mainly on the neutralizers of the divertor' connected to the LH grills, yielded a limitation

of the coupled LH power, Recently, the neutralizers of the divertor have been improved in

order to provide a much higher effective area [2,3] and current drive experiments have been

carried out at low density ( E, = 2.2-2.5 rolim'i) and higher as power (rLH = 4.5 MW) with

the LH grills located 1 to 2 cm radially behind the ergodic divertor coils. These experiments

are reported here with emphasis on wave coupling, current drive efficiency and heat loads on

the components.

2) LH wave coupling

In the ergodic divertor configuration, the pertained edge magnetic configuration induces

modification of the electronic density at the LH grills aperture. When the LH grills are radially

in front of the ergodic divertor coils, it was shown that wave coupling was modified according

with the flux tubes connexion but the global reflection coefficient R = 2(n)fZ(Prm,) remains

low [4]. In the new experiments, the plasma was leaning on the divertor modules and the LH

grills were located 1 or 2 cm behind the ergodic divertor coils-Coupling was first evaluated at

low LI—I power (200 kW). The reflection measured for the 16 RF modules of one antenna is

rather uniformally increased compared to a limiter discharge and, for the standard 0" phasing

of the modules, the average reflection increases from 4.3 to 6.9 % (figurel). Consistently, the

density at the grill averaged on 3 Langmuir probes measurements decreases from 5.6 to 3.3
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10” m3. For the other module phasing (from 43'0“ to +90“ allowing the NEED to be varied

between 1.4 and 2.4), a moderate increase by 26% of the average reflection is also measured.

20
13=1.4 M jg 3 Rgn'll ,_ 3.13m Fig! Refleeiim

15 rmen-=2. 1x10 in" Ni ii = 1-9 €031,33m- the
g 10 D 01‘ " inter moieties in
Ed) rite iiniier and

0 . . *. _, L -- . 1: 'er . minimise

1 2 3 4 5 6 7. 8

loner module #

When the power is increased, a different trend is observed for the 2 rows of 8

modules. The upper modules coupling deteriorates whereas the lower modules coupling

improves. For slightly different plasma conditions (1p=1.3il.4 MA), the 2 rows show just the

opposite behaviour. Globally, with 3.9 W, the average reflection is almost unchanged (6.6

'94:.) with respect to the low power case. The edge density governing the coupling is measured

locally and because of its inhomogeneity in front of the grill, a good correlation between this

measurement by probes and the LH coupling is not always found. This density is mainly built

up by the rather high recycling which occurs in the edge. The vacuum gauge located in the LH

vessel was used to evaluate this recycling (pulses for which breakdowns occur where

discarded). A good correlation between the neutral gas pressure in the LH vessel and the

coupling is found (figurez). When this pressure is high (above 2x10‘3 Pa), the average coupling

can be as low as 3-4 %.

14

e 12 T
E 10 "“ Figure .2 . Average
as" 8 -- reflection coefficient
r18 6 -- and edge density vs
'53 4 _- neutral pressure

“a" 2 _-
0 I

0 1 2 3

Pressure (mPa)

No direct effect of the LH power on the pressure and in particular the higher pressure case of

figure 2 was obtained at medium power (2.4 MW).
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3) Current drive efficiency

Current drive experiments were carried out with the following range of parameters Bt = 2.8-

2.9 r, Ipm1.3-1.4 MA, 3. = 2.1-2.15 10191114 in deuterium, Pm = 3.3-4.5 Mw (1-25 flat top).
The standard phasing of the RF modules was used (f0 = 1.9). For all these discharges the

radiated power was low (Pm/Pm a: 20 %) and the Zefi‘ in the range of 1.9-3.4 (1.9-2.1 for the

1.3 MA series). Spectroscopic measurements indicate that contamination by metallic impurites,

from the grills was low ([Cu] «1' 10'3) and did not increase, in most cases, during the LH power

injection. From the loop voltage drop, it is deduced that up to ~ 65 % of the plasma current is

driven by the LH waves. In these discharges, the current drive efficiency was evaluated by

plotting the relative loop voltage drop (V-V0)Np versus the inverse of the efficiency parameter

Pm! utp (Figue 3). Comparison with limiter discharges (performed at higher plasma

current) indicates that the current drive efficiency is reduced by 25 % at most. Extrapolations

indicate that a 30 s discharge should be achievable at similar densities.

0 7 .- mu“... .

' a, 0:5 - linker fl“? _' "in" r}a 0,5 - L6 M: \, at . awe mm
“H? 0.4 - 2.3x10‘9rrr3 ° ’ 13 Mt ’00!) W038 mp vs“
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4) Heat load on the grills and the neutralizers of the divertor

In the near—field of the grills, Landau damping of the very high NI! components of the excited

spectrum (Np 3- 25) occurs and electrons are accelerated up to a few keV [5,6]. It results high

heat flux on plasma facing components which are magnetically connected to the grills. On

TdeV, it was established that the heat flux on the connected plates of the divertor scales with

the rf power but also with the convective flux in {tom of the grills (1),,n [7]. The heat flux on

one of the neutralizer of the the closest ergodic divertor module to the grill 1 (Lff= 1.2 m) was

calculated from the surface temperature measured by infra-red imaging. The neutralizer is only

connected to the lower row ofwaveguides of this grill. This heat flux varies linearly with the rf

power (P = 0.15—1.1' MW) when normalized to the edge flux (dicdgfiflfivlfi mz) deduced
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from the Langmuir probes attached to the grill. The same analysis was performed on the guard
limiter of the grill at the point connected to the same row of waveguides. Despite the higher
grazing angle'of the field line with respect of the surface, the heat flux for the same normalized

power is lower, demonsrating that, in this high magnetic ripple zone, the accelerated electrons

are marginally intercepted by the guard limiter of the grills (figure 4). For the divertor module
located on the opposite side, one neutralizer is connected to both grills and consistently, higher

heat flux are measured, in the range of 3 to 8 M‘Jtllm2 (PLH= 2.6-4.5 MW).

H 4TE 3 . Neat 1. r (MG-D) Figure 4‘. Hecrflas: on
E . connected neatrcltzer
:- 2 _ I andgrill limiter vs
.5 Grill 1 limiter normalized LHpower
E‘: 1 - ' {gnu 1).
E
m D 1 I I I I

0 0,5 1 1,5 2 2 5 3
P131431 $133513; (slmz)

5) Conclusion

The modification of the ergodic diver-tor allowed the coupling of large LH power, up to

4.5 W, with the LH_antennas behind the divertor coils. In this configuration low reflection

coefficients can be obtained (<11:r = 5-694: ) and ~65 % of a 1.3 MA discharge was driven by

the LH waves. In order to perform long pulse operation, it is needed to optimize the density

(or equivantly the convective flux) in front of the grill in order to maitain the heat flux below 7

1\/I‘l}‘liim2 on the neutralizers magnetically connected to the grills.
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Competition between electron and ion damping in FWCD scenarios
in the JET and Tore Supra experiments.
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Introduction
Fast Wave Current Drive (FWCD) scenarios where only the 3rd harmonic D (or He)

cyclotron layer is present at the plasma centre have been studied in Tore Supra and JET giving
different results concerning the ion damping. The FWCD scenario on ITER is similar to the
above configuration in the sense that a 2nd harmonic ion cyclotron resonance is present in the
plasma. The understanding of the competition between electron and ion ah sorpti ons in FWCD
experiment then becomes a crucial element.

Experimental results
Initial experiments in Helium plasmas on Tore Supra have demonstrated efti cient direct

electron heating [1] whereas the experiments performed at JET in Deuterium plasmas have
shown both electron and ion absorption with creation of suprathermal ions {particles with
energy 32' 1.1 MeV detected by Neutral Particle Analyser or deutons with Edelfi MeV due to y
emission, high DD rate and giant sawteeth [2,3]). 0n Tore Supra, no giant sawtooth or fast
particle trapped in the toroidal magnetic ripple (with however a detection threshold around 100
keV for fast ions at centre) has been seen in He (eg. #17883) or in D (e.g. #19095) plasmas.
In the TS shot #17333, a perpendicular (20°) neutral beam injection {0.6 MW with an energy of
T0 keV) has been performed overlapping the ICRF pulse (of tig. in). Due to the high density of
the plasma (n1 = 6 1019 m'z), the power deposition of the beam is mainly at mid radius and the
fast ions concentration at the centre is of the order of 5 1013 m3. The figure 1c displays the
experimental neutron rate and the neutron rate calculated with plasma—plasma and beam-plasma
contributions. The discrepancy between the experiment and the simulation means that fast
deutons accelerated by 3rd harmonic cyclotron resonance at centre are present in the ICRF only
phase as well as in the combined heating phase. At the switch off of the NEE (F4125 s), the
decrease of the neutrons rate is very fast with characteristic time ~10 ms. When the ICRF
power is switched off (re-39.92 s), the neutron rate has an exponential decrease with a
characteristic time ~95 ms. Exponential decreases are also measured on the differents channels
of the probe collecting the particles trapped in the magnetic ripple at the ICRF power switch. off
and NBI switch off (cf. fig. 1b for total ripple loss). For the latter, the characteristictimes
(5-13 mg) reflect the particle drift from the unconfined edge region to the probe. However, at
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the ICRF power stop: the characteristic times are much larger (w 60 ms) and are compatible
with a diffusion from the centre where fast particles are created to the edge where the ripple
trapping occurs.
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Power partitioning with the ABSOR code
The crucial point to understand is the trigger to ion damping in the plasma. Indeed, in

steady state RF heated plasmas, ion damping may have two components: one from the bulk
ions and an additional one from the fast ions (if created). As the latter contribution increases
with the Lannor radius pi of the fast ions (the ion cyclotron n harmonic damping is proportional
to (ktpfln‘l), the fast ions tail could be self sustained once created [2, 4, 5]. The plasmas of
JET (eg. J'ET #35320 in He with OrtrtO phasing) and Tore Supra (e.g. TS #17383 in He and
#19095 in D with dipole phasing) have been carefully studied. A precise analysis taking into
account the entire spectrum has been achieved by using the ABSOR code (multipasses approach
based on single pass absorption (SPA) caieulated with 11) fluid like model [6D which provides
power partitioning and deposition profile for experimental temperature and density profiles [7].
The exponential decrease in the non propagative zone due to the low density of the SOL region
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is taken into account. The influence of the parasitic edge losses is also considered since the SPA
on bulk ions are low (< 5%). The results are displayed on the tables 1—4. The parasitic damping
per reflection at the edge is the second column and the third column is the total percentage of the
launched power lost at the edge. The power finally coupled to plasma is then distributed in
columns 3, 4 and 5 (the sum of columns 3, 4 and 5 is then 100%). Without parasitic edge
absorption," the power deposition on bulk ions is much more favorable on JET (81.8 % on
electrons and 18.2 % on ions) than on Tore Supra (it 19095 in D: 95 % on electrons and 5 %
on ions; #- 12883 in He: 98.9 % on electrons and 1.1 % on ions) due to the difference in the
launched spectra between the JET 4~strap and Tore Supra 2-strap ICRF antennae (of. fig. 2)

and the differences in the SPA on electrons and ions (of fig. 3). These partitionings are
probably overestimated on ions due to the 1D geometry that prevents the poioidal effects to
occur [2]. The influence of hot ions (0.1% of the bulk ions in concentration) on the power
partitioning is also given. Again, the coupling on the fast ions is larger on JET plasmas than on
the Tore Supra plasmas. For JET in Ono's: phasing (that provides the same results than Durst}

phasing [2]), the damping on bulk ions is reduced without hot ions (9.6% with no parasitic
damping) but recovers the figures of Uncut) phasing on high energyr ions (23 % on 1 Me?“ ions

to compare with 26%). This is coherent with a partitioning strongly influenced by the fast ions
in JET plasmas. The parasitic edge damping between 0 and 5% per reflection does not modify
the partitioning between ions and electrons but leads to a larger total edge absorlion on JET due
to the lower electron SPA. r—"—"""""‘“‘
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Ripple loss simulations
Simulations of the rippie losses on Tore Supra have been performed with a Monte Carlo

code taking into accOunt the collisions [8]. For a distribution function with amigos MeV, the
influence of the plasma current is low: 7% of losses at Iplasmfz MA and 9.2 % of losses at
Iplasma=0+6 MA. Indeed, a fast particles distribution function is possible at moderated plasma
current as minority heating has been achieved at 1 MA (TS # 19266 in D plasma). This value is
to be compared with the 0.9 MA current of the TS deuterium pulse #19095 in FWCD scenario.
Concerning the ripple loss, the main effect lies in the the absolute value of the magnetic ripple.
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A simulation with a ripple reduced by a factor 10 (close to the .TET value) shows a. drastic
reduction of fast particles losses (1.4%).

Conclusion
In Tore Supra, some Fest Wave damping on bulk ions at the 3rd harmonic layer

cyclotron resonance has been seen in FWCD scenario but does not lead to a fast particle
distribution function with energy in the MeV range as it is the case in JET. There is also
evidence of FW3DH on the fast particles produced by NBI in Tore Supra. The power
depositions calculated with the ABSOR code reflect the gross tendancy of a much larger ion
damping on JET plasmas (especially if the fast ion tail is preponderant) compared to Tore Supra
plasmas.
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Abstract. Full wave calculations based on the use of eikonal trial functions which are locally
solutions of the homogeneous problem are carried out for the lower hybrid current drive
problem in tokamaks. The lower hybrid power deposition profile as well as the non-inductive
driven current are determined self-consistently with a two-dimensional relativistic Fokker—
Planck solver. Simulations for the high aspect ratio tokamalt TRIAM-IM are presented.

1.. Introduction

Up to now, the modeling of lower-hybrid (LH) current drive experiments in tokarnaks
has largely relied on ray tracing to describe the propagation and absorption of the LH wave [1].
Though numerous features of the LH dynamics may be explained by ray tracing, in particular
the broadening of the LH power spectrum launched into the plasma as an inherent consequence
of the toroidal geometry [2], it turns out that for most parameter regimes of practical interest,
geometrical optics fails to hold [3]. Indeed, LH rays suffer usually multiple reflections between
the low density cut—off layer at the edge and the “whispering gallery" layer in the plasma core
before being significantly damped. For the highest phase velocity part of the launched
spectrum, such a multireflexion process lead to electromagnetic chaos, for which geomenical
optics assumptions are no more valid, and a large uncertainty in the predictions of the radial and
spectral absorption of the LH wave may take place. In this stochastic regime, a more
appropriate description of the wave dynamics corresponds to a quasilinear exchange of
electromagnetic energy betrveen a large number of LH modes in the bounded geometry [4].
However, because of the very small wavelength of the electromagnetic field at the LH
frequency, a conventional full wave analysis represents a extremely difficult numerical task, far
beyond computer capabilities [5]. If the phase information of the wave field is ignored, it is
nevertheless possible to study the propagation of these short-wavelength modes in weakly
inhomogeneous and slowly dmevarying medium by solving the wave kinetic equation [6].
Since the Hamiltonian structure of the ray equation gives rise to an incompressible flow in six~
dimensional phase space, this approach allows to remove singularities at turning points which
are usually encountered in the traditional ray tracing techniques. It is then possible to make an
explicit statistical treatment of the wave propagation physics, which is valid in the multipass
regime when the stochastic nature of the wave dynamics comes fully into play.

Though the wave diffusion model is equivalent to the normal mode master equation
based on an expansion of the toroidal wave equation in terms of cylindrical eigenmodes, the
lack of description of all node structures due to interferences between ingoing and outgoing
waves which may develop especially in the vicinity of turning points in the weak absorption
regime, may significantly modify the self—consistent wave spectrum and the radial profile of the
absorbed power density. Indeed, phase correlations may give rise to large local variations of the
wave electric field around the averaged solution given by the wave kinetic equation, even if the
interference pattern lies on a small scale length [6]. This problem is adressed in the present
work, by full wave calculations based on a variational technique [4], which provides an
efficient scheme to describe in a global manner both the propagation and absorption of
electromagnetic waves in plasmas. The resulting solution, with self-consistent coupling to the
two—dimensional relativistic Fokker—Planck equation is restricted to the current drive application
of the LH wave [7]. Though calculations are carried out for a cylindrical equilibrium, they may
be applied for experiments on large aspect ratio tokarnaks like 'I'RIAM~ 1M {8], for which both
toroidal and magnetic ripple corrections in the LH wave dynanrics are negligible [9,10] .
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2. LE wave propagation and absorption

The variational scheme that is used for Lil current drive calculations is based upon the
use of eikonal trial functions, which are local solutions of the homogeneous problem. It allows
to describe the electromagnetic field over a scale length which can be larger than the wavelength
[4]. This approach greatly reduces the number of unknowns of the problem as compared to a
conventional finite element method, in which each spatial oscillation of the field must take place
over several much smaller elementary cells. The plasma volume is therefore divided nonn
uniformly into concentric ring shaped cells, so that plasma parameters may be considered as
homogeneous over their radial sizes, with respect to the gradient scale length.

As this study is restricted to current drive application of the LH wave, the wave
frequency is well above the LH resonance frequency, so that mode conversion to hot
electrostatic plasma waves or ion Bernstein waves can be completely avoided. in these
conditions, the wave dynamics may be accurately described inthe cold plasma approximation,
which supports two independent modes of propagation, the slow wave which corresponds to a
cold electrostatic plasma wave, and the fast wave, namely the whistler wave. Because of the
simultaneous presence of the slow and fast propagation branches, a vectorial wave equation
must be solved, which incorporates mode conversion usually occuring in such experiments.
The plasma current j(r) linear response to the oscillating electric field EU?) is given by

"E’XVXEM = mzefluoflr) + imuofifi] + jaw], where Mr) is a current source equivalent to the

electric field excited at the antenna, and to the pulsation of the radiofrequency field. Here jtfr) is
related to E(r) through the cold local conductivity tensor. By performing an appropriate

integration of the above equation over the volume of interest V previously multiplied by hiya},
which characterizes any wave field perturbation, it may be shown that the variational scheme
reduces to find the stationary point of the bilinear form with respect to all possible variations of

E‘”(r), L[E,E*) = J dV[[V><E ].[yxn*] _. anisotronifin .. teafl(u*.j,]] subject to the condition
‘v’

n x SE‘ = 0 on the volume boundary, together with the principal condition at x E a: 0 on the
same boundary. Here K represents the cold electromagnetic dielectric tensor. Provided some
dissipation is assumed to take place at every point within the volume V, it can be shown that the
field inside this volume is uniquely determined whenever n X E is given at each point of the

boundary. Therefore, the boundary condition n X E = 0 corresponding to a perfectly
conducting wall which is assumed here, is sufficient to ensure uniqueness of the solution.

For a cylindrical equilibrium, eiltonal trial functions are detennined in each plasma cell
labelled by an index? varying from 1 to L, by solving Maxwell’s equations in the local frame

L 4
of reference. They can be expressed as E[r,6,¢] 2- esp[inp +imd]2 I-Idr] E ELLEELETM, where

l: 1 i = 1

My are eigenvalues of the system of equations, which correspond physically to the slow and
fast waves propagating both inward and outward. The polarisation vector for the electric field
Ett is nothing but the associated eigenvector, Hit) is a step function the value of which is one
in the i—th cell and zero everywhere else, and n and m are respectively the toroidal and pcloidal
mode numbers. The set of scalar unknowns ”at is determined by the variational principle, so

that local conditions IlEp e — uplxlim may be satisfied at boundaries of each plasma cell.
Both collisional absorption and resonant Landau damping of the LH wave are taken into

account, by including the corresponding anti—hermitian contribution in the dielectric tensor. For
an accurate determination of the non-inductive driven current, a two-~dhnensicnal relativistic
FokkermPlanck equation is solved [7], and the electron distribution function f: is determined
self-consistently with the quasi—linear diffusion coefficient as for convential ray-tracing



simulations. Because of the global treatment of both the wave propagation and absorption in
tho full wave analysis, an additional iteration process is carried out, until the parallel component
of the wave electric field, with respect to the local equilibrium magnetic field direction, can be
also estimated in a self—consistent manner with the distribution function. The resonant wave

ezttrn 3F -
.. . . 1. E '

absorption rate 7 by Landau damping rs thus given by y=— 2 sgn(kp) —— for all
kflme 31.?” v”: Ira/Its

values of a and in each cell, where Févfl.) =14 fivmvfldvi, and fivmvi) is determined
0 .

from the Fokker-Planck equation. Here it” is the wave vector component parallel to the local
magnetic field direction. For a set of n values, the quasi—linear diffusion coefficient

s
is Dql = E ‘Egim “ kFlVaJI Ella

n e

3. Full wave simulation of a current drive experiment

Simulations are carried out for a straight cylindrical equilibrium, which includes a
rotational transform as a result of the current flow in the plasma. Flux surfaces are circular and
concentric. Calculations are carried out for the high aspect ratio tokarnak TRIAM—IM, which is
dedicated to steady state operation studies [3]. With a plasma major radius of R = 83 cm, and a
minor radius of a = 11 cm, the traditional toroidal parallel refractive index upshift which is
invoked to bridge the spectral gap is quite negligible, and therefore, the underlying mechanism
to explain how the LH wave may be damped in the plasma remains to a large extent unclear [9].
Recently, it has been pointed out that the toroidal magnetic ripple due to the reduced number of
coils (16) is not able to offer a plausible alternative to the lack of toroidal np—upshift [10].
Hence, as both poloidal and toroidal inhomogeneities fail to account for esperirnental
observations without streching too much the ray-tracing picture, it is a unique opportunity to
investigate the LH wave dynamics without the WKB approximation.

Central main plasma parameters used for simulations are: Tau = lkeV, neg = LONG“? m'
3, while central and edge safety factors are respectively qD = 1 and q, = 3. All radial
dependences are considered to be parabolic. The magnetic field on axis is 5T, the LH frequency
fm :2 2.45 GHZ, and 30 kw of LH power are coupled to the plasma. The number of radial cells
is set to 113 for accurate calculations, and for the Fokker-Planck solver, the computational

domain is divided into anP = 120x150 grid points, where nI1 and a, are respectively the
number of angular and momentum points. Simulations are carried out for a phase shift dub =
130‘” between adjacent waveguides [8]. In this case, the positive part of the launched power
spectrum peaks at up = 2.2 and extends up to n,, e 4. The negative part which lies between n, =
-2.4 and ~15 represents 30% of the LH power launched in the plasma (Fig. 1). For calculations,
the spectrum is divided into 75 slices. Because of the low electron temperature, the damping
rate of the LH wave is very weak, leading to large numerical instabilities when only the positive
part of the power spectrum is considered. Indeed, in this case, the electric field level becomes
very high, and the normalized quasilinear diffusion coefficient exceeds usual values (1-20) for
which the numerical scheme to solve the Fokker—Planck equation is stable. This result indicates
that node structures of the electric field do not contribute significantly to a modification of the
LH wave absorption process in the plasma. However, if the full launched power spectrum is
taken into account, an effective absorption of the LH wave occurs, as a result of the strong
damping of the negative part. Because of pitch-angle scattering, a significant amount of fast
electrons are scattered towards the positive direction, and the low-n” positive part of the power
spectrum may be absorbed. Such a process is intimately linked to the bidimensional nature of
the fast electron dynamics in momentum space (Fig. 2). Nevertheless, even if an efficient
damping is observed, it turns out that the resulting current level remains very low and fairly
negligible as compared to the experimental observation, IF = 28 kA, (Fig. 3). As only a very

=
._
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weak non—inductive current level is predicted, it has been checked that the LH power is mainly
carried by the slow wave branch, for the accessible part of the launched power spectrum. In
Fig. 4, it is shown that the slow wave branch is effectively excited at the antenna, and that the
contribution of the fast wave remains almost negligible everywhere in the plasma. Te recover
the experimental level of the non-inductive driven current, it is necessary to introduce a large ad-
hec spectral broadening of the launched power spectrum. Hence, for a boxcar power spectrum
lying between m, = 1.4 to 7.8, a non-inductive current of 28 RA is found, for 30 kW of LH
power. Such a result indicates that interferences do not contribute to an enhancement of the
power absorption process, even when the LH damping rate is weak. However, the exact
treatment of the wave dynamics which is here presented allows to investigate accurately other
potential mechanisms to bridge the spectral gap, when toroidal corrections are negligible.
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Abstract. Experimental validations of the instrumental design of the new fast
electron bremsstrahlung camera installed on TORE SUPRA are presented, as well as
first results of power deposition profiles during lower hybrid current drive
experiments.

1. Introduction

The control of the non~inductive current density profile is a critical issue to increase
performances of tokamak plasmas, and to achieve steady-state discharges in reactor—like
conditions. During the last past years, such studies have been carried out in detail on the TORE
SUPRA tokarnak, by an extensive use of the lower hybrid (LH) wave to sustain a fast current
carrying electron tail. Besides the discharge where the ohmic current has been fully replaced
during more than 75 s with 3 MW of LH power, stationary states with magnetic shear reversal
have been also successfully obtained, leading to enhanced plasma performances, so—called
LI-IEP regimes [1]. These regimes, which are now routinely obtained on TORE SUPRA, are
characterized by a rapid increase of the central electron temperature, few seconds after the LH
power has been switched on. This sudden rise of the core electron temperature is usually
ascribed to the onset of an internal thermal transport barrier, though no clear direct evidence of
such a process has been yet demonstrated [2]. However, even if off-axis LH power deposition
profiles have been observed experimentally from the fast electron bremsstrahlung emission at
high energy when operating conditions correspond to a poor accessibility of the LH wave [2], it
is a critical issue to determine wether the radial dependence of LH power absorption remains
similar for resonant electrons whose energy is much lower, but well above the thermal bulk.
Though their contribution to current drive is likely negligible and may be therefore not identified
by time evolution of plasma parameters, they can lead to a direct and efficient core plasma
heating and an apparent thermal transport barrier. Such an analysis is supported by recent
measurements of the non-thermal brerusstrahlung emission on the TdeV tokamak during similar
current drive experiments. Indeed, the non-thermal bremsstrahlung emission profile which is
hollow at high energy, in agreement with ray—tracing simulations, becomes peaked and broad at
energies much lower than expected as compared to the launched power spectrum, but well
above thermal energies [3]. However, the coarse spatial resolution of all x—ray diagnostics used
for experiments either on TdeV or TORI-E SUPRA tokamaks prevents from having a precise
insight on the fast electron dynamics in momentum space as a function of radial position [3,4].
For this purpose, a new fast electron tomographic system has been designed for TORE SUPRA
[5,6]. Experimental assessment of diagnostic performances for various operating conditions is
presented, as well as first results obtained with the full tomographic system.

2. Experimental set-up and performances of the diagnostic

The fast electron tomographic system is designed to record the hard X-ray emission
between 20 and 200 keV, with requirements of high time and space resolutions [5]. In order to
fulfill severe additional constraints that result from a high ambiant magnetic field, high neutron
and 7 ray fluxes with deuterium plasmas and the lack of place in the near vicinity of the
tokarnak, it is based on the use of room-temperature semiconductor CdTe detectors which
exhibit, besides their high x—ray stopping efficiency, several nice properties for this purpose
[5,6]. The tomographic system is made of a horizontal and a vertical camera with respect to the
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equatorial mid-plane, each with 21 and 3S detectors respectively. At present time both cameras
are installed on TORE SUPRA. They have been designed to be very compact as shown in Fig.
1, in order to save place and reduce the amount of matter in the near vicinity of the detectors. In
such a way, the number of interactions between neutrons and the shielding is expected to be
low. The large redundancy in spatial measurements in the inner half of the plasma volume
allows to get accurate details of the non-themal hremsstrahlung emission in the core of the
plasma, even if the radial profile is hollow like in usual magnetic shear reversal experiments
sustained by the LH wave. By an appropriate filtering of raw data using the well known bi-
orthogonal decomposition method [7], it is possible to estimate consistently from both time and
space evolutions all averaged signal levels an corresponding error bars, according to the
Poisson statistic.

Stainless steel
detector“ s
support

Preamplifiers
and

differential drivers

‘E I.

Fig. 1: Fast Elecn'on Bremsstralung tomographic
system, horizontal camera {21 CdTe detectors).

For each chord, a spectral analysis of 8 energy channels of width 20 keV is carried out.
Even if only a coarse spectrometry is performed, it is possible to estimate accurately the photon
temperature, a critical parameter for synergy experiments between the LE and ion Berstein
waves in view to improve current drive efficiency. In Fig. 2, recorded hard x—ray energy
spectra for a central chord at different plasma electron temperatures are presented. Within a large
energy range, a quasi-exponential decrease of the non—thermal bremsstrahlung emission is
observed as shown in previous esperirnents [4], and the related photon temperature increases
with the bulk electron temperature, a well known and expected behavior. Departures from the
exponential-like dependence at low energy may be ascribed to the contribution of thermal
electrons to the bremsstrablung emission, while at high energy, the count rate becomes low and
as a result the dispersion of the data is large. _

With 2 mm thick detectors, high counting rates up to 150 kHz may be achieved without
significant distortion of the energy spectrum because - of carrier mobility [8], and a time
resolution of 4 ms has been obtained successfully. in Fig. 3 a typical time evolution of the non—
thermal bremsstrahlung emission is displayed for a central chord, with a time sampling of 16
ms. It should be emphasized that a time resolution down to 1 ms may be foreseen without any
difficulty during burst acquisitions, on the basis of observed performances of the diagnostic.

The ability to measure the nonmthermal bremsstrahlung emission in presence of a high
thermonuclear neutron flux has been adressed during realistic combined heating experiments.
As shown in Fig. 4, the noise level induced for photon energies larger than 40 he‘ll remains
fairly negligible as compared to the bremsstrahlung signal, though the ion cyclotron power
reaches 4 times the launched Ll-l power level, and the neutron rate exoeeds 4.0mm” s“. This
result confirms that operating conditions of the diagnostic with deuterium plasmas have been

i
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greatly enhanced as compared to the previous system installed on TORE SUPRA [4]. It can be

inferred from the use of thin detectors and an appropriate design of the XI? shielding, made of a
thick layer of lead (20 mm) in between two thin layers of stainless steel (5 mm). In the photon
energy range 20-40 keV, the large signal which is observed without any fast electron tail results
from electron heating of the plasma bulk.
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Fig. 4: Him. measurements with high neutron flux

3.. Results

Profile reconstruction capabilities of the tomographic system have been investigated by
performing LH wave accessibility experiments. Electron density scans for line averaged values
ranging between 2.0 and 6.13:»:10’“l9 m‘2 have been carried out for two toroidal magnetic field
values, 2.2 and 3.9 T. The plasma current is kept constant at IF = 0.3 MA, as well as the LH
power, which is set at a low level of 0.3 MW. Profile reconstruction are carried out using the
Fischer’s information technique for the photon energy range between 60 and 80 keV. The
plasma emissivity is considered to be constant on flux surfaces and its number is .set to 30. As
shown in Fig.5a, a significant modification of the x—ray emission profile is observed when the
electron density is increased, at high toroidal magnetic field. Though :e-ray emission profiles
remain roughly peaked, they become progressively narrow when the electron plasma density
increases. This result is in agreement with previous analysis obtained with the former hard array
diagnostic [4], and confirms that the magnetic ripple may affect significantly the LH power
deposition profile [9]. When the density exceeds 4.0XID‘”9 ml, the signal level becomes very
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low, but the high data redundancy enables to have nevertheless an accurate estimate of the local
profile. At a lower toroidal field value, the nonnthermal bremsstrahlung emission is much
broader, and sharp structures in the profiles may he clearly observed (Fig. 513). These structures
are more pronounced at high density, but remain at the same plasma radius. Detailed analysis
will be carried out to assess the origin of such complex radial dependence of the x-ray emission.
It must be emphasized that the consistency between data obtained with both cameras clearly
indicates that wall contribution is negligible, as compared to plasma emissivity. However, when
the LH input power level becomes high, Abel inversion of line integrated data is often difficult,
because of the occurrence of very large poloidal inhomogeneities of the non~thennal
hremsstrahlung emission. This is likely due to fast electron hot spots on first inner wall of the
tokamak.
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Fig.5: X ray emission profile between 60 and 80 held

4. Conclusion

A powerful tomogaphic has been installed succesfullyr on TORE SUPRA to study the
non-thermal hremsstrahlung emission during LH current drive experiments. All results show
that CdTe technology is appropriate for accurate measurements performed in a severe
environment like a tokamak, with high time varying magnetic fields and large neutron rate.
Profile reconstructions of the local non-thermal bremsstrahiung emission have shown the high
sensitivity of the diagnostic as a consequence of the large data redundancy, even if the signal
level is low.
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THE NEW BOLOMETRIC DIAGNOSTIC ON TORE SUPRA
J.-C-Vallet, C.Balorin, Mqve, M.Mattioli, A.-L.Pecquet, D.Guillrem.

DRFC Association CEA—EURATOM sur la Fusion
CE Cadarache F13103 SaintsPaul-LesnDurance

Introduction: Given the important role of radiation, in present scenarios, for the control of
the thermal flux in a thermonuclear reactor, it appears that both the absolute measurement of the
total radiated power and its spatial structure are crucial parameters which have to be accurately
determined[l].

On IORE SUPRA , correlatively with the increasing effort made to produce, control
and analyse edge radiating layers in both Ergodic llivertor and limiter experiments, a project of
improvement of the bolornetric diagnostic has been conducted these two last years. Two
guidelines have been followed in its definition : i) allowing a check of the toroidal symmetry
assumption usually made in the estimated total radiated power; ii) in case of weak toroidal
asymmetry, the possibility of performing tomographic reconstruction of the plasma emissivity.
To reach this goal the number of bolometer has been brought from 16 to 48, mounted in sir:
bolomeuic cameras located at three different toroidal angles, allowing us to record three full
plasma profiles: two from a top port and one from an equatorial port.

After a ticscription of the diagnostic itself , first results obtained with the full system in
the last campaign, mainly devoted to ”non highly radiative experiments” will be reported in
this paper.
Detectors, cameras and electronics. The detectors used are those developed for AUG
and TS[2,3]. Detectors of the same type are used on JET, ALCATOR—C-M, W7AS-...These
detectors are assembled in four channel module. Each channel is made of two bolometers for
differential measurements. A bolometer is composed of a gold absorber 2.rrilrrtl._[]04mm3 and of
two 1.21:9 electrical resistors. Absorber and resistors are deposited on the two sides of a
7.5t1m thick Kapton foil. Kapton limits the temperature range of use of these bolometer
modules below 1009C. TS being currently operated at wall temperature up to 200°C, cameras
have been installed outside the vacuum vessel and are connected to the torus by a valve. The
new cameras are movable and can be operated at wide opening poloidal angle (21°)
corresponding to the observation of a full plasma radius or at small opening poloidal angle
(10.5”) for better spatial resolution.

The electronic part of the diagnostic has been rebuilt. Three objectives have been
pursued: 1) cost minimizing ii) low maintenance, iii) no degradation of the inherent quality of
bolometer signals. In the previous version of the electronics (coupled power supply for 4
channel 40v SilkI-le) [2, 3], the measurements were made after an extemal balancing of the
a.c. Wheatstone bridge, such that both zero signal and zero a.c. bridge voltage merged. This
had three major effects: i) signals of very low amplitude have to be carried in a noisy
environment: costly cabling, ii) near the zero voltage of the a.c. Wheatstone bridge the phase is
strongly varying: need for frequent or automatic adjustments, iii) low amplitude signal implies
powerful and costly detection technique: synchronous demodulator.

In the new version of the TS bolometer electronics, these three problems have been
removed by superimposing to the bridge voltage signal an a.c. offset voltage of about 5% of
the bridge generator voltage. The phase of the offset voltage is such that irradiation of the
measuring bolometer causes an increase of the bridge voltage. At this voltage level a simple
amplitude demodulator and offset subtraction is enough to extract the signal. The control of the
phase is no longer necessary: the offset voltage being chosen high enough to be in phase with
the generator voltage. The offset voltage provides a carrier for signal and cheap conventional
cable can be used. No effect, neither on the sensitivity nor on signal to noise ratio nor on the
linearity have been found associated with the use of the new electronic. On T3 the offset voltage
is produced by a set of additional resistors which can be connected in parallel with one reference
bolometer resistor. One may envisage for future detectors to generate directly this offset voltage
in the bolometer head by increasing the measuring resistors of about 1% with respect to the
reference resistors.
Toroidal asymmetries in TS : The last campaign devoted to low radiative regime has been
a good test to analyse the sources of toroidal asymmetries of the plasma emissivity. It has been
found that they are mainly due to a break of the toroidal symmetry of the plasma facing
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components produced either by the introduction'1n the scrape off layer of modular elements
such as modular limiters or rf antennas or by the appearance of hot spots on the inner first
wall which 1s fully covered with graphite tiles. Concerning modular pfc the situation on TS is
quite complicated: the machine 1s composed of six toroidal modules quoted 01 to Q6, each
being made of two parts Que and QnB, each having three access ports to the plasma chamber:
one top, one bottom and one centred in the mid plane. Bolometric cameras are installed in
QZAm, Q3Bt and QSBt. Modular limiters equip ports Ql, QZAb, Q2Bm, Q4Ab, QSAb,
QfiBt and Qd. ICRH antennas are located in ports Ql, Q4Am and QSBm ; LH grills are
installed in QfiAm and Q6Bm. The six modular ED coils overlap the junction plane between two
adjacent modules in the low field side of the machine such that direct view of the ED coils is not
accessible from the outside of the vacuum vessel.

Usually bottom limiters have few influence on the estimate of the Iotal Radiated Bower
(typically less than 20%) because only few lines of sight intercept them. The main problem is
that perturbations induced on profiles make more uncertain tomographic reconstructions. This
is the case for QZAm profiles where two or three lines of sight at the bottom edge intercept
directly the Q2Ab limiter and for the QSBt profiles where two or three irmer central chords (with
respect to magnetic connection of line of sight and limiter) are perturbed by the QSAb limiter.
The use of the QZAm outboard limiter perturbs more the QZAm profiles because almost all the
horizontal lines of sight intercept the over emissive cloud-produced by this limiter in the low
field side region and may cause a discrepancy with the two other estimates of the TRP of the
order'of 20 to 50%. The use of ICRH antennas, especially the QSBm one, with a short gap to
the last closed magnetic surface (of about 1cm), has a strong influence on the vertical profiles
both in QSBt for which several lines of sight intercept directly the antenna but also in QSBt
profiles up to which the emissive cloud seems to propagate, such that frequently the TR?
estimates from each of this two vertical systems, with the toroidal symmetry assumption
overcome the total input power while the TRP estimate from QZAm remain well below. The
over estimate of the TRP with ICRH seems to be related to the ontgasing of the antennas
induced by an increase of the antenna temperature as it may be inferred from the time evolution
of the bolometer signal compatible with the heating of massive structures on a time scale of a
few seconds. However this particular point has still to be documented. Usually the turning on
of the ED perturbation reduces very much the toroidal anisotropy of the plasma emissivity
caused by modular limiters while it has only few effects on the anisotropy caused by ICRI—I
antennas. This may be explained by the different mechanisms causing the anisotropy. While the
ED perturbation is efficient to spread out the conductive power flux escaping from the plasma, it
is less efficient in spreading out neutral clouds due to the outgasing caused by a self heating of
ICRH antennas.

The inner first wall is an actively cooled structure made of 8600 graphite tiles
(Zx'lxlcmB) brazed on stainless steel water pipes, which is used as a toroidally symmetric
limiter. It covers 2120" of the poloidal section in the high field side region. It has been observed,
especially in high power experiments or in long pulse discharges, that local thermal overloading
may appear either due to defaults propagating within the graphite tile or to the heat deposition
pattem. Locally, the tamperature of a given tile may rise and increase the local impurity sources.
Usually this phenomena leads gradually to the break of the faulty tile and then get off the wall.
This has been observed in a series of LH (3W few seconds) shot T820493 to T520520
where a graphite tile in the neighbouring of the Q3B‘t cameras has experienced the above
mentioned phenomena. For this series of shots the TRP estimate from QSBt cameras deviates
significantly in time from the two others. Deviation being mainly due to few line of sight
intercepting the'mner wall below the mid plane.

The field of sight of the horizontal cameras Q2Am intercepts the inner first wall in a
region covered by the field of sight of an [R camera. In some discharges, asymmetries
appearing on horizontal bolometer profiles have been correlated to asymmetries of the heat
distribution on the inner wall. This point will be more largely documented in further analysis.

All these results confirm the fact that local emissivity sources may leadto large over
estimates of the TRP and that a cross check'1s absolutely necessary.
Tomography: In the case of weak toroidal asymmetries, as expected in high radiating
regimes or in Ergordic Divertor experiments, it is possible to combine 16 vertical and 16
horizontal lines of sight to perform a tomographic reconstruction of the local plasma emissivity.
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For this purpose an Iterative Least Square
Bositive algorithm has been implemented. For St-I01'2n355 enemas mg
each tomography the 32 measurements are ;-:._r 0.3
linearly interpolated to define 134 lines of '
sight, which will allow us to determine the
average emissivity of the 191 pixels defined E"
on a simplified magnetic equilibrium roughly :g" B
corresponding to the observed plasma 52*
magnetic geometry. This simplified E
equilibrium is made of 16 shifted circular .05 “~--: if -- 0.2
magnetic Surfaces with crip>~1.+’16. The shift ;;.\.-$_,g5mg£,g.__;,.;r.-.;z't-i"3"
being estimated from magnetic and 2 "
polarimetric measurements. The 191 pixels micrraditmm)
aredefinedasfollow: the 11 central rings are a . . . . . . . . r
the 11 first pixels and the 5 outer rings, a; a Wm ' harm-tum
where poloidal structures are expected, are “d an ”1*”
divided in 36 poloidai sectors (10° each). A r
geometric matrix 184x191 is built where each
element Mij is the length of the ith interpolated
line of sight crossing the jth pixel. The 12
is minimised in two steps: first the m=0 mode
verifying (Bi-Bi m=flb—Bnoise for each i, Bi .
and Buoise being the integrated plasma Fig.1 tomographic reconstruction of a marfe
emissivity and noise level respectively, is ex- in a density limit disruption.
tracted. This leads to a maximisation of the contrast for the asymmetric part of the profiles
which are then treated subject to constraints on the curvature and amplitude of the emissive
regions. An example of tomographic reconstruction is given on Fig.1, which shows the
tomographic reconstruction of a marfe observed in the predisruptive phase of an ohmic density
limit disruption. The average 132(184 is of the order of 4%. From top to bottom Fig.1 shows i)
the 3D plot of the plasma emissivity, ii) the experimental and reconstructed interpolated profiles
and iii) the emissivity of each of 191 pixels. In this particular case the m=fl mode amplitude is
practically negligible. The TRP estimates is about 1251\e from both the vertical and
horizontal cameras. The ratio of the TRP to the ohmic power is larger than 90%. The emissivity
inside the marfe is of the order of .3W/m3.
Simulations: The horizontal cameras
QZArn have been installed on the same port 3 HOTZUWZ t=1 0-55 3 ham-.13
as a spectrometer recording impurity line - - .
emissions along an horizontal diameter of 0.5 -
the plasma. Central lines of sight of the D 4 ‘*
Q2Am cameras, having more or less the h ' "
same geometry, provide for the first time g. 3
on TS the possibility of a direct E ll “if
comparison between impurity measu- %’
rements and radiated power without 4: -, g;
uncertainties due to geometrical effects. "0-4 ia,____
For a first, attempt Ni injection using a .013 "
laser blow-off technic, has been analysed. _ .. gag,
The transport code has been modified to .5 2 _2.5
simulate the bolometer brightness of a . Major(3l (m) - _central chord. The radiative losses for Ni Fla-2 Tournament: remnstrucnvn of plasma
are obtained by interpolation of tables of . . . - -- - - 2 ' __
Ref. [41,where radiation power loss coef— emissivity durmg N1 mJECIIOI'l (X ”84 595)-
ficients are given for all iscelectronic sequences starting from the Ar-like for several elemepts
from C to Mo. These tables are the only ones available in the literature not at the Ionisatrorr
Equilibrium. For less ionised sequences, estimations are obtained guided by atomic physics
data of ref. [5]. The simulated central brightness of the bolometric signal shows an initial peak in
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the range of 105m2 (the total power radiated in a peripheral layer being in the 1-2MW range),
followed by a slowly decreasing tail, very weakly modulated by sawtooth activity. The
simulated brightness peak occurs at the end of the Ni pulse, but due to the finite time resolution
of few tens of ms of the bolometric data, this short initial phase (less than lflms) is not
observed on bolometer signals. Subsequently, when the impurity ions move towards the center,
radiation is emitted from the plasma core, but the emissivity profile of the radiated power
remain slightly hollow, since in the l-3keV Te range the radiated power density is a decreasing
function of Te. It peaks, after the inflow phase at r!a~0.3—D.4, as experimentally found in
torrmgraphifti1Lreconstruction of the plasma egéssivity (Fig.2).
In Fl .3 e experimental and simula . . . .
increasge of bolometer brightness due to Ni shot T320792 N' tntechon
injection in shot T520792 are plotted (dotted '
and solid lines respectively). Note that for
comparing experimental and simulated data
with respect to the finite time resolution of the
bolomcters the simulated data have been low
pass filtered with a cut-off frequency of about
20Ha. Doing this, time evolution of both
traces compare satisfactorily, but a 0 . -
discrepancy of a factor of about two appears _0 2 0 0'2 0 4
on the atnplitude (in Fig.3 the simulated data ' timé(5) '
are multiplied by 2). A few remarks are P" 3 d d d d . ul ted 1 .
needed about this discrepancy, which seems iiged measure ( me) an 3"“. a mu n—
to be related to the atomic data available. First, P by 2 (3011(1). {FIFE evolutions 10f the
to the best of our knowledge, no simulation of ”3‘c -dne to N1 iCflflnw ”f b” ometer
bolometiic data following laser signal "
blow-off injection has been reported and second, quite surprisingly, even quantitative
comparison of bolometric signals with simulations from intrinsic impurity emission are very
scarce. ' -
Comparison between the tables [4] used for these laser blow-off experiments and the data of the
tables [6] for instance for Fe shows rather large discrepancies especially between 0.5 and
IkeV, better agreement being found around Ske‘V. Censequently in the Ni laser blow—off
experiment reported here, where the maximum emission during the decay phase is localised in a
region where Te~1-1.5keV, it appears that the radiative power losses proposed in Ref.[4]
underestimates clearly the experimental data. Those proposed in Ref. [6] seem better and
probably satisfactory, taking into account the usual uncertainties of plasma experiments.
Conclusions: A new simplified and very cheap bolometer electronic has been successfully
developed. This has been a prerequisite to realise an extended version of the TS bolometer
diagnostic which is now fully available. It provides three full plasma profiles each of 16 chords
—two verticals and one horizontal - taken at three different toroidal locations, allowing us to
check,when needed, the assumption of toroidal symmetry of the plasma emissivity usually
made to estimate the total radiated power. The high conductive loss regime perfonned during
the last campaign has constituted a good opportunity to observe the various sources of toroidal
inhomogeneity and their impact on the total radiated power estimates. In case of good enough
toroidal symmetry, as BXpBCt in high radiating regimes, horizontal and vertical chords can be
combined to perform tomographic reconstruction of the plasma emissivity. For this purpose a
simple algorithm based on an ILSP method has been implemented and provides us good quality
3D images. Horizontal cameras has been installed at the same toroidal location as an IR camera
imaging the inner first wall and as a spectrometer, allowing direct comparison of bolometer
signals with impurity sources and plasma impurity containt respectively. For the first time
simulation of Ni injection using the laser blow-off technique has been presented.
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Introduction
A new heterodyne dual frequency reflectometer has been installed on Tore Supra. It combines
high dynamic sensitivity and fast frequency sweeping potentiality (down to Imus). Its
performances can be compare with the actual three O-mode homodyne reflectometers and
provide more valuable informations for understanding the role of the plasma turbulence upon
the reflected signal.

Experimental system
Recently, a new dual frequency O-mode heterodyne reflectometer has been installed on Tore
Supra tokamak (figure 1). The frequency band covered is 26-36 GHz providing edge density
measurements from 0.8 to 1.5 1019 m'3. The frequency source used is a Hyperabrupt Tuned
Oscillator (HTO 12000, 12-1 BGHZ). A linear frequency versus time sweeping is provided with
a synthetised arbitrary waveform voltage generator (Wavetek 395). A quartz local oscillator
provides a modulation signal at fm=30 MHz. Modulation of the frequency is achieved with a
mixer providing identical side bands. Power is launched into the plasma through 4m of
fundamental waveguides and using separate emitter and receiver rectangular antennas. The
reference signal is extracted fromthe source with a 3dB power divider, and a delay line is used
to compensate the phase differences of the probing wave due to the propagation into the emitter
and receiver waveguides. Detection is performed through an HQ mixer providing in-phase and
9U°-phase signals and allowing absolute phase and amplitude detection for both frequencies.
The demodulation is performed with the same quartz oscillator providing no need of phase
locking system. The dynamic range of such heterodyne detection typically lies around 60 dB.

Detected signal
Since two frequencies are simultaneously launched into the plasma, the reflected signal carries
information from both cut-off layers with different beat frequehciestfigure 2). The detected
signal can then be written: '

S = A {2F+ 2fm}.Ei(D {21” 2fm}+ A {an-2mm”) [TH-1“") _
A and £13 are the amplitude and the phase for the reflected signals. '
The phase reference is conveniently taken from the reflection coming out the antenna coupling
which as been calculated to represent 5 cm of propagation length. '-
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Comparison homedyne versus heterodyne technique
Figure (3) shows a comparison of the reflected group delay between the actual homodyne
reflectometer and the new heterodyne device. The features observed between both type of
detection is mainly due to the sensitivity difference : while the homodyne reflectometer
(sensitivity: 20 to SOdB) do not give a clear representation of the time delay evolution, the
heterodyne reflectometer clearly detects the cut-off layer. .
Moreover, heterodyne l/Q detection allows direct extraction of the phase and separation from
the amplitude (contrary to homodyne technique whose signal is S=A.cos¢). It is then possible

at!to calculate the intantaneous group delay tan-Elgar- and compare to the usual sliding FFT

analysis. Figure (4) shows how FFT analysis can conveniently average out the group delay,
and how the instantaneous group delay calculation points out the effect of the plasma
fluctuations (backseattering or oscillating mirror effect) over the exact location of the cut—off
layer. So, the question of the resolution is mostly a matter of how these fluctuations disturb the
measurement.

Ultra fast sweeping
We have studied the effect of the decrease of the sweeping time for identical plasma discharges
from 1ms to IUus (figure 5). It has been observed that the'decrease of the sweeping time leads
to an important improvement of the density profile determination. In fact, the number of the
phase jumps are less numerous and the amplitude of these jumps is less important.

Effect of the plasma turbulence
Each time a jump occur in the group delay, the amplitude of the signal decreases (figure 6).
These jumps are of very short duration as they can occur in less than 0.1tts. Moreover, it is
noted that most of the time the group delay jumps occur in the negative direction and at such
value that the plasma would be out of the toms. Such behaviour might be interpreted [1] as a

Doppler effect of a wave reflected upon a rotating grating like cut-of layer. So, two phases in
these jumps are clearly seen (figure 7"): a rapid and a slow events. Each events would be due to
a difference in the slopes in the reflecting layer that would also explain the simultaneous change
in the amplitude signal. This turbulence would look like inclined rotating (poloidally and
toroidally) structures (figure 8) as simulated by numerical codes performed to investigate the
role of the plasma shear rotation upon transport [2].

[1] V3". Bulanin and DD. Korneyev : Proceedings of the let 'IAEA Technical Metting on
Microwave Reflector'netry for Fusion Plasma Diagnostics Abingdon (1992).
[2] Y. Kishimoto, LY. Kim, T. Tajima, W. Horton and G. Furnish : Theory of Fusion
Plasmas Proc. of the Joint Varenna-Lausanne international workshop. Varenna (1996) Italy.
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Introduction

The novel use of neutral beam injection (NBI) in tight aspect ratio tokamahs with relatively low
edge magnetic fieldsis being investigated in the START [1] tokamak. The heating of the plasma
ions and electrons, as well as the generation of plasma momentum, are studied by monitoring
the particle kinetics. The T30“) and new) distributions are obtained from a 30 point Thomson
scattering and the Ti and Vg from a Zfl—chord Doppler spectrometer [2] using both passive and
chargewemhahge emission. From these results ion energyr confinement are studied using the
ASTRA transport code [3] and, for the treatment of the fasteions from the NBI, a Monte—Carlo
code [4} that includes tight aspect ratio and finite Larmor radius efiects.

General ion behaviour

The ion temperature and toroidal plasma rotation have been obtained from measurements of the
Doppler broadening and shift of the (35+ line (n=7~8, 529.05nm). This line radiates relatively
stronglyr both with and without beam injection allowing for continuous monitoring of the ion
behaviour {e.g. with'beam switch-oil" during a discharge). To interpret the fluent-sight averaged
spectra from the Doppler multichord diagnostic it is necessaryr to calculate the beam attenuation,
arising primari from charge exchange with the plasma ions. This involves measuring the
fractions of the beam energy components and the ne(r) results from the Thomson scattering
(TS) diagnostic. In Fig. 1 are shown emissivity contour plots of the charge exchange radiation

6i] -. I . . . I . . . I . . . I . . . I . . . I . . .
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Figure 1: Contours of the product acfi+ which is proportional to the fine: of the --
emitted photons (nae-l- and in, are the (75+ and the boom hydrogen densities. in this
case someone) The viewing chords sit—H110 and 31—}39 are also indicated.
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The ion temperatures, in this example, reach peak values of up to T; ~350e‘v" for the central
chords (shown here: A9, B1 and B3) but with lower values for other chords further out from the
plasma centre (ag. A5 and B7). The A1 radian)r viewing chord shows only a modest increase
in temperatures although it views the central regions but this is because it sees little of the core
radiation due to the beam attenuation (cf. Fig. 1). The sudden increase in T; as viewed by a
relatively outer chord after the internal Reconnection Event (IRE) signifies a broadening of the
T,- profile similar to that observed for the electrons from the Thomson scattering. Indeed, in
both Ohmic and N31 heated discharges the shape of the 310*) and Ti(r) profiles are very similar
but with the peak vales of Te much higher for pure Ohmic cases as for conventional tokarnaks.
In principle, a time slice through all the recorded spectra can only be unfolded when the T¢(r)
and n,,(r) profiles are available (at present, onlj,r once during a discharge from the single pulse
Thomson scattering system) since the beam attenuation across all the lines of sight is required.

Much the same behaviour is seen for the ion toroidal velocity behaviour, shown in Fig. 4,
as exemplified'm the increase during the discharge, the broadening of the profile after the IRE

__and the reduction 1n temperatures after the beam switch—off. The beam—induced rotation has
reached values in excess of 60km.5"1 (here up to MEUkm.s 1) in the teroidal direction with the
usual co—injection. Absolute velocity fixes are obtained from the A1 and A2 chords which have
near radial views and thus see little toroidal rotation (cf. Fig. 4).

Confinement a, .n. . . . .fi

In selected Ohmically heated plasmas, where ml . on shots - '
there is a sufficient period free of MHD activity of -
and sawteeth, predictions of the ASTRA trans- 59” ' ,r” -
port code [3], which includes tight aspect raw l If“! '
tio effects [5], and observations of ion tempera— 40‘} - - W a _ I -
ture profiles and using measured T411") and n,, (r) g - E;m: “Elam I f “3,, mega]
distributions from Thomson scattering for the 3 see t I \ Washil-W-lm‘ —
collisional ion heating are in good agreement, ,E
given the preliminary stage of this investigation
(e.9. more modelling on the edge transport is re-
quired). Central ion and electron temperatures
are compared in Fig. 5 for a wide range of plasma
densities and currents for both Ohmic and NBI—
assisted plasmas. The calculated curves include 0 ' . 1 I a, . i - I . I. . . . . . c an see are 4130 see seaelectron-ion colhsronal heatmg and, add1t1onu
ally, fastmion heating, for the NBI—assisted plas~ TED (EV)
mas. The heating is derived from the beam
power, the measured 1",,(1') and new) and the Figure 5: Measurements of Ta and T3,, in
MonteeCarlo code. The ion energy confinement Ohmic emi- NBI assisted plasmas. Calcu-
time, calculated from axial power balance us- lcied ion temperatures are shown for compar-
ing a simple 0D model, is typically 3ms—+dms ison, assuming electron—ion collisional lieut-
and similar to that for the ion momentum con- ing for pure Ohmic shots and, additionally,
finement time, during NBI, extracted from the healing from fast ions during NBI. A simple
velocityr measurements and estimates of the mo- 0D model is used to calculate Tia
mentum injection from the fast ions.

At times when the T30“) and ne(r) profiles are available we can compare 1D predictions, from
the ASTRA code, with observations. Assuming neoclassical confinement of the ions is also valid
for the N131 cases then the observed T41"), ”ll-(r) and new) distributions during NBI can be used
to assess the fast ion heating sis a tie the MontewGarlo code simulations. Iladiallf,r unfolded ion
temperature profiles are shown in Fig. 6 and compared with the TS T30”). (The two curves for
the T,-(r) derive from different extreme assumptions on the character of the passive. emissivity
of the spectral line used for the Doppler profile.) The information for the beam neutral density,
required to separate passive and active emissivities, is obtained from the beam attenuation code,
incorporating the Thomson scattering data on T¢(r) and ne(r ) and the beam energy fractions.
The T3 and 51",; profiles are similar 1n shape and magnitude for this particular plasma and beam
power so that the ions are heated predominantly by the fest ions.

100 -
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resulting from HD+CE+ —i H4" + 05"”. (Here 05"" is the carbon ion in the excited n = 8
quantum state.) The emissivities are derived for a. typical plasma using the measured chord
intensities and includes the beam attenuation modelling in the data unfolding procedure. In
this case a Gaussian distribution is used to represent the fully ionized impurity density radial
piefile and has here a. we half—width of 05+ of 10cm, which is fairly typical from the full
unfolding of the intensities. The radiation is highest from the central regions of the plasma
and chords viewing this region (ag. Bl, B2 and B3) will predominantly register central ion
temperatures and velocities.
Observations of ion temperatures from a
centraIFchord are compared in Fig. 2 for q—eeem [Full Beam Power)
an Ohmic discharge and two levels of NBI lab-van??? iI-iaflaeam Pagan.
power, ~150kW and ~300kW. Whereas 3“” f‘vwmimrri/
the peak electron temperature, Tm, does 251:, r“;-
not generally show a significant increase
with NBI, although there is a broaden»
ing of the profile and an increase in fig,
there is a considerable increase in ion tem-
peratnre during beam injection as seen,

‘ for example, in Fig. 2, taking ~10ms to
reach an apparent maximum equilibrium
value. rI‘he ion temperature continues to
increase with beam power up to about the
peel: electron temperature, in these case
NSOUeV. The decrease in Tie with beam
switchmif is often complicated by the fre-
quent accompaniment of increased MHD

Tm
(E

V)

activity making it difficult to extract en- 0 --------- . --------- i --------- - --------- i....‘:.~..."
orgy and momentum confinement times aoso noes ”mg “135 aces “'4
from the decay times of T, and Vg. The ”53“}
decay is also affected by the presence of
the fast ions which have an e—folding decay Figure 2: The ion temperature for difierent
time of a few ms after beam switchmolf. neutral beam powers (‘1‘,: ~300e Eng ~
The time evolution ofion temperature and 5 x 1019 ni"3, I,J ~20ilhA, Eu =3tlke V,
toroidal velocity behaviour from the line— Pemm ~150hW and ~300hW).(Shots
of—sightwintegrated measurements of vari- #30??1, #30???” and #30???)
one chords are shown in Figs. 3 and ii.
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Figure 3: Line—ofwsight intensitymioeighted
ion temperatures obtained from serious of the
viewing chords. The assurance of an Internal i
Reconnection Euent (IRE) and team switche Figure 4: Temporal behaviour of the ion 1

l

oil“ are indicated, both shearing decreases in toroidal ueiocity from the same data as in
Ti, especially for the central uieioing chants, Fig. 3.{Shot #31663)
here: .49, BI and 33. (Shot #31653)
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The steady—state solution for the
T, distribution has been com-
puted using the ASTRA trans- 4””
port code [3], assuming the
Chang—Hinton ion neoclassical

.......~s—[fi11111- ll‘I—Y‘KTTT'IIII‘Ffifi—I w—u—r7uxur

sagas? 38—40ms i

heat conductivitf,r with correc- 5: 300 _
tions for tight aspect ratio [5]. :2, :
Ion heating from electron—ion 3 ]
collisions was computed. using E 200 :_.
the Thomson scattering profiles 3, 3
of T,,r( ) and n,,(r). Uniform [E
Z,” and ion depletion profiles
are assumed (2 and 30%, respec- o c To from T5

‘ m T: from Doppler Spectra
til-’91?) The N31 heating (130" 7 F'; H-.T: radiation fromHASTRtal input power ~500kW), via 0 man. . ”1,44 . .p ,,,,,,,,,,,,, . ,,,,,,,
the fast ions, is obtained from ab 10 ill) 30 40 50 60
initio calculations in the Monte— Radius (cm)
Carlo code using measured beam
energy component fractions. The
resulting T1(r) profile is com— Figure 6: Ion temperature distributions (unfolded from the
pared with the measured Eur) Doppler spectra) during,r N31, {#3296‘?’; no, N 6 >6. 1019
profile in Fig. 6. The ion heating I3, NQSUhA, Ea =3ilhel", Pfiéam ~500hW) Also included,
profile obtained from the Monte“ for comparison, are the electron temperature measurements
Carlo code is almost Gaussian from Thomson scattering and the ion temperature distri-
in shape with a 1/e width of button predicted using the ASTRA transport code and the
~ficm, a peak value on axis of Monte—Carlo fast ion code.
wl ZMW n1’3 and a total power
of ~85};kW“

Given the preliminaryr nature of this exercise in comparing measuements with theorj,r and
codes the agreement is quite satisfacto and gums confidence in our treatment of the fast ion
heat deposition in the START plasma.

Conclusions

Predictions from the ASTRA transport code, which includes tight aspect ratio effects, are in
good agreement with observations of mu confinement'1n START Ohmic plasmas. NBI heating
of the START tokamak 13 most evident in the ion temperature which typically mereases hom
~100eV to ~3flfleV. Assuming ion neoclassical confinement during NBI the required heating
from the fast ions to account for the observations is consistent with that predicted from a
Monte+Carlo fast ion transport code Similar Te,(r) and Gil-(r) profiles are found and at the
highest NBI heating to date {50011:W) the magnitudes are also similar. High toroidal velocities
are seen with NBI and similar ion momentum and energy confinement times are found.

This work is funded by the UK Department of Etude and Industry and EURATOML
The Neutral Beam system is on loan from the US Department of Energy.
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Introduction.

High beta values1 of [3,. -- 30% at [3,, ~ 4 have been achieved in the START spherical
tokamak using additional heating provided by a neutral beam injector on loan from ORNI...
These high Blvalues have been obtained through optimising secondary current ramp and gas
puff during the discharge and improving the plasma purity with the help of boronisation, glow
discharge cleaning and Ti gettering. Details of the regime optimization procedure on START
are presented. The stability of these high [3 shots and their MHD behaviour is discussed.

An advantage of the low aspect ratio tokamal: is its potential for stable operation at
high nonnalised current i” = I/eBr before a cap-limit is encountered; this feature allows the
achievement of high [3 values. The .
possibility of operation at 3,, and shaping a sawtooth gr
factor 5' = axe” significantly higher than
that obtainable in conventional tokamaks
has been already demonstrated on
START [1]. In the recent experiments, a
combination of hardware improvements,
wall conditioning and regime In
optimization has yielded [3,2 30% at I” E
8 [2], Fig.i. In this figure the recent high
B data, trajectories for two typical shots
with different scenarios and the high [3
DIII—D results [3] are shown.

. . Fig..ir Experimental high I3 results in START
REEImE optimization. (iiues indicate trajectories during a shot).

As in other high [3 experiments on DlZlI-D [3}, JTfiO—U [4] and TFTR [5], regime
optimisation is very important on START. Optimisation of the current ramp and density ramp
scenario is believed to he a key feature of the increase in shaping factor and normalised
current as it implies a broad current profile which produces plasmas of high elongation and
triangularity. The value of normalised current of I” :- 8 achieved is substantially greater than
the value i” ~ 3 previously achieved in optimised conventional aspect ratio tokamaks [d]. The
optimisation is preformed by pie-programming the applied loop voltage (which controls the
speed of additional current rise), and controlling the pre-programmed additional gas puffing to
control the density rise speed in order to avoid the density limit. The current ramp also

‘ Br = 21.10 I pav i V1319, where BT - vacuum toroidal field at the geometric center; B“ = B1»! (IPiaBTIu

rn . so“? - .a- _, .. a, . gay“..n:. fi.l1_')..-lg {,1 “III: .
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supports the formation of a broad pressure profile (by making T: profile bread), which is
favourable for ballooning stability in the plasma core.
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Fig.2. Nonnaiised and torai [3 vs pressure profile peckedasss and l,- in START

Results of the pressure and current profile scans are shown in Fig.2. Some high [3,.
DUI—D and JTfifl-U shots [3,4] are shown for comparison. The pressure profile peakedness
factor pa Hep:- was E 2 in the best shots, which, as shown later, satisfies the requirements on
the pressure profile optimisation for ballooning and low-r; pressure driven modes. The
optimum values of i, (i, = il.(2) : ifefipazl sdV) to achieve the highest E) values were found
to be in the range of 0.? - 1.0, a further decrease in i, leading to a reduction in the beta value.
Unlike DIl'I-D and .TTGD-U, the highest B1,. value of 4.2 in_ shot #32998 on START (which
corresponds to the higest l3:— value of ~ 34%) has been obtained using current ramp—up; the fast

START. #32993
1?, 1m, 0.4
eta 0-3

_' U. *

1019m'3 2
c

¢,-__0_.—o-.oo_g (f)

E ..g

2 NM”
30 2'4 as 32 36 4o

t,rns

Fig.3. Trocssfor a typical high B shot.

ramp-down technique has not been tested
so far.

Typical high B shot traces are
shown in Fig.3. To keep the optimum
value of i, the plasma current was ramped
up with a speed dip/d: ~ 10 Ms (:1) and
progranuned gas puffing was used to
prevent-- the plasma current profile
becoming hollow, which is adverse for
neutral beam power absorption. As a
result, the i; value was kept ~ 0.7 - 0.8
through the shot, (f). Toroidal field was
decreased by decreasing the central rod
current, imd (a), (on a timescale slow
compared to the pattiele and resistive
diffusion times), which allows the [3 value
to rise. In these shots the value of Ip/Ims =
1.2 has been achieved rcpresenting an
important result in itself, as ST power
plant designs require IF 2 fwd.

The density rose throughout the
shot (b); however density and tamperature
profiles (measured by 30 point Thomson
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scattering) became flat after the beginning of the sawteeth (time 31 ms in (c)) and q = I radius
increased (measured from the sawteeth inversion). This suggests that the sawteeth have
prevented further peaking of the current profile, and so this remains broad enough to provide
high plasma elongation which allows the normalised current to reach I” - 8 whilst q”. remains
above 2 (g).

The total energy WM ((1) (from free-boundary equilibrium reconstruction with two
independent codes, TOPEOL and EFIT) continued to rise during the sawteething phase and-
shows signs of reaching steady state shortly before the discharge terminated. This behaviour
was typical of the low or high B shots, but at higher TF the energy continues to rise until the
end of the shot. The broadening of the profiles, however, was typical for all high [3 shots and
could by accompanied by different types of Mil-ID activity.

MHD activity and stability.

The analysis of Mirnov coil and SXR data shows that the MHD activity during profile
redistribution can be either an Wadi} slowly rotating mode, or coupled low-n Mirnov
activity with We = 2!}. 3/1 and, probably, other harmonics. In the highest [3 shots sawtooth
activity usually replaces the low at, a rotating modes and the sawteething stage continues until
the current rapidly terminates due to contact with the 32-point coils during the IRE (Internal
Reconnection Event), Fig.3a. In some cases when the current ramp produces much broader
current profiles, no preliminary MI-IDdactivity was seen. However, the [3,. value was lower
than in a case with sawteeth, probably because of the lower neutral beam power absorption.

A high frequency “chirping” mode, similar to that observed on Dill—D [7], is often
seen in the high-13 NEH shots. This mode is likely to be an energetic particle mode (RPM)
driven by fast beam particles (vb, is typically -— v, in START). Modes with frequencies and
spectrum typical for Toroidal Alfven'Eigenmodes ('I‘AE) [8] are also sometimes seen early in
the discharge and at lower beam power.

High normalised [i values [3,, 2 4 have been achieved at different 1,, values of ~ 8 and 6,
Fig. 1, corresponding to minimum (35,, ~ 2 — 2.3 and 2.7 — 2.8. Ideal stability analysis shows that
in both cases the pressure profile was close to marginal stability to the high in balloonn
modes, Fig.4a. Low a stability calculations using (II-[EASE and ERATO [9,10] codes show
that while the low q shots such as #32993 were close to an external kink limit, the higher or

08 a b
i a #33005 E 4 _ snare, ‘3 f“

a 0-6 - c #32993 La - ".= name i f
3% 0.4 sr ' g9; D a '#3soos. L139 ms ,i ,t'sszsas,

l "Fl-IN ABLE ”a "i- 2 1119-01? ~-—--""."" 1' a." @361113
5 0'2 _ theory ”"4"" C: on - tjri-e. theoSTABLE H - semen. . tr

0.0 - - . I . 0;. 0 mug/l . I . dnffijipi' I
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Fig.4. Ideal ballooning and external kink stability ofhigh [3 shots on START.
#33005: .1395 = as, as a 236%. a... = 4.14; #32993: (195 = 2.23, as a 30.3%. [as = 3.39 .
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shots like it 33005 were clearly stable to the external kink, Fig.4b. In the simulations, both
cases become unstable to low or pressure driven internal modes for pressure profiles more
highly peaked than the experimental value. In all l3u ~ 4 shots high frequency MHD activity

START, #32993 accompanying a low frequency internal mode
has been observed proceeding an IRE and

f ~0.4MH2~\IIL "l! h“ discharge termination, Fig.5. It is possible that

g, Mirnov coils t~10 kHe/

the core outward displacement due to the

'l
m

i'
ll
ll

:SXR vert. chord at q ~ 1 gut

growing internal or = 1 mode destabilises
localised ballooning modes [11]. It is also
observed on START that discharge
terminations earlier in the shot can occur at
high [3 in a case of a high amplitude internal
tn = 1 growing mode (circles in Fig.1, 2).
These cases correspond to initially more
peaked SXR and pressure profiles. However,SXR vort. chord at q ~ 2 _

t
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

. when in some shots the sawteeth replaced the
I 1 I I I I I I I 1:1 I I tn = I rotating mode, it was possible to avoid

35.3 35.9 36.0 36.1 36.2 36.3 36.4 36.5 lbs IRE at this stage and achieve higher E
values. It is found so far that all high [3 shots

I I It= "13 . on START terminate through an one with 110
chord signals proceeding the IRE in high high '3 regimes DH START appear SO far U) '33

B 5hot #32993 '5’” START limited by internal low n modes.

More flexibility in the discharge scenario provided by recent improvements in the
central OH solenoid power supply system may allow further increases in [3H, for example by
permitting operation at higher a}, and higher elongation (giving higher shaping factor 5 =
IN”) to provide stability of the external modes, or by increasing :1. However, as in other
features of the spherical tolcamak, the requirements of ballooning stability, internal mode
stability and external kink stability may lead to entirely different scenarios for [3 optimisation.
The good agreement with the stability code predictions demonstrated so far on START is very
encouraging.
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Introduction
Limits on plasma density and edge safety factor q operation have been studied in

the low aspect ratio tokamak START (Small Tight Aspect Ratio Tokamak). The main
characteristics of this device are: low-aspect ratio plasmas with high plasma current [IF g
SUUkA] at low toroidal field [He 2 0.1T, Ip/n, i: 1.2]; compact volumes [RD 5 H.34m,
e 5 0.27m, aspect ratio RD/o 2 1.23, elongation at m 1.2 — 3.0, and triangularity 6 f; 1.0];
Ohmic and N131 (UAMW, 3UkeV, H/D species, 2.5 X 10mm particles/second, (Jo-injection)
heating; high energy confinement times [eg rghmi“ ~ 4111s (r5; ~ 2 x: TITERgg_Hd¢)]; hot

plasmas [31(0) ~ 0.5keV]; and very high )3 [eg with NBI: fifimapnetio arts) 2 530%, fig- 2
30% (both are world records), 5N E 4]. The vessel and the plasma-lacing components
are regularly boronised using deuterated tri-methyl boron in helium glow discharges and
sometimes the Ti gettering technique is also applied. Naturally exhaustedflimiter (NED),
single (END) or double-null (DND) X-point plasmas are currently produced.

The edge if limit has been approached by means of ramping down the toroidal field
current, 15¢, during the discharge, obtaining with the world record volumetric beta [fig- E
Fig”; fpdV m 30%_[1], where Bg, is the vacuum toroidal magnetic field at the geometric
centre).

Recently, a short campaign on the density limit studies has been carried out by using
a combination of N131 and extra gas puff in DND plasmas. Helium glow discharge and
titanium gettering techniques have been systematically applied between the discharges.

Edge-q limit
Figure 1 shows the dependence of (”(95%) as a function of the aspect ratio Rafe. It is

clear that the expected benefits of higher q,,;,(95%') relative to the conventional tokamaks
start at approximately lilo/a m 1.6. For example, in the shot 32993, the minimum q¢(95%)
(from the equilibrium reconstruction) is around 2.3 at Rafa m 1.37, which was obtained
simultaneously with the world record volumetric )3, ie, 5:" m 30%. Analysis with the
ERATO code for such allow-q value indicate that both external and internal n=l kink
modes could be the cause of this limit although only internal modes are observed to date

at high fi[2]. Inaddition, ratios of Ip/n, above unity, is, m 1.2 have been observed for the
first time. Further gs reduction is usually limited by internal reconnection events [IREs].

This regime of neutral beam injection into a DND configuration achieves very low
q¢[95%), possibly by obtaining plasma current profiles favourable to MED stability. In—
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deed, on other ST devices with no N31 or DND configuration, like CDX-U and TS-3, a
limit of q¢(95%) m 3 is observed.

Density limit
Density limit studies have been carried out by using a combined NBLextra gas puff

method in DND plasmas. Gas pre—filling plus NBI are used to set up the discharge in the
early phases, with strong extra gab puff refuelling the plasma even further. Helium glow
discharge and titanium gettering techniques have been systematically applied between the
discharges and high reproducibility of discharges has been observed.

The highest value of line average density achieved in. START was obtained in this
campaign: in the shot 33543, if, m 9.4 x ltlli'm“El with a symmetric parabolic-like profile
centered at item) 2 1.5 X 1020m—3 in a relatively cold plasma (Tam) 2: l'i'DeV) have been
measured by-the 30 point Thomson scattering. In addition, a more favourable density
per plasma current density scaling has been approached at this'li'mit. With 3,, 2 0.363“:
E, c: 9.4 X 1019m'3; I,J o: 3.001%; a 2 0.1?m; therefore N9 E is ,pffifil or 0.31, where N5
is the Greenwald number[3]. This result can be seen in figure 2 in which E, is plotted
against the plasma current density. The temporal evolution of the shot 33543 and the
Greenwaid limit are also shown.

The proximity to the Greenwald limit at higher Ip/aai is an important featufe for
MAST since this device is planned to operate at least at i’pflira2 2 1.3.E'kfzil/“m.2 (I? 33 IMA
and e = 0.50171. yield it?” = 1.3 x 10mm.—3 from the Greenwald scale).

No sign of plasma detachment from the divertor has been observed. During the contin-
uous density rise, Ha radiation from the top divertor and-also the ion saturation current
level (Langmuir probes in the same divertor) are also rising. No sign of MARFEs has
been observed. IREs limit further density increase, as observed in previous density limit
studies on START.

Unlikely previous observations of the edge radiative losses at the bottom divertor
(the ion V3,, drift direction) during the density rise, in the present experiment the edge
radiation seems uniformly distributed poloidally. These may be due to the observed
reduction of the level of impurities added to the systematic use of glow and Ti gettering
techniques.

Finally, the START operating diagram is shown in figure 3. The improvement with
the N131 are clearly seen by comparing the pure Ohmic with NBI heated discharges: the
parameter fiERQ/Bg, increases from 0.8 to 1.5 x lflifi/mgT.

From this figure, a remarkable time evolution from the shots 32993/32993 is also
observed. They move to the limit of the two regions: the highest normalized density
and current, both by if, 1'2n and i/qcm, respectively. Since these shots. overcame the
highest value of FEED/3,5, ie, 1.35 X ION/mg?" but not the 1/9,“; maximum (2' 1.0), this
might be an indication of a q limit, or a limit due to a combination of efi'ects including
pressuresdriven instabilities[2].
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Conclusion
Experimental results of density and edge safety factor limits of START have been

presented. Very lowr q-edge [q.1(95%]~.... 2.3] at aspect ratio Ro/o 2 1.37 in high ,3

(13¢ : 30%) shots have been observed. In high density regimes, an integral line density of

“11‘, c: 9.4 X 10191114, the highest yet, has been obtained by means of a combination NBI

and strong extra puff. High reproducibility of discharges due to the inter-shot helium

glow and Ti gettering has been observed re a scenario in which the density approaches

the Greenwald limit (Na :2 If}.81). No sign of MARFEs, or plasma-divertor detachment

have been observed. -

Studies ofthe density dependence as a function of toroidal field, magnetic configuration

(limiter/DND), input power heating, gas species, plus deuteriumfhydrogen pellet injection

are planned for the coming months.
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Introduction
A firm theoretical understanding of the tokamal; scrape off layer (SOL) remains elusive and even
empirically based scalings for the SOL properties are rare. This paper reports the development of a
database of SOL parameters for the conventional aspect ratio tokamak COhiPASS«D and the tight
aspect ratio tokamal-c START at Culham, both of which exhibit a collisionless SOL. A simple empirical
scaling for the power scale length, A, is developed and compared to a variety of theoretical scalings
derived from a balance of perpendicular and parallel heat flows in the SOL. A collisional form of one
of the theoretical sealings, which gives the best fit to available data, is used to estimate a SOL power
scale-length for ITER.

Theory .
Simple models for the tel-carnal: SOL are often based on a balance of parallel heat transfer against
perpendicular difi‘usion. In the most common 2-point model (Figure 1), all power flow into the SOL is
taken to occur at a single point, the stagnation point, at a distance Lu from the nearest material surface.

Since the parallel diffusivity is normally assumed to be classical, the models are essentially determined
only by the oollisionality of the SOL and the choice of crossufield transport coefficient, 3;. Several
models for In including Bohm and Gyro—Bohm difi‘usion, have been integrated into models for the SOL
by Itch and Itoh [1} to develop scalings for the SOL width (at) in terms of key operating parameters,
such as the safety factor. This work has been extended at Culham to include a greater range of
parameters in the scaling and to investigate other models for 1;.

Power flowfromtheplasma intotheSOL mustbebalanwdbys’fand .Lflows -
I! heat flow as P=-—A,,ng,,V,,T, J. heat flow :5 P=— inflivif’. Taking A, ~cR,
A” ~ dBF/B, (allowing for the field line angle) and approximating VH1" .... T/L, , Vi ~ T/d
yields

ffheatflow ”zyiwifa z, AILLEL
L, £133, In

- T P . ciheatflow -—~--—- assunun ,B ~-—-B,L,~R

Generalised classical heat transfer for the If case => 1,, ~ Tflxm , where )6 = 1/2 and jg“, ~ L, for
collisionless SOLs and ,6 = 5/2 and 3;,” ~ l/n for collisional SOLs. For the .L case, let
Xi. w ,1:$011“??? (from micro-turbulence arguments), where In. H naqdflvadfi‘l then gives

(WIIflll-FHE #(flHJHWDE MflH} (NIIfiHh-s 54.3“) (5+1Xfl+1)+{?t-I)E
A ,__. R a: q a: B a: {I a: P a: H a: -

where cu = rr+(fl+2){y +1), 32 arr-w +1 and 17: 0:4 Collisionlcss, n=1==> Collisicnal

Models for x), can then be expressed in terms of the six parameters, yielding a scaling law for the SOL
width. For instance the Bohm model, I, -~— T/B => or.=l, y=0, fi=p=v=_owfl, l=-1 =>
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A or. Rq%‘B_%11.53%'P"%be?“ . For comparison with experiment, q was taken as (195, B as the axial
magnetic field Bu, n as the electron density at the separatrix nu and P as (Pb-Pug). This choice is, to a
certain extent, arbitrary and scalings develbped elsewhere (for instance [2],[3]} have been expressed in
terms of other local and global quantities.

Experiment
The discretical SOL width scalings involve 6 parameters, some of which have small exponents. These
models can only be adequately validated against data covering a broad parameter regime, not usually
available on a single machine. UKAEA Fusion has two tokamaks, COMPASS-D - with a conventional
TIER-like aspect ratio and START ~ a tight aspect ratio device. A database of SOL parameters has
now been established for both devices. Only L—mode shots have so far been considered but these
include shots with auxiliary ECRH on COMPASS-D and with NBI on START.

Data have been obtained using arrays of swept Langmuir probes across the strike point region and (in
the case of COMPASS—D), from a fast reciprocating triple probe at the top of the plasma. Calculated
SOL power scale lengths were mapped back to the mid-plane using reconstructions of the magnetic flux
surfaces, by assuming pressure conservation along flux tubes. Table 1 indicates the range of
parameters and observed scale lengths in the two devices. .

Care has to be taken when comparing data from different tokarnaks. Most importantly, the
collisionality of their SOLE should lie in the same regime. A measure of the collisionality is
V“ ~ n(10”)Lc(m) l 3503!"2 (keV). For COMPASS-D, v* <1.6 and for START, v“ «$0.6 indicating

that both devices exhibit an essentially oollisionless SOL.

Analysis
Figure 2a presents a multivariate least squares fit to the COMPASS-*1) database (excluding the R and a
parameters, which are nearly constant between shots}. This yields 11 ~ qh““P"-‘”n;,°*"”ag°-m . The P
and r1“ exponents have the strongest correlation coefficients and sensitivity analysis reveals an to be the
most important parameter in determining the quality of fit. Indeed, formulating a best-fit scaling in
terms of it... alone yields a ~ :13” with only a marginally worse quality offit (Figure 2b).

Figure 3a shows the combined COMPASS-D and START data against the empirical scaling,
in ~ n4”. Although the START data also seem to be reasonably well fitted by this sirnple
single--variable scaling, it does not provide a good fit to the coupled data set. This may indicate the need
to include other parameters, such as Bu or R, to account for tight aspect ratio effects and Figure 3b
presents a multivariate best-fit to the coupled data set using the full set ofsix parameters, n“, B9, rigs, P,
Rand a - A ~ g;§'°19P°'mfin;°‘5“Bg°'mR"'Efin‘m. The exponents for P and n... are similar to the
COMPASS-D only fit, giving enhanced'confidencc in the scaling with these parameters.

Eight theoretical scalings for the SOL power width were tested against the COMPASS-D and START
databases. Five of the collisionless scalings appear to fit the COMPASS-D data reasonably well,
however the fit provided by the collisionless skin depth model ( 21 ~ TUE/Ron} is significantly better
than the rest (Figure 4). None of the models fit both the COMPASS-D and START data
simultaneously but the collisionless skin depth model provides a reasonable fit to both data sets
individually. This model produces a simple scaling for oollisionless SOLs — ids-r12, in good
agreement with the empirical scaling observed for the COMPASS-D data.

Since both COMPASS-D and START exhibit a collisionless SOL, only the collisionless models have
been tested 1n detail. However, a prelinunary set of data from Alcator CHMOD [21,ASDEX [4] and
JET [5] (each of which exhibits a collisional SOL) was assembled This was used to examine whether
the collisional scaling derived from the assumption ofa collisionless skin depth model for x; (but with
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collisional parallel ti'ansport) may also provide a good model for the collisional SOLs found in the
majority of large devices,

The collisionless sldn depth model, for a collisional SOL, yielded cc Rm'qfiifflfiua 4A“?“ii/{91:3 This
can also be expressed in terms of the power density at the separanix Pam-f (~Pr'aR), yielding
s cc (qa)'%°P,,,.-%o. Figure 5 shows data sum the collisional SOLs against this scaling, which
seems to provide a reasonable fit.

Clearly, testing against a comprehensive multihmachine database will be required before stronger
- conclusions can be drawn. However, the collisionless skin depth scaling would yield a mid-plane SOL

power width for TIER (PSQL~IODW, R~3n1, a~3m, (19545.0) of order 6-9mm, somewhat narrower
than that predicted by other scalings.

Conclusions
A database of SOL parameters has been established on both COMPASS-D and START, both of
which exhibit an essentially collisionless SOL. The COWASS-D database has been incorporated
into the ITER multi-machine divertor database ofSOL parameters.

Best-fit analysis of the COMPASS-D data shows that the SOL power scale length in that device is
well fitted by a very simple scaling law, a ~ 11?”. Inclusion of the START data indicates that
machine size or toroidal field may need to be included in order for the scaling law to be valid at tight
aspect ratio.

Theoretically based scaling laws have been developed and validated using the COMPASS-D and
START databases, as well as data from tokamalcs exhibiting a collisional SOL. Of those tested, the
collisionless skin depth model for in which generates a simple sealing based only on the separatrix
density 3 ~ 11% , provides the best fit and is in good agreement with empirical sealings derived fi'om

' the database.

A preliminary set of SOL power width data for a range of tokamalts exhibiting collisional SOLs has
been tested against a collisional scaling derived with the assrnnption of collisional parallel transport
and a collisionless skin depth model for 1; This model yields d 0: (qX‘i 13:9“. The data does
not appear inconsistent with this scaling, although a much more comprehensive database will be
required to properly test the scaling. The collisionless skin depth model sealing indicates a SOL
power width for ITER of order 6~9mm '
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COIMPASS-D ' START
(SW) (3ND)

R011) 0.56 0.22—0.29
a (In) 0.18 0.15-0.22
P (edge, MW) 0.015043 0.23-0.49
3g 3.002 4.0.0.3
Bg (r) 0.3-1.9 0.21-0.29
n (edge, 1013m-3) 1.5—15 0.4-1.8

T (edge, eV) 30-50 40—100
v* (edge) 0.24.15 QUE-0.6
v* (edge) -_ Tvp 1.2 0.1

Figure 1 Simple model for the SOL -
Ia (WW: m“) l “44-1 l "'4'1-3 I width determined by balance ofparallel

and perpendicular flows
Table l COMPASS—DISTART operating parameters
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Introduction The study of both toroidally symmetric and asymmetric halo currents
during disruptions is of interest due to the mechanical and thermal stresses produced
on the containment vessel and its interior structures. Of particular importance for the
design of ITER is understanding the scaling of the halo currents. In this paper halo
current data from COMPASS~D (a < 0.232 m, b «a: [3.385 m, R = 0.557 at, single null
divertor) vertical diaplacement event (VDE) experiments are compared to theory, using
both analytical models and numerical codes. New data from START (spherical tokamak,
a = 0.13 — 0.34 m, R = [1.2 — 0.4, double null divertor) is also presented.
Symmetric halo currents Data from both COMPASS—D and Alcator C-MOD [1, 2, 3]
exhibit maximum symmetric poloidal halo current bounded by the curves of the form
I3 <1 0,1.p[9'95 (Ira is the prendisruption plasma current; for COMPASSnD' Co = 1.2, for
Alcator C—MOD, 0,, = 1.6). Upper limits of this form may be derived either from requiring
the halo region to be force—free or from imposing a constant toroidal flux condition. As
the plasma disrupts, both the plasma pressure and current are lost, causing a net change
in the toroidal flux. Poloidal currents will be induced to attempt to conserve this flux.
In the cylindrical zero pressure case (fig 2 G) (experimentally the largest halo currents
are paramagnetic) one can show that if the plasma and vessel cross-sectional areas are A
(pro-disruption ) and A1,, then the largest poloidal halo current Ia which can be driven
due to the loss of the plasma current is

AnIn - if I (l)
2'31: no

[here we use q” = (ow/Rm)B¢./Bg(o)‘ where the subscript ‘u’ refers to vessel quantities).
For COMPASS—D plasmas, typically flu/A m 2.5 so that one would expect I3 = 1.3IpD/qu
to be a representative value of the maximum halo current driven by a loss of I? alone. The
force-free constraint also provides a mechanism for deriving a scaling for the maximum
poloidal halo current. We consider a simplified mo do] of. the plasma-halo system consisting
of an inner ‘core‘ plasma (of minor radius r9) carrying a current of I,,,,.,, = of? (I? is the
instantaneous total toroidal current and 0 g o: 5 1) and a surrounding cylindrical shell
of thickness .fl carrying the remaining current of (1 -— or)I,,,. Calculation of Ba and q as a
function of minor radius yields the relation -

. lflq 1 2 . . .

fllflg(1+§)+mfi—2 (Lid-id “lflg(1+5))] {2)a_ziwa
1,, —. a 25 + 52

where .5 = Afro and q... = ZurfiBg/(uDRIP). It can be shown that the maximum poloidal
halo current occurs for a thin halo region (6 —> U) carrying all of the plasma current
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(or we 0'). In this limit we find that
I e= we. (3)

Thus it appears that the experimental scaling Ig/Ipo|m,,, N of is predicted by both the
force-free and the flux conservation constraints, although the leading coefficients from
both theories are smaller than those observed experimentally.

Asymmetric halo currents On COMPASSWD (as on other machines) toroidal asym—
metries in the poloidal halo currents have been observed} these typically have peak—to-
average ratios of w 2. This asymmetric component exhibits varying behaviour from
machine to machine, rotating toroidally on some while remaining stationary on‘others
(on COMPASS—D and START it is fixed). The cause of the asymmetry has not yet been
determined, although there are a few possible explanations. One explanation is that the
asymmetry is an m = 1, n. = 1 kink mode which grows as the halo q ~ 1. However,
on COMPASS—#13 the maximum growth rate of the asymmetric halo current component
71 = d/dt(f.,,)/I,,,|m,,, was compared to the Alfvén frequencies TA = sA/o. (spanning a
factor of two) and no obvious correlation was found (the Alfve’n frequencies ranging from
10—20 MHz while the maximum asymmetry growth rates ranging from 30-80 kHz, see
Figure 2). A similar result obtained from comparison of the maximum amplitudes of the
asymmetry to the Alfvén times. One expects a correlation of Tmmmgg with 71mg, for kink
modes, but none is observed. This suggests that kink modes are unlikely to be the cause
of the asymmetry. However, TWmmg, is correlated with fwd/1,5, which is suggestive of
the halo current entering the well through a sheath. A second mechanism for the devel-
opment of a toroidal asymmetry has been advanced in the form of the ‘moving-eontact
instability“ [4]. The idea is that the plasma acts like a series of coupled inductive loops,
each of which may evolve in cross-sectional area and whose ‘contact points’ (the points
at which the annular halo region intersect the vessel wall) may move. The dispersion
relation for such an instability has been evaluated in an idealised cylindrical geometry.
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While the model in its present form is not quantitatively applicable to realistic tokamak
geometries, several qualitative features have emerged. One feature is that the ‘effective 91’
of the lines of current density, given by

as = liq-w +(1— Alta - (4)
(where A is the angular fraction of the halo region occupied by the wall path and 9'0 =

ejgtn/jym), should be a rational number for maximum growth rate. Preliminary estimates
of 0.,“ near the time of peak halo asymmetry in COMPASSvD data range from 0.3 ~ 1— 2
or so. Whether these values of 9.0 are sufficiently resonant'cannot be answered until the
width of the resonance is known.

START results START is a 10w aspect ratio (1.2 g A g 1.5) spherical tokamak usually
run in a double null divertor configuration. New halo current diagnostics were installed
recently on START, including six partial Rogowskii coil segments spaced evenly in toroidal
angle around the centre column (each samples nearly 60 toroidal degrees) located at
Z = +60.30m above the vessel midplane, and at a major radius of R = 0.059 cm. Sin
other Rogowskii soils were fitted to measure the currents flowing in one coil feed, four
coil supports, and the TF centre column (all located at Z : +600m). Normally, START
plasmas are vertically stable and immune to VDEs. We counteracted the intrinsic vertical
stability by applying a Ba bias to vertically destabilise the plasma and produce a VDE.
Typically the plasma current decays in 50—" 200 as, during which time poloidal currents are
driven in the plasma (and perhaps external conducting structures), producing changes in
Bg which are detected by the partial Rogowskii segments (see Figure 3). For the START
discharges studied thus far, the Bg structure produced during VDEs appear to be a
mixture of u = 2 and n. = 1 components (:0. is the toroidal mode number), with the n = 2
amplitude predominating. This structure is nearly stationary in phase, and is reproducible
from shot to shot for the discharges studied. The interpretation of the signals from the
halo Rogowslciis is complicated in this case by several facts. One problem is that the
lower surface of the top graphite limiter is located at Z = +45 cm, 15 cm away from the
halo segments. This precludes measuring the symmetric halo current flowing anywhere
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Figure 3: The left figure indicates the temporal euotution of $3,), = .3135 — B¢O during a VDE
at the sin toroidal! ioce‘tions of the new partial halo Rogoioehiis on START for shot 3239?. The
toroidal angles are marked in degrees. The right figure is a contour plot of the cortical magnetic
field distribution along the centre coiurnn, and cieoriy shows the vertical.r plasma motion.

except along the TF centre column (through the plane of the coils). Some axial current is
detected, albeit at a low level (l',._,,,,,1/I,m ~ 1% or less). However, within the context of a
suitable model it is possible to determine the toroidally asymmetric poloidal halo current
distribution. If one assumes that the poloidal halo current flows on the plasma surface
with a spatial dependence like Imw, at) = m”, sin[rnd — not), then for rn = 1 one obtains
estimates I1”, Mpg ~ lfl % (n = 1, n = 2). Analysis of the currents flowing in the. various
coil feeds shows that as much as 30 % of the asymmetric signal could be due to pickup
from the currents induced in the feeds.

Conclusions The form of the scaling for the maximum symmetric poloidal halo currents
can be derived from both flux conservation and magnetic geometry constraints, lending
credibility to the experimental scaling as a predictive indicator. The current ITER design
point falls on the boundary of the COMPASS—D data HEM/Jpn = [1.4, 4395 = 3). The
toroidal asymmetry in the poloidal halo currents on COMPASS—D is unlikely to be due
to a kink mode, as the Alfvén times" are around 2-3 orders of magnitude smaller than,
and uncorrelated with, the experimental asymmetry growth times. The ‘movingucontact’
model is however a possible mechanism for the asymmetry.
This wort: was funded by the UK Department of Trade and Industry and Euretorn
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Introduction
Neoclassical magnetic islands are observed to limit the achievable l3 (,3 a

Ella-(prfigz, where {p} is the volume averaged pressure) in COMPASS-D low
collisionality, single-null divertor plasmas with ITER—like geometry(R,,=D.56m, Ba
=1.2T, IfilZU-lSOkA, $1.6, 8:0.3). The limiting ,6 is well below that expected
from ideal instabilities with the maximum achievable normalised £3 03,, E fiaB/l'p) in the
range of 1.6-2.2. The plasma is heated with up to 1.8MW of GOGHz ECRH at 2nd
harmonic with X—mode polarisation. The deviation from the ideal fl ~1imit (5,, ~ 3.0) is
an important issue for ITER since ITER will operate at low collisionality for longer than
most high )3 tokamak experiments to date and has a nominal design point with a
normalised 13 of ~22.

Initial calculations of the stability,r of bootstrap driven islands [1], which
' preceded the initial observations, indicated that neoclassical tearing modes were

unstable for all values of ,6? at collisionalifies sufficiently,r low for a signifit fraction
of bootstrap current to flow. More recent calculations [2,3], motivated by the initial
observation of a critical island width on TFI‘R [4], suggest that other stabilising
mechanisms are important in determining the onset of these modes. At present, there
are two proposed mechanisms for stabilisation: one based on a model of the transport
through the island [2], called the mix" model, the other on the effect of ion polarisation
currents [3]. The measured islands on COMPASS—D have a threshold island width
below which the mode will not grow, in accordance with [4]. The density scaling of
the point of onset of the measured instabilities is compared to the predictions of [1,2]
and [2] is shown to be consistent with observation.

Island Dynamics
The basic mechanism that drives neoclassical rearing modes is relatively simple.

If a magnetic island exists, the radial pressure gradient inside that island is removed
(assuming the transport along field lines dominates the transport across field lines). The
loss of this pressure gradient removes the drive for the bootstrap current (in the helical
region inside the island separanix). The loss of the bootstrap current further increases
the size of the island, which removes the pressure gradient over a wider region. This
process continues until the drive from the bootstrap current is balanced by the
(potentially) stabilising effects of the equilibrium current gradient.

The full equation that governs the dynamics of neoclassical tearing modes can
be written:

2
dW 17-2211,: r U2 La W péfirg(8) Le -.._..,_.. ..........v_ ,_1_+ _ __ _ ..._..__._..._.... __ .. 1
ah i a, i[ a“? fii’ L, w3+wf “2 wi LP U
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where w = island width, 1],“: = the neoclassical resistivity, at": the jump in logarithmic
derivative of the perturbed magnetic flux, BF = the local poloidal {1, LP and L, are,
respectively, the scale lengths of the pressure and q, and er and 11 are the poloidal and
toroidal mode numbers,respectively (all quantifies to be evaluated at the rational surface
of interest r=r where m: ”40'r)). Here a1 and 112 are coefficients which depend on the
details of the equilibrium parameters The second term on the right 1s a combination of
GlassernGreen-Johnson (stabilising) and bootstrap island (destabilising) terms modified
to include the stabilising effects of transport, with wt parameterising the magnitude of
the effect of the mix" model and given by the relation:

if,” F

w, = 131-, 3M“ [£7] (2)rfn

The third term in Equation (1) is the contribution due to ion polarisation currents, with
p9,: the poloidal ion Larrnor radius, and g{e) defined by:

3(8) = {EM for vi/Bt ‘3‘: I
I for v,/em,, >:=- i

The ratio Lpaq is unmeasured, so it is assumed fixed and equal to 1.0 during the
discharge a = ~21? also by assumption The coefficients are taken to be :11 = 1:12".— 7
(for discussion of coefficients see Refs. [1] and [3]).

This equation has been fitted to measured mode amplitudes on several
experiments. An example for COMPASS—D 1s shown 1n Figure 1

8 = 0.8
g Shoti8432

6 _ i-J‘piimeas) _ 0.6

”E _
e 4 “_ ”*4 Bptmeas)
3 3— Measured Island Width

9 (cm) ~
2 E. “' 0-2

Island Width Predicted '
g- by Neoclassical Theory

oi.........(c.m).. ....."0-0
0.2 0.22 0.24 0.25 0.28 0.30

time (s)
Figure I Conwarison between the predicted and measured island width (from Bdrm”) during a power
rdmpdowefor d neoeiassicei island on COMPASS—ll

Thresholds
Figure 2a shows the Mirnov activity as measured by a Mirnov coil on the

outboard midplane for four of the shots in a density scan. The values of density and Br __
at the onset of MEI) (or at maximum if no W) are also shown. As the density is
raised the onset of the MHD is delayed progressively until it ceases to appear.
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Figure 2 aJMagneticflactuation datafrom a shot to shot density scan showing the progressive delay
of the onset ofa neoclassical island as the density is raised. The ECRHpower was ramped sinuiariy in
each discharge. b) An errorfield induced mode, which at low [3,, decays afler the errorfield is ironed ofi;
decays more slowly as the pressure is raised, finally persisting. This indicates a critical fifor
instability.

. The cause of the delayed onset of the mode in Figure 2a is a change in the
critical island threshold width with plasma density (and hence plasma collisionality).
The physical mechanism that determines the size of the island threshold width is an
important issue under current examination by all the experiments on which neoclassical
tearing modes have been observed. Also crucial is the scaling of the pernnbations that
“kick” the neoclassical mode over this threshold; since'the onset of neoclassical modes
is always correlated with another “benign" MHD event (e.g. error fields [as in Figure
2b], sawteeth [as in Figure 2a], ELMs, and fishbones). The critical. island threshold and
the seed island are the key to understanding the likely impact of neoclassical tearing
modes on ITER, since they determine the onset of the mode and which modes are
unstable. Unfortunately, there is still considerable uncertainty in the theoretical
calculations (see reference [5], for example) of the threshold mechanisms as well as in
the experimental data. An ITER database [6] of critical plasma parameters at the point of
onset of neoclassical tearing modes has been assembled in order to help determine the
physical mechanisms responsible for the neoclassical'island threshold. Shown in Figure
3 are comparisons between the data from ITER database for MHD mode onset and the
scalings predicted by the threshold mechanisms espoused in References [2] and [3].

Critical [3
Figure 2b shows a series of discharges for which the power was quickly

ramped to a set value and then held fixed. An error field was then applied to induce a
mode. Following this. the error field was turned off and the behaviour of the mode
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Figure 3 Figure showing the sealing of the measured onset ofMHD against the scalings predicted by
the threshold theories in [2] {left} and [3] (right).

observed. There is a clear indication of a critical B for instability. For low values of
BF. the mode either never appears or decays. As B is raised. the decay of the mode
slows. Eventually, when the critical BP is exceeded (B...n. ~ 0.d). the mode persists.
The density 1n all these shots was set to ~1. 111101n which. as can be seen from
Figure 2a,’13 naturally stable to neoclassical islands By operating with a density of

V

' 5.51110131111 neoclassical islands can be observed with B~~.U 2. This indicates that the
critical BF is a strong function of the plasma density ['1‘]. This agrees with the
polarisation current model which predicts a rapid change (due to the function 3(a)). but
disagrees with the gig. model which varies only slowly with collisionality (since wdn-r
(Xi.£2.11) 1.14)

Summary
Neoclassical islands have been observed to limit the achievable B in

COMPASS-D long pulse. low—collisionality HER-like plasmas. This effect has also
been observed in ASDEX-U. TFI‘R. DIII—D. and .TT-BOU. The onset of the modes is
determined by the collisionality scaling of the threshold island width. The threshold
width is large at high collisionality. thus preventing namrally occurring MEI) “seeds"
from triggering the modes. An ITER database for the onset of neoclassical islands has
been compared to the predictions of two threshold theories. As well as a critical island
width. there is also a critical B... On COMPASS-D this critical BP is shown to be a _
strong function of density. hence collisionality. in agreement with the polarisation
current model. Understanding the mechanism that controls the onset of these modes is
an important issue for ITER so that. if possible. they can be avoided.

' This work is jointlyfunded by the UK Department ofTrade and intit anti EURATOM.
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Abstract

Enorfieiti modes remain a significant concern for iTER. Experiments on COMPASS-D
and JET confirm a scaling towards very low tolerance ofintrinsic error (53KB ~ i0"- 10 '5)
for ITER. Thresholds are iowest at low density, a regime necessary for H mode access on
ITER. COMPASS~D results show strong seating with toroidai fieiri {TF} and 9, consistent
with JET experiments. These suggests a very low errorfield threshold for {TEE of i in
10 5, aitiiongh fitrtner experiments at higher TF are necessary to confirm this scaling-
Farther scans demonstrate a strong drag efi‘ect of (3,1) harmonics on (2,1) penetration
thresholds, indicated by recent DIE-D. This suggests a correction system, with flexioiiiry
to correct sidebairkis, prefernbiy assisted by beam rotation, will be essentiaifor ITER.

1. Introduction .
Error fields are a major cause of concern for ITER, They can drive the formation and

growth of a locked modes in otherwise MED stable plasmas, leading to a disruption. This
could lead to sedans damage in a large tokamak, such as TIER, particularly since it is likely to
trigger a vertical displacement event. These modes limit operation in low density Ohmic
plasmas, a regime necessary for access to H mode on ITER. Experiments on error field locked
modes in Ohmic plasmas - most notably COMPASS-C [1], Dill—D [2] and JETB] - have
shown error field sensitivity increases with size and magnetic field. This places crucial design
and operational constraints on lTER, for which some form of error field correction, together
probabiy with additional rotation from neutral beam injection, is considered essential.

Error fields inevitably arise in any tokamak from sources such as coil positioning errors,
feeds, connections, are. Experimentally the resonant (2,1) (denoted as m,n) error field
component has been observed to induce dominantly (2,1) locked modes in a range of tokamtilts
[1,2,3]. This is understood [1,43 to occur when magnetic torque exerted by the error field in the
vicinity of the (3:2 surface, which slow plasma rotation, overcomes inertial and viscous
torques, stopping the MI-ID fluid and driving island growth - 'penetration‘. From torque
balance considerations [6], the criteria for mode penetration can be obtained in terms of viscous
and resistive time constants, which can in turn be related to various conf'niement scalings to
obtain the predicted scaling for Ohmic heating as (where fixed ITER aspect ratio is assumed),

EmamT M nrnr B-iaas Rama (1) .

(neglecting q dependence). This indicates magnetic field and radius scaling are key issues for
ITER, suggesting a low threshold to induce locked modes . -

Recent work on DIII-D [2.5] also suggests that sideband ((3,1) and (1,1)) components have
a strong influence on island formation attire (322. Here the coupled torque is assumed to result
from viscous drag, with weightings between the various components fitted to discharges with
q,,=3.3 and 4.6 to obtain a form for critical density for a locked mode as:
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"iodine—3) = 2.7x1o‘r,(Mn)[£T[0‘3B§J + 333‘ + 0333“] (2)
. €95 Br

Thus to determine experimentally the likely locked mode thresholds in ITER, and the
requirements for error field correction, there are 2 basics issues which must be studied: the
dependence of the threshold on the harmonic (in m,n) of the error field and the scaling of the
threshold with machine parameters, eg: q,,,, B7, In, R, etc. With the JET internal lower saddle
coils, or COMPASS toroidal bars, it is possible to simulate intrinsic error fields, and thus
directly measure penetration thresholds. 0n COMPASS—D, arrays of 8 or 10 external toroidal
bars in each quadrant allow much flexibility to examine the effects of other harmonics and mode
mixing models.

2. Effect of Sideba‘nd Harmonics
The torque applied directly by the error field at a given resonant surface (rj) is [T]

2

Erica; (3)

where 1“,, are complex numbers arising from the Fourier coefficients of the error field current,
which in Ref 7 are decomposed into toroidal ring functions. The Ca are real numbers
representing the toroidal coupling of the component resonant at rj to the edge of the plasma. In
addition to this, torques applied at neighbouring resonant surfaces act by viscous coupling to
apply a torque at r,, so total torque at rj has the form Twin) = T03.) + Ema; T01).

i

T0?) =

Experiments have been performed on COMPASS—D to investigate the form of this torque:
By using different combinations of toroidal bars, the mixture of Fourier harmonics may be
varied. In particular, coil combinations with different dominant (111,11) can be independently
powered to scan variation in threshold. Figure 1 shows two such scans where (3,1) current is
fixed while (2,1) current is ramped to determine threshold.

3 o o a i Fig 1: Dependence ofpenetration
. . thresnoid current in dominantly (2,1)

32 o oo —- Ill Eli 12:1 I ‘ combination (1“) on currenrini3,1}
: g In [:1 combination (1“). Two scans were
,; g " [:1 performed with difierent phase (2,1)
- 1 o D o " [a] combinations (squares andfiiied circles).

Q The plasma conditions were invariant with
o , a lip-erases, a,=r.rT, n,~2.3x10”m'3

It can be seen that there is strong interaction between the (2,1) and. (3,1) combinations. The
locked mode formed remains dominantly (2,1) throughout. Similar results are obtained from
the interaction of dominantly (1,1) and (2,1) combinations.’ The Fourier components of the
error field current (see Eq(3) and Ref 7) have been evaluated to obtain a general form for the
torque fitted to the data. The dominant terms are: Tm, q=2) m: 12*,2+(J.613‘12 which are the force
that the (2,1) applies at q=2 and the drag from q=3, respectively (using vacuum toroidal'cov
ordinates [7]). Resonant toroidal coupling (as defined in Eq(3)) is relatively.r small.
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These results are important for 2 reasons. Firstly they show that to understand the locked
mode physics in a machine where the mode mix varies, harmonic coupling effects must be
taken into account Secondly, these results show that it is desirable to be able to correct at least
the (2,1) and (3,1) error field components independently.
3. Scaling Behaviour and Implications for ITER

Tooting to the scaling behaviour of the penetration threshold. A form BMW n“B,“tq95°‘tR““
is assumed. in line with the power law form seen in the penetration models (based on Eq(1)).
On JET scans have been performed in density and in 131 at fixed IP. with the result that a
regression fit gives 0:50.97 and otB+otq=0.5 (shown in Fig 2). These thresholds are
substantially higher than those obtained for previous limiter experiments [3] possin due to the
lower TF used here. Further investigations into this, and other factors, are planned

_ 2.aE-o4 12E 04 Corrected to egg-4:3 g Corrected tolnfi‘l .06519
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Figure 2: Regressionfit to JETpenetration thresnoias (correctedfor intrinsic error) for scans in
density and a (at constant IF) yieirtr .B’.,,/1'r’r or n‘W qfl'fl. Data. plotted vs tine average density and
9*, using thefir to scaie points to constant q and density respectiveiy.

On COWASS-D scans have been performed in density, at fixed q (I? and B, varied in
proportion) and in IP at fixed 13,. The fit to density in COMPASS—D is complicated by the fact
that higher density points access a different confinement regime where a toroidal velocity fall
occurs, discarding these points gives an=l.fl. The IF scan gives aq=l.'i, and the constant q-
scan (shown in Fig 3) gives otE=-1.34. The dominant effect causing the q and B... scaling is a
change in mg (detennined by Doppler spectroscopy measurements) before locking. It is this
latter ”I“? scan that is crucial for ITER, suggesting much higher sensitivity at higher TF. A scan
in IP for circular limiter plasmas in COMPASS-C gave a, in the range 0.3-1.2 [1] while density
scans gave Btu-10.57. The COMPASS-D scans are consistent with the JET results, but less so
with the circular limiter plasma COMPASS-C results. _

To minimise the parametric uncertainties in scaling to TIER, HER-like shape (single null X-
point), q and density discharges on JET, DIII—D and COMPASS-D are-used. It is not possible
to obtain the same error field spectrum on these machines so the harmonics are combined
according to the weightings in Eq(2). The resulting scaling is shown in Figure 4 with
extrapolations to ITER: a simple extrapolation in radius (disregarding TF variation) from
COMPASS-D, Dill—D and JET gives an Ohmic locked mode threshold in ITER of BrghliB, «jg 1
to 2x10"‘*. However, incorporating the B-dependence of COMPASS-D (mare-1.3) suggests a
much lower threshold of BWIB, ~ 10'5 for 53'1“ (Titanic operation in TIER. This would
represent a considerable challenge for a correction and N131 system on TIER and further
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experiments are necessary to test this scaling at higher TF and examine further other
dependencies.

4-3 5 O 0 1 0 0
'9 0 threshold «at .
E —IpEIl HS 1;” E, O . El
4 ".. 0 ... _.“’1 5 ° 0 ‘ m 1 o c-cronutonsr
g 5 El ITER, no TF dep

_:_t. c n. o ITER, with TF dep
5 o 0 e m n . 1 s o

100 '9 (M) 200 9.1 1 Radiustm} to
Figure 3: Scaiing of penetration threshold Figure 4: Cross nmchine scaling floor
with re and r, at constant 9‘ on COMP—o: cortexsec, —D, oer-o, JET to tree.

_ Given that error fields can impose operational limits, then detection and correction methods
need to be examined for TIER. Both COMPASS—C and DIII—D [8] used in-situ coil arrays to
determine error fields, as have recent JET saddle experiments (though not measuring sideband
structure). Correction of error fields using coils external to the plasma is routinely used on
DlIInD. On COMPASS—D error field correction can be achieved without detailed matching
between the spectrum of the error field and correction coil [9] (though TIER may be more
sensitive). Experiments on COMPASS-D also showed that ECRH resonant near q=2 can
remove error field locked modes [10]. Another possibility is to raise the error field threshold
using neutral beam injection to spin the plasma: counter injection is most efficient since this
adds to the intrinsic Ohmic mode rotation (electron drift direction). The increase in threshold

with NBI has been demonstrated in TE ripple experiments on JET, and also on Dill—D [11].

4. Conclusions
There is a reasonable physics understanding of the processes underlying error field locked

modes. Best current extrapolations to TIER indicate a considerable uncertainty in the locked
mode threshold of Bfi‘p‘BplO‘s to 10“. Further work, soon to be undertaken, will answer some
key' questions remaining and help resolve these uncertainties. Given expected construction
tolerances error field correction is desirable over this entire range, and the sideband coupling
observed indicates partial correction of 1,1 and 3,1 is also desirable.
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Introduction
In order to predict the energy confinement on ITER it is important to study tokamak

plasmas in stationary regimes and with dimensionless plasma physics parameters close to
those expected on ITER. None of the present day tokamaks, however, can match all these
parameters simultaneously so that uncertainty will always exist in the prediction of
plasma performance. In this situation the only practical approach is to match at least a few
of such parameters. Even so, such plasmas produce highly relevant information about the
plasma physics expected on ITER.
‘ The objective of this work is to reach ITER-like beta on COMPASS—D in a
stationary regime, at relevant safety factor and plasma geometry, without sources of
external momentum and without central fuelling. We report on factors limiting the
duration and confinement of such plasmas. High power ECRH is used with P£1.3 MW
and f=60 GHz. Therefore the energy confinement is determined by electron transport.
Experiments are perfonned with a single null divertor, inverse aspect ratio a!R=O.31,
elongation stalls and edge safety factor q95=3.3-4.2, i.e. close to ITER. Waves are
launched from both low and high field side, and for most of the data reported here,
antenna angles are set to drive zero non-inductive current. High beta can be presently
achieved only at low values of toroidal magnetic field due to the power limitation so that
heating at 2nd harmonic frequency is used. For onuaxis heating, the toroidal field is
BT—"1.l T and the line-averaged electron density is kept at lig=1><1019 m'3' (below the cut-
off). At these low densities I-I-mode is not observed. In order to achieve I’I‘ER—lilte beta,
fiN=2, the electron energy content should be W=Wg=i5 kl. At maximum heating power
this would require an energy confinement time of the-4.2 ms. This is anomalously high
compared to recent ITER L—mode scaling, 'tgltmthfZ—ZA for q95=3.3-4.2 respectively-
[I]. The volume averaged electron temperature of these plasmas is high, {T9 = ekeV,
leading to a collisionality about Ill-times lower than on ITER. _

The perpendicular beta fip‘dififlpi is measured using the diamagnetie .signal
including corrections from Shafrancv integrals. These are determined from reconstruction
of the poloidal magnetic field outside the plasma using 33 magnetic coils and S flux
loops. In addition, the equilibrium beta Bpleq=(Bp,rt~l3pJ_)f2 can be deduced from poloidal
field reconstruction (Le. l’i can be separated from Bins-hm).
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Quasi-stationary EN =2 2 Plasmas
In order to achieve a quasi—stationary high beta plasma, careful optimisation is

required. Firstly the X-point is formed at an early phase of current ramp-up leading to low

MEI) activity during this phase and hence slower current diffusion. Further optimisation

has been done with respect to the timing of the heating pulse. Figure 1 summarises the

results. At qg5=4.2 optimum timing of ECRH pulse can be found. When heating is applied

early, during the current ramp up, the fast increase of beta is terminated at BN=1.3, I

followed by a phase with slow beta rise, occasionally terminated by a dismption (trace a).

When the heating is applied late (trace b), then the high beta is reached transiently but a

stationary, slowly rotating min=2il mode develops, energy confinement deteriorates and
beta gradually decreases. There are also cases when this tinting of ECRH leads to a

disruption. However, an optimum time window exists during which the beta can be raised
above Mel! and consequently sustained at this value for a long time (trace c):‘ No

disruptions have been encountered in this regime. When the ECRl-I is switched off, a
slowly rotating mode appears, leading occasionally to a disruption. For (Isis-“=33: high beta

plasma can be sustained only transiently even with optimum timing. The discharge
terminates with a disruption caused by a slowly rotating mode (see 5, signal of trace d).

The simplest explanation of the effect of the tinting of ECRH on the discharge is in terms

of different target q-profiles. Immediately after the current ramp the q—profile is

presumably flat If such a plasma is suddenly heated, then substantial bootstrap current is

generated and the Iq-proille profile. can be ‘frozen. Simulations by the ASTRA [2] and

Bid“ i WT' ‘ WY "W ; SCENE [3] codes indicate that plasmas
j .. 3 represented by shot 22374 (case c Fig. 1) could

2 :- 1 J have a significant fraction of bootstrap current

i a ', i (—60%), leading to a. current density profile
I g . such that gal. There is, however, presently no

i 5 's 1 measurement of the q-profile on COMPASS-D,

: .' I - so that other mechanisms of mode stabilisation

cannot be excluded.
Figure 2 shows other temporal charac-

teristics of beta—optimised discharge ‘c’. The

duration of the phase with BN2}; is At=150 ms.
Normalised to the current diffusion time scale

0 0.1 0.2 {1.3 td a: poospaig it. represents about 13%-of mitt,
Tunnels] expected for a nominal I’I‘ER discharge

Figure l. Ejj‘est of timing of ECRH on temporal . ‘

evolutions of normalised beta. Cases c-c have (volume avenged electron temperature 15 “55d
q95=#,2, case J has q9sm3j, Br is memurgd in the Spitzer CflfldUCtiVity USP). The internal

by saddle coils outside the vessel. inductance and loop voltage are approximately
constant during the high beta phase, indicating
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that the current density profile is not evolving substantially. The time-averaged loop

voltage is relatively high =0.10V. Including trapped electron effects and the bootstrap

current, SCENE predicts a loop voltage of 0.06V for nf=3. Other global characteristics
indicate progressive degradation ofperformance. Beta decreases gradually and falls below
flN=2 before the end of the flat top of ECRH. ' The amplitude of the Mirnov signals
increases with increasing beta. These oscillations are coherent with frequency $24-34

kHz, toroidal mode member n=l and poloidal mode number med-4. Similar beta .

dependent Mimov signals, however using different timing of ECRI-I, have previously
been identified as nee—classical

1 r
tearing modes with m,n=2,l and f~7

0- - kHz [5]. Degradation of beta occurs

1% in steps. Up to 10 ii: of the plasma
__ energy can be lost, as shown in detail

in Fig 3. In some cases such a large
energy loss is followed by onset of a

m Pecrh slowly rotating mode and then beta
irreversibly decreases to Bvl. No
pressure asymmetry rs observed0

Eggs I” M H; E fietnfladd) 3 during the event (Fig. 3). MHDI I '

0.10 0.20
activity is inunediately reduced after

0.30 .
Time [5] the beta drop (Fig. 2). Both ECE and

Figure 2 . Temporal evolution efqunsl-srnrlannry high SXR signals show sawtooth-like
liefo discharge #22374 (case cfrorn Fig. l)
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..................................

0:156 [Llfi'i ELISE {LISP little
time [s]

ram 3 Detail of energy loss during
MHD rslororion for #223?4 and SXR
signals from horizontal camera.
inversion is also observed or lower half
plasma.

behaviour. SXR signals reveal an
inversion radius at rla~0.25. These

observations indicate that the physics of the process is
related to MHD and-not to kinetic effects related with
the electron distribution function. A possible
interpretation is the _q+relarration process due to a
pressure driven ideal mode occurring between two
qrziZ resonant flux surfaces [6].

Beta degradation is however not always
accompanied by MED relaxation events and a

continuous decrease of beta with time may be

observed. In such cases. the density increases.
Radiation losses measured by a bolometerreach ~100
kW and thus start to contribute to the energy balance.
The averaged power density at the divertor reaches
~1MWll2nR><2M = 'i Wlmz, where 1:2.cm is the
typical width of strike points as measured by
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Langmuir probes [4]. An infrared camera reveals hot

spots on the divertor with temperatures of more than
600°C.

Figure 4a shows the energy.r confinement time TE
as a function of B”. It is seen that for BN=1-2, TE is
approximately constant and ~5ms. This is anomalous-
1y high (flax) if compared with ITER L-rnode
‘thermal’ scaling [1]. Another anomaly is the
independence of IE on beta for BNZI. There is no
obvious correlation between 13 and he in this narrow
density range and therefore tEocB’C' implies tEocTE.
This is a very weak power dependence in comparison
with ITER L—mode ‘therrnal’ scaling [1],'which gives

1:5 married-“viii erg” (with pen”). a pos-
sible explanation for such an anomaly might be the
low values of v* which are outside the TIER L—mode
database. Another possibility is the deviation of the

Figure 4. Energy confinement time (a) _ ' ‘
and pressure asymmetry (b) as a electron distribution from Maxwelltan as indicated by

Jami-m9” of Hawaii?” 3’35“ Dam fm’” Fokker-Planck calculations using the BANDIT—3D
9 shots with parameters his fa shot
#323314 andfirm3_i 3)}(1019 m . code [7]. Nevertheless a comparison of diamagnetic

and equilibrium betas shows no significant pressure

anisotropy (Fig. 4b), indicating that anomalous scattering processes might be present.

Conclusions
Quasi-stationary discharges with B”: 2 have been developed on COMPASS-D

using ECRH at em = 4 and in ITER like geometry. These regimes last for more than 10%

of the duration of an ITER discharge, normalised to a resistive time scale. If optimised,

the duration of the high beta phase is limited by a progressive degradation of energy

confinement and not by disruptions. The energy confinement time is independent of beta

at constant density.
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Introduction
Characteristics of the toroidal rotation are explored in single null divertor plasmas with lTER~
like geometry. This study is important in understanding the creation of magnetic islands by
error fields during H—mode plasmas. Multichord Doppler spectrometers are used to measure
both poioidal and toroidal velocities. -

General description of COMPASS—D rotation
We summarise the rotation observations as shown in figure 1, listing them in order from the
edge inwards: (i) at the very,r edge where the CHHA z 464.7nm} emits strongly: The toroidal
velocity (in) is low (:2: Elam/s) and the poloidal velocityr (n3) is also low (a: Eton/s) except
during ELM-free H—mode where fling re Stern/s and fling m 25km/ s; (ii) at w 3 —— betrt further
in the BIVGH = 282.1nm) emits strongly ’t can be up to 10 # lbhm/s and v.9 r: Elem/s.
during H-rnode “fig N 3Uknt/s and ea ranges from Ultra/s to loam/s depending on various
plasma paramaters such as shaping possibly affecting the radial electric field E, and its overlap
with the HIV emission shell; (iii) core CIXVI toroidal velocities (tr/a c: 0.3) as measured by a
high resolution CCD X-ray spectrometer show ding N dflhm/ s.

We also avail here of toroidal behaviour observations extending from the edge to the core as
above during ECRH and mode locking (naturally occurring and induced using resonant mag-
netic perturbations, RMP‘s) during ELM-free H-modes.
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Figure 2: Edge and core changes in velocity.

' Toroidal rotation and ELMs
The two component picture of the HIV emission shell, seen above. helps explain the effects of
ELMs on the observed Doppler shifts in the toroidal direction, as shown in figure 3.
This graph shows a small time window around an ELM during a H—mode. During the H-mode
the BIV toroidal velocity has increased in the plasma current direction but during the ELM the
velocity increases further still in this direction. This is perhaps surprising until one notes that the
C11] experiences velocity changes in the same direction during an ELM although it undergoes a
velocity change opposite to BIV velocity during the L—H transition. Measurements of poloidal
CIII rotation (which are a good measure of the radial electric field) show that an ELM only

briefly reduces the radial electric field. Since the radial electric field causes a drift in a direction
opposite to the drift in the plasma current direction that characterises the toroidal BI‘v’ flow. and
since the toroidal line of sight from these discharges samples both components HIV emission
shell. the brief reduction of the radial electric field during the ELM causes the integrated line of

sight spectrum to be less shifted in the electron drift direction.
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Explioations of the rotation observations
We pursue three elements of the physics to explain these rotations.

o If we look to the equation of radial force balance for each species:

%t
rtzZe£+®xfl2 (n

where E is the electric field, B the magnetic field and, for each species, Z: a, is the
velocity, 33,, the pressure, Hz the density and Za the charge of the species. We note that
the diamagnetic drift term VP at B is small (< 2hrn/s), this implies that the plasma edge
rotation is governed by E,. The edge rotation is relatively insensitive to magnetic modes
as seen particularly in RMP experiments. The E, overlaps the CHI emission shell very
well. It should further be noted that the rotation observations at the edge do not suffer
from poloidal damping with rig/o3 N BH(D.l?T) /Bg(1.lT).

the E, may partly overlap the HIV emission shell and this is reflected by its ea. Unfolding
of the velocity across the emission shell shows a toroidal component due to E, x B drift,
as shown in figure 2.

Extending approximately from the region of the high BIV emission to the plasma core (the
CIXVI emission shell} the rotation behaviour is different in character to the edge rotation,
in particular the dominance of toroidal velocity requiring at least different underlying
physics Surprisingly the toroidal rotation of the Bl‘vr emission shell, which 1s quite close
to the plasma edge, is very similar 1n character to the Cl rotation, which rs measured 1n the
core. Since we have established that the impurities can rotate poloidally, consistent with
a simple radial force drift, the absence of poloidal rotation further in suggests a toroidal
or force—free source term.

According to Hazeltinefl] the toroidal rotation of the plasma ions may be described by:

VT m — (pl + ett‘I’r + instill?) (2)
.9.a

where p is the pressure, (It is the electric potential, a. m 1 and T,- is the ion temperature (" denotes
the gradient in the radial direction).
Equation 2 suggests an explanation of the boron impurity toroidal rotation (figure 1) viz the fuel
ions are driven toroidally, by the temperaturefpressure gradients. The impurities rotate similarly ~
by frictional coupling with the fuel ions. The friction coupling is reduced by increases in the
electron and ton temperatures which 1s not included here.
In experiments on Compass—«D where the electron and ion temperatures are ramped up and
down by ramping the ECRH input power we find that the toroidal rotation is approximately
consistent with this prediction. This can be seen in figure 2. Estimating the terms of equation
2 and using typical COMPASS—D vaiuesm w 2:319, Bp m 0.1711", T1 w lUDeV, T; w Zhfiev.
did so ORV/tn, a. m 0.2m and a m l, and setting 33’ m (nthT + Tflnj/a re EnT/a and
T“ m 1711, we then find for the change in ion temperatures T2 — T1 a change in velocity
5.1% m lhhm/ s. The ion temperature used here is derived assuming equipartition with the
electrons and assuming in a 0-D representation TE,- = 10ms, the electon temperature is derived
from the resistivity.
The origin of the toroidal flow is of significant interest since during ELM-free H-mode large
toroidal rotations are observed. This toroidal rotation can be accompanied by natural locked
modes during ELM-free H-mode discharges. This may be associated with the large changes in
the toroidal velocity that are always observed during H-mode.
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Relationship benveen toroidal rotation and locked modes.
In theories of the threshold for production of a magnetic island by an external non-axisymmeuic
(e.g. m=2,n=1) error field, the toroidal rotation of the Mil-ID frame of reference is crucial. Error
fields are an important but still unresolved problem for HERB] It has been experimentally
observed that it is easier for a mode to lock both naturally and through applied error fields during
a H-mode: locked modes occur at higher densities in H—modes than for L—mode[2]. Figure 4
shows the toroidal rotation and the mode rotation as a natural slowly rotating m=2 mode occurs
during an Elirfree Humode leading eventually to a locked mode. This behaviour suggests at
least an interplay between the toroidal rotation and mode locking. COMPASS—D experiments
using external windings to apply static m=2,n=l error fields showed a clear association between
error field threshold and the inital toroidal BIV velocity. The identification of the underlying
physics of the source of toroidal rotation will help the understanding of error field and natural
magnetic islands in ELM-free H—modes.

Conclusions
The velocity behaviour in COMPASS—«D can be undertood in terms of a radial electric field
at the edge, activated during ELM-free H—mcdes, and a neoclassically driven toroidal rota-
tion, which depends on gradients of ion pressure and temperature, for the bulk of the plasma.
Toroidal rotation is seen to play a key role in mode locking underlying the importance of its
understanding, particularly in extrapolating present results to ITER.
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Introduction and Two-Fluid Model: This paper presents results obtained using
the recentl}r enhanced version of the nonlinear, electromagnetic, global, large eddy
simulation code CUTIE 1 modelling tokarnak turbulence and associated transport.
This code has already been shown to be in qualitative agreement with transport in
COMPASS-D1. The interaction of drift and Alfven turbulence is described within a
fluid model relevant to turbulence ranging from macroscales (ie from system size) to
mesoscales (approaching the ion gyroradius p,). CUTIE results pertinent to electro—
magnetic effects on ITG modes(not generallyr negligible for ,3 :21 as), nonlinear satura-
tion of TAE modes and calculations of edge turbulence 1n COMPASS-D are presented
in brief.

The present version of the CUTIE code solves the well-known1 two-fluid quasi-neutral
plasma equations of motion for the seven variables, as, T1,, T1, W, :15, gb, G E vravm).
The equilibrium geometry is taken to be a periodic cylinder but the fluctuating parts
include linear modecoupling and destabilizing curvature effects. Appropriate sources
and neoclassical transport coefficients are included as are low coilisionalityfie ‘Knudsen
corrected’) forms for parallel difiusivities. The typical forms of the vorticity and Ohm’s
law equations are:

as; _a111.__,1_1_ +111 we; ,+1‘1,,V1p3vfi_s;,,, 111v1p§(—4'” 45"“ll

(:39 (fr m’n
+V-(Davlei11,11l + 331.11 (1)

6111am n + ik. ‘17,,n ,1, +ikIIVA‘ITrI-1'r1: Div?Lug,” + 3:11,, (2)

These are complemented by electron continuity, ion parallel momentum and the two en-
ergy equations The following conventions apply: fled_ B2 /4rrug[{l)m1, lfi =T( ,g 0) +
T1101 ))/m1- = 17111111 11- = asu/m1c1p1= sense— (is)? a = 1.1/1 En— L131. 1
@11a _‘pEV.(figiV-L‘pmml- The potentials 5&515119 are in Gaussian units withR0nondi-
mensional forms: EW—- 511113 ,‘I’*_- fim. The source terms include curvature effectsfie
linear toroidal coupling terins linking different poloidal mode numbers) and all the non“
linear terms.

A novel solution scheme has been developed wherein the equations are split into
mean(ie,surface averaged) and fluctuating components interacting nonlinearly with
each other. The linear terms in describing shear Alfvén waves, drift waves, sound
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waves, tearing and ballooning modes are written in a 5 x 5 matrix form for each mm
Fourier component of 5a,,5lfil,§q§,§tb,6@. Nonlinear sources involving Jacobeans are
finite-differenced using a conservative Arakawa scheme and evaluated in position-space
and then transformed into Fourier space. The resulting implicit, unconditionally sta-
ble, matrix tridiagonal system is inverted by a Gaussian direct solver with provision for ,
iterative improvement at a time—step. Curvature and toroidal eifects are included in
the fluctuation dynamics. The two temperature equations are solved by standard im-
plicit tridiagonal matrix solvers. Typical radial mesh size, Ar 2 2,9,; upto 32 poloidal
and 16 toroidal modes are employed. Timensteps resolve shear Alfvén frequencies
(fit 2 5 x lflflps).

Electromagnetic effects on fluid n,’ modes: It is well-known that when ,3 ‘2 rug/mi,
electrostatic approximations are inaccurate, especially close to l?” 2 D. It is necessary
to include electromagnetic coupling terms which link the drift and the Alfvénic modes
of low frequency oscillations. Simple considerations indicate that near mode rational
surfaces, in a layer of width Ar : fléflfi-w“ electromagnetic eifects are important
in altering the phase relation (via linear and nonlinear mode coupling) between the
electrostatic potential and density perturbations. We have run CUTIE in a purely
linear mode for identical conditions both electrostatically (fit!) is a ‘passive’ variable)
and electromagnetically using the fluid (dissipationless') 5'},- mode as a bench mark. The
electrostatic run closely matches simple linear theory predictions of instability growth
rate when n,- 2} 2/3, as well as the real frequency. The electron response is adiabatic.
Using the full Ohm’s law, a simple local dispersion relation shows that the instability
is removed due to shear Alfven waves provided m, 1::- 0. The code results confirm
that electromagnetic effects greatly reduce the growth rate of kl” : [1 modes and alter
the mode structure considerably. Fig. 1 shows the radial profiles of EMS current
density of a (3,2) n,- mode with and without electromagnetic effects; the amplitude in
the electromagnetic case is multiplied by 10 to show the radial profiles on the same
scale. When It” is nonzero within the plasma, the differences between electrostatic and
electromagnetic calculations are negligible, although in practice such ‘nonresonant’
modes are strongly ion Landau damped. Code simulations of finite-g3 electromagnetic
effects in fully nonlinear toroidal situations suggest that under JET-1ike conditions
(TL, : lOkeV, n, : lflfflm"3, B '2 2T, IF m 2MA, R = 3m, {1 2 1m, [3 2 10%) the
energy confinement time attributable to these modes is of the order of 1 sec. These
preliminary calculations of nonlinear saturation and spatial mode-structure are being
extended to address these and other scaling issues with reference to ITER.

TAE saturation via nonlinear mode-coupling: We havestudied the nonlinear
saturation of Toroidal Alfvén Eigenmodes in tokamaks. These modes are thought to
be important2 in reacting plasmas as they can be driven unstable by fusion as particles,
and could redistribute them leading to their possible loss from the plasma. In our
model, we specifically investigate the possibility that the TAB modes could saturate
by nonlinear mode coupling effectss, complementing work on other modes of satura-
tion (eg. quasilinear flattening and velocity space nonlinearities) 2. We represent the
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drive due to or particles by a term on the HHS of the vorticity equation of the form‘1
famvlj‘efigm, where, I‘m, — an! mflWflm — 1)(Rm+1+ Rm 1l1Cmil:m1Rmil—m
arm exp(~C§,i1)Cm¢1( 3&1“+ (fig, -]- 1/2), V03: %' A simple local dispersion relation
gives the growth rate4,w-—- "Mtge/‘1?“ |R2lll — w‘fiXRmH "l" Rm—1l-Since the R’s are
positive, instability occurs for ”just 3* ll Linear code results support the simple picture '
and also lead to quantitative estimates for the growth rate and linear eigenfunctions
in agreement with the literaturez. Typically, for T,- : lUlteV, VA *2 3000km/s,R = 3m,
B 2 2T, To, in lMeV, and L“, : e/Q, the instability condition is readily satisfied.
For eXperimental {3,1201% we expectwl 2-“...10“3 In actual fact, we obtain a value
around 3.5 x 10‘2 for the n z 1, m = —1,—2 mode, corresponding to an e~folding
time of about lflfles. It 1s interesting to note that 1n the strongest drive region there
is evidence for highly oscillatory radial modes associated with vanishing parallel wave
number. We have continued the linear solution with the full nonlinear code using
«-8 g m 5; 8, ——2 E n. g 2, n: z: 12.5 nanosecs and fir : 151/200; As inthe linear case,
fig = 0.003. The nonlinear terms do not affect the solution until % 2 '15 X 1E]—B at
around 2.5 ms. The mode appears saturated at 3 ms with an amplitude level similar
to observations in TFTR5. Fig. 2 shows the nonlinear evolution of the EMS current
density in the final stages of evolution. We conclude that this mechanism for mode
saturation via position-space nonlinear mode coupling to stable branches (essentially
a form of nonlinear radiation damping) is viable in existing devices such as JET, sup
porting earlier studiesa.

Edge turbulence simulations:We have also applied the CUTIE code to modelling
edge turbulence in COMPASS-D; At present the code essentially has no scrape-off layer
model and simulates ELM-free periods. Figs. 3 shows the comparison between CUTIE
simulations and experiment (wavelet transforms of magnetic fluctuations at outboard
midplane) of edge turbulence. The simulation exhibits intermittency and broad band
turbulence above IOUkHa. A coherent mode of nearly the correct(: 100) frequency
and spatial location is predicted, although there is less turbulence below lflflkHz than
is evident in experiment. It was already shown that the code obtains results for global

. transport in qualitative agreement with COMPASS~D datal.

Conclusions: We have presented recent results obtained using the global, electro-
magnetic code CUTIE which has been developed during the last few years for the
purpose of simulating tokamak turbulence and transport in a realistic fashion taking
account of nonlinearities, sources and toroidal effects. The code suggests, in accordance
with linear theory that 1) for l? > if, electromagnetic effects have an important stabil—
ising influence on lTG-lilre modes with at“ 2 U in a layer of width psfiUZFEEXfi‘), 2)
predicts nonlinear mode coupling as a possible saturation mechanism for TAE’s and 3)
simulates features (quasi coherent modes and intermittency) seen in edge turbulence
in COMPASS-D in ELM-free periods. Deeper study of these issues is in progress.
Acknowledgements: This work was funded jointly by the UK Dept. of Trade and
Industry and Enratom. Dr. Yang was a Royal Society Visiting Fellow.
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1 Introduction
Transient increases and/or asymmetries in the heat flux into the divertor of a tokamak

directly afl'ect the peak heat load at the target and, for example, are crucial considerations
in the ITER divertor design. ELMs, a prime example of such transients, seem to be
unavoidable in steady H-mode__ and have beneficial effects in impurity control. We report
here edge measurements on COMPASE‘ruD during L- and ELMy H—mode discharges in
single null divertor plasmas, using a fast reciprocating Langmuir probe poloidally remote
from the X-point, and a high spatial resolution (5mm) array of embedded probes in the
divertor target which provide detailed information on the eii'ect of ELMs at the boundary.

Asymmetries in the heat flux to the inner and outer target, reported on many devices,
can occur in all discharge phases. On COMPASSD the asymmetry shows strong varia-
tions with the discharge parameters and in particular with the direction of the magnetic
field, 33*. Analysis of the eifect of the BT reversal can help in establishing the underlying
physical mechanisms responsible for the in/out asymmetries.

2 ELMS
We use as a reference discharge an Ohmic Hsmode in lower single-null divertor geom-

etry (R = 0.56m, asap = 0.175m, a = 1.6, Ip 2-: 18UkA, By 2 1.1T, qgg, = 3.3), which can
be repeatedly reproduced provided that the boronisation is still active. These discharges
evolve with increasing density into H~mode with type III ELMs, an ELM-free period and
than regular large amplitude ELMs with typical repetition frequency of EODHZ, where dis-
charge conditions reach an equilibrium. Observations reported here refer to these latter
large ELMs.

The divertor probe array gives high resolution divertor plasma Te and 2a,, profiles during
ELMs. These single probes are swept at 100Hs and an average characteristic is built up
over a series of ELMs. Typically, the power e—folding width at the target broadens from
16mm in the ELM—free H-mode to 32mm during an ELM to be compared with 26mm in
the L—mode. The average power loss per ELM has been estimated by toroidal integration
of the divertor heat flux profile, as measured by the probe array. For large ELMs ~ 4%
of the plasma energy is lost (Langmuir probe estimates agree with diamagnetic-based
measurements of this) together with N 3% of the particles [1].

Time development of the target floating potential and particle flux during an ELM is
shown in fig.1. The results have been obtained by a box-car average over an ELMy period,
synchronised by the Do, peak (t=[]). Large negative spikes in V; are observedduring
the fast increase in the 1),, emission, particularly at the outer strike point, probably
corresponding to the prompt arrival of energetic electrons as the ELM event destroys
the confinement barrier. Simultaneously, a rapid broadening of the particle flux profile is
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observed, followed by an increase in amplitude, mainly close to the strike—points. As
shown in fig. 1, on COMPASSHD no significant movement of the strike point position is
seen, contrary to JET observations [2].

3 Divertor asymmetries
The effect of the field direction on in/out asymmetries in parameters at the divertor

has been investigated on COMPASS-D in L—mode discharges, by reversing the magnetic
field and plasma current direction simultaneously, so that the sign of the helicitv of the
field lines is unchanged. The toroidal magnetic field direction corresponding to ‘33 ion
drift down towards the X—point is defined as negative, the configuration favourable to
H-mode.

The BT direction has a substantial effect on the target density, fig 2. The density
profile is approximately symmetric for BT <1 0 (IF. clock—wise), while for ET 1‘» U a large
density imbalance is observed. As a result of changes in the n, and T, distributions in
opposite directions when the magnetic field is reversed, the heat flux distribution is similar
for both directions, with higher power flowing to the outer target, as observed on other
devices.
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3.1 Asymmetry depen-
cfi... 1:; """ deuce on 171,, and 1%,,
3E sf— In/out asymmetries were
a 53- found to depend on the plasma
3*" 43- average density (11,) and input power
E 2L (Pin). For ET 2: [I the asymme-

1:. 0 etc 0'45 ohc- “£55 try 1n the target denslty- (amt/11.1“)
’53-; . 1s observed to increase with the av-
”; so erage plasma density and to decrease
E 5U _ with the input power. Because the
E :3 - temperature imbalance is small for

[E as _ _ BT :5 0, the out/in power asymme-
3 1c -

- try (integrating over the inner and
E n _ J . . _ . _ . . . outer divertor regions) is mainly de-
s” use [1.45 use use termined by the density profile, vary-
fi 1:4 :fi - - - ~ ,5 ing between 2:1 and 4:1.

NE 1-3:“ E Fer ET a: 0 no dependence of
g, 1.1}; i the density asymmetry with other-
; 3'2: : plasma parameters has been found.
“5:.“ clai- .. _ The out/in power asymmetry is ap-
E 9.2;. " " 1 g proximately 2:1 and although the

“”5 11:11} ‘ 6.45 ' ass alas heat flux profile changes in the L-H
Majc-r Radius [m] transition (narrowing) and during an

Figure 2-. PTOfiiES of “re; TE $11q (SisatTe #31 Ms“_ ELM (broadening), tE’IE asymmetry
ming T, 3 Te) for 131" p: 0 (#21432) and does not change s1gmficantly (con-
3T 3. 0 (#21495), The ion drift side ,1; trary to other devices where ELMs
located at the outboard region for ET 3,. g are observed to deposit most of the

power in the inboard side, e.g. [2]).
3.2 Drift efi'ects at the divertor

The direction of the toroidal field determines the direction of particle drifts. Therefore,
imbalances that are sensitive to the field direction are almost certainly a reflection of the
drifts. The convective heat flux carried by the E x B drift is suggested as a possible
mechanism causing the asymmetry. Radial and poloidal electric fields exist naturally in
the scrape-off layer (SOL) and can change the density redistribution between the in/out
targets [3].

Figure 3 shows the density, temperature, pressure and plasma potential measured by
the reciprocating probe at the top of the plasma, and by divertor probes. A temperature
gradient along the SOL is observed, particularly near the separatrix; however, the pressure
is approximately conserved (3335“ : 2pifiri‘ii averaged between inner and outer regions).
By comparing the upstream and target potentials, the poloidal electric field is derived.
Radial fluxes, caused by the poloidal electric field, will increase the densityin the outer
divertor region for BT :5 U. The parallel T, gradient and E; are observed to increase
with increase in edge collisionality, so that the density asymmetry would be expected to
increase. This is in agreement with the experimental results, which show an increase in
the density asymmetry with 1:. (increasing collisionality) and a decrease of the asymmetry
with P1,, (decreasing electron collisionality). -
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In addition to the poloidal electric
field, there is a radial electric field
at the divertor target. The magni-
tude of this electric field is larger in
the inboard region where the direc-
tion of the pcloidal Er K B drift is
again towards the outer region, in-
creasing the asymmetry. The direc-
tion of the Er is opposite to that.
expected for an ambipolar sheath
[3], due to the existence of currents
in the SOL which relax the sheath
potential from its ambipolar value.
Large negative currents are indeed
observed in the inner divertor region,
particularly near the strike—point.

4 Summary
High resolution probe array mea

surements in the divertor show that
about 3% of the plasma particle con-
tent is transferred across the separa—
trin to the SOL, and about 4% of
the plasma energy content, leading
to high power transients 3MW/m2
for Ohmic plasmas, a factor of 6 in-
crease on the ELM-{rec values. The
time evolution of the divertor para—

meters is consistent with the ELM being associated with a fast collapse of the transport
barrier and no significant movement of the strike point position is seen.

Strong outboard/inboard imbalances (up to a factor of 4) in the divertor target param-
eters, which reverse with the sign of the toroidal field, have been measured on COMPASS-
D in L—mode plasmas. Furthermore, for BT :> 0 the asymmetry in the target density
depends on the main plasma parameters, increasing with the average plasma density
(3 <: 11 <2 12 a: lumen”) and decreasing with input power (175 < P,“ < fiUDkW).

On COMPASS-D, drifts can significantly influence the divertor profiles, offering pos-
sible explanations for the observed asymmetries.
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Extensions to fluid models of tokamak edge plasma transport

G P Maddison 85 P Helander

UKAEA Fusion, Culham Science Centre, Abingdon, Oxon. OX14 3DB, UK.
(UKAEA/Euratom Fusion AssociatiOn)

1, Introduction

Computational fluid models of tokamak edge plasma transport now commonly in
use are based typically on a reduced form of the Braginskii representation1 for near-
thermalised distributions in a strong magnetic field limit. it is recognised, though, that
important corrections could apply even for basic processes. A novel instance recently
described by Helander st cl2 is that conventional fluid theories do not properly include
strong coupling of crosswfield and parallel fluxes which actually defines the scrape-off layer
(SOL), and that amending them accordingly reveals new parallel forces acting between
different ion species. A preliminary test of their influence is made using an adaptation of
the Braams “B2“ code"3 for minority helium effluir‘i in COMPASSD.

This revision further recalls the potential effect of Onsager constraints on 2—D fluid
treatments, plus a need for generalisation of multiple ion species interactions for arbitrary
relative abundances.

2. Coupled transport corrections

Within the SOL of a limiter or poloidal divertor, plasma profiles and fluxes are
determined by a close balance between parallel and cross-field transport. Proceeding
from a drift-kinetic equation properly accounting for this coupling, Helander st oi have
shown it in fact modifies ion dynamics already on a kinetic leveli. In a weak turbulence,
short mean~free path (fluid) approximation, extra parallel forces on ions emerge, driven
by cross-field gradients. Significantly this means that if cross-field diffusion is anomalous,
then parallel SOL transport cannot be entirely classicalg; is, traditional combination of
these mechanisms in edge modelling is actually physically inconsistent.

2.1 THERMAL FORCES

One example of such an established 2-D collisional edge plasma model is the 'Braams
“B2” code3. Its normal treatment of parallel inter-species friction Rfil’ and thermal forces
31f experienced by separate ion species {1(5) with number densities n, , masses in, and
a common temperature T,- employs a simplification appropriate for low concentrations
everywhere of all impuritiesa. This leads to an estimate3 :-

Z ' Na at G ' “‘ of;
H m "P 1 j a a To 1' ' - R ( _....... ) g7i “t ER“ (Zens Z *1 (Gail: + *9 Vlt) + 5? n ma (1)

where effective ionic charge ZEFF E Z, nQZE/n, for quasiwneutral electron density n, ~_~
2,, a, Zn . Correction for strong orthogonal coupling reveals2 these thermal terms become :-

2 n ,
m; i Viv“ vigil) 1 l2)

with D; the particle (anomalous) diffusivity, assumed species-independent. Another
along-field drive is therefore seen, proportional to a product of cross-field gradients of ion

Z
T“ I-—-}( a ~1)Zunu(£VTe-l-C,[VT;—ll ZEFF C ll _ . ll
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parallel velocity (vi?) and temperature. Hence if these are both of the same sign, they
can oppose the conventional Vfii'} force, eg helping to improve retention of higher-charge
impurities within a divertor, whereas if they have opposite signs, converse divertor leakage
can even be compounded.

2.2 On a T ons

Onsager symmetry of the complete transport matrix implies a counterpart to the fore-
going new force, pointing in turn to replacement of the ion energy (anomalous) diffusion i-

uXiVin3na ewe thriving”, +D,LT,-ZVJ_H,, (g) . (3)

Generally, I:Jnsager symmetry is not wholly preserved in approximate fluid edge mod-
els, although consequent discrepancies in thermodynamic laws are probably small. It is
evident from (3), however, that associated contributions indeed can be significant. Here,
depending on relative temperature and density gradients, the additional flux may be sim-
ilar in magnitude to usual Fick-type diffusion, and if Vi 2,, 7a,, ; ‘IfiTg have the same sign,
it too could oppose the latter, acting like an inward ion energy clpincl'l”.

2.3 ARBITRARY IMPURITY ABUNDANCES

Even when not contravened globally, the prescription of small impurity fractions
underlying (1) generally tends to be invalid in some localities. Resolution of ion forces for
arbitrary plasma compositions is consequently a priority for reliable modelling of impurity
flows, with or without correction for coupling of transport components. A complete
generalisation of (uncorrected) parallel momentum balance has recently been given by
Bergmann st ala. For small viscous fluxes, on the other hand, the alternative formulation
of HirslnnanE and HintonT can equally be applied, and moreover becomes especially concise
with the Braams assumption of equal temperature ions3. A detailed account will be given
elsewhereg, but identification of parallel ion forces per unit volume Fill for arbitrary
species abundances then reduces to solution of the linear equations :- -

i‘ = Element + Wall ; inane: e 2(0s + ”bull . (4)b 5

where ha 2 ere/{mmtn}. hi e enema/teem}name} with am the per—
ailel conductive power density for species a, and matrices é ; g ; Q ; g are determined
from the Hirshman-Hinton quantitiesfi'l and by local concentrations.

3. Trial calculations for COMPASS-D

Amended parallel forces (2) have been introduced into the “BE" code, retaining at first
its restriction to low impurity abundances. Note that in its control-volume discretisation
scheme}, the altered ion term is approximated :-

a Zn 2moDifave“ N (is; — 1) has, (AHnHT, ”l r,
for temperature increments AT,- across a discrete cell having facial areas A in its respec-
tive coordinate directions.

muff] Alain) , (5)

The dimensionless factors c._. ; c,- in (2) must be chosen as constants3 to preserve
Z, “a 2 D (2,,(25 Rfil’) 2 0 also). Another adjustment made is to change their original
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values3 in “B2”, viz cc 2 0.71 ; c,- = 4.05, to a smaller ion number s; = 2.2, consistent2
with a formulation by Rutherford. Thus ion thermal forces are at once lowered by a half.
In addition, Helander’s drift~lrinetic derivation implies certain fixed relations? between all
ion anomalous cross—field coefficients (thermal diffusivity Xi , viscosity of , see Tablel
below), which are inserted as input specifications.

Except as next explained, other aspects of calculations are kept as in earlier cases“
modelling efl‘lux of a helium minority from single—null diverted plasmas in COMPASS-D,
and reference 4 should be seen (with Table 1 below) for details. Breaks, or “cuts”, incurred
in the computational grid to separate4 closed interior and divertor private flux-surfaces
have approximately been rendered continuous using an indirect mapping techniqueg. Fur-
thermore, present trials have been expedited using certain analytic estimates of neutral-
particle recycling. The so-called “minimal” treatment3 of Braams for helium ions has been
combined with a more elaborate one for majority deuterium, developed by Hotstonm. An
important connotation is that recycling levels are then no longer solved for, but instead
imposed, by assignment of a reflection coefficient 0 5 R 5 1 for ions to target surfaces.
Consistent evaluation of sources with the EIRENE neutral gas transport code, as before‘l,
would eventually be needed for more quantitative results.

3.1 flames

Incorporation of corrected parallel forces (2) H (5] in fact is found severely to de-
grade stability of the “B2“ solution methods, so that the added cross-field gradients term
can only be included when multiplied by a factor :1, incremented gradually from O. In
practice, progress still could not be made beyond o: = 0.75. Notably, though, the dis-
turbances met thereafter are not physical in origin, as confirmed by fluctuations staying
the same versus iteration number, rather than cumulative time, as time-steps are made
either smaller or larger. Indeed, time-stepping can be removed altogether from “332”, and
a similar development still followed in effect over a single time-step of infinite size.

Chief parameters of test calculations are summarised in Table 1. A moderately high
level of helium is set, to accentuate alterations in impurity properties, but note that even
a 50% abundance of He++ ions locally gives ZEFF = 1.5 only, so (2) remains reasonable.
One crucial measure of helium behaviour in a divertor SOL is its “compression’”4 , or the
change in its fractional abundance between upstream and near-target vicinities, eg :-

C E (fdivertor (”H's'l' + a_++ ) dV)/ (fdivertor 715"" dV) . (6)

(mg? + nfiffl :5 / (nifi‘imb

Here averages in the denominator are evaluated around the inner boundary‘ magnetic sur-
face. In an ignited device, (3 ought to be as high as possible to optimize proportional pump»
ing of ash. Results also listed in Table 1 demonstrate that from o: 2 0 to o: = 0.75, helium
compression increases, consistent with a dominant effect of coupled transport corrections
being opposition of the expulsive classical thermal force for highest—charge He” ions.

Table 1. Main details of COMPASS-D trial calculations .
R0 = 0.56 m; 1,, = 0.15 Ma; a. a 1 r l oSDLarw—rmd as 0.13 MW
inner Qe/Qi = 2 ; Bohm target sheaths ; R = 0.?4 ; exterior pedestals

r1 = xi=1.5n§/(m, n.) = 1.513; 21.50am l ngser=5 nfi‘i‘fi =7x1013 m‘3
4-—

at.

1 Results l C(o= U) = 0,846 ; C(o: = 0.75) = 0.959 [see equation (6))
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Fig. 1 Ion densities (101s 111—3) v poloidal co—ord (In)
solid — classical forces broken —— +correction x075, ..
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More detailed profiles of species densities are plotted in Fig.1 for the first Jfew SOL
flux-tubes [grid rows), against a poloidal distance along the separatrix ( [I outboard mag—
netic axis level, + towards inboard target, -- towards outboard). The principal diiierence
from or = D to o: 2 0.7’5 is clearly seen to be an increase in divertor accumulation of He“,
as commented. There is a smaller, counter increase in upstream density of He+, consistent
with its constraining ( ZHe+ c: ZEFF) classical thermal force being opposed too. Reactions
of deuterium properties are small for moderate impurity fractions.

4. Conclusions

Properly accounting for strongly coupled cross-field and parallel transport in SOL
plasmas discovers non-classical, along-field fluid forces acting between different ion species.
Trial calculations with an adapted “B2" code for minority helium efflux in COMPASS-D
show these eifects, even reduced by a factor of 0.75 , can oppose classical thermal forces
and imply better divertor retention of impurities. Their impact is likely to be greater at
full magnitude, and importantly for heavier impurities or at higher recycling, when their
driving shear in SOL flow'is naturally more variable. Potential contributions to transport
due to Onsager symmetry are also reemphasised. Generalization of ion forces in edge
modelling for arbitrary impurity levels is essential, though, and will be addressed next.

This work is funded jointly by the UK Department of Trade dz; industry and Euratom.
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Ballooning Instabilities, Poloidal Flow and the Temperature
Pedestal at the Tokamak Edge

H R Wilson and J W Connor

UKAEA, Fusion, Culham, Abingdon, Orson 0X14 31313, UK
(UKAEA/Euratom Fusion Association)

1 INTRODUCTION A formalism for high toroidal mode number (n n 1) ballooning
mode stability was originally derived by expanding about the radial position where the
mode was most unstable: the ‘conventional’ ballooning modes [1]. In drift wave theory
it was realised that this approach is not so useful, as one is then often interested in the
transport caused by the drift instability across the full plasma radius. This led to the
development of a new type of ‘general’ ballooning mode theory to address instabilities
which exist away from a radial position where the growth rate is maximised [2,3]. The
‘conventional’ and ‘general’ ballooning mode properties were found to be described by
the same lvD differential equation (known as the ballooning equation) along a field line
to leading order in n. The result of solving this ballooning equation is a local eigenvalue
which varies slowly with minor radius (linearly for the general mode, and quadratically
for the conventional mode) but with a stronger (periodic) dependence on the ‘ballooning
angle’, It (also often referred to as E30). At higher order one finds that for the conventional
mode is; must be chosen so that the eigenvalue is stationary and the radial structure is a
Gaussian coupling N “am rational surfaces, while for the general mode the eigenvalue is
averaged over a period in l: and the radial structure is extended, spanning m on rational
surfaces [e is a measure of the toroidal coupling). Often this higher order theory is
neglected, but this is an example when the higher order theory has a dramatic effect on
the mode stability and structure.

A weakness in ballooning mode theory is its application at the tokamak plasma edge.
It is important to overcome this for two reasons. First, in H~mode plasmas the steepest
pressure gradient exists at the edge and this appears to drive edge localised modes (ELMs)
which are important to understand for ITER. Indeed the onset of type I ELMs has been
associated with the stability bounds-r}r for the conventional ideal MHD ballooning mode,
though clearly the conventional ballooning mode theory cannot be applied at the edge
of an H—mode, where the variation of the local growth rate is essentially linear with r.
Second, several confinement models are sensitive to the value of the ‘temperature pedestal’
at the top of the edge steep gradient region (the H-mode transport barrier). Both the
width of the transport barrier and the maximum pressure gradient within it may be
determined by the structure of edge ballooning modes. This provides the motivation for
the present work: to develop a theory for edge ballooning modes, use this to consider
the consequences for ideal MHD stability and the radial extent of flow generation from
Reynolds stress due to drift wave turbulence and then combine these to give a model for
the temperature pedestal.

2 IDEAL MI-ID BALLOONING Previous work has concentrated on the analysis of a
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simple model equation for ideal MHD stability [4] and the insight gained from analysing

that model system led to the present formalism for a more realistic description of MHD

ballooning modes at the plasma edge. In particular, the model calculation demonstrated

the existence of a class of ballooning modes localised at the plasma edge which have

the same stability properties as the conventional ballooning mode, but a diiferent radial

mode structure. It was found to span ~ n.1(3 rational surfaces and the shape of the radial

envelope is the tail of an Airy function; this radial envelope was identified as the rapidly

decaying tail (beyond the WKB turning point) of the general internal mode. The model

calculation also included the possibility of coupling to a' high it external kink mode; we

do not treat this coupling here.
We start with the Euler equation for the displacement { which minimises the change in

energy (eg see [1]): this is the eigenvalue equation. We apply the ballooning transforma-
tion, which maps the poloidal angle X (in which E must be periodic) onto the ballooning

coordinate n in which the ballooning transform of 5, denoted by F, tends to zero as

s -—3- moo. There is an issue here: the ballooning transformation is only useful if there is

approximate translational invariance across rational surfaces. This breaks down as one

crosses the plasma-vacuum interface, but as the eigenfunction is zero there (we impose

the boundary condition that the radial envelope of F = [I at the interface) this is not
important: 2‘1} numerical calculations using the above simplified model have supported

this picture. The formalism now deviates from that of conventional ballooning theory. To

take proper account of the different radial mode structure of the edge ballooning mode,

a radial variable s : arr-253W - 1,b,,) is defined, where we espect the envelope A.(:r) to vary
on the scale at. Here it) = do, is the poloidal flux at the plasma boundary. This allows the

full 2-D eigenvalue equation to be expanded in powers of n‘lla. Thus

{Ln 'l' ”"UELI + $14;n + ' ' * 'l- WW: 33) + (92 — NEW): klll
:4 [MD + art—”3M, + n'WBMQ + ~ « -]}[F,, + adds“, + art—”31%. + - - -] = U (1)

Lu and MD are the same operators as those in the conventional theory (defined in [1]) and

p1 = lLdfii 2 z _...._1_£ (AME) L9: (2)
U’(k) 5h 8m 2v’(k)3lc NW) at as:

Ps' = L,- or My, .v’ is the local magnetic shear, prime denotes derivative with respect to 1,117,
[12 is the mode frequency and w2(1,b,lc) = 5'12 + 0(n'253) is a ‘local‘ eigenvalue determined
from the leading order standard ballooning equation to be solved for all h [0,2w]:

LoFo + NEW: klMoFo 7* 0 . (3)

Thus Lg involves only differential operators in :7 and we may write the general solution as

Pg 2 A(s)fn(n), where fg satisfies eqn (3) and the envelope A(s), ballooning angle-k and
the relationship between the true eigenvalue 92 and the local one to? are all determined
at higher order. In fact I: is determined from a solubility condition at (Mn—1(3), ie _

aloof
“at":fl _ (t)
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which is the same condition as that derived for the conventional ballooning mode. Finally,
at O(n"233) we derive a solubility condition which provides the envelope equation:

2 2 2 I

half + WW [WW a we.» — a:
3i)

where we have Taylor expanded to2 about 1,15 2 at“. Applying the boundary conditions

e]A=fl (5)
¢=¢o

that A(e) decays sufiiciently rapidly as e —> oo (is into the plasma) and £103) = l}, we
find that i: must be chosen to minimise as? and the eigenvalue condition yields

si— aefl 2’3 teas2 1’3trawl [Earl
In summary, the edge MHD ballooning mode has the same growth rate as the conven-

ilf=w2+[ (6)

tional ballooning mode to leading order in n. and this provides the justification for its use
in the interpretation of ELMs. However, the edge ballooning mode has a quite different

HSradial structure, spanning N is rational surfaces, and its shape is the tail of an Airy
function, while the conventional mode spans ~ n1"2 surfaces with a Gaussian envelope.

3 DRIFT BALLOONING AND TEMPERATURE PEDESTAL The formalism
for analysing MHD ballooning modes can also be used to analyse edge drift ballooning
modes, and we find there is a Reynolds stress associated with these edge modes. To
illustrate the essential features we adopt a simple model of drift waves in a large aspect
ratio, circular cross-section tokamak:

s 2 ' 3 ~
im%h%(%mmqry) —%(cosd—fi%sind§y) will] 95:0 (7)

where 95 is the perturbed electrostatic potential, the radial coordinate y = a — r is re-
defined relative to the edge at r = a, fl is the poloidal angle, a prime denotes radial
derivative, o: : Ze/bsf, o' ..—.. c/bqs, s : fin/RT, r = Te/Tg, b = (Emmy/2, Q = ctr/w”,
with L,, the density scale length, R the major radius, Ty the temperature of species j,
fry the poloidal mode number, ,9,- the ion Larmor radius, q the safety factor, s = rq’fq
the magnetic shear, in the complex mode frequency and at, the electron diamagnetic

1 3-3—1“Elm—l (8)
Proceeding in an analago us way to the ideal MHD problem, we define a local eigenvalue

A which is found to be identical to that in conventional ballooning theory. The mode

frequency. The eigenvalue

envelope A(:s) (a : away) is again found to be an Air},r function spanning ”Us rational
surfaces. It is useful to obtain an analytic solution to the leading order drift ballooning
equation and this is possible in the limits 0/9 ca: 1, «or/fl 4’; 1 and n,- l‘e‘s» 1. In this case
the eigenvalue condition A E A yields

__l_fl_3 2 1f4' fl _ _ 22Am- 1'; Qcosi: fl 3 36“" q fg(n)——exp[ can] (9)
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for the slab-like 13,: mode branch (assuming s 3) e, which may represent a feature of.
separatrix geometry) where h 2 0 must be chosen and c = [l — s(\/§ — x/{Jfl/x/fi. The
instability growth rate has been maximised with respect to b.

This edge drift ballooning mode can be shown to generate a Reynolds stress:

1%]896’“ 8gb defid“
22'1".“ 319 31* 39 Bar d9 (10)

which, using the above result for f9 and assuming a single dominant its (that which
maximises the linear growth rate as above), reduces to

Lil—31:2 [—1es#]1’]4

psi Fuses as
where pi, = p, /r. This result implies that the Reynolds stress acts over the radial width of

Ry = flashes [A]2 Th3 = (11)

the edge drift ballooning mode and, provided the resulting torque is sufiicient to overcome
damping processes (eg neoclassical viscosity), it will generate a sheared flow. The precise
magnitude of this flow depends on the non-linear saturation of 9:5 (is |A]), which we do not
address here. Instead we assume the flow to be sufiiciently large that turbulent transport
is suppressed where the Reynolds stress acts, leading to an H-mode transport barrier
width of

2 2 1,13 1313 1!?
q psi Ass 2 £5Q. L( 45 ) where (gm/1m) e, 31.34 [1119‘] ( )

If we further assume that the pressure gradient can rise to the ideal MHD limit as a result
of transport suppression, then we find that the pressure at the top of the pedestal is

Bands) 3144 m4 2 ”3= L ————,l— 2 13

where o¢(s) is an 0(1) number characterising the MHD ballooning limit. For fixed q and
B, this can be expressed as a relationship between the pedestal temperature and density:

—s;s

In summary a new edge ballooning mode structure has been identified, which has the
same stability properties as the conventional ballooning mode, but has an Airy function
radial structure, spanning ~ 11.143 rational surfaces (cf a Gaussian spanning N it”? sur-
faces). Applied to a drift wave model, it suggests that s,- modes can drive sheared flow at
the edge which would lead to a temperature pedestal width scaling as page
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The CT fuelling program at TdeV has been concerned with the technological
development of the CT injector as well as the understanding of the physics of CF injection as a
means of tokamak-fuelling. We have constructed a new injector {CTF—ll) that incorporates
several technological improvements. CT injection into a toroidal field shows that penetration is
greater for lower fields with a broad density deposition profile. This broad deposition profile
could be due to a lower velocity ion population that trails the high velocity component which
has maximum penetration. CT injection into a tokamal: plasma has produced significant
fuelling (45%) without impurity cooling. An increase in density and reduction in divertor lit.1
emission have also been observed following C1" injection, indicative of transition in
confinement regime. -

Introduction
On—line particle fuelling is needed for long-pulse or steady state operation of a toltamalc.

Present fuelling schemes such as gas puffing and pellet injection are not expected to deep fuel
reactor grade plasmas. A large portion of the fuel. will not penetrate to the center and will be
lost before burnup. With future use of tritium, deep fuelling of the injected fuel is more

- important in order to maximize tritium burn up, reduce tritium accumulation in the vessel walls
and possibly for density profile control of the tokamalr. Deep fuelling a tokamak plasma can
improve several tokamalr parameters by providing density profile control, including improved
confinement, increased bootstrap current fraction, and greater fusion power with central
densities higher than the edge Greenwald limit. Peaked density profiles can also reduce the
ignition margin for a reactor.1

In 1988, deep fuelling of tokamaks by CF-spheromalrs was first proposed by
Perkins2 et a1. and Parks.3 The spheromalr is a compact toroid (CT) plasma configuration
with approximately equal amounts of toroidal and poloidal magnetic fields. The spheromal:
can be formed in a magnetized Marshall gun and efficiently accelerated to high velocities in a
coaxial rail gun in which the plasmoid forms the sliding armature.4r5 .
The CTF Device

In 1993, the OFF device was used to demonstrate the first non-disruptive fuelling of a
tokarnalr on Tde‘l/filu"P TdeV has a majorlminor radius of 86 and 26 cm respectively. For CT
injection experiments the tolrarnalr was operated with a toroidal field of 1.4 T and a plasma
current of 160 1:11 corresponding to an edge q of about 4 in a single null plasma configuration.
Due to plasma contamination, there was rapid cooling of the tokamak plasma and CT fuelling
was generally accompanied by extensive MHZD activity. In 1995, reduction in plasma
contamination allowed fuelling without any adverse perturbation to the tolramalc.8 In these
experiments, some fuel possibly reaches the center (n'a = 0.), but due to the long length of
these CTs (comparable to the TdeV minor radius), the maximum in the density change after CT
injection occurred at rta ~' 0.6 with an overall particle inventory perturbation of 16%. Some
discharges also show indications of improvement in confinement as shown in Figure 1. In this
discharge, the increase in energy confinement and diamagnetic energy is accompanied bya
reduction in the divertor Hgl signal and a reduction in the magnetic fluctuations, features
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associated with H—mode transitiongdfl However, our diagnostics are not capable of
ascertaining if the edge density gradient is steeper for these discharges.

The CTF-II device
We have now begun operation of a second generation Cl" injector (CfF—II) that

incorporates improvements in CT injector technology. A dense W coating is plasma sprayed
on all plasma facing surfaces to reduce electrcaie erosion and minimize the high Z impurity
content of the CT plasma; the amount of W injected into the tokamak plasma is negligible. The
CT electrodes are maintained at 115°C with a hot oil circulating system to condition the wall'
surfaces and minimize outgassing. Fast pulsed gas valves have been developed to minimize the
amount of injected gas and improve the gas coupling to the CT. The injector has been operated
up to an accelerator bank voltage of 20 kV (~ 40% of full bank energy). Initial experiments
were performed in a pure vacuum toroidal field to determine the extent of CT penetration. The
"i‘de’lar SW interferometer which is located in the adjacent bay (22.5 degrees toroidal
azimuthal separation with respect to the CT injector) was used to determine the depth of CT
penetration. We find that at a nominal 1T field (rla a 0.), the CT can penetrate to the innermost
interferometer location (rla = 07). This is shown in Figure 2. We note that the interferometer
chords at rfa = +0.8, 0.5, 0.2 and -0.1 show about the same increase in signal but the
innermost chords at rla = - 0.5 and 07 show less of a signal increase. This may be related to
the axial density distribution within the CT. At higher toroidal fields (1.35 to 1.5 T) the CT
penetrates up to about rz‘a —0.1 at about the 40% accelerator bank voltage.

The broad density deposition profile could be a consequence of a spread in ion velocity
within the CT. Figure 3 shows the temporal evolution of the linear integrated CT density and
the CT 33 (poloidal) field, both measured at the same axial location on the CT, just before final
compression. The CT B; field is associated with the magnetic structure of the CT and gives an
indication of its extent. The poloidal field is narrower in time than the density and is strongest
in the ascending part of the Cl." density trace. Correlation between hvo B: magnetic1probes
situated 10.5 cm apart indicate a CT velocity before compression of 45 cmlpsec. his is
probably the velocity of the leading part of the density distribution, the rest following at a
lower velocity. Correlation between two density measurements separated by the same 10.5 cm
indicatee a velocity of about 15 cmlpsec for the “bulk” of the CT plasma. This lower velocity
portion will probably be slowed down more by the final compressor than the initial higher
velocity portion, essentially stretching out the former. A visible bremsstrahlung detector
(signal w of) situated at the exit of the CT focus cone shows a short high density pulse (~03
psec, ~15 cm) followed by a longer low density component [fig 4]. These lower velocity ions
will have less penetration and provide fuelling at higher rla and exterior of the tokamak plasma.
These CT characteristics have also been observed by the RACE and the C'i'lX groups at LLNL
and is believed to be due to improper coupling of the injected gas to the CT. 11 Fast gas valves
and high gun voltage operation are proposed as solutions to increase gas coupling in order to
minimize the trailing plasma. -

Initial plasma injection experiments have been perfonned with. a toroidal field in the
1.35 to 1.5 '1‘ range. As in the past, we have observed indications of increased energy
confinement on some shots [fig 5]. We have also observed signature of change in confinement
regime. Figure 6 shows the time evolution of the divertor Ha signal and the central
interferometer chord signal for two different shots. 0n the first shot [fig 6a], the
interferometer shows an increase in density for as long as the divertor l-I<1 signal stays
depressed. The drop in the divertor Ha, signal occurs within about Ilms after CT injection. One
can also observe a burst of MHD activity initiating an ELM accompanied by a momentary loss
of particles. hfter the Ha signal returns to the pre-CT injection value, the interferometer signal
starts to decrease indicating that confinement is reverting to the pro-CT level. For the second
shot [fig. 6b], the HE signal returns to a value slightly below the pre—CI‘ injection level. In
such shots, the central interferometer signal attains a flattop which is sustained for nearly
100ms, much longer that the 20 ms particle confinement time on Tde‘ll’. There is no ELM
activity on this shot.
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In summary, we have confirmed that CT injection can be used for fuelling of a
tolramak. In our ex. Iiments, the CI‘ length is of the same order as the minor radius.
preventing local fuel mg. There is evidence that CT injection affects the confinement of the
tokamak plasma1 producing several of the features associated 1with H mode transition.
iections of the CT length to the minor radius of large tokarnaks (ITER) puts this ratio at
about 10-11595'3112 compared to ~100% in TdeV experiments. In addition, the particle inventory
perturbation (as a percent of fuelling) is < 1% for an ITER class device whereas non-
perturbative deep fueilrng of more than 15% has been demonstrated on TdeV. .
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Figure 5: Example of improved confinement
discharge from the CI'F-llffdeVEtfi run. BT = 1.5
T, 1p = 170 kA, Tefll} = 900 eV, single null
discharge. Beyond t = 785 ms, the oscillation
amplitude in the divertor HfIL signal increases.
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Figure 6: (a) The density signal continues to rise for as
long as the HCJL signal stays depressed. A single ELM is
observed. (h) In this case, the Ha signal never quite
reaches the pre~CT injection level while the density
signal continues to gradually increase. No ELM feature
is seen in this and in most CT injection discharges.
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Introduction
The divertor of the TdeV+96 tokamak (Ir-1250 kA, B'iZT) allows the separatrix to be

incident on a quasi-horizontal target plate with outboard pumping (GB), or on a quasi-vertical
plate with pumping through the private (PR) flux region [1] while divertor entrance baffling and
overall plasma shape remain unchanged. All experiments reported here were carried out for these
two configurations with ohmic heating alone in single-null geometry. As the density was varied,
detachmant was characterized in terms ofthe position of the maximum ofDu emission and ofthe
power reduction to the target plates. Divertor pressure and helium enrichment were obtained from
a puff—and-pump experiment. The results are compared with simulations.

Experiment
Pumping is performed only in the active divertor using a cryo-sorption technique to pump

helium. Helium is puffed in the main chamber early in the discharge and its decay constant (r?)
is measured from a Hall monitor in the main plasma. The walls are reset with glow discharge
cleaning followed by a low density shot. The same sequence is repeated without helium injection
in order to subtract the helium background. With this sequence, the pumping of the tiles on
helium is negligible at medium and high densities, but must nevertheless be taken into account. for
the low density shots.

Using a two-reservoir model, r} is related to He compression (CH, ) from which we
obtain the enrichment (n):

t -l

C m ndfle =ZE.[.:E.—l] 11:.irH a
3 mp3s} Vd tax "He/”e

where "rifle and up 3 are the helium densities in divertor plenum and main plasma, Va and VP are
the divertor plenum and main plasma volumes, and reg. is the pumping time constant of the vessel
including divertor plenum.

The plasma mean electronic density is obtained from a "ii-chord interferometer and the
partial pressures of He and deuterium in the divertor were measured with a modified Penning
gauge [2]. The quantity ofHe pufl‘ed is adjusted to have 5-?% helium content in the main plasma.

Experimental values of enrichment and divertor pressures are shown in fig. 5. It is
observed that geometry has a strong effect on enrichment at low density and that increasing
density decreases enrichment, especially in the PR configuration. Divertor fiielling increases the
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deuterium partial pressure in the plenum but does not affect He pumping significantly (fig. 1).

With negative biasing, such that ExB points toward the enter divertor, at high density the divertor

plenum pressure and helium exhaust are increased by almost a factor 3 (fig. 2), while the

enrichment increases by about 50%, rising from 0.31 to 0.48.

Simulations
The simulations were performed with the Bz—Eirene code package [3] for three densities

(0. S, D. 9, and 1. 6x1019m'3) at the core-SOL boundary. The temperature at the core-SOL

boundary was adjusted to give a power input of approximately 100 kW into the scrape—off layer

for transport coefiicients of I):0. 4 mils and x = 3 D. The carbon (2%) and helium (5%)

concentrations were imposed at the same boundary. Both configurations, outboard and private

region pumping, were investigated.
The experimental situation, in which the quasi-horizontal and the quasi-vertical divertor

plates are separated by the pumping slot, could not he simulated in the coupled BEHEirene runs.

Instead, the pumping slot constituted a part of the quasi—vertical divertor plate, with a sheath

boundary condition imposed on the whole target for the plasma calculation (B2 - fluid model) ,

and a uniform reflection model for neutrals in the Eirene Monte Carlo calculation. The coupled

simulation was run to a stationary solution for both plasma and neutrals. The neutral flux on the

pumping slot was then determined from a stand-alone Eirene calculation in the real geometry,

with the plasma background as determined from the coupled run.
The calculated ion flux incident on the pumping slot region Pi is not negligible compared

to the calculated neutral flux I; (up to 0.8 I}, for the outboard pumping geometry) and must be

accounted for when comparing code to experimental results. This is especially important for

determining helium enrichment, as the helium concentrations in the calculated ion and neutral

fluxes are different (generally larger in the ion flux). In reality, the ion flux would traverse the

pumping slot and be neutralized on the continuation of the divertor plate. Assuming a reuemission

of neutrals in a cosine distribution, approximately half of the incident flux would return to the

calculation grid, and the other half would enter the divertor plenum. For the comparison, we

therefore define the total particle flux entering the divertor plenum PT = I}, +1/2Ii', and the helium

enrichment n = “indie +26?- HEW} x (n6 ia). To evaluate the pressure, we assume that the
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neutral flux entering the divertor plenum is thermalised on the plenum walls. Then by
conservation ofparticles'or the plenump= I}!(SP+SS) where SP and SS are the pumping speeds
of external pumps and the pumping slot respectively.

Comparison of simulations and experiment
Both in experiment and simulation, as the density is raised, the DE emission first increases

near the plate and then decreases (fig. 3). This behaviour had been observed in the previous
divertor configuration [1} and corresponds to a transition from attached to semi-detached state.
However, the maximum is nearer the plate in the simulations than in the experiment. At the "lowest
densities, simulated values at the plate are lower for density and higher for temperature and
profiles are wider for density and narrower for temperature than the measured ones. Conversely,
at the high densities, simulated values are comparable for density, but lower for temperature than
in the experiment (fig. 4). For processes in which the value of electron temperature near the plate
is important, the high density simulations may therefore correspond to higher densities than
experimentally investigated. The divertor plenum pressure and helium enrichment deduced from
the code are compared with the experimental values on figure 5.

Conclusions _
Experiments have been performed with outboard (0B) and private region (PR) pumping

in attached and semi-detached conditions. The helium enrichment tends to decrease from the
attached to the semi—detached condition, but a large effect is only observed in the PR
configuration, with n = 0.6 at low density (attached), and 11 = 0.25 at high-density (semi-
detached). Enrichment in the OB configuration is around 0.3 for the highest densities
investigated. Negative biasing of the divertor plate in that configuration increases both divertor
plenum pressure and helium exhaust - the enrichment increases by 50 it to 11 v 0.48. Fuelling of
the main plasma item the divertor plenum does not change the helium exhaust. _
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In experiment and in Divertor Pressure Helium enrichment
' Clsimulation, the divertor plenum 1 *- ‘D ' Mm

pressure rises faster than the core g ' 5' . 4- 5 5.
plasma density (as {1131.7 in - :rg

‘ 1.3 - .01 g I i I n
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simulation), and is lower for 1 '_ . o.
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outboard pumping geometry in the fie
experiment nor in the simulation. 1 PR
F01" private region pumping, as the Outboard Pumping Private region Pumping

. . _ Fig. 5 - Comparison ofexperimeni (top) and simuiaiion (boiiomjjhr
lit-1151153! 15 T315351 fi'flm 10W t0 divenorpienrnn pressure (iefl) and heiiurn enrichmeni fright)".
medium values, the helium Denii’i“ “"9 ”3 19mm";
enrichment drops in both experiment and simulation. However, the simulation predicts an increase
of enrichment at the highest density, a tendency that is not observed in the experiment. The
numerical values for pressure and helium enrichment obtained in the simulation are respectively
twice and one-half those experimentally observed. These discrepancies may be due in part to the
imperfect treatment of the prunping slot in the simulation. In addition, adjustment of the transport
coefficients and of the radiated power are surely required to better reproduce the profile shapes
and temperature values near the plate. '

Overall, the tendencies observed in the experiment are well reproduced by the simulation,
especially for low and medium densities.
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Measurement and simulation of the sheath expansion in front of a
flush-mounted probe

1. P. Gunn, Centre canadien de fusion magndtiquc, Varennes, Quebec, Canada

THE PROBLEM WITH FLUSH-MOUNTED PROBES
The tokamak edge plasma is strongly magnetized and sufficiently dense so that the

dimensions of a' Langmuir probe are typically very much larger than both the ion Larmor
radius rLi and the Debye length AD. This facilitates the interpretation of the probes I—V
characteristic because its effective collection area Am: is equal to its geometrical projection
along the magnetic field, so the ion current saturates at large negative biasn voltage. With
the temperature T, obtained from the diode part of the characteristic near floating potential is}
the density is calculated from the expression

Im = neEAEFc ' (1}

where c, is the ion sound speed. The situation is different, though, for a probe which is flush-
mounted intd a divertor plate. There, the angle of attack or between B and the surface is only
a few degrees, so then the geometric projection of the probe will be comparable to its and AD.
The standard analysis is useless because the ion branch of the characteristic exhibits strong
nonsaturation [11' due to the expansion of the sheath above the probe [2]. This does not pose a
problem if 14211,,“ because the short circuit ion current I: gives an exact measure of is, using
Eq. (I) [3]. One only has to fit a reasonable function, such as a straight line, to the ion
current in order to correctly subtract off the electron current for the exponential tit (Fig. 1).

There has been recent theoretical work aimed at understanding the nonsaturation.
Weinlich [4] has proposed a simple model which has been validated by the two dimensional
particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations of Bergmann [5]. The idea is that the increase in effective
collection area is given by sheath thickness itself, which is a function of the local plasma
parameters: Agfidmsincwzrplkhnvwi” where it-—-[}.5(sinct)‘”2 is the sheath expansion parameter,
describing the sheath thickness in numbers of Deybe lengths. The angle dependence is a result
of current continuity. The ion flux arrives at the entrance of the magnetic presheath with
speed c, parallel to B (the parallel Bohm criterion), and is turned towards the surface normal
under the action of the electric field gradient so that it enters the sheath at the sound speed
(normal Bohm criterion). The corresponding density drop is proportional to the angle, so the
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local Debye length at the sheath enhance is longer.
This model will not be valid when the ion trajectories in the sheath are very strongly

magnetized. In that case, the magnetic presheath does not exist at all, and there is no focusing
of ions onto the edges of the probe. The effective collection area will equal the probe
projected area, and the sheath expansion parameter k will tend towards zero. The degree of
sheath magnetization is characterized by the parameter C=e¢mci"kn‘l=(ngnge“"331”, that is, the
ratio of the Larmor radius at the cold ion sound speed (csB/mi) to the Debye length. We
have run one dimensional PIC simulations of the sheath over the entire range of sheath
magnetization, and we have measured MC) in the TdeV divertor for an order of magnitude
variation of C. The results indicate that the nonsaturation is probably not useful for diagnostic
purposes in most tokamaks.

MEASUREMENT OF SHEATH EXPANSION PARAMETER
Since we measure the density using the short circuit ion current If, we have an

immediate check on whether the predicted sheath expansidn k is correct. On shot #30383, we
programmed the strike point to sweep over the entire outboard divertor plate in which are
embedded 2 mm wide flush probes every 6 mm. At each probe position, and as a function of
time, we calculated the magnetic field and its angle using the equilibrium code, and I: using
themeasured electron density and sheath expansion current. The results in Fig. 2 clearly show
that the nonsaturation becomes very weak for low 3;; it has a dependence on the density, the
very parameter one would like to measure.

ONE DIMENSIONAL PIC SIMULATION
The coordinate system is illustrated in Fig. 3. The three components of the equation of

ion motion are

ire—Ef— =q3ufl, ME}: = —qBag. + cosa, and zit—dim“ =qme. (2}

The system evolves until a self-consistent, steady state is attained with the potential profile
given by Poisson’s equation afieldfbmgnrnp with s = y costs + a sine. being antiparallel to
the surface normal. The equations are rendered more intuitive by a convenient normalization
which highlights the two scale nature of the problem: r—>mgr; x—wflD; uueufmclhg; overlain,
E—eE’AD/Te; n-enfno. We also introduce the nondimensional parameters t=T-,/T,,, p=m/m,,, and the
magnetization parameter Q, defined above. The equation of motion for the ions becomes,
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.dgfwfi, finwnams, and games”. (a)

The electrons’ motion is adiabatic, so we only need the parallel equation dun/daz-uGEsintr.
Poisson’s equation is written sadidszz-(ni-ne). The injected Maxweilian flux is adjusted so that
ni=rrfi=1 just outside the source sheath. The results presented below are for equal ion and
electron temperatures (1:1), and the wall potential is rim—ll}. The Bohm criterion in our

notation is cu'zb'mac.
The role of sheath magnetization is obvious from an examination of Eqs. (3). When i;

is small, the perpendicular and parallel equations are decoupled: the ion motion is adiabatic,

so there is no mechanism available for the formation of a magnetic presheath, and only,r the

parallel Bohm criterion need be satisfied at the sheath edge [Fig 4(a)]. The velocities in the

figure are normalized by c,. The solution is identical to the ot=90° case, except that the normal
velocities are reduced by sinot. As i; increases, the MP3 .forrns, and the sheath broadens due
to the quasineutral density drop before the sheath edge [Fig 403)]. The ion focusing which

results in the lack of ion current saturation is due to the polarization drift in the y direction.
The flow streamlines which terminate on the probe deviate further from their original 3-
aligned trajectories than do the streamlines which terminate on the wall (Fig. 5). The flux

tube expansion Ay reduces to zero as the sheath becomes very strone magnetized (C-efl), and
so therefore must the nonsaturation, in qualitative agreement with the measurements (Fig.2).
A plot of the magnetization parameter regimes reveals that most tokamalts, like TdeV, will
have partially magnetized sheaths (Fig. 6). The electron density cannot be reliably measured
using the nonsaturation of the ion current, so analyses must be restricted to measuring the
short-circuit ion current.
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Finite element modelling of plasma and impurity transport in the TdeV divertor

R. Marchand, M. Sirnard, G. Pacher, l.-L. Gauvreau, R. Decoste, N. Richard, and J. Mailloux
Centre Canadien de Fusion ltdagnetiqueI

1804 boul. Lionel Boulet Varennes Qc, Canada, 13X 131

Introduction
Computer modelling of edge and tokamak plasmas has matured into a well established

activity used to support experimental programmes. The most advanced models to date are
used routinely to make detailed comparisons with experiment and to extrapolate to the next
generation of fusion experiments [1—4]. All these models are based on a finite volume
discretisation of the transport equations, on a structured quasi-orthogonal mesh. This
approach, however, is known to have a number of intrinsic difficulties or limitations such as
the impossibility of performing local mesh refinement. the necessity of introducing unphysical
cuts when considering a multiply connected geometry, and the difficulty of representing
domains with boundaries of arbitrary shapes. These considerations have recently motivated
efforts to develop models based on a different approach. One promising avenue is to use a
finite element discretisation of the fluid transport equations on an unstructured triangular mesh
[5-7]. In this paper. we present results obtained with such an approach, applied to the edge and
divertor plasma of Tde‘v’. The multi—fluid computer code TOPO is used to model the transport
of a D—l-Ie plasma in the new divertor configuration of TdeV and to make some preliminary
comparisons with experiment. Specifically, we calculate ion temperature profiles at two
locations. The helium pumping enrichment and powers deposited on the divertor plates are
also calculated and compared with experimental measurements.

Model description
The transport model is based on a Braginskii fluid description of the plasma {8]. A brief

description is given here for completeness. For every ion species, we solve conservation
equations for the particles. the parallel momentum, and energy. A distinctive feature of this
work is that it can account for as many ion temperatures as there are ion species. It is indeed
conunonly assumed that all charged Species have the same temperature, and a single ion eneraby
conservation equation is solved for all run species. As illustrated below, this assumption is not
necessarily valid, particularly for the heavier low ionisation stages in the presence of recycling.
An equation is also solved for the electron energy conservation equation. For simplicity, D
(atomic) and He neutral transport is described in the diffusion approximation. That is, for every
neutral species, a conservation equation is solved for the neutral density and energy, assuming
the particle and energy fluxes to be purely diffusive. Also, fo1 simplicity, all terms involving
drift velocities are neglected. The atomic rates used 1n the calculation of source terms
associated with ionisation, recombination, and inelastic collisions with electrons are obtained
from a collisional radiative atomic model [9]. Charge exchange rates, on the other hand, are
calculated 1n the coronal approximation.

Stand sheath boundary conditions are imposed at the plates. At the boundary with
the central plasma, the Species densities and temperatures are specified. At the outer flux
boundaries (in the private region and in the SOL), a decay length of 1cm is imposed on all
profiles. The anomalous transport coefficients which govern particle density, parallel

1 This work was funded by the Government of Canada, Hydro-Quebec, and the Institut
National de la Recherche Scientifique.
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momentum, and energy in the radial direction are chosen for
best agreement with
experimentally measured density and temperature profiles, and
the power entering the SOL.

Results
The new TdeV geometry is illustrated in Fig. 1. It is

characterised by an outer divertor composed of two annular
plates EA (irmer) and EB (outer). We distinguish between two
broad classes of equilibria depending on which of the outer .
diverter plates is intercepted by the separatrix. One important Figure 1, Illustration 0f the flaw
distinction between the two is that when the point of impact Tdev divertor geometry.
(the intersection between the plate and the separatris) is on
EA, the entrance to the pumping plenum is on the outer side
of the SOL. With the point of impact on plate EB, however, pumping is through the private
flux region [10}. In the following, results are presented
for two equilibria corresponding to these two .45
possibilities.

The first case considered is for a point of impact All
on plate EA. The triangular mesh used in the calculation
is shown in Fig. 2. The advantage of using an A,
unstructured triangular mesh is readily visible from the E

. . . . N
figure. In particular, it 1s straightforward to have fine _3[}_
spatial resolution in the vicinity of the X point, where
conventional structured meshes would typically give 25
very coarse resolution. It is also possible to extend the
simulation domain into the shadow region, between .20 55 .ao .65 '70 ‘75 fl]
plates EA and EB and, thus, better represent the . Rim)
entrance to the pumping plenum. It should be noted
that, because of the strong anisotropy of diffusive Figure 2, Triangular mggh used in a
(particularly thermal electron} transport, it is necessary to simulation with the point of impact
have an aligned triangular mesh; that is, most triangles UH Plait: EA-
must have two nodes on the same flux surface. This
constraint is not excessively restrictive. however, and
considerable advantage can still be taken of the unstructured nature of the mesh along field
lines. This is the case, in particular, with the representation of the region near plate EB. With a
conventional structured quadrilateral mesh, the representation of that region would required
very strong distortions in the mesh, probably accompanied by serious inaccuracies in the
numerical discretisation schemes.

The first case considered is for a medium density discharge; <n,::: ~ 3x1019m'3. The
species densities in the discharge are determined by the densities of the ions imposed at the
inner boundary. In this paper, the density ratio of HeIII to DH is fixed at 1:20 at that boundary.
In the comparisons with experiment, it assumed that the line average density is three times
larger than the density imposed at the inner boundary. Figure 3 shows profiles of the ion .
temperature for the three ion species DII, HeII, and HeIH, calculated along the plate EA (a)
and across the outer midplane (b). This comparison of the various ion temperatures is of
interest in view of the assumption made in all other 2D edge simulation models, that all ion
temperatures are equal. The temperature profiles calculated here are indeed similar. There is,
however, an appreciable difference in the numerical values, particularly for Hell, which has a
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temperature significantly
lower than the other ion species. This difference is attributed to the larger mass of helium -
hence, for the same ion charge, to a longer energy equipartition time.

We now turn to a quantity which is of relevance to reactor design; that of helium
enrichment at the entrance of the pumping plenum. In an ideal reactor, most of the 13—1“ fuel
should be recycled at the plates and returned back to the plasma, while most of the helium ash'
should be pumped away. This brings the definition of the theoretical and experimental
enrichment factors,

F He 11o He He no lie I
Tlm=(P—)“_)i “exp—(T'—PpTlfi ) !

re n no as I1o n !
Lo '

. . |

where n represents the total density (atomic + ions) associated .a - mmhm
with a given atomic number, F is the total particle flux entering E
the pumping plenum, and P is the neutral pressure in the ll .5 i
plenum. Subscripts p and 0 refer to the. pump entrance and the !
centre of the discharge respectively. Efficient evacuation of 4 _ 3mm“E31
helium ash requires that n be as large as possible. ' .
Experimentally on TdeV, the strongest variations in r. are , I I I . I I
observed when the line average density songs is varied, with the '2 o a e a a
point of impact on plate EB. Figure 4 shows a comparison {11. >(101°m'3)
between the experimental and calculated enrichments as a ,
function of cup», In both cases, the enrichment is seen to decrease Figure 4. Cowman“
as the line average density increases. Quantitatively, however, the between the calculated and
calculated values of n are systematically larger than the ones - experimental enrichments
inferred from the experiment, especially at the higher densities. ffll‘ all Equilibrium With the
Also, the experimental values decrease much more rapidly with P011“ 0" mil-la“ ‘3‘“ Plate 133'
density than those obtained from the simulation. These differences
may be caused by a number of factors First, the definitions of the experimental and calculated
enrichments are different. The helium measurements are made indirectly, and are based on a
determination of helium global confinement time in the main plasma. Also, the transport model
used here is only approximate. In particular, drift and current effects are ignored and neutral
transport is calculated with a diffusive approximation. It is likely that a more accurate and
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complete model would yield better agreement with 5
experiment. Considering the sensitivity of this diagnostic 4 -
to neutral gas dynamics, it appears that the most critical '
gain should be made by improving the neutral transport Pa,
model.

Finally, the ratio of the power deposited on plate ‘— “
EA to that deposited on plate EB is considered. Figure 5 fl -

-

shows a comparison of this ratio measured experimentally {n‘gmems}
to that determined from the simulations, for an equilibrium
where the point of impact is on plate EA. This geometry Figure 5. Comparison between the
is considered here because it exhibits the strongest ratio of powers deposited on plate EB
dependence on density. The agreement between “3 that $16908i 0H Elites a funCtiOfl
simulation and experiment is excellent. Both ratios show 0f ”.195 him “We danglty‘ The. . . . equilibria considered here correspondthe same tendency with densrty, and quantitattvely, they to a point at impact 0“ plate EA.
agree withm approximately 20%.

Conclusions
In summary, a new multbfluid finite element 2D simulation code has been applied to

model transport in the edge and divertor of TdeV. This new approach offers some important
advantages compared with conventional codes based on a finite volume discretisation of the
transport equations on structured quadrilateral meshes. In particular, it allows local grid
refinement and a straightforward representation of divertor plates of arbitrary shapes, without
additional complexities in the discretisation scheme. Another interesting aspect is that it
accounts for as many ion temperatures as there are ion species. Calculations made for
representative TdeV discharges reveal appreciable differences in the temperatures of different
ion species. This contrasts with the assumption made in other simulation codes, that all ion
species have the same temperature. Code predictions are in good qualitative agreement with
experiment. Quantitative differences suggest, however, that the physical model needs to be
completed and made more accurate.
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Proposal of a quasi—optical grill operating at 3.7GHz for
TcleV tokamak.

J. Preinhaelterl, A. Cartel, Y. Demersf, V. Fuchsf, L. Vahala‘", G. Vahala"

t Institute of Plasma Physics, Czech Academy of Sciences, 182 11 Prague, Czech Republic

3; Centre canadien de fusion mayne‘tiqae, Varennes, Qc, JS’X 131', Canada

* Old Dominion University, Norfolk, VA 23529, USA

** College of William E Mary, Williamsbnry, VA 23185, USA

The new type of LHCD launchers so called quasi-optical grills [1] underwent a. large
theoretical development in the last five years but there is no direct experimental verifica-
tion of this concept. The medium size TdeV tokamalr. [2] is well suited for an eventual
proof of principle eXperirnent.

A simulation with the ACCOME [3] code on the absorption of the lower hybrid waves
shoved that for the TdeV operating frequency 3.? GHZ, electron central density no =
2.5 x 1019m'3 and main magnetic field Bis—"LQET we could reach lSUkA of current drive
for an injected power 65UkW with a peak absorption at r/a=0.?.5 at N" = 2.0. On the
basis of our theory of bounded quasi-optical grills with rods of the resonant cross~section
[at] and its enlargement for large structures [5] we optimized two structures having the
main peaks of power spectra at Nll=e2fl3 and at l2-2.35.

In this contribution we are concentrated on the solution of a very important problem
of good coupling of the quasiwoptical grills to plasma and, at the same time, reaching an
acceptable directivity of the outgoing waves. One peculiarity of quasi-optical launchers
is that the good directivity may reached only if some region of well defined thickness
exists in front of structure, where the electron plasma density is below critical. Here the
waves with Nil :.v 1 are evanescent and the short wavelength parasitic peaks, which are
present in the power spectra of QOG, are highly damped and the outgoing waves are
composed predominantly from waves corresponding to the main peak. To create such a
layer in front of grill we suggest to use a so called box limiter (a rectangular graphite
ring slid on the mouth of the grill covering waveguide) which partly protrude into the
plasma. This idea was tested on Prague experiment with QUG on the small tokamak
CASTOR [6]. The measured density profile in the shadow of the box-limiter decays
exponentially in agreement with the simple theory and the predicted density scale length
LEDXTMW = 1EQDh/ss [7] (where D is the anomalous diffusion coefficient N lmEs““1, b is
the toroidal width of the grill and s5 2 tikflTe + TQ/rni is the ion sound velocity). For
TdeV parameters (Te *2 Tl=25eV, E3224 or 18 cm] we obtain an estimate of Lfimwnfii“ m
3mm. At the box-limiter month we suppose the density corresponding to the TdeV
measured density at the separatrix Ewan/Hera = 3 (nfir1L=1.7><1012cm*3 for 3.? Gil-Is) and
linear density gradient ’53” =2.5x1[}11cm“‘. For the design of our quasi—optical grills we
use a plasma surface impedance [8] corresponding to the density profile depicted in Fig.1
(an exponential grow followed by an linear increase).

We designed two structures: 1) 8 rod (a crossssection 4.05x2.35cn12 and gap illicm)
placed in the tapered main hyperguide 10x39.2x24.2cm3 [TdeV port available for LHCD
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Fig 2 Polotdal eeotfon through the Tde‘ur E. rod DOG etruture operating at 3.?GH2
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experiment has toroidal width 23cm and poloidal height 43cm). The rods, bent poloidally
and arranged radiallyr in the equatorial plane to fit the plasma surface, are irradiated
obliquely by LSEH mode (a combination of standard TE and TM modes with zero poloidal
component of the electric field (13., = 0)) emerging from the 39.2x11.7cm3 auxiliary
hyperguide and producing a plane wave with an angle of incidence or = 44°. The second
auxiliary hyperguide of the same dimensions is passive and absorbs the reflected power
(Figs. 2-3). -

The main peak in the power spectra (Fig. 6) is situated at N” a —2.03, the power
reflection coefficient R...e14% and the ratio of the maximum electric field between rods
to the incident field in the auxiliary hyperguide flax/Elma” is 3.8 at the depth of
box~limiter equal to 0.a5cm. The weighted directivity of resulting spectrum is rather
low (-33% if we truncate the fast waves with Npflmncf = :Izl, the coupled directivity is
only 63%] because the reflections from walls, finite width of peaks and inhomogeneous
irradiation of rods play dominant role in our rather small structure. I

The Fig. 4 shows that the weighted directivity has a broad optimum (the box-limiter
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depth varies from 3mm to 7mm; Lfifl'finfim H 3mm) and that the electric field between
rods increases with rod width ( decreasing gaps between rods). For TdeV at 6591(W we
have an electric field of 1.5kV/cm in the auxiliary hyperguide. A maximum field between
rods must be lower than 7.5kV/cm (factor 5 in the Fig. 4). This value is the experimental
maximum field obtained in the multijunction antenna of TdeV. At larger Lflflx‘finfit“ the
directivity is lower but the optimum with respect of the box-limiter depth is broader (Fig.
5). These figures are based on the infinite grill theory [19] (an infinite number of rods
irradiated obliquely by a plane wave with the electric field perpendicular to the rods) so
both the directivity and the maximum electric field are higher than those for the structure
with the finite number of rods mounted in hyperguide.

2) 6 rod (a cross-section £1.IIJL")::~<2.1'Ir'cm2 and gap 9.6cm)
structure using LSEH excited in 39.2>~<8.2cm2 auxiliary hyperguide and having the opti-
mum angle of incidence Cr 3 29.8” (Fig. '3'). The last structure is narrower (the main hy—
perguide is 11 x 39.2x172cm3) so that the field between rods could be only 4.2 times higher
than the incident field in the auxiliary hyperguide. The excitation of the LSE11 mode can
be done very efficiently with the simple structure consisting of only two T.2x3.4cm2 stan~
dard waveguide flared in 2m long sectoral horns to 39.2x3xtcm2. A coupling structure of
this type was successfully tested in Prague on CASTOR tokamak [6]. The power spectra
are broader with a main peak at N” = —2.35 (Fig. 9); R¢Dt=1T%, Efiflm/EimidenEd and
the weighted directivity (truncated) is 28.5% (the coupled power directivity 63%) at the
depth of box-limiter equal to 9.5cm. The dependence of the weighted directivity on the
box-limiter depth and the rod width is demonstrated in Fig. 8 for LEDx”fl“fitBr a: 3mm.

The directivities are rather low for TdeV due to its small size. Nevertheless, a reactor
size quasi—optical structure designed for an N“ 2 1.8 and operating at 8 GHz could reach
directivity as high as 79% fully comparable with the best contemporary multijunction
grills.

The authors acknowledge many constructive-remarks from R. Klima, F. zacek, J.
Stdckel and M. Lokajicek. The work was partly supported by the US. - Czech Science
and Technology Joint Fund in the cooperation with Czech Ministry of Education and
DOE under Project Number 9306? and partly sponsored by the Grants No. 292/96/1359,
202/96/1355 and 292/9T/9TT8 of Czech Grant Agency.
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Introduction
Pellet injection experiments in Reversed Field Finches (RFP) have been performed in the

past on the ETA—BETA II, on the ZT40M and on the RFX devices [1,2,3], where some
positive effects of the pellet refuelling on plasma [3 and confinement were seen. This paper
presents a set of H pellet injection experiments performed on REX, a large RFP (R22 n1,
a=0.46 m), at currents of 0.6-0.8 MA. During the experimental campaign, the RFX S-pellet
injector [4] was used to fire mainlyr ‘sniall’ pellets of 15-1020 atoms (typically 1 per pulse, but
sequences of tip to 4 pellets have been also used) at velocity of 400+500 mr's, which were
generally completely ablated in the plasma core. A database of =170 pellets has been gathered.

In RFX pellet injection proved to be useful on the one hand to peak significantly the density
profiles, allowing to achieve transient improvements of the plasma [3 and confinement time,
and, on the other hand, as a diagnostic tool for particle and energy,I transport analyses.

Behaviour of global parameters during pellet injection
As seen also in the past [3], when a pellet is injected in the RFX plasma, despite the relative

large perturbation in the density profile and central value, very little effects are produced on the
plasma current, loop voltage, total radiated power,
Ha emission, reversal and pinch parameters F and (9
(F E B¢(a)r'<:B¢:=- and E) E Bg(a)r’¢B¢.n are indicative
of the shape of the RFP magnetic profiles).

Based on measurements of soft X-rays emission
with the double filter technique and on Si(Li) eeteetet-
pulse-height—analjrsis system, a drop in the central
electron temperature in the range 50+130 eV is

Te

250

200

1 5D

the
generally observed. The evolution of the electron
temperature profile obtained from ensemble average
data of the lflupoints Thomson scattering system is

"1 "3-5 3a '15 1 shown in fig! and, besides confirming the
FigJ Te profiles from Thomson aforementioned drop in die central region, it shows a

scattering: triangles _:._,_ pie-pallet darn, transient flattening from a profile corresponding to
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dependence. The temperature recovers the n momma]
pro-pellet central value and profile in 2-4 ms. it . . . i . . . I . . . i . . . . .

+ . _ last profile: PB let Eli plasma‘

As for the density profile, an example of its a ablation end ' “"1”
time evolution derived from the inversion of ,A
the line integral profile measured by a 12 "
chords interferometer is given in fig.2. The a _ _
initially flat or slightly hollow profile, which is
typically found [5] in the mediumilow density
regimes where the pellet are injected, becomes 4 ‘
centrally peaked with a maximum peaking
factor MUN-cm} which ranges between 1.5 and _ _
2. The profile then diffuses back to the original 2 - first wig-11:2;Ego-pellet _

one in a time ranging between 1 and 5 ms. The
faster diffusion times are generally due to a _

_ . # BDQ‘I. 1 profile every will its
MHD Dynamo Relaxation Event (DRE), which U Isial ' 1 5.2- - ' ‘fl ' = leis. 4 . oi:
seems to be triggered when the pellet reaches rim]
and cools the plasma core [6]. While almost all Fig.2 Typical evoiation of ' density profiie
pellets cause a transient increase in poloidal daring peiier ablation.
beta, Be, , and energy confinement time, TE . which slightly exceeds the standard RFX scaling
with UN [7], for most of them the improvement is seen only for the veryr short time before a
DRE crash occurs (fig.3a). Yet in some DRE-free cases, a fast re—heating is seen and 1E is

found to increase by a factor e+1.5, lasting for a few confinement times (fig.3.b).
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Similar positive results are obtained more frequently by injecting pellets during the improved
confinement phase obtained by Pulse Poloidal Current Drive (PPCD) [3]. In this case, the
occurrence of Mil-ID relaxation events is made more unlikely by the stabilising effect of the
PPCD and the injection of the pellet produces improved confinements regimes lasting for
several milliseconds ( fig.3c).
Transport simulations for standard pellets

The ablation of a pellet produces a large perturbation of the plasma density and temperature
profile and this is obtained by adding a particle source and an energy sink which are well
known, because of the accurate measurements of particle deposition [3}. Hence a transport.
analysis of the pellet ablation phase and of the following profile diffusion phase has bean
performed with the aim of gaining information on the transport mechanism in the core of an
RFP plasma. A 1-dirnensional particle and energy transport code has been used, which
assumes a linear dependence of the fluxes on the gradients and an outward directed particle
pinch velocity: F=~D-l7n+V~n, Q=— n xiVT. The presence of an outward convective velocity
is implied by the stationary density profiles, which in RFX are hollow in a large part of the "EN
(EN E plasma currentfline density) operation range [5]. In the code the source terms are: the
pellet ablation rate and the recycling at the wall for the density, the Ohmic power for the.
temperature. The sinks are: the net particle outflux of the plasma for the density, the power used
for ionisation and radiation and the global heat outflux for the temperature. The esperimental
data to be reproduced are: the Ohmic input power, the energy'and particle confinement times,
the density and temperature profiles.

With the aim of getting information on transport in standard plasmas, the simulation was
focused on a pulse (# 8066) where a small pellet did not cause large change in plasma
confinement. The code was used in a semi-interpretative mode, iterating for different choices on
the transport coefficients until all of the control parameters could be matched. It was found that
both the stationary (pro-pellet) and dynamic (during and after pellet injection) phases could be
simulated with the same transport coefficients. Hence the results obtained may be considered as
indicative of the stationary transport coefficients in the plasma. On the other hand, the

constancy of V, D and )5 indicates that theV (mat) t‘ - - - '. Gilli”? 1"“? EFF”? . transient increase in Be and 1E observed 111 pulses15 . . , s
i like # 3066 is mainly caused by the increase of the

5 particle confinement time due to the pellet fuelling
“3 i " in the plasma core. The best estimates of V, D and

: , _ 1: profiles, along with a shaded region indicative

5 , _ of the range values compatible with the

, _ experimental data (accounting for the. error bars),

1 , , i are given in figg. 4 and 5. ' '
0d ' ' 'Olfl' ‘ Inlet ' “05'6“ ' ' olsl ' ' ‘1 The particle and energy diffusivity have high

rla values in the central region of the plasma, which
Fig.4 Range of concord CGHVECFWE could be in agreement with a mechanism based on
velocr‘ acne table or trans or: . . .simulations p f ,0 parallel transport along stochastic field lmes as it
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has been often proposed in the past. On the other hand. the Rechester—Rosenbluth scaling for
transport along stochastic field line: .

D: Ln van (3135)2 . x = D vine r van
assuming '1“e = Ti . predicts a ratiof = (mflfmfi )0-5 = 44, whereas the value derived from the
simulation is significantly smaller. Indeed in the plasma core the simulations give y/D o3+5.
which would imply an unrealistic condition Tt are: Ti.

1:) {mgs' 1) Diffusion coefficient 3 {m‘gs' 1) Thermal diffusiviti ,f..!...!...g..r_ 1D00_.....|.F

IUD _

0.1 ..l m
D 0.2 0.4 0.6 'D.8 ] [l 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.3 1

tie 1.In

Fig.5 Range ofacceptable particle and energy diffusion coefiicientsfor transport simulations.

Conclusions
In RFX. 1.5 «102“ atom pellets fired at 400+500 nits ablate in the plasma core at I E 600 lift

and are able to peak the density profiles. Little changes are observed in the discharge global
parameters. except that in many cases the central cooling produced by the pellet induces a
Dynamo Relaxation Event. In the DRE-free cases and. more frequently. in combined
Pellet+PPCD experiments BE} and IE increase by a factor 1.5+2, exceeding the empirical RFX
scaling with UN for standard pulses. _

A transport analysis has been perforated which tool: advantage of the well—diagnosed pellet
ablation phase. Its results confirm the existence of an outward particle pinch velocity which
sustains the stationary hollow density profiles. The ratio 95/13 found to best simulate the data is
apparently not completely consistent with the prediction of the Rechester—Rosenbluth model for
transport along stochastic magnetic field lines. living an open question about the transport
mechanism at work in the core of the RFP plasma.
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Magnetic profile behaviour, dynamo mechanisms and confinement in RFX
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Introduction

According to the experimental values of the pinch and reversal parameters,
(5} :Bg(a)!<B¢n and F : B¢(a)i<B¢:=-, RFX {I} normally operates close to the fully
relaxed Bessel Function Model (BFM) state described by Taylor [2]. In this
work we analyse the behaviour of the magnetic profiles, as inferred from
external magnetic measurements, in terms of the typical 'quasi~stationary*
states and then we describe some spontaneous or induced transient
modifications and their effects on plasma confinement.

Magnetic profiles during the F
current flat-top phase -o.t
The 'quasi-stationary‘ o r 43,;
'equilihrium* magnetic field
profiles in RFX lay in a well— “3‘3

-'defined F—El locus. The HEIBIBE *{L‘l
profile is nearly flat and, in ”3,5
terms of a fit as l-r“, it RPM
corresponds to values of t2 'Difils 1’4 1.5 1.5 1'? G)
ranging from r2210 at marginal
reversal to (1:543 at dggp FIGJ -F— oinrs daring smrentflor—iop phosefor nvo
reversal {5,5,3 fig.l). Similarly to groups of shots with difl‘srent msaa-fiee~paih .94.,
previous analyses on the Paw-‘9“
ETA—BETA II experiment [3], no dependence on electron temperature, electron
density, plasma collisionality or plasma current is found. This is shown e.g. in
fig.1, where two data groups corresponding to different mean-free-path it,
overlap completely.

The above insensitivity to parameters such as the plasma collisionality and
the electron temperature suggests that a strong MHD mechanism
compensates on the one hand for changes in Kinetic Dynamo 14] which are
predicted for different values of the electron collisionality [5], and, on the
other hand, for changes in plasma resistivity, which in principle could also
alter the balance between dynamo action and diffusion processes.

Compared with those of other RFPs {fig.2a) in terms of F-E) diagrams, the
relative proximity of the RFXmagnetic profiles .to the ideal RPM is evident.

F HF); F
-o.1 $95,515:. -o.1
-o.2 T1 no.2
41.3 -o.s
43.4 -o.4
-o.5 —o.5
as 41.6

1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2 2.2 E) 1.2 1.4 1.s 1.2 2 2.2 (it

FIGJ uComparison ofF— ('3 locifor dwereni RFP experiments: (a) F and 8 compared or inner wall: (it) F
and 8 compared or stabilising shell. Darafiom {7] '

.H:

it] (2:2 10 {2:4 {2:2 2.
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The ranges of operation of different RFPs become more similar if the
parameters are computed at the conducting shell surface {fig.2b).
To study the relationship ' between
shell proximity and magnetic 8
profiles one should change the .1.
plasma~shell distance in the same
machine. To a certain extent this 1'4
can be done by changing the 1.4
horizontal shift of the plasma, a, 1.
applying adifferent vertical field. 1
In fig.3 the E) values for a set of REX
shots With the same F (both 1' 0 1o 20 303‘ (mm)
computed at plasma surface) are
seen to decrease with a and, if the
dependence is linearly extrapolated E} ,T --~ - . .. - . .. =-' .
in terms of shell proximity, it ”E 1
indicates that RFX with a close .
fitting shell would have magnetic 3g $table Region}

F!G 3 - Scaling of 9 with A for constant F=-t}.145

profiles similar to those of MST. 1'4. .
The above observations suggest 13; a mo 1

. . . . ,, ... i vole; W
that the shell proximity influences, _ ‘!\ :l
via MHD stabilityr constraints, the 12:“;L ”1|
shape of the equilibrium magnetic '0 5 . 1O 15 20 25 fl:

profile. Indeed the RFX data lav very FtGd Corn arts often RFX at crime I tvoi. . - . s 03“! Rd “£3close to the marginal stabililtycurve ofoandE-Jagercmerersmmrhsnipmedetprefites)

tn 'the III-9.3 plane for ”5:1 internal with marginal stability boundaries fbr intentaiiy
TESISIWE‘ “105135 “134% I n resonant met resistive modes
particular the curve corresponds to
the locus of the states for which the intabilitv growth rate is of the order of
the resistive diffusion time (ts-stable [6]) when rwla=1.18 (rw mshell radius,
a: plasma radius) and the wall has so high, but finite resistivity.

Study of magnetic transient phases . _
Deeper insight in the above subjects is provided by the analysis of the
transient profile modifications. It has been already shown for RFX [8] as in
other RFP's [9.10,]1] that discrete relaxation events or *SawTeeth' are often
observed, during which the magnetic profiles evolve cyclically back and
forth from the states closest to the fullyr relaxed ones.

If the occurrence of ST is analysed in the 01-90 plane, the pre-crash values
lay on a well-defined curve not too far from the marginal stability boundary.r
previously discussed, whereas the post-crash points move well inside the
stable region.

Except at high 9, when ST are more frequent and larger, the occurrence of
ST is not ubiquitous in RPXpulses, and indeed the events may appear and
disappear even during the current flat-top of the same shot with constant
pinch parameters.’ In fig.5 some points taken from ST~free phases show that
in this cases the profiles are in an intermediate region of the tit-8c. plane.
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Egitcgzzh Forced modifications of th e
No Crash electron. temperature profile T.= b y
PIE CHE“ Pal'fil pellet injection show clear

influence on sawteeth. I n
, particular, 85% of the pellets

ablating in the core cause a ST-

cluse to the magnetic axis (see
5 10 15 20 25 II figfia). Although its signature in

terms of excited modes and F-EJFIG 5 «- Comparison ofllFX experimental values of st . _ . .
and 9:: (pm mp0” 3?“ cm}: mfg, 3W?“ phases} trajectory is similar to that of
with marginal MHD stability boundaries ’standard' sawteeth. the crash is

not associated to a change of the
magnetic profiles towards the typical pro-crash condition. In fact some pellet
prescrash points shown in fig.5 are on the 'stable' side of the ‘standard' pre-
crash boundary. On the contrary a large and slow pellet. which ablates
completely at flan-05?, induces a strong peaking of the parallel current
density profiles which finally results in a large sawtooth (figfib).

........... so

20:”, .. , .- 30w
145Wm~m 15' o___.__,.

WHOW” WE magi—4W

60 Eng {m‘3’1‘1013}

_0.152t‘r}%:::llill :.:::::::: i

”0.20;. WM 0.2.

“U-$gitt:ttttttltt :::::§:::::-+:: 'D-Sttttlrtlll'sssl E‘EIlEEEELl—l!on on
tom. 10_W\/LM
5§I|LIII1IIIIIIIIII IlltltrsusuE figuratusnutluunur rlillllllllLl

so 35 so t(ms) so. 55 so t(ms)
Fig.6 Efl'ect of pellet on sawteetl: activity: la} a sequence of two pellets ablating in the plasma core,
each of them causing asawtootlt crash; (it) a large and slow pellet completely ablated at slab-0.? first
causes a strong peaking oftlte ,tt profiles whichfinally results in a large sawtooth.

The main effect of the pellets which could be linked with their action on
the sawteeth is the local cooling associated to the strong particle source. The
fact that only the pellet ablating in the core immediately triggers a STcrash
without first inducing changes in the rate of magnetic profiles peaking
suggests that, besides the threshold in terms of MHD stability, there could be a
direct effect of the Lundquist number regime on the growth rates of the
instabilities or on their non-«linear coupling. The behaviour shown in fig.6b
for the case of the large and slow. pellet shows that, as long as the .core plasma
region is untouched (central SEER emission is unaffected). even. a strong
cooling of the plasma outer region does not excite a ST. ' _

Whenever the dynamo action is reduced, as in the pro—crash phase, the
lower magnetic fluctuations are associated to improved confinement {8.9};
Similarly, the confinement improvement observed in MST [12] and RFX [13]
during Pulsed Poloidal Current Drive experiments is believed to be caused by
the reduction of the power losses associated to the partial suppression of the

crash starting when the pellet is.
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dynamo. During the PPCD both in MST and RFX,e1tcept in the very early
phase, the pprofile does not flatten, but actually becomes more peaked. The
stabilization of the profile by current drive works as a seed for the dynamo
suppression, which then cause a 515 lt(KA) ' ' * '—
peaking of the temperature

. . . _ 510profiles and triggers an improved
confinement regime, ST—free and 505 , , , . : 1 ; ,- I , g = : t g t ,- ;
with low at. 1.45 - WW

Recently some spontaneous 1 :40
transitions to an improved 1_35
confinement regime have been .4315
seen in RFX during normal {5}
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operations (figfi). The regime is {L18 W
associated to a peaking of the p. "0'20 = = 1
profile and is characterised by a' 12 M\
decrease of loop voltage and an 10‘
increase of SXR emission. The 3 ': : :
amplitute of the locked magnetic 2 .
modes in these conditions is 1 M
reduced while their n—spectrum O
a roaches a single elicity state, ' "
siliiilarly to the Improved High 8 1-3 m
Mode of TPE [15]. 1-6 ~ —

1-4111I111111111I1111

45 50 55 60 t (ms)
, , _ , Fig. ?' Example of RFX poise with transition to

In RFX the stability cr1ter1a fl” improved Confinement Psoked h-profiis Mods.
internally resonant mat modes
imposed by the plasma-shell distance larger than in other RFPs seems to be
the cause for the quasi-stationary magnetic profiles closer to the RPM. An
increased dynamo action is needed to drive the larger poloidal currents
associated to such profiles. The price paid could be a higher level of
turbulence, possibly leading to higher probability of mode looking to the
wall. On the other hand, the MHD stability boundary can be trespasscd, and
RFX, as other RPP experiments [14,151, shows quasi-stationary improved
confinement regimes, characterized by peaked T, and thprofiles, where
dynamo activity is reduced and the magnetic profiles get away from the fully
relaxed ones without triggering relaxation events.

Conclusions
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Pulsed Poloidal Current Drive experiments in RFX

T. Bolzonella. S. Martini, P. Innocente, S. Costa, A. De Lorenai, E. Martines, A. Murari. R.

Paccagnella, R. Pasqualotto, M.E. Puiatti. A. Sardeila, M. Vaiisa.

Consoraio RFX - Corso Stati Uniti, 4 - 3512? Padova, Italy.

1. Introduction.
Active poloidai current profile control has been proposed as a promising way of improving

confinement properties of the reversed field pinch (REP) configuration. Indeed tests of this

concept. performed by a technique named Pulsed Poloidal Current Drive (PPCD) on the

MST reversed field pinch, support this hypothesis showing strong reduction of magnetic

fluctuations measured at plasma edge and suppression of sawtooth MED activity [1,2].

Magnetic fluctuations in particular are believed to be responsible for a large part of the

measured global energy flux in RFP’s. The origin of these magnetic fluctuations is mostly

from resistive kink instabilities with m=1 and toroidal mode numbers n=2Rfa. As these

instabilities are driven by the current density gradient [3]; its modification can stabilise them

and reduce the associated particle and energy transport. Driving poioidal currents inductively

is a simple way to induce transient modifications of current and magnetic fields profiles and

to test the effectiveness of profile control on magnetic confinement.
2. PPCD description.
Recently PPCD experiments' ' ' |

.n . PPCD M i
E own/t ml were carried out in RFX [4],

e w a the largest (R=2 m, a={3l.45‘ai

£69 = i i m] RFP in operation. Poloidal
snow MW currents have been driven in

i“ 4115 ‘ ” the plasma outer region by
“3'33" _ applying a series of one to five
* 12:: I : ' _ poloidai voltage pulses on the

E} 1.5 H /_,_J\ _ toroidal magnetic system. i
1.4 WW \—\_’_H_ A parametric study has been :J
1.3 _ . . done by varying the parameters

25 3D 35 4“ 45 5a of the single PPCD pulse i
time [ms]

(amplitude, time constant of the
Fig}. Time evolution daring PPC'D operation afi {a} palaialai

loop voltage, (it) reversal parameter F=Bpfaife3¢m {e} pinch

parameter 6* m Bgt’aifsts-{shot #383).

external circuit), the relative

timing of the pulses during the

. discharge and the target plasma

parameters (density. reversal parameter F = B¢(a)i<E¢:>, plasma current) in order. to

determine the optimum performance.
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An optimum range has been found operating at shallow reversal ("0. MHz—0.05) and medium
plasma densities (2.5 10-14:: UN <45 1014 Am). Effective PPCD, in terms of magnetic
fluctuations reduction and soft X~ray increase, were realised at three different plasma
currents: 400 kA, 600 as and 800 RA. Some results of a 800 kA PPCD experiment are
shown in Fig.2.
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3. Experimental results.
Optimising UN and P, we can
reproducibly obtain improvements in
many plasma parameters lasting, in
the best cases, for several mill}

seconds, i.e. for a time greater than
the energy confinement time, which
is of the order of 1 ms for standard
REX discharges.
We always find a strong increase of _

I soft X raj,r flux measured by a 78
chords tomography, that detects also
a peaking of the profile confirming
that PPCD is able to drive changes in
the whole plasma configuration and
not only at the edge. Tomographic
measurements in the double filter
configuration and Si(Li) detector

FHA system could follow the time
evolution of on—axis TE and

confirmed an increase up to 75%
with respect to the pre-PPCD value
in the best cases. Electron
temperature radial profiles have been
measured near the maximum of the
S'XR flux by a single pulse 10-point
Thomson scattering diagnostic.

Profiles are measured along a diameter in the plasma equatorial plane, with a spatial
resolution of 2.4 cm and up to tie = 0.84. Two sets of discharges with and without PPCD,
selected with the same macroscopic behaviour (plasma current, electron density, magnetic
shift and ('7) parameter), have been compared (Fig.3). Clear evidence is shown that Te on axis
is higher during PPCD, where an average increase nTe'Te e 30% is found. Experimental Ts,
profiles appear to be more peaked during PPCD than without it. Ti, measured by NPA
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diagnostic, presents little
modifications due to PPCD
application. In RFX we estimate Ti
also from Doppler broadening of
some impurity lines. These
measurements show strong influence
of PPCD on CIII temperature,
implying an increase of edge
(r/a=0.9) ionic temperature.
Total . (bolometrio) radiation
decreases, particularly in the outer
equatorial edge region, where the

main interaction with the wall is
concentrated because of the
Shafranov shift of the plasma.
Electron density shows a little
decrease and no profile modification.
nf does not show a reproducible

behaviour. In some cases it decreases
from 3 to 2 in agreement with a
reduction found in the amplitude of
influxes, particularly in the region
where the MHD modes are locked to
the wall.
As in MST, PPCD operations cause
in REX a strong reduction in
magnetic fluctuations (Fig.4).
Differently from MST, RFX
discharges are affected by MHD
modes which remain locked both in

phase and to the wall. In none of the shots showing the greater reduction of magnetic
fluctuations (60% in terms of global energy of magnetic modes) we found evidence of
rotation of the most important modes (m=1, n=8,9). This could mean that, if there is a

threshold on the magnetic fluctuation level to induce the rotation, we did not reach it during

PPCD operations. Also spectroscopic measurements of plasma rotation do .not show an
evident and reproducible phenomenology during PPCD application.
It should be noted that during PPCD in REX, except in the very early phase, the parallel
current profile does not flatten, but actually becomes more peaked (see Fig 2e).
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4. Discussion and conclusions.
A careful comparison with the performance of stationary discharges with high {9 values,
comparable to the post-PPCD ones, shows that the positive effects on the central TB and on
magnetic fluctuations, which are present in both cases, are clearly more pronounced in the
PFC]? case. Also the peaking of the Te profiles is greater during PPCD. These features can
therefore be interpreted as due to the reduction of dynamo action induced by PPCD and not
simply as an effect of a transition to higher values of 8.
Taking into account the new values of the profile and onaaxis value of temperature and
electronic density, we can estimate an increase of the poloidal beta, B5=2ug<nkBbBo(a)3,
up to 30-40% (assuming Tg=Ti).
For the calculation of the energy confinement time, TE, the ohmic input power has been
estimated using the equilibrium u&p model [5] to compute the contribution fro the variation
of the plasma internal magnetic energy: TE can double during the period of poloidal voltage
application, reaching a value of 2.5 ms which can be maintained for more than 5 ms in the
best cases. As an alternative approach we have estimated the ohmic input power by mean of
the ohmic dissipation taking into account the Spitzer resistivity, the measured electron
temperature and Zeff and modelling the magnetic profiles with the #35? model 3

Pg, a T_%<nJ2>
obtaining results in good agreement with the previous calculation.
To investigate the influence of PPCD on the dynamo mechanism, the 13-8 behaviour in RFX
has been simulated using the resistive 1-D diffusion code RFXPORT. A good matching with
experimental data was obtained (without temperature and density evolution) only by applying
a 30% reduction of the dynamo action during PPCD, followed by a similar increase during
the subsequent discrete relaxation phase.
The analysis of the first PPCD experiments on RFX confirm that this teclmique can lead to
improvements in terms of magnetic fluctuations reduction, on—axis electron temperature
increase and general confinement properties. The stabilisation of the profile by current drive
appear to be necessary only as a seed for the dynamo suppression, which then causes a
peaking of the temperature profiles and triggers an improved confinement regime as can be
seen during other transient regimes in RFX [6].
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Toroidal and poloidal plasma rotation in the Reversed Field Pinch
RFX.

Carraro L.,Casarotto E.,Pugno R.,Puiatti M.E.,Sattin F.,Scarin P.,Valisa M.

Introduction
In tokamaks, changes of the radial electric field E, and of the shear of the
poloidal rotation velocity profile have been considered responsible for the
suppression of turbulent fluctuations, and consequently related to improved
confinement regimes such as the H mode and the reversed shear mode. [1,2,3].
Analogously in RFP’s the knowledge of the radial electric field profile at the
edge, where large pressure gradients are observed, may provide information
about the confinement properties of the outer region. In a stochastic plasma, as
an RFP is supposed to be, if the ion radial flux is negligible and the electrons
have a maxwellian distribution, the theory predicts an outward radial electric
ambipolar field [4] . In RFX, an inward BT has been measured at the wall by
Langmuir probes [5,6]; the evaluation of the radial position where E, changes
its direction allows to characterize an outer region where, with the previous
assumptions, the magnetic field is not completely stochastic and therefore, as
in Tokamaks and Stellarators, a transport barrier may be established.
Plasma rotation velocity measurements are related to the radial electric field
E, through the momentum equation (neglecting viscous terms and inter-
partiole frictional forces):

E. “Liver—(MB). (1)
rap-Zia

where 111 and Zi are the density and the charge number of the ion species, pi is
the ion pressure, E is the total magnetic field ,5 is the fluid velocity.
Actually, in RFP’s plasma rotation measurements have been associated to the
study of transport phenomena, and in particular to the presence of unstable
MHD modes locked both in phase and in the laboratory frame [7,8].
In this paper, from the plasma rotation velocity measurements performed on
RFX, E, has been estimated from eq (1) using a 1-dim impurity diffusion
model [9], coupled with a Monte Carlo code to simulate the impurity
behaviour at the edge.
Results and discussion
Experimental results. Toroidal and poloidal-rotation velocities have been

spectroscopically measured on RFX from the
table I Doppler shift of impurity lines; the

ion wavelength (A) considered lines are listed in table 1.
C III 2296 5th 01-n The emission along four chords (two for the
0 V 2731 4th order toroidal velocity measurement and two for the
B IV 2323 4th order poloidal one) is simultaneously collected by a
C V 2271 5th order spectrometer and recorded on a fast optical

multichannel analyzer with a time resolution
up to 0.25msec [10]. The uncertainty of the
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measurement is essentially determined by the error in the numerical fit of the
line profile, and ranges home-103 arises (for strong signals such as for the
C V 2271A line) to ~2 103 misec (for low signals).

Fig.1 shows an example of the temporal
10;}1' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' G j“- behaviour of the toroidal notation

is? ; “1‘” “near” \vi 1 velocity vt, as obtained in Similar RFX
£9. 5 1 " “Fm '. discharges for all the considered ions.

of Z = A ,1 firm: f E; Iii: Positive velocities have the same
g e: 3,. Fuji“ again, , i .' direction as the plasma current. CHI,
“1 . i “i... ,r , 'n' €1.50 v3 that emits from the edge of the plasma,
s3_ 5 " :Ei' rotates toroidally opposite to CV,

' ' ; localized in a more internal region,
r . while the other ions show intermediate

'1” T ' values of v,. All of the ions have similar
: . poloidal velocities, around 2 103 misec,

-15‘-- ‘- -' that, with the exceptionofBIV, areo o.o4 onetimemec] lower than the toroidal ones; in typical
Fig.1 - Tirne behaviour of ioroidai rotation discharges, they have opposite direction
veiocity from different ions {ip=600kA, with respect to the poloidal field. Fig. 2

n :4 to” mag-#2505“, shows the measured v, and vp as a
E function of ionisation potential, relative

to discharges at 700kA of plasma
current with electron densities between
3.5 and 4.5 1019 m'a. The toroidal

15 ' velocity increases with increasing
10 i_ B I C ii: ionisation potential, i.e. with decreasing

' ...., i V ' distance from the plasma centre and theU . _ 3

3 5 P i" 0 V i 5 point where the sign reverses
E i a ' 3 5: corresponds about to the region where
E 0 f 3 B IV is localized (ria = 0.9).
:15 :_ a “f: It is worth mentioning that these fluid

1 8 o i velocities are observed deepite the fact
-10 2 ° 0 V_..tor that the MHD modes in RFX are always

: o a e pol : locked to the wall.
'15 ' ' " '“ ' The measured rotation velocities have

0 100 200 300 400 been correlated with the main plasma
ionisation potential [oii]

Fig. 2 - Toroidai and poioio’ai rotation pmamfltelis' Flg'?’ Shows the tormdfll
veiocities as a function of the ionisation and polmdal valomues 0f .C V .aS aWigwam function of the electron dens1tyzwh11e v

decreases at high densities, v], increases,
reversing its direction around 11-_ 3 5 it)”Jr 111'3 .',However the velocity module
decreases with density, and this dependence cannot be interpreted in terms of
C V radial profile variation, because neither multi-chord emission
measurements nor the simulations by the impurity diffusion model show
significant variations in C V profiles with density. It might be associated with
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3 27

'3 20 :TI [I II I 'I II I III I II II III III 'FI II. a Viscflus Effect, as it is

E ' V mt '3 r : qualitatively consistent with the
E 4" ”—P O] viscosity dependence on the

n density.
1. A scaling with plasma current
' has not been found for plasma

rotation: in fact C V velocities
measured at 600 kA may be

—: observed also at lower plasma
3 current.

_' C III rotation does not show
- ' any correlation either with the

10 3....1“............|....i....: electron density or the plasma
1 1019 3 1019 5 1019 Y 1019 CHI'I'BIIE. LDWEI' tflfflldal

ne (m-a) veloc1t1es for C III are found
Fig. 3 ~ Toroio‘al and Poioidai rotation when the modes are locked at a
velocities measured from CV as a toroidal 31'1n 01056 to the
function of the electron density ”31011 where the rotation

measurements are carried out,
showing a direct association

between the C III toroidal rotation and the plasma-wall interaction.
Radial electric field The experimental data on toroidal and poloidal
impurity ion velocities have been compared with a l-dim impurity diffusion
model simulation in order to estimate a profile for the radial electric field.
The impurity line emissivities and the total radiated power as measured in a
typical RFX discharge (new): 4 1019 m'i, Te(0)=250 eV. Ip = 600%) have
been simulated to obtain the ion density and emissivity profiles. The radial
profile of the toroidal velocity has been varied until for each ion the value
averaged on the emissivity along the line of sight was consistent with the
corresponding experimental v1. The poloidal rotation velocity has been
assumed to be uniform, since similar values have been measured for all ions.
Assuming Ti=TB, an estimate of the radial electric field has therefore been
obtained from eq. (1). At the wall an inward E. of =3000 Wm is found. It
reverses at r1a20.9, and increases up to 1500' Vim, outward directed, at
riae0.85. For C V, the contribution of the diamagnetic term to E1. in eq.(1)
reaches about 20% in the region of maximum ion density gradient.
This estimate of E, has been used as input for a Monte-Carlo code , where the
carbon production and transport in the edge region of the plasma is described
with more detail. In fig.4 the line—integrated emissivity profile of the C III
4649A line as obtained from the model assuming a diffusion coefficient
D=5 maisec and the experimental axisymmetric shift of the plasma of 1.4 cm is
compared with the same emissivity measured by a rnulti—chord linear
photodiode array coupled with an interference filter. ' _
The C III velocities deduced from eq.(l) and averaged on the calculated
emissivity profile are found -9.7 103 misec for the toroidal one and
3 103 misec for the poloidal, to be compared respectively with .the
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experimental values of -9 103 mfsec
and 2103n1fsec in these dischargeo.s mun--

: a 3 conditions. The toroidal velocity
0.8:" e apartment; shows an high shear between. a \ E eta-20.87 and rfa=0.92, 0f the order

Simulation i ofS 105 sec”.
5 While the value of the. electric field

obtained at the wall" is well consistent
with that measured by Langmuir

0‘41- ééiéaé H? probes [5,6], the plasma ‘potential
distance fmm the wait [cm] gradient measurements indicate that

Fig. 4- Comparison beMeen the measured Br I‘emerges Closgr t0, the Welland simulated o at 4649A line profile (WHO-95) [11], Buggfistlflg that 111
RFX the field is practically

everywhere stochastic [4]. This discrepancy is well within the uncertainty in
the estimate of the BI profile from the simulations; however, according to the
Monte-Carlo code, such an external inversion radius for the electric field is
compatible with Doppler-shift velocity measurements if a lower diffusion
coefficient, of the order of 1 milsec, and an higher inward E, at the wall
(4500 Vim) are assumed.
Conclusions
Toroidal and poloidal plasma velocities have been measured from Doppler
shift of impurity line emissions in RFX, showing that:
»~ the toroidal velocity of the core ions is cofldirected with the plasma current,
while the velocity of the edge ones has the opposite sign, showing the presence
of a velocity shear at the edge.
_ the poloidal velocities are in general lower than the toroidal ones. They are
oppOsite to the poloidal field, except for C V at low plasma densities

_ - a dependence of v, and v], on the electron density has been observed for CV.
The simulations performed by a l-dim impurity diffusion model and by a
Monte—Carlo edge model have shown that:
- the measured poloidal and toroidal velocities are compatible with a radial
electric field of e3000—4000 Wm at the wall, inward directed. E, changes
direction at r/a mos—0.95
-- a velocity shear of :35 105 sec‘1 may be estimated.
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ZEjrf measurements on the Reversed Field Pinch REX

L.Carraro, M.E.Puiatti, F.Sattin, P.Scarin, M.Valisa
' Consorzio REX - Padova Italy

Introduction

In Reversed Field Pinch configuration spectroscopic methods are the only
means to directly measure Z,,,. The alternative method that relies on the
relation between effective charge, loop voltage and plasma resistivity in fact
requires a detailed modelling of the complex dynamo mechanism that by
transforming poloidal into toroidal flux generates and maintains the
characteristic reversed configuration [1].
Among the spectroscopic methods the continuum measurements are the most
suitable for yielding Zefi estimate on a shot to shot basis, provided the spectra
are not contaminated by molecular emission, atomic lines or blackbody
radiation. However, the latter condition is not automatically met in RFX,
where, due to the absence of limiters, the plasma interacts with the entire wall
surface, covered all over by graphite tiles.
To verify the reliability of the Z,,, measurements from the continuum emission
in RFX, two different spectral regions (#5235 i5 A and #10440 i 40 A)
have been studied and the results have been compared with the estimates of a 1-
dimensional Collisional Radiative model simulating the experimental I-I-like
and He-like resonant line emissivities of carbon and oxygen [2], the main
impurities in RFX, and the total radiated power [3].

Experimental set-"up

Inspection of RFX emission spectrum in different standard operational regimes
showed that the two spectral regions chosen to determine Z,,, are line free.
The bremsstrahlung emission in the V18 range is measured vertically along
two lines of sight: the vertical diameter and a chord with impact parameter
pla=0.28. The opposite ends of the two hues of sight do not intersect the
graphite tiles but the windows of the diagnostic ports.
The system of light collection is based on'flz objective lenses ( f=50 mm)
imaging 10 mm of equatorial diameter on a 600 um diameter optical fiber 35
m long.
The fiber is connected to two 3 cavity interference filters (at 5235 A with 10 A
passband), serially coupled in order to maximize the rejection.
The detectors are Hamamatsu PMT R928 coupled to current—voltageamplifiers
( including 3 pole active filters) with 5 EH: cut-off. The interference filters
and the detector housing are maintained at a constant temperature of 3'0 ”C.
The bremsstrahlung emission in the IR range is measured at the same poloidal

section along 18 vertical chords with impact parameters pla ranging from
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-0.3 to 0.3. One third of these lines of sight do not intersect the graphite wall
and pass through the quartz window of a diagnostic access.
The detector is a 38 photodiodes array Hamamatsu S411 ( coupled to a C2334
evaluation board), placed on the focal plane of a fr’2 objective lens ( f=50 mm)
with an interference filter to select the radiation wavelength. The maximum
time resolution of the IR system is 1 ms.
The light collected by each pixel comes from an area of about 40 x 10 mm 2
centered on the intercepted equatorial diameter.

Results.

The effective charge is calculated from the absolute measurements of the
continuum emissivities, in the V18 and IR spectral ranges, having evaluated the
dependence of the free-free Gaunt factor on Ta and Zcff for each spectral
range [4].The resulting Zaff values are averaged along the line of sight, taking
into account the experimental profiles of nfi given by a CD2 interferometer and
of T; given by a Thomson Scattering diagnostic.
A typical error of i20% has been evaluated for the 2m measurements from
bremsstrahlung. taking into account the absolute calibration of the detectors,-
the uncertainties on the electron density and temperature profiles and the
fitting procedure applied to the calculation of the Gaunt factors.
An example of the time behaviour of ZE-fr measured in REX in the V13 range
for the central. line of sight (LOS) is shown in Fig.1. The increase in the
electron density due to pellet injection [5] is well correlated with the decrease
in the measured effective charge.
The ratio betrveen Zeff evaluated in the V13 and IR spectral regions along the
vertical diameter of the plasma is drawn in Fig. 2 towards electron density for
discharges with Ip:550~650 KA. The results of the Zefl. measurements in the
two Spectral ranges agree within 20% for n32 2.1019’m'3 so that the value of ZEljff
from bremsstrahlung measurements can be considered reliable for this range
of electron density. At lower density the value of ZEff obtained in the IR range
results higher than that from VIS range perhaps associated to contamination of
the Spectra by unidentified radiation due to plasma wall interaction, that may
become important at low density when the Bremsstrahlung signal is weaker.
In Fig. 3 the Zcff values measured along the diameter in the V18 range and the
Zefl- calculated with the l-dim Collisional Radiative (CR) code for C and O are
reported towards the electron density, for discharges with Ip=550-650 kit.
The Zeff measured in the V18 spectral range and the predictions of the model
agree within 20%.. confirming that the measurements of continuum provides
suitable estimates of the plasma effective charge in RFX for electron density
n33}: 2.1019m'3.
The high Zeff values in Fig. 2 at low density have to be considered unrealistic

since in RFX no relevant emission from heavy elements has ever been
detected; in some cases at the beginning of the discharge NiXI and NiXII lines
have been observed, corresponding to Nickel concentration that never

exceeded 104, with a negligible contribution to ZBH.
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The ludim CR code for C and O has been run to reproduce the absolute
emissivities of CV, CV1 resonant lines, measured with an absolutely calibrated
Grazing Incidence spectrometer [6] and OVII resonant line measured by a
multi layer mirror system [7]. The best simulation of the experimental data
results with a diffusion coefficient D of 10-20 mzfs for rlaiCOB decreasing to
2'4 mzfs at greater radii and a inward pinch velocity V(r)=-S D o’a2 with 8:1-
2. _
The total radiated power for the calculated concentration of C and 0 [2] is
consistent with the measurements of bolometric system within a factor of 2.
The agreement between the experimental and simulated data may be considered
satisfactory taking into account that: .
-radiation in RFX shows a strong poloidally asymmetry [8] while the CR l-dirn
diffusion model is cylindrically symmetric.
—the absolute emissivities of the resonances of the most radiative low ionization
states are not measured; so that their calculated populations are not so accurate
as the H-lilte and He dike ones.
In Fig. 3 the effective charge measured in RFX just after a boronization [9] has
been also reported. The effect of this conditionn procedure results in lower
Z,” values at all densities, well correlated with lower 0 and C influxes from
the wall[10]. The variation in the Z,ff values obtained at a given density and
plasma current depends in fact on the plasma wall interaction as shown in
Fig. 4 where the correlation with the measured C and O influx is evident.
The described measurements have been performed also at high current
discharges (Ipz'fSO-BSO KA) and no dependence of Zeff on Ip has been found
at fixed density. ' '

Conclusions

In reliable measurements of Z,,, have been obtained shot by shot using
measurements of continuum emission in 2 spectral regions .
The Z,,, values obtained in the 2 spectra] ranges agree between them and with
the simulation of a l—dimensional CR code within 20% for n,22.10”m'3, while
at lower densities the experimental 25,, data diverge towards unrealistic values
due to contamination of the spectra by unidentified radiation, probably coming
from the edge. '
Typically values of Zeff=l.5~2. are found in RFX ,' the impurity content
becomes very low (Zeff close to 1 ) after a boronization procedure.
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TOTAL. RADIATION EMISSIVITY PROFILES RECONSTRUCTED WITH
TOMO'GRAPHIC TECHNIQUES IN RFX

L.Marrgll_i, P.1'viartin, A.Murari
Consorzio RFX

Corso Stati Uniti 4, Padova, Italy

1 Introduction.
This paper presents a survey of the total radiation emissivity profiles measured in REX
[Rosrogni 95], a large (c=0.46 m, R=2 m) Reversed Field Pinch (RFP) {Berlin 90]
experiment, with a new remotely controlled bolometric tomographic system [Martin at at.
97] which uses up to 48 miniaturised metal resistor bolometers [Mast at cl. 84] identical to
those used in large tokamak experiments. Particular attention has been paid to the study of
poloidal and toroidal asymmetries in the emissivity profiles, which are effectively
reconstructed with a maximum entropy tomographic technique in the explored plasma
current (I?) interval which ranges between 0.2 and 0.3 MA. They are related to the non-
symmetric plasma-wall interactions, which in the toroidal direction are due to stationary
distortions of the main magnetic fields, the so called “locked modes" [Antoni at a! 95], and
in the poloidal direction are originated by the horizontal displacement of the plasma column.
The effect of radiation losses, in particular those due to locked modes, on the global power
balance will be analysed.

2 Toroioally symmetric emissivity
Fig. 1: shot EYES A general property of RFX total radiation

MW/mi emissivity profiles, away from the locked mode
0‘52 region, is that they are typically edge-peaked
at: 2-00 [Man-era a at 96], as 30% of the bolometric

E II power (which accounts for up to 30—40% of total
{3.2- 1* 3 input power) is radiated in an outer layer of

,_I . width 0.15-0.3c. Previous investigations
.E. c.0I 1.00 performed with a 8~chord bolometer, spanning

: .f._:;~ 22’3'of the plasma diameter, indicated a poloidal
"0-2 r 7r 0.50 asymmetry well correlated with the position of

the plasma column. This is confirmed with more
"0'4 ' >- detail by the present measurements, as shown in
-e.s 3 I . I I . .- I . IIIIIIIIIII fig. 1, where an example of emissivity profile is

1.6 1.3 2.0 2'2 2'4 25 “reported; to reconstruct the shape of the
Distance from magnetic axle [m] emissivity tint?) function from the finite set of

brightness measurements ffp,¢}, we have
adopted a maximum entropy approach [Buck 91 ]: the emissivity is supposed constant over
pixels of suitably chosen shape and the discretizedRadon equation is solved imposing the
maximum entropy constraint. The pixels in the plasma core are simple concentric rings
whereas in the outer region (last 30 it: of the plasma radius}, where more poloidal resolution
is required, they are also divided in 12 poloidal sectors.
The poloidal dependence of the total radiation can be highlighted with the help of the
radially integrated bolometric emissivity, defined as 0119): Emir 50,19) and shoWn in fig.
2 for three low current RFX discharges (electron density nfiZXIOH m'fifor these plasmas)
characterised by different horizontal plasma positions: the horizontal magnetic shift is
zip-=15 cm for the curve “A”, 2.50.3 cm for the curve “B” and Ah=-Z.3 cm for “C". In this
figure, 0"" corresponds to the equatorial plane on the outer side of the torus, while 130“ is the
poloidal position nearest to the toms axis. A prominent maximum as a function of B is
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evident in the “A” (3mm: 0”} and “C" {Elmaxw
180“) cases, corresponding to outward and
inward displaced plasmas respectively; for a well
centred discharge (“B”) the inner and the outer
region exhibit the same level of emissivity. The
shape of 6(6) and its width require harmonics at
least up to m=2 to be reproduced.
The poloidal extension of the emitting region
can be quantified with the help of A 659%
indicator, which determines the region emitting
50% of the power radiated on the whole cross~

. fim+ddifl 2::section [jfiwfififlm 6(19) as = 0.5jflo(d) as].
Discharge T148 (plasma current 2301951), whose
magnetic shift is “2 cm, is characterised by a
poloidal extent Ame: 150“, around the
180" maximum, while discharge 7310 , whose
shift is 1.5 cm has a narrower peak around 0“
extending over 9?“. -
The correlation between plasma displacement
(and the related plasma—wall interaction) and
poloidal asynunetries in the emissivity profiles
can be described by analysing the ratios rm and
I‘m, between the power emitted in the external
and internal circular segments and the total
radiated power PM; (these two circular segments
are both topologically defined by the chords
whose impact parameter is pfe=ifl.?). When
plotted against the plasma shift (see fig. 3), PM
shows a remarkable increase whereas E,"
decreases (each point correspond to a 10 ms
average around 3:30 ms for discharges with
similar IF and Me). For centred discharges (AFB)
on the other hand, 11.x, is approximately equal to
I‘m. These results show that the local
enhancement of the emissivity can be related to
the increased wall interaction suffered by the
plasma when its equilibrium is displaced: this
leads to a larger localised influx of impurities,
which in their lower ionisation states are mostly
responsible for radiation.
The poloidal extent of the influence of
impurities on the emissivity profiles is found to
depend on electron density.

For typical 0.6 MA discharges (I =0.55-U.65 MA, dfil-lficm} at low density values (that
is at high values of the lip/N parameter, where N is the linear electron density) Fm, ranges
between 0.03 to 0.06,- while at high densities it can be as high as 0.12—0.14.(fig. 4). 0n the
other hand 11;, = 0.2-0.3% does not change significantly for the same discharges: therefore
at higher densities the outer radiating layer is more symmetric. The injection of extrinsic
impurities (either Xenon or Neon) through gas puffing can induce similar but more dramatic
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changes on bolometric profiles, which tend to be even more symmetric fer the same values
of I N parameter. The most significant changes involve the emission of radiation in the
internal region of the plasma cross-section, which increases significantly as may be seen in
the fig. 4 (where measurements taken during impurity injection experiments are plotted with
a different symbol); also I’m, is affected since it becomes smaller, 1n particular when Xenon
is the injected impurity.
The emissivity profiles vary also with plasma current. 11:, slightly decreases and profiles
become more symmetric when the plasma current is raised. Also the radial width of the
emitting layer changes: at low current (=0.4 MA) 80% of total power is radiated 1n the last
15% of plasma radius, whereas at higher currents (=0. 8 MA) the emitting layer extends
between 0.6<rfc<l.

3 Emiseivity from the locked mode region
Stationary magnetic perturbations, due to the looking to the wall of unstable MHD modes,
affect all RFX discharges and cause an helical distortion of the magnetic fields, which is
localised toroidally over 30—40“ and whose toroidal component can be roughly modelled

with an expression like 31, (amid) = l31 -exp(-[33EE)2)-sin(nt?+tp+ 5), where 45nd is the

toroidal location of the maximum of the perturbation and n is in'the range 10 to 15. The
helical shaped region where the graphite wall is intersected by the distorted magnetic
surfaces is interested by enhanced plasma wall interactions, causing a dramatic increase of

Fig 5: shot E3951

1 s 2.o s a
Distance from mognetic axis [m] . _

impurity influxes [Vciisn at all. 96]. In this region, the spatial distribution of total radiation 1s
rather variable: in some cases measured brightness does not seem significantly affected by
the presence of the locked modes, whereas in other cases one or more poloidally localised
highly emitting regions suddenly appear near the first wall, as in fig. 5 which shows an
increased emission at 0 = 90“. Very often these small regions of enhanced emissivity, which
may be characterised by consistent fluctuations in time, correspond to the edges in proximity
of vessel portholes.
A characterisation of the toroidal distribution of radiation losses have been performed by
studying the dependencies of the :1: component of the radiation barycenter

Igltii) =Idt9dr r2 -cos15"s(r,15‘)/1’Im, on a“, and of the bolometric power linear density

”I

0.6 MA discharges, are shown in fig. 6 and fig. 7, together with standard deviations. The
radiation barycenter x3 is constant in toroidal regions far from the locked mode, and is

1'1 ' d(¢)=]dfldrrs(r,fi,¢) . Time averages over a 60 ms interval, for a set of similar

iliaxuitlanclt-ttastiest its hisseaeagat
firihiifi‘i‘i‘lflii“ u
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significantly altered between 160° and 240“ (the
bolometric diagnostic is located at 95:21:12"),
indicating that the toroidal extent of bolometric
emissivity asymmetry is comparable to the
magnetic perturbation. The position of the
maximum alteration of the bolometric barycenter
corresponds to that of the maximum of the
magnetic perturbation; moreover, bolometric
emissivity perturbation is not symmetric around
the maximum.
A consistent increase of H, , neither systematic
nor constant in time during the discharge, affects

a narrower region whose extent is approximately fldltact = 30“ (between 190° and 220”) {see
fig. '1').
The results of fig. ’1 can be applied to estimate the radiated power due to the presence of
locked modes. In fact, total bolometric losses can be written as PM = IdQJRHmUb),

withflmgdfiflmgfin,,(¢)d.flmpg". represents the toroidally symmetric component that,
for the discharges of fig. 7 ranges between 0.0“? and 0.15 MWIm, whereas Hmmfd) is ar

function sharply peaked around 113mg. Assuming an average value for Hm 1051141) ie.
{H i,flck(¢)b=0.5 M‘m, constant over At, we can estimate the bolometric power
radiated in the perturbed region Prflmcfi O. 5 MW, which may be of the same order of

toroidally symmetric losses PWWa 0.7—1.5MW.
This information allowed us to better quantify the
contribution of bolometric losses to the global
power balance: for the particular set of 0.6 MA
considered above, bolometric losses account for up
to 5-891: of total input power (which varied in the
range 20-24W). We can therefore conclude that
the static magnetic distortions can cause a
significant modifications of the emissivity profiles
an increase of radiation losses, but the impact on
the average global power balance is not large,
confirming that transport mechanisms are the main
loss channel and determine the global energy
confinement of RFX plasmas.
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Dynamo and Superthermal Electrons in RFX

A.Murari, E.Martines, V.Antoni, D.Deslderi, P.Fran:2;, L.lvlarrelli, PMartin, G.Serianni,
G.Spizao, L.Tramontin, F.Vallone.

Consorzio RFX.
Corso Stati Uniti 4, Padova, Italy

1. introduction,

In the Reversed Field Pinch (RFP) configuration [1] the toroidal magnetic field at the wall
Bia) is in the direction opposite to the on axis toroidal field BAD) and this 13, reversal can be

achieved spontaneously and maintained against resistive diffusion. The sustainement of the
magnetic field profiles implies the existence of a toroidal flux (I) regeneration mechanism

internal to the plasma. The most important models that have been proposed and developed to
describe this regeneration mechanism, usually called “dynamo", fall under two main categories;
the kinetic dynamo theory {KDT) [2] and the MHD dynamo [3]. The KDT relies on the
diffusion of energetic electrons, which escape from the core of the plasma following the
wandering field lines of that highly stochastic region; once these so-called superthermal

electrons reach the edge, they carry a
substantial part of the current shot: r423
required to sustain the configuration 0'12”? i ' ' . ' . r'[w]' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' :
[4}. According to the noun dynamo, WEE" :-
on the contrary, the configuration is “mi" '5
the result of the dynamic interaction “142‘" i
ofawide spectrum of low frequency _B;E;l§ 2: - - - - = - - lbw ll], = - - - - :
coherent magnetic fluctuations, 4-050;- -.

which create an electromotive force ”D'Dfifi iv “3
along the magnetic field through their :32: : :

non-linear coupling with the 419$ 5: IIIIII 1 . ::

fluctuations of the plasma velocity; in 1.52 ;_ 0 _;

this context the supeithermal 1,602" 5

electrons could be generated in the g :
regions where the reconnection of 1'53;- _:

the fields, associated with the :giggi‘ j
resistive tearing instabilities, takes also; 2

place [5]. jgjfii :;
Discrete dynamo events (fig. 1) Egg; A"

have been detected in various RFP nil-4‘3" - - -

machines, particularly when they are o.o2c OMB 1033:] 0'055 0'0“

operated at high {'31, a parameter
Fi .1: Discrete d namo events in RFXI

defined as (9 = rta2 Bp(a)l(l:i {here 3 F
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Bp(a) indicates the poloidal component of the magnetic field at the wall) and that is normally
used together with the parameter F = rta1 BL(a)f£IJ to describe the RFP configuration. "The main
purpose of this paper is to present the results of a high (E) experimental campaign of the RFX
experiment [6] dedicated to the investigation of these discrete dynamo events. The trends of the
various plasma parameters during the periodic oscillations have been studied with the help of
several diagnostics: a set of 72 eatcrnal magnetic coils, a 43 channels soft X rays (SXR)
tomography, a 36 channels bolomettic tomography calibrated absolutely, an electrostatic
Electron Energy Analyzer (EBA) [4] and Langmuir probes. .It is worth mentioning that all the

discharges of the present database were affected by local stationary deformations of the main
magnetic field normally referred to as “locked modes” [7]; on the other hand, since the discrete
dynamo is generally less strong and therefore more difficult to detect in normal RFX discharges
(E) E 1.45) [8], during this campaign the machine has been operated at high [9 {about 1.6).

The obtained measurements provide a quite complete description of the evolution of the
magnetic profiles and of its effects on the thermal quantifies and also allow to insert the
supertherrnal electrons behavior in the global picture of the discrete dynamo oscillations.

2 Experimental Evidence.

Evolution of the Ma gnetie Quantities
The typical time evolution of the magnetic quantities during a 600 kA, high (9 discharge

of REX is shown in fig. 1, where several quasi—periodical oscillations of the quantities (I), B,(a),
8, and F are presented. The diffusion phase, which is characterized by a reduction of the total

flux {1) and of the reversal (Bla) becomes less negative) on a time scale of a few ms, is

followed by a sudden (of the order
of 1 ms) regeneration of the

Shot ms ‘3“ m toroidal flux (often called relaxation
— MES phase) and the deepening of the

m \ 3”: h l m reversal (Bla) becomes more

R j \\ /"“\ : Dim negative).

g: 15 L“ x K N, With regard to the evolution
a / \ f1 g m ofthehfllDinstabilities {flg.2), the
a to . News AV \W/f “as energy in the toroidal component of

g m“ y both the m = o and the m = 1
' ‘3 ”“5 modes, measured in the frequency

5 E J \mefl ' ; 0155 range between 100 Hz and 5 kHz

' \/ Mums... Aflhfi \ H: and between 0 and 5' kHz
0 20 "in 25 35 4G ”'15 respectively, remains quite

3!)
t [ms] stationary during the diffusion

Fig.2: Evolution of the mode energy phase and presents a sudden

positive jump when the flux is
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regenerated. It is worth mentioning that at slightly lower values of (2") (around 1.55). the m = 0
modes show the tendency to increase after the m = 1 modes. whereas in the more common case
of E) ranging between 1.45 and 1.5 the phenomenology is more varied.

The oscillations of the m = 1 modes, which do not rotate in the laboratory frame and are
the ones that form the static local distortion of the main field. constitute an interesting new piece
of evidence, proving the role played by locked modes in the discrete dynamo events. On the
other hand. the strong dynamic evolution of the m = 0 modes at the moment of the flux
regeneration confirms the assumption that the edge region, close to the presumable resonance
location of these modes, is strongly affected during the relaxation phase.

Radiation and Temperature
As far as the thermodynamic

quantities vs (lessened the an ass :—'ss..;. amass '—'—'shei- sass“
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the contrary typical of the interval in
which the magnetic flux is regenerated [3]. With regard to the measured profiles. the SXR
emission is higher and more peaked at the center during the first stage of the cyclical evolution
(see fig.3 where a simple linear fit of the raw data is shown). whereas at the moment of

relaxation the profiles are flattened and in several cases there is some evidence of an inversion
radius at the plasma edge, where several instabilities are believed to resonate. The total radiation
profiles are also remarkably modified by the discrete events; after relaxation indeed. even if the

emissivity remains strongly peaked at the edge, the profiles appear more symmetric poloidally
(the peak in the outer region of the equatorial plane is less relevant) and the emission from the
plasma core can be higher than in normal stationary conditions.

Sager-thermal Electrons and Edge Dgnsifl .
The regeneration of the total magnetic flux coincides with a strong rise of the

superthermal electron flux. as shown in fig.4, where the signal measured with the EEA at fixed
repeller voltage is reported: the current associated with these superthermal electrons is estimated
to increase up to a factor of two above a stationary level. which is always present also in the
absence of periodic oscillations. The strong variation of the superthermal electron flux during
the regeneration proves that these electrons are deeply influenced by the dynamics of the
discrete dynamo. On the other hand the present experimental evidence does not allow to
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Moreover these measurements confirm that the superthermal electrons can play a significant role
in the power balances of RFX, particularly during the regeneration phase of the coherent
oscillations, when they can constitute a significant loss channel.

Conclusions.
The reported measurements allow a phenomenological description of the global magnetic

and thermodynamic behavior of RFX plasmas during the cyclical oscillations. The usual
phenomenology of both the magnetic and the thermodynamic quantities ([3], [8]) has been
proved to coexist with locked modes. In particular it has been shown that the m = 1 modes,
which form the stationary deformation of the mean fields, are strongly involved in the discrete
dynamo events. On the other hand, the strong dynamics of the m = 0 modes indicates that,
unlike tokamak saw-teeth, the edge region is deeply affected during the regeneration of the
toroidal flux. Besides, the relaxation phase is contemporary to a remarkable increase of the flux
of sUperthermal electrons, whose origin on the other hand has not been identified yet, leaving
open the issue whether they are the result of the kinetic or the Mil-D3 dynamo. in any case, the
superthermal electrons could constitute a significant power loss channel, particularly at low
density operation, when their energetic role is believed to be higher.
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Halo current measurements and their correlation with mode locking in RFX

S.Peruazo, R.Bartiromo. N.Pomaro, P.Sonato
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1 Introduction
The presence of current flowing from the plasma to the first wall and vacuum vessel in the

Reversed Field Pinch RFX has been evidenced during the last inspection of the vessel. carried
out in 1995 [1]. Numerical simulations and experimental tests on a mock-up have been
performed in order to evaluate the current necessary to reproduce the damage observed in
some first wall components [2}. This paper reports the analysis of data collected with a set of
probes recently installed to investigate the presence of halo currents.

The 72 poloidal stiffening rings of the vacuum vessel [3] represent preferential paths with
low electric resistance for current flowing. A number of insulated wires have been electrically
connected to some pumping and cooling ports. welded to the vessel between two stiffening

. rings, at three different toroidal positions. On each poloidal plane the probes provide three
voltage measurements as described in fig. 1.
2 Analysis of axially,r symmetric signals

Since the wires are located outside the thick shell surrounding the vessel, the voltage
measurements experience not only the ohmic part due to the flowing of halo currents. but also
two inductive parts related to the toroidal magnetic flux variation linked both within the
vessel and with the coil formed by the vessel and the wires. After a correction based on local
magnetic measurements, the signals turned out to be related with the horizontal position of the
plasma column: with external shift (.dh :- 2 cm) typical V133 and Vet signals, recorded at
different toroidal positions during the whole pulse. range from 50 to 400 mV and show
always opposite sign (figfl). that means that top and bottom are almost equipotential; with
lower shift and with negative shift no significant signals have been detected.
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3 Correlation with mode locking phenomena E 1 , 'e' , , , , . . . . , _
. _ g. ._In RFX all pulses are affected by a magnetic g? I l. I

perturbation locked at the wall, which causes a E05- 2 . _
displacement of the plasma column along a helical % : '3 " "t e :

. “ “to ”path and consequently an increased local plasma- 3" 0 - " so -
wall interaction on a region that typically extend E U 5: “It '1' Z
over about 40 toroidal degrees [4]. g ' I g 3

When the mode locking occurs at a monitored E _1 Z . I I I I I I I I I 3
section, the vessel voltage signals, measured at that -U.D4 -D.t}2 t} . 0.02 0.04

. . . Horizontal shlft (m)section, present strong differences with the Fig.3 _ correlation between vessgl voltage
correspondent voltages measured at distant and plasma ma??? hflfimmfll 1305mm
sections. Those voltage differences, cancelling all the symmetric components, can be ascribed
to the flowing of current due to electric charges that intercept the wall in the region of the
mode locking. _

In. order to obtain a correlation between halo currents and global plasma parameters, the
maximum voltage signals, averaged out of 10 ms, have been analysed for each pulse. A clear
correlation exists between vessel voltage and the mean plasma position: fig.3 shows that
bottom-top voltage at the mode locking position, unlike the symmetric case, can vary both in
magnitude and sign, showing a dependence on the mean shift. The extreme cases have been
analysed in detail double-checking with toroidal magnetic field measurements, necessary to
deduce the local position of the helical perturbation induced by the mode locking [5,]. Yb: with
positive sign has been detectedin correspondence with an upper-external position of the

- perturbation (minimum of Big), fig-4); Vb; with negative sign, on the contrary, fits a lower*

internal position of the perturbation (maximum of Bib).
2 ------- ____ “ " 10 Despite a large range of

measuring 'position .5.. plasma current was explored
0 (300+see he), a weak

5 0 it) dependence on plasma currenta - .m .El 1 d '15-?" has been found. No systemc
a eH= -1.5 cm That -20 E, correlation has been found
g 1 d I 10 E either with the amplitude of the

an o 1'. . -Eh EH: +25 cm shot 5 fl perturbation or electron density,
it: '3 g even if in some particular cases
DJ . .g 0 ‘5 I" arelsnon seems to exist (fig.5).
g lti '10 .Maximum vine and Vet

on on _ ,
p 15 Signals, related to mode

-20 . .do o.oae.eee.ose.ee 240 260 23c see 320 locking. are typically about
Time (5} Toroidal angle (dog) 1 V, but in some cases signals

Fig.4 - correlation between vessel voltage
and toroidal magnetic field at locking position up to 2.5 V have been recorded.
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4 Discussion

Unlike tokamak devices, where halo currents
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are observed exclusively during disruptive events
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[6], in RFX the phenomenon persists during the Vb
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whole pulse because in the edge of an RFP plasma
a large poloidal current is always present, being E
necessary for the maintenance of the magnetic Eb
configuration. The displacement of the plasma 3-23
column, particularly enhanced in REX in the region Lb"
of mode locking, can thus determine the impact of g A
charge particles to the wall and their circulation E 3:40
within the vessel structure. EE‘?’ 0

The opposite sign of the voltage measured in §fi2
the axial symmetric signals (fig.2), when the % $1
plasma column is outward shifted, is compatible I: 0 0.06 0.03 0.1 0.12 0.14

Imonly with a current, inside the vessel rings, that Fig.5 _ comparison among vessel voltage,
converges towards the contact point between the Want! Pfimrbflliflfl amplitude signals
first wall and the Last Closed Flux Surface {LCFS}. This can be explained with an electronic
current that exits from the plasma in a region closely surrounding the contact point of the
LCFS; whereas the ionic current, necessary to close the circuit, should appear in two
approximately symmetric zones with respect to the contact point of the LCFS (fig.6).

This current circulation agrees with the assumption of a phenomenon dominated by the
- different ion and electron Larmor radii, which lead to the deposition of the electrons in a
region close to the LCFS contact point and of the ions in a farther region. With this
description the part of the vessel ring corresponding to the position where the LCFS is farther
from the wall should be approximately equipotential, and this is in good agreement with the
absence of signals when the plasma is inward shifted (see section 2).

This phenomenological interpretation can be applied also to the plasma column helical
distortion due to mode locking: in this case the LCFS
contact point, following a helical path, can be found at
any poloidal position, and not only in the equatorial plane,
providing various possibilities of voltage among the
detected vessel points (see section 3).

In order to assess the total current flowing from the
plasma to the vessel, a numerical estimate, fitting the

voltage measurements, has been carried out: a radial ion
current density, cosinusoidally distributed on' a collection
surface provided by the seven graphite tiles lying along
90° poloidal, has been assumed. A signal of 0.2 Viis

Fig.6 » sketch of the different impact
regions for ions and electrons
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compatible with a total current of 0.5 kit for each vessel ring, that corresPonds to a maximum
tile current of 0.12 lit-k.

This current should be limited by the total particle outflux from the plasma: considering
an average particle outflux of 1-11022 s'lm'2 ['2’] on the whole first wall surface (40 m2), one
can deduce a current of 0.8 kA per each vessel ring. A similar limit is also found considering
the ion saturation current: the previous current estimation corresponds to a maximum current
density of 40 lctlrim2 that is consistent with the average plasma edge characteristics (electron
density: 1-1019 m'3; electron temperature: 20 e9} [7].

A signal of 2 V, detected in correspondence of the mode locking region, can be justified
by a total current of 5 Mi collected in a ring, corresponding to a maximum ion current in one
tile of 1.2 RA. Considering that the electron flow intercepting the wall is more concentrated
than the ion one, the maximum electron current for a single tile could reach 5 kill. These
current values are in agreement with a particle flux ten times higher then the one considered
for the symmetric phenomenon; they are also consistent with an ion saturation current density
of 400 kAfrnZ, that is compatible with the estimated electron density at the locking region

~ (about 102” m'3) [5].
The evident dependence of the voltage measurement, in the helical perturbation region,

from the average horizontal shift (figfi) should indicate that, when the plasma shift increases
(positively.F or negatively) also the volume outside the LCFS increases allowing an enhanced
plasma deformation and, consequently, a higher radial current density.
6 Conclusions

Data collected with a set of voltage detectors installed on the vessel have been analysed in
order to correlate the halo current phenomenon with local and global parameters. Both an
axial symminric and a non axial symmetric phenomenon has been evaluated; the latter, being
related to the mode locking, is one order of magnitude larger than the former. The voltage
difference along the poloidal direction could be a consequence of different region of impact
between ions and electrons, because of their different Larrnor radii. The phenomenon seems
to be influenced more by local parameters (n, T, B, 1") than by global parameters.
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Locked modes in the reversed-field pinch device TPE-lRM20
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1. Introduction
Wall locking of tearing modes in reversed-field pinch and tokamak plasmas has proven to

have deleterious effectsfiSo far locked modes have been extensively investigated on both MST
[1] and RFX [2] and partially on TPE-lRMZO [3]. In particular, in MST tearing modes lock to
the wall when magnetic field errors are higher than a threshold value. Keeping field errors
below such value is a necessary condition to avoid locking. In RFX, a1] pulses have been
affected so far by wall locking, even in presence of good field control at the shell gaps.

An experimental campaign was carried out on TPE—lRMZO, in collaboration with RFX
staff, in the framework of the IEA Working Group on Field Errors in Reversed Field Pinches.
Field error was increased and its effect on wall locking was assessed. The same experiments
were repeated with two shell layouts. At first, a close fitting shell was present, made of an inner
doubleulayered thin shell and an outer thick shell. The time constant for the penetration of an
external field orthogonal to the magnetic axis, 11,, was I and 100 ms respectively. Then the
inner shell was removed, thus proximity factor, life (where b is the minor radius of the inner—
most shell layer and a is the plasma minor radius) changed from 1.08 to 1.12.

In the paper the first summary of the experimental results are reported.

2. Euperimental conditions
Fig. 1 shows sections of the TPElMZO shell [4]. The outer layer has one equatorial and

one poloidal gap; each of the thin layers have two equatorial and four poloidal gaps. The latter
are overlapped to each others. The field error (Barr) induced by eddy currents at the thick shell
poloidai gap can be cancelled by both an axisymmetn'c pro—programmed vertical field and a local
saddle coil field with feed-back control. Ben. was increased on purpose, up to 25% with respect
to the poloidal component of the magnetic field, by changing the programming of both
correction systems.

The m=1 component of the radial field was measured by saddle probes located beneath the
thick layer poloidal gap and 180° away in the toroidal direction (normal section), outside the
thin shell, at M90”. The difference between the signals at the gap and at the normal section
was assumed as Ben. . When the thin shell was present, the measured lie,»r was not actually
seen by the plasma column, due to the shielding effect of the thin shell. ”For this case the
measured value was numerically corrected accounting for the transfer function of a thin cylinder
with 7 ms time constant. In the paper the corrected value is referred to. _ -

Two toroidal arrays of 32 toroidal field probes are located outside the vacuum vessel at 19-10
and $130“. The-signals of such probes were acquired at 500 kHz in order to have enough
resolution for the time analyses of toroidal modes. For the analyses reported in the paper the
shielding effect of the vacuum vessel was not taken into account. A numerical high—pass filter
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was applied with 200 Hz cut-eff frequency te cancel pick-up effects frem the vertical field. All
pulses analyzed in the paper are at plasma current, Ip~ 140 lust and pinch parameter, 9-1.5.

3. Experimental results
Magnetic data analyses shew that when Ben- is well centrelled tearing medes retate, with

beth shell layeuts. Fig. 2 shews the amplitudes ef edd m tereidal medes, fer feur typical
pulses with lew and relatively high Barr, with and witheut the thin shell. The values are
averaged frem 4 te 8 ms, fer the case ef eptimal Ber,» centrel (beth discharges lasted mere than
12 ms), and en a 3 ms interval (areund the lecking time) in the ‘ether case. The principal
medes are appreximately the same {n21 1-14) at lew Berg, but their amplitude seems te be
higher witheut the thin shell. Hewever we still need mere statistical te quatify the average
difference in the mede amplitude. When lecking eccnrs, tereidal mede amplitudes increase and
their spectrum slightly changes, with a shift ef the peak te n=9-IU and n=ll with and witheut
the thin shell, respectively.

All medes generally exhibit a smeether retatien with the thin shell, than witheut it. With
the thin shell and eptimal Ber,» centre], edd m medes frem n=7 te n=10 typically retate at 40-
100 knits, while fer n=1 1-13 the velecity ranges frem 5 re 25 kmr's. Due te such a difference
in mede vclecitics, tereidal mede spectrum is expected te change if the filtering actien ef the
vacuum vessel is taken inte acceunt. Without the thin shell, velecity is appreximately the same
fer n=llw13, while it reduces by a facter ef 2 appreximately fer lewer n values. As Ber,»
increases, mede amplitudes increase as well, their velecities reduce and finally phase and wall
lecking eccur. In fig. 3, 11:9 amplitude and phase are pletted versus time fer a typical pulse
with the thin shell and relatively high Be” (the same as in fig. 2), fer which lecking eccurs at
t~5.5 ms. Fig. 4 shews the time and spatial behavieur ef tereidal medes n=9,10,11,12 and
edd In fer a typical discharge witheut the thin shell and relatively high Ber,» (the same as in fig.
2), where leckjng eccurs at t~5 ms.

With the thin shell, the statienary perturbatien is mestly lecated at the thin shell peleidal
gaps cleser te the thick shell ene. Witheut the thin shell it eccurs aimest always in the preaimity
ef the thick shell peleidal gap. A thresheld value ef Em fer lecking te eccur has been feund by
analyzing a set ef discharges with relatively geed BEN centrel, which exhibit mede retatien fer
at least 3 ms after the reversal (reversal time is 2-3 ms). Fer beth shell layeuts, the pesitive
thresheld value results higher than the negative ene, as shewn in Fig. 5. When the thin shell is
present, medes still retate with higher value ef Ber,— {frem 6% re 7%) than witheut the thin
shell (frem 4% te 5%). Hewever, such a result ceuld be affected by the cen'ectien epcrated en
the Bar,- signal, as mentiened befere, especially fer the negative values ef Barr. Mereever, it is
net yet clear whether the asymmetry in the field errer thresheld values is due either te a
systematic errer in BE” measurement er te the fact that a pesitive Ben. lecally pushes the plasma
celun'tn tewards the machine axis, where ne equaterial gap is present en the thick shell.

The resistive part ef the leep veltage increases after lecking (fig. 6), with a cerrespending
shertening ef the discharge duratien, due te limited velt-sec. It dees net shew a step—wise
increase. Immediately after lecking, it hecemes ~ 154091: appreximately higher. Then, while
plasma current has the same time evelutien as in the eptimized discharge, resistive leep veltage
rapidly grews in ~1 ms up te a value a faeter ef twe appreximately larger then befere leclcing.
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4. Summary
Tearing modes in TPE-IRM20 rotate with both shell layouts, when the field error is below

a threshold value. However, rotation results smoother and less sensitive to field error when the
close fitting shell is present. Mode locking shortens the discharge duration. Resistive loop
voltage inereses immediately after locking by 15-20%, with respect to optimized discharges.
Then1 still before plasma current decay, it rapidily increases by SCI-100%, likely due to
enhanced plasma-wall interaction.
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1. Introduction
In the edge plasma region of reversedvfield pinch (REP) experiments, superrhermal

electrons are observed flowing along local magnetic field lines with the temperature, Th,
parallel to local magnetic field lines, which is comparable to that in the core plasma region. It
is of importance to understand the cause of the superthermal electrons in RFPs not only
because it is desirable to prevent from enhanced plasma—wall interaction caused by them but
also because such -a study can give a deeper picture of transport physics in RFP plasmas. It
should be noted that supertherrnal electrons are also observed outside the reversal surface of
RPPs, which means they are not locally accelerated by the induction field, E, in the toroidal
direction.

Recent study in REX using an electron energy analyzer (REA) [1] shows that Ts
increases with ELIE}; where Eg (Er; a: Hg fl’g) is the critical electric field for electrons to run
away, E here was calculated by Vgggpfw HR) and the other variables have the usual
meanings. This may indicate that the superthermal electrons are produced by relatively high
REEL- inside the reversal surface and they are transported to the plasma surface, plausibly
along the stochastic magnetic field lines. There is another possibility: i.e., instead of
externally applied electric field, the self—generated dynamo electric field can locally drive the
fast electrons. The dynamo electric field acts to drive poloidal plasma current near the
reversal region while suppressing the current in the core. To address this possibility, we
have recently done experiments by measuring the coherency between the local dynamo
electric field and-the current density of superthermal electrons. This paper reports the first
summary of the results.

2. Experimental Apparatus .
TPE-IRMZO is a medium sized RFP with major and minor radii of 0.?5 m and 0.192 m,

respectively. The machine was originally constructed with a double—layered thin shell and a
thick shell so that the shell proximity life of 1.03 was achieved with a vacuum vessel of
ultra-high vacuum grade, where b is inner minor radius of the innermost shell and n is the
minor radius of the plasma [2}. Recently, the double-layered thin shell was removed to study-
the effects of the shell proximity on the plasma confinement characteristics. The shell
proximity after the modification has become 1.12. The first results of this modification are
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reported in the separate: papers in this conference. The experiments reported in this paper are
carried out after the modification. We assume that this modification do not qualitatively alter
the physical origin of superthermal elecuons in RFP plasma.

To stud)r the correlation between superthermal electrons and magnetic fluctuations, a
complex probe has been developed, which has BEA, electro—static and electro-magnetic
probes all installed into a small case (Fig. 1). The probe was mounted on a manipulator at an .
outer horizontal port on the equatorial plane. The manipulator can be manuallyr driven
linearly towards the plasma and can be also rotated around the insertion axis. The maximum
insertion of the probe tip tried in the experiment was 2.5 mm deep into the plasma (r/a =
0.87}.

11-31113“ ' l fl BEA enlarged view
1 Ep . . a

J ion '@ a '
E {a} side r 5i “"
Floatiitg potential F
probes
E on energy

algfiheotrance -@

H...” 65 mm ‘55.; (Cu-Be) '13 i"!-

Ffig. 1 ;' Schematic of the probe system

As shown in Fig. l, the probe consists of a boron nitride case containing EEA and
supporting four tungsten pins for floating poteutial measurements. Inside the probe, two
magnetic coils are located for toroidal and radial magnetic field measurements; the magnetic
coils are wound around an insulation core. The centre of the entrance hole of the EEA is 5
mm recessed from the tip of the probe. The EBA is made of three cylindrical-shaped
electrodes: 3 molybdenum front-plate, for eliminating the ions, having a hole with 250 um
diameter and 1 mm thickness; a Cu-Be repeller, for selecting the electron energy, with 1 mm
internal diameter and 3 mm thickness; a Cu-Be Faraday cup, for collecting the electron
current, with 1.5 mm internal diameter. The pins for floating potential measurements are
located on the opposite side of the probe in order to be protected from superthermal electrons
when the EEA is exposed to the electron drift side; they constitutea rectangle whose centre is
at 5 mm from the tip of the probe and are 1.5 mm spaced in the radial direction and 2.5 mm
in the toroidal direction; the pin diameter is 0.5 mm and the}r protrude 2 mm into the plasma.

The floating potentials and the repeller voltage are measured by voltage dividers; the
collector current by a shunt resistance. From the probe, the signals by coaxial cables go to a
connection box. From there, the cabling for the magnetic signals consists of twisted pairs;
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ffll' 11116 other signals, optical fibres are used. All of the signals are acquired at a sampling
frequency of 500 kHz.

3. Results
In the computations. the following coordinate system has been used. The toroidal

direction is along the toroidal field on axis. the poloidal field is along the local poloidal field
and the radial direction points outwards. Experiments were conducted at low plasma current
of about 50 16A in order to protect the probe from high heat flux of the superthermal
electrons. Shotnaveraged plasma parameters are; l}, = 5&4 kA. RP]? = 28:11 V. F
-0.22i0.05. 9 2 1.?0i0l36. flat 2 (0.9i-U.4)>t1019 m'3. Tea = 19%120 eV. 113.343.;-
(0.3i{l.1) X 1019 m"3 and dgg = 33:4 eV. where the edge parameters were measured at
1%: = D.92. Note that the reversal surface with this F and Qvalue is at 171:: = 0.35 according to
the Polynomial Function Model.

On assuming that the magnetic field at the edge 1s essentially po-.loidal the parallel MHD
dynamo electric field [3]:

(vxfi)n=(fi:iefii]—1:19;...sgr + am.am.
3a; BF”: (1)

can be computed by using the toroidal and radial components of the electric field. obtained
from the average differences of the floating potentials divided by the probe distances. and
multiplying by the magnetic fields. obtained by numerically integrating the magnetic coil
signals. More accurately. plasma potential instead of floating potential should be used to
calculate the electric field. However. for simplicity the floating potential only is measured
because the contribution of the fluctuating electron temperature to the dynamo electric field
was found to be negligible in the previous experiments [3]. It should also be noted that there
is another dynamo term due to diamagnetism of electrons depending on collisionality of the
plasma [3]. The normalized electron collisionality Ma (2.9 is the electron mean free path) for
the present experiment is calculated to be about 11:2 at r!a=ll.92. which indicates that the
diamagnatic dynamo term can be neglected according to Ref. [3].

The data collected for every shot have been divided into sub—sections containing 100
time points (200 us) each. Every sub-section is treated as a separate sample. whose total
amount is NEW; from each of them the linear trend is subtracted and. after Hanning
windowing. they are FFT-transformed and the coherency (x') and phase (at) spectra are
computed between (it X fl)” and the superthermal electron current by applying the following
formulas. for two general quantities a and b;

(swam) [Im(c(v))] . '= . = =ar ———-—-——~ (2)
l(la(v>l*><lbtv)l) W) W W) fig Raw}

The error on the coherency spectrum is obtained from the following formula [4]:

vfi—(I—dvfl _ (3)
m:



whereA = (Bill) for the Hanning window.
With the complex probe a set of

different experimental conditions have been 0.15 _
. ' m-Ctdtmmcy :

explored; the experiment that has been used ---—-Coherency minus 1
one standard error :as a reference is described by the following “+1": til” '

features: repeller voltage short-circuited; _
collector voltage short-circuited collector “’5" '
resistance 49.? .Q; EBA facing the electron '.
drift side; insertion of the tip of the probe ”Utah-sign].- ' "L l ' -._
20 mm- inside the plasma beyond the fixed 1‘3”" €-
lirniter position; and plasma parameters as 5:" AA A '
described above. Figure 2 shows the ,,,,_E, I V
coherency and phase spectra for (vamp -1oo..
and the collector current jest for this

.. . t""iu‘”‘tiu"”tiu"”2io"“nureference conthtton. It can be noticed that the Frequency {kHz}
coherency, although its value is small, is F m h

. ' . 2.‘ ha Inevertheless significantly differentfront zero 13 Coherent-y p m Wmflfrjr 8 reference
below 100 kHz, as is shown by the
Statistical error overlaid on the figure.

experiment

With the same plasma conditions we scanned repeller voltage, Up (= from 0 V to {500
V), collector voltage, VG (a 0 V, 50 V), probe orientation angle, 9p, (electron drift side and
ion drift side) and the probe insertion depth, Xp. We also scanned JP, (-9 and ”at- Results of
these seaming will be reported elsewhere.

4. Conclusions
It is experimentally shown in TPE-IRMZU that there is a statistically meaningful

coherency between MHD dynamo electric field and the fluctuating part (v a- 2.5 kHz) of the
superthermal electron current density, jmt . It indicates that fluctuations often seen as spiky
signals in Jim; can be closely related to the MHI) dynamo electric field. Note that it is still an
open question about the origin of the slow change (v c: 2.5 kHz for the analysis shown here)

Offset-
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Effect of the shell proximity on confinement characteristics in a
reversed-field pinch device. TPE-IRMZO

Y. Yagl. Y. I-Iirano. Y. Maejima. T. Shimada. S. Sekine. H. Sakaltita.
G. Zollino * and G. Serianni * .

Electrotechnical Laboratory. AIST. 1-1-4 Umezono. Tsultuha—shi. Ibaralti- 305 Japan
* Consorzio REX, Corso Stati Uniti 4. 35127. Padova, Italy

1. Introduction

It has been shown both theoretically and experimentally that reversed-field pinch (RFP)

plasma would have large instabilities without a conducting shell. with a resistive shell or a
distant shell. To overcome this situation. we have been studying the shell configuration more

quantitatively to find a design which is tolerable in terms of confinement properties and still is
compatible with engineering requirements for the first wall design and space hetween the

plasma and blanket for future reactors. _
There have been many theoretical studies. numerical simulations [1.2] and experimental

studies [3.4] about effects of non-ideal shell in RFP plasmas. However. the experiments have

been carried outwith extreme conditions having a resistive shell whose time Constant for the

external vertical field is much smaller than or at least comparable to the plasma discharge

duration. From the experiences of those extreme cases. we made TPEilRMfll [5] at

Electrotechnical Laboratory (ETL) to be a solution for the close-fitting conducting shell system

with an ultra-high vacuum grade chamber. It had a triple-layered conducting shell system which

consisted of a double-layered copper thin shell and a copper thick shell. The shell proximity.

life of 1.03 was realized. where b is the inner minor radius of the closest shell and a is the

minor radius of the plasma. The machine showed a good confinement characteristics and it was

speculated that the anomaly part of the loop voltage was in fact reduced due to the shell

proximity [6]. However. some ambiguity remained whether the shell proximity of 1.08 was

really effective than only having the thick shell at b/a 2 1.12 keeping the same value of a. To

study this subject more clearly. we have recently removed the thin shell to change ball from

1.08 to 1.12. In this paper. we report the first summary of the experiments with this modified
version of TPE-lRMZD.

2. Change of the front—end system and experimental conditions

Figure 1 shows the original design of the front-end system of TPE-l'RMZO. The

penetration time of the external vertical field of the double-layered thin shell is ’1' ms while that
of the thick shell is 100 ms. The modification was made by taking out the thin shell. Figure 2

shows the comparison of the typical waveforms of plasma current. IF. loop voltage. Wag...
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reversal parameter, F, and pinch parameter, 9. Figure 2 shows that there is a quantitative

difference in Vgggp while the other quantifies are almost unchanged.

Double-layered thin shell
was taken out so that life
In_.dfrem 1.08 to 1.12.

I I- I ! I l I I I II

—bia = 1.08
P“ IIEu‘:fiHIEl-r:

t (ms)

Fig.1:Crcssmfisecticnel view efrbe freehand system of Fig. 2: Typical weva‘ennr before and sfier the
TPE—lRMBO modification

Experiments were conducted after intensive main discharge cleanings. We mainly operated -
the machine at the 'reference discharge' where l}; = 130-140 ILA, F = ~U.1 and .9 = 1.5 with an
optimized equilibrium control and error field compensation. In this paper, we report the
comparison of the confinement characteristics mainly in this reference discharges before and
after the modification. We have also studied a role of the shell proximity or a role of the
overlapped poloidal gaps in the shell for the locked mode by an externally induced error field.
The result is reported in a separate paper in this conference.

3. Experimental results

The first clear difference we noticed is the change in Vleep- Figure 3 shows non-inductive
loop voltage, Rplp, averaged in t: 4.5 i {125 ms (about the center of the current flat—top) in
about 500 of reference discharges. It is seen in Fig. 3 that RPIP increased by about 40% after
the modification. Note that the about more than a hundred of main discharge cleaning shots
were necessary to have the well reduced value of Rpl‘p in each machine configuration.

Table 1 summarizes confinement properties such as; central electron tamperature, T30, by a
Thomson scattering, ion temperature, T5, by a neutral particle energy analyzer and line-averaged
electron density, neg, by a C02 interferometer. Also listed are the apparent 231% 2*, which
includes both actual nf and an anomaly part in Rpfp, poloidal beta, tip, and energy
confinement time, 1:3. There are relatively large standard deviations in Tea, 2*, 133;; and 15,
which are because of the large shot—to—shot deviations in Ten due to the point—wise nature of the
measurement both temporally and spatially. In the calculation of 2*, we used a helicity balance
equation to estimate the Spitzer part of RpIp assuming parabolic electron temperature profile and
spatially uniform Easel/233(0) profile. The shot-averaged 2* shows 30% increase after the
modification. Since we have no experimental method to estimate absolute value-of nf
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independently. identification of the cause is difficult. However. we discuss three major

possibilities for the increment of 2*. i.e.. zaps profile of the resistivity and Vioop anomaly.

35 . . . . . . r. . . .
bid. = 1.12 o R *1

30 . ‘ I] 9 11113919539?! ~~~~~ an e 1.03
5 \ = . ”'9 bi'a = 1.12

25 .2 . ' 3 _

E 30 a.“ "$2.1. .............. ., E};
a . I at. g _ 'I .5 I". I .1 I _ 5

a.“ 15 7:... .........“fflmmuwl. gag

10 E : a ”.3= bia=1.fl8 12{ZE<IP(kA+eI4o : W113)

5 : 1.213%“1'1'1'Effi < Lee i 1:?
0 : I J I I n 1 l JL I I s z i. n I I I I: 'l a I

0 100 200 300 400 500 1000 10‘ we 196
Shot Index I (Hz)

Fig. 3: Non-inductive loop voltage versus shot index Fig. 4: Power spectrum ofB; and B,-

gxa g, F e- sprp 21.0 2* 2".- n3: 13p r2 .
(Show) (km W) (or) (at!) (16192.9) (ms)

1.03 132 40.101 1.54 14.9 541: 4.2 352 0.95 0.09 0.23
(13) :97 e001 e002 e03 213 21.7 :55 e020 10.02 eons
1.12 142 -0.106 1.56 21.0 544: 5.6 299 1.40 0.11 0.22
{13) e4 e0.06 $0.01 «20.5 2'?8 +229 :63 e021 .+_0.04 e0.09

Table I : Confinemnt properties at t = 4.5 i 0.25 ms of reference shots.

an (5929.99 (5999....) (sap/B...) (6949p...)
1,08 (9.3 i 1.1) X 10'4 (8.2 i {1.7) X 10'3 (3.9 i 0.6) X 10'3 (9.1 i 1.9) x 10'3

1.12 (11.3 i1.4)><10‘4 (8.6 i 1.4) X 10‘3 (3.2 i“ {1.4) X 10'3 (9.2 i 2.2) >4 11')"3

Tobie Ii : Comparison of i‘.rtt..:-‘. ofthe magneticfieldfluctuations measured at +20 inmfrom the plasma scenes

in I = 4.5 :11“ 0.25 HIS. Average over 22 reference shots are listed.

Electron density has increased after the modification. It was difficult to reduce the density
while keeping the same Ip after the modification. A larger input power andior larger plasma-
wall interaction due to a slight increase of magnetic fluctuations on the plasma surface might
enhance the source term in the particle balance equation. The enhanced PWI might have made
the profile of the plasma resistivity somewhat narrower than before. For example. a profile
change of Te from (1-(rfa)3) to (1-(r/a)1-5) could enhance 2* by 30%. Also, Increment of B,-
fluctuation as is shown below might enhance the 100p voltage anomaly through the edge helicity
loss. However. more plausibly, increase of impurity content might be the case. The radiation
fraction. Frag/Peg. measured by a bolometer increased by a factor of two from 20 % to 40%.
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The ratio of the measure for Zejf for the same TE, i.e., Fwd/n39, before and after the
modification, has increased by 50% with a large error bar. The increase of impurity could

enhance the electron density and Zgfit
Finally. it}; which includes all the loss channel decreased by 20 i 10% mainly due to the

increase of the loop voltage.
Magnetic field fluctuations are also compared before and after the modification. The three

components of the magnetic field are measured by an insertable magnetic probe. Table II shows
shotuaveraged r.m.s. of each magnetic field component and the total amplitude. It shows 20%
increase of 33,- while no clear changes are observed in the other components and the total

r.m.s. The shot—averaged power spectrum for B; and Br is shown in Fig. 4. It is seen that B;
increases atf s: 10 kHz while Br increases in almost allf. Toroidal mode spectrum of the odd
component (mml) measured by the lit-array on the eqoatorial plane showed a shift of the

dominant modes from n='l, 8 to n=9, 10, 11. Note here that the shielding effect of the vacuum

vessel was recovered by a reverse filtering in the FFT process. It is also noticed that the phase
velocity of the previously dominant modes (11:7. 3) becomes slower. These modes were
studied to be near-axis resonant tearing modes. Resonant surface positions are not very
different after the modification since F and 9 are almost the same. The result indicates a close
relation between the plasma rotation and the elecn-o-magnetic boundary condition of the plasma.
Explanation by a theory remains to be studied for a better understanding of the overall pictures.

4. Summary
The effect of the shell proximity was studied in TPE-IRMZO by taking out the double-

layered thin shell to have Mo = 1.12 from 1.08. Though the relative difference of bio is only
4%, there were fmite differences in confinement characteristics and magnetic fluctuations. The
results for the reference discharges show the increase of noneinduotivc loop voltage by 40%.

This increase is mostly due to the increase of 2*, which is plausibly due to the enhanced .233?
due to higher PWI though relation with We is unclear- Root mean square of magnetic

fluctuation amplitude shows 20% increase in 53;", while other components are unchanged.

Toroidal mode spectrum and phase velocity have change after the modification, indicating a

close relation between the plasma rotation and the boundary condition.
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Mode Locking From An Applied Stationary Error Field in MST
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Abstract
To gain a better understanding of mode locking resulting from magnetic field errors in

the reversed field pinch (RFP), a stationary field error has been applied to MST to determine the
locking threshold arnplitude and dependence on the spatial structure of the field error. Mode
locking could be robustly produced by an applied in = 1 field error, which is resonant with the
core tearing modes. A dominantly m = 0 field error did not produce locking. The toroidal loop
voltage Vfagp was not significantly changed by the applied error field nor by the occurrence of
locking.

Introduction _
A set of eitperiments was carried out on the MST RFP device [1], in collaboration with

RFX personnel, within the framework of the IEA RFP Working Group on Field Errors. The
goal was to gain a better understanding of mode locking resulting from magnetic field errors in
the reversed field pinch and specifically of the differences in mode locking observed in MST
and REX, two large RFP devices with similar geometric dimensions but different mode locking
behaviour [2, 3].

A controlled stationary field error, provided by a toroidally localised set of three saddle
coils mounted on the outside surface of the MST conducting shell, was applied in order to
induce Inode locking away from the poloidal gap.

In normal operation of MST, field errors are controlled through passive techniques to
not exceed ~2% of the surface equilibrium field strength. However a few “mode locking”
events are observed, always associated with errors at the poloidal gap in the conducting shell
surrounding the plasma. In a locking event, a normally rotating, spatially localised magnetic
perturbation in the'plasma (formed by the coupling of several to = l tearing modes) slows down
and locks underneath the gap, remaining in the same position for the rest of the pulse.

One of the aims of the experiments performed was to investigate the threshold of field
error amplitude able to prevent the toroidal rotation of the tearing modes.

Applied error field characteristics _ _
The stationary error field was provided by a toroidally localised set of three saddle coils

mounted on the outside surface of the MST conducting shell ~75“ from the poloidal gap (at
d = 285° ). Each coil consisted of 20 turns. A DC feedback controlled power supply (50 V,
600 A) produced a stationary radial field Br under the coil with an amplitude $10% .of the
equilibrium poloidal field 39. The winding was activated long before the plasma was formed, to
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allow complete field penetration through the conducting shell. An array of magnetic pickup coils
located on the outer surface of the conducting shell was used for measurement of the field error
amplitude and structure.

By changing the coil interconnections, a field error with a dominant poloidal mode
number in = l or tn = 0 spatial structure could be produced. The toroidal mode spectrum was
broad but peaked at n = 11 and was not strone dependant on coil connections. The poloidal
distribution of the radial component of the field on the coil symmetry plane. at the plasma edge
are reported in Fig. l for both possible connections of the coil system.

The amplitude of the simi harmonic (m = l) is as large as 95% of Br at 0:90”.

15

10

0 90 180 270 360 0 ' 90 180 2'20 360
Poloidal angle Poloidal angle

Fig. l. Poloitlol distribution of the radial component of ntogneticfield @ nl'o=tl.95. with
prevalent tn 2 0 {o} ornt = l (5).

Observation and results
Mode locking could be robustly produced by the applied field error, but only with the

coils configured for a dominantly in = 1 structure; its position was generally underneath the
field error coil set.

5% 22' _|ll| IIlIIIIIF |||| IIIIT

4% 203 l? 35 _ 08 to fl _693% _. - a: o p :3 gm é El in”:
£295: 5 @ 5 _

16 39 E“ {l '1% _ E g E —
14 llll rII1 I||| lllllllll—0% 0% 1%. 25a 3% 4% 5%-20 0 20 40 60 30100120time of locking [ms] - Brp'io

Fig. 2o-."loclcing time vs. error-field Brp‘l’o applied (i=l00 means no locking).
Fig. 2a.- loop voltage Vlaap as. errorfield Brflp'lh applied
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m = 1 experiments
The applied error field is quantified as the ratio between the field produced by the

external coil at the plasma edge ( rfo = 0.95, E! = 90°), considering only the m. = 1 component,

and the 3,, field at the edge produced by the plasma. Its amplitude was set between 1% and 4%

of Ba- The main results of this set of experiments can be summarised as follows:

a) REP plasma formation was not a problem even in the presence of a large vacuum error field

(25% of the toroidal field Egg).

b) For an error field at plasma edge above 3%, mode locking always occurred within the first
10 ms of the start of the discharge; above 4% the discharge was locked from the beginning.

When the error field was below 2%, some shots did not look at all (fig. 2a).

c) The localized plasma magnetic perturbation generally locked underneath the field error coil

d) The toroidal loop voltage View rose less than 10% when the error field was applied or the

modes locked (fig. 2b). 1 -

In all MST discharges the amplitude of the core tearing mode fluctuations peaks at

sawtooth crashes, independent of the error field applied. The locking events caused by the

external error field always occurred during a sawtooth crash at the peak of the fluctuation

amplitude. After the sawtooth crash which caused the mode locking the fluctuation amplitude I

decreased to values close to those observed before the locking event. .i

set, not the poloidal gap.

E
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Fig. 3: Plot of Bpucfip} vs. toroidal position and
rims

Fig. 4.- Mode amplitude and phase crowd :1
locking event _

. lll" , ._ _



error: the Bp fluctuation amplitude is small (less than 0.5% of <Bpe) and the phase first rotates
and than locks (at 15 ms in this case). At this moment the amplitude sharply increases (up to
1.5% of <Bpral and crashes to the value had before the sawtooth. After the crash, the mode
phase remains generally locked, even if other amplitude sawteeth events occur.
m = 0 experiments

presumably because the m = 0 error field was not resonant with the m 2 1 core tearing modes.
Even in the presence of a m = 0 field error as large as 4% of the main poloidal component Bp
the core tearing modes rotate throughout the discharge. I
Comparison with RFX

beginning of a discharge. When the field error at the gaps is well controlled, the perturbation is
locked at random toroidal positions [4]. Locking in RFX causes a macroscopic, usually
stationary, perturbation of the magnetic configuration of the plasma column [5].

the mode amplitude is larger than in MST (around 2% of <Bpn). This could be due to the
higher plasma - shell distance, that allows less rigid paths for the magnetic field lines.
Conclusions

investigated on MST. An external m=1 error field is capable of locking the natural mode
rotation (which normally occurs at the beginning of the pulse) when the enor exceeds 2% of 1313
at plasma edge. Sometimes the mode phase locks and then restarts rotation, but in most cases
the phase remains locked. The locking events are always related with a mode amplitude increase
and crash, but viceversa, the amplitude sawteeth sequence seems to be unaffected when the
phase is locked. The locking phenomenology in MST is quite different from that of RFX,
where the phase of the major field perturbation never rotates and the mode amplitude remains
almost constant during the pulse.
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Figures 3 and 4 show a typical example of a locking event induced by the applied field

Application of a predominantly m = 0 field error did not lock the rotating modes,

In RFX, the localised magnetic perturbation is always looked to the wall from the

The prevalent modes are m=1, n = 7—1 1, no evident sawtooth behaviour is present and

The relation between an external stationary field error and the mode locking was
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First reflectometric measurements on a RFP plasma with high
density fluctuations

R. Cavazaana, F. Chino, M. Moresco, A. Sardella, E. Spada
I Consorzio RFX, c.so Stati Uniti 4, 1-3512? Padova - Italy

1 Introduction
Microwave reflector-natty has been extensively applied on tokamaks and stellarators {1]. The
attempt to apply this technique on a Reversed Field Pinch {RFP} plasma, turned out to be a
difficult task due to the presence of strong density fluctuations in the outer plasma region. In
this paper the results of a theoretical analysis on the degradation of the reflectometric signal
caused by density fluctuations are reported and the estimated requirements to overcome the
problem and correctly operate the diagnostic are pointed out. According to this result, part of
the RPX homodyne reflectometer [2] has been modified to operate at ultra fast sweep rate (up to
4 GHzt’tts) in the reduced range 3438 GHa. Plasma measurements confirm the adopted
criterion and show that correct phase information can be successfully recovered from the
reflectometric signal even in presenCe of strong density fluctuations.

2. Requirements for correct phase recons truction
The IF signal obtained from an homodyne reflectometer is:

Staff) =Atflcvstfitl’tl‘ll (1)
where up is the phase difference for the electromagnetic radiation of frequency F, which is
reflected at the critical cut-off layer re:

211:. 1', F
AMI) : :F(IJ[2[dvncaam + Ln I: )#F(rif)dr M 3;] '"' dre arena-s] (2)

The phase Ad contains the information about the electron density profile, upon which depends
the refraction index Mr). The recovering of the phase from the IF signal sIFCIJ is
straightforward for a static profile, but becomes more complicated or even impossible if the
profile is changing during the measurement. To understand the effect of the phase variation on
the IF signal, one can consider a totally reflecting layer, placed at an average position rig
oscillating with a displacement 5(t). Usually HI) has a linear law of the form Ht) 2 F3 + s ~t
with sweep rate van: and dd can be written as:

ash): —(F +1:MIXdfl=+6(1)) ¢D+m51+4a5(:)+ 4”-5(t)1a..(3)
In the static case 5(r)=0 and s11:{t)'1s a sinusoid with characteristic frequency at5 (41r/c) U use-5

which depends upon the sweep rate raw, the geometry of the diagnostic and the average target
position, summarised together in the parameter d1}. Considering a limited sweep range the
second and third terms in-eq. (3) dominate and neglecting the amplitude modulation AG), it is
possible to refer the problem to the well-known theory of FM teleconununications. According
to Carson‘s law [6], the- typical spectrum of s11:(t) has a shape of width 3W1]: centered around
{111;}. The bandwidth Bwlp depends on the bandwidth Bwa of the displacement 5(1‘) and its
amplitude: --

BWIF = 21BW5£ 1 +2‘T'ar.m.s.mtl) (4)
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The factor Y depends on the form of 50‘) and ranges between x5 for a sinusoidal signal to 3 in
the case of pink noise. It should be pointed out that the IF signal spectrum broadening is always
larger than the bandwidth of the phase variation caused by fluctuations.
If the bandwidth of the signal broadening due to fluctuations is higher than the typical IF
frequency {m5l2rt «:BwIFKZ), the information of the signal phase is lost and the optical path
can't be recovered. This situation appears in the time domain as spurious fringe jumps, while in
the frequency domain it gives rise to the aliasing of frequencies below zero which distort the
signal spectrum. Either points of view show an increase of the signal center frequency, which
leads to overestimate the phase difference and consequently the measured optical path. So the
phase M) can be recovered from the IF signal sn:(r) only if [3]:

(fig KZ’E i=- BWIFIZ. _ . (5)
To experimentally determine the value of BwIp is not necessary to know the details of 50): the
bandwidth np is the same bandwidth of the IF signal measured by the homodyne
reflectometer with a constant probing frequency F [3]. The correct value of tea to satisfy the
condition (5) can be obtained increasing either the sweep rate am or the distance do. The latter
choice however causes a reduction in spatial resolution. On the contraJy changing vsw preserves
the spatial resolution and improves the temporal resolution.

3. The RFX case
During the first period in which RFX reflectometer operated, it was not possible to routinely
reconstruct the density profiles. The IF signal level was adequate and the diagnostic correctly
measured the maximum electron density [4]. Unfortunately no clear sinusoidal behaviour could
be identified in the IF signal. This was very likely due to density fluctuations localised in the
outer plasma region. The effect of the fluctuations on the IF signals was evaluated as above
mentioned by means of reflectometric measurements at fixed frequency.

Required Sweep Rate [GHzlms] Fig. 1 shows the histograms of the
t} 500 1000 15,30 bandwidth for these signals, along

80W withtheminimumsweeprates
Z I 3 required to extract correct phase

60:- F: information with dg=20cm. A
E‘ Z : sweep rate of at least 1.5 GHzftts
340 .— F." should be adopted to recover most
020 Z Z of our measurements.

: s - I 4. Experimental Set-up
[3; . {so - woo p.000 An IMPATT source in Ka band

_ . (Hughes 47171H) is modulated
Fig. 1: IF noise Bw @4UGl-Iz {KHZ} between 34 and 38 GHz by our fast

MPATT driver [H], modified to improve SIN ratio. An arbitrary waveform generator (LeCroy
9109) with two channels is used to drive all the system: the analog output of one channel is
connected to the MPATT driver; the digital outputs of the other channel are used to trigger the
acquisition system. To achieve measurements at different sweep rates, the generator was
programmed to operate during the same plasma pulse with triangular waveforms of a period
ranging between 2 and 40 us. The IF signal is recorded at 250 Msls by a digital sampling scope
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(LeCroy 93741..) with 8 bit resolution and 8 Mbytes deep memory. A personal computer (Mac
1c running LabView 3) controls both instruments through an EBB-438 interface. The
acquired signal is then transferred on an Alpha server for subsequent data processing.

5. Plasma Measurements
ncrmcltzec tlme tg'r
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Fig. 2 - Deterioration of the LP signai due to fluctuations with increasing sweep time
for a typical RFX discharge.

According to the measurements made at different sweep rates (Fig. 2), a value of 1 GHztus (4
us sweep time}, appears to be the lowest possible limit. At this sweep rate however oniy about
the 35% of signals can be recovered, while at 4 GHzttts more than 70% of signals are useful.
The location of the critical density layer was usually found near the first wall in agreement with
the flat profile of the present RFX. plasma. The time evolution of the average reflection distance
(calculated assuming a linear density gradient) is shown for some significant cases (Fig. 3 and
4).

15. Conclusions
In presence of density fluctuations in the region of the density gradient, the reflectometric
homodyne diagnostic can give correct results only if the sweep rate is higher then a defined
critical value. -
[1] Laviron C. et a]., Plasma Phys. Control. Fusion 38,905-936,1996
[2] Moresco M, Dubhghaill C1. and Spade 13., Int. J. Infrared Millimiter Waves 12,609,1992
{3] Cavaasana R. and Spada 13., 161 Internal Report FBi?1,l996
[4] Moresco M. et al., Rev. Sci Instrum. 66(1), 406 408, 1995
[5] Martini S. et al.:21 BPS Conf Control Fus. Plasma ts, 1813 I, 454-451 1994
[6] Carlson A. B.: Communication Systems, McGrawHill, 1915
[9} M. Moresco et a1.,Proc. Int. Conf. Millimeter Submillimeter Waves and applications II, San
Diego, SPIE 2558, 319-325, 1995.
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Fast Flow Phenomena in the MST Reversed-Field Pinch

D. J. Den Haring, A. F. Almagri, J. T. Chapman, C-S. Chiang, D. R. Craig, G. Fiksel,
A. K. Hansen, C. C. Hegna, S. C. Prager, J. S. Sarff, and M. R. Stoneking
Dspcrnnsnt ofPhysics, University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI 53?06 USA

In the MST RFP equilibrium and fluctuating plasma flow plays a critical role in toroidal flux
generation via the MHD dynamo, and rotation and locking of the core resistive tearing modes.

INTRODUCTIONwWe have obtained these key results from the MST RFP: l) The toroidal
velocity fluctuations of the'plasma are coherent with the large-scale magnetic tearing-modes;
during a sawtooth event the scalar product of i": g and B r is similar to that expected for the MRI)
dynamo electromotive force. 2) Non-resonant external field errors do not cause magnetic mode
locking. 3) T-oroidal plasma flow closely tracks the toroidal rotation of the magnetic tearing
modes, including the fast changes that occur during sawtooth and locking events. 4) The
sawtooth change in mode rotation and plasma flow is not caused by external electromagnetic
torque. 5) Plasma flow and mode rotation can be actively controlled, including rotation reversal

and unlocking, by modifying E} with-a biased probe or plasma source electrode.
MST is a large RFP with major radius R = 1.5 to, minor radius a = 0.5 m, thick (5 cm)

aluminum conducting shell [I], and standard discharge parameters T3 = 230 eV, of, = 1.0 x
1019 m-3, and TE = 1.1 ms at IF = 1340 hit. Plasma flow is measured with a fast Doppler duo-
spectrometer (£10 us time resolution) which has been described in detail elsewhere [2,3]; it is a
fiber-optically-coupled grating spectrometer with good luminosity and resolution which
simultaneously records two independent chordal views of Doppler—shifted impurity line
emission. Usually, measurements are made of the 221.1 nm (3 v emission (representative of
the core ions) or the 229.? nm C [II emission (representative of the edge ions). On the time and
spatial scales of interest, these impurities should mimic majority species behavior.
THE MHD DYNAMflh—A series of experiments has been carried out in MST, both in the
edge [4] and the core, to measure the magnetohydrodynamic (MI-m) dynamo electric field
parallel to the equilibrium magnetic field. This dynamo arises from the correlation between the
fluctuating flow velocity and magnetic field, expressed as the flux surface averaged cross
product (it a E) [5]. In the RFP, the magnetic field, or. plasma current parallel to the field,
cannot be fully accounted for by the applied toroidal electric field. 'This is dramatically evident
in the outer region of the plasma where the applied parallel electric field is either .zero or actually
points in the direction opposite to the observed current. This magnetic field configuration is
sustained for times long compared to IR, the resistive decay time.

Dynamo activity in MST is most clearly manifested by the sawtooth “discrete dynamo"
events [6,7,8]. Sawtooth events occur in MST with periods of 2 - 6 ms, depending on the
plasma parameters. Strong spontaneous magnetic field generation is evident in the sudden

r
-
:
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increase of toroidal flux (Pg during a sawtooth crash (at t = 0 in Fig. 1). Decreases in the pinch
parameter 8 E Bg(a)t(tb¢/na2) and the reversal parameter F e B¢(a)t(d5¢ftta3) indicate that,
during a crash, the plasma
relaxes toward aminimum [3,: 570
energy state with a flatter 3‘35 550
current profile, i.e., 6‘
current decreases at the 533-
core and increases at the E E {5E
edge. Between crashes, a 7%??- :-
“continuous dynamo" may U: 0'
be operative at a low level. E 40

In order to estimate 3: 30
the level of dynamo E LE: i:
activity expected in MST U 0 --- - - - --
throughout a sawtooth .'2 '1 Limflm) 1 2
PeriUdt we have [101“: Fig. 1. An ensemble average illustrating the sawtooth change in
parallel Ohm’ S law toroidal fluxfitbe. velocity and magneticfieldfluctuations. and the scalar

quantity IvellBJ -modeling of the plasma:
El: ”l1!" E,“ HEMP where E: is the applied parallel electric field, n! is the parallel Spitzer
resistivity, .ll is the parallel current density, Ed, is the MHD dynamo term (‘7 X B >n, and EI."a:
is the electric field induced by the evolving magnetic field (the current density profile
continuously evolves throughout the sawtooth period). MST does not have a complete set of

profile diagnostics, but with reasonable assumptions we obtain estimates of E“ before the
sawtooth crash and during the sawtooth crash (Fig. 2). Irrespective of the details, note that the
dynamo electric field is expected to be small between sawteeth, but should be very large during
the sawtooth flux generation event.

The velocity fluctuations in the
core plasma and the core tearing mode
magnetic fluctuations exhibit coherence
around 15 kHz, indicating that both
these quantities are large—scale MHD
fluctuations of the order of the plasma
size. Both velocity and magnetic
fluctuations grow in magnitude and peak
at the sawtooth crash, indicating
enhanced dynamo activity (Fig. 1). The
scalar product of ii p, and B , exhibits the sawtooth cycle time variation expected for the dynamo
electromotive force in MST, although away from the sawtooth event this scalar product is larger
than the dynamo electromotive force predicted by the Ohm’s law calculations. However, the

a 10 ....... r fi—. . I . . . I . ,

g .- /\

cl 0 ###### —“it .

it: ' before / i
g '1 l sawtooth '
.5 .

° -20 - -
a - during sawtooth

I'D _3G I I . I t t . I . I . I . . . I . . .

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
rfa

Fig. 2. Ohm's law estimates of the dynamo electriafiehi
before and during the sawtooth crash.
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full picture requires comparison of these Ohm‘s law predictions to the actual dynamo product
(a x fl ), which includes phase information. Efforts are continuing to measure this product.

PLASMA FLOW AND MAGNETIC MODE LOCKING—Plasma flow, magnetic

mode rotation, and radial electric field are tightly coupled in MST. Electromagnetic torques on

the resistive tearing modes in the core of MST (as = l, a = 5-8) are an important determinant of

rotation and locking. Such torques may be classified into two types: external, arising from the

interaction of a vacuum field error with the core modes [9,10,11]; and internal, from a non—

linear interaction of the (m a: U, a = 1} mode at the reversal surface with the core modes [12].

Perhaps the simplest situation to describe is external field error induced locking that occurs

between sawtooth events. On MST, we have applied both equilibrium [13] and pulsed field

errors to study such locking events. These experiments demonstrated that only as m 1 external

errors larger than approximately 2% of edge iiip consistently cause locking. Field errors which

are not resonant with the core modes, e.g., m. = 0, 2, do not cause locking. The threshold for

locking caused by external or = 1 field errors appears to he' the point at which the

electromagnetic torque induced by the field error is roughly equal to the viscous torque exerted

on the tearing mode magnetic islands by the rotating bulk plasma [14]. When a “between

sawtooth” locking event is caused, both the core modes and bulk plasma decelerate on a 1 ms

timescale, roughly as expected from a momentum diffusioncalculation [15].

The behavior of the plasma flow and mode rotation during a sawtooth event is more

complex and not simply explained by external electromagnetic braking. In MST, the core

modes often (but not always) rotate together at the same phase velocity as a sort o “rigid rotor.”

The toroidal flow of the core plasma closely tracks the phase velocity of these dominant tearing

modes even during sawtooth events. During such events, the deceleration time of the magnetic

modes and the plasma is about 100 us. In normal operation of MST (Fig. 3), between sawteeth

the core modes and plasma reach a toroidal velocity of about 20 kmfs, in a direction consistent

with a positive Er. At the sawtooth event, the phase velocity of the modes usually drops to a

small value, while the plasma decelerates to about 5 - 10 kmis (about the expected magnitude of

t h e i o n
20 ' - r .' . 1

diamagnetic drift). _ fl . J

v E .e , . - _ .-|_ l IblflS (m) ”I'll . _ I'Ifl .

modes do not lock 13 '. , . - ‘1 _ "it :.

during such 3% 0 ' lir- _ __ .J. ll _
= . .. J- * . . - -

sawtooth, but E H 'i 1' J '
. “'3 10 - ,r l" _
instead slowly in? n=fimvde '
accelerate along . .29 . . ‘ . . _

10 20 30 40. with the plasma
after the event. It time (ms)

3 DP 5 a 1- s t h at Fig. 3. The rotation of the core modes and plasma daring normal operation
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electromagnetic torques on the core modes are not responsible for the change in mode and
plasma velocities during a sawtooth event, even though the amplitude of the core modes rises
dramatically during a sawtooth. External electromagnetic torques can only decelerate the modes
toward zero velocity in the lab frame. When the direction of the mode and plasma rotation is
reversed from its normal direction by negatively biasing the plasma with either a material
electrode [16] or an electrostatic plasma source [17], the magnitude of both the mode and
plasma velocities increases during a sawtooth (Fig. 3). Therefore, it seems that external
electromagnetic torques on the core modes cannot be responsible for the change in mode and
plasma velocities during a sawtooth event. It appears that during sawtooth crashes the core and
the edge by to match velocity; since the edge velocity is greatly increased by biasing (confirmed
by observations of the (3+2 ions), the core must accelerate during a sawtooth crash. Such
coupling of the core to edge may be due to anomalous viscosity associated with increased
momentum diffusion during a crash, or it may be due to an increase in the intemal
electromagnetic torque that couples the core modes to the edge modes. Another part of the
explanation may be the acceleration force of the fluid stress term, (v ”R? v) [18]. As can be
seen from Fig. 2, i3 peaks during the sawtooth crash, suggesting that this term, which generates
equilibrium plasma flow, may be large.
SUMMARYh—Both velocity and magnetic field fluctuations peak during a sawtooth crash,
indicative of MED dynamo generation of toroidal flux. Locking is caused by external field
errors which are resonant with the core tearing modes; non—resonant errors do not cause
locking. External electromagnetic torques do not appear to determine plasma flow and mode
rotation during a nonslocking sawtooth event.
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Energy.
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Improved Confinement and )6
in an RFP with Reduced Turbulence

J, Anderson, B.E. Chapman, GS. Chiang, DR. Craig, DJ. Den Hertog, G. Fiksel,
N.E. Lanier, S.C. Prager, J .S. Sarff, and MR. Stoneking

Depcrnnent ofPhysics, University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI 53706 USA

Improved confinement has been obtained in the Madison Symmetric Torus (MST) reversed

field pinch (RFP) (l) by application of current profile control, (2) spontaneously, subject to
constraints on toroidal field—reversal and plasma density, and (3) by application of electrostatic
biasing. In all three cases, either or both magnetic and electrostatic fluctuations are reduced.

Improved confinement coinciding with reduced turbulence in the RFP is expected, since
magnetic fluctuations have been measured to produce large particle [1] and energy transport [2]
in the RFP core (roughly defined interior to the reversal surface), while electrostatic fluctuations
produce large particle transport in the edge [3,4,5,6]. (The cause of energy transport in the

edge remains unidentified.) Here we briefly describe the important observations for each of
these three cases of improved confinement in MST. -

I. EMPRO‘UED CONFINEMENT BY CURRENT PROFILE CONTROL

Transport in the RFP core [1,2] is caused by m=l, n-QZR/n tearing instabilityvgenerated

magnetic stochasticity. Since these instabilities result from the current density gradient, profile
control using electrostatic [7], rf {8,9}, or neutral beam [10] auxiliary current drive has been

proposed to reduce the fluctuations and improve confinement. In MST, inductive poloidal
current drive has been employed for this purpose, resulting in a halving of the m=l fluctuation
amplitude and a four» to five-fold increase in the energy confinement time {11]. A record high
MST electron temperature of 600 eV is produced, and beta increases from 6% to 8%. In a
conventional RFP plasma, the tearing instabilities produce current in the‘outer region of the
plasma through a dynamo effect; the auxiliary current drive may be viewed as a replacement of
dynamo, reducing fluctuations otherwise essential to sustain the RFP equilibrium. Poloida]
inductive current drive is inherently transient (related to a changing toroidal flux), and the
observed improvements last as long as the current drive is present. We therefore refer to this
technique as pulsed poloidal current drive (PPCD). ,

A key result of PPCD is the reduction of the magnetic fluctuation amplitude to a record low
value. The spatial tins magnetic fluctuation 5mg measured by a 32-station toroidal array of
pickup coils at the plasma surface is shovvn in Fig. l, neutralized to the equilibrium'Btc). The
dominant Wavelengths that compose Ems are m=l, n=6n10 modes, although the n26 mode
alone accounts for most of the fluctuation during PPCD. Before PPCD is applied, 5"”, cycles
with the sawtooth oscillation (large bursts in the figure) at a cycle-averaged amplitude of
Ems/3(a) =l.5%, typical of conventional RFP plasmas. PPCD suppresses sawtoothing, and
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the fluctuation amplitude remains small, falling below the sawtooth cycle minimum toward the
end of PPCD. The EmlBt’n) =0.8% amplitude in Fig. 1a is the lowest ever observed in the
MST RFP.

In addition to the magnetic field, other 1 4 WPFGD—F-w

quantities show reduced fluctuations during hm 3 F
PPCD. For example, the voltage g?) in (GE) 3 .
Fig. lb from a floating Langmuir probe at 0 _ . {a}
the plasma edge shows a reduction similar 50 ' '
to 5m”. The parallel electric field 'l’flwt
El = E - B I B e Ea measured at the surface W) 0
is shown in Fig. Is to emphasize the _50

5relationship of reduced fluctuations and

Poloidal current drive. El (:1) 0 T ”MW H‘WW V “r v
The energy confinement time TE

increases up to five-fold during PPCD (to —1D _ {c}
=5 ms), with both increased stored thermal 5 10 15 - 20 25

. . Time (ms)
allergy and decreased Ohm” lnpm PDWEL Fig. l. rag (e) Spatial nus magneticfluctuations, (a) edge
Comparing PPCD and conventional RFP floating probe Voltage, and (e) parallel electricfield in a

PPCD plasma. PPCD is applied during shaded time span.
plasmas at the same current It? =350 Us

and density n=1><1019 m“3, the central electron temperature T6,, increases from 230 eV to
390 eV, the charge exchange ion temperature is unchanged at T? =05 Tm, poloidal beta fig
increases from 6% to 9%, and the Ohmic input power decreases from 4.4 MW to 1.3 MW in
an ensemble of 25 plasmas having the lowest fluctuation, as in Fig. 1. The confinement for an
ensemble of essentially all 350 RA PPCD plasmas at n=1><1019 m-3 increases four-fold.
Higher I¢=440 kA ensembles reach Tw=610 eV, but [33w3%.

ll. SPONTANEOUSLY IMPROVED CONFINEMENT

In some MST plasmas, characterized by large gaps in the usually regular sawtooth period,
enhanced energy and particle confinement happens spontaneously [12]. These plasma
conditions occur regularly, but subject to constraints of relatively low plasma density, good
plasma cleanliness, and relatively deep toroidal field reversal. The energy confinement time
improvement can reach three-fold (to =3 ms). The conditions for these MST plasmas are
similar to those required for the enhanced confinement “improved high-G mode” reported for
the TPE-IRMEO REP [13].

Recent measurements [14] of the plasma potential profile and electrostatic fluctuations in the
edge of these MST plasmas reveal a narrow, ~l cm wide region of strongly sheared radial
electric field, and the power in electrostatic fluctuations decreases by factors of. 10-20
thrcughout the edge of the plasma. The global m=l tearing fluctuations are also reduced. The
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large, radially sheared electric field (and toroidal plasma flow) with reduced turbulence suggests
the mechanisms of sheared-flow stabilization of turbulence might be at work [15}. A
distinguishing feature of these plasmas, however, is that the fluctuation reduction includes
modes with radial correlation lengths 210 cm, much larger than the ~l cm wide shear layer.
This suggests that localized sheared flow might influence non localized turbulence, unlike usual
“Ht-node” conditions observed in tokamaks and stellerators where small—scale turbulence is
suppressed in and nearby the shear region.

The reduction of electrostatic fluctuations in these enhanced confinement plasmas occurs
over the entire edge plasma and at all frequencies. Profiles of the fluctuation amplitudes and

radial electric field are shown in Fig. 2. These ensembled, data are obtained from similar
plasmas using movable Langmuir probes. The profile labeled ES; is for enhanced confinement
plasmas, in which the electric field profile (dashed curve) is highly sheared. The profile labeled

standard is for normal RFP plasmas, in which no narrow shear layer is observed. The
electrostatic fluctuation power is reduced by a factor of 10 all radii, except for a factor of 20
reduction at r=43.5 cm adjacent to the maximum in the radial electric field. (The limiter radius
is n=51.5 cm.) The frequency power spectrum (not illustrated) shows roughly the same factor
reduction at all frequencies in the measured bandwidth 1—250 kHz.

Although the electrostatic fluctuation reduction is dramatic, improved energyr confinement
from reduced magnetic fluctuations is anticipated (measured dominance of h-induced transport
[1,21). In the best EC plasmas, Em, approaches the lowest observed in MST (i.e., Fig. 1a).
Reduced h in EC plasmas might result from quasilinear edge current profile modifications that
occur during new, dominantly rn=U dynamo events observed in EC plasmas {14]. Further
measurements are required to understand the relative importance of electrostatic and magnetic
finctuations in these enhanced confinement discharges.
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iii. ii‘lfiPfiflVED PrfiHTICLE CONFINEMENT BY ELECTROSTATEG BIASING

Motivated by MHD computation of dc current injection for RFP profile control [7],
electrostatic current injection is being tested in MST. Current injection is achieved by electron
current emission from 516 miniature plasma sources [16] distributed toroidally and poloidally
around the torus. Each source, inserted 5 cm into the plasma edge, is biased with respect to the
vacuum vessel and emits El kA, predominantly parallel to the magnetic field. The injected
current returns through crossufield transport processes. By arranging the current injection to
produce no net field~aligned current (even number of electrodes, alternating “forward” and
“backward” orientation), the effects of electrostatic biasing are observed.

When biasing is applied (source potential 5350 V), the global particle confinement is
observed to roughly double [1?]. This is indicated by both an increase in the density and

decrease in HE, radiation (particle source) only when the bias is applied. (The plasma produced

by the localized miniature sources is- not substantially different during biasing.)
A possible cause for the improved particle confinement is turbulence suppression by

sheared plasma flow. Clear evidence for strong modifications of the flow exist through

Doppler measurements of various impurity charge states concentrated at different radii, and

through modifications of the dispersion of magnetic turbulence. The electrostatic turbulence in

the plasma edge is measured to decrease in biased plasmas, similar to the spontaneous

reductions described above. In this case, however, the sheared flow is probably more gradual

over the radii between 5 cm at the edge and is forced by the application of electrostatic biasing.

Detailed measurements of flow and turbulence suppression in these plasmas will be reported in

the near future.
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Ion acceleration model in Reversed Field
Pinch experiments

8. Costa, R. 'Paccagnella, M. Viterbo
Coneorzio RFX, Cso Stati Uniti 4 — 35127 Padova - ITALY

1 Introduction

The NPA (Neutral Particle Analyser) reveals the presence of a small population of non-
thermal energetic ions (E = 103eV -:~ 104st”) in RFX plasma along the radial direction.
Classical mechanisms, based on magnetic reconnection are not able to explain either such
ion energies or their radial acceleration.
in this work supra-thermal electrons at the edge are considered to be the free energj,r
source for ion acceleration, i.e. fast electrons, moving in the parallel direction, excite
an in ~ mp,- electrostatic wave which darnps on ions in the perpendicular direction with
respect to the equilibrium magnetic field at the plasma edge.

2 Ion plasma frequency electrostatic waves
The branch of waves we are investigating have frequency.r 9n 4: to (<1 $1,, and the per-
pendicular wave number l/p; << hi << Ups. Where 9m and pa are respectively,r the
gyrofrequency and the gyroradius of particles of type or.
We treat ions as an unmagnetized isotropic maxwellian population while we consider only
the parallel dynamics of electrons [1]. Electrons are known to have two different popula-
tions: fast and thermal particles [7']. So we modeliae the electron distribution function as
the sum of two one—dimensional maxwellians [2].

. -,m If: n2 me we r {1, __ ””3
e = - --*---— '......_...... . lf (UH) ”Cl (ZWTEQ) empi: vfhflfl] + ”I (ZWTgl) tempt ”final ( )

where the subscripts U and 1 refer respectively to thermal and fast electrons, n1 6:.
no =31. —n1 and T,.;. NT,- <6. T31.
The wave-particle resonance condition is

it * if,- m hurls” - (2)
From the dielectric function it is seen that wave propagation occurs when

kllfll '— {a}——- >3: 1;kvthi kllvthcfl iguvrasi
c1 (3) '-
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If ls; >:-> ls”, an elecrostatic wave at the ion plasma frequency propagates taking parallel
energy from fast electrons and being damped in the perpendicular direction by ions. In
fact the three contributions to the growth rate, normalized to rap; and approximating
MR N mpg, are

2w3 by . saw n 4.1"! —k13vtm p klvthi I ( )

2
HQ. 2MP: WP; ( Mp:- )

Tao = '-— en —n on new pl ate
2

”T1 = 3 2w; knul—wpifimp ... (kllul—wp;)

Tl kivfhel klivthel kHT-lthel

where the subscripts 15 e!) and s1 refer to ions thermal electrons and fast electrons
respectively

Taking into account the above approximations, the dispersion relation can be written
as (see fig. 1 and 2)

flfik 2mg '1 '2 fl ___lwn1

MR [tr-12mp:- +11'3k1El l1+flllflkivtlfa1l (5)
For the value of k” where 7:1 is maximum for any value of 13;, Heel << cm. In figure 3

is plotted the growth rate 1» = 1rd «— 7r.- as a function of mpg/hymn.
The electrostatic wave is efficiently transferring energy from fast electrons to ions if

9a ‘51 Talks) ‘1 1:1t (5)
since on one hand the gyration motion cannot take ions out of resonance and on the

other hand ions cannot damp too quickly the wave. Using (2), this condition reads as

2.3353}; «c: ”fires "C 3133M (1?)

Therefore such a narrow range of any” implicates a small density of ions involved in
wave-particle interaction which can be determined by calculating

mi 1’2 mi ”‘3 Ell.nl'fl" — 711' (Zaire) (2am) "on tin” can (— film) (8)3 i 22w}- v at d‘uL ”J- emp (_%—l—.) N 10—4ni
2.31;”11' ”Hill

A rough estimate of the energy density transferred by the wave from. fast electrons
can be done using quasilinear theory [3H4] as

c ~ filmgulvthfl. ~ lflmeV/nr3

At most all this energy density is transferred to resonant ions so

ngmfiE N :5 => fiE ~104eV
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Finally we address the transfer rate efficiency from fast electrons to the electrostatic
wave. Imagining fast electrons to reach the edge by a radial stochastic diffusion [5], we can
calculate the time (1-,...) that takes a fast electron to cross the edge region (fir ~ 19‘1m)
and compare it with the time of growth of the instability. We find that

fir? 1
“reel Dal; Tel

Tor ""

where D,” N 10—5 -:«- 10'4m. So fast electrons stand in the edge region enough time to
feed the wave. '

3 Conclusions

Our model assumes that ion acceleration is due to the presence of a current driving fast
electron population at the edge of the RFX plasma. The parallel energy of fast electrons
is transferred through an electrostatic wave, and accelerates ions perpendicularly to the
equilibrium magnetic field to an energy about 194611” in accordance with NPA experimen-
tal results.

. The NPA shows that the mean value-of the ratio between fast ions and thermal ions
measured as neutral fluxes [6] is (at) m 3.5 - 19‘”5 with a dispersion 10"5 5 r1 1: 19*.
Theoretical calculation, employing the mechanism proposed here, leads to :3 ~ 10"3 which
can be considered in good agreement with experimental data, taking into account that
the process have an efficiency less than one.
This theory is approximately not sensitive to a change in the model’s parameters, in the
range of found experimental values, but the mechanism is-no longer efficient if the electron
distribution function shows a positive slope less steep than the one of a maxwellian [1].
As a result our model is a reasonable candidate to explain fast ion tail.
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Two Aspects of Poloidal Plasma Current in Various Wave Form of
Toroidal Plasma Current on ATRAS RFP Experiment .-

{Nihon University, Kauda -Surugadai, Chiyoda—kn ',Tokyo,1{}1,Japan)

K. Saito, K. Ikeda, Y. Deanai and S. Shiina

Abstracts: ATRAS is a RFP device (major radius of 0.5 m and minor radius of 0.09 m)

which has two independent OH circuits. We can obtain many types of the wave form of

plasma current by controlling the discharge time and charging voltage of two OH condensers.

In these discharges we can obtain many types of the plasma current wave form and see the

many characteristics of the reversed field pinch plasma. We describe here two aspects of

poloidal plasma current which maintain the structure of the reversed field pinch plasma. One

of which is the reduction of the fluctuation level of the toroidal magnetic field when poloidal

voltage is induced sufficiently by linearly decreasing toroidal magnetic flux. The other is

surprising experimental result obtained universally on all ATRAS-RFP discharge having

various current wave forms. It is that the value of @TU- F) is almost constant of 1.5.

The reduction of the fluctuation level of the toroidal magnetic field.

The toroidal magnetic field on the plasma surface in usual discharge is shown with. plasma

current, loop voltage and toroidal magnetic flux in Fig. 1. It is clear that the fluctuation level

of the magnetic field dose not reduce in the decaying phase of the toroidal flux. When toroidal

loop voltage 1s added to the plasma which have had the peak of plasma current, the toroidal

magnetic flux start to decrease linearly at the time when the loop voltage change the sign on

the vacuum discharge and run out abruptly with current disruption as shown in Fig. 2. The

loop voltage is low and sustains almost constant between these times. In this phase,

fluctuation level of the magnetic field reduce to about U4 times of the usual discharge. '
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In these discharges, the fluctuation of the toroidal
magnetic field on the plasma surface is analyzed by
the wavelet method and ' the result Show that low
frequency fluctuation amplitude decreases more
and earlier a little than high frequency one as shown
in Fig. 3. The bottom three curves show behavior of
the confinement field throughout the'discharge.
The radial distribution of the poloidal loop voltages

which are induced by decreasing toroidal flux is esti-
mated from the assumed distribution ( MBFM ) of
the toroidal magnetic field. Induced poloidal loop
voltage increase almost linearly and have sufficient
peak to drive the poloidal current calculated from

the S'pitzer resistivity at the reversal surface, and
then it turn to decrease slowly. This shows that suffi-
cient amount of the voltage to drive the poloidal cur-

rent sustaining reversed field configuration appear in
the needed region. These results suggest that a cur-
rent—drive technique altered toroidal loop voltage
which produce poloidal current through the magnetic

fluctuation reduce not only the magnetic fluctuation
and toroidal loop voltage itself but also the transport.

Time [ms]

Fig.3 Wavelet analysisthrthetmos‘dal
magneijcfield mtheplmua swims
ohtainedbytltesamediaharged'li‘ig.2

Ella—F) is usually constant for all areas-arr discharges and in each discharge
duration, where (E) and F are pinch parameter and reversal parameter, respectively. 8111- F)
means the ratio of toroidal plasma current, IP, to toroidal magnetic flux, 113 p, which is
produced by the poloidal current flowing in plasma only excepting the proportional constant

2ft: it c a), where it c is magnetic permeability and a the minor radius of the plasma column.

That is, 1,. HI) P e {2K it ca)}®f(1— F).
On all AIMS-REP discharge ( 1.3{.~C3.0),

the value of (E)! (1- F) is constant of 1.5 as

shown in Fig.4. Here, the values are shown as
a function of the 6) value for 450 discharges

of the various current wave form. This value
is also maintained to 1.5 excepting the small

F.
Bi

ll-
Fl

fluctuations while the RFP configuration is
sustaining in discharge of every current wave
form and shown in Fig. 5 (a)-(h) with the

current wave form, loop voltage, F value and

8
Fig.4.®l(1«1i') and F vahtmfurvamamt
wave form obtainedmREPdischmge Each
point shows these values death discharge.



(9 value. Fig.5 (a)—(d) shew examples of that the values are independent for the current wave

form. (a) shows the plasma current and loop voltage for the basic discharge, and (b) the value

of E), F and G)!(1— F) for the same discharge of (a). (e) shows a current wave form which is

controlled by additional toroidal leep voltage and wave form of the loop voltage. (d) shows

that (*3, F and @Kl- F) values do not depend on the current wave form. (e)and (t) shev.r time

dependency of each values mentioned above. We can see that the @Kl— F) value is also

constant even if {-3) value increase in after half period of discharge. (g) and (h) show the case'

of that the (9111- F) value is constant for discharge having decreasing {.3 value.
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Many field configurations were examined to explain this strange result of @Kl- FFI .5 (l .3“:
(9 €310). One of the most reasonable configuration is as follows. Pinch following the
Kadomtsev’s paramagnetic model progress to high @(1 .6<®sfi2.0)configuration with out
field reversal. Then uniform negative toroidal field is added to produce a reversed field
configuration by using of the toroidal field coil. These profile of the toroidal and poloidal field
are shown in Fig.6 (a) (®=1.6 at the reversal time and amount of additional field is 15% of
the axis). Addition of this field does not change the current distribution produced before and
the configuration is not new force free field. We plot the value of @lfl- F) as a function of
E4) in Fig. 6 (b), where implicit variable is the 6) value of paramagnetic model and additional

field is selected to the value mentioned above which coincide with the experimental result. We
can see that @r’fl— F) take almost constant value of 1.5 in the same region of @(l.3<®
€10) obtained in experiment. We show the experimental 6) value at the field reversal time as
versus of the usual (*3) value in Fig.7. These results show that pinch proceed to the reversal
time following the paramagnetic model then reversed by the boundary condition made by the
current flowing in the toroidal field coil. Final field configuration is not sustained by the
current explained by the paramagnetic model because the field configuration is not force fine
and that need poloidai current flowing same direction all over the plasma column. We must
ask for the other mechanism driving unidirectional poloidal current to sustain static RFP
configuration.
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Role of (In-particles in Mirror Based Volumetric
Neutron Source (FEF- II)

N.Mizuno
Department of Physics, College of Humanities and Sciences, Nihon University

Sakurajousui 2—2540, Setagayalm, Tokyo, 156 Japan

S.Muramatsu, H.Midorilcawa and T.Kawabe
Institute of Physics, University of Tsukuba

Tmlruba, Ibaraki, 305 Japan

Abstract
The behavior of the or —particles in the mirror based plasma neutron source FEF- II

studied by use ofthe numerical simulation. The distribution fimctionand the density
of the tr -particles by Fokker-Planck equation were obtained. We also studied that the
contribution of a -particles to the beta value.

1. Introduction
It is recognized by the fusion community the importance and necessity of the 14MeV

neutron sources for development of the fusion reactor materials and also filSlDfl nuclear
engineering. we have been proposed the FEF- II as a candidate of the neutron
source[1][2]. FEF- II is two-component plasma system (target plasma and high energy
sloshing ions). Configuration of magnetic field is formed basically by long solenoid with
mirror field at both end. The sloshing ions are produced by oblique injection of NBI in
mirror: The as -particles are produced by DT reaction in the two-component plasma.
We studied the property of the sloshing ions and estimated the neutron flux in the earlier
papers [3][4]. It was shown that the density of the sloshing ions reach 3.3 X 1013 cm‘3.
We also proposed the plasma parameter for the class of neutron source vrith a neutron
flux ofZMWImZ. I .

In the present paper, we study the property of the or —particles in FEF- II by Fokker-
Planck simulation. The Fokker-Planck equation for the a: aparticles is solved with the
Fokker-Planck equation for the sloshing ions, simultaneously. We obtain the time
evolution of the density and the energy density of the or ~particles and estimate the effect
of the Cit-particles to the beta value. We study the dependence of the parameters for o: —
particles on the electron temperature of the target plasma.
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2. Plasma Model
We assume that the target plasma which consists of electrons and the nuclei of

deuterium and tritium is isotropic and Maxwellian. The target plasma parameters are
assumed to be constant throughout the simulation. The distribution of the sloshing ions
is obtained by Fokker-Planck equation. We assume the sloshing ion is deuterium. The
tentative parameters of NSF» II are listed in Table 1. The a! -particles are produced by
target(D)-target(T) reaction and sloshing(D)-target(T) reaction. The Fokker—Planck
equation of the Ct «particles is given by

16 5 5%,£=;,a-~g*[”“ (AI+D;;6£)]+ wig, [t1——<’J%—£] + 5.. (1)
where f is the distribution function of the tit-particles, f; is the cosine of the pitch angle,
A , D t , D ,1 are the Fokker-Planck coefficients which represent the slowing down, the
energy diffusion and the pitch angle scattering, respectively[4][5]. S a is the production
term by DT reaction expressed as

a ilaT<01J>DT+ asap mam} Mu) at) (2)

where (0'1!) DT is the rate of the DT reaction[4], the first term in the parentheses show
the target-target reaction and second term show the target-sloshing reaction, us is the
density of the sloshing ions obtained by the Fokker-Planck equation. h(v) and rm Q) are
the velocity and the angular distribution, respectively, of the produced at -particles as
follows[5]:

tr: ' "
12(m) 1......{e"floiv~t1ul:l't=§._e-nu[v+v.}3ft!§,} (3)h (a): a

4nv§

with “=5 Eon/4H, e”s=msvfi r2=3.52Mev,

_. 1 (H cM ‘ {0 (€1.28 . (4)
where E c is the cosine of the loss-cone angle.
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Table 1 Tentative parameters ofFEF— II

3. Results and Conclusions _
We obtain the distribution fianction of the CI —partic1es in FEF- II by Fokker-Planck

equation. In the simulation, the density of the sloshing ions is 2.37 X 1013(cm‘3) at
steady state. The temporal evolution of the or ”particle density and the energy density is
shown in Fig.1 (a) and (b), respectively. Fig.2 (a),(_b) show the dependence of the
density and energy density of the CI ~particles at steady state on the electron temperature.
Fig.3 shows the contribution of the a -particles to the beta value at several value of the
electron temperature. It is found that the accumulation of the or —partic1es in FEF- II
does not increase its beta value for the Ml-ID stability criteria, when the electron
temperature is lower than a fessr keV. This assumption is reasonable for mirror confined
plasma. ' ' "
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High Power Neutral Beam Heating Experiments in the Gas
Dynamic Trap.

A.V.A11ikeev, P.A._Bagryansky, P_.P.Deichuli, A.A.Ivanov,A.N.Karpushov, S.A.Korepanev,
A.A.Lizunev, xsr’flailviaaimev, S.V.Murakhtin,.K.N.Sauniehev. -

Budker Institute ofNuclear Physics, 630090 Novosibirsk, Russia.
K.Noack, G. Otto,

Research Center Rossendorf Inc., PO 510119 13—01314 Dresden, Germany.

The Gas Dynamic Trap (GDT) is an axisymmetrie mirror device with a high minfer

ratio (125—100) [1,2]. The plasma confined in the trap consists of two components. The main
component is relatively dense and collisional whereas the other, fast ion minority, is
cellisionless. Fast ions are produced in the trap by. 45° NB injection at the midplane. The

E:
.1:
fl...

Figure 1: Time evolution of injected and trapped

neutral beam power.

followingi

collisional plasma component serves to

stabilize MHD flute modes in the entire
trap through feeding high enough density

plasma in the external MID-anchors
where the field line curvature is. favorable

for stability. Experimental program of the
GDT is mainly focused on generation of

the plasma physics database, necessary for

the GDwased neutron source project [3].

The GDT NIB-system consists of six

injectors [4]. The injectors are arranged

azimuthally in the two opposite groups

each occupying 90”. Recently, the NB

system has been_ upgraded to achieve

higher plasma parameters. The main

technical improvements -were the

1. The ion sources were equipped with additional puffing gas valves which are used'to
achieve higher gas efficiency of plasma production in the sources. This also enabled us to
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obtain a rectangular pulse of extracted beam current rather than triangular as it was in the

previous eXpen'ments [5];

2. We employed new control system based on transputers that allows more reliable control of

the injectors and the other GDT systems;

3. Completely new beam lines were installed. These are designed to have a sufficiently large
volume and baffles to increase the. gas delay from injectors, so that the gas input into the

central cell during plasma shot was reduced to negligible value;

4. Special beam dumps for each neutral beam were installed to reduce gas release from the

walls;

5. The NB’s power supplies were reconstructed to irnprove their reliability.

6. The gas puff into neutralizers was optimized to obtain higher neutral fraction of the beam

and to reduce gas load from the neutralizers.

The above improvements resulted in a significant increase of the beam parameters and _

in a considerable increase of their reliability. Special measures were also taken to achieve

axial symmetry of the injected power. Equivalent current of each neutral beam was set at 48-
55A, so that total currents from the opposite groups of injectors are balanced within an

accuracy of 10—20 eq. Amps. The beam energy was varied in the range of 13-165 lceV and

the duration ofNB’s was set 1—1.2 ms. Under these conditions, the total NB‘power exceeded 4

MW (see. Fig.1). The achievable fast ion density was estimated by comparing the previous

experimental results [5] with the parameters predicted by Monte-Carlo simulations. These

considerations show that if the energy losses would remain on the same level as it was with

moderate beam power the maximum density of fast ions should exceed lilucm'3 and their
beta should be greater than 10%.

The first eXper-iments with high-power neutral beam heating in the GDT were carried

out in May 1997. The magnetic field at the midpiane was set at 0.22 T, the initial mirror ratio

was 12.5. The eXperimental shot scenario was as follows: -

1) Initially, plasma gun was turned on and operated during 4ms;

3) The N33 started 2.9 ms after gun turn on; .

4) During the NB-operation the mirror ratio increased from 12.5 to 45+65.

Before the NB injection the radial density profile was close to Gaussian one with

characteristic length of 10 cm and a maximum on-axis density of 10'4cm'3. It was measured
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that 50—60% of the injected power was trapped. At initial stage of injection the target plasma

rapidly expanded radially, so that the on-axis density fell down to 5 + 6 ~10Iicm'3 . According
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Figure 2: Plasma diamagnettsm as time in the shots before {SHOT I ?‘5) and after
{SHOT 31 4} improvement ofthe NBusystem.

to Thomson scattering data the electron temperature was about T0 eV during the gun

operation and then increased up to 125eV after the gun was turned off.

The plasma diarnagnetism was measured using diamagnetic loop located at GDT
midplane. The results are shown in Fig. 2. For comparison, the data are given for the shots

before and after the upgrade of the NIB—system. It is seen from Fig.2 that the plasma

diamagnetism increased by factor of 1.6 which is consistent with the increase of the NB

energy deposited to the plasma. Thus it indicates that the total energy confinement time did
not change with the increase of NBapower. The time variation of total radiated power and

charge-exchange losses of the fast ions is shown in Fig.3. It is important to note, that the

losses are negligible compared with the trapped NB-power. The detailed study of plasma

parameters in experiments with high power NB- heating is now underway. According to the

first .ecrimental results, the achieved parameters of the plasma are as follows:

- density of fast ions — up to 10” cm‘i, I

u mean energy ofthe fast ions — 3—8 keV,

- total plasma [3 — up to 15%

a maximum electron temperature -«~ 125iISeV.
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Conclusions

The injected power in the GDT experiment was increased from 2.5 up to 4MW for

1.2ms pulse duration and injected current of about 300 eq.Amp. According to preliminary

measurements, the energy content of the fast ions increased by a factor of 1.6 which is

consistent with the power increase. Total radiative and charge-exchange losses from the

central cell plasma did not substantially increase. They were limited to 2-3% of trapped

neutral beam power and, therefore, did not affect global energy balance of the plasma. On the

base of diamagnetic measurements and predictions of Monte-Carlo simulations, the fast ion

density near the turning points was estimated to be 10”cm"3. The maximum electron

temperature of lESilSeV was measured.
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Modelling equilibrium magnetic fields with plasma flows in the
SPHEX spherornak‘ and tight aspect ratio tokamak

D. M. Willett, P. K. Browning, G. Cunningham, S. J. Gee, K. J. Gibson,
.1. Hugill, M. G. Rusbridge and S. Woodruff I

Dept. of Physics, UMIST, RO. Box' 88, Manchester M60 IQD, U.K.

1 Introduction
The Spheromak Experiment, SPHEK, [1] at UMIST is a. device for magnetic confinement

of a topologically spherical plasma. Plasma is expelled from a magnetised Marshall gun
into a copper flux conserver, carrying with it the magnetic field generated by the coaxial
solenoid. This magnetic field reconnects to form a set of nested poloidal flux surfaces (the
closed flux) while current driven on the open flux connecting the gun electrodes generates
a toroidal magnetic field. As the plasma relaxes the closed poloidal flux 1s amplified and
a large toroidal current arises which is sustained for ~ [1.5 me by helicitv injection; this
phase is characterised .by the appearance of an oscillation with toroidal mode number

11.—~— 1 [2]. The toroidal field may be enhanced by inserting a current carrying rod along
the geometric axis and operating SPHEX as a helicit}.r injected tight aspect ratio tokamak.
We have written a code to model static equilibria at various rod currents using different
forms for 11(1/1) = j - B/Bfl, where at is normalised to the gun flux; the coeflicients are
determined by fitting to experimental data. We have also attempted to determine 11(117)
with no rod present by direct measurement during intervals of reduced mode activity.
The code has been generalised to include the effect of mass flow and further fits made to
this data.

2 Static Eduilibrium Fits _ .
The time averaged configuration of the plasma is antisymmetric and is ideally described
by the Grad-Shafranov equation [3]. Most previous studies of spheromak equilibria have
assumed a force free (0113/0111: = U) configuration with'a linear dependenceo'f p. on the
poloidal flux; ,11 = or + 131/). However, internal measurements during sustainment have
revealed a sharp drop in a at the edge of a 25cm diameter region of high potential about
the geometric axis. We therefore postulate that a tanh form, 112 7+6{tanh[2(1t’1)l* 1},
which can accommodate this drop, ma;r he more appropriate.
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We have determined the coefficients for both cases by fitting to time averaged measure-

ments of the internal magnetic fields for a range of rod currents, taken with an insertable
probe at the flux conserver equator. The quality of the fit deteriorates as the rod current
increases; the tanh fits are no better than the linear fits, though the corresponding o

profiles more closely resemble those measured. _

Although the shapes of the q profiles are qualitatively dependent on the form chosen for

Map) (Fig. I), we do find that the calculated toroidal current, magnetic energy and total

helicit}r are almost independent of the form of new). The maximum toroidal current on
the closed flux is 60 kA for zero rod current (for a gun current of 60 kit). It increases to

reach a maximum of 140 kit for a rod current of 50 kit but falls ed for higher rod currents.

3 Measurements of it during Quiescent Periods
Recent work has shown that the n = 1 mode becomes intermittent after titanium get-

tering. We have determined the form of out) during such quiescent periods when the
plasma might be expected to he more antisymmetric. Mr) was measured using the a

probe [4], whilst simultaneous measurements of the axial magnetic field, corrected to give

zero flux penetration of the flux conserver, were integrated to obtain Mr). These data
were combined to give the plot of the) shown in Fig 2. We found that a is constant for

11):.» 1 and rises sharply as 19') —+ 0. There is no sign of the peak at :0 = 1.4 reported in [4]

for measurements time averaged over periods of mode activity. Unfortunately, we have

insufficient data to determine if p: is constant on a flux surface (is. is a unique function

of 1b) as the static model requires.

4 Stationary Equilibrium with Flow .
We have found that virtually all the current leaving the centre electrode crosses mag-

netic surfaces and returns via the flux conserver rather than along the open flux to the

outer gun electrode m the generalised code incorporating mass flow admits the possibil-

ity of such cross-surface currents. The equations describing the axisymmetric equilibrium

configurations of an incompressible, flowing, ideal magnetofluid may be reduced [5] to
2 e 3 2~l<s>+e>i—<1—Ail—~——~J

li[ a] c d [ M2 puma} -- ,1,can 1—.42 see 1—.42 ears 1~A2 .
F(1,b) and M(11.1) are generalised poloidal current and pressure functions; slut) is the Mach
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Alfven number of the poloidal flow and Met) = def:/old, the electric potential gradient with

respect t0 1/3-

A simple specification which allows cross-surface currents is A = const and L = const;

we tried MW) = fl. and set tv) = «~15, corresponding roughly to the average potential

gradient between the geometric axis and magnetic axis. The remaining functions were

specified F019] 3 F1775 + (F2 /2)1,b2 and AW) = Ag with the coefficients F1, F2 and AD to

be determined by minimising the difference between magnetic field strengths predicted

by the model and measured experimentally with no current carrying rod present.

The best fit to experimental data was achieved when AW) 2 An m —-'D.79 :l: 0.04, sug—
gesting parallel flow velocities approaching the Alfven speed in the direction opposite to

the sense of the poloidal field. The fit (9:2 = 6.2) improved somewhat from that obtained

using the static model [)8 n 7.8). The corresponding p. profiles 'are shown in Fig. 3.

5 Conclusions

Calculated global quantities such as the toroidal current, magnetic energy and helicity do

not vary by more than 10% for different forms of Mat) and so can be predicted accurately
from internal equatorial magnetic field measurements; the q profiles cannot however be

reliably determined from such data. A substantial increase in toroidal current on closed

flux can be achieved by directly applying additional toroidal field and, for specified gun

and solenoid currents, there exists some corrsponding optimum rod current.

The difference between the experimental a profile averaged over quiescent periods (Fig. 2)

and over periods of mode activity is consistent with the existence of a rotating asymmetric

current channel which straightens during the quiescent periods.

The inclusion of one free parameter to specify poloidal. mass flow permits a closer fit to

the magnetic field data and allows a non—sero toroidal field at the flux conserver. This

accounts for most of the poloidal current loss to the flux conserver. The model predicts

an antiparallel mass flow comparable to the E X B drift speed resulting in an axial flow

velocity (for a density of 4 x 1019m“3) approaching 4 x 105 ms‘1 towards the gun near

the geometric axis (Fig. 4). I

The relevance of this surprising result is uncertain since our MHD model takes no account

of plasma generation and loss processes. Future modelling work will however simulate the

effect of non MHD current loss with an additional parameter in the poloidal current

function.
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VUV spectroscopic measurements of the impurity content and diffusion
coefficient 1.11 the spheromak SPHEX

G Cunningham
Dept of Physics, UMIST, PO Box 83, Manchester M60 1QD

Introduction _ _ _ _ _ _

Passive spectroscopy of emission from'impurity lines is commonly used to diagnose inipurity
content, but has rather gone out of favour as a technique for determining plasma parameters
such as electron temperature and transport coefficient. However, some experiments are not
equipped with Thomson scattering diagnostics, and, with care, and with good quality atomic
physics data spectroscopy can produce reliable results.

SPHEX is a spheromak where the plasma current is sustained by injection from electrodes
which form a magnetised Marshall gun, by means of magnetic relaxation [3]. For this work,
the available spectrometer was a normal incidence VUV instrument covering wavelengths
from 60am to the visible. For most of the impurity species present, this range includes only
one resonance line, so that the usual line-ratio method for determining T, is not possible. We
have therefore simply measured the ionisation balance, and use a model to deduce the plasma
parameters.

Analysis
With the 'VUV spectrometer absolutely calibrated, observed line intensities are fitted to an
impurity transport model, by adjusting the" model’s free parameters, which are: T40) , the
central electron temperature, DJ, , the radial diffusion coefficient for impurities, F0 and Fg ,
the flux of neutral oxygen and carbon from the wall. The model solves the diffusion equation
in one dimension, using toroidal coordinates. It is timeidependent, and uses ADAS data
(metastable resolved) for ionisation rates and em-issivities [5].

Reliability of the fit

For the first (left hand) set of data shown in figure 1, the ‘best fit’ is obtained with

{12(0) 2 30 eV
13; = 1.41 x 10‘5“ cm2 s—1
F0 = 3.4 x 1013 cm"3 stl
F3 2 1.1x it'lli cm"3 s"1

and it is reassuring to note that the total radiated power for this model 1s within a factor 2 of
the observed power.

To estimate the uncertainty in these pa-
rameters, we ‘randomise’ the observed in-
tensities (o = factor 2) and rerun the fitting
algorithm. The variance in Tam) and in Di ,
is much less than in the observed intensi- egg},
ties, and for the fluxes it is about the same.
Therefore the estimates of these parameters
are quite precise, even if there are significant o 1 a 1 1.:

INPUT
Intensitvtaclual .
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Figure 1: Typical shot data, as indicated. The data on the left is recorded under standard
conditions, those on the right are for identical conditions except that titanium is evaporated
onto the plasma-facing surface. The top traces are poloidal field at the edge of the plasma.
which is approximately proportional to plasma current. The spectrometer data are line-
integrated emissivities, units 1018 photons cm“? s“. The bottom trace is from a SXRJ'UV
photodiode, which functions as a bolometer. Overlayed on each is the result of the model
calculation. The 3 lines shown for the modelled SXRIUV signal are, in increasing order, for
carbon, oxygen, and their sum.
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calibration and other errors in the observed intensities.
Nevertheless, this kind of technique can- INPUT

not be applied as a ‘biaek bos’. For the ”WWW“
data sat on the right of figure 1 (obtained
by evaporating titanium onto the Plasma.

facing wall), fitting the model to the oxygen fi‘flfit t gwsgfi n | “flag”
line intensities gave T40) m 9fleV, but very _
weakly constrained, as this trial illustrates.
The problem is that the 05+ and 04+ intensi— a . 1 a , ,, , , , , , , , I ,
ties do not vary much with T,, in this region.

113(0) ratio However. the C4+ intensity does vary strongly, so we can get a reliable
dBeV 271 Ta by comparing (34* 227.1nm with {12* 229.7nm. The observed (32" signal

50 37 is 27 times the C” signal, whereas the modelled ratios areas shown here ,
55 19 almost independent of DL . The ‘best fit’ T, is elearl}r 53eV.
60 11

We can then go back and use this value to determine DL from the oxygen ionisation '
balance, with the following result: '

1",,(0) a 53 at!
D, = 2.1x105cm25-1
F0 = 2.5:»:1l3‘wom“?si"1
F0 = 4.8x1015 tom";3 s—1

Line ratio

We can check this temperature using a
line-ratio measurement with 05+ ; the oh- 5-; I ”3'1“”
served ratio for 05+ 381nm:103nm is 1.1 x 5"”? 1 1
10—5. This is plotted against the theoret~ § ; 33 ' "m
ieal ratio, and intersects at T,, = 51.5eV, a in;
remarkably good agreement. at.s- _ /_.—r”‘_'__

53" _ . Observed rstlo

336/ 1
E4 13 Inferred Te .

41 'W ‘ ' HIDE
Elma temperature tum
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Discussion

:- By considering a wide range of ionisation states, and by careful analysis, it has been
possible to obtain reliable values for the electron tamperature and the average impurity
diffusion coefficient from spectroscopic measurement of the ionisation balance.
In the ungettered condition, the impurity content in SPHEx'is high,“.5. ~ 10%, of which
at least 50% is oxygen and carbon At least half of the oxygen mflux and two thirds
of the carbon influx'1s recycling from the flux conserver wall rather than directly from
the Marshall gun. This fraction is in the same region as the figure of 1 to 4% oxygen
obtained in a similar sized version of CTX [1], who also conclude that ‘the power
and impurity levels are consistent with radiation still dominating the the global power
balance in the first 100as of the discharge’ (the discharge appears to be decaying after
this time).

It should be noted that this is not the whole story on energy confinement in relaxed
state devices; many experiments, reviewed by [2], have shown that at least as much
power can go directly from magnetic fluctuations into ion heating, being lost mainly
by charge exchange. Indeed, if radiation were the main energy loss channel, the
decay time of the current would be substantially longer than is observed - other likely
loss channels include edge losses which are tightly coupled to the central plasma by
magnetic relaxation, as observed on other relaxed state devices, see [2] and [4].

Application of titanium reduces the electron density and the impurity fraction to 3%,
and increases the electron temperature. However its greatest effect is to reduce the
impurity transport, by a mechanism which is not clear, but may include creation of
more favourable pressure profile, reduced viscosity, or reduced turbulence.
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The Optimization and Design of a Small AspectLRatio Torsatron-
Tokamak Hybrid (EPEIUS)
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P. M. Valanju. J. C. Wiley, A. J. Wootton, and Shae-Bai Zheng

Fusion Research Center, The University of Texas utensiin, Austin. Texas 78712. USA

Abstract. Studies for EPEIUS. a planned small aspectvratio torsatron-tokamakhybrid,based

on a concept developed at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory. are presented. We investigate

magnetic geometries with aspect ratio A 3E: 3. and an externally imposed rotational transform
rm(r) which decreases with increasing minor radius (i.e. uniquely tokamak—like). in a device

with major radius R9 = 0.5 m. toroidal field on axis 8.; e 1 T. auxiliary heating and toroidal

plasma current Ip 3.: 150 RA.

A?»
in

iiiiii
liliii

Figure I . An elevation dimension view of EPEIUS. with details of the modular coils.

Fusion oriented motivation. The requirements that a low—A 3-dimensional system must

satisfy, in addition to those common for normal—A systems, are l) the coils must allow for a

nuclear blanket. 2) they must operate at large fl (introducing In to make a-torsatronvtokamak

hybrid has been proposed as one means to achieve this), and 3} neoclassical. losses must not
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exceed anomalous losses, or conclusions concerning reductions in size are negated. This is
usually considered to imply strict optimization of the magnetic geometry. An alternative
solution is to develop a partial magnetic optimization, and to rely on radial electric fields E, for
thermal plasma confinement. This is the SMARTH concept [1—5]. We envision a reactor»
development path in which very low A is achieved'with partial magnetic optimization sufficient
for alpha-particle confinement in the very low collisionality regime. The alphas will have
closed trapped particle orbits with excursions Ara such that the diffusion coefficient is
D0,. = (dig)2 Va and the confinement time can exceed the slowing—down time (v is a collision
frequency). The thermal plasma, on the other hand, will be nominally in the UV regime, even
with closed orbits, thus requiring naturally occurring or driven E. to enter the tit/£3 regime.
This scenario has the added benefit of providing an ash-removal mechanism: after the alphas
give up most of their energy they enter the 1/v regime and are lost before being affected by Er.
The ultimate objective is to design a compact reactor: will it be a torsatron, toltamak, or hybrid?
Optimization studies. We seek the lowest possible aspect-ratio toroidal device consistent
with robust flux surfaces, stability and good confinement. Our premise is that the ultimate
“generalized optimization" will not depend on the magnetic configuration alone, but will require
some aspects of both tokamaks and stellarators.

As a first experimental step, to study thermal transport, we propose EPEIUS [5]. The basic
eight fold symmetry, eight coil configuration was chosen from initial studies as a compromise
between magnetic ripple, tm, coil construction simplicity and diagnostic access. It still has
large ripple, with an unfavorable poloidal gradient. Calculations at low-A employing the
longitudinal bounce invariant J = ml’lldi , or an approximation f“ [6], can result in unconfined
orbits [3], so that energetic trapped particles will be lost and radial diffusion will be large. E.
can drastically improve the confinement, however [3]. According to Monte Carlo and
simplified transport calculations, our basic case yields interesting plasma parameters with
confinement enhanced by the naturally occurring Er. '

The magnetic field of EPEIUS is generated by four separate coil systems, shown in Figure
1. The physics design studies focussed on the modular coils whose purpose is to generate the
main toroidal field and a tokamak—like s profile decreasing from about 0.3 on axis to 0.1 at the
edge and having a magnetic well. The low t at the edge helps generate a robust field structure.
On a given flux surface, the field lines have a relatively higher pitch at the outside which is
thought to help stabilize ballooning modes. We chose a coil parameterization that conveniently
allows us to describe the necessary central hole for the central solenoid (the OH winding, for
{9). It is composed of three components: 1) an inner helical region which allows the coil to be
closely fitted about the solenoid and to be wedged for support, 2) the outer curve which is
described in terms of the ellipticity and triangularity, stand 3 , which describe the plane curve
and sin 6‘ and sin 26' components which describe the rotation and twist out of the plane, and 3)
a 3D Hermite cubic which smoothly joins the components to reduce mechanical stresses. In
what we call “local optimization” we varied the coil parameters to obtain lvacuu'm configurations
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that have a magnetic well, moderate ripple, a rotational transform profile decreasing toward the

edge, and a large plasma volume (low A).

Surface resilience. We have addressed the quality of the flux surfaces due to realistic

current distributions in the windings, the effects of current feeds and crossovers, and the effects

of manufacturing and assemn errors. We also asked what level of StflChaStiCity could be

tolerated at the edge. The criterion that the transport from any stochastic layer should be smaller

than that due to other processes implied that the field should have a radial displacement of e: l

cmin 400 toroidal transits. Construction and assemn errors were investigated by moving a

single coil radially, vertically, and toroidally. Large radial displacements (z:- 5 mm} clearly,r

generated an m = 5 island at the t = 0.2 position (about half way.r out in r) but position errors

in the 1-2 mm range did not generate islands or stochastic regions that exceeded the criterion.

While orientation of winding cross section and feed location clearly affect plasma size, the

Finite current and beta equilibrium. Mil-ID eouilibrium were calculated with VMEC [i]
to determine the effects of IF and 13. Figure 2 shows an example, together with the modular

and vertical field (B; or VF) coil positions. Varying Ip, we can change EPEIUS from a
torsatron {1p =0 km to a hybrid (20 to 60 he.) to a toltamak (100 kA). Even a small current

allows significant variations in R0, i, equilibrium and MHD stable )3 [3]. The i. profile,

helical ripple, Re, A, and equilibrium and maximum stable I? can be varied by using the three

extra controls: ip, 3,, and a... The toroidal field (TF) coil allows the r profile and the ratio of
helical to toroidal ripple to be varied. The VF and OH coils allow the magnetic well depth to be

varied. Many issues such as [3 limits, disruption control, and the role of helical ripple in

transport can be systematically studied using this flexibility. We expect to access densities :-

fixlfllgm'3 [9]. _
Transport estimates. Wei-solve the standard 1-D equations describing particle and energy

transport, together with_t'he ambipolaritv condition, allowing for thermal and prompt losses.
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For an example we take In = 0, BO =1 T, a m 0.1? m, R0 = 0.51 in, a broad density profile

with no = 2.0 X 1019 m‘3, centrally deposited power to electrons = 240 kW, and that to ions =

ITO kW. The resulting ionuroot temperatures are Ten = 4-40 eV and T50 = 350 eV, Er =» 12 Vfcm
at m: = 2/3, confinement times are T5,; = 0.8 ms and T5,- = 1.8 ms, so that TE 2 1.1 ms. This
is consistent with the 13395 {10] and Lackner~Gottardi [11] scaling relations, which give LE
and 0.9 ms, respectively. The helical collisionalities in the core are v: = 0.05 and v: m 0.005.
Experimental program. EPEIUS is intended to answer the following questions:

a Can torsatron and torsatron-tokamak hybrid plasmas with acceptable magnetic
surfaces operate at A < 3? No other machine design exists to do this.
I Can E, ameliorate the neoclassical confinement consequences of the helical magnetic
ripple? Can E,- be controlled? Can an H-mode be achieved?
4|!i What are the tearing- and kinkwmode stability properties associated with the particular
combination of rotational transforms? The external transform profile is unique.
In How do confinement properties relate to local MHD stability?

In addition, the following more generic physics questions and issues can be addressed:
a Can an externally imposed t profile decreasing with minor radius suppress
disruptions in tokamaks?
It With a driven Ip simulating a bootstrap current (either peaked or hollow), what are the
implications of a bootstrap current for tearing- and kink—mode stability?
a What are the effects of E, and its gradients on anomalous transport?
a How do turbulence and anomalous transport compare among torsatrons, hybrids and
tokamalts, i.e. with a plasma current varying from 0 to 150 kA ?

Conclusions. We have designed a compact torsatron-toltamak hybrid, with expected
performance in the ion root comparable or greater than the predictions of present day scaling
relations. We think that essential studies of the plasma thermal transport and stability with Er
and In can be completed with this relatively simple “locally optimized" design.
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The influence of mode coupling on the rotation and locking of Tearing
Modes

R. Cociho, M. F. F. Nave, F. Serra, E. Lazzarol, M.E.Manso

Associacfio EURATOMIIST, Centre de Fusao Nuclear, 1096 Lisbon Codex, Portugal
1 Istituto di Fisica del Plasma, EURATOM—ENEA—CNR, Milan, Italy

Introduction
Magnetic islands have been observed 1n many tokamak discharges showing a strong influence
on both global stability and transport and leading to confinement degradation. The
understanding of how rotating islands evolve and interact with the plasma and surrounding
vessel is of great importance in the avoidance of locked modes and disruptions, which are both
key issues for ITER.
In order to assess the influence of mode coupling on island growth and rotation, a numerical
model for the evolution of rotating tearing modes has been developed extending existing
models £1,2f. In this paper, we are mainly interested on the electromagnetic nature of the mode
coupling, thus viscous torques applied at an island in the Rutherford regime by the rotating
plasma and the small stabilising contribution of plasma inertia are neglected. In toroidal
geometry, magnetic islands with diiferent poloidal and toroidal mode numbers (nan) are
expected to interact since a perturbation E will not have a single (mm) component but will
also have side-band harmonics. The side—band harmonic (milm) of an (mm) mode can be
regarded as an external current of helioity (mm) which will interact with a (nL-|:1,n) mode.
Stability and toroidal rotation ofboth modes will be influenced by their phase difl’ercnce and by
the resistive vessel.
Helical sheet currents induced at the resistive vessel by the rotating modes or connected to
mode coupling are shown to play an important role on both stability and toroidal rotation of
the modes. These helical currents will modify the boundary conditions of the perturbed mode

- flux filnction or equivalently, induce eddy sheet currents (5}- around the rational surface of an
island. The part of the eddy current that is in phase with the naturally occurring magnetic island
at the rational surface affects the amplitude of the magnetic island. The part of the. eddy current
that is out of phase with the naturally occurring magnetic island yields electromagnetic forces
around the rational surface. .

Numerical Model
The first step to our analysis 1s the tearing mode equation For tokamak plasma discharges 1n the
limit of large aspect ratio a —> 0 _

1 a raw)_ 311:1” Elsi-lei; (1)
rar a r Wham—a)”
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where the perturbed magnetic field of a (nan) mode is described in terms of a perturbed flux

function E : l? X (T2). : (1' Eerg—,0) with ‘1' a w(r) exp(i(m8 — nil) — Im(t')dt’)) where
r

(a is the instantaneous frequency of the mode. This equation is singular at r, where q = q, and

the solution will have a discontinuity on the radial derivative which may be characterised by the

value of A’ defined by A“. r, 2* “up1: . w'(r,) + [w"]:. 1|;(r,)} f(2qr(r,)ur'(r,)) where

rt, = r, a w l' 2 refer to the radial locations ofthe edges of an island ofwidth w (we follow the
“constant 1y" approximation within the island region, valid when there is no forced
reconnection Bl). We take into account the modifications to the perturbed flux limetion due to
the resistive wall and mode coupling by making the expansion ‘39: TM, + ‘I’“I, + ‘I’mpl to a

solution of (1) (the last two terms will satisfy suitable boundary conditions according to their
nature).
To study the evolution of the island rotation with time, we must know the torques applied at
the island. Since poloidal rotation is strongly damped 3’1, 42’ we will be mainly interested on the
toroidal torques. However, due to the magnetic field line and perturbed current density

” geometry at the rational surface, the poloidal and toroidal torques due to .5 x .3? forces are

connected by Tg ziTfi, (torque at the rational surface of the island). Since the perturbed

current densities are approximately “sheet—like”, only the “toroidal” component of the
perturbed current will contribute to the poloidal torque, which in terms of the perturbed flux
fimction yields

T... = 4x212. f;{pa}:.w*<r.)—[rw]::w.)} (2)

Considering a simple diffusion of the perturbed field lines the temporal evolution of the radial
magnetic field perturbationzrs given by

£91: 3:32 Zia
d’ l lfirq so EJ— (3)

q’Bg 5

Once the toroidal moment of inertia of each island is calculated we can easily obtain the
following set of coupled equations for. the modes (mm) and (nail ,n), which describes the
temporal evolution of the amplitude of the radial magnetic perturbation (B ) and the toroidal
rotation frequency (rs) .

n.4- Em - I
dB 2m 1' (air )51 2m 3”“) (r ) ~
ME = A" ~——-—— fl —————""“ m_y1 "" A 1’3 4

d]! r am[[ at rm [nu] 1+(WTW)2 + rm Bunk“) CDS( quantum) m(rm) . ( )

dd:
2H!

m _ 1 w, r,,, @1m ' .. “(we - '-”if?“ _ EEG—[Fmm (rm)[Eh] m— baBm (rm )Bmztl (ram) 5111(399mai )] (5)
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Here, Egg, is the (ma) harmonic of the (mi-.1,n) mode; dammit is the toroidal phase
difi‘erence, I3“) is the moment of inertia ofa (111,11) island in the toroidal direction. The ftmction
fihlfim) represents the stability parameter of the (mm) mode, in the absence. of the
conducting vessel and coupling. The parameter rm, is given by swim where 1,, is the
resistive time of the vessel (17,, = (puewdwrw) l 2 ).

Comparison with experimental results _
Lower-hybrid current drive (LHCD) discharges in ASDEX indicate that the (2,1) tearing mode
can be destabilised due to the change in the current density profile (caused by the localised
power deposition of the waves), often leading to mode locking and a major plasma disruption
(5!. During mode looking, a flattening of the electron density profile around the q=2 surface is
observed from the microwave reflectometry diagnostic (figure 1) 16!. Although the magnetic
signals could not detect a change in the growth rate of the meZ mode after locking,
reflectometry measurements show that the island continues to grow during locking. In
addition, there is indication that a (m=3;n=1) mode has been destabilised and continues ‘to
oscillate while the (2,1) is locked. I

' aeraF
_ {Hid-(GHQ

39* a.

‘4? +

E
E

:fl'l g a

I? +

‘ g3 1J:a— X

0
lllllllllllllllll D I W

01 Du t 14 1'. Q I ll 2‘ 31 4-0

rton'llrs nu“ ma,
Figure 1 - Results from broadband ICflfiflDIflfi-UY obtained in the ASDEX tokamalt for the discharge 29285, at
F1580 ms, when locking of the m=2,ne1 ccctnred. The abrupt jumps in the phase derivative £t f AF (a)
correspond to the flattening of the plasma density.r in the evaluated density profiles (b), revealing the influence

of magnetic islands located near the rational surfaces q=2 (r~30 cm) and (1:3 {11.39 cm).

The model was therefore applied to the study of the time evolution of MHD observations in
ASDEX lower-hybrid heated discharges. Numerical studies of the growth and toroidal rotation
of modes (m=2;n=1) (unstable) and (m=3;n=1) (stable or unstable) were performed. It was
found that the toroidal coupling between the (2,1) and (3,1) islands stronglyr affects-the
amplitude and rotation of the outer (3,1) island. A stable (3,1) is also shown to be destabilised
after a critical (2,1) width. The simulations showed that after the m=2 island. locks, the m=3
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will continue to oscillate (as shown in figure 2), in agreement with the experimental data. After
the locking ofboth islands, fiirther growth of the modes leads to island overlap on a time scale
that agrees with the time when ASDEX disruptions were observed (~10 ms after the locking).

1:5 {m=2.n=1}

”E" sas
E s

5 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I :I I I I I

11.01:! fl,fl1 flail}? o.oa 0.1114 I335 {LDE {Li}? UJJE H.139 DAG

4,53-:Eels
”2'5

Ban
1'5 I I I I l I I I _1I_ I. I I I I I. I I i I J

one not D,D2 {LUIS Cull-i b.1215 0.05 DJ? one 0,09 9.1111

'55
(H2

)

one not one one not one one on? one one can
timets}

Figure 2 - Evolution of island widths and rotation frequencies for two coupled islands with mode numbers:
(m=2, n=1} and (n1=3, n=1). Each island rotates, as well as oscillates in the potential of the other. The {m=3,
n=l} mode continues to oscillate after the locking of the (in=2, n=l) mode. In this simulation the following

1‘a Parameters were used: raw-29m raw-33m, a2‘(0}=6, Aa’(0)=4. massacres, washout,
W3(0}=1.5om,oig(fl}=2.2 ten, m3(fl)=1.8 kHz, TuFlfims
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The investigations of magnetic perturbation spatial structures behavior

during major disruptions in tekamak T-1 1M

AM. Belcv, SN. Mimov, I.B.Semenov, E_.A.Azizov, LA. Kevan, V.B.Lazarev, LN. Makashin,
S.G.Maltsev, LN. Monakhov, M.V.Morczcv, $.P.Pepryadul<hin, A.P.Chernobai.

WEI-42092 Troitsk, Moscow region, Russia.

This report is devoted to the investigation of magnetic perturbation evolution during
disruptions at IlrIer in T-l 1M tokamak. We guess, it is possible to follow the dynamics of magnetic

islands formation at the column boundary on the basis of knowledge of the structure and the magnitude

of magnetic perturbations near the boundary. Then we can make the estimations of plasma—wall

interaction parameters (Te,’l'i, peaking factor and others) in disruptions. This is important for

modeling plasmauwall interaction and for the study ofthe major disruption mechanism.

The experiments were carried out at T—l 1M tokalnak (R=0.?m, a=0.2rn) [i] in following

conditions: q(a)=2.5—3, main“, IESO-IUDKA, Bt=0.8-1T. To study magnetic fluctuations at the vessel

inside surface, 73 magnet probes in 4 toroidal cross-sections ( a: =D,40.50, 130 degrees with 23, 32, 16,

'3' probes correspondingly) were installed. The data acquisition system allowed to observe 63 signals

with time resolution of 1 mks simultaneously.

The magnetic field visualization method suggested earlier in [2] was used for processing of the

large data array. The region of high brightness (white) corresponded to the maximum positive Ban

perhlrbations, the dark region - to negative ones. A visualization picture, the soft X—ray (3X) signal

from the center, the total current d and plasma displacement (hit) for the typical major disruption in

T—l 1M are shown in fig.1. The vertical displacement of the visualization picture corresponds to the

poloidal angles from t} to 360 degrees (the inner side of the plasma column), the middle line

corresponds to the outer side (angle 1809). The time window (the horizontal direction) corresponds to

320mks. The major disruption has a typical magnetic precursor in the mode of oscillation with m"—“2,3.

Apparently, it is transformed to m=3,4 during the disruptions.

This transformation of magnetic perturbations from small to to big ones was discovered firstly

in Merejkin’s superiments [3] and then was observed in many tokamaks.

It is seen from fig.1, that this transformation is followed by the drastic drop of the SX signal in

the column core, that means the flattening of Te profile in the core [4,5] and, as it was shown in [6]

earlier, is result of the mode mwlfn=l development in the core ( deep sawtooth). I

The explosion of the outer MHD-activity, accompanied by the current positive pulse (dlp)

generation and colurrm dropping inside (AR), occurs in SG—IDUus afler 3X decrease in the core in our

experiment. That’s why we guess, that the main reasons of the disruption are events in the core, and
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outer MI—lD-activity is the result of column r-extension (the drop of if). Apparently, the observed In
rise can be the consequence of such extension.

The another consequence of the current channel extension is the rise of the total current 1p (Mp,
fig.l). As was noted earlier [1], the weak increase of the current is observed already on the stage of
helical perturbations. This process was interrupted by some “fast” event [1], then the short phase (10-

BDps) of fast magnetic oscillation (figl, turbulization) comes. The drastic current rise and powerful
plasma-wall interaction happen simultaneously with these oscillations. Probably, the overlapping of
the magnetic island with different helical geometry occurs in this moment.

If the reason of these events is just the simple interaction between islands and the wall (limiters,

antennas and so on), we could expect, that the “turbulizaton” moment ( the rise Alp) has to be bonded

with the boundary,r MED-perturbations phase. However, it is not right. The serial of superposed
oscillogramms nip (t) and magnetic perturbations Bp(t), measured by one .of magnetic probes for some
T—l 1M discharges are shown in fig.2. It is easy to see, that “turbulization” comes in an arbitrary phase
relatively to magnetic perturbations. That means, that it has the inner character and can be hardly

explained by the simple interaction between magnetic islands and the wall.

The knowledge of the absolute values of magnetic perturbations (E, c: 5%) allows us to make

the estimations of possible sizes of magnetic islands, appearing in plasma column before a disruption.

To take into account the influence of the conductive wall, the formula was used that describes

connection of the poloidal field near the wall Ba(rl,) and the radial component at resonant surface B,(r,):

Bis) _ 1— (Ir/b)”
13561,) _ (rs/El)!"+1 + (rs/b “TIP/[33H

(b - is copper shell radius). Radii of the resonant surfaces and the corresponding shear values was
calculated for the one parameter approximation for the current profile: j = alpa2)(v+1)(l — ital)". In this
case v=q,,/q=2.3, the profile is peaked. The island semiwidths for the m=2fn=1, m=3in=l harmonics

are 2.9 and 1.5cm respectively in this approximation, while'the distance between these resonant

surfaces is 4.7cm in stage long before the major disruption. The amplitudes of oscillations of these

mode are increasing before disruption and we can suggest, that the islands are overlapping in this

period. That corresponds with results obtained in ASDEX earlier [I].

The information about n-spectrum helical perturbations is very important for magnetic islands

reconstruction. We had suggestions n=1 in our previous estimations. But that is not correct during
disruption. At Fig.3 is shown Bg-visualization picture for two different cross-sections of TullM

. (air—r40 degrees). We can see some different behavior of magnetic perturbations during disruption in

very close toroidal cross-sections (toroidal asynuuetry). That means development ofnirl perturbations.



(The 11:2 perturbation was observed in T—llM earlier [1]) This problem will be the subject of our
future work. I
Conclusions.

1. The analysis of the behavior of magnetic perturbations before and during the major disruption

allows to suggest, that the most fast and dangerous phase of a disruption - tm‘bnlization — is

accompanied by the generation of the positive current pulse and powerful thermal and particle
fluxes onto the wall and is the consequence of magnetic island m=3fn=1and m=2fn=1 reconnection.
We guess that the main reason of their formation before the disruption is the loss of magnetic shear
in the center, as it was suggested in [4].

2. The absence of the connection between magnetic perturbation phase and the moment of the

turbnlization development can mean that the ttu'bulization reason is not the direct plasma—wall
interaction, but some other internal processes. Probably, it is the reconnection of magnetic islands

m=3fn¥1 and tn=2fn£1.
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ON PECULIARITIES or: L-l-l TRANSITION IN T~11 M TOKAMAK

Kovan |.A., Romannikov A.N., Petrov Yu.V.
TRINlTl, Troitsk, Moscow region, Russia

INTRODUCTION
After the reconstruction Of the limiter in spring, 1994. the regimes with improved

energy confinement (L-H transition) have been revealed on T—11M tokarnak, which
were attended by l3“m - emission intensity fall, by the loop-voltage and ohmic power
drop, and by the energy 'content'and the energy confinement time rise [1]. The
transition occurred spontaneously at 35“? ms of discharge as the plasma current
attained the quasi—steady state, and was accompanied by flattening of the density
profile and by increase of the electron temperature on plasma axis, The regime
arose, by our opinion, due to formation of the negative electrical potential at the
limiter during the discharge, which had the dielectric covering of EM: with ~100p
thickness after the reconstruction._ This suggestion is supported by sharp decrease
(approximately in 100 times) of the current in the. limiter-chamber circuit in
comparison with conducting limiter (Mo) case. It was impossible to measure the
radial distribution of potential in the plasma edge because of the quick destroy of
Langmuir probe (for this reason the radial movement of the probe on T—11lvi is
possible in SOL only, r22’lcm, where the potential responds weekly on L-H
transition). That’s why we focused our attention on contactless method of elucidating
the electrical potential gradient in plasma, based on measuring of the poloidal
plasma rotation. it is well known that during the transition to H—regime the plasma
edge-layer gains the significant value of poloidal rotation velocity (#405 cmis) [2]. The
main method of this velocity measuring is based on estimating the frequency Doppler
shift in impurity—ions spectra. However, since there is no high—resolution ("0.131)
spectrometer on T-‘l’llvl and because of the problem of adequate relation between
impurity-ions and main plasma motion, we use the corpuscular diagnostic tools for
the stated aims [3]. '

The dependence of the ox. flux on the plasma poloidal rotation velocity VP
follows from the analysis Of main ions distribution function in a moving coordinate
system. The neutrais' flux 1 depends on the velocity VP of the coordinate system as:

F amt-Nth ”pf/27*) =
where E=Mvfl2 is energy, and T is the ion temperature in the observed point. In
the case Of small Va , when the neutrals’ flux Iii-for the stationary (V,,=U) coordinate
system is known, one has the relation: -
IEmexp \f2M—-E*Vp/T) ' (1)

At high energies the ox. flux drops exponentially, so that the restrictions in analyzer
loading can turn critical for the measurements. That’s why the compromise is
necessary in choosing the neutrals' energy. Knowing the variation of fluxes before
and after the L-H transition, it is possible to measure the poloidal rotation velocity ‘v'p
according to formula (1). The sensitivity of this method is maximum when measuring
and comparing the fluxes in co—rotationai direction and in counter-rotational direction.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS , _
The experiments have been carried out on T-11M in regimes with improved

energy confinement. in conditions of boronized chamber walls. The typical discharge
parameters were as following: toroidal magnetic field Bt=1.2T, plasma current
lPaQUKA, oe3.2, average plasma density Baez-lo” cm'e', Zea a1. electron and ion
(deuterium) temperature Ten e450eV. Tm a’l 20eV, discharge duration ta'lZOms. minor
plasma radius a=19cm, major radius Rg=70cm. For the measurements of the ox.
fluxes the analyzer "Lakmus" was used, which allows to scan the plasma vertically up
to radius re0.6a above the midplane.._‘l'he analyzer was working in the counting
regime, the size of the spot. which could be seen by analyzer. was 2cmx1.5cm
approximately. Fig.1 shows the temporal behavior of neutrals’ fluxes'at 300eV
energy level, averaged over three discharges, on the chord Y=11crn, during L-H
transition on T—11M. The corve 1 is the flux gained from the plasma region that
moves as supposed towards the analyzer during the plasma rotation. The curve 2 is
the flux obtained from the same region in case of its moving away from analyzer. The
curve 3 is the flux measured in L—mode discharge (presumablywithout plasma
rotation) which has been formed in conditions of metallic limiter and without the
chamber walls boronization. Due to the fact of considerable fall of the overall fluxes
after the boronization, the curve 3 had to be normalised by factor ’Ii3 in vertical
scale. The altering of plasma poloidal rotation direction (curve 2 case) was achieved '
by reversing both the plasma current and toroidal magnetic field directions. leaving
all- the rest parameters identical to discharge in curve 1 case. It was done because of
technical restriction for the analyzer to scan the plasma above the midplane only
(#0). The comparison of fluxes in discharges with and without rotation yields VP a
105 cmls, according to formula (1), with $5096 accuracy. The similar measurements
on Y=6cm chord did not reveal any difference in corresponding fluxes, in contrast to
measurements on Y=’l'lcm chord. in the plasma region observed by the analyzer the
ion pressure gradient is rather small, so that the arising .of poloidal plasma rotation
may be attributed to radial electric field Er a100Wcm (oErfBr $3.105 cmls) appearing
during the L-H transition.

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS IN SUPPORT OF THE MEASURING METHDD
The formula (1) used for calculating the poloidal rotation velocity Vp is valid.

strictly speaking, for ions which move along the magnetic field lines rather than
across them. In T—1‘llvi the collision rate is low enough. so that the 300eV ion can
circle almost the whole drift trajectory before it will change its pitch angle
considerably. Taking into account that only the ions with Vast-am can fly into analyzer
(it is directed perpendicular to magnetic axis). it may seem doubtful using (1) for
these ions, because even when the radial electric field is present in the plasma, their
drift orbits may look like "banana” in cross-section, meaning that their poloidal drift
velocity changes the sign both in the lower and in the upper halfplane of the plasma
column. The aim of the analysis given below is to justify the usage of formula (1) for
the lip-measuring method.

The condition of flying the particle into the analyzer is determined by the
inclination of magnetic field line with respect to analyzer view line. From region X250.
Ya‘l’lcm only the particles which have VIN; a 0.1 can fly into analyzer, and from
region XeO, Yaw-“Horn - the particles with VZNL as —0.1 (Z—axis and toroidal magnetic
field B are directed clock—wise. if one looks from the top, and plasma current Ir; —
counter-clockwise). On fig.2 the trajectories of two 300eV deuterons are shown,
which were launched from the point X=0, Y=11.4cm with initial velocities VENL = 0.08
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(first particle) and VzNj, =-~U.UB (second particle). Besides, the radial homogeneous
electric field Er=100Wcm was set in plasma. From fig.2 it may seem that due to
mirror symmetry with respect to Y=U line, the analyzer will gain the particles with
equal drift velocities Vx, both from Yet1cm and from Yeu‘itcm regions. However it is
not so. On fig.3 the time evolution of coordinates X, Y and velocities Vx , V” (avg for
the first particle are shown (left column). it can fly into analyzer if Vlle1.4-1UE cmls
and Yetlcm, or if V“ S‘s-1.4405 cmls and Yer-11cm. Such points are marked with
circles on fig.3. It is seen that in point Ye’l‘lcrn the particle has the drift velocity Vx a
106 cmrs (towards analyzer), and in the point Yeam it has the drift velocity Vx a
43.4105 cmls (away from analyzer). As for the second particle, the analysis of the
similar evolution curves (fig.3, right column) shows that it can fly into analyzer from
region Yrs-11cm only, having Was-95105 cmfs (away from analyzer). Thus, the drift
velocities vx for the particles which can fly into analyzer, are opposite in sign in the
upper and lower halfplanes of the plasma column. in the case of zero electric field
the trajectories of these particles are “banana"-lil<e, with turning points located at

Kat}, Yeil 1 .4cm (the trajectories of these particles are nearly coincide, in contrast to
trajectories shown on fig.2). In this case each of these particles can fly into analyzer
from Ye1‘lcm as well as from Yeltsin, having one and the same drift velocity ‘v’x at
0.16495 cmz‘s (mainiy due to V“ input), directed towards the analyzer in the upper
and lower halfplanes of the plasma column, symmetrically with respect to Y=O line.'
For the given analysis it is not very essential from which points the particles are
launched. For instance, if they are launched from the point X=U, Y=—11.4cm, the
same curves as those shown on figs.2,3 wilt be obtained, with some time-shift. tn the
case of another sign of electric field (EF-‘lUUWcm the result is opposite to the case
given above: the first particle can fly into analyzer from region Ye‘i‘tcm, with drift
velocity sfl, and the second particle can fly into analyzer from region Yer—11cm,
having V99. The trajectories of these particles differ significantly from those shown
on fig.2: the first particle looks like “banana" in cross-section, and the second one
goes along the trajectory close to a circle. it should be mentioned that in numerical
code, used for constructing the drift trajectories, special terms are present which
describe the ripples of toroidal magnetic field. However, for'the particles considered
above (VzNie $9.1 at t=0) the ripples did not reveal itself.

DISCUSSION
The observed asymmetry in evolution of ex. fluxes during the L-H transition for

chords located on the opposite sides from the midplane, may be interpreted as the
result of plasma rotation in arising radial electric field and can not be attributed to
locally-trapped ions or to vertical shift of plasma column. ThUs, it is shown that for the
L-H transition in T-‘l‘ll‘vi tokamak: -
1.The H-mode is characterised by deep penetration of radialelectric field (up to alZ).
2.The poloidal rotation velocity VP on the Ye‘l‘icrn chord is order of 105 crnls,
corresponding to E WtUUWcm (directed outward from the plasma centre).
3.The neo-classical analysis of observed ions justifies the measuring method.

REFERENCES
[1] Lazarev V.B., Alekseev A.G., Amosov V.N., et al., Proc. of the 15th

Int. Conf. on Plasma Phys. and Contr. Nucl. Fus. Ree, v.2. R45. 1995.
[2] Groebner R.J. Phys.Fluids B 5 (7). 1993.
[3] Romannikov A.N., Chernobai A.P., Russ. journ. Fizika Plazrny, 1997, N10
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I I I I I I ' If; ‘ Fig.1.Temporal behavior of measured -.
25 *_ )1/‘ j neutrals’ flux (relative units) during

: Lnl-i transition in T-1 1 M tokamak:
I . 1 —- flux from plasma region which

20; 3 fi'i moves towards analyzer, averaged '.
: f- : over discharges #9369. #9370, j

15 ‘ _” #9371. -
E 2 O _ 2 - flux from plasma region which
I 0,...»- : moves away from analyzer, averaged i

10 " 74X V/ '. over discharges #9520 #9523 3
I #9626. t .

. 5:. I J 3- flux In L—mode discharge #26‘lit.
2I5 SID 3I5 4:0 45 SIG r -,ms

Fig.2. Cross—section view on drift
trajectories of two BDOeV deuterons
with VZNL e $0.1 (at t=6) in radial
electric field Er = 160 Vicm. Long
arrows show from which points of the
drift trajectory the particle can fly into
analyzer if it looks at Ye'ltcm or at

1W {0) Yes-11cm. The sign of drift velocity Vx
at this moment is shown for each

' 2 (V <0) particle near the corresponding
arrow. The evolution of coordinates
and velocities see on fig.3.
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011 the Turbulent Transport in Tokamaks

Vladimir P. Pavlenko
Department ofMaterials Science, EURATOM—NFR Fusion Association,
Uppsola University, Box 534, S - F151 21 Uppsaic, Sweden

I. It is evident now that the ion thermal transport in tokamaks can be anomalous.[1] The
evidence comes from experimental studies in large scale tokamak discharges aimed at the
investigation of the ion thermal confinement properties. The mechanism responsible for the ion
thermal transport is most probably thought to be the low frequency instability, which is a drift
wave type electrostatic mode driven by the density and temperature gradients and
inhomogeneity in the magnetic field. To describe the transport properties in such a plasma the
conventional turbulent transport program is usually used. This program includes the deriviation
of a complete set of equations describing the nonlinear dynamics of a drift type mode, the
solution of the linear stability problem and detennining the critical value of parameters for the
onset of instability, the calculation of the transport coefficients based on the estimated saturation
level of the turbulence, and fmally the numerical calculation of the profiles.

Recently another program was suggested which starts from the Lagrangian invariants Ll:
(quantities that are concerved along trajectories) and leads to a turbulent attractor.[2] To
demonstrate the basic idea of this program, let assume that there exist Lagrangian invariants
(other than the energy and the total number of particles) that are held for a plasma in tokamaks
and not destroyed by the turbulence.So, state the system is totally described by the Lagrangian

invariants Lk, i.e. % = 0. It is naturally then to argue, in analogy with the Taylor theory of
relaxation, that the turbulent transport of heat and particles drives the plasma towards the steady
state Lk = coast. This steady state is called Turbulent Equiportitioa (TEP). TEP, which also

refers to as a turbulent attractor, is the relaxed state of turbulent plasma in which Lagrangian
invariants are uniformly distributed in the space.Therefore, the fluxes of conserved quantities
vanish at TEP. It is worthwhile to note that to define the turbulent transport matrix in the
convential transport theory, we expand the fluxes near the global attractor a = coast,
T = coast, which is determined by the energy conservation. In the TEP transport theory we
expand the fluxes near the turbulent attractor Ll: = coast.

1f the attractor is described by invariants, then the problem is what invariants to exploit. The
frozen- in law is principal for the magnetic confinement, but the ideal frozen-in law in toroidal
systems totally prohibits the turbulent diffusion. It was proposed that many transport
properties of a turbulent plasma in large scale tokamak devices can be explained by one natural
hypothesis: that the poloidal, but not toroidal component of the frozen-in. low holds in
tokamaks.[3] Based on this assumption one can obtain that in a tokamak plasma the appropriate
Lagrangian invariant is given by L = nr t B3, where n is the plasma density, r is the minor
radius and B3 is the poloidal magnetic field. A uniform distribution of L at TEP implies that
the density distribution is then given by n a 1 to, where q is the safety factor, which agrees
well with experimental data.We note that this density distribution is not uniform in the space.
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II. It has not been suggested yet the fluid equations suitable for the TEP description. In the
present paper we derive the system of model equations, which holds the invariant L, using two
fluid plasma description for low frequency electrostatic perturbations. Let the equilibrium
magnetic field of a toltamak is B = a2 BT + e BB . The basic assymptions are that the
poloidal component of the magnetic field is frozen into the plasma, and there is no plasma
motion in the poloidal direction. In these limits the frozen—in law, obtained from the equation of
electron motion with zero electron inertia, is given by

a E) '
—-(vB)+m(s)=U 131' r E! a: B ()

where vr and v2 are components of the electron fluid velocity. Here z denotes the direction of
the toroidal magnetic field RT = const, r denotes the radial direction of a plasma torus, and 8
denotes the poloidai direction. The equation (1) can be solved exactly, if one assumes that the
two-dimensional velocity vector vE ( vI. , U, vZ ) is expressed through the gradient of potential

function {1) , i.e.

Va=vfiLW¢XEal (2)
El

We consider low - B (the ratio of the plasma pressure to the magnetic field pressure) plasma
and so, we can treat the electric field of the perturbation to be potential, E = — ’1? t1) . Since the
frequency of the perturbations to re: rec (ion cyclotron frequency), we neglect the charge
separation and, instead of the Poisson equation, use the condition of quasineutrality, n = “i =
ne. .

We now define the quantity L = n q, where q = ( r ET I R BB ) is the safety factor. Taking
into account velocity (2) in the electron continuity equation, transforms this equation to the
statement that L is the Lagrangian invariant. Indeed, by, direct calculations we obtain

mil: . ..dtwat'i-(vE V)L-—0 . (3)

where VB is define by (2). In order to form the closed set of equations we need the equation for
the potential function a, which we obtain by considering the ion motion. The ion motion is
assumed to be two—dimensional. The description of this motion is derived by the perturbation
expantion of the ion fluid velocity in terms of the usual drift wave ordering. The relative size of
the spatial and the time scales for the perturbation to those of equilibrium quatities, as well as
the relative size of the perturbation to the equilibrium quantities, are a = to f roe. Then, to the
lowest order in a , the ion fluid velocity may be written as a sum of vE drift and the ion
diamagnetic drift velocity. To the next order, we have to include the polarization and the stress
tensor (collisionless part) drift velocities. Taking then into account the condition of
qusineutrality and the divergence of the ion fluid velocity in the ion continuity equation, yields
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HL3Tn13L+ _m.ie%;v. v'vu _miesqaz +miBfitat + [(Ve 3 i}—0 (4)

where -
_. . _ I. '1 .. "Lil. gsmi—eBefml, U—¢+3 E=1nl‘~1,Rfi _Bfldr( r )

Equations (3) and (4) form a closed set of equations describing dynamics of low—frequency
drift-flute type perturbations which are uniform with respect to the poloidal magnetic field.It is
important that the invariant L is the Lagrangian invariant which is preserved by the turbulence
due to these perturbations. In deriving Eqs (3) and (4) we have taken into account the effects
of pressure gradient and finite ion Larmor radius, and assumed that the frequency of
perturbations to stools .

III. In the linear limit, assuming the perturbed potential and density in Eqs (3) and (4) to he
of the form exp 1’ - r' to «t— ik r J , we obtain the mode dispersion relation

k2-w(t‘fl+kzv* Hag—-0 (5)

where
a=3TQ1C =__1_E(H{]Q) g__ 3T3

mimi’ 110‘! dr } miRg

Here the equilibrium plasma density ng and temperature Tn are assumed to be slowly varying
functions of r.

if

It is seen from (5) that for H: g >Eig~fi the solution of the dispersion relation will

correspond to instability which drives a plasma to the state of TEP (L = const) with the growth

rate proportional to m The driving force of the instability is the pressure gradient
combining with the shear of magnetic field. The finite ion Larmor radius effect, manifested by

the term (k v’“), leads to the boundary for the wavelength of unstable modes from below. The

necessary condition for the instability to be developed is given by

.. _r___d.... __ 0 'nnqdr (flail) Cldr} (6)

The low-frequency drift type instability analyzed here is acknowledged to be leading
candidates to account for the anomalous radial transport of particles and energy observed in the
interior of tokamalc experiments. If these modes can be linearly stabilized by the profiles that
generate negative magnetic shear, i.e.

s=£93<c p)
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it can suppress the source of drift turbulence in tokamaks and therefore, the transport in
stabilized region should be reduced to the neoclassical (collisional) level. This effectively
forms a “transport barrier" in a plasma interior which can sustain the peaked pressure profiles,
shown here to be related to the turbulent attractor '

L = n (r) q (r) = const (8)

So, the quantity (dq I dr ) is responsible for the canonical plasma profiles which depend on
q(r). These profiles have already been seen in many recent experiments and in gyro-particle
simulations For examPle, the strong peaking of the pressure profiles has been observed in
experimental discharges in JET and DIE-D within the negative magnetic shear region and
suggests the existence of a “transport barrier" , i.e.iocalized region within the plasma where the
thermal and particle transport are much smaller than in the surrounding regions.[4]

A new type of internal transport barrier (1TB) has been observed in JT - 6.0U reversed
shear discharges. The ITB lies in the negative shear region and extended beyond 60% of the
plasma minor radius. High density plasmas with high confinement have been obtained with the
formation of 1TB. [5]
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CURRENT DRIVE EXPERIMENTS ON THE SPI-IERICAL TOKAMAK TST

H. Toyama, K. Hanada, K. Yamagishi. S. Shinohara. H.Totsulta, E. Ishiyama. H. Saito.
S. Shiraiwa, S. Duorah, M. Hasegawa. I. Nakajima, M.Usigome, N. Uetake. K. Tanji

Department of Physics, School of Science. University of Tokyo
7—3-1 Hongo, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 113. Japan

The spherical tokamak (ST) sacrifices OH volt second for low aspect ratio. so that the
role of the current drive is crucial for ST to be a volume neutron sourceWNS) and an
advanced reactor. Toroidally symmetrical electrodes with 16 cm wide have been installed in
the vacuum chamber of Tokyo Spherical Tokarnak(TST) [1] at the position of R=32.5 cm and
60.5 cm. respectively. The voltage of 500V is applied between up and bottom electrodes
(31:32.5 cm}, at 0.1ms after OH start. The duration of the plasma current increases from 0.?
ms to 1.0 ms. In the lower current operation. the plasma current of like. is sustained for
2.8 ms. Helicity balance at 2.4ms is estimated assuming electron density ~1017m'3, electron
temperature ~ 10 eV [2].

The TST has been recently modified to TST—M in order to apply the helicity injection
current drive on the plasma with better plasma performance and to check the feasibility on
IMA machines. The strength of the toroidal filed is increased to 0.18 T at the center of the
vacuum chamber. The plasma current of 60 kit has been obtained with OH flux swing of 20
mVs. Two types of flux swing have been tried for the plasma production; one is to make the
plasma by decreasing OH flux£Fig. 1(a)). The other is to make the plasma by increasing OH
flux(Fig. 103)).

'lofl r I s I. I I I I .0 r r r I I l I I

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.3 1.0 1.2 1.4
- R (m) R (In)

Fig.1 Flax surfaces offal decreasing OHflus and fit,1 increasing DHflax.

The gray areas show center posts and dotted lines show the cross section ofiite vacuum chamber:
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The minor radius of the plasma is estimated by the radial profiles of the ion saturation
current of the inserted Langmuir probe and the vertical magnetic field of the pickup coil. It
change the sign at R=38 crn(Fig. 2(b));thus the magnetic axis sits at R=38 cm in both
operations. But the ion saturation current drOps sharply at R=20 cm in case of increasing OI-I
flux(open circles in Fig. 2(a)), indicating the plasma boundary. The plasma is extended near
the center post in case of decreasing OH flux(ciosed circles). The aspect ratio estimated by
this method is 1.3 in case of decreasing OH flux and 2.5 in increasing case.
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Fig.2 Radiai profiles cffa} the ion saturation current afthe Langmuirprobe
and (it) the vertical magneticfieid. The gray areas show center pasts.

Open and ciased circles show increasing OHflax and decreasing OHflax, respectiveiy.

The electrostatic fluctuations are measured by triple Langmuir probes. The radial profiles of
the relative fluctuation levels of the ion saturation current are plotted in Fig.3. The fluctuation
levels are 5— 10% in the central part of the plasma. There is little aspect ratio dependence in
electrostatic fluctuations.



R (In) . i
Fig.3 The radial! profiles oftite relativefluctuctiou ievei of the ion saturation current of the
Langmuir probes. Open and ciosed circies show aspect ratic of2.5 and L3, respectiveiy

The magnetic fluctuations are measured by inserting pickup coils into the plasma._The
radial profiles of the relative fluctuation levels of vertical and radial magnetic field are shown in
Fig.4. The magnetic fluctuations of the aspect ratio A of 1.3 is lower than A225; the observed
fluctuation level is 0.1% in the core plasma region; 1 order lower than REPUTE-l RFP plasma.
The electron heat transport estimated from the fluctuation level of 0.1% can not account for the
electron heat transport of 50 kWimE; less than 1%.

magnetic axis

R (In)
Fig.4 The radial profiies oftite reietivefluctuation ievei oftite verticei {a} and radial magneticfield.

Open and cioseti circles show aspect ratio of 2.5 and i.3, respectiveiy. '
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The voltage of 500V is applied between up and bottom electrodes (16 cm wide, set
toroidall}r symmetrically at the position of 60.5 cm. The current density of the toroidal
current is measured by inserting a Rogowskii coil into the plasma with and without the
helicity injection. The toroidal current is observed to flow mainly under electrodes in this
operation as shown in Fig.5. More detailed surveys of helicity injection experiments on
upgraded TST—M plasmas are now under way.
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Fig.5 Comparison oftoroidal current dens-tn between 0Hplasma (open triangles}

and nelieity injected plasma (closed circles).

Gray area shows the space between up anar bottom electrodes.
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Effect of induced toroidal rotation on poloidal
rotation and ion heat conductivity of tokarnak edge

plasmas.
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The possibility of controlling plasma poloidal flows is very attractive, as the low—tom

high confinement transition (L—H transition) in tokamaks depends on sheared plasma

poloidal flows [1]. External radio frequenc},r waves, plasma turbulence or biased electrodes

are usually considered to control the plasma poioidal flows. Neutral beam injection can

also strongly afi‘ect poloidal plasma velocities and transport processes in tokamaks, as

has been shown both for collisional plasmas, as well as for the weakljpr collisional tokamak

plasma.

It has been recently shown that the kinetic [2H3] or slow [4] Alfvén waves (AW) can
be used to create the localized sheared poloidal flows in the edge plasmas of tokamaks.

Plasma rotation, induced by AW, was found out experimentally in the Phaedrus—T toka—

mak [5]. Calculations, performed in Refs.3,4, are in satisfactory coincidence with the

experimental results [5}. I

We generalize these results for slightly rippled tokamaks with external-forces, affecting

the plasma, where the collisional parameter b = if“? is large enough for the ion—electron

heat exchange and toroidal perturbations of the ion and electron temperatures to play an

essential role in the ambipolarity condition. We analyse the possibility of controlling the

plasma poloida] and toroidal velocities as well as ion heat fluxes by external forces. We
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suppose that results obtained in this paper can be used in the future experiments on the

TCA/Br tokamal; [6}.

Let us consider a slightly rippled tokamak, in which the angle dependence of the

magnetic field is given by B 2 BC. {1 + 5 cos 6 + 6 cos NC], where 9 and (j are the poloidal

and toroidal angles, 5 is the inverse aspect ratio, :5 is the C—modulation depth of the

magnetic field, and N is the number of ripples. To find the poloidal and toroidal plasma

velocities, we use the ambipolarity condition, in the well-known form that follows from

the current continuity equation V j m 0,

< j'" z: =~ U, [1)

where

c: 2:»: [2“]: (...) fiassg/ff/Tfiasaq.
s

From MHD equations we find

av(Mfflhét—i+V'pri—V'fi"-Fh) a wifjre‘id, (2)
r

where F" is an external force being exerted on the plasma, In the general case, this force

can originate from any kind of rf wave, plasma turbulence or neutral beam injection. In

particular, this force has been calculated for the case of slow Alfvén waves [2],[3]. We take

the plasma viscosityr in the form [4]

1 an3 Tru3 A 5 8a"gauge] _ gas": (or . a): = ——vr"——lnB + —“ (3)(V ”)9:

MHD equations.

We take the parallel viscosity tensor a“ in the form derived in Refs?

Other quantities, depending on the angles 9 and r,” can be found from the well~known

l
l
l

2101:
2-": ““H— I _‘ r 491'“ 3V,- (Ugfifl U597), ( l

where

_.. E 92s a B
3 e 8 31,»..— —-{0334U31~891nfi +1571”;gig-(1 363—65— 1113 08456;" 11111)} (6)

Then, the ion heat flux IT,- can be derived by integrating the temperature evolution

equation over the plasma volume

P313? m: a: >, {7)
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where after the integration over the angle 6, we obtain

2'flTiVs 331‘ _ 5:333 610—, ST,- 3

Maw; 5?‘ 4WEe1Rn {363—2 33' ( )FTiZF-

As can be seen from Eq.(5),(6), it is necessary to calculate the ion poloidal velocities Um

and Hen.

Now we can find the plasma rotation velocities using the ambipolaritgj,r conditions

Eq.(1), the exPressions for perturbed temperatures, and the ion viscosity Eqs.(4]—(fi):

U. —139-_V—iR2—-Fh (9)”F ' meanders)? ‘*

.r 5will MR[fig—G“10H b)UT1+Gu2(EE, b) “pd-U +139r—"G“3(3, WFHFI, (10)
“U Ti

where

mat) M, ab? an)
G {2,1} :#————, G on!) =1.35m~-H---—, G“ ,b = ,
“fl ) fiiflsb} 1M ) Mifiiflab) 3(05 ) fliflab)

M
f1(oc, b) r:- rifle) (1 + 3(1) (1 + 0.1952) + 0.18103!) (1 —|— 15.2bwflf),

fg(cr, b) a so) (1 + 3a) (1.33 + 1.5203) m 0.9ob, d(t)=1+ 2.25M.
Functions (31,103., b), Gu2(fli, tr], Guam, 5) are plotted for the deuterium plasma case in

Fig. We can conclude, analyzing Fig, that toroidal rotation does not allow the strong

variations of poioidal rotation, when forces induced by radio frequency waves, plasma

turbulence or neutral beam injection are present. The relevant regime for L-H transition,

when the poloidal rotation is suflicient, occurs whenoa Ce”. 1.

From Eqs.(8) we find the radial ion heat flux. We write this equation in the Shafranov

form

FT,- ~= wig? gag-ET {1 + 1.6912 [Grflca b) + Gmfiem, b)(: E—nflfl + Up)— (11}

_1 eye—FE: T1 own as,”

where ' _ .

not = unjgggw an t game [(1 + gay
x (1 +0.19a) — 2% . 6mm) -—= a {1 + “2:121? (1 +042);
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2 o: Ma .firl'..;:9i:21.'i2
b=1 — l .19 —1.3 .2 7.5—— __.c_._.___._.f3(o.) (+3o)[+0 {2+5( 8 +15o:)(1+ 6M)[ 14Mfid{b).

i

If we suppose that b satisfies the inequality 1 «a: b a: W, we obtain the previously

known expression for the radial ion heat flux.

As proper analysis shows. the quantity GTgfir, b) is negligible under the condition

I: :1: M's/ME. The quantities GT1(cr, b) and GT3(o:, b) are plotted in Fig.2. As can be seen

from Fig.2, the neoclassical contribution in the radial ion heat flux, as a function of or,

is approximately of the same order for b 23: W. dropping with increasing 5. The

influenoe of induced forces on the radial heat flux is usually small for b :3 W
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The problem of the noninductive current—drive in cylindrical plasma model and in
circular crosasection toiiamaks had already been discussed intensively [1,2]. At the be-
ginning of the study of this problem it have been ciear that there are significant difficulties
in using of the current—drive in toroidal magnetic traps, especially in a tokamak reactor.
For the Alfvén waves, there is an opinion that the efficiency of the current-drive drops as
a result of waves absorption by the trapped particles. Now, the theory development of the

Alfve'n wave (AW) current drive is very important in the course of the future experiments
on the TCA/Br tokamak [2]. In this paper, an attempt is made to clarify some general
aspects of this problem. For large aspect ratio tokamaks, with an elongated cross~secticn,

some general formulas in the model approximation concerning the untrapped and trapped
particles dynamics and their input to the Landau damping of the Alfve’n waves, are pre-
sented. They are supposed to be used for the further development of the Alfvén current

drive theory for tokamaks.

To derive general expressions for the noninductive current induced by AW we proceed
from the surface—averaged Ohm’s law [1]. The angle dependence of the magnetic field,

we get from the expression Ba : “9&3i = 3,,{1 + 5* cost' + as“ not2 3/2), where 9,1, is

the metric tensor, A = 5* (eua) -—~ 1)/q2, q = chi/x" is the safety factor. For the current

calculation, we proceed from the drift kinetic equation supposing {if/8C m Piaf, f =
f..+f,w =s2/2,n=sfis,/2sfl,rza/w '

a , Qatar 930 2?? 930 2T1“ 930 E3 - I
as air vnx “HX T

where fig. is the Maxwellian distribution function. We only take the right—hand side of

Eq.(2) as afunction E“ as we further consider the kinetic Alfven waves.
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The roots [11,2 of the equation e“ : {J are

—1i 1+%§(%—1)
A

*Aa“ = :l:\/2W 1— A (1+s*cos6 + 62 (2}C052 6), {11,2 2

Here, we suppose the parameter A if. 1. The untrapped particles are under the conditions

0 f; A :2 A1 and fl 5 9 5 2s. The first region of the trapped particle (as in a circular

cross-section tokamak) is A1 5; A 5 A2 and 61 5 9 53 a - 61, where 61 = arccos{a1) and

1 1*1 = Ace-(0} =m *2 z *c =W {3)
2 2

In the new variables, the rf current can be written in the form

. Be ”‘9tramway]: WW A dunes), (4)
where f+ and f "' are the distribution functions of the particles, moving along and against

ha. The interval 0 5 A 5; A2 is supposed to be divided in two intervals, for untrapped

and trapped particles, 0 E. A 5; A1, A1 :5 A 5 Ag.

Now, we can solve the ordinary differential equation Eq.(2), allowing for the depen-

dence on the angle 8 Eqs.(1),(3). For the entrapped particles with U S A :3 A1 and

O 5 6 5 2a the integration constant is determined from the condition $40) 2 finds)
and for the trapped particles with A1 5 A g A2 and 31 f»; d :3 2s — £91, from f$(61) a:

33(6),), f$(2?r - 61} === f,;;(2s «— 61). Then, we find the Fourier component of the distribu-

tion function fin = 21?a eirp(im09), Qfi, 2: ZQQmexpfimd).

For the untrapped particles, the substitution can be used

' _. , w 215,, m _ arcsin {1 o3){1+ cost-3)! 3 = arccos [_ (1 £12) + 2agsn (Kn?! (5)
2(cos r9 — G2) (1 — a2) - 2on2(Ku)

where u :: F{§,,, s)/K{s) + 1, F(§,,, a) and K(e) are the elliptic and complete elliptic

integrals, respectively; sn(Ku) is the Jacobian elliptic function, the sineuamplitude.

For the trapped particles ”t”, we use the substitution in Eq.[2)

2(a1— cos 3) 2:11 — (1 + a1)sn2(Ke)] (6)
l: = l a 2st arcsrn J (1 + @1)(1- cos 9) arocos[ 2 a (1 + €11}SHE(KU}

whereu=F{§;,l/a)/K(1/a). _

Let’s at first make the further simplifications of the untrapped particle distribution

function. The analysis shows that the resonant points of this function are described by
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the equation film :I: ecu/s : s, where s = 0, :l:1, i2...,fim = m — nq. Note, that for a wide

range of the values A and A the function I? = 9(a), Eq.(6), is close to the straight line

a = an, is. (tl — aa)/d << 1. rI‘hat is why at the first approximation we can assume that

3 s so, is. we take into account only the bounce—resonances with s = 0. After some

calculations, we find the rf distribution function of the entrapped particles pm. As it

can be seen from Eq.(7), the bounce-resonances for the trapped particles t are described

by the equation on = its/2 with s z 0, i1, i2 and so on. Taking this into account, after

analysing of the dependence 9 = 3(a) for the further calculation simplification we can

suppose that for the trapped particles ”t” F} = —(iT -— E91) cos(na/2) + it.

Using the model substitutions instead of the exact quantities Eqs.(6),('l') gives the

accuracy not more than several percents practically for all trapped particles except of the

narrow region near the separatrix between untrapped and trapped particles where the

accuracy go up to 20%. Eqs.(6),(7) gives us the possibility to find the functions f;,,,,,. .

As it is well~known1 the noninductive current induced by KAW can be expressed

through the absorbed power P,” m fiImcH IE“ I2 in this case. Using Eqs.(2),(fi),(7), we can

find the expression for the oscillating currents

dieiqREHm f?” *1 cinch a2 *2 °° 32J2[$1ml- =_____.____ d/w_mf “in—dri-file???» To 3 f0“ [1 figtmflfi/TTQ 4,53,, A1 nfla+ssfl
{7)

where a2 m 2(c1 — cal/(l + c1)(1 -— c2),S = saga/flexwaal -« a2), out, = aK(a)S’,

CE; = K(1/fl)3.

As far as we are interested in the imaginary part of the permeability tensor sum, after

the integration on the variable W we have

2 2 R
ImEHm = %[FA-A) + FtlAll: (8)

where . -
A: u W 2V2“?FAA) 2L difjgmxp [m 3(1)], fs(l)::fi:1;g . 130,5) = HWWSsTft

1 ”G *2 'and.) = ~— 23 f Wm SlJ3($1m)EXP [—1230, 3)]. .
6m 3:] A1 '

Now, we can estimate the relative absorption-of AW by untrapped and trapped parti-

cles using the next tolcamak plasma parameters: CA/UTe : 0.2, where cs, = BUN assas-

is Alfvén velocity; ,6”, = m — nq : 6. The dependence of absorbed power by different
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kind of particles FA?) and F,(s*) Eq.(10) on the tokamak inverse aspect ratio {El/ER in
the center of the semirninor axis is plotted on Fig.1. At 5’72 = 0, we have the cylinder
expression for absorbed power. At 6‘72 m 0.065, AW power, absorbed by nntrapped _ _
and trapped particles, is approximately the same, F,,(s"‘) a F,(.;*). The dependence of E
the ratio of absorbed powers Ms, A) = F,(s, AM [Ffl[s, A) + F305, A” as a function of the I
parameters 6 and A for cA/eT... : 0.2, e*/2 = 0.125, flm = m — nq : 6 is shown on Fig.2 a I
and Fig.3. This last dependence is weak for the tokarnak low aspect ratio.

[1] A.G.Elfimov, A.G.Kirov and V.P.Sidorov. In: High-Frequency Plasma Heating,
A.G.Litvak (Ed), American Inst. of Physics Translation series, New-York p.239, (1992).

[2] I.C.Nacimento, R.M.O.Galvao, and TCA/Br team. In: Proc. of X Int. Conf. on
Plasma Phys. Contr. Pap. Brasil, Fos do Ignace, v.1, p.69, 31.10.94~04.11.94, (1994).
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The Generation of Shear Flow at a Plasma Edge in the Finite Gyro-radius
Guiding Center Approximation

M. Shoucri,J. Iahas‘, G. Knorr, P. Bertr,and1
; A. Ghizao‘, G. Manfredi, E. Sonnendrucker H. Burbaumera, G. Kameiander
5 B. Krane,1. Christopher

Centre canadien de fusion magnétique,
1Varennes JSX IS], Quebec Canada

Numerical simulations are performed to study the effect of a viscous dissipation term on the
generation of shear flow at a plasma edge in the finite Larmor radius guiding center
approximation. The effect of the finite Larmor radius is to allow for a charge separation
between electrons and ions to exist in the Ex)? flow. The equations also include the
polarization drift, which has a different sign for ions and electrons, and consequently has a
tendency to produce and accentuate a charge separation in a time varying electric field. A
study of the asymptotic states of the finite Laimor radius guiding center system of equations 5
was presented in Ref. [1], and it was shown that given certain initial conditions, energy can 5

cascade to lower wave numbers, where it manifests itself macroscopically by the appearance
of large scale structures [2]. This process in which energy condenses in the low It modes is
known as an inverse cascade.

We present in this work results obtained in studying the effect of a viscous dissipation
term of the diffusion type on the solution. The pertinent equations are given by:

Université Henri Poincare, Nancy France
Depart. of Physics and Astronomy, Univ. of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa, U S.A.
Forschungsaentrum Seibersdorf, Seihersdorf, Austria

5a,,- 1
(yr—”+V. [(VD +1333)”131'] =ve,,- $2 am,- (1) i

i
q — n EA¢=-;(n.-—n.): first (2) i
G I

{I

"as gVD =—v'¢ x .2, f3, VP,_,, .. or“ { .9: +129 vs} (3) i

1 91' s
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The bar over the different quantities denotes the integral operation

30") =J'G(r—r’) ah”) dr’ (4)

which takes into account that the guiding centers and particle locations are not the same. G(r)
is a symmetric kernel. In Fourier space, the integral in Eq. (4) becomes a filtering operation,

which is numerically easy to perform on the different Fourier modes [1]. Mode elk? is

multiplied by a factor 3k = exp[—%k2ifi,], where it: is the wave number normal to the

magnetic field and The the Larmor radius for ions and electrons. Equations (1-4) are solved

numerically using a method of fractional steps [I]. The results presented in the figures are
normalized such that Space is normalized to the ions gyro-radius r; = vm; 1’ mm. , time is

annualized to (0&1, potential is normalized to Tfe, where T is the temperature (we assume

electrons and ions have the same temperamre), and velocity is annualized to the ion thermal
velocity 19mg. This system is solved using a slab model, periodic in the x direction, with an

initial profile of guiding center density he 2 n,- = 05 (1+ t‘anh(0.8y)). The length of the slab is

Lx = 20 in the periodic direction and extends from y = — 8 to y = 8 in the transverse direction.

A grid of 128 points in y and 128 points in x is used. I

It is common in the literature to model anomalous transport of particles by adding a

diffusion term to the density equations. With this in mind, we consider an initially neutral
plasma (s, eh} in Eq. (2)), and consider a small transport of guiding centers. If v3 = vi, the

initially neutral equilibrium is conserved. If we set is, '= 3 x lo"4 and v, =7 x104, this
difference in the Small transport of guiding centers between electrons and ions creates a
charge separation at the edge of the plasma, which can be. unstable. We present in Fig. l the
time evolution of the first three Fourier modes of the potential growing from round-off errors
(the plasma being initially neutral). In Fig. 2, we see the potential profile (averaged over it)

due to the charge separation growing and modifying itself from a sine-like shape to a half-sine
like shape. Note towards the end the rapid growth and the rapid inversion of the potential to a
half—sine like shape. The fundamental Fourier mode-in Fig. 1 is dominant, and the inversion of
the potential to a half-sine like shape towards the end is consistent with an evolution of the
energy to the largest scales available, an evolution characteristic of an inverse cascade. This is
in agreement with a powerful statistical analysis of a set of equations close to the one we are
studying, presented in Ref. [2}. If the polarization drift is neglected, it was shown in Ref. [2]



that the resulting guiding-center equations have three "rugged" invariants and that the

canonical ensemble probability distribution for this system can have negative temperature

states, characterized by an inverse energy cascade with energy accumulating in the low It

modes in the asymptotic equilibrium. Once this stage has been reached, the energy remains in

the lowest k modes, and high it modes fluctuations are negligible. Fig. 3 shows the charge

separation resulting from the slow transport of the guiding centers building an initial sine-like

shape, and redistributing itself rapidly towards the end so that the potential evolves to a half-

sine like shape as presented in Fig. 2. In Fig. 4, the velocity V, ~ E}. associated with the

shear of the flow is presented. It evolves from a bell-shaped structure to a profile decreasing

smoothly across the gradient. I

We have seen how a small difference in the diffusion term can create a charge

separation at the plasma edge of an initially neutral plasma. This‘charge separation can be

unstable, and the instability saturates with energy evolving to the longest wavelength

associated with the system, and consistent with boundary conditions, an evolution

characteristic of an inverse cascade. In addition, the resulting sheared flow is generated at a

plasma edge, and the formation and existence of a charge separation and an electric field at

the plasma edge is studied self—consistently with the shear.

We conclude that the present results which shows an unstable charge separation in the

presence of a slow transport of guiding centers are relevant to the physics of the transition

from a low flow velocity to a high flow velocity at the edge of a plasma. In addition, the

present results, (supported by a strong theoretical analysis in Ref. [2]) suggest that inverse

cascades (with energy condensing in the low It modeslis a physical mechanism which can

play an important role in suppressing turbulence. Work is in progress to add a third dimension

to Eq. (1) to include the effect of the motion along the magnetic field on the instability.
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Surface relaxation of highly excited diatomic molecules in the
plasma edge
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Recently, it was noted [1] that the plasma edge in tokamaks consists of some
amount of diatomic (hydrogen) molecules. Unlike to a low temperature plasma, in
this case, the vibration degrees of freedom can be excited by fast heavy particles -
ions and atoms. The excitation occurs mostly at the border of highly ionized
plasma and the near wall gas. The heat transport from the plasma bulk on the
surface of a. metal divertor, generally speaking, depends on the pasma edge
properties and, particularly, on the accomodation coefficient. It is determined as a
part of the total energy of a particle (associated with the kinetic and vibration
deegrees of freedom)wich can be transferred into the surface.
The theory of accomodation of structureless particles colliding with the surface,
which is modelled by a. set of harmonic oscillators, was given by Landau [2].
The theory of accomodation of the vibration energy of low excited diatomic
molecules was developed in [3, 4], where the transition probabilities in the
vibration spectrum of a diatomic molecule interacting with the surface were
obtained. The accomodation coefficient - a part of the vibration energy transferred
to the surface oscillators — was calculated in the case of large and small molecular
velocities, when a typical time of the molecule-surface interaction is smaller and

larger 1n comparlson wrth a typ1cal time of the molecular v1brat1ons @— (ru, 1s a
fill

frequency of the molecular vibrations). In both cases the accomodation coefficient
of vibration energy happens to be small. This is understandable because a quant of

the vibration energy as, of a diatomic molecule is much larger than the Debye
frequency a as; of the surface material
Along with a time of the V-TTrelaxation (the typical time of establishing of the
thermal equilibrium between vibration and kinetic degrees of freedom of a
molecule in the gas bulk), we can introduce a time of the surface relaxation (S-V)
for vibration excited molecules (the'typical time of vibration deexcitation of a
molecule when it collides with the surface).
A comparison of typical times of the bulk and surface relaxation shows that the S-
V relaxation dominates over the bulk V-T relaxation 1n a low temperature plasma
up to density numbers of the order of 10”em"3.We can state that this rs also true in
the case of the edge plasma.
An analysis of the experimental data shows that the probability of the S-V
relaxation decreases on increasing of a vibration quantum am, and when passing
from the metal to dielectric surfaces. The quantitative description of - these
processes must be based on the microscopic theory of interaction-of a vibration
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excited molecule with the surface. In manycases, and in particularly, in the plasma
edge, this interaction has an adiabatic character because the typical time of
interaction of a molecule with the surface is much larger than the period of the
molecular vibrations. Therefore, the inequality an), I v zeal holds true. Here the
phenomenological parameter a corresponds to a typical length of the molecule-
surface interaction, v is the mjlecular velocity. The parameter a must be
determined from experiment.
In the case of a structureless wall a probability of transformation of the vibration
energy as, into the kinetic energy of a single molecule when colliding with the
surface is proportional to the Messi factor exp{— clan! v} and is exponentially
small. -
However, the real S-V relaxation is accompanied by the transformation of some
part of vibration energy into the energy of the surface oscillations. The phonon
spectrum of solids is restricted by the Debye frequency a}, and usually cases
a), :=-. cg, . If we take into account the surface oscillators, we can expect that in the
Masai factor instead a), must be a difference at, — m9. Therefore, we can expect
some increase in the probability of the vibration relaxation.
By using this model we can obtain a probability of the heterogeneous relaxation of
the vibration energy. The corresponding results for low excited vibration
molecules are given in [ 4]. The main conclusion which can be made from
these results is that the probability of the S—V relaxation is comparatively small.
This is true for low vibration excited molecules when the anharmonism can be
neglected. The situation changes for highly excited molecules when the
anharmonism becomes significant.
The adiabatic character of the surface-molecule interaction requires its analytic
form . We use a model potential

V =A(a""“ +e"*”), (1)

where z; and z; are distances of the first and second atoms of the molecule floor
the surface.
Within a wide temperature diapason, the translation and rotation degrees of
freedom are quantum. This assumption pertims to solve the problem of motion of
the molecule center mass by using classic mechanics. The transitions in the
quantum vibration degrees of freedom are determined by the time dependence of
the classical motion of the molecule center of mass in the field (1). The probability
of transitions in the vibration degrees of freedom we calculate in the first order of
the time dependent perturbation theory. The matrix elements of perturbation,
which depends on the normal coordinates of the surface oscillators and the
vibration coordinate of the molecular vibrations are evaluated by using the
firnctions of harmonic oscillators for both the surface and molecular vibrations.
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The probability of deactivation of the one-quantum transition in the molecular
vibration when interacting with the surface oscillators obtained in [4] may be
written in the form

_ m16 n' rrf Weal’te” a,
W =HH ""' I I9 3pc3n2hsq, u ei—l ’

. (2)

.___“’o‘" hi]arw [1 h ox,
VT

where n is the initial quantum number of the molecular oscillator, ,0 is a density of
the surface material, c is the sound velocity in the material, an; is the molecular
vibration frequency, 1" and T, are the gas and the surface temperatures
respectively, 6 is the surface material Debye temperature, 1:, = 1/22” I m is the
molecule heat velocity.
The probability (1) must be averaged with respect to a distribution of the molecule
quantum states. In a general case, the usage of (2) is possible only after numerical '
culculations. Here we propose the qualitative considerations.
It is obviously that relation (2) gives the following leading dependence of the
probability of the surface relaxation of the molecule vibrations

2 If!
_ m(a;~ —a) n2W: 1 _~ EX _ {MATH} .. (3)

Such a type of dependence on a gas temperature is typical for the processes of the
17-1“ relaxation which take place in the bulk of a molecular gas. Moreover, it
corresponds qualitativly to available experimental data. To obtain a quantitative
correspondens one has to correctly choose the parameter a which characterizes a
typical length of the molecule-surface interaction
The obtained probability (3) allows us to take into account the anharmonicity of
the molecular highly excited states. The simplest way of doing this is to introduce
the reduced frequency of the molecular vibrations depending on quantum number
n or substitute mg with as, = rs,,(1 — y n) , where y is the anharmonicity coefficient.
A large percent of excited molecules corresponds to high vibration temperatures.
It is known that in this case the vibration population obeys the Treanor distribution
which differs from the Boltzmann distribution. It has a typical platen which starts
with moderate 31 and lasts up to the so-called predissociation regime. After the
quantum number n, = 5- (D is the dissociation energy) the Treanor distribution

D --

decreases sharply.
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For rough evaluations we can substitute in (3) on, with the expression
(Baa -— you i 2). A smallness of parameters 9/ no and (DD/a), allows us to obtaine

that the probability of the 8—17 relaxation of higly vibration excited molecules

increases by a factor exp{e1"3y _§r__.}_ For highly excited hydrogen
Main—m9)

molecules (n=4) at the vibration temperature Tv=103K and carbon walls, we get
that the S—V probability increases approximately by one order.
We have to note now that at the low gas temperatures a vibration excited molecule
firstly is absorbed by the surface in a bond state and spending on it some time
relaxes and leaving the surface. Taking account of this mechanism, we can show
that the S—V relaxation probality increases by a factor exp(q 17), where g is the
absorption heat.
The high temperatures of the plasma edge make possible to assume that there are
no absorbed molecules. Therefore, the probability of the S—V relaxation of highly
vibration excited molecule at temperatures 1500—2000°K on a carbone divertor is
of the order of 16'3 . It is approximately ten times more than the coorresponding
probability of low excited vibrations.
At low temperatures when the absoption of molecules is important, we obtained
the probability of vibration relaxation of highly excited hydronen molecules of the
order of 5 -10‘3. This enables us to note that collisions of highly vibration excited-
diatomic molecules with surfaces may be an efficient mechanism of their
cleaning.

Conclusion
It is shown that the relaxation probability of higly vibration excited diatomic
molecules colliding with a surface is much larger than the one of low excited
molecules if the anharmonism is taken into account. This circumstance may be of
interest in the plasma edge physics and in the plasmochemistry.
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Features of plasma edge turbulence in TBR tekamak
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1. Intreduction

The relation between plasma transport and turbulence has been studied at TBR tokarnak
[1] by using a specially designed edge probe system, which measures the mean and fluctuating

values of potential, temperature, density, and the radial and polcidal fluctuations of magnetic

field. A modified triple probe confirmed the influence of temperature fluctuations on density

and potential fluctuations and consequently on transport. Bispectral analysis techniques

showed a quadratic mode coupling between temperature fluctuations and other quantities.

2- Experiment description

TBR [2} is an Ohmically heated tokarnak with major radius R=0. 30 In, minor radius

a=0.03 rn, toroidal magnetic field ems T, plasma current Ip=10 kA, chord average density

of ng=?xlfllflm'3, and pulse lengthcf 10 ms.
The probe assembly [1] (Figs.la,b) is inserted at the top of the tokamak, 45¢. toroidally

displaced from the poloida] limiter. This system is composed by four tips, a four-pin probe

array, and a single probe tip. Two of the four tip configuration measure the floating potential

fluctuations, 513:; and the other two measure the ion saturation fluctuations, Tsi. These two pairs

of pins were used for determining the spectrum S(k,f) and power weighed average values of

poloidal wave vector, k3 , frequency, f, phase velocity, vph. The single tip, at 3mm from the

four tip configuration, measured the mean value of floating potential. Electron mean

temperature, T, , its fluctuation, ion saturation current, and its fluctuation, were obtained using

a modified triple probe technique with four pins for phase delay error corrections. Two sets of

magnetic coils (Figla) measured poloidal, fin , and radial, fir, components of magnetic field

fluctuations. I

3. Discussion and Conclusion. _

Taking into account the temperature fluctuation corrections 1:Tamil“: e015 [1]), we

obtained from spectral analysis the correlation between fluctuating parameters and the particle

and energy transport.



Linear correlation between the fluctuations show that ion saturation current and floating
potential fluctuations are in phase and present a linear coherence 12e at frequencies below
100 kHz. The linear coherence between floating potential and temperature fluctuations is
lower than coherence between ion saturation current and temperature fluctuations.

Fig.2 shows the superposition of similar power spectra for ion saturation current,
temperature and poloidal magnetic fluctuations, suggesting a common driving force for these
fluctuations. In TBR, as previously reported [3], the main frequencies observed in the spectra
of electrostatic fluctuations are smaller than Mirnov frequencies, and there is a partial

superposition between magnetic and electrostatic spectra. These characteristics encourage the
investigation ofpossible correlation between these two kinds ofoscillations.

Fig.3 shows the velocity profile with and without the temperature corrections (velocity is

in the ion diarnagnetic drift direction). Temperature fluctuations enhanced phase velocity. The

absence of shear layer, as already reported [3], is continued in this experiment.

The fluctuation driven particle flux Far as is derived from the cross correlation between

density fluctuations (it) and the poloidal electric field fluctuations (E) [4]. The importance of

particle fluxe correction can be seen in Fig.4. The difi’usion coemcient is D=17Vn m 0.5 mzls

(at rla=0.90), and the particle confinement time 1,, = 1.5 ms.

The convective electron energy—flux is related to particle flux by qsm=5T, r: h Es 3e r’(2B),

and the conductive part by qmndne‘i T, "E's 3' {(23), and qrm =qm, + cum [4]. Fig.5 shows the

total radial energy fluxes profiles with and without temperature corrections.
To investigate the nonlinear coupling we used bispectral analysis [5]. The

autobiccherences of electrostatic and magnetic fluctuations showed non prominent peaks.

However, they have a level much larger than the statistical uncertainty.

Fig.6 shows the integrated bicoherence Ebz, for temperature and poloidal magnetic field

fluctuations; where b2 is the bicoherence corresponding to a triplet f1, f2 and H1 + f2. Each

value of Eb2 is a sum of b2 for all f1 and f2 satisfying the resonant condition f=f1+f2 within the

spectral region 0 5 f: a flag and f: s f; 5 fN-fg, where tie is the Nyquist frequency. The nonlinear

coupling is lower for the poloidal magnetic field fluctuations. However, for temperature
fluctuations the sumot‘ bicoherence is close to 0.5 indicating the presence of nonlinear

interactions at frequencies around 60 kHz.

The crossbicoherence between poloidal magnetic and electrostatic fluctuations is more

significant for temperature and ion saturation current fluctuations. Figs.7a,b show the squared
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crossbicohrence spectrum (surface and contour plot) of temperature and poloidal magnetic

fluctuations, with maximum level of 0.191002. The highest value appears in the same

frequency region of the crossbicoherence peak observed for the two poloidal magnetic coils.

The inclusion of temperature fluctuations in the measured electrostatic parameters gives a

better evaluation of the turbulent particle and heat flows and a more reliable description of the

turbulence at plasma edge.

This work was partially supported by the Brazilian agencies FAPESP and CNPq.
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THE COLLISION LIMITS OF COLLISIONLESS BOUNCE-RESONANCE
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Introduction. To study the effect of weak collisions on collisionless wave dissipation in
plasmas is very important in connection with the radio—frequency (RF) plasma heating
and current drive in largo tokamaks like JET, TFTR and so on. The theoretical analysis
of the effect of weal: collisions on wave dissipation is presented in Ref.[l] where the colli-
sional limits of the electron Landau damping are demonstrated for homogeneous magnetic
field. Because of inhomogeneity of the tokamak magnetic field the parallel velocity of the
entrapped particles suffers the poloidal modulation and trapped particle effect appear[2].
The theoretical analysis of the collisionless wave dissipation based on the Vlasov—Maxwell
set of equations is rather difficult. For toroidal plasmas with circular magnetic surfaces
and small toroidicity parameter, e = r/Rg << 1, the analytical solution of Vlasov‘s equa-
tion have been developed in [2]. Finally, wave dissipation depended strongly on electron
and ion bounce resonance frequency w |j[u.:;, m |j|,lr/Rgc,-/qt. The.efiect of weak
collisions is important because the weak collisions may destroy phase correlation when the
collision frequency is the order of frequency shift (a an) between two bounce resonance
frequencies. The simplest model to account the Coulomb collisions is Krook model. This
model gives us correct limit in the Landau pole method integration of collisionless wave
dissipationlfl] but it does not allow to analyse collision effects in the velocity space.

Hear, using the Boltzmann equation, we study the effect of weak Coulomb collisions
on the parallel permeability of magnetized toroidal plasmas with circular magnetic sur—
faces. We begin to discuss the problem related to the evaluation of the oscillating part
of the distribution function, which is governed by the Boltzmann equation with a colli—
sional operator in Landau-Fokker-Planck form, in the toroidal plasma geometry with the
circular cross section of magnetic surfaces. The Boltzmann equation can be reduced to
two dimensional form in the drift approach, which means approximation of small ion and
electron Larmor radii. Introducing variables related to a magnetic moment and an angle:

A = sinEyBg/d, :9) 2: sin2y(1+ scost'), E} = 19 + gsind,

and renormalizing the distribution function, electric field and current with the formulae,

— . 3 . a ,3 .f, = f5 exp (151mg; sin '8), Ea = Emil + scosOexp (1511.95; sin 9) ,

we obtain the drift kinetic equation for electrons with the accuracy of s in the form,

* O _. 2 3'2 ”f3 F -— I% +3kflg” (2E. +iuqtf5) _ ml...) _ _§§%fl33’ . (1)
at a9 u 31:2 _

where s“ = an 1 + secs (-3 — A is-the module of parallel velocity, 5 = :l:1 means positive or
negative direction of a velocity of charged particles along magnetic field, q: = ThC/Rflftfl is
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the tokamak stability parameter. a = hg/r. Note that we study the electromagnetic fields
and perturbed distribution function oscillating in time as exp(—ia:t). In Eq.(1), we use the
diffusion form of the collision operator over the variable o only. Because the scattering
term for the. small wave phase velocities has the same order as the difl‘usion term, the
diffusion approximation is enough to estimate the limits of collisionless approximation.

In the case of trapped particles, it is necessary to introduce an additional transforma-
tion of the angle variable (-3 and new variables if: via Jacobi function and it:

. i d ' 1 u .. 1133(9):] ___T_?h__’ £12: M, sin9= 75111?-0 1 —1c2 51:10:02 "'3

Eq.(1) with the boundary conditions, fight: 2 :H) : fisfrfi : :tK), has the form,
_ 3—3 _ 2 32 .._.io.1 f: + smog (of; + 2inqtit emf: jg) — u3%m (Hfj) 2

eoFM .. h m ‘ A u’: l l= -s'v"26 stones 2 Emexp 21pm] dncnn ,
T m=—oo fit

and the oscillating current induced by trapped electrons is

co 1 K __ ti:jg}: = —4eez sf o3do/ daaE/K cnu’} f: exp [—2iph/ dncnn] dd}. (3)’ a o o — o

Expanding the right hand side of Eq.(2) in Fourier series over to,

f?) (31113 EXP [ZN-mu, —|— nqflfi] dncnn] = Z Cfinm EXP (yr-3%) :
O T=HHDO

we can obtain the solution in the form:
_ _, I A 131 F ' o-o A A ‘ ’IT’lll"f: = f: exp [Mqta/I; disarm] 1 fil 2 Z: filing—(1’: domed”) EXP (i1???) (4)TEHW

where the coefficients (3'm are zeros and the coefficients of?” have symmetry properties:

05w +(-1)TC§».,_,~ = 0- (5)
The function gfmrfii, it) is a solution of the differential equation of the second order:

. _ s rr 1:2 32 UFM~1wgfw +1T\/g§}gknvshr - “eggs (veins) = .—V2ee T Em- (5)

To solve the above equation, we use the Laplace transformation:

t 9° t . IPmmly) : fa smiexphvyl adv - (7)
where a = o/oT is the dimensionless velocity. The solution of the problem has the form:

r ~ _ 3 y m 2 ' ~3_ - — 2Farm—eflfiflEmexp(§lwy veg; )/ d" ado ex (veg 31mg a +iay)"—_‘ _ 39' —a“ _ "—ZWfimg 3mg: —signr-oo o cater: 3mg} 2
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where 933,”, is the bounce frequency of trapped particles, ra‘ 5/2 hater/(2 K) Using the
general solving procedure shown above, we can write the total solution of Eq.(2) for the
trapped particle distribution function, fj, and the parallel component of the dielectric
tensor [trapped particle part) expressed through this function is:

iwa Va '0 aEPm)_ H25 Sign)2 flHEC—H—r-W[ [Lu/md510, W%EXP(TTm—“T‘"——)]a< chi IeT as sea 2
: (8)

The untrapped particle part of the dielectric tensor can be found in the samemanner:

Kdit C”.2f", ,. 1] 12,3113 132

EmviTghag/:T ifliilwa UW”””@hu"fifi"3
Discussion. The imaginary part of the parallel permittivity of the toroidal plasmas

is very important for the analysis of wave dissipation in plasmas, because density of wave
dissipated power is proportional to it, The Coulomb collision effects on wave dissipated
power is defined by real part of the integral in Eqs.{8):

co 3 .2 _Ire: Acme—noee(ut “m —19 um3 2

where parameters, fl, = o/iogu,,1, u, = Ue/IEJEHA, are introduced. To define the limits of
collisionless dissipation, it is sufficient to find domain of parameters where dependence of
1,0,2) on if is slight For large tokamaks, Ross 3 in, when the density is of m 1014cm 3
and temperature ofw 104eV, the parameter 1),. is small, ue/lwiml H 10 3. In this case,
the exponential function under the above integral can be presented as, explw fiend/3] w
1 .... Erna/3. Finally, we express the results of integration via the error functionlal:

o, s_ 2
rinses @eXpC—Q2—3)+-§-[6 892+Qg—Qr(12—993+Qfi)ffl dQexp(-——-Q 29)]

(11)
In low frequency domain, QT c: 1, the limits of collisionless dissipation related to imagi-
nary part of sfigflmw are defined by conditions:

aewmen. (a)
From these conditions we can find maximal number of bounce-resonances, which can be
used for calculations of collisionless dissipation in Boa-(8). In particular, for trapped
particles we obtain, rm : lug/veer“. For high frequency, w ‘2) Iegujd, using asymptotic
of large argument of the error function, we can obtain the condition:

ar2: . _

Here, we note that the most restricted condition is appear for the collisionless dissipation
related to the first bounce—resonance (r = 1). The numerical calculations of Eqs.(1fl,11),
which are fulfilled for different values of at. and $2,, confirm the theoretical estimations.
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For untrapped particles the condition of a collisionless dissipation will be the same as
for trapped particles in Eq.(12) if we change the number r on r + no, in the expression
of the bounce-resonance frequency. For not w 1, we have the same result as for trapped
particles. A novelty appear for the case Ir + Hggl «e: 1, when the collisionless dissipation is
exponentially small. It should be noted, that conditions (37) and (38) are necessary, but
not sufficient. The sufficient conditions can be moderated. To obtain them, we should
perform integration over is: and summarize over r in the equations for 53”” Expanding33Eu)‘
the function aiii in q-series, we show these results for large parallel number, slm+oqsl 13> 1,

C“ _ “ET r + nq,

171,?" H" 2K in + Hf}:

Because of large index of Bessel function we can carry out summation in Eq.(9) from
—r,,.,,,,, to rm m s|m + nqtl. As a result we obtain:

rim _ ‘” 2'5 ”3&1?n 1 KdHJm—rl‘qp “— mll .~
no h- (:0 'i‘ mitllm + mill)

— 2 K a in Ross
- 2 If a an, Roth

t' w 2s (m + noQoT tr @(m + nq,}oT
In low frequency and weal: collision domain, Rm <4 1 and um << 1, expanding K(s.) in
Taylor series taking into account only three terms, the imaginary part of the diagonal
tensor components (:9 = m) can be found with the accuracy of w 10%:

Jr—mi4Q{m + sell (14)

Whig-I

m,m “”2 Wigqéi 1-1 WROQt U
2s(rn + rigs) sT «(2s |m + age! or as

and the condition, lie 4:: m2/ jammed, of the collisionless dissipation will be the same as in
Eq.(12) when r = D. The tensor elements (m 75 p) can be analyzed in the same manner.

Here, we note that it is possible to use only the diffusion form of the collision operator
over the variable a in Eq.(1) where the scattering term was disregarded. This approach
is valid for analysis of the deeply trapped electrons when the dependence of bounce-
resonance frequency over a is very weak. In this case the perturbed distribution function
in Eq.(2) is strongly affected by the diffusion term of the collision operator only. For
untrapped particles the scattering term is important because it has the same order as the
diffusion term but the diffusion approximation is enough for qualitative estimations.

In synthesis, on the basis of the study of the imaginary part of parallel plasma per~
mittivity in tokamaks with the circular cross section of magnetic surfaces, we find that
the weak collisions can strongly affect on the collisionless wave dissipation. In the low
frequency wave band, to < rub, the sufficient condition for the collisionless wave dissipation
is defined by the inequality, u, << rug/rob. For waves with large phase velocity, {ta/It“ >> on,
the sufficient condition for the collisionless dissipation defined by Eq.(13) is only qualita-
tive because the coefficients in collisional operator need in Eq.(l) are valid for o 4: on.
We use these coefficients because number of particles in the velocity space, o m up}, is
exponentially small and. the main contribution is defined by particles with u s: use.
[11 SPAuerbach , Phys. Fluids, 20, 1836 (1977).
[21 F.M.Nelrrasov, Sov.J.Plasma Phys, 13(s) (1992) p.520.
[3} M. Abramowits, LA. Stegun: Handbook of mathematical functions (Dover Publication
Inc., New York, 1972) p.555-587’.
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Introduction. Alfvcin wave heating and current drive are attractive for tckamaks because
of the availability of high power radio frequency (RF) generators, the simplicity of antenna
structures, possibility to heat the plasma core and there is no any density limits fer current
drive operation. In the past, Alfvén wave plasma dispersion and heating was intensively
investigated in the stellarators, and TCA and Phaedrus-T tokamak experimentsfl'fl. The best
heating results were obtained by employing a surface Alfvén wave (SAW) resonance with
mode conversion into kinetic Alfvén (KA) waves in stellaratorsm and the regime of global
Alfvén wave (GAW) resonance in TCA tokamald 2]. The main problems of these experiments
are growth of plasma density and partially ionized heavy impurities, such as oxygen and iron,
supplied by chamber wall during RF pulse. The impurities cause large radiation energy loses
and introduce zones of ion cyclotron resonance. If the wave frequency is the order of the
impurity ion cyclotron frequency, an ion-ion Alfvén continuum appear and the dispersion
characteristics of Alfven waves may be strongly modified [4]. To avoid impurity problems, a
boronization procedure was used in the Phaedrus-T experiments [ 3] where Alfven wave
heating and current drive was demonstrated in low density plasmas. In the nearest future, the
Aifvén wave heating and current drive will be under investigation in the TCA/Br -Brazilian
tokamak with Alfven wave excitation i 5], utilizing a modified version of the experimental
configuration previously used in Lausanne[ 1]. To increase antenna impedance and central
power deposition for effective current drive, an antenna with multiple phasing elements has
been designed, that produces different combinations of toroidal {fl-1i 4, i6) and poloidal (in:
if) wavenumbers. The boronization procedure 'is also considered to stabilize density growth,
which is necessary for the best conditions for the eigenmode resonance excitation, and to
reduce energy loss caused by partially ionized heavy impurities, such as oxygen and iron.

Here, applying one-dimensional kinetic codel 4], we extend the analyses of the Alfven
spectrum in toltamalt. We take into account the effects of boron and carbon impurities fully .
ionized on Alfven wave dispersion characteristics and wave dissipated power. We show this
effect via a series of numerical calculations of the characteristic parameters of the TCAIBR.

Plasma model and results of calculations. The 1-D kinetic codem, calculates Alfven
wave fields and dissipation in a two ion-species cylindrical plasmas. This code solves the
coupled Maxwell-linearized Viascv equations, posed as a boundary value problem, for the RF
wave fields produced by an external antenna in a magnetized plasma column. This cylindrical
model can serve as an approximation of a tokamak. The plasma is proposed to be a cylinder
of radius a surrounded by a vacuum region which is bounded by a conducting wall of radius
d. In the vacuum region, there is a sheet current antenna located on a cylindrical surface of
radius b. The 2 and 3 -components of the sheet current have the Fourier series representations,
it can also serve as a model of a. frame multi-mode antenna (Nagoya-Ill type).

We have. calculated distribution of RF fields and the dependence of the real part of the
antenna loading impedance as a function of the generator frequency. The geometry and
plasma parameters that we assumed are characteristics of TCAfBr: an id cm, b=i8.5. cm,
d=23 cm, and Hg =6Icm, corresponding to an aspect ratio of 3. For the plasma, we assumed
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that the electron and ion temperatures are, reapectively, Ta=500 8V and Tg=300 61’, while we
varied the peak electron density, no, between I. 10:3 and 5. 10" 3 cm'3. The ion density was
chosen so that the condition of charge neutrality is satisfied, Z nz + n; = in, where n: and n,-
designate, respectively, the densities of the impurity (or deuterium) ions and hydrogen ions.
Finally, we varied the toroidal magnetic field, B, , between 10 and 15 k0, assumed a q of 1.0}
at the magnetic axis, and varied q bettveen 3 and 4 at the plasma edge.

In Fig. 1, we present a plot of the resistive part of the frame antenna loading impedance
versus frequency for a hydrogen plasma with variation of full ionized carbon impurity, where
the carbon density relative to the total ion density (nc fear} is varied from 0.0 to 0.03. The
frequency is measured in MHz. The following parameters were considered in Fig.1: B, = 1'0.
:20, q =1J, as = 3. IOHcm'j, density profile is parabolic, current profile is parabolic in square.

Fig. 1. Antenna impe-
33 1 dance versus frequency
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________ Carbonflfls plasma with carbon

E's—i Garbenoflz impurity. The curves
______ (solid, dashed, doted,

Garbmu'm ' dash-doted lines) are
correspond to the rela-
tive carbon concentra-
tions, nci’nm =0.G:0.0i .-
002; 0.03. respectively.
One mode antenna con-
figuration are chosen (a
poloidal m=-l and torn—
idal mode number 11:: -
4). The plasma para—

' me~ters are E, = I0. kG,
q =r.r. as = EJUI‘icrn'j
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With a small population of impurities added to the plasma, gaps will appear in the impedance
curves (dashed, doted, dash-doted lines) about the cyclotron resonance of the impurity ions,
w=tocz = 7.65MH2. This gap is strongly correlated with the Alfven wave continuum gap
described by the equation, tutu 2f c2 .. inf = 0, where 352; topaz/(n) “-2 402).
Just below the continuum gap there are surface eigenmode spikes. The sharp spikes presented
at the threshold of the low Alfve’n continuum in Fig.1, correspond to the GA eigenmodes,
suggesting central heating of the plasma. Small changes in the GA frequency are produced by
variations in the plasma density through the impurity concentration. Above the threshold of
ionuion Alfven continuum, we can see maximums of the impedance, which are correspond to
SAW situated deeply in the continuum. The frequency of this SAW moves down to the
threshold of the ion—ion Aifven continuum if the plasma ion density is reduced from 3. 10” to
I .31013cm'3. Near the i—i continuum threshold, the surface Alfven wave changes its wave field
structure to that of a combined Alfvén mode (CAM). The RF field structure of the CAM has
an intermediate character, that is between the surface and global Alfven wave (see Ref.[l,4])
suggesting central heating of the plasma through mode conversion into the kinetic Alfven
wave. This means that the Alfvén mode has the conversion point as the SAW but it heats the
plasma core as global waves. This regime is very good for Alfven wave heating and current
drive but the plasma density and the real carbon impurity concentration (0.01) are too low for
TCA standard conditions. Finally, the global Alfven wave appear below the ion-ion Alfven
continuum if the density is below the value of I. IOI‘ic-m'j. This effect is illustrated in Fig. 2.

For poloidal and toroidal wavenumbers {mm}, n=-6) and generator frequency of 9.}MHZ,
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We also find the optimal wave heating and current drive conditions in the TCA plasmas with
the ion density of 2.3 10” cm'3 and the relative carbon impurity concentration of 0.02.

In Fig. 3, we present the dispersion characteristics of SAW and GA modes and illustrate
the gap in the Alfvén continuum for a hydrogen plasma with the carbon impurity ion species
(no fag,- =0.t_}2), which have parabolic density profile. We have plotted the threshold frequency
of the Alfvén continuum for m=:l:i' , GAW frequency for are»! and SAW for at: +1, which
are normalized to the cyclotron frequency of carbon, versus the normalized negative toroidal
wavenumber, 14: e -n cilia tops We show that GAW, which are usually situated below the
continuum, enter into ion—ion Alfvén continuum as the density of the hydrogen ions increases
(or the parameter it decreases).
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Fig. 3. Plot of the cord
malized eigenmode frequen-
cies in a hydrogen plasma
with the 2% carbon impurity
versus the normalized
negative toroidal wave-
number it. For m=-l, the
threshold frequency of the
low Alfvén continuum is
labeled with dot-dashwdot
line, the i-i Alfven con-
tinuum is labeled with solid
line and UAW frequency is
labeled with crosses: for
rue-+1, the i-i Alfvén conti—
nuum is labeled with dotted
line and SAW (at: +0 is
labeled with diamonds fitted
by solid line. The other
plasma parameters are the
same as in Fig.1.

We can also point out, in Fig.3, that SAW for rn=+lIr actually crosses the Alfvén continuum,
the continuum gap and the i-i Alfven continuum. If the frequency of this mode is in the
continuum, its RF field structure is a typically surface mode with the conversion point. An
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important feature of the positive mwAlfven mode is that its character changes from a surface
mode when it is far from the continuum to a global mode when it approaches the continuum
threshold. Near the threshold of the i-i Alfvén continuum the eigenfrequeucy of this mode is
elongated lifl'.‘ continuum line and, here, the SA mode structure is dramatically changed on a
combination of the global wave and SAW with the conversion point in the continuum. In this
case, the plasma core can be also heated effectively as the combined Alfven wave for mz-i.
Discussion and Conclusion. Generally, 1-D cylindrical model is a reasonable approximation
for the analyses . F the global Alfvén wave and the mode-conversion phenomena in a tokamalt
plasma with multi-ion species when the generator frequency lies at the Alfvén continuum
threshold. In this case, the toroidicity parameter is very small and toroidal effects are not
important. To avoid cyclotron resonance effects in the i-i Alfven continuum, we need to chose
the frequency band, mcFS <0) < wcflggg, between the impurity cyclotron frequency on the
high field side and the hydrogen cyclotron frequency on the low field side of a tokamak plas-

mas. This frequency band limitation is imposed by the spatial inhomogeneity of the tokamak
magnetic field for negative iii-surface Alfven waves since these modes are suppressed in
zones of ion cyclotron resonances. There is no frequency band limitation for the positive on
Alfvén mode because dissipation of these waves is very weak in the ion cyclotron resonance.

Our calculations of Alfvén wave dissipation and dispersion, in the H Alfvén continuum of
the two-ion species plasma, have demonstrated a strong influence of the other plasma species
(of impurities) on the value of the antenna impedance, the position of the dissipated power,
and the dispersion of Alfven eigenmodes. The condition of strong dependence on parallel
wavenumber has an important implication that the efficient plasma heating is possible by an
antenna that has a narrow toroidal wavelength spectrum.

We have found conditions for central heating in a two species plasmas of the medium size
TCAJ'BR tokamak when the GA modes fall within the shear Alfvén continuum. If either of
these conditions are satisfied, most of the dissipated RF power is delivered to the plasma core
via modeuconversion into the kinetic Alfvén wave. Specifically, with a toroidal modenumber
n=~4 and a poloidal modenumber m=«l, and a generator frequency 0.29 times the hydrogen
cyclotron frequency (as =3 I0i'3cm'3 for the low Aifve’n continuum) and 0.57 times the hydro—
gen cyclotron frequency (as :12 10” cm'3 for the i-i continuum) central plasma heating will
occur in a hydrogen plasma with a carbon concentration of 0.02. These optimal conditions is
also found for the other toroidal modes, from n=-9 to -5, according to the diagram in Fig. 3.

For positive poloidal modenumbers, we have also found conditions for central heating of a
two species plasmas with combined Alfven waves when these modes fall near the threshold
of the iii Alfvén continuum. Specifically, with toroidal 01:4) and poloidal (m=+l1r ) mode—
numbers and a generator frequency of 0. 83 times the hydrogen cyclotron frequency (the
plasma density is of 1.9 10” cm'3 ) central plasma heating will occur in a hydrogen plasma
with a T’Hel‘2 admixture concentration of 0.34. In this case, the wave phase velocity, 2r:f inf! ,
is approximately 2.5 times the electron thermal velocity and the Alfvén wave current drive
can be produced very effectively as a lower hybrid current drive. These experiments in the
TCAIBR tokamalt can simulate the i—i hybrid current drive in D-T tok'amal-t- reactor plasmas.
[1] A. G. Elfimov, A. G. Kirov, V. P. Sidorov In: High Frequency of Plasma Hearing, edited

by A. G. Litvalt (Translation Series, American Institute of Physics, New York, 1992) 239.
{2] GA. Collins, F. Hofmann, B. Joye, st oi, Phys. Fiaids, 29, 2260 (1986).
[3] T.Intrator, P. Probert, S. Wukitch, at at Physics of Plasmas, 2, 2253 {1995).
[4] AG. Elfimov, J.A.Tataronis, N. Hershkowitz, Physics ofPlasmas, 1, 2637' (1994).
[5] L. Ruchko, M.C.R. Andrade, R.M.O. Galvan, LC. Nascimento, In: Proceedings oflntera
Conf. on PEASMA PHYSICS, For. do Iguacu (BRAZIL), November 1994, 1, 365 (1994).
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1. Introduction Since an early date ICRF experiments have been conducted with a Faraday
I shield placed between antenna and plasma. Positive effects of the Faraday shield are

accompanied by adverse ones which include suppression of magnetic flux of the antenna central
conductor and sputtering of heavy ion impurities from the shield surface due to radio frequency
(RF) sheath effect. After re-evaluatien of the role of the Faraday shield [1], successful
operation of an unshielded ICRF antenna was demonstrated on the medium-size tokamak
TEXTOR [2,3]. This work motivates the present study of plasma dynamics in an unshielded
antenna box.

2. Model
2.} Basic gar/ratings Periodic potential =20 kV applied to the central conductor produces a
strong local electrostatic field which is taken to dominate inductive effects in the near region.
The plasma dynamics in the antenna box is then detetmn'ned by a balance between particle
trans ert in the radial 'x directio across the ma etic lines and mi 1 see c to the walls of
the hex along the magnetic lines (Fig. 1).

The system under consideration is strongly varying in the radial (x) direction but quite
uniform along the magnetic lines (its) due to the difference in transverse and longitudinal box

dimensions, whence our introduction of z—averaged quantities, F). Neglecting poloidal (y)
dependence, the equations for averaged densities and potential follow from species momentum
and Poisson equations with omission of inertial terms in the former:

SH 8 [iii _ E B‘tfi ,__ fl] euE—y 2 - . Iu___D .. ,, “awn Jae... +—nV =0, 1at ax [1[ ax 1:: T0,. ax {I VJ.“ TE LI 210, ( )

_:=._i(~fii 4,3) (2)
E



Here, E), , E, are components of field characterized by potential (p, 133,- poloidal component of
inductive field, o: - species index, mm - cyclotron frequency. The effective collision frequency
um describes the change in particle momentum due to collisions with turbulent field and is
chosen consistent with Du=4m2/s. To close the set of Eqns.(1),(2) the fluxes to the walls at
z=-J:Lt2, [a let, should be written in terms of ligand tfi.

2.2 Particle fluxes to the well Almost all drop of potential along the magnetic lines between
plasma and grounded antenna box ((p=0) occurs at the box walls - in the oscillating sheath. In
accordance with probe theory and studies of the RF sheath we assume that in the absence of
substantial accelerating field in the bulk or sheath regions particles escape from the plasma with

12
the thermal velocity VTe = [Te /me]/ for electrons, and the sound speed

1 2 .
cS : [(Te +“fTi Vol.1] / for ions with ni=2. When the potential difference between the bulk

plasma and the wall (i.e. across the sheath) is retarding, the flux is reduced by the Boltzmann
factor:

[“Vzie = revetment-earth (aw);
(fieVTe/m) (eta, flirt-fie); (3)
{fie‘tTE/finsect—eactmeetl—an in) (sec, at: as)

[ah = [nvz]g(i"p —-> 4:6, tape-e c5, e indent—a i index) (4)

The last term in Eqns.(3),(4) models enhanced particle expulsion occurring when a layer at
given at has charge of the same sign as the antenna's; 19(1—(fia/fis D, with properties

13(0) 2 0 {charge of opposite Sign) and 13(1) =1 (same sign), smoothens the transition
between the two cases.

2.3 cued conditi n at central cc actor in on o t ox Boundary conditions
taken for potential and particle densities at the position of the central conductor. x=d(=3 cm),
are: bid): (9,, sin(2nft) or fifl {efloating potential=(l‘e/e)ln{vTe/c5)] when RF is respectively

applied or not, and na(d)=0. To avoid an arbitrary specification of boundary condition at the
mouth of the box, set), we also consider the plasma dynamics in front of the box. The same

Equs.(1),(2) are applied over the same region in a as inside the box, but with modified fluxes
along the magnetic lines:

azle= tfievTatEE)t-1+expt-ew»was] (wag); <5)
(Hews/«15E )[l-eXpteifi-dfllfl‘all (was...)
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[ah = [a]e(n-e —cg, e index—a i index) (6)

These fluxes describe the flow of charged particles in front of the box through imaginary

surfaces at z=iLl2. The first terms represent free-streaming fluxes out of the region of higher
particle potential energy, the second, particle influxes into the same region suitably reduced by
the Boltzmann factor where potential is taken as (pfl at large lzl (corresponding to the scrape-off

plasma making contact with the grounded ((pr=0) tokamak limiter). Particle density and potential

profiles are rather insensitive to the boundary conditions imposed at x=-d (#3 cm): HEM-
d)l8x=k($(«d)-tpfl), ng(-d)=ng.

3. Particle densities and pgtential The equations obtained in the previous section have

been solved numerically and results are: given below. Deuterium plasma parameters taken in the
numerical simulations are as follows: ne(x=-3cm)eng=2><1013m'3. mj=2mp. T1=6DeV,

TE=30eV. Bg=3T. fe3><1ctnznpo=2okvmm =4m2e, k=12.08m"1.1n the figures the particle
density is normalized to 2 x lO‘Em'i’ and U=e $31}: is dimensionless potential. For the.
calculations we omit the poloidal component of inductive field E}, from Eqn.( 1).

3.! Evolution in the eerlv stage The early stage of evolution of particle density and self-
consistent potential inside the box. from the stationary state without RF (Empfl), is presented

in Figs.2—4. The first 45 periods are shown. fbeing the applied frequency. The greatly reduced

number of oscillations is due to stroboscopic sampling at intervals of 1.125 period. Fig.2
shows nj to be rapidly evacuated from in front of the central conductor as has been seen in

experiment [4]; note that ni(x.t=fl) already descends from no to '.116ng at the box month (off—

scale at x=£l). The penetration of potential into the plasma shown in Fig.3 (note changed

direction of axes) proceeds simultaneously with the above expulsion of particles from the

density tail. The species density difference (ac charge density) plotted in Fig.4 shows peaked

structure in the same region where the potential field indeed is shielded (where auras—>0 in

Fig.3). This charge density layer gravitates toward the mouth of the box with time.

4. Conclusions This model points to the sole presence of an RF potential electric field as

sufficient to cause a strong initial evacuation of plasma from the high potential region

immediately in front of the antenna central conductor. Though further analysis is in order, one

can anticipate a salutary influence of this on phenomena linked to ion bombardment of the box

walls (sputtering; power loss in sheaths). An RF charged layer plays the role of a Faraday

shield. limiting perturbation of the scrape-off layer for the times examined. These findings

support the idea that ICRF antennas can be operated without a Faraday shield. I

Acknowledgement One of the authors (V.I.Z.) has benefitted from a grant of the Federale

Diensten voor Wetenschappelijke, Technische en Culturele Aangelegenheden. '
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Introduction

At present, Monte Carlo (MC) methods are successfully used to model radio-frequency
heating in various magnetic geometries. Compared to finite—difl‘erence schemes or other
regular methods, MO modeling has several advantages. First, the numerical difiusion in
stiff problems can be avoided. Such a difl'usion develops in regular solution methods for
the kinetic equation with strong convection because of averaging within finite mesh cells.
Second, except for time constraints, MC modeling imposes practically no restrictions
when increasing the dimensionality of the problem. Third, the MC method is fairly
simple.

However, a disadvantage of traditional MC implementations is their poor statistics in
regions with a small particle population, in particular, in the tail region of the distribution
function. An increased resolution in this region is desirable for various problems in
magnetic fusion theory, primarily in scenarios with rf heating. E.g., particles in the
tail contribute significantly to the fusion power output in D—D or D—T low temperature
experimental plasmas. Therefore, in order to be able to use these fusion products for
diagnostic purposes, one needs a highly accurate method able to compute that part of
the distribution function. Another important case is the computation of the distribution
function in systems with a finite loss cone present in the suprathermal region of velocity
space, e.g., in stellarato‘rs and in tokamaks with magnetic field ripples.

For slightly disturbed Maxwellian distribution functions, the resolution problem can
be handled by introducing different forms of particle weighting schemes known as (if—
methods [1-3] which significantly reduce the noise. However, these methods are not
applicable to model the distribution function in the high energy region during rf heating
because in that case this function no longer can be described in form of a perturbed
Maxwellian. In the present paper, a nonlinear weighting scheme is implemented into the
MC modeling algorithm and, as a result, a much better resolution of the distribution
function in the tail phase space region is obtained.

Weighting Scheme

-In the present context it is convenient to formulate the MC modeling of the quasilinear
kinetic equation with a Fokker—Planck collision term in integral form,

f(t,z) = Eflt -— than) = fd’h"st, z’, a * z')f(t ... at, a“). (1)

1This work was partly supported by the Association EURA‘I‘OM—OEAW under contract number ERB
5004 CT 96 Dflflfl and by the Ukrainian Foundation of Fundamental Research.
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Here, 3‘ is the distribution function, z is a set of phase-space variables, and P, is a dynamic
phase space integral operator with kernel Pg, the Green’s function of the underlying
process. In particular, the stochastic mapping equation [4] which is the counter—part of
the bounce averaged kinetic equation for the case of a general magnetic geometry and
nonuintegrable particle motion, is of this form. In the numerical realization of the Monte
Carlo algorithm, the function P, is to be interpreted as the probability density for the
transition from phase space point a” to a. If the stochastic orbits are modeled directly,
the Green’s function P, for small flit can be approximated by a simpler function which
has, up to linear order terms in at, the same moments in z — 3’ as l3z .
In order to introduce the weighting scheme, the phase space is extended by one additional
variable in, the weight of test particles, such that the distribution of real particles f is
related to the distribution of test particles 9 in extended space by

is. z) —- f amass, w). (2)c
The evolution equation for g, _

9(tlz1w) : fizpwgwh Atiziw) I (3)

fdfls’Pz(n’,z -+ n')f dw'Pw(w,rc’,teg(z'))g(t ... At,z',w’), (4)
a

ll

includes now both, the dynamics in phase space described by operatorhpz [see (1)], and
the dynamics in the space of weights described by weighting operator Pw,

on
Pivot”: ill}, will 2/ dill” Pk{wiwfli wflPaC-‘flfl, wri Wu)- (5)l] .

A particular realization of the weighting operation would be in form of a splitting operator
R, and a killing operator Pi, [like in the roulette procedure, see, e.g. [5])

. ._ an“ r: EL E5. _P3(w,w,wu) — @(o: wfl)6(w w)+@(wfl or) when Rig), (6)

acawzwn) : a ($0 - a) «film ~ no +£1.03 -— $0) Esau — wel- (7)
Here, 6) is the Heaviside step function, wulz) is a prescribed weight for any given phase
space point a, whereas o: E; 1 and 6 :3 1 are the upper and lower weighting boundaries.
It is easy to check that multiplication with u: and subsequent integrating of (3) over an
leads immediately back to (1). Therefore, the weighting procedure does not change the
original dynamics in phase space.

If the distribution function is known to be of the order of some “unperturbed” function
fg(Z) everywhere in phase space beforehand, then the choice of the prescribed weight
in the form anew) = C(fdz) + s) will produce a more or less uniform distribution of
the relative statistical error within phase space regions of interest. Here, 0 is a constant
which determines the average number of test particles and the finite valueof 5 determines
a minimum value of the distribution function to be resolved during the computation.

For the nonlinear weighting scheme, the distribution function flu) itself is used for the
construction of the prescribed weight was} = 0(f(z) + e). In this case, this value can
either be taken from the previous time step or from its time averaged value (average over
all previous time steps) if one looks for a stationary solution.
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Figure I. Contour lines of the 5He minority ion distribution fonctionlduriny fundamen-
tal IORH in a toknmak. Here, a” and o_,_ are the parallel and perpendicular
oelocity in the magnetic field minimum point, and or E 1!T,-/m,,,.

Modeling of Minority Heating

,The nonlinear weighting scheme has been implemented into the Monte Carlo mapping
code [4] in order to study the fundamental ion minority cyclotron resonance heating in
a tokamak. In the considered case, the rf field is assumed in form of one single toroidal
harmonic and, therefore, the rf difiusion coeficients are symmetric with respect to the
toroidal angle. In this case, the stochastic mapping equation [4] coincides with the
conventional bounce—averaged equation,

3—),” a of + as. (a)
where fig is the bounce-averaged Coulomb collision operator for the Maxwellian distribu—
tion of the background particles and £91,; is the quasilinear difi‘usion operator [for details

see [6]). a e 2 |E+|2
,. ._ 1 __ . .1. _MLeaf -- E5“ (Talia-Dram) . DJ. #- 4m§e¢w lvili'rii (9)

Here, the independent variables oi, o” are the perpendicular and parallel velocity compo-
nents in the minority ion cyclotron resonance point, r; is the particle return time to the
magnetic field minimum point on a given magnetic surface (half bounce time for trapped
and bounce time for passing particles, respectively), and 151+, ea, mg, to, st, q and R are
the left polarised component of the wave electric field, minority ion charge and mass,
wave frequency, toroidicity, safety factor and the big tokarnak radius, respectively. The
parameter set used in the computation is, R = 300 cm, plasma density n, = 101‘1 cm”,
plasma temperature T, = T, = 7 keV, toroidicity e, a 0.1, surface averaged absorbed
rf—power density tr: 3) :22 0.5 W/cm3, and 3He minority ion concentration rig/n, = 5%;

In Figure 1 the contours of the minority ion distribution function are shown as functions
of parallel and perpendicular velocity in the magnetic field minimum point. In Figure 1a
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the region of enhanced resolution by weighting has been chosen to be f/fmfl 5 10'1”
(fmax is the value of f for zero energy). In Figure 1b this region has been increased to
f/fmfl g 10“?” without significantly increasing the number of steps. These results from
Monte Carlo computations using the nonlinear weighting scheme stay):r in good agreement
in the whole phase space with results from a computation with a finite difference code
using a similar parameter set [6].
Gonclusion

A dynamic weighting scheme has been used to improve the statistics of Monte Carlo
computations of the minority ion distribution function during RF heating in the high
energyr region of phase space. This scheme makes the MC method much more effective so
that it becomes comparable to finite difference methods. The main objective for future
studies will be the application of this method to actual high dimensional problems not
accessible by finite difference or other regular methods.
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A MW LI-ICD System and its First Operation
on I-IT-‘i’ Superconducting Tokarnak

LHCD group efASIPR presented by Getting-Li Huang
Institute ofPlasma Physics, Academia Sinica ( ssnr )

P. O. Box 1126 Hefei 230031, P. R. China

Assn-act ‘
- A Lower Hybrid Current Drive ( LI-ICD ) system was constructed on HT-‘i’

superconducting tokarnak to deliver 1.2 MW for 3 sec every 3 min at a frequency of2.45 GHz.
Its first operation demonstrated that the system can work efi'ecfively. A large percentage of

plasma current in HT-T tokamak can be sustained by LHCD. Besides, it was demonstrated that

MED] activities and plasma confinemeuts can be considerably influenced by LHCD.

MW
The LHCD system is composed of the following main subsystems:

1 RF exciter module with phase and amplitude control for 12 klystrons;

12 High Power klystron Amplifiers ( EPA );

12 microwave transmission lines; I

l grill coupler ( an arrarys of 2 re 12 subwaveguides );
2 High Voltage Power Supplies ( HVPS );
wave monitoring & phase feedback control;O

O
O

Q
.-

O

system protections;

l 1teeter cooling system.

The 12 klystron amplifiers in the LHCD system are fed by 2 identical high voltage power

supplies and driven by one RF excites module. Their waves are launched to I-I'l‘u';T plasmas by

one grill coupler. The N H -spectrum can be feed-back. controlled in a preset value from N H = 1

to NJ , = 4.4. At the present the system can be operated in the following parameters:

Frequency 2-4SGHZ

Power output _ 1.2 W

Pulse length 3 sec-

Pulse repetition period 3 min

Power density in the coupler <3 3.5 KW I cm2 averaged

bin—spectrum NH peels fi'om 1 to 4.4 _ l
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The layout ofthe LHCD system is shown in Fig.1.

The RF exciter module consists of one master oscillator, one PlN modulator, one 1:12

power divider, and 12 identical RF drive chains. Each of the chains consists of a digital phase
shifter, a semiconductor RF balance amplifier, a voltage control attenuator, a power detector,

etc. The master oscillator has three outputs, one among the three delivers 100 mw for phase

reference, either of other taro delivers 1 w. The PIN modulator can switch off RF power in
10:13 with a cut-off level of 20 dB. The phase adjustment range of the digital pha'se shifter is

360“ with an adjustment step of 23°. The semiconductor amplifier has a constant output
about 3 w when its input ( a few mw ) changes in a range of 5 dB. The attenuator has a

dynamic range of 20 dB. Each of the 12 RF drive chains connects to the input of one lclystron'
amplifier. fl .

L The klvstron amplifiers ( Type ICU-2.45, 2.4SGHe,lOOKW, CW ) were designed and
constructed by a Russian company. Each klystron is protected from a high reflected microwave

. by a 4-port difierential phase shift circulator with an insertion loss of 0.3 dB max. After the
circulator, the microwave is transmitted to the grill coupler through a standard rectangular
waveguide ( 1v‘illlflSt'l ) which is changed in sizes by a step transformer and then divided into

two subwaveguides by a 3dB divider at the grill. The two. subwaveguldes compose one column

of the grill. B}; such arrangement, adjacent subwaveguides in either row of the grill emit waves
from difi'erent klystrons, therefore, the N,, —spectrum can be fleidhly controlled. There is one

BeO ceramic window in the standard rectangular waveguide section on. each of the 12
transmission lines. The grill coupler is evacuated by a turbo—pump and cooled by a cooling

water jacket.

The high voltage power supplies normally acquire about two third of electrical power

from a flying wheel AC generator and the left {root the electricity network Ignitrons are used

for fast sudtching—ofi‘ the high DC voltage on ldystrons cathodes. The klvstron beam voltage

can be controlled by a star point voltage regulator.
The wave phase and power in each of the 12 waveguides at the coupler are detected by .

a lZ—channel detecting system. The 11 phase signals ( the 12th is taken as a reference ) are '

compared with their pro-set values by a PC which generates the digital signals for the control

of the 11 phase shifters in the RF exciter module. The time to complete one cycle control of

the ll-channel RF phases is less than 180 us. The phase control of the system has an accuracy
of 5 ° over a range of 360 D . The RF power control is realized by pro-setting a proper ldystron
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cathode voltage and corresponding proper control voltages to the 12 attenuators in the RF

exciter module. I

A RF protection system is developed to switch off the RF signals to the 12

semiconductor amplifiers in less than 201.15 and to switch off klystron cathode voltage in less ,

than sons in any case of high reflection, ARC in the waveguides or the grill, as well as faulty
flow rate of the cooling water. The 'ignitrons of the HVPS are triggered to fast switch off the

k'iystron cathode voltage in less than 1501.15. in case of overcurrent in any of klystron' cathode

circuits or klysron resonator circuits.

The kiystron collectors and resonators, soienoides, 'circulators, waveguide ceramic

windows, and the grill coupler are cooled by circulating pure water with total shout 4 m3 rain

in two difierent presures, 4 Ann. and 8 Atm. respectiveiyf
2. Main egerimental results from the first operatign of the system

The whole LHCD system was constructed in the fall of the l996 and was first operated

in the December, 1996. Before the first time Operation of the system, the inner stainless steel
surfaces of the subwaveguide grill was cleaned by continuous short pulse RF glow discharge in

helium for about two hours. By adjusting launched wave spectrum and the antenna position, a

current drive emciency n m = NBRPICD f P CD = 0.5 a 10 I, (M—1 AfW) in the RF power level

of400 KW ( with a pulse length of 1 sec ) and the line averaged plasma electron density of 1.5

x 10 I? M"3 was achieved. A typical shot was shown in Fig.2 in which 75% of theplasma
current was driven by the lower hybrid wave ( ~300 KW ). The plasma particle confinement

was in. some cases improved by” LI-ICD considerably with reduced edge density fluctuations and

decreased edge electron temperature. The suppresSion of Mirnov oscillations were frequently '

observed in a LHCD phase. ' '
3 gun-1mg}:

A LHCD system with a maximum output of 1.2 MW was already constructed on HT-‘l‘

superconducting tokamak. Its wave source consists of 12 klystrons and the launched wave

spectrum can be fietdbly adjusted. The first performance of the system demonstrated that it can
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Introduction

The study of the fast particles behavior in MeV energy range in a contemporary

plasma experiments is one of the key questions for the thermonuclear reactor design. For this

purpose recently designed neutral particle diagnostics has been implemented on the several
large tokamalrs [1,2,3]. It has been shown that in the energy range of interest fast protons are

mostly neutralized in the charge-exchange (CX) processes with light impurity ions such as

He+, Be“, (35+ {1,4]. Neutral flux is observed both in "passive”( without beam injection) and
in “active”( with beam injection ) mode.

There are several experimental applications where He“ beam injection was used either

for the plasma heating or for the diagnostic purposes. For the neutral particle analysis (NPA)

it is important to take into account all of those processes which lead to the neutralization
target formation in plasma. Another important question is the spatial localization of the

measurements. For protons with different energies the difl'erent impurities play dominant role

in the neutralization. For such impurities as Be3+ and (35+ ionization the length kiwi-flail”, for
typical plasma parameters. It means that these ions will be able to fill all magnetic surfaces and

I it is necessary to calculate the ionization balance in the whole plasma volume. For He+ the

situation is opposite Ram-QM?” and we need to consider the local balance in the vicinity of the
beam. Both the secondary processes and spatial localization of neutralization target should be

taken into account since they directly afi‘ect the accuracy of the ion distribution function

reconstruction from experimental data. I _ _

In present paper we analyze the relative role of different secondary processes

including ion-ion atomic collisions having impact on the neutralization target formation during

Herl beam injection into pure He-plasma. This case is considered to be the most interesting

because the helium target is localized near the beam so the spatially resolved CX
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measurements are feasible. Besides the cross-sections between helium atoms and ions are well

known. It allows to make the model calculations more reliable.

Model Calculations

The model is based on Monte—Carlo simulation code similar to those one used in {5].

Both the ionization and all ofthe OX processes between helium particles (Fig.1 [6]):

1132+ + He“ =He° +He2+ . (1)
Ha2+ + He“ = He“ + Hat (2)
Ha2+ + as“ = He.“ + Ha2+ (3)

were taken into account. Reaction (1) is important for thennal He0 halo formation. Reaction

(2) produces He+ ions with thermal and beam energies. Since the distribution fimction of

secondary I-Ie+ beam ions has a strong spatial anisotropy we average their motion over

Larmour rotation using the similar procedure described in [7]. For the beam He+ ions reaction

(3) is the dominant absorption process. For thermal I-Ie+ (3) does not change the total number

of these particles but it can substantially modify their spatial distribution [5] and has to be

taken into account. .

To approach the real experimental conditions we have analyzed I-Ie‘ifHe+ density
formation using the layout of JET neutral beam injection. The plasma parameters were taken as

typical for large tokamaks: 11.5310” cm'i, T;==T.=5 keV, Emmeoksifi keWamu, a=5 MW.

The result of calculations is presented in Fig.2. One can see that all of the helium species are

located in the Vicmity of the beam as it was expected. The He” thermal halo density does not

exceed 20 % of initial beam density so it plays an-insignificant role. The Hei" beam density is

comparable with the beam. The production ofHe+ thermal halo ions is the dominant process.

Density of these ions exceeds density of He“ beam by factor of 4. It should be noted that the

evaluation with a simple ionization balance equations described in [4] gives only

nm+mlfnmobflm~03 because the important secondary processes such as He" ion beam halo

fonnation and I-Ie‘VHe2+ ion-ion collisions were not included into the analysis.

The injection of He” beam into He plasma seems to be a very suitable test of the

shortage in absolute flux which was found in experiments [8,9]. The estimates show that for

impurity density of carbon nc/mal % the neutralization of fast protons on (35+ ions is

negligible in comparison with that on the helium target in wide (0.24).?) MeV energy range.

Cross-section of ion-ion CX between Hei and C6+ was taken fiom [10].
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To evaluate a counting rate of hydrogen atoms expected in experiment we assumed

that density of fast protons is equal to nP/n.=5 %. Their energy distribution filnction was taken
as exponential (see Fig.3) which wasclose to observed in H-minority ICRF heating discharges

[1,4,9]. For simplicity we used the isotropic distribution of the function so our calculations

correspond to the minimum estimate. The CX NPA parameters were as follows: detection

eficiency ~02, energy resolution dEwOflS-OJI, solid angle {DSHS'IU'S cmzst [11]. The

resulted counting rates in the CX NPA chaimels are presented in Fig.4. For energies Ep~Tuu

the calculated counting rates are high ~105 s'1 and weakly dependent on the tail temperature.
But if the experimentally observed in [8,9] shortage is valid then this estimate should be

reduced by factor of 30.

Conclusions

The model including both atom-ion and ion-ion collisions and describing the formation

of combined Henri-lei population produced by Helll beam injection into He-plasma has been

developed. It is shown that the fast proton neutralization target is mainly dominated by I-Ie+ ion

thermal halo which is spatially located in the vicinity of the beam. The contribution of the

secondary processes such as I-Ie+ ion beam halo formation and ion-ion helium chargeuexchange

is found to be substantial. The considered plasma discharge scenario is found to be appropriate

to perform experimental test of the absolute value of CK flux. The production of C“, Be“
and 133+ in collisions with I-Ie+ requires more data on the cross-sections.
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Gamma-Ray Diagnostic Project
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Gamma Spectrometry is a non-routine plasma diagnostics, based on detection

and analysis of Mel? gamma-rays, following thermonuclear fusion and ether nuclear

reactions between fast ions and nuclei of light elements both background irnpurities

and ones artificially injected into plasma. It may be used for study of fast ion

confmement and for density control of fuel and impurities.

This paper presents th- summary of the activity on gamma—ray spectrometry

of tokamak plasma that is realized during last years in the frame of a project of the

International Science and Technology Center (ISTC).

The general directions of the project activity are the following: study of

diagnostic reactions using accelerator beams; research and developments of new

diagnostic methods based on these reactions; simulation of diagnostic gaimna-ray

spectra, using the produced nuclear database; development of advanced gamma-ray

Spectrometer, diagnostic collimator and radiation shield; study of behavior of fast

alpha particles and other ions in tokamak plasma by means of the gamma-ray

Spectrometry technique.

Development of gamma diagnostics
Considered methods of gamma diagnostics are based on nuclear reactions

partially presented in the Table. In the process of an analysis of various approaches,

two principal methods were selected for study of fast ions in the tokamak plasma,

namely, integral and spectral ones. According to the first method, the integral

intensity of gamma radiation resulting from diagnostic reactions is detected. This

approach can be realized in the form of a multidetector‘ tomographic system

consisted of two gamma camera. Information on timeadepended spatial distribution

of fast particles may be deduced from tomographic reconstruction of esperimental

data.
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For application of the second FUSION REACTIONS
method, it is necessary to use Dlpt )3Hfl T55 MBV

tr t 'th f“ T(p,y)4He v20 Mel!rgannna—ray spec ome ers wi me D(d, )4He “1’24 MeV
energy resolution. In this case D(t,v)5I-Ie v17 MeV

3 5 -infonnation on a distribution Dl HE”) L1 T17 MEV
BACKGROUND REACTIONS

onetime at fast particles in the 9Be(pzp’y)9Be v1.7,2.4,3.05,4.7 MeV
plasma can be obtained from the 935(93T)1{JB - Til, 6?, 7.5, 7-3 MEV
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. . 9Be ,ut 6Li 3.56 MeV
Doppler broadened lines in FHA megawgmB 12.8 2-15 MeV

spectra. For example, to study g].le(d,.};:ry)1fl‘Be 16.4 Mel!
protons and alpha-particles the 9Be(3He,py)“B $13,444 MEV

9Be(3He,ny)11C 16.3—15.9, 4.3 MeV
gBemeLi; 9Be(e,n~r)”C and tsamypzc v4.44 MeV
1”B(o.,py)13C reactions may be used. “PEI-LET” REACTIONS

iLigpap’yFLi 70.4?3 MeVThis kind of nuclear reactions are 7Li(p v)3Be T17 6 MeV

accompanied by energetic particle 11B(p,p’v)”B y2.43, 4.44, 5.02 MeV
' 1 1

emission that leads to a high IBM) EC 14.44, 11.7 MeV
19F(p,rrv)150 16.1, 6.9, 7.1 MeV

kinematic scatter of the recoil nuclei 10B(u;PY)13C v3.1, 35', 3,35 MfiV
and, correspondingly, to more stronger Doppler broadening of gamma lines

manifested in FHA Spectra of the collimated detector. For example, in the reaction
9Be(p,otv)5Li, the FWHM of the 3.56—MeV line varies within 45-240 keV for proton
energies in the range 1.5—7.0 MeV. Since the Doppler broadening directly depends
on energy of particles, this diagnostic technique can provide the study of the velocity
distribution of the fast ions. Estimations show that in the case of alpha-particle

reactions the broadening can be measured in future D-3I-Ie reactors.
Resonance capture reactions 9Be(p,y)mB and 9Be(p,ory)fiLi can be a powerful

tool for study of velocity distribution of ICRF driven protons in He/I-I or D/H

plasma. In the case of spatial emissivity profile measurements a localization of the
fast ions can be determined.

To assess a feasibility and efficiency of the gamma diagnostic techniques a

code GAMMAS is worked out. Estimation of esperirnentai conditions and
simulation of ganuna—ray yield from plasma are performed for different discharge
scenarios in ITER. Spectrometer count-rates corresponded to the diagnostic
reactions and background are calculated. 1.

i
i
|
i
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III-beam study of diagnostic reactions and database

A complete using of the gamma diagnostics is impeded by the lack of basic
genuine-ray production cross-section data for fast ions interacting with light

impurities. Furthermore, the spectral diagnostic approach developed in the frame of

the project requires a precise data on gamma-ray spectra for simulation of the

eXperiments and processing data:

According to the work plan of the project, detailed investigation of
S’Be(p,tr,r)‘~"Li., 9Be(ot,nv)12C and 1“B(o., )13C reactions are carried out using

accelerators. Infonnation on integral and differential cross sections and gamma—ray

Spectra have been obtained. The Doppler gamma-lines recorded by HP Ge detectors

have been processed and charactgristic parameters have been deduced by means of

least square fitting. The data have been included to nuclear reaction database
FUSION developed for gamma diagnostic experiments. Beside of this information,
cross sections of basic nuclear reactions used in fusion research are inserted too. This

database can be utilized in diagnostic simulation and data processing.

Biaguostic gamma detector

One of the general objective of the project is development of a special
detector for gamma diagnostics in the reactor environment. A total energy peak
spectrometer GAMMACELL is worked out as a prototype of the device. The

Spectrometer consists of nine optically independent scintillation .8a detectors

(42x42x142 mm) assembled in a single housing. Gamma radiation from the plasma
through a collimator irnpinges only on central section of the array. All detectors are

included in a circuit which is ensure summation of full stung}.r of gamma ray, falling

on a central crystal.

In front of the central crystal, it is supposed to establish one more BeF,

detector with the sizes fiflxfiflxtifl mm (passive-active gamma-ray filter), which must

functionate as an absorber of low energy gamma radiation and, simultaneously, as a

rejecter of scattered and armihilation radiation found the central unit of the

spectrometer. This is needed to reduce background load to the basic detector.

Developed data acquisition and processing system allow to accumulate

gamma-ray spectra with count—rate more than 2 MHZ.

l
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In ignition espenment all diagnostic devices will be in a strong neutron flux.

It is. supposed that the gamma—ray Spectrometer will be surrounded by radiation

shield, nevertheless, to reduce neutron flux through the collimator is needed. Our

calculation shows that" the t3Lil“! plug in collimator is suitable for the game—ray

measurements. Three samples of the plug have been manufactured and tested. A
factor of the neutron reducing of this material is measured with d-d and CH neutron
generator. The attenuation is tested with sharp and wide beams of the neutrons.

These esperiments confim'red our Monte—Carlo calculations, and the 6in? plug is

recommended to utilize in the gamma diagnostic experiment.

During optimization of the gamma-ray collimator it is found out that some
part of neutron flux will irradiate the detector. That is why neutron examination of

using scintillation crystal has been carried out. The measurements of neutron

registration efficiency of the Elm“, crystal have been performed, using d—d and (Lt

reactions in calibrated neutron generator. The results show that the neutron

sensitivity of the BaF, scintillator is low, and this material is acceptable for fusion

diagnostics.

Results of the research and development that carried out in the project can be

applied in the large operated tokamaks JET (UK), JT-6DU (Japan) and DIII-D
(USA). In proSpect, the obtained results may be used for diagnostic system design

and study of the ITER plasma. It is necessary to note that gamma diagnostics can be

a powerful instrument for research and plasma control in fiiture thermonuclear

reactors with low neutron yield, such as D—3He.

“ ISTC Collaboration: Ioffe Institute (SLPetersburg) — Kurchatoy Institute (Moscow)—

Russian Federal Nuclear Center VNIIEF (Saroy)
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Modeling of ion—dynamic efl’eets in Stark-broadening theory of
hydrogenie emitters

LO. Goldenoy
Institute for Mathematical Modeling, Miusskaya sq. 4-A, Moscow 125047, Russia

lit-mail: golosn@kiam.ru

1. Introduction

The problem of calculating optical properties of hot, dense plasmas (the "shape and
intensity of spectra lines, the opacity) and Stark-broadening diagnostics of these plasmas
arise in various physical experiments and technical processes and in astrophysics. The
computation of the line shapes is an important task in this problem, because of the profiles
of spectra lines, broadened mostly by Stark effects from electric microfield of plasma,
have been long used for determining electron and ion densities and for calculating
photoemission and photoabsorption by hot matter.

Plasma broadening of spectra lines arises from interaction of the radiator with
electric microfield both electrons and ions of plasma. It is assumed to distinguish two
types of electric fields, a high-frequency field of electrons and low—frequency field of
shielded ions. It is now customary to treat the electrons with an impact theory and to
obtained the ions contribution by quasistatic approximation. This assumptions allow to
describe the far wings of spectra lines. However, the motion of ions can produce
significant discrepancy near the line center. The experiment [1] have shown that this ion—
dynamic effects can change the halfwidth of the lines with unshifted components, such as
Lyn”, Hm”, by a factor of 2 or more with respect to quasistatic approximation for ions.
Computer simulations [2] were performed to study the effects of ion dynamics on spectra
line shape of charged hydrogenic emitters. It was shown [2] that considerably large effects
due to ion motion are observed near the line center at this case.

It was shown in [3] that the main factor of broadening near the line center is the
rotation of the ionic microfield. The perturbation theory was used for calculations of the
corrections on thermal motion of ions [3,4]. That is why this corrections are suitable for
the low temperature plasma only, when they are small. The influence of ions motion on
the line broadening in hot plasma is so hard that the perturbation theory is not suitable.
The difficult model [5] was constructed for this case. In spite of its difficult, this model
gives rather accurate results only for list;It lines. For more ”complicated lines, such as Lyfl its
accuracy falls off. Moreover model [5] is suitable in the case of charged emetters only.

Often the models mentioned above not suitable for practical applications, because the
simple, suitable for large scale numerical calculations, applied at wide rang of temperature
and densities models are needed for plasma diagnostics and opacity calculations.

2. The model of ion-dynamic broadening

The new universal analytic semiempirical model of ion—dynamic broadening for all
intermediate region between the impact limit and the perturbation theory corrections to the
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static approximation of ion broadening was obtained. This model was constructed by to
steps:

1) Simple physical model was used for extracting the general functional relation between
the broadening and the plasma temperature and density. We used the one-particle approach
[6] for determining this relation. The line profile is reduced to quadratures with special
functions at this case. The analytic approximation for this quadratures have been'
constructed. This model gives only the general proportions between the line halfwidth and
the plasma conditions:

NEG: v.2}??? + (3‘2
on} ,r ~ 1n ‘ ‘ , (1)1' 2 1’1: C 2

where N is the concentration of ions in plasma T and m; there temperature and mass,
43?: 2!: T ..«ml-N RE: 1.13.2: —B-. u 1 = ml. 1 + 11'1t1 . u is the reduced mass for ion—emitter pair.

ll .
2??C =l.5n[n1—n2]efim 1

e
111 :3 H2 , (2)

n. 121, 112 are the principal and parabolic quantum numbers, Z and 20 denote the charges of
plasma ions and of emitter respectively. We use so-called three level approximation in (1),
(2) (as in Lyn, line) to model ion-dynamic effects because the quadratures mentioned above
are extremely difficult for more complicated cases. In this approximation the real system
of Stark sublevels are replaced by three components: the central and two shifted ones with
Stark constants if) from (2). The average [ait] —— ”fled” in (2) is determined by taking into

account the relative intensities and shifts of all Stark components of a given spectral line.
So we have to determine the coefficient of the proportion in (1). which due to many~
particle effects in plasma.

Let us use the approximation of isolated Stark components [7]. In this approximation
the spectral line shape is given by the following formula:

1 DO

Hams; Re Jim}Zoflmej(1) mac—amiss, (3)

where (Diana) and (Data) denote the reduced auto-correlation functions of the atomic dipole
moment in the cases of emitters interactions with ions and electrons respectively. For
example. (13350) = exp( wflpr). where wait is the electron impact half-width. The mm in

(3) is made over all Stark components m—eB. It is known that (1):)?” (0-= l for unshifted
component otU—eBU in quasistatic model. At the present paper we use the exponential
approximation for this quality

(4)
2 2.i'i’2+C2mans.) _ 2 112 _ 1:2 N50 ”:7 1(Dion (3‘) exp( sp‘ 1.5; —E Vt 111 C2

Just the coefficient 3‘; takes into account many-particle effects in plasma.
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2) The analytic approximation for a“; which connected the impact and quasistatic limits was
constructed:

Cn + 22x1g|:m—v~ +1]
1’ta z 7 i = , (5)

1 + 3: 1g _§_ + 1 I
Rvii

where 1] response to the impact limit for ions. For example, n=2, C = SZMZU +1)_1tn;1

for Lyn, and 11:2.74, C =14.7 tfiZg «1- Irina;1 for Lyf. The single free parameter at at

this model was selected to provide the best agreement of the results obtained with the
experiment [1] or with calculations of the lines shape by molecular dynamic (MD) method
[2]. It was found x=ll4 for Lye, and x=tl.6 for Ly?

3. Results

We tested our model to compare our results with experiments in hydrogen [1} at
T~104{K), Ne~1017(cm'3) and with MD calculations [2,8] for hydrogen at the same

conditions and for A312, Ar”? at
efilgflldfilfleifihml T~10‘5(K), N£~1023(cm'3). In spite of the

I.‘ very different plasma conditions at this
cases our model gave good accuracy
(Fig.1,2,3). Emphasize that the quasistatic

model is rather well for a far wings of
spectral line (Fig.1,3), but there are
significant deviations between this model

_ . \ and experiment or MD results near the
$0: :1; "1 line center. As opposed to this result, the

“2 “' ”£1,101,c model, presented here, describe well as

£13200}; the line center as the far wings of the
d line.

Halfwidths measured [1] and
~3 . t fl r . I calculated by quasistatic and dynamic

.3 .2 -1 0 models are listed in Table I. Although the
lgtdh, um) calculated widths are smaller than

Fig.1. Comparison of nteasnred (*, *, *) and eaten- measured ones, they are within the errors
iated: the present model ( ), static ions ( - — — J, of experiment [1]_
Lyn, hydrogen Stark profiles. The intensity' of the fine Also we tested the variation of the

calculated by the static modcifor ions is squat to i for line profile with . changing the reduced
dint}. We use log-tog coordinates for more detailed 1‘ ad‘ tor— enurbin ion air It

comparison as the line center as tho far wings of the mass 0 r to p . _g p '
tine. was founded to experiment, [9] that the

ratio I'D/1H of the profiles Lyn, of D in
Ar+ and H in Ar+ respectively, at the line center is equal to 1.1"tT for T=15500(K), Ne:
=2-1017{cm'3). The proposed model give the close result (1.18) for this conditions. So the
discrepancy is less than 1%.
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A 5-—Chord VUV Spectrometer for Impurity Study

C.Giroud, G.Cunningham

Dept. of Physics, UMIST, PO. Box 88, Manchester M60 IQD, U.K.

1 Introduction
If the light from 5 different lines of sight of the Spheromak annulus is collected simulta-

neously, a quantity of information (all time resolved) can be deduced about the sustained
phase of SPHEX: the impurity concentration can be mapped, and the impurityr transport

and impurity influx can be estimated with the help of a computer model.

A 5-chord VUV spectrometer has been developed for the spectral range 600 .31 to the
visible, using a normal incidence mount. Its design is presented below, followed by the

initial results on the emissivity profiles of C, 0 species in the SPHEX annulus.

2 Design Constraints _

Two main constraints of this design are due to the use of the WV light and the choice

of the channel separation configuration.
The VUV spectrum is of interest because it includes the most intense impurity lines, is

the resonant lines. However, the main problem of this spectrum is that the light cannot be

transmitted through optical fibre or lenses due to absorption. Therefore, mirrors have to

be used for the channel selection. If the light is reflected near normal incidence, CVD-SiC

is the coating with best reflectance, see figure 4 of [1]. This latter being so expensive, a

gold coating used at high angle of incidence is preferred even if it allows less freedom in the

design. At high angle of incidence, the reflectance of gold and CVD—SiC are comparable

for the spectral region of concern, see figure 6 of [1]. So, gold coated mirrors are chosen

and have to be used with an angle of incidence greater than 80” for a reflectance greater

than 75 % (cannot deviate rays by more than 20° ).

Two configurations are possible for the channel separation: the slit division or the solid

angle: the best is the one with the maximum intensity for each channel, and minimum

overlapping between channels. The étendue being the same for both configurations, there

is no difference of intensity . However, the overlapping consideration is able to discard one

configuration. Actually, the main problem of the concave grating is astigmatism. A point

at the entrance slit is imaged by a line of length 45.1.0). For a slit division system, the
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entrance slit (‘20 mm long) is divided in 5, ie each channel is 4 mm long. The overlapping
between channels at the exit slit is tolerable if it is less than 30 %, so 5L0») E 3 mm.
With the help of the ray—tracing program Zeemax, we determined the latter condition to

be valid if A 3 2300 2-1. Since, the visible Spectrum is needed for the absolute calibration,
the slit division configuration is inadequate, and the solid angle is chosen to be divided . '

3 Description of the instrument
The solid angle division configuration is presented on figure 1. The five lines of sight

from 5 difl‘erent regions of the plasma are selected with the help of gold coated mirrors,

specially,r shaped for this experiment, see figure 2.

For the arrangement of this instrument, two points need to be considered. Since the

spectrometer needs to be absolutely calibrated, the'mirrors, the collecting optics and

the spectrometer must form a fixed assemv that can he moved in and out of the tank.

Secondly, the distance between the mirrors and the flux conservers needs to be adjustable,

so a flexible pipe is used. The arrangement is shown on figure 3. The mirrors are held in an

aluminium box whose walls have machined recesses allowing the mirrors to be positioned

to within an accuracy of 1 deg of angular separation. Leaf springs were used to hold

the mirrors securelyr in place, without causing any distortion. A stainless hollow pipe

maintains the mirrors box at an fixed position in respect to the spectrometer (internal

pipe). A flexible pipe allows the distance between the mirrors and the flux conserver to

be adjusted. The spectrometer is a 1 In normal incidence (Hilger and Watts E766), with

a 600 Learn": Osmium grating. The ray-tracing program Zeemax is used to determine

the image of each channel including overlapping, at a distance of 110 mm from the exit

slit. rThe light from each channel is collected by Perspex light pipe whose cross—section

has been manufactured such as to transmit light from only one channel. The exposed tip

of each light pipe is coated with sodium salicylate, whilst the other end is cemented to

a photomultiplier. To eliminate interference, the collecting optics assemv is electrically

isolated from the spectrometer. I

Some characteristics of the instrument can be deduced from figure 4. It shows the intensity

detected by each channel against the distance travelled by a mercury lamp (4 mm wide)

along a vertical line at 550 mm from the mirrors, with a slit width of 50 pm. One can

see that the light contribution from neighbouring channels represents less than 304% of

the total intensity of a channel. An accurate determination of the degree of overlapping
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requires the use of a diffuser in order to illuminate the whole channel. These measurements

also showed a level of overlapping below 30 %. At 550 mm from the mirrors, the channel

width is w 40 mm (see figure 4), and its length is m 100 mm. The wavelength resolution

is ~ 1 .31. A problem of this instrument is that the focus needs to be accurate in order to

avoid any correction to the relative intensity of the channels.

4 Initial results
Shots are taken at the centre of the CI line 1930.9fl :4, and the CIV line 2296.37 :21, see

figure 5; a definite change in the profile of impurity concentration is clearly visible.

Even if the absolute calibration has not been performed yet, we can still deduce an emis-

sivity profile for C, 0 species since the relative intensity calibration has been done. Figure

6 shows that the concentration of the lower ionisation level species increases towards the

wall, whilst the concentration of the higher ionisation level species decreases, as expected.

The relative calibration is not yet complete, which may explain the behaviour of region

3.

For future work, the instrument will be absolutely calibrated. The impurity concentration

profile for different plasma conditions will be measured. ”With the help of an existing

computer model, the temperature profile and information on the impurity transport will

be deduced.
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Introduction
Lithium beam diagnostics are a multi~facetted technique for investigating fusion edge plasmas.
While the determination of electron densities by lithium impact excitation spectroscopy (Li-DECS)
has already reached a satisfying standard on both large fusion experiments at IPP Garching
[1,2], a neutral lithium beam can also be used to determine local concentrations as well as
temperatures of impurity ions by charge exchange spectroscopy (Li—(3X8) [3,4]. In order to
achieve simultaneous Li—IXS and Li~CXS measurements, both existing IPP setups for electron
density measurements have been extended. First results prove the feasibility of Li~CXS in W?—
AS plasmas.
In order to check the modelling of the lithium beam we have also investigated the population of
higher Lil energy levels.

EXperimental setup on W7-AS
The existing lithium heam diagnostic on the stellarator WT-AS has been extended by a 14
channel CXS observation system. Two achromats (fifth: = 2.9x10‘4sr) are used to image the
light onto 14 bundles of quartz fibers, each bundle consisting of 8 single fibers (400mm. The
detection region covers a radial range of about 13cm from the plasma center to the last closed
flux surface of standard plasma configurations. For these investigations the bundles are coupled
one by one to the entrance slit of a monochromator (ACTON, (Enemy—Turner, f=0.75m). A
two-dimensional detector (Proscan CCD camera, 512x512 pixels, each 19x19um2) is directly

connected to the monochromator exit. The spectral resolution is up to 0.018nmtpixel using a
lSOUg/mm holographic grating. An additional system of photomultipliers equipped with
interference filters (Er-529.0nrn) has been introduced, which can be coupled to the same light
guides for simultaneous measurements at 14 radial locations. We used the improved extraction
geometry of the ion source [1,2] to inject a beam (lud'imA) in the energy range of 20-66keV.

Experimental setup on ASDEX Upgrade

0n the ASDEX Upgrade tokamak the lithium beam diagnostic has a new location 33cm above
midplane. It is equipped with a completely rebuilt 35 channel electron density optics, a 16
channel charge exchange optics and a 3 channel neutral density monitoring system (fig. 1). At
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35 channel 'the new position of the ion gun. which is -— ; electron denelty

similar to the one on W7-AS. the magnetic
field is weaker. There is also additional t1.—
metal shielding around the ion beam. Thus,
we expect magnetic field effects on the
lithium beam (Ez35lteV. 1:1.2mA) to be
reduced considerably.
Electron density measurement setup
In the former optical system each spatial
channel consisted of three 400nm fibers. The
light collectionftransnussion efficiency varied I -L-ir-haam
drastically from fiber to fiber and the system
was sensitive to the beam position [5].. To
overcome these difficulties, at new head for mldplane

the fiberguides was built with each spatial ..
channel corresponding to a bundle of 35 semi?“
quartz fibers (lUOilSOum). The light from ‘gf
each bundle is coupled to a 43m long, 600nm - r

,' ' 15ehanne] '

moncfiber (N.A.-=O.3"i) that carries the light -U.5m ' “engaged
I

f

to the detection units. About seven percent of
the incoming light can be dgtgctgd this way. A Fig. 1: Optical observation systems of extended lithium

new BK? optical system. —a wedge and two beam did-“lemmas 0“ ASDEX Upgrade
lenses- was built to gather light into 35 channels from about 16cm along the beam path. The

observation region can be radially shifted by a couple of centimeters, allowing it to be adjusted

to different plasma Scenarios. Each detection unit is equipped with an interference filter
(Ta-40%. W50.?nm) followed by a photomultiplififWe expect 5 to 10 times more signal
with the new detection system which will permit increased temporal resolution and
investigations of density fluctuations outside the separatrix. -
CXS measurement setup
Two quartz lenses (W47: = 1.5x10‘3sr) focus the light onto an array of 16 quartz fibers
{400mm enabling the radial distribution of the emitted light in a 160m region around the

separatrix to be measured with 1cm spatial resolution. The fibers are coupled to the entrance slit

of the same CXS spectroscopic system as described for WT—AS. Temporal resolution is limited
by the readout time of the CCD detector for 16 channels {13 ms). -
Neutral density measurement setup .
Two BK? lenses (£2141: e 1.8x10'3sr) focus the light onto an array of 21 quartz fibers (400m)

that are grouped into three bundles. The light is gathered from a region far from the separatrix
where lithium excitation by collision with neutrals is the dominant process [2]. Each channel is

equipped with an interference filter {T>40%. FWHMSO.7nm) to select the Li(2p ~—>ZS) line.



Results
Lithium boom composition
Because of highly different cross sections for charge exchange processes, depending on the
excitation state of the donor atom, the composition of the lithium beam is an important
parameter for evaluating CXS data. We have therefore investigated several Lil spectral lines
(Err—>25, 3d —->2p, 4s——>2p, rid—+213) in W7-AS discharges. While the measurements of the
most relevant line map—>25) at h=6’iO.8 nm were performed for calibrating the CXS setup
relatively to the Li-IXS photomultiplier setup, all other LiI lines 'were. investigated to check the
attenuation model of the lithium beam {6]. Measured intensities of emission from higher levels
were found to differ considerably (30-60%) from corresponding theoretical values. We

observed no dependence on magnetic field strength and beam energy, whereas changing plasma
densities had strong effects on the conformity of experimental and theoretical values with the
deviation becoming larger at higher densities. '
Inadequate scaling relations for ' .

Wit-AS #36762 - 36189
BXCitatj'fln and ionization 012‘ I: I | | I I. l I | I l l l | I: | | | I I l- l I | I I I: I

processes involving protons and I ..... "01d" simulation :

impurity ions in the underlying ' Emma“ “31““ '
. . . “ ' tald ta "

database [7] have been Identified 0:15 r“ * Exgcnmfln a I
as the major reason for these A - Jr’s-Pb -

fl-r - .II' _

disagreements. These are now E - _ a t —
. .5 0,1

being recalculated by more E“ J 4,, f ....---===_. ,
, WI _ i‘ ..

advanced means. First results for E _ x a _

the Li(31~—>21) transitions show a 005- ' § §§ H a -
significant decrease of theoretical - w -

values of Li(3d)!Li(2p) ratios - -

(fig.2)whenusingtheimproved DH...'...'.'.'. ......... ........._
10 15 20 25

cross section data. However, .
beam coordinate 2” [cm]

since the relative population of

“15 Li(3d) 1am] in the“ lithium Fig.2: Popuiotion ratios of the Lif3ti} and Lip} energy levels.
hem is in the range (if 1% ”my! Comparison of exporters-urn! data and beam simulation resnits for o

With PUPUIatiOHS 0f 3—“ (“1151' series ofsimiior W?—AS discharges. Plasma center or zufiz‘ficm.
Li(nI) levels (no-2) even smaller, '

the influences on electron density calculations remain below 10%.

Furthermore, recent simulations have suggested that the population of higher excited states
depends on Zeff. Thus, the measurement of only one additional line besides the resonance line

offers a possibility to determine an estimate for Zef-f' -under the assumption of a reasonable

radial charge state distribution of the impurities and if the present disagreement for" n=3

populations between simulation and experiment further diminishes as a consequence of more

accurate cross sections.
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CXS investigations
Measurements of spectral lines of impurity ions have proven the feasibility of charge exchange
spectroscopy on W‘I-AS plasmas with the extended setup. The photomultiplier system has been
introduced for simultaneous measurements of (25+ concentrations at 14 radial locations, while
the spectrometer system has been used for the determination of temperature profiles of (35+ ions
(fig. 3).

Wit-AS #39360 - 39363 warms #39355
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Fig. 3: a) Radial temperatare profiles of 05+ compared to e‘ [8] and 13+!9i. All data were obtained daring a series
of similar W?-AS discharges. 0) Raw photomaltt'plt'ar signals for concentration evalaation at Refit-=12.3cm.

injection ofa carbon pellet at t=0.8s increases the charge exchange induced signal significantly. Injected lithium
carrent lg;- =2mA at En48ltV. '

Temperature values, which were corrected for line broadening effects such as Zeeman splitting
and lalevel mixing [10], are similar to protonfdeuteron as well as electron temperamre profiles.
Evaluation of impurity ion concentration values requires extension of the charge exchange cross
section database, which is presently being carried out.
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ELECTRON TEMPERATURE PROFILE MEASUREMENTS BY

HEAVY ION BEAM PROBING ON THE TOKAMAK ISTTOK

A. Malaquias, JAE. Cabral, CAP. Varandas, I. Nedzelskii and R. Canario
Associaga’to EURATOMIIST, Centro de Fusao Nuclear, 1096 Lisboa Codex, Portugal

1. Introduction

A Heavy Ion Beam Diagnostic (HIBD) could be a suitable tool for the measurement of the

electron temperature of a magnetised plasma with good spatial and temporal resolutions [1].

This parameter has been determined from the ratio of the tertiary to the secondary ion currents

that attain a single detector cell[2]. The radial profile has been obtained by sweeping the beam

through the plasma in different discharges. Therefore this method does not allow the

determination of the temporal evolution of the T, profile in a single discharge.

This paper presents measurement of the electron temperature of the ISTTOK plasma with

the set-up described in section 2. Section 3 contains the study of the evolution of the T, profile

obtained by the classical method taking advantage of a new detection system. Section 4

describes a new method under development for the measurement of the evolution of this

profile in a single discharge using a two species mixed ion beam.

2. Experimental set-up

ISTTOK is a small (R = 0.46 m; a = 0.085 m; BT =

0.45 T; n, = 8x10”; T, = 180 eV) circular cross

section, iron core transformer, limiter tokamak [3]. Its

HIBD, whose operating principles are described in [1],

is based on a plasma source ion gun and a detection

system composed by two Multiple Cell Array

Detectors (MEAD), one for the primary beam (5x3

copper cells with dimensions of 6X5 m3) and the ~ t—c'o -c.s t' .‘s a

other for the secondary ions (14x6 copper cells of 5x4 “tit

mmi). Fig. 1 presents the schematic of the terror: . rear
HIBD. _fl_ i

arlmaor
beam

Fig. l
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3. Evolution of the TE profile from the secondary and tertiary ion currents
The electron temperature can be obtained by comparison of the ratio between the secondary

I? = 2I+n¢(rj)d’lz(rf)dl (J)

and the tertiary

I?” = 31+ne{r})0'”,3(rj}dl’ (2)

ion currents collected at one detector cell and the ratio of the corresponding cross sections. 1+
represents the prirnary beam current, new ) is the plasma density and (3120;) (slim) is the

effective cross section for single to double (triple) ionisation at the plasma position :3" where
this process occurs. di and di’ are the primary beam paths for double and triple ionisation.

Due to geometric constrains it was not possible to install in the tokamak an additional
MCAD for tertiary ion detection. Therefore, both types of ions were collected by the same
MCAD in two similar discharges. From numerical simulations made taking into account the
energy range of our ion beam {0 - 20 lteV) and the expected Tc values we have concluded that'
the best choice was a Hg+ beam with the following characteristics: 15.5 (20) rev energy and a
current of 350 (580) nA for detection of the secondary {tertiary} ions.

The best measurements were performed in shots #6115 and #6116 in three different times
during the best matching of plasma currents within an average density of 5x10” to Salt)18 m‘i’
(measured by interferometer). The experimental ratio was normalised to the primary beam
current and to the average plasma density. The results (Fig. 23.) show that the T,1 profile
decreases along the plasma shot in agreement with the increase of plasma resistivity (Fig. 2b).

plasma current

m o 5 1o 15 20 as
ti-me(ms)

h a.@120 E secs 3
g m '71:) 4mm 2.5 E“?E i :3 '3} EE as u in soon 2 a[El { m I:a i m w 1.5 -- og so I I E soon 1 g E
E 40 - E 13130 ' [15 I. U3 l n- .g a o
E J

D"i

plasma radlus {cm}

Fig. 2:: Fig. Zb
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4. Temperature measurements using a mixed beam technique

The use of a mixed beam could allow the simultaneous measurement of several profiles of the

electron temperature, plasma density and poloidal magnetic field during the same tokamak

discharge I

The method consists in the alternating injection of a mixed baam composed by two ion

species (N and Bi” ) of similar masses with a pure beam of one of the species (A? for instance).

This condition ensures ‘perveance match’ at the beam accelerator optics and that both beams

will be injected into the plasma at the desired energy. From the pure beam injection, we

measure I: (131* beam current) and Him“ beam current) in the detecting cells and the

(amen); profile can be determined. When the mixed beam is injected, we measure

1;” (primary mixed beam current) and 1:1,, (secondary mixed beam current). Assuming that

the plasma parameters remain constant during the commutation time from pure to mixed beam

injection, (mxou); does not significantly change. The III“) (secondary current of species A on '

the mixed beam) that arrives to each detector cell can be calculated from

++ _,_, ++ Iii-{m}
Idtm) " Ia —+” (3)

IA.

where 1;t is determined from the relative positioning of the mixed Imam and the known

.1.positions of the pure beam; at the detector. The difference between I;B and Him, gives

£33,, at each secondary detector cell allowing the determination of (lepton); The electron

temperature is calculated once again by comparison of the theoretical cross sections ratio with

the experimental ratio between (mitten); and (amount

The implementation of this method on ISTTOK was studied for two types of mixed

beams: Cs+ + Xei' and Xe" + Bail The first one is very easy to produce with our present ion

gun. We inject Xe gas 011 a heated chamber containing the Cs vapor. The mixed plasma from
which the mixed beam is extracted is produced by accelerating thermoelectrons between a hot

filament and the chamber wall. A potential variable between 10V and SUV is applied to the hot

filament modulating in this way the thermoelectrons energy. This technique allows the

production of a pure Cs plasma (at 10V) alternated with a XeiCs mixed one (50V).- The

primary beam current arriving at the primary detector is presented in Fig. 3. I
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However it has three main difficulties: (i) we as Unix“ beam
. , E“ [15can only d1agnose the plasma edge since the Eat

as
theoretical calculations show that the ratio of ii 0?

- . Ell . ,1', _ q s+beamthe cross sections 1s only temperature 5 n _ l 15 so as to
beam off ‘1'“ ”3dependent for T, lower than 50 eV; (ii) the

. 1 + , + Fig.3 - Primary beam current at the detector. The
contribution 0f the Xe current 111 the named beam is injected in a pulsed mode

beam was too- small, probably due to the large

difference of the ionisation energy between the Cs and Xe species; (iii) since we are measuring
at the plasma edge, the collected. secondary Xe“ ion currents were too low and the results
were masked by the noise.

The use of the Xe+ + Ba+ mixed Mam is
expect to increase the range of the T,
measurements until 250 eV. However the

generation of a mixed beam of Xe+ + Ea”r
4113mm implies major changes in the ion gun. The Ba+

beam has to be produced from a thermal
mm contact ionisation source which operates

rafilmm inside the Xe plasma ion source (Fig. 4). The
Xe+ beam will be commuted by modulating

ghgnium the hot filament potential while the Ea+ will
U E

be continuously injected.
Fig. 4
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Fast Multichannel Plasma Radiation Losses Measuring System
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1. Introduction

Bolometers are considered to be a standard diagnostic for fusion experiments, mainly for
measuring the total radiated power and spatial profiles of the local radiation power density.

Thin film metal foil resistors [1, 2] and pyroelecttic detectors [3] are commonly used for these

purposes due to non-selective sensitivity in wide spectral range of incident radiation, provided

by thermal nature of their response. Their low sensitivity, susceptibility to EMI noises and poor
risez’fall time lead to serious limitations for the spacelfime resolution of multichannel systems.
Their high absolute measuring accuracy could be achieved for relatively slow processes only,

generally at 2’10 ms timescale. The dynamic accuracy remains questionable since the numerical

solutions of thermal conduction equations are necessary for fast heating power variations in the

absorption layer to be derived from the temperature response of thermal sensitive layer behind.

Radiation induced current in semiconductor detectors is known to be independent on the

incident particle energy in the range well above its energy bandgap EH. Since plasma radiation

losses spectrum is located within 20...5,000 eV energy range, semiconductors with E3 <1 2 eV

would be suitable if the input protection and high surface recombination rate layers are

eliminated. Some attempts were made earlier in this direction with the use of InP:Fe

photoconductors [4]. Applicadons of common Si photodiodes (PD) for UV—imaging are limited

by the presence of a front dead layer providing low-energy response cutoff. Recent advances in

Si technologies for' eliminating this front dead layer and enhanced PD quantum efficiency

stability pioneered by International Radiation Detectors Inc. (USA) have resulted in AKIN

series Si PD manufactured for absolute radiometry applications in vacuum ultraviolet, extreme

ultraviolet and soft X-ray spectra] regions (7...6,UDD eV) [S—T]. National standard laboratories:

NIST (USA) and PTB (Germany) have approved use of AXUV—seties [RD photodetectors as

secondary standards with 14% uncertainty in 30...6,UUO eV range. Developed by IRD advanced

ninidation technology resulted in low rate of detector surface carrier recombination yielding

ultimate internal quantum efficiency preserved stable under 1 Grad radiation dose (with respect

to 10.2 eV photons) and 4-week exposure to 100% relative humidity atmosphere [6].
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Taking into account a number of attractive features, AKIN PD. implementation to
plasma radiation losses diagnostics seems to be worthwhile, although ~50% responsivity drop
in 10...30 eV energy range could result in some systematic errors of plasma radiation intensity

absolute measurements (Fig.1).

Fast Multichannel Plasma 1'00

Radiation Losses Measuring 3%

System (MRLMS) have been

developed for TnllM (Troitsk, ”'10

Russia) and I—E—lM (Chengdu,

China) environments. Its main

advantages are improved SfN- not
'1 10 . 100 1000 10000ratio and fast response achieved photon energy, an

by the use of ANN-WELD Si
Fig.1. AXUV Si PD spectral response. Arrow marks the

Iii-element detector array. nsnoiposition ofrodiotion losses spectra.

2. MRLMS Design

The system contains three main parts: Detector Unit (pinhole camera) including Si PD
array + Iii—channel preamplifier hybrid assembly to be placed into the vacuum port (Fig.2),

remote ADCfIsolation Unit (1-3 m apart from the port) and IBM PC interface Control Card.
Detector Um‘i Spec-freedom
I Detector rise/fall time 0.5 uses rear—Milt”; F—Tfumf‘”, m
l Field of view (FOV) 40....90“ pain, n. P p
I Sensitive area 2x5(x16) mm2 Shutter
I Output sensitivity lOE-IOGVKW g
I Frequency band U...100 kHz 30 WT M H, m
I Mamhaking temperature 200°C \. in mm Em]:
I Power supply: +6...18 V Input \ Pm
I Quescent current: 14 m ”Lu W
I — shutdown mode 20 uA
I Power startup delay 5'. 10 111363 Fig.2. Detector Unit assembly.
I Total weight 250 g

MRLMS Detector Unit (pinhole camera) design is shown in'Fig.2. Aluminium-made
casing box is used for low weight electric shielding. Teflon and ceramic fixing elements

provide high—voltage isolation to suspend holder and shutter drive mechanism. Pinhole shutter

prevents detector surface contamination during the glow discharge vessel treatment.
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MRLMS Data Acquisition system includes remote ADCIIsolation Unit connected via
data transmission cable to the Control Card plugged into IBM PC internal bus expansion slot.
Main advantages of the remote design assume high immunity to external EMI noises and wide

range input common-mode floating potential achieved by means of shortened length of input
adres in couple adth total 1.5 kV galvanic isolation of analog circuits in the vicinity of primary

signal source location. Common mode rejection ratio of Ira-120 (113 value have been proved in
0... I 00 kHz frequency band with up to ‘FUD Vpp analog ground potential variations.

General system design provides multichannel functioning at up to 100 ksec ADC

sampling rate with 12-bit resolution. Additional CAMAC modules with l as sampling time

were used in parallel for special studies ofplasma disruptions and other fast processes.

3. Results and discussion

MEWS was installed to T-llM tokamak environment in May 1996 for preliminary
testing and plasma radiation profile evolution measurements. No remarkable deviations in

detector sensitivity along a year of operation have been observed after a number of vacuum

vessel treatrnents including baking up to ISO-200°C, cleaning discharges, boronization and

more than IDDU deuterium shots. Excellent signal~to~noise performance achieved by novel

design of plasma radiation losses diagnostic have been demonstrated, no external interference
induced signals were observed even at plasma disruptions and initial breakdown.

Preliminary MEWS data obtained at T-l 1M on plasma radiation losses evolution were

shown to be in agreement with conventional pyroelectric bolometer, I)I,rfl'i‘elili‘. — emission and
MED activity measurements (Fig.3). In general, simple Abel mversion procedure could not be

used, unfortunately, for the profile reconstruction due to its considerable vertical asymmetry.

Additional devices are necessary for applicability of deconvolution technique. Anyway, owing

to advanced dynamic properties, even a qualitative temporalfspatial behaviour analysis in

comparison with evolution of various plasma parameters have proven MRLMS helpfulness for

better imaging of radiation losses location and fast processes of plasma—limiter interactions

during the disruptions (Fig.4). Fourier transform and correlation analysis technique were used

also for MHD activity and plasma rotation induced radiation losses variations.

An experimental testing of MRLMS accuracy for radiation losses measurements is

planned at T-10 environment. The design of a combined system including foil belometets and

AXUV Si detector array with the same FOV is under consideration also. This complementary

approach seems to be the most promising for advanced accuracy and dynamic performance.
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T—llM Shot W846

MRLMS ' mm
L oontral View

.515 58

SQ 52 S4 56 53 50 52 S4 55 SS
fimo, ms time, ms

Fig. 3. Typical 21m, 13.: andm traces during disrupa'oo. ADC sampling llme - 5w.

lller—m+ I

Mfdpleno —-+ G -

-0.5

o §2 54 3 a .2 2.3 21mg
Fig. 4. Radiation losses verticalprofile evolution along the dlsmptloa processes. Frame cycle —- 0. 2 ms.
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